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Abstract
Property management requires an understanding of infrastructure management,
whole life cycle costing and planning, service life planning and quality management.
The Construction Industry Development Board, (CIDB) (Malaysia) announced in the
Construction Industry Master Plan 2006-2015 that the construction industry has been
under pressure for many years to produce economical buildings which offer value for
money, not only during the construction phase, but importantly, during the entire life
cycle of the building. Despite the economic issue not being within control of the
industry, there are other aspects that the industry can control such as quality, cost and
speed of construction. For instance, the issue of lack of consideration on the expenses
and on-going cost during the life span of a high rise residential property development
(HRRPD) in which the initial implementation stage will face a major impact on their
long term viability. Often these longer term period costs are not understood by the
client, in the initial development stages as they are not immediate. Currently, no
substantial body of work exists in Malaysia that thoroughly analyses the
implementation of Whole Life Cycle Costing (WLCC) over the construction of a
high rise residential building. Though, one study examines WLCC on residential
property, the focus is on energy consumption of the building element but not the
entire development scheme. This body of research has been exclusive to developed
countries but there has been very limited research that has been conducted in
Malaysia. WLCC is a relatively new concept for the construction industry especially
on residential development and particularly for Malaysia. Creating a new framework
of WLCC for the Malaysian HRRPD process is the specific aim of this study. WLCC
is rapidly becoming the standard guidelines for the long term cost appraisal of
buildings and civil infrastructure projects. It was concluded, from a study of the
HRRPD, the building with more residents and higher usage had higher mean 40 year
annual equivalent OMR costs (based on one of the building component: Interior
Finishes) of 2011RM 0.77/sqft/year to 2011RM 1.20/sqft/year. This amount was
approximately six times higher OMR costs that building with low usage and numbers
of resident which only 2011RM 0.22/sqft/year based on 6 selected HRRPD in this
research. As for general recommendations, expand the research to other domains
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including other public and private sector buildings to see if the methods developed to
quantify the impact of quality upon WLCC are suitable for use in other sectors.
Overall, this WLCC will assist in providing a greater understanding and possible
solutions for the current Malaysian property management systems for the expanding
of high rise residential unit market. Within excess of 2.3 million current high rise
units in Malaysia and increasing, the need for more cost effective management
systems are of high importance to the Malaysian Property Industry.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Since the 1980’s, economics have had to come to terms with the wider concepts of
quality growth and eco-development. As organizations become increasingly aware of
the environmental costs (soil, water, and wastewater), management costs (operation,
maintenance and replacement), and Whole Life Cycle Costing (WLCC) becomes
more and more important to assess, predict and trace all the costs involved.
1.1 Introduction
This property management growth creates a new phenomenon, especially in terms of
budgeting. As far as property management is concerned, there is an increasing
awareness of the importance of considering the cost of buildings in use and of
developing financial techniques to evaluate the WLCC of buildings in use as well.
Every property requires an investment, and each exploitation process to require
management.
For each type of investor the goal has to be clear and related to the proper
investment criterion, in which the importance of rental income and cost has been
well defined. In this day and age, people are beginning to realize that effective
property management can sustain the property value and maintain high returns on
their investment. In all cases, usability and adaptability have to be taken into account,
though to different extents. Some foresight may reduce costs and raise the property’s
resale value.
In order to carry out the effective property management, the experts such
property manager, must be dedicated, committed and focused on achieving good
maintenance practices to ensure that any repairs and replacements can be done in
economical situation. Whilst, appropriate to this, WLCC can be one of the solutions
in answering all the perceptions or arguments.
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1.2 Research Background
The operation of the residential property market is the focus of most public scrutiny
in Malaysia. The development cost, limited land area, and the development demands
are among the top issues that have been discussed publicly (Tapsir, 2001). With
regards to these situations, the researcher decided to search for the best approach for
the Malaysian high rise residential property development by promoting WLCC as an
alternative approach.
WLCC is a relatively new concept for the construction industry, especially on
residential development and particularly in Malaysia. Creating a new framework of
Whole Life Cycle Costing for the Malaysian high rise residential property
development process is the specific aim of this study. WLCC is rapidly becoming the
standard guideline for the long term cost appraisal of buildings and civil
infrastructure projects (Kirkham & Boussabaine, 2005).
Basically, this research is written to facilitate the current and future
individuals who will be involved in the high rise residential property development
sector with a new sensible approach to improve the cost management of Operation,
Maintenance and Rehabilitation (OMR) in Malaysian high rise residential property
developments.
1.3 Statement of the Problem
The Construction Industry Development Board, (CIDB) (Malaysia) announced in the
Construction Industry Master Plan 2006-2015 that the construction industry has been
under pressure for many years to produce economical buildings which offer value for
money, not only during the construction phase, but more importantly, during the
entire life cycle of the building. Attempting to balance today’s economic necessities
with tomorrow’s demands has been difficult and on many occasions, future
generations have been left to pick up the bill for non-compliance.
However, with modern technological breakthroughs and responsible
manufacturers investing in their development, the situation is rapidly changing for
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the better. Although it is possible to claim that buildings are more sustainable, for a
holistic evaluation of the environmental impact a building makes on the
environment, an objective analysis is required. While such an analysis should
consider both operating as well as construction requirements of various buildings, the
evaluation should also cover the total useful life of such buildings (Plezeter, 2006).
Besides, it is readily accepted that considerations such as the quality of
design, materials used and workmanship affect the current and future OMR in every
construction development (Amadi-Echendu, 2004). Mazen and Tarek (2012)
discussed that, the restrictions of monetary resources produced the continuing
rehabilitation of infrastructure complicated.  Therefore, the need of an appropriate
decision making system to optimize the use of available funds through cost effective
solutions becomes important (Farran, 2006). Ultimately, the WLCC has been
considered as alternative decision making to overcome the over budget and budget
allocating problem during any development (Farran & Zayed, 2009). Property
managers are forced to make cost reduction decisions in every part of development
from the inception of the project up to the disposal stage, knowing that their decision
today may significantly impact current and future costs, thus whole life cycle cost.
They need to determine how and when to repair older equipment, while at the same
time minimizing costs and maximize value with limited OMR budget allocations.
Furthermore, they have to balance the need to maintain older development
equipment with a requirement for new construction. Thus, according to study by DTI
(Brouke et al., 2005), quantifying the impact of quality upon WLCC and developing
a simple formula that uses a building design, construction, operation and
maintenance quality to predict WLCC or even operation, maintenance and
rehabilitation costs, would be valuable tools for property managers, developers and
surveyors to ensure that the best economic, social and environmental outcomes are
achieved in all property developments.
In practice, several problems or deficiencies have been identified in
connection with both estimating the future cost and tracking the historical cost
behaviour of products, customers or other costly items over a long period (Bryan,
2005). Pelzeter (2006) has found that more than half of companies do not have a
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specific decision support system for their investment planning. Naturally, the long
term cost structure is essentially dependent on the type of material in question, but
overall effective cost management covering the entire life cycle of products is very
important for the organization.
Organizations have increasingly struggled with the high cost associated with
using products, which has resulted in demands to lower product quality and overall
utilization rate of many products (Amadi-Echendu, 2004). According to previous
studies, the design decisions are evaluated by individual house owners based on the
value provided for the money (Jones et.al. 2000; Beaver, 2000). Therefore the initial
and more importantly the life cycle cost of design decisions becomes one of the
critical success factors for the development.
Instead of that, the main problem with the Malaysia tenure system in HRRPD
is too much procedure and bureaucracy in the decision making process (Tawil et.al,
2012). From the survey that has been done by the researcher, the property manager
only have 20% of chances in the decision making process and zero per cent of
resident's representative in the decision making process, meanwhile the 80% of the
decision making was under the power of a Local Authority or Authority of the
Development. This situation forms the delay in the OMR management process and
raises the uncomfortable feeling among local residents, particularly related to the
reports that have been made. Additionally, most of the authority’s officers is not the
residents of the high rise residential property which lead to less aware of local
residents' needs. An absence of resident voice in the decision making process is one
of the causes that the property management best practice to achieve optimum
economic benefit in terms of repair and replacement of strategic building
components in Malaysian HRRPD during the operational, maintenance and
replacement management process cannot be succeeded.
Recently, multimillion Ringgits have been invested in low cost multi storey
residential property developments; a major concern for decision makers is the on-
going maintenance costs for the residential property developer (Ho, 1994; Tapsir,
2001; Tapsir & Usman, 2005; Mohd Fadzil, 2005). With little attention paid on what
happens during the life span, it is no surprise that most public residential property
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development and management departments face a lack of budgeting for OMR costs
of building components (Tapsir, 2001). Based on the Malaysian construction
industry, residential property development contributes more than 5-6.5% to the
nation’s economy per annum (Mohd Talhar, 2004; CIDB, 2010b; Government of
Malaysia, 2010). It is well established that the construction industry is the first to be
affected during the economic downturn and the last to make progress when the
economy recovers.
Despite the economic issue that is not within the control of the industry, there
are other aspects that are controllable by the industry. They are quality, costs and
speed of construction. Reflecting on these problems, the issue of not taking into
consideration the expenses and on-going cost during the life span of the residential
property development at the initial implementation stage has a major impact on the
long term viability of the development. Often these long term costs are not realized
by the client, as they are not immediate in the initial development stages. This is the
basis for conducting this research that will have a direct benefit to analyse the best
selected building components for high rise residential property development
(HRRPD) in Malaysia.
1.4 Research Hypothesis
This research has been undertaken to determine the property management best
practice to achieve optimum economic benefit in terms of repair and replacement of
strategic building components in Malaysian HRRPD during the operational,
maintenance and replacement management process. In the other hand, it can be
concluded that these benefits, being in line with the owner's requirements. Two (2)
hypotheses have been developed to identify the achievement of the property
management during the repair and replacement of strategic building components in
selected Malaysian HRRPD.
The hypothesis (1) of this research is that a low initial capital cost of the
material components for residential property development could result in a higher
WLCC than the cost benefit of the initial purchase. Using Net Present Worth (NPW),
an evaluation tool that calculates all the cash flow to the present equivalent, as a
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ranking system, it is expected that the material components with the lowest initial
cost may not be the lowest cost alternative (lowest NPW) in the long run when
maintenance costs, operational costs and replacement costs are considered.
Hypothesis 1:
 Initial Capital Cost = WLCC (≥ Cost Benefit (Initial Purchase)
According to the hypothesis above, this research will develop a new
framework in making sure that all residential property development components will
not be redundant and abandoned due to the lack of consideration of WLCC. In
assessing the hypothesis, this study will be more focused on the high rise residential
property development. This is because, in creating the new framework for HRRPD, it
should be done on the development which has the capacity to represent the majority
types of residential property development available in Malaysia. Since 2004,
approximately 29.06% of residential property developments in Malaysia were
focused on HRRPD (National Property Information Centre (NAPIC), 2010).
The hypothesis (2) of this research is based on the principles of WLCC,
which incorporates all aspects of the high rise residential property development
building lifecycle by not simply choose the expensive cost or benefit analysis of
individual component of the building construction or on-going maintenance
management as the most effective alternative..
Hypothesis 2:
“The more expensive/ better quality building component may not
necessarily result in the most cost effective alternative on WLCC basis.”
The framework developed in this research will incorporate factors that are
common in building asset management, that have direct and indirect impacts on the
WLCC of the HRRPD building. Changes in legislation and bylaws, building
technology and Occupational Health and Safety (OHS), may result in changes of
building components, thus affecting the long term cost effectiveness of existing
components. Additionally, this situation also prompts for high rise residential
building component to be replaced prior to their economic life expectancy due to
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tenants’ demand, damage and energy efficiency requirement. The WLCC framework
of this research is expected to determine the most appropriate input for these
situations, regardless of the initial cost/ life duration of the building component.
1.5 Research Question
This study will further advance frontier knowledge about the implication of WLCC
for residential property development in Malaysia. The key questions which guide and
direct this research are identified as below:
i. What are the obstacles do property manager perceives exist relative to the
HRRPD and the impact to the maintenance costs?
ii. Why there are too many problems reported on the budgeting management on
and current decision making on building components practices during the
OMR process at HRRPD management systems in Malaysia?
iii. How can the framework of WLCC for HRRPD in Malaysia be evaluated?
1.6 Research Aim
The aim of this study is to enhance the financial and property management
mechanism to facilitate whole life cycle management of the residential development
process at the building operational management level particularly related to any
repairs and replacements of the building component. Creating a new framework of
WLCC for Malaysia HRRPD process is the specific aim of this study. WLCC is
rapidly becoming the standard method for the long term cost appraisal of buildings
and civil infrastructure projects.
With clients now demanding buildings that demonstrate value for money over
the long term, WLCC has become an essential tool for those involved in the design,
construction, operation and risk analysis of construction projects (Fabrycky &
Blanchard, 1991).
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1.7 Research Objectives
The main objective of this research is to develop a framework of WLCC for HRRPD
that will enhance the quality and cost effectiveness of the HRRPD in Malaysia. To
achieve the main objective, the researcher applied and tested the WLCC to the
selected building components of the selected HRRPD buildings. This research is
based on the hypothesis that the numerous factors influencing the residential WLCC,
quality and budgeting are the most important factors.
Furthermore, it is proposed that the impact of quality upon WLCC can be
quantified if historical cost data and current data from a homogenous data source are
used. This will allow property managers to build and manage residential property in
this region that will have improved quality and cost effectiveness.
Therefore, to achieve this goal, the following objectives of this research are as
follows;
i. To identify the indicators of the WLCC framework for HRRPD based on the
comparable implementation in developed countries.
ii. To develop a WLCC framework for HRRPD in Malaysia.
iii. To evaluate the effectiveness of the framework of WLCC for HRRPD in
Malaysia.
1.8 Significance of the Research
The significance of the research has been divided into two groups which are stated as
Theoretical Significance and Practical Significance. First of all, the research has
made a significant contribution to the body of knowledge in the area of the housing
building industry in Malaysia. This research should prove valuable in providing a
better understanding of the issue on cost efficiencies for property management, and
thereby further contribute to the literature in relation to comparative house building
industries. In addition, this study is more on testing and applying the WLCC towards
HRRPD building components instead of developing any computerized models.
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1.8.1 Theoretical
The expected outputs of this proposed research would be the framework and the
methodology for evaluating HRRPD quality and budgeting circumstances in
Malaysia. Empirical research showed that one of the WLCC objectives is to choose
the most cost effective approach from a series of alternatives to achieve the lowest
long term cost of ownership. Usually the cost of OMR costs exceeds all other
previous costs several times. The best balance among cost elements is achieved when
the total WLCC is minimized (Kirkham et. al, 2004). Among most engineering tools,
WLCC provides best results when both engineering art and science are merged with
good judgement.
This research uses a WLCC as a method of depicting the true overall cost of
HRRPD covering over a predetermined period of time. WLCC can appear
complicated and difficult to comprehend from the standpoint of establishing the real
value of a HRRPD. Selecting the building components of the construction or
development based on a WLCC can significantly decrease the lifetime cost of
construction, maintenance and repair. The result of the WLCC is intended to be a
quantitative decision making tool that will allow property managers to make
informed choices about HRRPD building components prior to incurring replacement
restoration expenses.
1.8.2 Practical
The major contribution to the body of knowledge from this research is the assistance
to property managers to develop a clear picture of their asset operation performance
with the proposed decision tools. The property manager referred to the person who
are basically practised and managed the property (HRRPD building) from any
circumstances and any related issues at their particular residential property in the
context of this study.
It will provide local governments or interrelated communities with valuable
framework for the inspection and evaluation of the material components especially
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for residential property development in Malaysia. Subsequently, the developed
framework will guide property managers or associated professionals in selecting the
best building components for the renovations or new constructions particularly on the
HRRPD in Malaysia.
Furthermore, this research is beneficial to the individuals and organizations
interested in improving their understanding of the importance of measuring property
performance by implementing the WLCC.
1.9 Scope of the Research
This research has been planned including direct contact with selected property
managers of HRRPD buildings in Johor Bahru, Malaysia. This research will also be
based on the inspection of a majority of HRRPD developments within a 30km radius
of Johor Bahru for the collection of data. This study will look into HRRPD in terms
of the degree of maintenance by public and private sector.
This research will examine only major problems based on the pilot study
survey results which increase the cost for every HRRPD, such as the Internal Floor
Finishes (Floors Covering), the Ironmongeries (Door Hardware), plumbing, lighting,
Mechanical and Electrical Installations, lifts, painting, landscaping and playgrounds.
Due to limited research into WLCC for the major cost items for high rise residential
property development in Malaysia, the proposed research will provide a valuable
assessment model for both the private and public property sectors. The selected
HRRPD buildings include public and private sectors and covered as low as 5 levels
up to 29 levels of residential property development in Johor Bahru.
Furthermore, for practical reasons, based on determination by Krejeie and
Morgan (1970), only 378 unit samples are needed to represent the 24,187 unit size of
existing high rise residential in Johor Bahru. These areas are identified on the map
shown in Figure 1.1. These selected HRRPD buildings are situated from 0 to 35km
in radius with Johor Bahru City Centre area. This figure represents the development
situation in Johor Bahru, which will guide the researcher to carry out inspections for
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the collection of data. Additionally, Figure 1.1 also shows the density of roads in
Johor Bahru that will help the researcher in making reference to the case studies.
Figure 1.1. Scope of research (Map Image)
1.10 Research Design and Methodology
This subchapter discusses the methodology used in this research. It will contain the
descriptions of the methods used to survey the case study of the buildings, building
components, measurements, analyses and data collection approaches. The research
methodology will lead the researcher in the process of collecting, analysing and
understanding data as well as the observation that will occur. Besides that, the
methodology will include literature review and knowledge acquisition as well.
To achieve the objectives, this research has followed three major phases
shown in Figure 1.2. The first phase consisted of reviewing the official documents
such as specifications, drawings, finishes schedules, and purchases invoices. The
second phase required the collection of the empirical data regarding the construction
of the building, performance of the building components, operation, maintenance and
rehabilitation of the building components. Furthermore, the third phase compared the
empirical data with manufacturer standards of the products currently used. This
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phase will also include the compilation and analysing data using the whole life cycle
costing assessment.
1.10.1 Research Methodology
Methodology is a set of rules and procedures which indicate how research and
argument are to be conducted within the discipline and how information can be
collected and organised (Johnson, 1959). It refers to the adoption of different
approaches to systematic inquiry developed within a particular paradigm with
associated epistemological assumptions (Rein, 1978; Brewer & Collins, 1981).
Johnson (1959) defined the methodologies as a general approach in studying
a research topic. The methodology used in this study reflects the need for more
quantitative studies and in-depth understanding of the relationship between selecting
the best materials, best cost efficiencies management and decision making. Figure
1.2 and Figure 1.3 show the brief research design of this document.
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Figure 1.2. Research Design.
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Figure 1.3. Research Design (Inspection cycle Phase II and Phase III).
PHYSICAL CONDITION SURVEY
HRRPD Building Components
Elicitation of estimated remaining service life and condition rating for each component
Recalculation of overall remaining service life using weighted average
Normalization of weights
Important weighting of components
Survey of Property Managers and Residents
Calculation of overall remaining service life and condition rating using selected
approaches [Monte-Carlo Simulation]
Calculation of condition rating transition probability
Interface into WLCC Framework
YesNo
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1.11 Thesis Organization
The thesis structure is presented in Figure 1.4 and the specific chapter descriptions
are as follows;
Chapter 1:
Chapter 1 is introductory chapter, which focuses on the overview of the topic, the
statement of problems, the research aims and objectives, the research questions, the
scope of research, significance and contribution of the research and the thesis
organizations.
Chapter 2:
This chapter builds a theoretical foundation for the research by reviewing literature
and previous research. The chapter reveals the descriptive background of high rise
residential property development in Malaysia in terms of the housing market and
development perspective and outlines the high rise residential property development
performance. The findings of the literature review, along with current property
management practice will be discussed in this chapter as well. This chapter also
discusses the issues of cost efficiencies in managing the high rise residential property
development at the building operational management level, particularly related to
any repairs and replacements of the building component. Finally, this chapter
highlights the issues of whole life cycle costing, and the quality of the building
components of the selected high rise residential property development.
Chapter 3:
In this chapter, the researcher presents the case study on six selected high rise
residential property development in Johor Bahru as a standalone to explain the
environment for the domain before focusing on the development of the information
data in the next chapter. This chapter also includes an overview of the property
management strategies of the selected high rise residential property development.
Chapter 4:
While the previous chapter focuses on the case study, this chapter concentrates on
the guidelines in running and applying the whole life cycle costing at the building
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operational management level particularly related to any repairs and replacements of
the building component. This chapter presents the comprehensive literature that
establishes the guidelines for conducting WLCC in residential property
developments. This chapter starts with a general introduction, and then it goes to
present the general methodology of WLCC. Then, it discusses and defines each of
the WLCC components
Chapter 5:
Following the review of literature, case study and guidelines of whole life cycle
costing, this chapter provides an outline of the research methodology adopted for
undertaking this research. This chapter begins with a description of the research
process, data collection and the administration of fieldwork. It also describes the
instruments used in this study.
Chapter 6:
Chapter Six discusses the results and validation of the research. The chapter begins
with a discussion of the validity and reliability of the data, and then presents the
investigation of a case study to illustrate how the tools are realized in practice. An
analysis of the WLCC and Quality Proportion and the details result explained in this
chapter.
Chapter 7:
This chapter summarises the research and states the conclusions. It presents the
findings in relation to search objectives. This is followed by the strengths and
limitations of the research as well as decision making recommendations. Finally, the
possibilities of further research are made at the end of the chapter.
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Figure 1.4. Thesis Structure
CHAPTER 1
Define the problem. Develop research aims and objectives, research questions and
the method adopted.
CHAPTER 2
Undertake literature review in relation to high rise residential property
development, Whole Life Cycle Costing and quality matter.
CHAPTER 3
Overview on property management strategies and case study on selected high rise
residential property development in Johor Bahru.
CHAPTER 4
Define and overview the guidelines of Whole Life Cycle Costing.
CHAPTER 5
Discuss details of Research Methodology and data collection.
CHAPTER 6
Discuss data analysis and research findings. Examine the relationship between
variables.
CHAPTER 7
Present Summary, conclusion and recommendations for future research.
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1.12 Conclusion
As to conclude, this introductory chapter focused more on the overview of the topic,
the statement of problems, the research aims and objectives, the research questions,
the scope of research, significance and contribution of the research and the thesis
organizations. Overall, this chapter will help the reader to understand better the main
focus of this study, which is to test and apply the WLCC at the building operational
management level, particularly related to any repairs and replacements on the
selected building components towards the selected HRRPD buildings in Malaysia as
mentioned earlier.
Next chapter will reveal the background of the HRRPD in Malaysia and will
cover on the literature reviews, including (but not limited to) the cost efficiencies,
quality and property management in current practice. All reviews covered in Chapter
2 will support the significant of this study as mentioned in Chapter 1.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
A project is a management set of activities aimed at accomplishing a particular
development. Usually, projects are performed within time constraints, tight budget
and full with risk in using resources (Newton & Christian, 1999). Many projects,
particularly large projects, evolve over long periods. The benefits for many years to
come generated from the cost occurred in certain or one period are important. The
evaluation of whether these projects are worthwhile therefore must compare benefits
and costs that occur at different times. Even though, the study only to facilitate whole
life cycle management of the residential development process at the building
operational management level particularly related to any repairs and replacements of
the building component, but, the brief understanding and knowledge of a project is
crucial.
2.1 Introduction
The essential problem in evaluating projects of the residential development process
at the building operational management level particularly related to any repairs and
replacements of the building component over time is that the money has a time value.
Reflecting of this scenario, economics and value must also be taken into account in
the evaluation. From a practical point of view, the analytical solutions are important
and must be well managed. Therefore, the evaluation that should be considered must
involve a mixture of art and science. In order to appreciate that condition, the WLCC
has been chosen as an alternative approach for this situation. The need for WLCC
arises because decisions made inevitably have an impact on future outlays as the
design evolves and product mature, especially during the early phases of a
development (Amaratunga et. al., 2002).
During the 1930s, many building users began to discover that the running
costs during occupancy of the building process such as maintenance, energy and
management began to impact significantly on the occupiers’ budget (Novick, 1990).
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As practiced, the cheapest solution will be chosen, but it always comes from the
highest cost system over the building lifetime. It became noticeable within the
financial analysis, they must takes into account the running costs or resources of the
building, must be used to give credence to the decisions when few options are under
consideration.
It is widely recognised that the quality of design is crucial to the success of
the construction or production process (McGeorge & Palmer, 1997). Fairly minor
changes in design can often result in major effects on the cost and efficiency of
production and construction as well as on the usefulness, constructability and
marketability of the product. The situation has been recognised that the goal of
lowest construction cost is often not well served by minimising material costs, as
ease of construction has a major influence on the total cost.
The critical influence of the design on construction costs was pointed out by
Paulson (1976) where he expounded the level of influence concept. This denotes that
the ability to influence cost decreases continually as the project progresses from
100% at project sanction, to typically 20% or less by the time construction starts. The
point of Paulson’s argument is that the greater part of management effort to control
costs is applied to the construction phase, where its potential effectiveness is very
limited.
In addition, the reality of the residential property development is that most of
the problems encountered in the field such as delay, low in quality, reworks, or
productivity and even legal entanglement. During the design phase as well as
decision making phase, claims are often compounded by inherent design flaws that
were generated (Young-Ill & Theopisti, 2012). In the case of unsettled inherent
design flaws, it will result in major replacement due to costly critical failure
significances later; especially in the building maintenance and operation lifecycle. It
is because; the building maintenance plays an integral role in the whole design and
construction process of building (Shabha, 2003).
In attempt to resolve this problem, knowledge and details information of
maintenance must be shared especially during the design process or at the initial
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level of the project development. The problem with a current practice is sometime all
technical documents and records during design and construction stages are not
provided to the maintenance teams (Idris, 1998). Additionally, the efficiency level of
maintenance and communication between property management teams are still low
while maintainability issues are always considered late in the process. This
indirectly, will affect the condition and performance of building. Looking at this
situation, constructability concept is acknowledged as one of the suitable method for
the solution of disintegration issue during the operational and maintenance phase.
This concept allows the early involvement of professionals such as
contractors and facility managers to share their knowledge and expertise in the initial
stage of design in order to produce the design for ease of construction and
maintenance which comply with client needs of a construction development. But, in
term of the implementation, concerned with the highly visible extra cost to the
projects, constructability input has been delayed by the designer’s partial
understanding of construction requirements, diverging goals between design and
construction professionals, and the resistance of the owners to formal constructability
approaches (Arditi et al., 2002).
The world is now undergoing very rapid changes with new technologies
affecting all aspects of society. In the late of 1970s, the idea or concept of
constructability came out, to integrating engineering, construction, and operation
knowledge and experience to increase quality, cost efficiency, and to better achieve
project objectives in the construction industry (Song & Chua, 2006). Nowadays,
constructability concept has been extensively developed and applied in the USA, UK
and later in Australia. The improvement of constructability has lead to significant
savings in both cost and time required for completing construction projects have
been demonstrated in their studies (Russel et al., 1992; Jergeas & Van der Put, 2001).
However, in Malaysia, there have been few studies undertaken related to the process,
including implementation, integration and assessment of constructability concept
during design phase (Nima et al., 1999; Rosli, 2004).
The present values in society are also under constant scrutiny and evolution.
Therefore, it is virtually impossible to predict how these factors might influence the
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future. In the case of the building and civil engineering construction industry, the
capital cost of construction is almost always separated from the cost of maintenance
(Ariyawansa & Udayanthika, 2012). The cost of disposal or demolition is rarely a
design consideration. It is a normal practice to accept the cheapest capital
construction cost and then hand over the building structure to others to maintain.
What is needed in the construction industry is the WLCC approach to the purchase
cost, the maintenance cost, the running cost, the cost of in service failure and the
demolition and disposal cost of a building structure. This situation proved the
important of this study in enhancing the financial and property management
mechanism to facilitate whole life cycle management of the residential development
process at the building operational management level particularly related to any
repairs and replacements of the building component.
2.2 Whole Life Cycle Costing
It is essential in value for money purchasing or spending in which the WLCC is a
major consideration especially in the case of the building and civil engineering
construction industry. While the time value for money is strongly linked with
terotechnology; which is defined as a combination of management, financial,
engineering, surveying and other practices applied to physical assets in pursuit of
economical whole life cycle costs (Kirkham & Boussabaine, 2005). Figure 2.1 shows
the evolution timeline of WLCC. Meanwhile, Table 2.1 explains the history and
development flows of WLCC in detail with references found on empirical research.
Source: Kirkham and Boussabaine (2005)
Figure 2.1. The evolution timeline of whole life cycle costing.
1960 1970 1980 1990 2000
Terotechnology
Cost-in-use
Life Cycle Costing
Whole Life Cycle Costing
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Table 2.1. Details Development Flows of Whole Life Cycle Costing.
Year Scenario References
1870 Engineers in the City of London used records extending
back over 40 years to determine the Life Cycle Costs of
stone set road pavements for comparison with the more
commonly used water-bound macadam construction.
Fabrycky &
Blanchard, 1991;
Woodward, 1997;
RICS, 2001; Lally &
Baer, 2003.
1960s-
1970s
Clients, developers and professionals involved in
building procurement made capital investment decision
solely on the basis of capital cost.
‘Terotechnology’ has been introduced by school of
thought outside the construction industry.
1970s ‘Cost-in-Use’ began to appear. Refer to expenditure
related to the operation of an asset.
Late
1970s
Life Cycle Costing emerged as a solution when ‘cost-in-
use’ failed to consider the accurate future cost
forecasting.
1971 Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS)
established the Building Maintenance Cost Information
Service to accept a single arrangement system which
could then be circulated among subscribers in a common
behaviour.
1977 United Kingdom Department of Industry published Life
Cycle Costing in the Management of Assets.
Dell’isola & Kirk,
1981.
1983 Enhancing the framework for Life Cycle Costing Woodward, 1997.
1984 Local Government (United Kingdom) been introduced
to Whole Life Costing for the first time.
Kishk et al., 2003;
DTI (Bourke et. al.)
2005.
1980s United Kingdom Transport and Road Research
Laboratory introduced the Whole Life Cycle Costing
model to overcome the lack of Life Cycle Costing
approached.
1990s Introducing the terms of Whole Life Cycle Costing.
Concepts of ‘Whole Life Cycle Costing’ and ‘Whole
Life Costing’ emerged.
1992 Life Cycle Costing became a familiar concept to
Building Economist throughout the world and
recognised standard in the United Kingdom under
British Standard BS 3843(1992).
Ashworth, 1996.
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1997 Life Cycle Costing has been used in the procurement of
United States Department of Defence.
Kibert, 1999;
Blanchard, 2004.
1998 Life Cycle Costing has been used in the procurement of
Australian National Audit Office.
Fay, 1999.
2000s Revised on the LCC definition and incorporated into
ISO 156868 Part I – Service Life Planning (ISO 2000).
ISO, 1997; 1998;
2000b; 2002.
2000s Argumentation on the terms of Whole Life Cycle
Costing and Life Cycle Costing. Even though, most of
the researchers agreed that LCC and WLCC have the
same mission which both takes into consideration of the
costs of running and operating a building over its entire
life span.
Building Research
Establishment, 2005;
ISO-15686-5, 2006.
2000 Australian Government document applied term ‘Life
Cycle Costing of an assets’
Langston, 2005.
2001 Life Cycle Costing has been used in the procurement of
United States Department of Defence.
Amaratunga et. al.,
2002; Lindholm &
Suomala, 2004.
2002 Refine the meaning of Whole Life Cycle Costing due to
quality meets.
El-Haram et al, 2002
2003 Office Government Commerce Procurement Guide 07
published the terms on use of Whole Life Cycle Costing
Elmakis &
Lisnianski, 2006.
2004 Advice Public Private Partnership and the Private
Finance Initiative putting more emphasis on Whole Life
Cycle Costing
Kirkham et al., 2004.
Source: Author’s Compilation
2.3 Whole Life Cycle Costing Definitions
Within the reviewed literature, one aspect that all expressions and descriptions have
in general is that the merging of the earlier cost and significant cost over the life
period of building by the practitioners. In some cases, the building cannot be
compared just on the basis of costs, because the benefits provided by the building
differ with respect to return and comfort risks. It is then necessary to extend the
expression of whole life cycle costs to life cycle economy that is to add life cycle
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income to life cycle cost analysis (Pelzeter, 2006). By referring to the selected
reviews, Table 2.2 lists the terminology used to define life cycle cost.
Table 2.2. Comparison of terminology use to define life cycle cost
Researcher Terminology Definition
Dell’ Isola & Kirk (1981) Life Cycle Cost All significant costs of ownership over
the economic life of an asset.
USACE (1987) Life Cycle Cost The sum of all costs that are expected
to be incurred as the asset performs its
function over a period of time.
Neely & Neathammer
(1991)
Life Cycle Cost Total costs to construct, operate and
maintain asset.
Al-Hajj & Horner  (1998)
after BS3843 (1992)
Life Cycle Cost The costs associated with acquiring,
using, caring for and disposing of
physical assets.
Hudson et al., (1997) Life Cycle Cost All costs associated with an asset over a
fixed analysis period.
Wall & Smith (1998) Total Life Cycle
Cost
The cost from concept design through
to occupancy and ultimate demolition.
Bourke & Davies (1999) Whole Life
Cycle
Consideration of the costs associated
with the whole building life and not just
the period of economic interest.
Bourke & Davies (1999) Life Cycle Cost The costs associated with the period of
economic interest.
ISO (2000a) ISO 15686
Part I
Whole Life
Cycle Costing
The systematic consideration of all
relevant costs and revenues associated
with the acquisition, use, maintenance,
and disposal of an asset.
Source: Author’s Compilation
According to an online survey by Kirkham and Boussabaine (2005), there are
several additional terminologies on defining the WLCC. The terminologies given by
public and private practitioners are shown in Table 2.3.
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Table 2.3. Terminologies by Random responses.
No. Random responses
1. ‘By rights they should mean the same thing, with the “whole” being superfluous.
When one considers a “life-cycle”, its wholeness is implied. However, it [maybe]
possible that when some refer to LCC, they may be referring to the consideration
of only costs incurred up to the point when the asset is no longer economically
viable and ignoring the issues that relate to asset disposal- which is considered to
be part of WLCC’
2. ‘In practice, we refer to WLC as the total operating costs of the building,
including energy/utilities costs and facilities management elements that relate to
the building, such as maintenance and cleaning. LCC refers to replacement
building components with the building such as windows, fan coil units and etc.
Over and above, these are facilities management costs, such as security and
catering.’
Source: Kirkham & Boussabaine (2005)
Understanding the various definitions of life cycle costing and WLCC, the
researcher determined that, WLCC is the systematic and sustainable approach to
consider at the initial level of budgeting with all significant costs by taking into
account the economic interest for the assets involved at various stages of
development. While, Kirkham and Boussabaine (2005, p.8) advocated WLCC as a
dynamic and ongoing process which enables the stochastic assessment of the
performance of constructed facilities from feasibility to disposal. The WLCC
assessment process takes into account the characteristics of the constructed facility,
reusability, sustainability, maintainability and obsolesces as well as the capital,
maintenance, operational, finance, residual and disposal costs. The results of this
stochastic assessment forms the basis for a series of economic and non-economic
performance indicators relating to the various stakeholders’ interests and objectives
throughout the life-cycle of a project.
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2.4 Components of Whole Life Cycle Costs
The total cost of a building includes all costs associated with the design,
construction, operation, maintenance, rehabilitation and disposal or demolition of the
asset at the end of its useful service life. The cycle phases include the following
(Novick, 1990; Fabrycky & Blanchard, 1991; Kirkham & Boussabaine, 2005);
i. Capital programming (Capital sums, now or in the future)
ii. Concept study and analysis of alternatives
iii. Design, drawing and contract document preparation
iv. Construction
v. Operations and inspection
vi. Maintenance, repair and rehabilitation
vii. Reconstruction, replacement or disinvestment (demolition or disposal)
viii. Recurring costs
ix. Sinking fund (to repay the capital when the asset is life expired)
As indicated in Table 2.2, economic interest or economic service life refers to
the financial investment that the property manager has in the building and the actual
outlay of money by the property manager for the design, construction and OMR of
the building over a specified period of time. It does not mean the monetary interest
rate or discount rate used in the calculation of the costs. The cost arises only as a
consequence of consuming some resource or asset which must be paid for or whose
value is denied to some other use (Bryan, 2005). Cost is a dependent variable that
can only be measured or forecast in terms of the resources entity (Ariyawansa &
Udayanthika, 2012). Thus, the WLCC work is an attempt to model the acquisition
and operating processes in terms of the resources consumed and to convert all these
resources to a single baseline cost total and cost profile.
2.5 Economic Modelling
Two considerations are actually central to any economic model. The first is the
requirement to express all expenditures or theoretical costs in constant year dollars.
Once this has been done, the cost must be discounted using a discount rate in order
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for them to be comparable over differing points in time. The discount rate is the cost
of capital. In its simplest form, it is the difference between the interest rate, or cost of
borrowing on the open market to fund the project and the rate of inflation (Hudson et
al. 1997). It is often referred to as the real interest rate.
The second consideration is the discount rate. The determination of the
discount rate has been the subject of considerable research. Feldstein (1964) was one
of the first to suggest that there should be a difference between rate used to discount
private sector expenditures and those in the public sector. He also stated that the cost
of borrowing was greater for private sector due to the factors such as increased risk
and the escalating costs of production. In contrast, the public sector benefited from
low risk and a social opportunity cost which resulted in a lower discount rate for the
public sector compared to the private sector. So, he concluded that the interest rates
of capital market were unsuitable for evaluating public project. This was further
discussed by Sjaastad and Wisecarver (1997), and Newbery (1990).
Selection of the discount rate is equally important in both public and private
sector. The compounding effect of the discount rate for very large projects or
expenditures is such that a change of 1% can increase the estimated value of the
expenditure up to 15% (McNulty et al., 2002). It is also important to note that a
higher discount rate is often used for projects of longer duration as it passes the cost
on to future generations (McNulty et al., 2002). Consequently, it is critical that the
WLCC framework gives due consideration to the discount rate used in the
calculation.
2.6 Factor affecting WLCC Development Process
Numerous factors affect residential building whole life cycle costing. Novick (1990)
stated that in the design phases, these include the quality of the design team and the
design process, the intended service life and the function of the building and the
materials and equipment specified.
In the construction phase, the level of workmanship is critical, also the
inspections and properly prepared shop drawings. In the operation and maintenance
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phase, corporate commitment to maintenance and repair, including the development
of maintenance policies and procedures, are essential. The policies and procedures
may include schedules for condition, routine and preventive maintenance
inspections, in order to identify maintenance requirements and plan for the repair or
replacement of building components. In the rehabilitation phase, WLCC is affected
by the decision to rehabilitate, replace or demolish the infrastructure.
Ultimately, the availability of funds is a very significant factor in all phases.
Prior to the use of WLCC, the initial cost of construction was the most important
factor. It drove the design decision, despite evidence that this practice does not
necessarily provide the best value for money (Al-Hajj & Aouad, 1999; Hounsel,
2010). OMR decisions were also driven by cost considerations as the standard
contract tendering and award practice in most countries. Besides that, the literature
review clearly shows that the greatest costs occur during the OMR phase of an
asset’s life (Dell’Isola & Kirk, 1981; Christian & Chan, 1993; Dunston &
Williamson, 1999). Moreover, Bryan (2005) stated that the question of cost and
value will have to be considered. Buildings are usually costed in terms of money, but
there are also considerations of cost that it has on the environment and on the impact
they might have on the society itself. The resources available to any society are
limited and decisions have to be made as to how these should be allocated.
Many researchers have shown that the ability to influence project life and
WLCC is greatest during the design phase when critical decision are made about
building components and materials to be used (ASCE, 1988; El-Bibany et al. 1997;
Pulakka, 1999). Khanduri et al. (1993) stated that 75-95% of total life costs are set by
the time the first set of working drawings is prepared. WLCC can be used to show
the long term impact of critical decisions and support the importance of considering
the cradle to grave cost of an asset. Accordingly, WLCC is gradually gaining favour
with infrastructure property managers as a valuable tool that should be used
throughout all phases of a building’s life cycle particularly for HRRPD’s life cycle.
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2.7 Significance of Whole Life Cycle Costing
A review of current and recently published research found that considerable work
has been done on the areas of service life planning, life cycle costing; activity based
costing, WLCC and property management. The empirical research also focuses on
studies towards building conditions. Implementation of WLCC and how it can be
measured in the construction phase of a construction project is similarly well
documented. It was found however, that little research has been carried out on how
to measure the WLCC towards the materials, OMR phases of a building’s life.
Furthermore, no substantial body of work exists that thoroughly computes the
implementation of WLCC over the residential building. Even though, there has been
some limited study on implementing WLCC on residential property, they only
focused at the end of the construction phase and which is towards the energy
consumption of the residential property which is only a part of the building element.
This body of research has been generally restricted to the developed countries
such as United State of America, United Kingdom, Canada, New Zealand and
Australia, but there has been very limited research on this topic in Malaysia. Some
manuals that covered by the researcher from developed countries can be seen in
Table 2.4 and research from Malaysia can be retrieved from Table 2.5.
Table 2.4.Manual on LCC from Developed Countries.
No. Title Country Reference
1. Life Cycle Costing Manual for the Federal
Energy Management program.
United State
of America
(since 1987)
Sieglinde &
Stephen (1996)
2. Guidelines For Life-Cycle Costing On State
Building Projects
United State
of America
(since 1982)
Division of
Facilities
Development
(1997)
3. Facility System Safety Guidebook (NASA -
STD-8719.7)
United State
of America
National
Aeronautics and
Space
Administration
(1998)
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4. Standardized Method of Life Cycle Costing
for Construction Procurement
United
Kingdom
BCIS & the British
Standards Institute
(2008)
5. Life cycle costing (LCC) as a contribution to
sustainable construction: a common
methodology
Europa Davis Langdon
Management
Consulting
(2007)
6. Life–Cycle Costing: Better Practice Guide Australia Australian National
Audit Office (2001)
7. Total Asset Management: Life Cycle Costing
Guideline
Australia NSW Treasury
(2004)
8. Ministry of Defence and New Zealand
Defence Force: Further report on the
acquisition and introduction into service of
Light Armoured Vehicles
New Zealand Controller and
Auditor-General
(2004)
9. Life Cycle Costing – An Application Guide
(AS/NZS 4536:1999)
Australia and
New Zealand
Standards Australia
(1999)
10. COSTnz Model – User Manual New Zealand Koru
Environmental
Consultants Ltd.
(2009)
11. Energy Price Indices and Discount Factors
for Life-Cycle Cost Analysis, Annual
Supplement to Handbook 135. NISTIR 85-
3273-19. Gaithersburg, MD: National
Institute of Standards and Technology.
United State
of America
Sieglinde et al.,
(2005)
12. “Life Cycle Cost”, Reliability,
Maintainability, and Supportability
Guidebook, 3rd edition. Warrendale, PA.
Canada Society of
Automotive
Engineers (SAE)
(1995)
13. Standard Practice for Measuring Life-Cycle
Costs of Buildings and Building Systems.
Philadelphia: ASTM.
United State
of America
American Society
for Testing and
Materials (1994)
Source: Author’s Compilation
Dunk (2004), stated that life cycle costing is a subset of a much wider and
more difficult analysis contained in life cycle analysis. Life cycle costing only
quantifies the monetary value of design options and regulation changes. While, life
cycle analysis has a much wider scope and is concerned with the sustainability
impact of design options and regulations.
The entire life cycle of buildings are planning and design, procedure and
construction, use and OMR, and finally dismantle or demolition and recycle (Dunk,
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2004). Building products should, as best as possible, be reusable and recyclable. An
effective service planning should include life cycle costing, life cycle assessment and
building audit.
Amaratunga et al. (2002) have published a review on product life cycle cost
analysis, which involved numerous cost estimation models. They only reviewed
some of the cost calculation from the whole of WLCC approach. This comparative
review is based on the portrayal and effectiveness of a characteristic in a particular
model and the essentials of the model provided. The models reviewed as stated in
Appendix A1 are;
i. LCCA Model of Fabrycky and Blanchard (1991);
ii. LCCA Modal of Woodward (1997);
iii. LCCA Model of Dahlen and Bolmsjo (1996);
iv. Activity Based Costing (ABC) Model of Bras and Emblemsvag (1996);
v. Economic input-output LCA (EIO-LCA) Model of Cobas et al., (1996);
vi. Design to Cost (DOC) Model of Eversheim et al., (1998);
vii. Product Life Cycle costing Applied (PLCCA) to Manufacturing System Model
of Westkamper and Osten-Sacken (1998);
viii. Total Cost Assessment (TCA) Model of Pollution Prevention Resources Center
(PPRC), (1997);
ix. Life Cycle Environmental Cost Analysis (LCECA) Model of Senthil et al.,
(2001).
Best value concept has dominated public sector capital investment policy in
UK since 1990s. These policy changes are clearly demonstrated in UK government
publications such as ‘Construction Procurement Guidance, No 7 Whole life Cycle
Costs’(Office Government Commerce, 2003), which stated that all procurement must
be made solely on the basis of value for money in terms of the optimum combination
of whole life costs and quality to meet the user’s requirements’. Within the UK
public sector situation, WLCC must now be taken into consideration in all business
cases which aim to justify the capital investment in construction especially towards
residential development.
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In Malaysia, WLCC is a relatively new concept for the construction industry
especially on residential development. It is essential for the life cycle costing
techniques that are now commonly used in many areas of procurement. Like LCC,
the primary purpose of WLCC is to aid capital investment decision making by
providing forecasts of the long term costs of construction and ownership of a
building or structure (Kirkham & Boussabaine, 2005). Overall, this WLCC leads to
more sustainable pattern of consumption and production and helps to use limited
financial and natural resources more effectively.
WLCC inevitably involves many stakeholders. There are four major benefits
of WLCC (Kirkham & Boussabaine, 2005);-
i. Performance Trade-off against Cost.
ii. Evaluation of Completing Options in Purchasing.
iii. Improved Awareness of Total Cost.
iv. More Accurate Forecasting of Cost Profiles.
From the researcher’s perspective, WLCC is the most relevant cost
management method. Many of the most prominent LCC methods have only been
applied to projects that have a very high capital cost. In a significant amount of cases,
it has been found that ignoring the likely future costs in the conception stage can lead
to a significantly more costly endeavour in the future (Smith, 1999; Amaratunga et
al., 2002) and then enhanced by Kirkham and Boussabaine (2005), known as WLCC
methods are intended to be used to support design decision making, from a client’s
perspective.
From a manufacturer’s perspective, Dunk (2004) presents motivational
factors for using WLCC: manufacturers with a strong customer-focus may recognize
WLCC as a customer service leading to competitive advantage. However, the ability
of a manufacturer to perform WLCC is affected by the quality of information
available. Moreover, the traditional settled economic and social order was turning
into something more sophisticated and dynamic and the project themselves were of
an increasing technological complexity and innovation. These are other reasons why
this approach should be taken into consideration for the HRRPD process.
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Bryan (2005) stated that there are two reasons why this approach should be
considered. They are;
i. The people commissioning large projects were increasingly cost conscious,
being either industrialists concerned with profitability, government bodies
concerned with accountability, or joint stock companies concerned with both.
ii. The most that cost planning can do is to help use the total allocated funds more
effectively within the current framework of rules, and accept that the basic
values will be decided for political reasons.
WLCC deals with shorter life assets, such as mechanical or electrical
equipment, where foreseeable energy consumption and maintenance and renewal
programmes generate more towards the future costs. Besides, where both the present
and future costs are equally real, for instance in a rolling maintenance programme for
a major installation where the money is coming from the same fund and policy can
be planned accordingly if these conditions can be fulfilled, then WLCC is a must.
Until recently, there has been no substantial body of work that thoroughly
computes the implementation of WLCC over the residential building particularly in
Malaysia. Table 2.5 shows the studies involving Life Cycle Costing that has been
carried out in Malaysia up to 2012.
Table 2.5. Study on LCC in Malaysia up to 2012.
No. Focus Reference
1. Life Cycle Cost Analysis Case Study On Corrosion
Remedial Measures For Concrete Structures
Ho & Abdul Rahman
(2004)
2. Technical note life cycle cost analysis of design options
selection for energy efficiency improvement of electric
motor
Yanti & Mahlia (2008)
3. A Life Cycle Costs (LCC) Assessment of Sustainable
Urban Drainage System Facilities.
Lariya et al., (2004)
4. Developing A Model To Suit Life Cycle Costing
Analysis For Assets In The Oil and Gas Industry
Vorarat & Al-Hajj
(2004)
5. Enhancing Oil and Gas Supply Security: The Malaysia
Perspective.
Zainal Abidin (2004)
6. “Final Report: Affordable Housing Research Project –
Life Cycle Costing Approach for Residential Housing in
Tapsir (2001)
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Malaysia Phase-1”
7. Towards better housing management service life
planning in achieving sustainability for affordable
housing.
Tapsir & Usman
(2005)
8. Implementing life cycle costing in Malaysia construction
Industry: a review
Nor Azizah
& Zainal Abidin
(2012)
9. Life cycle cost analysis on glass type of
Malaysian office buildings for reducing energy
consumption CO2 emissions
Sadrzadehrafiei et al.,
(2012)
Source: Author’s Compilation
According to Table 2.5, research No.1 only refers to concrete structures,
meanwhile, No.2 focus on electric motors, while No.3 concentrated into drainage
system facilities. Furthermore, No.4 was based in the oil and gas industry, as is the
case for No.5. Studies No.6 and No.7 focused only on low cost residential property
and not high rise residential property type as this research will. The previous studies
(No.6 and No.7) only refer to basic foundation of the building construction which is
totally different from this research focus and scope. Besides, research No.8 only
based on condition of Malaysian construction as a brief and not examined any types
of development. Study No.9 referred to Malaysian office buildings glass which is
totally different with this research scope.
Based on the empirical studies around the world, one potential use of WLCC
is its use as a predictor of asset and facilities cost performance. With the evidence
stated in Table 2.5, the researcher agreed that there is limited research that has been
conducted regarding the usefulness of WLCC techniques in the area of asset and
facilities management in Malaysia.
This research will look into six (6) different views of high rise residential
property development in terms of the degree of maintenance by public and private
sector and scope the major problems which increase the cost for every HRRPD, such
as the Internal Floor Finishes (Floors Covering), the Ironmongeries (Door
Hardware), plumbing, lighting, Mechanical and Electrical Installations, lifts,
painting, landscaping and playgrounds. Due to limited research into WLCC for the
major cost items for high rise residential property development in Malaysia, this
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research assists in rectifying this shortfall and provide a valuable assessment model
for both the private and public property sectors, that can also be used for other
building components not addressed in this study.
2.8 HRRPD Building Property Management
Property management requires an understanding of infrastructure management,
WLCC and planning, service life planning and quality management. The property
managers need to use every tool at his or her disposal to effectively plan for the pre-
stage (design, allocation and expenditure), construction, OMR and the repair of the
residential building.
Instead, according to Hudson et al. in year 1997, property management is
including infrastructure management and infrastructure management involves the
systematic, coordinated planning, programming of investment or expenditure,
design, construction, maintenance, operation and in-service evaluation of physical
facilities or equipment. Simply wrap, property management is to know what we
need, planning to get it and looking after what we have, when we have it.
For years, the property management and construction industries have focused
on three primary concerns in the creation of buildings. The first, of utmost
significance to property managers, is the design of a building and the management
after the development. Is the building enjoyable to view and occupy? Does the
organization of spaces enhance the user’s program? The second concern, the primary
focus of contractors and developers, is the construction of a building. How will the
building be built? How much will the building cost? The client expects a contractor
to be able to construct a sound building for the predicted construction cost
(Amaratunga et al., 2002). These are typically the primary concerns of a client when
the idea of developing a building is addressed, so it is no surprise that property
managers, developers and contractors focus their efforts to this end. These are
noteworthy concerns; however they are not the only concerns that should be
addressed when planning for the future.
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A third concern that is receiving more attention, as building owners
investigate the economics of property management, is the cost of building operations
over the life of a building (Dunk, 2004). The combination of economic theory and
computer technology allows for more sophisticated approach to the design and
construction of materials component than ever before. Instead of merely looking at
the materials component in terms of cost to design and build, owners can broaden
their perspective to include operations costs, maintenance costs, repair costs,
replacement costs, and disposal costs (Dunk, 2004).
The concept of managing public and private property as an asset is one that
has received little attention in Malaysia over the past forty years. No doubt that this
situation still persists until today in some property management group in Malaysia
and some of them at critical level in managing their property asset. Either public or
private sector, alike have made do with repairing existing works and have not
planned for the upgrading or eventual replacement of buildings, water and waste
water system, waste management system, building equipments and electrical
distribution. All levels of management team from both sectors continue to build new
property and increase the number of stock without attempting to rationalise and
optimize how the current stock will be maintained and rehabilitated.
Gradually, all sectors are beginning to realise and solicitude the importance
of property management as a valuable tool for use in strategically management
property assets. In year 1997, McGeorge and Palmer stated that buildings are durable
assets which could be faced technical or functional obsolescence long before they are
structurally inadequate. As sustainability becomes as an issue and the cost of
managing the equipments and assets rises as well as construction, rehabilitation of
existing property is more attractive.
Property management tools or procedures have been developed over the years
based on several of these principles. A typical organization or management team will
have at least, a management procedure for managing operation, maintenance and
repair for its assets. Figure 2.2, shows a management procedure can range from
haphazard or experiential in nature to preventive maintenance driven or to a strategic
multi-year planning based property equipment or asset management procedure.
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Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 2.2. Typical Maintenance Management Procedure
2.9 Malaysia HRRPD: An Economic Focus
Malaysia is a coalition that comprises three federal territories and thirteen states in
Southeast Asia with a total landmass of 328,550 square kilometres. The capital city is
Kuala Lumpur. The easternmost city of Peninsular Malaysia is Kuala Terengganu,
Terengganu, the northernmost city of Peninsular Malaysia is Kangar, Perlis, while
the westernmost city of Peninsular Malaysia is Shah Alam, Selangor and the
southernmost city of Peninsular Malaysia is Johor Bahru, Johor. The estimated
population is more than 28 million as shown in Figure 2.3. The country is separated
into two regions which are Peninsular Malaysia and Malaysian Borneo, divided by
the South China Sea. Malaysia borders Thailand, Indonesia, Singapore, Brunei and
the Philippines.
In 1991, Tun Dr Mahathir Mohamad, then Prime Minister, unveiled a bold
new vision for Malaysia. The long term vision statement for the country, Vision
2020, states the aspiration of the nation. The nation shall become, by the year 2020,
fully developed along all the dimensions: economically, politically, socially,
spiritually, psychologically and culturally (Mahathir 1991, p.1). The strategy to
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achieve this vision is by a high level of economic growth through accelerated
industrial development and an export based manufacturing sector.
Source: Government of Malaysia (2010)
Figure 2.3.Malaysia Population growth in Millions of People
Collateral development will involve the accelerated development of science
and technology. It will also involve an accelerated development of the service sector,
with emphasis on ICT. The private sector is expected to provide the engine of growth
to achieve this vision.
Based on item 9 to item 14, National Physical Plan (NPP) for 2020, the plan
stated that the NPP will be a guideline in managing the development of Malaysia and
particularly in Johor Bahru. Table 2.6 shows the elaboration of item 9 to item 14 of
NPP.
Table 2.6. National Physical Plan for 2020 (Item 9 to item 14).
ITEM SUBSCRIBES
NPP 09 The concentration of urban growth in the conurbations shall be
anticipated and accommodated.
NPP 10 The growth of the four main conurbations of Kuala Lumpur, George
Town, Johor Bahru and Kuantan shall be supported.
NPP 11 The conurbations shall be planned and developed as integrated regions.
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NPP 12 The individuality and physical separation of the cities, towns and
villages within the conurbation shall be maintained.
NPP 13 Towns with special features shall be identified and the development of
projects exploiting their special features shall be supported with the
appropriate infrastructure.
NPP 14 Small and intermediate towns shall be developed in accordance with
their localised economic potentials.
Source: Federal Department of Town and Country Planning Department, 2010
Referring to the Property Market Report and analysis from Department of
Statistic Malaysia (2001), the present and projected needs for residential property up
to 2020 shows it can be accommodated within the designated urban centres without
the need for conversion of forest lands to residential property development or the use
of the most environmentally sensitive lands. This idea of issuing this research is to
control the HRRPD process and to overcome the inefficiencies in monetary
management especially in congested area likes Johor Bahru in particular. As the
urban areas expand this process of increasing supply versus maturing of demand will
deteriorate. Management and propagation of information on supply and demand for
land suitability and urban purposes are to be adopted to avoid property overhangs
and inefficient use of lands neighbouring to urban areas.
On top of that, with regards to the residential property development issue, this
study should provide an alternative approach to control the expenditure of HRRPD
specifically in Johor Bahru, which is prone to problems in managing the monetary
aspects of residential property development (CIDB, 2010a).
2.10 Residential Property Development in Malaysia.
Malaysia has achieved a measure of success in its efforts to provide shelter for all in
a sustainable urban environment. This was made possible by the joint efforts of all
concerned – government, local authorities, financial institutions, the private sector
and the target group themselves. By referring to the Malaysia Plan (five (5) yearly
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programmes beginning with the First Malaysia Plan 1966-1970), both the public and
private sectors have intensified their efforts in the implementation of residential
development to meet increasing demand (Ho, 1994; Tapsir, 2001). In this regard,
Malaysia has made a firm and clear commitment to build needed infrastructure, both
social and physical infrastructure. According to the current situation, CIDB Malaysia
(2010b) clearly stated their focus in reviewing the potential facilitation of a
Construction Recycling Infrastructure and has initiated programmes on the use of
sciences such as Value Management and WLCC.
As a developing country, an increase in job opportunities in urban areas has
resulted in an increase of demand for residential property development in three major
cities in Malaysia, which are Selangor, Penang and Johor Bahru as shown in Figure
2.4. Residential property development, education and other social services continued
to be the priority of Malaysia’s development programmes aimed at quality living for
various types of income groups. Given the fact that the cost of building infrastructure
is very high and many Malaysians cannot possibly build all the infrastructures by
themselves, reliable government budgeting is required, this reiterates the importance
of establishing an infrastructure development including residential property of which
Malaysia had provided the adequate funds to finance and realize these social policies
(Government of Malaysia, 2010).
Based on the issues above, clients nowadays want buildings that demonstrate
best value for money over the long term, and are not simply interested in the design
solution which is the least expensive initially. These changes have led to and
highlighted the importance of WLCC approaches to the design, construction and
operation buildings until the disposal process. According to Kirkham and
Boussabaine (2005), WLCC can provide a far more accurate assessment of the long
term cost effectiveness of a project than standard economic methods that focus solely
on first costs or on operating related costs in the very short term.
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Source: Government of Malaysia (2010)
Figure 2.4. Population Growth for 3 major cities in Malaysia
As already shown, buildings are a prime example of high cost purchases, yet
consideration of long term costs is not given the attention it deserves. The past
decade have seen many attempts to encourage a holistic approach to what is in effect
the life span on their cost analysis such as Activity Based Costing and Total Cost
Management, but with limited success, especially in Malaysia. Thus, the major
problem of Malaysia residential property development is that it has too many
residential property constructions to be completed, while the associated costs are still
increasing.
In Malaysia, housing developments are carried out by three sources; the
public sector, the private sector and cooperative societies. The developments of
housing projects by these groups were basically based on the same form of economic
planning which has been set up by the government through five year Malaysian Plan.
To date, Malaysia has implemented ten economic plans since the 1950’s. According
to Omar and Ismail, (2009) and Government of Malaysia (2010), the National
Housing Policies can be determined within each of the five (5) year plans as
demonstrate in Table 2.7.
The government of Malaysia recognises residential property as a basic human
necessity and an important component of the urban economy. This has led to the
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formulation of policies and programmes aimed at ensuring that all Malaysians have
access to adequate shelter and related activities. In Malaysia, residential property
development programmes are carried out by both the public and the private sector
(Government of Malaysia, 2010).
Since the First Malaysia Plan till the Tenth Malaysia Plan, the progress in
providing the budget for residential property development has been relatively stable
with only slight annual increase over the period. The number of Malaysia Production
Housing Construction Approvals shown in Appendix A2, while Appendix A3 shows
the amount that Federal Government Development Expenditure 1981-2011. Besides,
Figure 2.5 shows the overhang’s value and volume property especially on residential
property development in Malaysia Quarter 4 2003 till Quarter 3 2010.
Table 2.7. The summary of National Housing Policy based on Five year Malaysia
Plan.
No of Planning Main Agenda
1st Malaysia Plan
(1966-1970)
Providing low cost housing units to lower income groups
2nd Malaysia Plan
(1971-1975)
Providing national housing programmes to all citizens that
categorized under low income groups
3rd Malaysia Plan
(1976-1980)
To develop national unity via housing programmes
To improve life quality for rural area
4th Malaysia Plan
(1981-1985)
To ensure all citizens especially for low income groups have a
fair chances to have their own housing units in town and rural
area
5th Malaysia Plan
(1986-1990)
Private sector has given more chances to provide housing and
the government responsibility has been reduced
6th Malaysia Plan
(1991-1995)
The national housing policy has been focused on providing
shelter that can be owned by all citizens and to encourage
national integration
7th Malaysia Plan
(1996-2000)
Private sector has been given more responsibility to provide
about more than 70% of housing target during this particular
period
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8th Malaysia Plan
(2001-2005)
Emphasized has been given to provide high quality of housing
scheme at prime location
9th Malaysia Plan
(2006-2010)
To provide enough housing schemes that can be owned by all
citizens via government agencies
10th Malaysia Plan
(2011-2015)
Providing Housing Assistance Programmes to Deserving Poor
Households in Rural and Urban Areas
Source: Omar and Ismail, (2009) and Government of Malaysia (2010)
According to Appendix A2 and Appendix A3, and Figure 2.5, the cost of
residential infrastructure is very high and Malaysian Public sector cannot possibly
proceed with their project if they did not know how to manage the source well. As
mentioned earlier, this research will focus on Johor as a study case because Johor
Bahru is listed under NPP as stated in Table 2.6. In addition, the Ministry of Housing
and Local Government Malaysia-MHLGM (2010) has shown that, Johor is the
second state which scores the second highest number of troubled residential property
development project statistics as shown in Appendix A4.
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Figure 2.5. Malaysia Residential overhangs value and volume from Q4 2003 till Q3
2010.
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2.11 Malaysia Housing Provisions Practise Overview
The previous subchapter, discussed about the overview residential property
development in Malaysia. In this subchapter, it will discuss about the housing
provision practise in Malaysia as general. In terms of housing regulation in Malaysia,
Loi (2000, p. 28) explains that “the Malaysian Housing and property industry is
highly regulated. It is governed by more that 50-60 pieces of legislation ranging from
laws on land and buildings to the environment and worker’s safety. In addition, this
is compounded by the fact that separate laws, policies and guidelines are
administered by federal, state and local government and agencies”.
The basic requirement of the regulations in housing provision to is obtain
planning permission or the development order within the development process in
Malaysia as shown in Figure 2.6. It summarises the housing development process in
Malaysia. However, in reality, the process of obtaining approval for housing
developments is not as smooth as stated in Figure 2.6. In fact, the housing
development process has been criticized for the length of time it takes to process the
applications and gain approval at every stage of the development process.
In relation to the criticisms above, Loi (2000, p. 29), states that “Research on
the total time required for processing and approvals of conversion, layout plan, pre-
computation plan, subdivision, qualified titles, infrastructures as well as buildings
plans in a typical housing development project indicates that at least 24 months are
needed from land acquisitions time before construction work could actually
commence”. He also added that, a typical mixed development project would require
over 6 years from conception to delivery of vacant possession.
In the line with this, in terms of time, the development process can take a
period of one to three years before approval is given (Abdul Wahab, 1994). Salleh
and Meng (1996) assert that the greatest stumbling block is the lengthy approval
process and this process may take two to four years. They add that the government
agencies are not entirely to blame for the delays in the approval processes. There are
a few reasons for the delays in the approval processes by the local authority; these
include staff shortages, lack of professionalism and bureaucracy (Loi, 2000).
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Meanwhile, Salleh and Meng (1996) state that one reason for delay in the approval
process is also a weakness of the private and public developer themselves.
Salleh and Meng (1996) added that the professional consultants who take on
too many projects and are unfamiliar with the local standards, and developers who
want just a little bit more density, are just some of the problems. They further explain
that “there are always the accusations of impropriety amongst government officials
but the conscientious officials have to shoulder the responsibility if they fail to
safeguard public interest (as when structural failures occur and inadequate facilities
are provided)” (Salleh & Meng, 1996, p.231). However, the problem of delay in the
planning approval has been resolved since the government introduced the fast track
approval (Salleh & Khalid, 2012).
2.11.1 Financial Institution in Housing Provision
In general, funds for housing in Malaysia are provided by both public and private
sectors. The public sector provides housing funds for the government employees
only. In this sense, Housing Loan Department under the Ministry of Finance is
responsible for processing all loan applications and the release of payment to the
developer.
For instance, the progressive payment will be applied if the housing unit
bought is under construction. The amount paid is dependent on the work progress at
the site. However, for a completed housing unit that has been obtained from the
Certificate of Completion and Compliance (CCC), the full payment will be made to
the developer. In terms of private sectors, funds for housing come from commercial
banks, merchant banks and financial companies. In this context, the private financial
institution provide facilities such as bridging finance for developers and end
financing for homebuyers. The end-financing fund is open to the government
servants or non-government servants. However, the amount of funds provided by
local banking institutions in Malaysia is influenced by government policy, state of
the economy and real demand (Salleh & Khalid, 2002). In relation to the housing
funds provided by the financial institutions, there are several facilities available, such
as refinancing on completed units, flexible terms and conditions on loans. Longer
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repayment periods thereby, decreasing monthly instalments and increasing the size of
housing loans (Ting, 2000).
However, in terms of providing housing funds for the developers, the bank s
and financial institutions provide the term loans to aid the developers for purchasing
particular piece of land for housing development. Nevertheless, because of the
instruction by the Central Bank of Malaysia, the banks and financial institutions are
not allowed to offer this facility to a private developer unless the particular piece of
land has been approved in terms of the change of land use (Mohamed & Ahmad,
1995). This is to avoid any speculation by the private developer.
The terms of loan financing are extremely important for the developers,
especially for purchasing the high value of land. Therefore, before any approval is
given to finance the purchase of the particular piece of land, the financial institutions
will study the background of the applicant and viability of the proposed project. This
situation also related to the private and public sector especially in regards for
purchasing building components for the constructions process.
As discussed above, all the situations are generally dependent in having funds
for the housing development. Even though, this situation is not experienced during
the implementation of this research, but, the complexity in getting some funds of the
development, proves that the best financial management is very important in the
early stages of housing development. Therefore, this research is valid and one of the
alternative to help the developer to make precisely the right decision for the right
situation.
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Source: Ministry of Housing and Local Government Malaysia(2010)
Figure 2.6. One Stop Centre on Housing Development Process.
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2.12 Malaysia Residential Property Types
Based on the Uniform Building by Law 1984 (Act 133 amends May 2006) , the
Street, Drainage and Building (Amendment) Act 2007 (Act A1286) and National
Property Stock report by National Property Information Centre (NAPIC), the
residential types  currently being developed in Malaysia are Single Storey Terrace, 2-
3 Storey Terrace, Single Storey Semi-Detached, 2-3 Storey Semi-Detached,
Detached, Town House, Cluster, Low Cost House, Low Cost Flat, Flat, Service
Apartment, Condominium/ Apartment, and Shop Office Home Office (SOHO).
According to the residential property stock report (NAPIC, 2010), the total of
high rise residential property development in Malaysia is lower than the low rise
residential property development by 41%. However, current demand for high rise
residential property development shows that over 42% of development directed to
the high rise residential property development, particularly in Johor Bahru, Malaysia.
The high rise residential is the predominant residential property developments type in
the top 5 main Malaysian cities, hence the selection for the study shown in Appendix
B1.
2.13 Johor Bahru High Rise Residential Property Development
Based on the current census and National Physical Plan (NPP) by Ministry of
Housing and Local Government and Town Planning, Johor Bahru is expected to
provide for a population of 1.84 million people by 2020. With limited land areas left,
many property managers need to think about providing vertical residential buildings
rather than horizontal residential buildings. In terms of residential property
development, property managers need to consider developing high rise residential
building compared to low rise residential building in the future to solve the problem
of limited land areas.
Table 2.8 shows the statistics for population distribution in Johor Bahru, one
of the districts in the Johor State. The figure in this table is intended to provide the
details particularly for Johor Bahru instead of Johor as stated in Table 2.9. This issue
has been traced via the statistics given by Department of Statistic, Malaysia as in
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Table 2.9. The drastic increase in the population means that the land areas left are
also decreasing constantly. This scenario creates the situation where, HRRPD is
needed in Johor.
Table 2.8. Details Population Distribution in Johor Bahru
YEAR 1991 2000 2009
Population Size 704,471 1,064,881 1,370,738
District Area 1,817km2
Density 7,409km2 (18,967 sqm2-1)
Source: General Report of the Population Census, Volume 1 and 2 Census 1991 and
Population Distribution and Basic Demographic Characteristic Census 2000,
Department of Statistic, Malaysia (2001).
Table 2.9. Distribution of Population and AAGR (%) for Johor
YEAR 1980 1991 2000 2020
Population Size 1,638,229 2,161,357 2,740,625 4,042,200
Distribution (%) 14.3 14.6 14.8 15.1
AAGR (%) 2.56 2.67 1.96
Source: General Report of the Population Census, Volume 1 and 2 Census 1991 and
Population Distribution and Basic Demographic Characteristic Census 2000,
Department of Statistic, Malaysia (2001).
2.14 Residential Property Problem
International residential property markets have already seen significant adjustments
to property values and numerous property managers had been plunged into serious
financial difficulty. As a result, the residential property development process and the
affordability problems tend to be addressed in three ways, which is offering lower
quality residential, lowering construction costs through grants or subsidies to
producers or lowering real occupancy costs by raising incomes (Bryan, 2005).
Globally, issues’ involving the current cost of producing residential property
has been increased not only by higher standards but also by the requirement for
property managers to meet a higher proportion of the total costs of the necessary
services. Besides, reflecting the emphasis of current HRRPD policy especially on
new residential, there has been a great deal of concern about the quality of residential
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property in new areas, but very little about the quality of existing residential
property.
For most budget projects, the working capital will almost never be conveyed
to property managers and even users. This situation is actually creating the lack of
efficiency in cost management of the HRRPD. Bryan (2005) stated that, the big
problem nowadays is that most HRRPD projects are determined as being over budget
in the construction phase.
Even though there are statistics showing the increasing number of HRRPD in
Johor Bahru, unfortunately, the sales performance of HRRPD in Johor Bahru as
shown in Figure 2.7 indicated a serious course of action needs to be developed.
In addressing this issue, the researcher realised that, the whole life cycle
costing may be the most appropriate alternative approach to overcome the problem.
In view of this, the researcher selected the HRRPD in Johor Bahru as a case study to
examine the capability to overcome this situation.
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q2 Q3 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q2 Q4 Q2 Q3
2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2010
Total Units Launched 150 420 108 484 282 390 429 567 1294 564 320 356 250 178 306
Unit Sold 29 121 13 0 0 28 11 78 148 8 0 1 45 2 2
Sales Performance (%) 19.33 28.81 12.04 0.00 0.00 7.18 2.56 13.76 11.44 1.42 0.00 0.28 18.00 1.12 0.65
0
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JOHOR BAHRU's SALES PERFORMANCE [HIGH RISE RESIDENTIAL]
Source: Ministry of Housing and Local Government Malaysia (2010)
Figure 2.7. Johor Bahru High Rise Residential Property Development’s Sales
Performance.
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2.15 Quality
For many years, a variety of building performance evaluation models for residential
buildings has been developed internationally and locally. In the early stages of
development, there has been an increasing interest in building environmental
performance assessments that meet the needs of the time when there was emphasis
on the impact of buildings on global environment and individual health (Erkelens,
2002). Such assessments focused on related tools, mainly on building energy use,
indoor climate and many other environmental issues.
Nowadays, considering that buildings present many qualities or performances
which should be taken into account for a proper evaluation, several evaluation
models that cover building performance more comprehensively have been
introduced. Widely known evaluation models that address comprehensive or
selective building performance are shown in Table 2.10.
2.15.1 Defining Quality
Throughout the review of the literature relating to property management, whole life
cycle costing and service life, many researchers used the term quality. This can be
referred to Webber (1992) mentioned contemporary norms of quality; Schmaltz and
Steiner (1995) applied to the quality and durability of the structure; while others refer
to design quality and quality of workmanship. But, what is quality exactly and how
does it impact upon buildings? Moreover, does cost determine quality or does quality
determine cost?
Quality and the associated processes of the quality management, quality
control and quality assurance arose from the work of Deming (1950), Fiegenbaum
(1961), Juran (1974), Crosby (1979), Ishikawa (1982) and the application of quality
measures in the Japanese manufacturing industry. Quality has traditionally been
defined as product based which implies a degree of excellence or goodness, or as
process based, which implies conformance to requirements.
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Table 2.10. Representative building performance evaluation model for residential
buildings
Evaluation
Model Country Organization
Evaluation Performance
Safety
Environmental
Performance
Housing
Performance
Manageability
GB Tool International Green BuildingChallenge Team Y X X
BREEAM UK Building ResearchEstablishment Y X
LEED US
US Green Building
Council Y X
Housing
Quality
Indicator
System
UK Office of the DeputyPrime Minister X X Y X
QUALITEL France QUALITEL Y
Housing
Performance
Indicator
System
Japan
Ministry of Land,
Infrastructure and
Transport
X Y
QUARQ Portugal National Laboratory ofCivil Engineering Y
X: interest area; Y: major interest area
Source: Author’s Compilation
The Oxford Dictionary (1992) defines quality as a degree of excellence or
general excellence while quality control is monitoring of standards in products or
services by inspection, testing sample and etc. However, in year 2005, Oxford
Dictionary revised and defines the quality as the standard of something as measured
against other things of a similar kind; the degree of excellence of something and the
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second one as a distinctive attribute or characteristic possessed by someone or
something.
Besides that, Oxford Dictionary (2010) also improves the definition of the
quality control as a system of maintaining standards in manufactured products by
testing a sample of the output against the specification. Griffith (1990) noted that
many definitions interpret quality as fitness for purpose in an attempt to make quality
finite, factual and measurable when in reality, quality is highly subjective.
Garvin (1984) identified and classified the different approaches to the
definition of quality as transcendental or philosophy; product based, user based,
manufactures based or valued based. Table 2.11 provides an overview of the
approaches to quality and associated definitions of quality proposed by author.
Garvin identified eight (8) dimensions, which form the framework for the quality as
in Table 2.12.
It was found from the literature that the multi-dimensional definition of
quality proposed by Garvin is being used increasingly in industry. This is evident in
the work of Todorov (1996), McGeorge and Palmer (1997) and the American
Society for Quality (2010).
While there still exists a distinction between the product (what is produced)
quality and process (how it is produced) quality, the two are no longer seen as
mutually exclusive. Schmalz and Stiemer (1995) and Nireki (1996) noted that good
workmanship has the potential to mitigate a bad design and bad workmanship can
ruin a good design. The methods used to assess the level or degree of quality in each
phase of the life cycle of a building are the functions of the approach used to define
quality.
Subsequently, sustainability may need to be added to the definition of quality.
According to Erkelens (2002), a sustainable building is one that minimises the
production of waste, the use of resources and energy, and uses renewable resources
wherever possible in OMR and in the extension of building service life. A
comparison of the conference proceedings of the 8th and 9th DBMC Conferences
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found that there was a marked increase in the number of papers discussing or making
reference to sustainability. At the 8th DBMC, approximately 10% of all published
papers made reference to sustainability. This figure more than doubled to almost
23% at the next conference, the 9th DBMC, held three years later. As the construction
industry struggles to come to terms with the environmental impact of development,
sustainable design and construction will become a basic requirement of any
infrastructure project.
Table 2.11. Definition of quality
Quality Definition
Transcendent Quality is neither mind nor matter, but a third entity independent of
the two...even though quality cannot be defined, you know what it is.
(Pirsig, 1980)
Product Based i. The amount of specific attributes or
ingredients of a product. (Zeithaml, 1988)
ii. A degree of goodness or excellence. (Oxford
Dictionary, 1992)
iii. The standard of something as measured
against other things of a similar kind; a distinctive attribute
or characteristic possessed by someone or something.
(Oxford Dictionary, 2005)
User Based i. Fitness for use. (Juran, 1974)
ii. The totality of features ad characteristics of a product that
bears upon its ability to satisfy given needs. (Freund, 1985)
iii. Satisfaction of stated or implied needs.
(Todorov, 1996)
Manufacturing
Based
i. Conformance to requirements. (Crosby, 1979)
ii. Conformance to requirements, not a degree of goodness or
excellence. (Davis, et. al. 1989)
iii. Simply meeting requirements (ASCE,1988)
Value Based The best for certain customer conditions. These conditions are (a) the
actual use and (b) the selling price of the product (Feigenbaum,
1961)
Source: Garvin (1984)
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2.16 Quality Assessment Methods
Quality has impact on a building throughout its service life. The owner, the resident,
the user, the designer, the developer, the constructor, the facility manager, the
infrastructure asset manager and regulatory agencies all have requirements that must
be met at the varying phases in the life cycle. Sometimes, these requirements create
conflict and give impact upon the level of quality of an asset, component or facility.
For example, time and cost are two common conflicting requirements in the
construction phase (ASCE, 1988).
Feigenbaum (1961) labelled the factors that affect quality as the ‘Seven M’s’:
Markets, Men (sic), Money, Management, Materials, Machines, Methods, and
Miscellaneous. As will be seen in the following sections, many of the assessment
methods developed to quantify the degree of quality in the design, construction and
OMR are based on these factors.
Table 2.12. Eight dimensions of Quality
Dimensions Descriptions
Performance Primary operating characteristics of a building or its components.
Features The secondary characteristics that supplement the building’s
basic function.
Reliability The probability or a building or its components failing within a
specified period of time.
Conformance The degree to which the building’s design and operating
characteristics match pre-established standards.
Durability A measure of product life or the service life of a building before
it breaks down and replacement is preferable to repair.
Serviceability The speed, courtesy and competence of repair.
Aesthetics How the building looks or feels
Perceived Quality A subjective measure of how the user rates the quality of the
building.
Source: Feigenbaum (1961)
Methods to measure building component quality have been proposed by
several researchers such as Bourke and Davies (1997), Baird et.al (1996) and the
HAPM (1992). Each method attempts to quantify quality primarily through a
detailed analysis of the building design during or after completion of the design and
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material selection stage. It is not possible to undertake such an analysis for building
components that are already constructed. In addition, total quality management in an
asset and facilities is an integrated function of quality in design and material,
construction and OMR. It is proposed therefore, that quality can be represented by a
simple quality proportion (QP) shown in the following equation Eq.2.1;
(Eq. 2.1)
Where;
= building components quality proportion
= design and material quality proportion
= construction quality proportion
= OMR quality proportion
x, y, z = constants based on the level of influence quality has on building components WLCC
when considered in each of the phase of design and material, construction and OMR
respectively. The values are determined from a mathematical analysis of individual quality
proportion, usage and building profile factors and the whole life cycle cost of the building
sample.
2.16.1 Design and Material Quality
The ability to influence the quality of a building development is greatest during the
design phase has been noted by ASCE in year 1988 especially in addressing the
importance of quality in constructed building. This was supported by the work of
Burati et al. (1992) with additional information on material quality.
In research to identify the cause and magnitude of quality problems in design,
material and construction, they found that 78.15% of all deviations in the
construction phase were design and material related while 15.5% were construction
related. Of the design and material deviation, 52.5% of the deviations were attributed
to design and material changes, 19.5% reflects from design and material error and
6.1% to design and material omissions. Thus, it is critical to get the design and
material right. To control and manage them, this involves using the PDCA Cycle
which is determined as Plan, Do, Check and Act, developed by Deming (Burati et al.,
1992). At the design and material selection stage, quality involves all the following
as mention in Figure 2.8.
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Arditi and Gunaydin (1998) found that the most important factors that
affected process quality in the design and material phase were cooperation of parties,
project specifications, teamwork in the design firm, management leadership, and
selection of the design firm, management commitment, communication with owner
or resident, constructability and the design budget. These factors are similar to eight
(8) quality management principles as in Figure 2.9 defined in ISO 9000:2005 (ISO,
2005).
Source: Author’s Compilation and Burati et. al. (1992)
Figure 2.8. PDCA Cycle
Several methods have been developed to help the developer or constructor to
create a quality design and material selection based on resident or client information.
Schmaltz and Steiner in 1995 advocate a process that involves the resident in
determining the DSL of the building and its components. In consultation with the
resident, components are then selected based on failure modes, maintenance
requirements and WLCC. Finally, they recommend the implication of quality control
procedures in the design team of HRRPD building to ensure process and product
quality. The important of resident or client information has been supported by Smith
(1999) which cited that if workplace productivity is increased by only 3.7%, the
resulting increase in profits in a manufacturing or human resources intensive building
will be greater than the cost of the building construction and building component.
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Source: ISO (2005).
Figure 2.9. Eight (8) Factors of Quality Performance Measurements (QPM)
Another approach to quality in design, material and standardisation, was
proposed by Kubal (1994). Kubal noted that standardisation has been used for quality
control in modular home and fast-food restaurant construction. He suggested that
further standardisation could be applied to some elements of building design,
particularly for facilities and assets such as warehouse, schools, medical and health
facilities, fire stations and shopping centres. Distinguishing features to avoid
matchboxes in defining the quality could be incorporated into the design and material
selection.
The only assessment method that actually produces a quantitative design and
material quality score is the design quality indicator (DQI) developed by the
Technical Audit Unit at the Housing Association Property Mutual (HAPM). The
DQI was introduced as a means of comparing design performance. It is calculated
based on an audit of five (5) building elements which are foundations, ground floors,
external walks, roods and intermediate floors. Potential design problems are
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identified in each element and the score is based on the ratio of design issues that
have been properly addressed to those that have varying degrees of resolution.
2.16.2 Operation, Maintenance and Rehabilitation Quality
Much has been made of the influence of quality in design, material selection and
construction upon service life and WLCC, however, the quality is the most important
in the OMR phase of a building if it is to reach or exceed its design service life. In
1991, Klockow and Hoffer mentioned that developing countries have lost billions of
dollars in the 1980’s as road networks decayed as a result of little or no maintenance.
The well planned maintenance will maximise the useful life of a building
(Ramamurthy, 1990).
Even though there is significance of OMR quality, but little has been
published in this field. Most research contributions have focused on M&R strategies
only as they relate to life cycle costing and service life. The factors that affect quality
in the OMR phase differ from those in the design phase, during material selection
phase and during construction phase (Arditi & Gunaydin, 1998).
Whilst management leadership and commitment remain common factors,
personnel training, maintenance manuals, budget and the operation of the building
within the design limits are also very important. These four (4) factors must be
considered when determining the OMR strategies to be employed by the property
management team. In order to measure quality in property management, Christian
and Chan (1993) mentioned five (5) requirements have to be met as in Table 2.13.
The benefits of a quality OMR strategy include the ability to plan for the
future, better maintained asset and facilities, better service to the user and more cost
effective organisation. Unfortunately, the bureaucratic nature of the public and
private sector in Malaysia is such organisations that have chosen to focus on quality
have traditionally been penalised. Focusing on the lower cost without seeing an
impact on the future development, is leading the in the development process compare
to focus on the importance of cost management and development equipment quality.
Throughout the reviews, the author understands that, combining the quality in whole
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life cycle costing can create more benefit to all, either from the developer or property
manager perspective or residents or user’s perspective.
Table 2.13. Five Quality requirements
Items Descriptions
1. A means of fault detection
2. Some datum to all measurements
3. An established standard to measure against
4. A comparison between the present measurement and the standard
5. A course of action resulting from the comparison
Source: Christian and Chan (1993
Difficulty in measuring quality arises in that there will always be an element
of subjectivity to any measurements taken that involves interpretation by individuals.
To minimise the impact of subjectivity, it is imperative that policies and procedures
are established that details every aspect of the asset and facilities management in that
property management. The impact of quality on whole life cycle costing in
equipment selection and the framework of whole life cycle costing for high rise
residential property development will now be considered.
2.17 Impact of Quality on Whole Life Cycle Costing
It is evident from a review of published research that the definition of quality varies
depending upon the approach used. Hellard (1993) stated that regardless of the
specific quality philosophy, there is a general consensus that quality includes
customer satisfaction, management leadership, and continuous improvement of
process. A focus on prevention not detection of defects, education and training also
generates measurement of quality. Several methods have been proposed to measure
quality in each phase but the impact of quality in design and construction can only be
theorised at these initial stages.
The actual impact of the decisions made in design and construction, on
service life and whole life cycle costing cannot be ascertained until a building enters
the operation and maintenance phase and begins to incur costs. While it seems
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logical that money spent on quality in design and construction will result in saving at
a later date, is the cost of implementing quality less than the savings accumulated and
can the costs be quantified? Otherwise, will the construction and management will be
manageable and productive at all? (McGeorge & Palmer, 1997).
2.18 Cost of Quality
The three methods commonly used to quantify the cost of quality are explained by
Todorov (1996) as the process costing method which uses the concepts of
conformance and non-conformance espoused by Crosby (1979); the quality loss
method which is based on Taguchi’s loss function model and finally, the
performance, appraisal, failure costing method which measures the cost of quality in
terms of prevention, appraisal and failure.
Prevention and appraisal are considered investment costs while failure
(internal and external) is a loss. Burati et al. (1992) used the prevention, appraisal
and failure costing method as the basis for their definition of the cost of quality. They
defined the cost of quality as the cost of prevention and appraisal, which the author
call quality management costs and the cost of deviations. The total cost of quality is
equal to the sum of the quality management costs and the cost of deviations.
According to McGeorge and Palmer (1997), quality costs can be thought of in
three ways. The first, ‘higher quality means higher cost’, implies that the benefits of
increasing quality are not offset by the cost to do so. Next, ‘the cost of improving
quality is less than the resulting savings’, takes the opposite stand which is rebuilding
or reworking defective work costs more than the cost of quality. The last approach is
the ‘right-first-time’ approaches in which quality costs are defined the first time. This
is the same as the quality costing method.
Therefore, methods exist to measure the cost of process quality but what is
the impact of quality on the end product which author determined as the high rise
residential property building?
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2.19 Perception on Quality
From a property manager’s perspective, a quality building component may be
designed to be durable and reliable but ignores the quality of life issues that have a
significant impact upon the living environment of the resident. Thus, a resident may
perceive a well built, durable structure as being of poor quality simply because his
needs are not met by the non-structural components of the asset and facilities.
Arditi and Nawakorawit (1999) identified 22 building design factor including
ease of cleaning, functional layout, air circulation, choice of building, indoor air
quality, equipment and materials, lighting and construction methods in a survey they
conducted to study the degree to which a building design considers maintenance.
This contrasts with the consumer perception of quality which involved
reputation, price and benefit (Zeithaml, 1988). Torbica and Stroh (2001) found that
customer satisfaction in home building depended on both the product such quality of
the materials and operation of the house and the experience involved in buying the
house.
2.20 Measuring the Impact of Quality
Examples of the impact of quality upon building service life and whole life cycle
costing can be found in many sectors especially in the developed countries. The
inherent problem property managers face is that while it is possible to measure
quality at a specific point in time, such as during the construction process, no tool
exists that can be used to measure the impact quality has over the actual building
component service life and thus on a WLCC (Kirkham & Boussabaine, 2005). This
is very important.
The relatively long design service life of most infrastructures is such that the
user or owner is not necessarily aware of the severity of degradation until major
rehabilitation is identified as a requirement by the property manager.
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Without precise data to present a case for quality and the importance of
maintaining OMR budgeting at or greater than existing levels however, the
infrastructure property manager finds that as the organisation strives to reduce a
deficit, the operation, maintenance and rehabilitation budget is a prime target for cost
cutting (Newton & Christian, 1999). As a consequence, there is a need to carry out
research in this area.
2.21 Conclusion
This chapter builds a theoretical foundation for this research based on the previous
research and literature reviews. The literature reviews in this chapter shown the
significant of this study especially to test and apply the WLCC at the building
operational management level particularly related to any repairs and replacements
towards the selected HRRPD buildings in Malaysia by focusing on the selected
building components. There were few gaps, found throughout the empirical studies
and reviews, which will help the researcher to validate this study.
The limited number of research on WLCC towards HRRPD buildings is one
of the gaps for this study. Meanwhile, the lack of understanding and no
implementation of WLCC in Malaysia housing development process compared to the
developed countries were the other gaps that have been found. The gaps were very
important to support the significant of this research.
Before examining and applying the WLCC towards the HRRPD building
components, the researcher has decided to work out on the case study in the next
chapter. In Chapter 3, it provides all the details on the HRRPD buildings and their
building components that have been selected for this research.
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Chapter 3: Johor Bahru High Rise
Residential Property Development
Chapter 1 and chapter 2 have expounded an overall idea about the research and
theoretical aspects of this thesis. While in this chapter, the researcher will introduce
the selected case study and also will elucidate a brief introduction to the housing
sector which is being developed in Johor Bahru.
3.1 Introduction
A case study presents an account of what happened to an industry over a number of
years. It chronicles the events that organizer had to deal with, such as changes in the
unpredictable management decision which usually involved changing the corporate
level strategy. Further, the researcher tries to devote the case study as a stand-alone
to explain the environment of the scope before explicate further on develop the
information data.
3.2 Malaysia Demographic
The total population of Malaysia in 2010 was 28.3 million, compared with 23.3
million in 2000. Based on these numbers, it shows an average annual population
growth rate of 2.0 per cent for the period 2000-2010. The state with the highest
growth rate for the period 2000-2010 was Wilayah Persekutuan Putrajaya (17.8%),
followed by Selangor (2.7%), Melaka (2.6%) and Sabah (2.1%). Among the states
which experienced lower growth rate were Terengganu (1.4%), Perak (1.4%),
Wilayah Persekutuan Labuan (1.3%) and Perlis (1.2%).
Population distribution by state as shown in Figure 3.1 indicated that
Selangor was the most populous state (5.46 million), followed by Johor (3.35
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million) and Sabah (3.21 million). The population share of these states to the total
population of Malaysia was 42.4 per cent.
Source; Department of Statistic, Malaysia (2011)
Figure 3.1. Population distribution by state
3.3 Johor Bahru Demographic
Johor Bahru is one of the districts in the state of Johor. Meanwhile, the state of Johor
is divided into 10 districts (refer Table 3.1). Meanwhile Table 3.2 shows the
population distribution projected from year 2000 up to 2020. It is the southernmost
city in Peninsular Malaysia which is the second largest urban area in the country,
with a total area of 1,816 sq.km and the population of approximately 930,000 in the
city and over 1.8 million in its metropolitan area.
The population growth rate of the Johor Bahru district is among the highest in
Southeast Asia. The District of Johor Bahru’s population was around 1,159,079
(2000 census) with a current population in 2011 to be in the region of 1,650,000. The
population is divided by 44% Malay, 42% Chinese, 9.1% Indian and 5.4% of other
minorities (Department of Statistic, Malaysia, 2011).
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Table 3.1. Estimation Demographic in Johor
District Area Population
Johor Bahru 1,816 km2 1,613,221
Pontian 916.9 km2 171,291
Kota Tinggi 3,480.9 km2 226,104
Kluang 2,840.7 km2 319,629
Segamat 2,844.5 km2 206,577
Muar 1,353.5 km2 398,766
Batu Pahat 1,869.7 km2 412,469
Mersing 2,836.0 km2 77,766
Kulaijaya 750.9 km2
Ledang 967.6 km2
Source; Department of Statistic, Malaysia (2011)
It can be divided into four (4) main local authorities such as Johor Bahru City
Council (MBJB), Johor Bahru Central Municipal Council (MPJBT), Pasir Gudang
Municipal Council (MPPG) and Kulai Municipal Council (MPKu). The district of
Johor Bahru comprises of eight (8) sub-districts which include Mukim Johor Bahru,
Mukim Plentong Mukim Sedenak, Mukim Pulai, Mukim Senai-Kulai, Mukim
Jelutong, Mukim Tebrau and Mukim Tanjung Kupang.
Table 3.2. Population Distribution in Johor
District 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020
Johor Bahru 1,159,079 1,370,738 1,613,221 1,880,729 2,170,423
Batu Pahat 353,129 382,175 412,469 440,559 466,106
Muar 348,662 373,587 398,766 421,189 441,024
Kluang 272,161 295,373 319,629 342,193 363,270
Kota Tinggi 199,024 212,558 226,104 238,130 248,311
Segamat 188,968 198,142 206,577 213,443 218,213
Pontian 149,647 160,722 171,291 180,781 189,369
Mersing 69,947 73,920 77,766 80,896 83,606
Kulaijaya
Ledang
Total 2,740,617 3,067,215 3,425,823 3,797,920 4,180,322
Source; Department of Statistic, Malaysia (2011)
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3.4 Case Study on Johor Bahru HRRPD Building.
As noted by Al-Hajj and Aouad (1999), most Whole Life Cycle Costing (WLCC)
research is trapped in various circles that are perpetuated by the lack of historical cost
data. Secondly, while quality is a very important factor in WLCC, many other factors
or variables were also identified from the literature as having an impact. These
factors are summarised in Table 3.3.
If a link between WLCC and quality is to be established, it is important to
minimise the number of factors that must be considered. One of the contributions of
this research is, to enhance the quality of the HRRPD building components in
Malaysia. If one organisation could be found that had all of the historical data
necessary, it could be possible to eliminate the number of variables to be considered.
Based on the extensive experience gained while working in Johor Bahru
HRRPD buildings, it is known that the management team still maintains accurate
historical cost data records of all of its building components completely and properly.
This is one of the critical reasons, they have been chosen as the domain for this
study. This data includes property information, design and construction details,
construction costs, and OMR cost. These selected HRRPD buildings also have well
established policies and procedures for design, construction and OMR that ensure a
high degree of commonality and consistency in the OMR of all of its building
components.
In summary, the selected domain in Johor Bahru HRRPD buildings were
ideal as a source of data for research exploring the relationship between the building
components WLCC and quality of the building components themselves. It used a
standard design as the template for buildings with a similar function; it followed the
same construction contract tendering, award and inspection procedures for each
contract and had a very structured management system for OMR that had no change
significantly for a period nearly 20 years and some of them nearly 30 years. Thus, it
was decided to approach to these buildings to see if the department from both private
and public sectors in these HRRPD buildings would cooperate with the proposed
research project.
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Table 3.3. Factors that affect WLCC.
Design Phase Construction Phase OMR Phase
Quality of Material Quality of Workmanship Quality of Workmanship
Quality of Design team Quality of Construction
Process
Quality of OMR Process
Quality of Design Process Management Leadership Corporate Commitment
Cooperation Supervision Policies & Procedures
Project Specifications Cooperation Personnel training
Teamwork Selection of Contractor Maintenance Manuals
Management Leadership Teamwork
Selection of the Design
Firm
Drawings & Specifications
Management Commitment Training
Communication
Constructability
Budget available and
allocated
Budget available and
allocated
Budget available and
allocated
Materials and Equipment
Specified
Sub-Contractor Operation within Design
Limits (Usage &
Occupancy)
Perceived Importance of
Quality
Materials and Equipment
Specified
Building Size
Age of Building
Number of Storeys
Source: Author’s Compilation
In reality, property management is a critical responsibility of the Property
Manager in both HRRPD buildings, whether Public Development sector or Private
Development sector. In year 2010, few meetings were held with the Property
Manager at selected HRRPD buildings in Johor Bahru to present the research
proposal and to determine if they were interested to collaborate with this research. It
was agreed to allow the researcher access to these selected HRRPD buildings and all
matters related to the buildings detail to acquire all of the data required for the
research project.
Further meetings were held to identify the details of the selected HRRPD
buildings that were to be used in this research. For this research purpose, only six (6)
HRRPD buildings have been selected. Many technical and environmental problems
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(such as floors, walls and landscaping) are attributable to the use of building
components in HRRPD (Amaratunga et al. 2002).
However, this research has been limited to examining only major problems
which increase the cost for every HRRPD, such as the Internal Floor Finishes (Floors
Covering), the Ironmongeries (Door Hardware), plumbing, lighting, Mechanical and
Electrical Installations, lifts, painting, landscaping and playgrounds which require at
least 20% of the development cost to cover the maintenance and replacement during
the life span of the high rise residential property (Amaratunga et al., 2002). This
condition has been supported by the pilot study survey organized by the researcher as
mentioned in sub-chapter 3.6 refer to the Figure 3.8.
The buildings to be studied within each location were then selected based on
the following basic criteria;
i. Buildings which have survived the economic recession after year 1957 (being
the years 1987, 1997, 2002, and 2003).
ii. HRRPD buildings which have been developed and maintained by Public
Development sector and Private Development sector.
iii. Buildings which had a common design with at least one other building at a
different location from this study.
iv. Building components which had a basic and common design which can be
represented by other HRRPD building components.
The selected HRRPD building details that meet all of the selection criteria
and were available for this study at each location are presented in Table 3.4.
Meanwhile, the selected HRRPD building considered in the research are shown in
photographs in Figure 3.7a till Figure 3.7f at the end of this chapter.
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Table 3.4. Case Study Details
Building Year Of
Completion
Number of
Units
Number of
Floors
Location 1 CHEMPAKA 1987 2152 5
Location 2 KEMPAS PERMAI 2002 2250 18
Location 3 SAUJANA 2002 2190 11
Location 4 WADIHANA 2003 172 29
Location 5 LILY 1997 480 5
Location 6 KIPARK 1997 768 20
Source: Author’s Compilation
In the meantime, based on the pilot survey, 13 items have been chosen to be
tested in this research evaluation as in Table 3.5. These items were selected based on
the percentage of the pilot study results obtained through the survey that was carried
out. In addition, it was chosen based on two main factors that contribute to the
WLCC approach which are availability of historical building data and current
building data as well.
3.5 Overview HRRPD Asset and Facilities Management.
From academic perspective, the term of asset and facilities is still a vexatious topic.
However, in this case study, this situation has been referred to as the facilities that
have been provided within the HRRPD building and the way to manage them
properly and successfully. Even though, Chaminda et al., (2008) stated that, asset and
facilities management as an integrated approach to operate, maintain, improve and
adapt the buildings and infrastructure of an organization to produce an environment
which strongly supports the primary goals of the organization.
As noted in the previous chapter, the selected HRRPD buildings included
Public and Private Development sector. The management of HRRPD buildings has a
long established history of asset and facilities management that have led to asset and
facilities that have historically been full with maintenance issued. Some of them
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succeed excellently to maintain their assets and facilities and some of them not even
achieve the par of well maintained of their asset and facilities.
The organization chart depicted in Figure 3.2 shows the nature of
management of HRRPD in Public Development sector and Figure 3.3 shows the
nature of HRRPD management in Private Development sector. This nature of this
HRRPD management refers to the approval and funding of construction, operations,
maintenance and rehabilitation activities prior to the year 2010 to 2012 (based on this
research time frame).
Construction, maintenance, and rehabilitation projects that were beyond the
financial authority of the HRRPD management team in Public Development sector,
meanwhile, it was under the financial authority of the HRRPD management team in
Private Development sector. Meanwhile, Figure 3.4 shows the hierarchical work
scope of the asset and facilities management in HRRPD management teams of Public
Development sector and Figure 3.5 shows the hierarchical work scope of the asset
and facilities management in HRRPD management teams of Private Sector.
According to the literature reviews, there were four (4) main scopes of
services in property management of HRRPD building particularly related to building
components. There were property strategic management, operation, maintenance and
rehabilitation, workforce and supervision and material. Misconduct or misunderstand
of these four (4) scopes may possibly result of bad property management. By
establishing some strategic management on documentation is important to allow a
flexible response to change in property development direction while supporting the
main focus and reflecting desired quality and performance. This included priorities
as mentioned below;
i. Asset and facilities operation and maintenance policy, strategy, quality
management system and work process
ii. Establishing and implementing the safety, health and environmental policies
iii. Development of appropriate monitoring and analysis process
iv. Asset and facilities technical documentation and records management
including auditing process, archiving and updating data.
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Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 3.2. HRRPD management in Public Development sector
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Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 3.3. HRRPD management in Private Development sector
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Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 3.4. HRRPD management in Public Development sector hierarchical work
scope
COUNCIL (LOCAL AUTHORITY)
Prepare Annual OMR Program, Approve and Priorities Command OMR
Program, and OMR Fund Command Level (major)
Prepare Annual Construction Program, Approve & Priorities Command
Construction Program, and Prepared Requirement Statements for Major
Capital Construction projects, Construction Fund Command Level (major
construction)
PROPERTY MANAGER & ADMINISTRATIVE TEAM
Prepare Annual OMR Program, Approve and Priorities Command Domain
OMR Program, and OMR Fund Command Level (minor)
Prepare Annual Command Major Construction Program, and Approve and
Priorities Domain Construction Program, and Construction Fund Command
Level (minor construction)
Receive work request from committee team, define scope of work, priorities
and program work within domain authority, identify and priorities projects
beyond local authority for higher approval
Design and implement Project approved and work through in-house work
force by contract or standing offer.
COMMITTEE TEAM
Receive work request from residents, define scope of work, priorities and
program work within domain authority, and submit to Property Manager
Prepare annual OMR funding request and submit to Property Manager
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Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 3.5. HRRPD management in Private Development sector hierarchical work
scope
Woodridge et al., (2001) stated that property management is comprised of
four (4) separate disciplines as shown in Figure 3.6. Good property management
integrates these components into one discipline and not separate disciplines. As
discussed previously, both HRRPD management team followed this system and has
made a number of efforts to combine the disciplines to their building components
assessment and management; however, the four disciplines had never been
successfully integrated into one excellent property management system.
PROPERTY MANAGER & ADMINISTRATIVE TEAM
Prepare Annual OMR Program, Approve and Priorities Command Domain
OMR Program, and OMR Fund Command Level (major & minor)
Prepare Annual Command Major Construction Program, and Approve and
Priorities Domain Construction Program, and Construction Fund Command
Level (major & minor construction)
Receive work request from committee team, define scope of work, priorities
and program work within domain authority, identify and priorities projects
beyond local authority for higher approval
Design and implement Project approved and work through in-house work
force by contract or standing offer.
COMMITTEE TEAM
Receive work request from residents, define scope of work, priorities and
program work within domain authority, and submit to Property Manager
Prepare annual OMR funding request and submit to Property Manager
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Source: Author’s Compilation and Woodridge et. al. (2001)
Figure 3.6. Property Management Disciplines
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Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 3.7a. Public High Rise Residential: Taman Cempaka Public Housing
Apartment (CHEMPAKA)
Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 3.7b. Public High Rise Residential: Projek Perumahan Rakyat (PPR), Taman
Kempas Permai, Tampoi, Johor Bahru (KEMPAS PERMAI)
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Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 3.7c. Public High Rise Residential: Bukit Saujana, Public Housing Apartment
Johor Bahru. (SAUJANA)
Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 3.7d. Private High Rise Residential: Wadihana Condominium, Johor Bahru
(WADIHANA)
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Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 3.7e. Private High Rise Residential: Lily & Jasmine Apartment, Tampoi,
Johor Bahru (LILY)
Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 3.7f. Private High Rise Residential: KipArk Apartment Tampoi, Johor Bahru
(KIPARK)
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3.6 HRRPD Building and Critical Components
A building should have the ability and capacity to support the activities of its
occupants. Among the various types of buildings, the residential building should
perform well because residents spend much of their lifetime inside them. Basically,
the average length of time that Malaysian stay in each property they own is about 15
years. It depends on the payment of housing loans has been completed behind or
fully paid between 5 to 30 years. Furthermore, more focus must be taken into
consideration for high rise residential building instead of low rise residential
building, as the competition for residential land increases.
The condition of the HRRPD especially the maintenance of this property is
critical because maintenance equates to service, service is the defining feature that
distinguishes all successful properties, and no doubt that, HRRPD management is the
first and last a service business. In the end, it is the quality of the property’s
maintenance that will determine the long term success of the development. A large
high rise residential property development comprises numerous components.
To assist this research, a number of critical component have been selected. In
creating and choosing the appropriate building component for this research, the
author carried out a pilot study to select the most sensitive building components
among the critical building components which had been determined by the previous
research. Figure 3.8 shows the results of professional practitioner’s survey in
selecting the most critical building components of high rise residential development
of entire Malaysia.
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Based on the pilot survey, 13 items have been chosen to be tested in this
research evaluation as in Table 3.5. These items were selected based on the
percentage of the pilot study results obtained through the survey that was done. In
addition, it was chosen based on two main factors that contribute to the WLCC
approach which are ability of historical building data and current building data.
Table 3.5. Selected items to be tested in this research.
Nos. Items
1. Wall Painting
2. Roof Painting
3. Interior Finishes
4. Floors Covering
5. Door Hardware
6. Plumbing
7. Lighting
8. Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning (HVAC)
9. Electrical Outlets
10. Telecommunications Facilities
11. Lifts
12. Landscaping
13. Playgrounds
*These results were abstracted from 20 professional practitioners in high rise
residential property development.
Source: Author’s Compilation
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0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Laundry Facilities
Sufficient Electrical Outlets
Sufficient Telecommunications Facilities
Landscaping
Playgrounds
Lifts
Accessibility
Ease of Cleaning
Cleanliness
Sufficient Floor Drainage
Security
Privacy
Sufficient Personal Space
Repairs Carried Out in Timely Manner
Convenient Service Points
Building Construction
Not Sensitive
Sensitive
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Building Layout
General Interior Appearance
Interior Appearance (Wall Painting)
Interior Appearance (Roof Painting)
General Exterior Appearance
Exterior Appearance (Wall Painting)
Exterior Appearance (Roof)
Interior Finishes
Floors Covering
Door Hardware
Sufficient Plumbing
Sufficient Lighting
Sufficient Mechanical Ventilation
Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning (HVAC)
Natural Ventilation
Common Rest Areas
Not Sensitive
Sensitive
Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 3.8. Professional practitioner’s survey in selecting the most critical building
components
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3.7 Conclusion
This chapter presents the case study on six (6) selected high rise residential property
development in Johor Bahru as a standalone to explain the environment for the
domain before focusing on the development of the information data in the next
chapter. Instead of that, this chapter also includes an overview of the property
management strategies of the selected high rise residential property development and
the process that need to be taken by the researcher and existed during the application
to do this research at the selected HRRPD buildings.
Once the agreement was reached with the HRRPD management team and the
researcher on the participating HRRPD buildings and the data to be collected, the
property manager notified their administrative divisions concerning the nature of the
research and the level of support to be provided by them. This agreement will make
sure that the researcher can access all the details of the building components to test
and apply the WLCC at the building operational management level, particularly
related to any repairs and replacements towards the selected HRRPD buildings in
Malaysia by focusing on the selected building components. The success of this study
will depend on the data that can be obtained from the HRRPD management team of
the selected HRRPD buildings.
The following chapter will discuss on the Guidelines of Whole life cycle
costing to be followed and not limited in this study only. The next chapter will
explain the indicator and data that should be considered to apply the WLCC.
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Chapter 4: Guidelines for Whole Life Cycle
Costing
In essence, whole life cycle costing (WLCC) models are an accounting and economic
structure terms and factors, which enable the estimate of an asset’s equipment costs.
The research covered in this thesis integrates multidisciplinary topics and requires
the application of various understanding and concepts of economic, engineering,
reliability and operation and maintenance research. This chapter presents the
comprehensive literature that establishes the guidelines for conducting WLCC in
residential property development. These comprehensive guidelines will lead
researcher in applying the WLCC towards the HRRPD buildings in Malaysia by
focusing on the selected building components.This chapter starts with a general
introduction, and then it goes to present the general methodology of WLCC. Then, it
discusses and defines each of the WLCC components.
4.1 Introduction
In today’s critical economy and residential property development, expectations have
gone beyond design and construction of an asset. The construction industry plays a
major role in the development of many countries. Budget tightening, escalating cost
for the maintenance of the services functioning at the acceptable level, and increased
expenditure cost in everything have made all sectors of our socioeconomic systems
aware of the importance of efficiencies in managing the resources and assets.
In year 2010, Olanrewaju et al., described that the large sum of money are
crucial to maintain the asset to be in good conditions. In some cases, running cost
could be as high as 40% or even more. Determined by this condition, the researcher
agreed that bad information on product costs will increase the running cost of a
building and further affect the financial management efficiency of the residential
development. Based on the random surveys from practitioners in Malaysia, the
researcher found that about 10% of the total capital cost is actually required to
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complete the residential development. This situation shows that approximately about
90% of the total cost of the residential development is claimed by maintenance and
running cost. The effects of the maintenance and running costs on the residential
development are so evident that any attempt to overlook them would be at the
detriment of the client and in fact, to the professional competence of the management
team.
All projects begin with an idea and end by filling a need. Most residential
developments at conceptual design require changes to present an acceptable
workable solution. The conceptual cost estimate is becoming more important to
property managers and developers. It is a tool for determining required funding and
to estimate the needs of a project. This tool continues to be refined during the design
stages of the residential development. However, incorrect design decisions or
changes may require re-evaluation of design decisions during the course of
construction. While these changes may be motivated by the concern for quality, they
represent occasions for re-design with all the attendant objectives and constraints.
This problem arose from inadequate residential development planning and
management of the design process.
As example, reported by Asamoah (2002) is that, West African Gas Pipeline
(WAGP) project has suffered a number of setbacks, culminating in the escalation of
its cost from an initial US $500 million. One of the problems includes the changing
of the initial plans to lay the pipeline offshore to an onshore configuration. This
situation is one of the examples of inappropriate decision making process especially
related to the design and material used. As known, material price is subject to supply
and demand and is affected by many other things, including quality, quantity, time,
place, buyer and seller. When this situation occurs, then it will increase the cost of
running of that project development. In this case, the researcher concluded that, the
right decision and right material to be used is an important factor to avoid the
increasing of the running cost.
For that reason, there are several ways in which cost of construction can be
minimized. Fisk (1997) reveals two cost reduction measures. The first is the
application of a value engineering concept such Whole Life Cycle Costing, which
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aims at a details analysis for every modification and the function of anything that
adds to the project cost without adding to its functional capabilities. He argues that
by carefully investigating all particular modification including the costs, procurement
costs, availability of materials, and construction methods, an improvement in the
overall cost of project can be recognized. The second is to provide complete designs
and specifications to avoid delay due to missing details and misinterpretations by the
contractor. Meanwhile, according to Cooke and Williams (2003) suggested that cost
reduction to be applied towards the implementation of the material policy and
material management to make sure the budget is in the expectations of the
management team.
The ability of a management team to compete effectively on the increasingly
competitive global market is influenced to a large extent by the cost as well as the
quality of its products and the ability to bring products onto the market in timely
manner. This situation also has been agreed by Asiedu and Gu (1998), that a life
cycle engineering approach or WLCC in this research context to the design of
products has a great potential to achieve these goals.
Decision making process in the residential property development must be
based on up to date support by all parties. One of the most suitable and recognized
techniques that offer such informative support, when applied properly is the WLCC.
This is one part of the research aims which is to establish the guidelines for WLCC
for residential property development in Malaysia.
Principally, this research is written to enhance the financial and property
management mechanism to facilitate whole life cycle management of the residential
development process at the building operational management level particularly
related to any repairs and replacements of the building component.
4.2 General Methodology of WLCC
Generally, WLCC can be determined as sum of all costs or expenditures occurring
during the development and life span of the building or asset. It provides a form of
synopsis of the initial and consequential costs of building related decisions. These
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cost figures may be implemented to justify higher investments, for examples, in the
quality or flexibility of building solutions through a long-term cost reduction.
Table 4.1 shows the example of this significant of this approach, where by
implementing the WLCC, at the end of year 40, the cost for the material which
depends on the cost of OMR, life span and the quality of the material themselves
resulted contrast with their initial cost. It means that even though the material is more
expensive at the initial cost, but, the WLCC shows the most cost effective for the
flooring material. However, this situation may not necessary give the same result, but
most of them is such that on WLCC basis.
Table 4.1.WLCC example results.
Type Description RANK WLCC
(RMsqft)
Adjusted
Initial Cost
(RMsqft)
Value
Diverse
(RM)
Floor Covering Cement Render 2 0.63 2.80 (2.17)
Homogeneous Tiles 1 5.79 10.14 (4.35)
Ceramic Tiles 3 6.56 8.65 (2.09)
Parquet Flooring 4 12.25 8.79 3.46
Source: Author’s Compilation
As mentioned earlier, WLCC refers to the systematic process or structural
process that can be used for evaluating long term projects of considerable impacts on
various type of asset or residential property development from this research point of
view. The structural process of this approach is performed by summing up the cost
equivalency of all costs, benefits and expenditures at their respective time of
occurrence throughout the analysis process period. After that, the process will
involve the conversion all the analysis results into a common time aspect so that
different options can be compared accurately.
Next, from general point of view, after the benefits, costs and expenditures
are discounted, the practitioner (property manager/ valuer) may use a number of
indicators that have been developed and applied in the economic evaluation of
projects. The most common indicators and formulas are shown in Table 4.2. The
selection of the appropriate indicators or approaches depends on the data and
analysis context. It may also depend on the uncertainty level in some factors.
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Table 4.2. Economic Indicators Equations
Eq.
No
Abbreviation Economic
Indicator
Equation
4.1 NPV Net Present
Value
4.2 B/C Benefit Cost
Ratio
4.3 EUAC Equivalent
Uniform Annual
Cost
4.4 IRR Internal Rate of
Return
4.5 NPVC Net PresentValue of Future
Cost
4.6 NPVFr Net PresentValue of Future
Cost (Rewritten)
4.7 PWFt Present WorthFactor of Cost at
year t
Legends:
PVB - Present Value of Future Benefits; PVC - Present Value of Future Cost; - Discount Rate; t -
time of incurrence (year); T- lifetime of the project or analysis period (year); Bt - Benefits to begained at the time t; Ct - Costs to be incurred at the time t; Ci - Initial Cost
Source: Kirkham and Boussabaine (2005)
From Table 4.2, all the equations stated are indicators that generally should
be considering in carry out the estimation of any developments involved. This
conditions and characteristic reduces the calculations required in the analysis
successfully. All costs that are known to be equal need not be evaluated. This
advantage becomes clear in the later discussion of the costs component in WLCC.
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Basically, the selection of the economic indicator in the development
including residential property development should, be organized to the prospects as
shown in Figure 4.1.
Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 4.1. Prospects of Economic Indicator
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4.3 WLCC Procedure
Simple whole life cycle costing approach structure is outlined in Figure 4.2. The
determination on each procedure explained in more detail.
Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 4.2. Simple WLCC Approach Procedure
DEFINE THE
PROJECT’S ALTERNATIVES
DECISION ON THE APPROACH
Probabilistic Vs Deterministic
CHOOSE GENERAL ECONOMIC
PARAMETERS
ESTABLISH THE EXPENDITURE
STREAM FOR EACH ALTERNATIVE
COMPARE NPV FOR ALL
ALTERNATIVES
COMPARE AND INTERPRET
RESULTS AND CONDUCT A
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
RE-EVALUATE
DECISION
STRATEGIES
END RESULTS
Yes – if
needed
No – if not needed
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4.3.1 Define the Project’s Alternatives
Usually, all costing methods will need to determine the alternative that can occur for
the project. It same goes to this approach as well. This is the first step in WLCC
approach procedure. Basically, experienced professionals and experts in using this
method will suggest strategies that are potential opportunities for the project. Lists of
the options need to be clearly determined.
Each alternative equipment decision strategy needs to specify the initial
design and its performances. At this stage, common costs of the different options
approaches can be recognized.
4.3.2 Decision on the Approach: Probabilistic Vs Deterministic
One of the most challenging aspects of managing projects today is that of including
uncertainties in our estimates, specifically with schedule uncertainties. Basically, a
deterministic approach is not subject to significant conjecture. If choosing
deterministic approach, the independent variable or variables are more or less a
definitive to measure of the item being estimated. Meanwhile a probabilistic
approach provides a quantitative basis for making the determination of the
alternatives given.
Decision makers and cost analysts should always think of a cost estimate as a
probability distribution, not as a deterministic number. Based on the approach to be
ruled, at this time should be done on information and data available for the WLCC
framework parameters. In all conditions and cases, most of the WLCC framework
parameters are uncertain and it is generally recommended that the probabilistic
approach must be adopted.
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4.3.3 General Economic Parameters: Discount Rate and Analysis Period
General economic factors are the discount rate and the analysis periods. Both factors
should be identical for all options. The choice of the factors is explained in details in
the following sub-chapter.
4.3.4 Establish the Expenditure Stream for Each Alternative
An expenditure stream diagram can be constructed as shown in Figure 4.3. Situations
described by this diagram, clearly point that project cost is very unpredictable and
more attention should be paid to this item. Based on a random survey by the
researcher, cost opinions are not guaranteed, and may vary up to 25% from actual
costs.
Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 4.3. Conceptual Cost Streamline Diagram
This diagram consists of four (4) basic procedures which are;
i. Set the design strategies including scope and timing of each activity
ii. Compute the agency cost (in real Malaysian Ringgit) for each year of the
analysis period
iii. Compute the user costs (in real Malaysian Ringgit) for each year of the
analysis.
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iv. Compute the societal costs (in real Malaysian Ringgit) for each year of the
analysis.
4.3.5 Compare NPV for All Alternatives
After constructing the expenditure stream, computing the NPV of each alternative
becomes a crucial and straightforward calculation using the Eq. 4.5, Eq. 4.6 and Eq.
4.7 in Table 4.2. It is advisable to compute agency, user and societal costs in a
separate manner before calculating the total value of the project to better understand
the exact contribution of each costs category to the total final worth.
4.3.6 Compare and Interpret Results and Conduct a Sensitivity Analysis
Once NPV of each alternative is computed, with agency, user and societal costs
obtainable specifically, an explanation of these results can be made. Generally, an
alternative is preferred if its NPV is less by 10%-15% than the NPV of other
competing alternatives. If the difference between NPV of alternatives is less than
10%-15%, such options are considered equivalent. A details discussion of the
interpretation of results and the treatment of uncertainty by adopting the probabilistic
approach is given later. On the other hand, if the deterministic approach is
implemented in the analysis, so, sensitivity analysis (individually or through Monte
Carlo Simulation) should be conducted as a minimum.
In regards, MCS is the best approach to run the analysis and making the
decision in selecting the alternatives. This approach can give the decision maker a
better representation of comparison and to some extent, it can rule out bias toward
certain alternatives. The most significant indicators that should be tested for the
sensitivity of uncertainty are discount rate, timing of future rehabilitation activities,
traffic growth rate and unit costs of the major high rise residential building
components.
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4.3.7 Re-Evaluate Decision Strategies; if needed
By presenting the results and analysing them can help the process of re-evaluating
the selection and design strategies whether in conditions of scope, timing and other
factors. Even, minor alterations of selection and design strategies can lead a better
result for the project and decision that need to be made.
The next part presents the results of the survey conducted to identify the best
practice of WLCC and compare it between current state of the practice and state of
the art. The subsequent sections present an in-depth qualitative discussion of the
various components and indicators in WLCC based on the results. The positive and
negative impact of each WLCC component and their influence on the outcome will
be discussed.
This elaboration aims at providing a complete insight into WLCC process and
procedures. Most of the available literature or guidelines about WLCC serve as an
instruction manual without fully discussing the theoretical basis behind the steps
followed. These guidelines alternatively comprise a concise initial identification that
allows the reader and learner to acquire a full grasp of the theoretical and practical
basis of the procedure which is much needed to follow the proper course of action
when conducting WLLC for project evaluation. These guidelines will be explained in
way to ensure that all property professional and not only those in the property
management field can understand and apply this in the decision and selection process
especially in relation to their residential building components.
Based on the simple procedure mentioned earlier, the researcher determined
that, the best procedure to follow is as in Figure 4.4. This procedure has been
determined based on the comparative study between state of practice and state of the
art of WLCC Approach. This step was essential because of several factors such as;
i. Since the main objective of performing the WLCC is to provide a decision
making support, so, it was important to discover the level of deployment and
appreciation of this technique as viewed by the main decision-makers in the
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high rise residential property development whether from public or private
sector.
ii. It helped identify the factors that determine the success or failure of WLCC
during the selection of the alternatives.
iii. It showed how the WLCC is applied in the high rise residential property
development, what cost components are included and how are they estimated.
iv. It determined how property managers assign values to the main economic
indicators of WLCC such as the discount rate, the inflation rate and the
analysis period.
v. Most important, it was essential to recognize the hindrances that practitioners
face in WLCC implementation, since the main focus in this study is to have a
practice oriented procedure that is easily understood and utilized by anybody
especially residents and property managers of high rise residential property in
Malaysia.
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Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 4.4. Recommended WLCC Approach Procedure
WLCC Approach
State of Practice
WLCC Approach
State of the Art
1 | Establish Alternative
Design Strategies
2 | Define General
Economic Parameters;
Discount Rate, Inflation
Rate, Analysis Period
3 | Generate Future
Rehabilitation Activities
for each alternative;
Nature and Timing
4 | Estimate all
Differential Costs for
each alternative; Agency,
User, Societal
6 | Compute the
Differential Economic
Worth for each
alternative
5 | Establish Expenditure
Stream Diagrams for
each alternative
7 | Analyze Results and
Re-evaluate Decision
Strategies
Use Discrete Value for
each variable based on
the average
Nature and Timings are
based on Previous
Practice within agency
and expert judgment
User and Societal Costs
are EXCLUDED
(User costs/work zone
are sometimes
CONSIDERED)
Compute a Point
Estimate of Results,
Simple Risk Analysis
can be performed
Use Probability
Distribution for each
Uncertain Variable
Nature and Timings are
based on Facilities
Performance Models
for the controlling factors
User and Societal Costs
are CONSIDERED by
utilizing empirical
performance models of
the facilities with cost
models
PerformMonte Carlo
Simulation of the model
and Present Final
Results as Probability
Distribution of possible
outcomes
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4.4 WLCC Components
As mentioned earlier, the purpose of the WLCC is to estimate the overall costs of
project alternatives and to select the design that ensures the asset will provide the
lowest overall cost in the long run.  It is better for the owner if the WLCC is done
early in the design process, while there is still a chance to modify the design without
having to incur changing expenses during the construction phase. However, it is
much better if the result on the decision that has been made involved quality impact
and is supported by users of the material that has been chosen.
Durairaj et al. (2002) have presented and compared different life cycle cost
analysis methods in their paper. Some of the methods presented in the paper are
extremely narrow by scope and hence are not useful for a general analysis. Out of the
eight methods, three were found to be relevant in describing WLCC methods. The
researcher used these three publications (Emblemsvag, 2001; Fabrycky & Blanchard,
1991; Woodward, 1997) and another defining article in the field of WLCC (Asiedu
& Gu, 1998), to build the framework against which the methods used in the case
studies were compared.
The life cycle of any building components or materials is usually divided
from a single product’s perception into four (4) steps. Fabrycky and Blanchard
(1991) used a four step division to categorize the costs of an individual product in
Figure 4.5. Despite this recognized classification, WLCC has been assessed for lack
of attention of design costs (Ellram & Siferd, 1998). Whole life cycle costing is a
forecast of the future and therefore different cost assessment methods must be
applied.
The use of different cost estimation methods depends on the availability of
data and the phase in which the calculations are done (Fabrycky & Blanchard, 1991).
Fabrycky and Blanchard (1991) introduced three (3) different ways to estimate costs.
They are estimating by Engineering Procedures, Estimating by Analogy, and
Parametric Estimating methods.
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Source: Fabrycky & Blanchard (1991)
Figure 4.5. Four Step Divisions to Categorize the Costs of an Individual Product
There are several costs associated with acquiring, operating, maintaining, and
disposing of a building. Sieglinde (1995) suggested that building related costs were
included such as initial costs, fuel costs, OMR costs, residual values, finance charges,
and non-monetary benefits or costs.
Only those costs within each category that are relevant to the decision and
significant at amount are needed to make a valid investment decision. Costs are
relevant when they are different for one alternative compared with another; costs are
significant when they are large enough to make a credible difference in the WLCC of
a project alternative. All costs are entered as base year amounts in today's Ringgit;
the WLCC method escalates all amounts to their future year of occurrence and
discounts them back to the base date to convert them to present values.
The first and most challenging task of WLCC is to quantify these effects and
express them in present dollar amounts and to determine the economic effects of
alternative designs of buildings and building systems. Building related costs are such
initial cost, operation and maintenance cost, replacement costs and personal salaries
(Humphrey et al., 2007).
4.4.1 Initial Costs
These costs include construction costs, purchase, and acquisition and loan payments.
These costs may include capital investment costs for construction, land acquisition,
or renovation and for the equipment needed to operate an asset.
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4.4.2 Operation and Maintenance Cost
Maintenance costs are often more difficult to estimate than other building
expenditures because they differ from building to building. Operating schedules,
employees’ methodologies, and asset managers maintenance protocols are different.
For this reason there is great variation in these costs even for buildings of the same
type and age.
Typically maintenance is taking care after or during product usage hence it is
higher expense. Nowadays maintenance becomes one of the major criteria in the
determining design performance. Design with maintenance friendly features has
more advantages in terms of time and cost compared to ordinary design. According
to Rosenberg (2000), there are quantitative and qualitative measures used in
indicating maintenance efficiency. Guidelines on Accounting for Operations and
Maintenance Costs, January 2009;
Those costs mentioned are that have been incurred for the
administration, supervision, operation, maintenance,
preservation, and protection of the institution's physical plant.
They include expenses normally incurred for such items as
janitorial and utility services; repairs and ordinary or normal
alterations of buildings, furniture and equipment, care of
grounds; maintenance and operation of buildings and other
plant asset; security; earthquake and disaster preparedness;
environmental safety; hazardous waste disposal; property,
liability and all other insurance relating to property; space and
capital leasing; asset planning and management; and, central
receiving.
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4.4.3 Replacement Cost
The number of times that the building components will need to be replaced depends
upon the life cycle of that material and the expected life cycle of the building.  For
example: if a life span of a door hardware (aluminium) is 5 years and the building
life cycle is 45 years then the door hardware (aluminium) will be replaced 8 times
during the useful life of the building. The replacements will occurred at time T=5,
10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, and 40.
4.4.4 Maintenance Labour Costs
Dell’Isola and Kirk (1981), state that maintenance labour costs amount up to 90
percent of the total maintenance cost of a building. Most probably, this can be
calculated by using percentage in absorbing some cost to be counted. Sometimes, it
is insufficient to obtain data on the total cost of individual work order. Under such
circumstances, additional data is needed to determine the costs by specific category
of work, skill or job. In such cases, it is more appropriate to use a work order that can
be designed to make readily available all hours recorded for specific maintenance
jobs.
There are other ways to predict on this calculation as well. Table 4.3 below
suggested by NASA in year 1998 can also be used for tracking and trending metrics
against industry benchmarks in calculating the maintenance labour cost.
From this basis understanding of building maintenance and supported by on-
site survey with property manager of the selected HRRPD, different total percentages
have been assigned to maintenance of selected equipment in this study. For the
purpose as a guide to run WLCC, the best reference to allocate the percentage of the
maintenance labor cost is to refer to the basic guide from NASA and based on
practice (on-site survey) by local property managers.
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Table 4.3. Industry OMR metrics and benchmarks
Metric Variables and Equation Benchmark
Equipment
Availability >  95%
Schedule
Compliance >  90%
Emergency
Maintenance
Percentage
>  10%
Maintenance
Overtime
Percentage
>  5%
Preventive
Maintenance
Completion
Percentage
>  90%
Preventive
Maintenance
Budget
15 % - 18%
Preventive
Maintenance
Cost
10% - 12%
Adopted from NASA, 2000 (NASA. 2000. Reliability Centered  Maintenance Guide
for Facilities and Collateral Equipment . National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Washington, D.C.  February 2000.)
4.5 Structure for Present Value Analysis
WLCC model is an accounting structure containing terms and factors which enable
estimation of an asset's component costs. With the detailed estimates available,
WLCC could then be calculated using net present value methods for reference during
later stages of the project. There is a summary of the value relationship provided by
Langston (2005, pp. 113) shown in Figure 4.6 describing the concept of the
calculation. Using the net present value (NPV) each item price is escalated at the
given inflation rate to determine replacement cost and then brought back to the
present for comparison.
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Source: Langston (2005)
Figure 4.6. The Cost/Value Relationship
When using the WLCC, only those costs that are relevant to the decision and
significant in amount are needed to make a valid investment decision. This is
because, the costs are relevant when they are different for one alternative compared
with another and the costs are significant when they are large enough to make a
credible difference in the whole life cycle cost of a project alternative. In order to
compare design alternatives, present, future, and recurrent costs for each alternative
must be brought to a common point in time.  This can be accomplished using any one
of these methods, shown in next sub-chapter for formula in Eq. 4.8 to Eq. 4.12.
Applications
Change In Worth (w)Change In Worth (w)
Equivalent value Equivalent value Actual CostReal valueEquivalent value
Discounted cash
flow
Measurement of
life costs
Traditional (not
required)
Performance
feedback
Comparison of
life costs
Discounted Rate (d2) =
Inflation Rate (f)
Investment Return net of Tax (i)
Discounted Rate (d1) =
Discounted Future
Value (DFV)
Discounted Present
Value (DPV)
Future
Value (FV)
Present Value
(PV)
Future Cost
(FC)
Value Types
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4.5.1 Future Cost Formula
Future Cost is represented as:
(Eq. 4.8)
Where:
FC = Future Cost (RM)
PV = Present Cost of payment or receipt (RM)
i = Inflation rate p.a (%) divided by 100
n = number of years
Using Formula Eq. 4.8, the initial cost of each material was brought to a
common reference point (today). Future cost is used in preference to accumulated
sum in this instance as the latter implies reinvestment of capital which is not
necessarily appropriate to projects involving environmental and social factors. Future
value and accumulated value are not considered suitable substitutes for either term
(Langston, 2005).
4.5.2 Capital recovery factor method
Capital recovery factor method is represented as:
(Eq. 4.9)
Where:
A = Annualized cost or series annual payments
P = Present value
Representing the annual payment that will recover the initial investment in
the asset lost through depreciation, plus interest on the unrecovered amount. This
value is generally slightly higher than the sum of depreciation and interest values
calculated by traditional methods, because capital recovery assumes that interest
charges are computed on values at the beginning of each year and compounded
annually (Salassi & Breaux, 2001).
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4.5.3 Life span assumption calculation
Life span assumption is represented as:
(Eq. 4.10)
Where:
Nm = Amount of years in which the product needs to be maintained
BSL = Building Service Life
Estimates of the life expectancies of building components result in different
answers depending on the purpose required. In theory, many of the components used
in buildings are capable of lasting for a very long time. Buildings that are allowed to
go into disrepair before any work is carried out will result in different life cycle cost
profiles than buildings that are managed optimally in terms of their maintenance and
improvements. Another source of information is Life Expectancies of Building
Components (RICS, 2001), This represents the findings from a survey of building
surveyors.
4.5.4 Increment Amount calculation
Increment Amount is represented as:
(Eq.4.11)
Where:
G = Increment amount
Me1 = Maintenance of the system at the end of the first yeari = Inflation rate p.a (%) divided by 100
Interestingly, the same nonlinear phenomenon holds as an increment to
profits that results from costs management will have a greater addition to company
value than an equal increment in profits (John & Micheal, 1994). This formula wills
growth the exact assumption for the maintenance systems used. This will help in
predict the result.
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4.5.5 Yearly cost for O&M procedures
Yearly cost for O&M procedures is represented as:
(Eq.4.12)
Where:
G = Increment amount
i = Inflation rate p.a (%) divided by 100
n = number of years
There has not been adequate knowledge on the future maintenance cost of the
assets. It is important to realize that there is a cumulative effect when more than one
change is made to the building operation and maintenance.
4.5.6 Present Value method
An amount of P today at interest i of annual payments done at the end of each year
for n years is represented as:
(Eq. 4.13)
Where:
P = present value
A = an annually recurring uniform cost
i = Inflation rate p.a (%) divided by 100
n = number of time periods (years) over which A recurs.
In order to determine the cost in use, Stone (1983, pp. 204) mentions that, the
cost in use calculations are made in real terms. Real interest rates are used, that is the
expected rate after allowance for inflation. Similarly, real costs are used, that is the
cost expected for the period to be covered by the calculation, discounted for
inflationary rises but with allowance expected changes in real cost.
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4.5.7 Total Net Present Worth/ Whole Life Cycle Costing
The Whole Life Cycle Costing of the building component can be retrieved from the
formulae presented below;
(Eq. 4.14)
Where,
EFCj = the HRRPD economic model construction factor for the year of construction.EFCk = the HRRPD economic model construction factor for the year of construction.(ICC)j = the one time initial construction cost in year j(ACC)k = the one time additional construction cost in year kt = the year of cost is incurred
n = the actual service life or period of economic interest
EFMt = the HRRPD economic model operation and maintenance factor for the year t(M)t = the sum of maintenance and repair costs occurring at year t(R)t = the sum of rehabilitation costs occurring at year t(U)t = the annual building service costs occurring at year t(CEPers)t = the annual construction engineering personnel costs occurring at year t(PILT)t = the annual payments in lieu of taxes occurring at year t
Presenting cost data in constant year Malaysian Ringgit allows for the
comparison of expenditures over a specified period. The details of the analysis can
be found in Chapter 5.
4.6 Whole Life Cycle Costing Applications assumption
Since asset component costs for differing options occur at varying times throughout
the asset life cycle, they can only be compared by reducing them to costs at a
common base date. This is achieved through the well-known process of discounting
that reflects the net changes in the real value of an asset component as a result of:
i. Decreases in value due to inflation; and
ii. Increases in value due to the (potential) interest earned if the money
expended on the asset component was otherwise invested.
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4.6.1 Uncertainties and Reliabilities
Uncertainty and risk characterise exist in many of the input parameters in any
appraisal process. This characterization is manifested more so in HRRPD
constructions when their life time stretches over long periods of time. No one can be
completely sure, what is the exact interest rate that should be applied 40 years from
now or how much building components volume there will be replaced on particular
components in next 40 years.
Traditionally, the WLCC is performed in a deterministic manner; the analyst
makes discrete assumptions about the uncertain parameters based on expert opinion
and deduces a point estimate of the final outcome, which is called the Net Present
Value. However, with the improvement in analysis application, WLCC can also be
performed easily in stochastic manner.
Take for an example, a WLCC model that is analysing two alternatives for a
HRRPD construction.  Based on the deterministic approach, it would yield a point
estimate for the NPV of RM 150,000 for alternative A and RM 170,000 for
alternative B. From this point of view, alternative A is the preferred choice, without
giving any indication about the inherent variability in the model parameters. On the
other hand, using other possible values for the parameters such using a different
discount rate or varying the timing of the future rehabilitation activities might reverse
the outcome, making alternative B as the preferred choice.
A distinction is often made between risk and uncertainty. Risk is related to
the probability of an occurrence whereas areas of uncertainty are intrinsically
unpredictable. In running the WLCC as part of the project appraisal process, risk can
be subjected to risk analysis and areas of uncertainty are subjected to sensitivity
analysis. Since uncertainty arises from the assumptions made about the alternative,
the key areas of uncertainty are generally identified in the assumption column of the
logical framework. Potts (2003) classified the major sources of uncertainty in
appraisal process as technical, economic socio-political and environmental.
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The foremost sources of uncertainty in the WLCC of the HRRPD building
components are of an economical and technical nature. The economical uncertainty
is manifested in the input parameters relating to unit prices of the building
components themselves. Meanwhile, economic uncertainty is manifested in the
interest, inflation, or discount rate involved. This type of uncertainty has to do with
demand levels and market conditions which in turn can affect or be affected by
macroeconomic policies.
Technical uncertainty in the WLCC related to the performance of the asset
and facilities over time. It will increase if a construction or project uses an innovative
technique or material and is reduced if traditional techniques are replicated. Handling
technical uncertainty compels scientific research and tests with regard to the
technical efficiency and output performance of the various components in HRRPD
buildings component is compulsory for this research.
4.6.2 Inflation rate
Inflation rate refers to a general elevate in prices quantified against a standard level
of purchasing potency. The most well-known measures of Inflation are the CPI
which quantifications consumer prices, and the GDP deflator, which measures
inflation in the whole of the domestic economy (Aowte, 2011).
In economic terms, inflation is the increase in price of a basket of goods and
services, which are representative of the country’s overall economy (Government of
Malaysia, 2010). The inflation can be derived from CPI visually shows the growth
rate of CPI or first differenced of logs of CPI. In order to capture the "long-term"
interest rate, 6 and 12 months Treasury bill rates have to been included in analysis
separately, and to examine the different effects of various periods of Treasury bill
rates used.
4.6.3 Discount Rate
The discount rate is required to incorporate the time value of money in any
calculation. In a calculation that spans over a very long time, the slightest
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transmutation in the discount rate could implicatively insinuate a very different
solution to a particular quandary. The principle discount rate will be based on an
opportunity cost concept, being the market risk-adjusted interest rate applicable to
the issue in question. The asset investment will vary in terms of factors such as size,
quality, industry, extent of collateral, volatility of expected cash flows. Therefore, a
categorical rate for each asset investment would be utilized. This will mirror the
lending practices of banks where lending margins specific to the borrower profile are
set (Bank Negara Malaysia, 2009).
One of the key features in the WLCC process is accounting for the future
costs. The treatment of future cost is dependent upon a decently a well-established
principle in economics that money has time value. In order to have the capacity to
settle on choice with respect to ventures with diverse long haul timetables, all future
expenses and profits must be changed over to a basic time measurement (Moussatche
& Languell, 2002). This procedure is referred to as discounting. Discounting is
performed by utilizing a rebate rate that represents the per cent change in the value of
a dollar (Malaysian Ringgit) per period of time.
In the context of the WLCC, the discount rate could be characterized as a as a
value in per cent used as a methods for looking at the elective money related effects
over a time of time, by reducing the future amounts to present worth the economics
of the different alternatives can be compared on a common basis. The following
basic formula (Eq. 4.15) represents the relationship between the future costs and their
present value;
(Eq. 4.15)
Where;
P = the present worth of the future cost
F =the future cost occurring after n time period of the present
n = the number of time periods at which F incurred
r = the discount rate in decimal
A portfolio rate will be applied if a portfolio of credits is to be gained from a
solitary bank as opposed to differentiate advance acquisitions. This will be dependent
upon an overall weighted average portfolio discount rate, based on an analysis of the
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portfolio risk factors. The discount rate employed in the WLCC is one of the most
sensitive parameters in the analysis when the economic worth of the alternatives are
bordering on. The value of this rate has a great effect on the final outcome. A lower
discount rate would favour construction developments that have larger capital
investments such as the HRRPD constructions, and conversely, higher discount rates
would favour construction developments that have higher future costs.
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Figure 4.7. Discount Rate on the Present Value of A dollar (Malaysian Ringgit =
RM1.00)
As an example, Figure 4.7, illustrates the sensitivity of discount rate
parameters by plotting the present value of a dollar (Malaysian Ringgit = RM 1.00)
throughout future periods using three (3) different discount rate of 5%, 8% and 10%.
After the first 10 years from today, that Malaysian Ringgit 1 is worth of RM 0.61 (in
today’s money) using a 5% discount rate, RM 0.46 using 8% and RM 0.39 using
10%.
There are many factors that affect the time value of the money, the most
noteworthy of which, are the procuring limit of the cash and inflation. Therefore, the
market interest rates and inflation are commonly used to evaluate the change in
money value. The market interest rates represent the yearly yield of the principal if
invested in some form, for example, securities or a bank funds account. Meanwhile,
inflation rate is the proportionate rate of progress in the general value level as
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opposed to the proportionate increase in a specific price. Inflation is typically
measured by a broad based price index (Gerdesmeier et al., 2007).
By examining the real estimation in WLCC, estimation of future costs can be
calculated using real or nominal Malaysian Ringgit. Real Malaysian Ringgit refers to
amount of Malaysian Ringgit with the same purchasing power over time while
nominal Malaysian Ringgit reflects of Malaysian Ringgit that fluctuates in
purchasing power as a function of time. In the similar condition, discount rates can
be either in real or nominal. In year 2003, the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) of United Kingdom, distributed a circular of A-94, named ‘Guidelines and
Discount Rates for Benefit Cost Analysis of Federal Program’. It clearly presents a
definition of the two types of discount rate as mentioned earlier. The definition of
real and nominal discount rates determined by Office of Management and Budget as
stated in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4. Real Discount Rates and Nominal Discount Rates Definition
Definition
Real Discount Rates It has been adjusted to eliminate the effect of expected
inflation and should be used to discount constant
Malaysian Ringgit or real benefits and costs. It can be
approximated by subtracting the expected inflation from a
nominal interest rate.
Nominal Discount Rates It refers to the rate of interest prior to taking inflation into
account. It can be obtained by adding an inflation and
risk premium to the real interest rate. Market interest
rates are nominal interest rates in this sense.
Source: Office of Management and Budget (2003)
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The real discount rates can be estimated using the following mathematical
formula (Eq. 4.16);
(Eq. 4.16)
Where;
f = Inflation rate
i = Nominal interest rate
r* = Real Discount Rate
The real discount rate is generally approximated by subtracting the inflation
rate from the nominal rate as indicated by the OMB definition in Table 4.4 for a
simpler calculation. It should be noted that in any economic analysis, nominal and
real costs and discount rates must not be combined in the same analysis. Logical
consistency requires that analysis be performed either in real or nominal values. The
recommendations presented in this section are based on the practical considerations
of the construction analyst. There are as stated in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5. Recommendation on Discount Rate
No. Descriptions.
1. Recorded patterns of the discount rate could be reflected in its estimation by
developing a probability dispersion of the rates for the past years that compares to the
dissection period (when accessible) and by utilizing these dissemination within
probabilistic WLCC process.
2. The decision of discount rate depends on the source of financing. In the event that a
neighbourhood government is embraced the improvement venture, then the
metropolitan security rate has all the earmarks of being a suitable decision for the
discount rate. The point when the financing is expected by private sectors, the
corporate security rate could be viewed as a great indicator.
3. A single rationale for choosing the discount rate should be followed when evaluating
project within the agency. A policy statement discussing the agency position on this
matter can be concerned and improved annually.
Source: Author’s Compilation
Besides the above consideration of the effects of inflation on the discount rate
in WLCC, inflation for another purpose is utilized in the WLCC. The available
documented prices of construction, material, labour or any WLCC related
components are commonly dated. When this is the case, these unit prices must be
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converted to today’s values by inflating them. This can be accomplished by
multiplying the dated price by the relative increase in the price index from the date of
the price to present. Price indexes can be broad based such the implicit deflator for
GDP or the CPI.
4.6.4 Time Dimension
The decisive point in the WLCC is establishing the proper time frame of the analysis
is concerned. Basically, time frame to examine WLCC consists of two components.
The two components are;
i. The analysis period, and
ii. The timing of the reconstruction, rehabilitation, and restoration for the future
activities.
4.6.4.1 The Analysis Period
The analysis period is the chosen period over which the asset and facilities or
building component for this research will be analyzed in the WLCC. Conceptually,
this period should represent the useful life of the asset and facilities affected by the
decision or it also can be determined as the period over which development will be
functioning.
Generally, the analysis period of the WLCC might be assessed by the service
life of the most durable component of the assets, which is ordinarily the component
carrying the higher bit of the beginning expense. The period should be sufficiently
long enough to reflect long term contrasts between various design, material and
rehabilitation strategies and it may hold several maintenance and rehabilitation
activities (Kirkham & Boussabaine, 2005).
As discussed earlier, property management is one of the critical consideration
to most advantageous the life cycle value of physical assets by dipping the cost of
ownership, while providing the required level of service in Figure 4.8. It can apply to
an extensive variety of infrastructure types, including municipal water, roads, and
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building assets through effective management and rehabilitation programs that will
guarantee progressing integrity and sustainability (David, 2004, pp.2-8).
Source: David (2004)
Figure 4.8. Life Cycle Value of Physical Assets
When options involving asset and facilities with different economic life span
continuously looked at dependent upon their life cycle costs, it is proposed that the
dissection period be set to the same for all options and this period should be
equivalent to the useful life among alternatives. For assets and facilities that having a
useful life that remains at the end of the time frame, a residual value should be
estimated such in Figure 4.9.
Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 4.9. Life cycle of two alternative strategies for a project
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As recommendations for the selection of Analysis period, few steps have been
suggested in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6. Recommendation on Selection of Analysis Period
No. Descriptions.
1. Analysis period should be identical for all alternatives under evaluation.
2. All prediction and forecasting models are used in the analysis, the time period must be
chosen so that the factors related can be forecasted with some reasonable degree of
reliability
3. Small deviations in the analysis periods from the recommended values are acceptable
when such deviation can simplify the analysis.
Source: Kirkham & Boussabaine, (2005).
4.6.4.2 The Rehabilitation Timing
The second part in the time factor is the timings of future exercises. The treatment of
this part is different from the analysis period.  This parameter is a stand-out amongst
the most indeterminate and sensitive parameters in the WLCC calculation
model.Future activities can be classified as in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7. Future Activities Classifications
Cyclic Activities
Activities that take place on a cyclical basis such as annual maintenance and user
costs or activities during normal operations. Generally the timing of these activities
corresponds to the time cycles which are defined as incremental number of years in the
WLCC.
Non Cyclical Activities
This covers all rehabilitation, and restoration activities. The main factor that should
affect the timing of these activities is the building component condition. This is one of the
most important uncertain parameters in the WLCC.
Source: Author’s Compilation
In practice and theory, there are three approaches to determine the time of
non-cyclical future activities in WLCC. The most conventional system is to utilize
building judgment and expert presumption when outlining the beginning HRRPD
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building. This is typically fulfilled on a venture by undertaking foundation, where the
designer and property manager best practice, estimates the rehabilitation strategies
for each alternative under evaluation (Orabi & El-Rayes, 2012).
A probability distribution of the rehabilitation timing could be therefore
developed for each one sort of building components and for each type of
rehabilitation activity that is generally performed. This technique is useful in
representing the variability of these timings. On the other hand, for this methodology
to be right, the record of service life cycle strategies should cover as many projects as
possible and might as well delineate the entire life time of these building components
in HRRPD improvement correctly. In exact terms these records need to demonstrate
the timing of recovery as well as all the portions including sort and acquisition
process for each one building components activity. Generally, this methodology
could be challenging to utilize for the most part due to defective information bases in
certain property management system that has been practiced ages.
The third approach is to estimate rehabilitation timings based on empirical
models that predict infrastructure or main building of the building component
deterioration. These approaches are generally a function of many factors that affect
the condition of the building facilities. Orabi and El-Rayes, (2012) stated that the
rehabilitation timings are determined by calculating the age at which building
component condition will reach the minimum acceptable threshold. This approach
appears to be realistic, systematic and scientific.
4.6.5 Cost Element
The basic theory behind using an economic evaluation technique including WLCC is
that it accounts for all the impacts resulting from the implementation of a
development project and converts them to their monetary value. So, that, any
comparison between development projects or development alternatives can be made
directly. Naturally, the positive impacts are considered as benefits and negative
impacts are considered as costs (Pelzeter, 2006).
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The expenses included in the WLCC might be substantial and impalpable, or
could be present or future and might be borne by the agency, the client of the asset
and facilities or the society as a whole. The first and the second separation are
fundamental to the WLCC, because each type of these costs requires a particular
course of action in their treatment. The third separation should not have any bearing
on the conclusion of the WLCC, according to the economic theory but since the
analysis framework of the WLCC is as essential to the decision support process as
the final result, this differentiation is actually very important, it is also the focus of
most of the WLCC literature. Table 4.8 presents the lists of these costs based on
previous research done by Jawad (2003), their influencing factor and their statistical
characteristic.
4.7 Culmination Method Value
When evaluating a case, it is important to be systematic. Analyse the case in a logical
method, beginning with the identification of operating and financial strengths and
weaknesses and environmental opportunities and threats. Still, the WLCC might be
connected to any capital financing choice in which generally higher beginning
expenses are exchanged for diminished future expense commitments. It is especially
suitable for the evaluation of building design alternatives that fulfil an obliged level
of building execution however may have diverse starting financing expenses,
distinctive working and support and repair costs, and potentially diverse lives.
WLCC gives an essentially better evaluation of the long term cost effectiveness of a
project than alternative economic methods that focus just on first expenses or on
working related expenses in the short run.
WLCC might be performed at different levels of unpredictability. Its degree
may fluctuate from an exact study to a definite examination with completely
investigated info information, supplementary measures of investment assessment,
complex uncertainty assessment, and extensive documentation. The extensiveness of
the effort should be tailored to the needs of the project.
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Table 4.8. Cost Element in WLCC
Cost
Category
Cost Element Parameters Source Variable Type
Agency Cost Initial Cost Geometry Design Deterministic
Unit Cost Documented Bid
Records
Deterministic or
Probabilistic
Rehabilitation
Cost
Geometry Design Deterministic
Unit Cost Documented Bid
Records
Deterministic or
Probabilistic
Timing Historical Practice
Budget
Deterministic or
Probabilistic
Annual
Maintenance
Geometry Design Deterministic
Unit Cost Current
Documented Price
Deterministic or
Probabilistic
Reconstruction Geometry Design Deterministic
Unit Cost Average Bid
Records
Deterministic or
Probabilistic
Timing Historical Practice
Budget
Deterministic or
Probabilistic
Engineering and
Administration
Investment
Percentage
Deterministic or
Probabilistic
Salvage Analysis Period Historical Practice
Budget
Deterministic or
Probabilistic
User Cost Operating Cost Unit Cost Published Value Deterministic or
Probabilistic
Volume and
Distribution
Projected Deterministic or
Probabilistic
Capacity Design Deterministic or
Probabilistic
Component
Condition
Historical Practice
Budget
Deterministic or
Probabilistic
Delay time Unit Cost Published Value Deterministic or
Probabilistic
Volume and
Distribution
Projected Deterministic or
Probabilistic
Capacity Design Deterministic or
Probabilistic
Social Cost Accidents Unit Cost Published Value Deterministic or
Probabilistic
Volume and
Distribution
Recorded Rate Deterministic or
Probabilistic
Component
Condition
Historical Practice
Budget
Deterministic or
Probabilistic
Noise Volume and
Distribution
Projected Deterministic or
Probabilistic
Air Pollution Volume and
Distribution
Projected Deterministic or
Probabilistic
Others
*Some of the WLLC literature consider accident costs part of user costs
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Source: Author’s Compilation
4.8 Conclusion
While the previous chapter focuses on the case study, this chapter concentrates on
the guidelines in running and applying the whole life cycle costing at the building
operational management level particularly related to any repairs and replacements to
the building components.
This chapter has described in details the use of WLCC. It presents the
comprehensive literature that establishes the guidelines for conducting WLCC in
residential property developments. This chapter starts with a general introduction,
and then it goes to present the general methodology of WLCC. Then, it discusses and
defines each of the WLCC components.
Another important aspect which has been discussed in this chapter was the
significant of WLCC and all the indicators that must be used to apply the WLCC.
The information in this chapter provides the platform for the researcher to examine
and apply the WLCC towards the HRRPD building components in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5: Research Methodology
As discussed in earlier chapters, there are some factors which might be expected to
cause the HRRPD to be abandoned, unexpected costs and low quality of the
equipment’s used. Therefore, this study has highlighted a series of hypotheses (refer
to section 1.4) and research questions (refer to section 1.5). This chapter presents a
discussion of the building components and data sources used in this study, which
includes the use of whole life cycle costing approach together with supplementary
data. The parameters and equation involves are also described in details.
This chapter further explains the implementation of the equations used to the
HRRPD building components from both methods as well as the statistical analysis
that has been carried out to determine the efficiencies of the values and costing. In
the effort to meet the ultimate research objective, the following research
methodologies are being considered in the process of generating fundamental
understanding in property and assets management and the analysis of archive data on
property and assets build at the area of study scope;
i. Literature review.
The literature reviews guided the researcher to determine the significant
about this study, especially to test and apply the WLCC towards the HRRPD
buildings in Malaysia by focusing on the selected building components.
There were few gaps, found throughout the empirical studies and reviews,
which will help the researcher to validate this study.
ii. Conducting and analysing a structure questionnaire to interview the managers
in charge of the property and assets.
This step assisted the researcher in gathering the latest information on their
property management system to ensure the all the data received are valid and
appropriate with this study instead of depends on the historical data only.
This situation endorses the important of this study to be carried out based on
the current situation provided by the managers. The entire details of the
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indicators to examine and apply the WLCC can also be retrieved through this
step.
iii. Analysis of archive data on property and assets (refer to the selected building
components).
This approach helped the researcher to gather, analyse and compile the data
to develop and evaluate the framework of WLCC towards the HRRPD
building components as stated in objectives two and objective three. Any
deficiencies can be corrected promptly through this step before any further
analysis can be performed next.
Detail explanation on the methodology approaches are discussed in the following
sections.
5.1 Introduction
The nature of a research topic, its aims and objectives and the resources available
largely determine its design (Creswell, 2003). These criteria basically informed the
researched method developed for carrying out this research. This chapter presents the
methodology that researcher used to collect data from various departments and
sectors related to high rise residential development process, tabulate the factors into
spread sheet to be used for clarification of the framework and to analyse the data,
develop a framework of WLCC as the result from the analysis. This analysed data
are used to develop a metric to quantify quality for the framework as the final stage
of the research to address the questions and objectives of the study.
In order to achieve the research objectives, the research study follows three
main stages as seen in Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.3 in Chapter 1. An overview of the
research methodology is presented and is followed by the details of each section of
the research process. Key areas that will be highlighted in this chapter are data
collection, the economic model of used to calculate WLCC, WLCC determination,
service life determination, the development of quality metric, the classification of
factors that impact on WLCC and the analytical approaches taken for each area of the
research. Bearing in mind, the addressees is primarily interested in the findings of the
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research. Every effort was made to ensure that the findings of the statistical analyses
were described clearly and simply.
5.2 Research methods review
Yin in year 1994 determined that research design is the logical sequence that
connects the generated empirical data to the initial research objective of the study
and ultimately to its conclusion. Although research is important in both business and
academic activities, Amaratunga et al., (2002) stated that there is no consensus in the
literature on how it should be defined. Based on researcher’s understanding, research
is conducted in the spirit of inquiry which relies on facts, experience, data, concepts
and constructs, hypotheses and conjectures, and principles and laws. Table 5.1 shows
the basic elements on research methodology and rational system of inquiry.
Table 5.1. Basic elements of scientific research methodology
Elements Determinations
Principles A law or general truth which provides a guide to thought or action.
Hypotheses Formal proposition which thought untested are amenable to testing,
usually expressed in casual terms.
Conjectures Informal propositions which are not stated in a testable form, nor is a
casual relationship known or even necessarily implied.
Laws Verified Hypotheses, used to assert a predictable association among
variables, can be empirical and theoretical.
Concepts and
Constructs
Concepts are inventions of human minds to provide a means for
organizing and understanding observations; they perform a number of
functions, all of which are designed to form logical and systematic
relationship among data. Constructs are theoretical creations that are
based on observations but which cannot be seen either directly or
indirectly.
Facts Something that exists, a phenomenon that is true or generally held to be
true.
Data The collection of facts, achieved either through direct observations or
through garnering from records, observation is the process by which facts
become data.
Source: adapted from Buckley e al., 1975; cited in Then, 1996
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5.3 Phase I: Initial Research Development
Firstly, in answering the research question number one and two, the inputs of the
designated study area were introduced to this framework. Data including consensus
statistical data, economic plan, economic status, construction forecasts, construction
problems and costing issues, characteristic of the residential, residential plan and
costs have been obtained from National Property Centre Malaysia (NAPIC (M)),
Department of Statistic Malaysia (DOSM), Central Bank of Malaysia (BNM),
Ministry of Housing and Local Government Malaysia (MHLG), Economic Planning
Unit of Malaysia (EPU (M)), Ministry of Work Malaysia (MOWM), Federal
Government, Local Authority and respective governmental agencies.
An intensive review (expert reviews) of the related literature was conducted
in order to confirm the research objectives one.
5.4 Phase II: Conceptual Framework Development
The Conceptual Framework is knowledge based, articulated, shared, coherent,
consistent with the unit and/or institutional missions, and continuously evaluated. It
also identifies and characterises the main driving forces influencing consumption
patterns, and briefly suggests directions for the development of policy instruments
that addresses the causes of unsustainable consumption (Amadi-Echendu, 2004;
Dunk, 2004). So, the conceptual framework for this thesis consists of three (3)
sections as shown in Figure 1.2 in Chapter 1.
After reviewing all the data mentioned in Phase I, the researcher organized
the data into separate groups such as manufacturer’s data (including life span of a
building and materials components), suppliers and contractors data (pricing and fees)
and historical data (values of initial capital cost and subsequent running cost). These
groups of data are required to carry out the WLCC. Next, the researcher needs to
determine the fundamentals of WLCC components like the discounting process, the
compounding process and the net present value.
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To appreciate the WLCC framework, the deterministic calculation of WLCC
has been utilized. Before utilizing the deterministic calculation, the researcher
measured the economic performance throughout the simple payback and discounted
payback, return on capital employment, net saving, saving to investment ratio,
internal rate of return, adjusted internal rate of return, net terminal value, sinking
funds, the cost ratio and total annual capital charge. To establish the WLCC
framework, the researcher determined the forecasting method using regression
techniques. This stage is expected to achieve the second objective of this research as
well as research question number three (3).
5.5 Phase III: Case Study and Simulation Development
After defining all the fundamentals of the WLCC framework for the HRRPD, the
researcher computed all the costs based on the materials component and construction
activities as the case study explained in the last paragraph. The results have shown
the efficiencies of the building components selection and the consistency of the
WLCC framework. Because of the limitation of the data possibly, Monte Carlo
simulation (MCS) can be applied to evaluate the economic viability of the building
components. MCS allows determining the distribution of Present Value (PV), given
that the probability distribution of each variable is known.
A case study yields deep but narrow results. Yin (2003) points out that the
holistic and meaningful characteristics of real events could be achieved by case study
and this method directly increases the reliability of the research. For this research
purposely, only six (6) HRRPD buildings have been selected. Appendix B1 shows
that, the HRRPD in Johor Bahru is the fourth state which scores the fourth highest
number of existing stocks of residential. But, Johor Bahru is the third highest number
of troubled residential property development project as shown in Appendix A4
(NAPIC, 2010; MHLG, 2010). Meanwhile, Appendix B2 shows the demand on the
HRRPD in Johor Bahru has increased after 2008. Many technical and environmental
problems (such floors, walls and landscaping) are attributable to the use of building
components in HRRPD (Amaratunga et al., 2002).
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However, this research was limited to examine only major problems which
increase the cost for every HRRPD, such as the Internal Floor Finishes (Floors
Covering), the Ironmongeries (Door Hardware), plumbing, lighting, Mechanical and
Electrical Installations, lifts, painting, landscaping and playgrounds which require at
least 20% from the development cost to cover the maintenance and replacement
during the life span of the high rise residential property (Amaratunga et al., 2002).
This condition has been supported by the pilot study survey organized by the
researcher as mentioned in Chapter 3 refer to the Figure 3.8.
This research examined six (6) HRRPD in terms of the degree of
maintenance by public and private sector. In validating the preliminary framework,
this research adapts the systems dynamics approach during the case study. System
dynamics is a rigorous modelling method that enables the development of simulation
models of complex systems (Sterman, 2000). Besides taking the high demands on
HRRPD as the reason, there are several other reasons why high rise residential
building should be adopted as an alternative in residential property development.
Researcher has created a table to summarise the reason in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2. Reasons of HRRPD as an alternative.
No. Reasons
1. The high rise residential property development minimise land costs in relation to
floor area, but are invariably more expensive to build than low rise building offering
the same accommodation, and the taller the building, the greater the comparative
cost. The only partial exception to this rule is that the addition of a further storey or
storeys to a high rise residential building in order to make the best use of lifts or other
expensive services may slightly decrease the cost per storey, but this does not
invalidate the general rule.
2. The cost of special arrangements to service the building particularly the upper floors
are more expensive and costly. Apart from the necessity of providing sufficient high
speed lifts it is necessary to pump water up and to break the fall of sewage and other
rubbish coming down. Complete service floors often have to be provided at intervals
of 10 or 15 floors to deal with these problems.
3. Special ventilation and lighting arrangements are needed because of the impossibility
of providing adequate light wells in a high rise residential building as well.
Otherwise, a high standard of fire-resistant construction and practicable escape
arrangement are required.
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4. The necessity for the lower part of the building to be able to carry the weight of the
upper storeys, which obviously makes it more expensive than if it is carrying its own
weight alone.
5. The structure if the building and its cladding will have to be designed to resist a
heavy wind loading, a factor which hardly affects a low building at all. Experience
with many of the tall buildings of the last 30 years has shown how demanding is the
required standard windows, wall panels, etc. At high levels, and how expensive is the
failure to meet these standards. One is talking about a very different price range
indeed from similar components for low-rise construction.
6. The cost of working at a great height when erecting the building. There is the cost of;
a. Hoisting all materials and operatives to the required level.
b. The time spent by operatives going up to their work and down again at the
beginning and end of each day and at break times.
c. The extra payments for work at high altitudes and the entire safety
requirement which this entails.
d. The bad climatic conditions for working at many times of the year.
7. The increased area occupied by the service core and circulation. As the height of
building increases so it needs more lifts, larger ducts, wider staircases and these
installations take up more and more of the lower floors, so cutting down on the
usable area. It is possible to imagine a building so tall that the whole of the ground
floor is occupied by vertical service, adding extra floors to such a building would
produce no increase in usable area at all.
8. The cost of dealing with the effects on neighbouring properties, such as rights of
light, and the considerable costs of overcoming planning objections.
9. The high building should never be considered favourably on cost grounds unless the
saving in land costs due to the smaller site area in relation to accommodation will pay
for the considerable extra building costs.
Source: Author’s Compilation
5.6 Pilot Study Report
A pilot study was conducted to determine the suitability and practicability of the
topic proposed for the research. The main focus of this pilot study was to obtain
feedback and comments functions of WLCC in Malaysia HRRPD. Pilot study data
collection is conducted using unstructured interviews and questionnaire. Based on
the researcher understanding and focus, the purpose of doing this unstructured
interview is essentially heuristic which is to develop ideas and research hypotheses
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and to gather the facts and statistics as well. It is concerned with trying to understand
how the respondent think and feels, as well as taking into account their opinion about
the topics of concern to the research.
The intention was to explore the possibility of conducting WLCC research in
Malaysia HRRPD. The data collection was conducted in two stages; unstructured
interviews are conducted after the submission of Stage 2 Report of Candidature. The
questionnaire has been conducted after the structure of the study has been formed
and certain possible gaps identified. This questionnaire used to determine the most
sensitive building components among the critical building components which have
been determined by the previous research as well.
5.6.1 Unstructured Interview
According to the Struebert and Carpenter (1999) as cited in Moyle (2002),
unstructured interview evolved on an open ended question conversation between the
interviewer and respondent. A topic for discussion is briefly introduced and
respondents are free to provide their views on the topic while the interviewer records
the details (Fellows & Liu 2008). The interview approaches helped the researcher to
identify the scenario and constraints of implementing WLCC as a practice in
Malaysia HRRPD.
5.6.2 Questionnaire on Pilot Study
The aim of this questionnaire is to obtain further information to support the research
and confirming the gaps identified from the literature. A set of questions were sent to
selected respondents based on fair distribution list of property managers in HRRPD
from Johor Bahru, Johor, Malaysia. Altogether 20 respondents completed the
questionnaire and provide feedback to the study. The questionnaire comprises of two
sections; Section A; Respondent’s background, and Section B; related to the crucial
indicator to be studied.
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The objective of the questionnaire was simply to obtain the respondent’s
ranking of the importance of the building components from the selected HRRPD
buildings.
5.6.3 Application of WLCC
All respondent agreed that the demand of implementing WLCC towards residential
property development has increased since the launch of Value Management Circular
3/2009 by the Economic Planning Unit (EPU) Malaysia. This has been supported by
the CIDB via their seminar on “Achieving Better Value in Construction Industry
through Value Management and Life Cycle Costing” in April 2010. The circular
made compulsory for all public construction projects and programme including
HRRPD estimated more than RM 50 Million to conduct WLCC.
Two respondents observed that prior to the circular launching; the uptake of
WLCC in HRRPD projects is minimal and mostly initiated in the private sector.
Besides, based on the respondent’s observation, research in WLCC has matured
overtime in many aspects, however, particular fine tuning of the research is required
to suit the Malaysian HRRPD industry and culture. This observation confirm
findings made from Jaapar et al., (2009) that a knowledge gap on WLCC approach
exist among the practitioner in Malaysia particularly in HRRPD industry.
5.6.4 Constraint in WLCC Studies
WLCC is perceived as limiting the creativity of property managers in providing the
best building components. All respondents still believe that misconception of WLCC
still exist among the property managers in Malaysia where there is a need to address
WLCC as an approaches which works on multidisciplinary contribution including
purely efficiently in cost management.
5.6.5 Summary from Pilot Study
The pilot study has provided informative feedback on the area of research. WLCC
approaches should be expanded and emphasized to the property managers.  This
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exposure will ensure that it can be implemented perfectly and will assist the property
managers in choosing the best building components of their HRRPD buildings. The
quality perception of the residents and property managers are to be one of the
solutions for measuring the current building components of the HRRPD that they
lived which advances this research to determine more solid conclusions.
Limitation of this survey was acknowledged through the detail of questions
asked in the questionnaire and numbers of respondents. Most questions require
respondents to confirm on the statements provided but justifications for their
preference were not asked. Therefore, there is a need to re-draft the questionnaire for
future stage of this research to avoid missing valuable information.
5.7 Sampling
For practical reasons, based on determination by Krejeie and Morgan, 1970,
approximately 378 unit samples are needed to represent the 24,187 unit size of
HRRPD in Johor Bahru. The calculation for determining needed sizes of a randomly
chosen sample from a given finite population of n cases such that the sample
proportion p will be within +.05 of the population proportion p with 95 percent level
of confidence as in Eq. 5.1.
(Eq. 5.1)
Where,
S = required sample size.
X2 = the table value of chi-square for 1 degree of freedom at the desired confidence level
(3.841).
N = the population size
P = the population proportion (assumed to be .50 since this would provide the maximum
sample size).
d = the degree of accuracy expressed as a proportion (.05).
Based on Cochran’s sample size formula for categorical data and some
modification on Krejeie and Morgan’s formulae, researcher attempts to distribute the
questionnaires as mentioned in Eq 5.2 to Eq. 5.4. Using the same oversampling
procedures as cited in the continuous data example, and again assuming a response
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rate of 65%, a minimum distribution of questionnaires for the sample size of 582
should be used.
(Eq. 5.2)
(Eq. 5.3)
(Eq. 5.4)
Where,
t = value for selected alpha level of .025 in each tail = 1.96. (The alpha level of .05 indicates
the level of risk the researcher is willing to take that true margin of error may exceed the
acceptable margin of error).
(p)(q) = estimate of variance = 0.25. (Maximum possible proportion (.5) * 1- maximum possible
proportion (.5) produces maximum possible sample size).
d = acceptable margin of error for proportion being estimated = .05 (Error researcher is
willing to except).
n0 = required return sample size according to Cochran’s formulae and some modification onKrejeie and Morgan’s formulae = 378
n1 = required return sample size because sample > 5% of populationn2 = sample size adjusted for response rate.ARR = 65%. (ARR= Anticipated Return Rate)
5.8 Case Study Criteria
This research involved two types of data which are quantitative and qualitative in
developing a framework of WLCC for HRRPD. This enhanced the quality and cost
effectiveness of the HRRPD in Malaysia. There are two types of questionnaire
surveys, with one specifically for property managers and another one for residents of
high rise residential building.
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Details of the case study and survey result can be obtained in Table 6.1 in
Chapter 6. Based on these three (3) groups of participant, the details as below;
i. Property Managers
Six (6) participants involved in this survey based on the six (6) high rise
residential property developments. This means, one (1) person for each high
rise residential property development.
ii. Residents of high rise residential building
Krejeie and Morgan suggested that only 378 participants needed in this
survey based on the total resident of high rise residential property
development in Johor. Alternatively, 5208 questionnaires have been
distributed randomly to 8012 occupants of selected case studies.
iii. Experts from Universiti Teknologi Malaysia
Five (5) participants involved in this interview. The experts have a vast
experience and knowledge in the theoretical and practical in HRRPD
particularly in Johor Bahru, Johor, Malaysia as described in Table 5.13. Their
active participations and credibility in HRRPD in Malaysia and specifically in
Johor Bahru are important to the integrity of this study. They need to validate
the framework of this study and share their experienced in making sure this
study is appropriate with Malaysia conditions. The interviews have been
conducted by the researcher at an agreed specified location and will last for
approximately 15 minutes. This interview covered all aspect of the
framework that has been developed.
5.9 Documentations
Documentary information is used to study and identify past decision made,
information on project details, personnel involved and to corroborate evidence.
Documents expected to be reviewed are as follows;
i. Building Data Collection
ii. Historical Data
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iii. Analysis of Official Documents
iv. Reviews on Codes, Standards, and Equipment Specifications
v. Data Determination and Validation
vi. HRRPD Building Cost Data
vii. Operation, Maintenance and Rehabilitation Costs
viii. Building Service Life Costs
ix. Service Life System
x. Building Component Predicted Service Life
5.9.1 Building Data Collection
In developing this framework, the researcher requires an in-depth knowledge of all
the factors involved and analyse critically in choosing the building data. Holmes
(1990), Tucker (1990) and Al-Hajj (1999), on their building cost analysis included
the collection of all the data such as condition assessment, cost information,
component service life, design details, maintenance history and quality of the
building as the date and day of inspection.
All the data mentioned was important to establish this research. The
researcher conducted site visits to obtain all the data on the developed schedule. In
verifying this data, the researcher needs to understand the property management of
the HRRPD process, existing policies and procedures have been examined. All the
information including development reports, financial reports and property records
have been obtained thoroughly.
Site visits were arranged to collect related data for each HRRPD in
accordance with schedule shown in Table 5.3. As a large volume of data would need
to be collected and reviewed while on site, a number of Research Assistants were
been appointed to run this survey within 90 days duration of time. Research
assistants have been provided with a list of selected building components, and the
basic information data of the selected HRRPD building. They need to collect all the
details as expressed in the indicator to apply the WLCC towards the selected HRRPD
building components. Each HRRPD building property managers was then asked to
confirm which of these components met the basic requirements for selection and to
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identify any additional buildings that should be included. But, the examination and
evaluation of the HRRPD building components is not only limited within that
duration of 90 days. The appointed research assistants still need to do some
inspections and evaluation throughout this three (3) years study duration.
Initially, over 53 HRRPD buildings were singled out as potentially meeting
the basic selection criteria. Unfortunately, this number was reduced to 18 upon
further review of documentation and physical inspection during the site visit. Before
this situation arises, the principal reasons for eliminating a significant number of
HRRPD buildings from the initial data were a lack of historical cost data and any
incidence of major change to the original building such that became no longer met
the basic selection criteria. Then, researcher has decided to choose only six (6)
HRRPD buildings to be investigated and examined. These six (6) selected HRRPD
buildings are situated from 0 to 35km in radius with Johor Bahru City Centre area.
Three of them are developed and managed by private developer meanwhile the other
three (3) were by public developer. In addition, the decision has been made by the
researcher because of the limited study time frame as well. As this study is a sample
of implementation of WLCC towards HRRPD building components in Malaysia, the
most important thing is to test the WLCC to the case study that can represent the
HRRPD in Malaysia as described in Table 6.1 in Chapter 6.
To obtain the necessary information, several types of documentation were
examined. Old property report logbooks and new property report logbooks for each
HRRPD buildings components were obtained. HRRPD files, original contracts on
file, preventive and maintenance records, and all available cost data from the various
maintenance and infrastructure management documents were examined to obtain
historical cost information for the entire service life of each HRRPD buildings and
particularly on their building component.
Essentially, the researcher needs to investigate the original data of the entire
selected HRRPD buildings, then focus on the details of the equipment that have been
used on them to make sure that the selected buildings and equipments can be
examined successfully through this study. Once the details of the data have been
determined, the researcher explored the condition of the equipment as it was decided
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after a pilot study has been conducted. Each identified HRRPD building components
was inspected during the site visit and the following quantitative data were gathered
in Table 5.4, wherever possible, from available documentation at each HRRPD
building.
Table 5.3. Schedule of HRRPD Site Visits
No HRRPD Month of Visit Duration
1 Taman Cempaka Public Housing Apartment
(Public)
September to November
2011 and June to
August 2012
90 days
2 Projek Perumahan Rakyat (PPR), Taman
Kempas Permai, Tampoi, Johor Bahru
(Public)
September to November
2011 and June to
August 2012
90 days
3 Bukit Saujana, Public Housing Apartment
Johor Bahru (Public)
September to November
2011 and June to
August 2012
90 days
4 Wadihana Condominium, Johor Bahru
(Private)
September to November
2011 and June to
August 2012
90 days
5 Lily & Jasmine Apartment, Tampoi, Johor
Bahru (Private)
September to November
2011 and June to
August 2012
90 days
6 KipArk Apartment Tampoi, Johor Bahru
(Private)
September to November
2011 and June to
August 2012
90 days
Source: Author’s Compilation
In addition to quantitative data, qualitative data was also collected through
interviews with property management personnel and residents. During each visit, the
property management personnel were asked for their comments on the revised
definition of development, maintenance and rehabilitation, the impact that delegation
funding had on the development operations, maintenance and rehabilitation (OMR)
and the effect of major reorganisation within the property management division. This
was essential to understand the impact that organisational changes have had on each
HRRPD building.
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Table 5.4. Quantitative Data during site visit
No. Description
1. Building number, date of construction, function, size and remaining service life
2. Design data including building elevations drawings record, floor plans, critical
building components, construction specifications
3. Construction contract information on design errors, change orders and cost overruns
4. All historical costs associated with the asset and facilities including construction
costs, maintenance costs, rehabilitation costs, recapitalization costs and demolition
costs (if applicable) from the year of construction up to the end of fiscal year
2010/2011
5. Usage data for the HRRPD building and the building components. Including the
personnel occupying building and whether the occupancy was transient or permanent
in nature
6. Photographs
7. Property Management and Maintenance inventory and work files.
Source: Author’s Compilation
5.9.2 Historical Data
The related historical data was collected throughout all the selected HRRPD in Johor
Bahru. Basically, the challenges of collecting the historical data are the validity of
the data, accessibility of the data, the availability of the historical records and the
accuracy of the source. In regards to these issues, the researcher was provided
appropriate time in checking and inspecting the historical data thoroughly.
Some errors were found in the initial construction cost, errors in the
conversion from square feet to meters, and inconsistencies in the designation of
minor construction, maintenance and rehabilitation costs based on the old property
records. These errors were addressed through a review of the record drawings and a
physical comparison through property manager of building components themselves.
5.9.3 Analysis of Official Documents
In order to understand all the data and components for the selected HRRPD, the
researcher reviewed all the official documents involved starting from the proposed
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development project to the current maintenance of the HRRPD buildings. The
official documents such as construction documents and specifications, AutoCAD
Drawing, schedule of finishes and purchase invoices were reviewed thoroughly and
critically.
These documents provided the information regarding the building
components, the type of material used, the manufacturers, initial cost, total area for
each material used and the systems specification. Besides that, the related documents
also provided the information of the building plan (layout), location, and size of the
building.
5.9.4 Reviews on Codes, Standards, and Equipment Specifications
Once the building components were identified, manufacturer’s technical
specification data sheet were collected. For each component, manufacturer’s
technical specification data sheets provide information regarding the materials
characteristics, maintenance procedure and expected durability. All this information
was used to compare the actual maintenance procedures with those outlined by the
manufacturer and property management team at the related case study building.
In addition, the Workers’ Minimum Standards of Housing and Amenities Act
1990, Uniform Building by Law 1984 (Act 133 amends May 2006), and Guidelines
used for Standards and Cost of Building Planning by Standard and Cost committee
(2008) published under Government of Malaysia were referred to as a basis for
refining the list of components alternatives.
5.9.5 Data Determination and Validation
Based on the previous studies, it appears that the WLCC can be implemented with
several methods. Two methods have been widely applied, which are namely
historical cost data and theoretical cost data. The first method uses historical cost
data to obtain a real WLCC. Historical cost data are rarely used as it is unusual for
most organization to have complete historical cost records. The second method and
frequently used method uses the theoretical cost data to obtain an estimated WLCC.
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This is then used in comparing the component alternatives. At this stage, the second
method was used to calculate WLCC in this research because of the uncertainties
with the information that have been received including some historical cost data and
the availability of the information from the HRRPD management team.
5.9.6 HRRPD Building Cost Data
All the building cost data of the HRRPD building components were determined. The
appropriate and correct data will help in identifying the best result of this research.
WLCC of the building components are the sum of all costs incurred by the facility
over its life period. These costs are defined as construction and inspection costs,
design costs, risk costs, OMR costs including taxes, administrative overhead and
acquisition costs. WLCC can also cover the cost of lending or buying and non-
agency costs such as user and environmental costs (Hudson et al., 1997).
Acquisition costs and salvage value were not a consideration in this research
as selected HRRPD management team neither purchased nor sold any of the assets
and facilities of interest during the research period. An explanation of the methods
used to determine operation, maintenance, rehabilitation and building service costs
follows.
5.9.7 Operation, Maintenance and Rehabilitation Costs
Maintainability can be defined as ease of which the maintenance activity can be
carried out on an item of product or system (Rosenberg, 2000). This will be derived
from equipment and supplies used, time consumed for each procedure, the required
frequency of performance, the number of people involved and the wage and labour
fees for the custodial staff. Whenever specific data is not available, OMR costs were
considered as 3% of the application’s initial cost (Moussatche & Languell, 2002).
As mentioned above, the researcher determined all the costs based on the
historical OMR costs data. Once everything is gathered, the researcher entered this
data into a database and converts it into constant year Malaysia Ringgit as it is
necessary to verify the completeness of the OMR data for each building components.
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The initial analysis involved examining the data for obvious gaps in the recording
cost. However, to overcome any uncertainties, a more detailed analysis is then
undertaken to determine the completeness of all the maintenance costs, especially the
other maintenance cost such as emergency repairs, minor routine and preventive
maintenance that may be overlooked by the person in-charge.
In addition, El-Rayes and Kandil (2005) mentioned that typically a few
activities account for the majority of the costs expended. This is known as the Pareto
analysis or 80/20 rule and can be applied to historical of OMR costs. Al-Hajj (1999)
found from his work on modelling operations and maintenance costs for university
buildings that 80% to 90% of expenditures costs (including management fee, utilities
costs, cleaning, laundry, insurance and internal decoration) were attributable to only
10% to 20% of activities incurring the costs; and 80% to 90% to maintenance costs
were attributable to 30% to 40% of maintenance activities.
A Pareto analysis was conducted to resolve the impact that missing costs had
on annual equivalent OMR and WLCC costs. In addition, the general descriptive
statistics of the annual equivalent costs and OMR costs were examined. The mean
missing annual equivalent costs was determined and was then added to the building
maintenance cost as a practical estimate of the missing costs.
5.9.8 Building Service Life Costs
Building service life costs is the most critical and difficult costs to be determined
(Hudson et al. 1997; Moussatche & Languell, 2002). The best reference that can be
used to establish the building service life costs is the ‘Cost and Planning Manual’
provided by the property development management team themselves and ‘Costing
Manual’ provided by Ministry of Works Malaysia (Government of Malaysia, 2010b).
Accordingly the two manuals can help the researcher in answering the
questions below;
i. How did the Cost and Planning Manual and Costing Manual costs compare
with the forty years of historical costs obtained for every building component
of every high rise residential development?
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ii. What methods have been used by other researchers to approximate building
service life costs?
Amaratunga et al. (2002) mentioned that, the sensitivity analysis is the best
approach to determine the building service life costs and it can reflect the economy
fluctuation at the time referenced. So, the researcher will use sensitivity analysis to
determine the sensitivity of annual equivalent WLCC to changes in building service
life costs. The resulting building service life costs are then used in the calculation of
the annual equivalent WLCC.
5.9.9 Service Life System
The service life system for a building has been classified into three (3) types of
service life systems which are design service life (DSL), actual service life (ASL)
and predicted service life (PSL). According to (Amaratunga et al. 2002; Amadi-
Echendu 2004; Dunk 2004) the more durable and better maintained a building or its
component, the longer it should perform without failure. The actual service life
system for building components are intrinsically linked to the quality dimensions of
durability and serviceability. In establishing this research, 13 critical building
components for each HRRPD buildings have been identified from the literature
review and pilot surveys.
The advantage of a large historical database is that, the critical building
component ASL can be easily determined from the data. Each component was
identified from a review of historical cost data and drawings record. Wherever
possible, the ASL was determined for each component and compared with the DSL
which has been established from the literature. The critical buildings components
benchmark DSL, presented in Table 5.5, were established using the findings from
published publication by Neely and Neathammer in year 1991 and with additional
information that have been identified from this research surveys.
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5.9.10 Building Component Predicted Service Life
In analysing the WLCC, information of the life span must be taken into
consideration. This assumption will be guided in computing the correct calculation of
WLCC. As mentioned in BSI, 1997, the Factor Method was used to calculate the
predicted service life for individual building and critical components and was used in
the quality scoring metric. Nevertheless, this method is normally used to consider the
variables that may affect service life but it is also useful as a tool to determine how
an existing component has performed in comparison to the predicted service life. The
advantage of this approach is that when the Factor Method is used ‘in arrears’,
known values rather than assumed values can be used as a benchmark for the
factorial scores. The formulae for the building component assumption service life as
stated in Eq. 5.5 based on the approach developed by Bourke and Davies (1997).
(Eq. 5.5)
Where,
PSL = Predicted Service Life
DSL = Design Service Life
A = Component Quality
B = Design Factor
C = Workmanship Factor
D1 = Internal Environment Factor
D2 = External Environment Factor
E = In-Use Factor
F = Maintenance Factor
5.10 Economic Analysis Approaches
Arditi and Messiha (1999) pioneered the recommendation that all WLCC
calculations should be in constant year dollar (Malaysian Ringgit in respect to the
country involved) and a discount rate to be used to negate the impact of inflation. For
historical costs to be accurate and comparable for use in WLCC, they need to be
converted into constant Malaysian Ringgit first and then adjusted to account for time
value for money. A summary of the annual equivalent building component costs
calculated using the methods described in this section can be found at Appendix B3
(Whole Life Cycle Costing Analysis).
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Table 5.5. Summary of critical building components DSL
Critical Component Description DSL
(years)
Wall Painting Dulux Weathershield Max 10
Jotashield Extreme 8
Nippon Weatherbond Advance 5
Roof Painting Dulux Roofshield 10
Jotaroof 8
Nippon Roof Coating 5
Interior Finishes 18
Floor Covering Cement Render 60
Homogeneus Tiles 55
Ceramic Tiles 40
Parquet Flooring 25
Ironmongeries Merbau 30
Nyatoh 45
Kayu Rata 15
Aluminium 5
Plumbing Option A (Decorative Brick Fence with metal Grille) 9
Option B (PVC Pipe Grade A+ with brick fence) 2
Lighting Fluorescent lighting 5
Incandescent 3
HVAC Toshiba 25
York 20
Electrical Outlets Panasonic 6
Tenaga National 8
Lifts FUJI Elevator 20
Kawasaki Elevator 10
Landscaping Option A (Soft & Hard Landscaping+12Months) 12
Option B (Soft & Hard Landscaping+24 Months) 24
Playgrounds Kid Play KPY-014-A03-02 6
Kid Play KPY-019-A11-00 15
Kid Play KPY-022-A03-05 18
Source: Author’s Compilation
5.10.1 Determination of HRRPD economic model
Several models or indices exist to convert current year Malaysian Ringgit into
constant Malaysian Ringgit. The HRRPD economic model was selected over other
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indices, such as Building Material Price Index and Consumer Price Index. As one of
the most important items in cost data, particularly with regards to forecasting
techniques, which rely on historical data, is the cost index.
The objective of the cost index is to measure changes in the cost of an item or
group of items from one point in time to another. A base date is chosen and is usually
given the value of 100, all past and future increases or decreases being related to this
figure. By applying the indices to work undertaken during a specified period, it is
possible to evaluate, to an acceptable degree of reliability, the increase in cost of
resources to the contractor since the date of tender. This enables the financial control
of contracts, which adopt fluctuations clause to be exercised more quickly with less
ambiguity.
Accordingly, the economic model will be applied, using Eq. 4.14 as in
Chapter 4, to convert all HRRPD building costs into constant year Malaysian Ringgit
and to calculate building components WLCC to date.
HRRPD building component WLCC;
(Eq. 4.14)
Where,
EFCj = the HRRPD economic model construction factor for the year of construction.EFCk = the HRRPD economic model construction factor for the year of construction.(ICC)j = the one time initial construction cost in year j(ACC)k = the one time additional construction cost in year kt = the year of cost is incurred
n = the actual service life or period of economic interest
EFMt = the HRRPD economic model operation and maintenance factor for the year t(M)t = the sum of maintenance and repair costs occurring at year t(R)t = the sum of rehabilitation costs occurring at year t(U)t = the annual building service costs occurring at year t(CEPers)t = the annual construction engineering personnel costs occurring at year t(PILT)t = the annual payments in lieu of taxes occurring at year t
Presenting cost data in constant year Malaysian Ringgit allows for the
comparison of expenditures over a specified period. For the data to be useful
however, it is necessary to define the costs using a common parameter such as cost
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per square feet. Therefore, individual building components were divided by the gross
building area to yield a cost expressed in terms of 2011RM/sqft.
5.10.2 Annual Equivalent Cost
Even though the researcher has already determined the building components costs,
the annual equivalent costs are also important to be determined. This annual
equivalent costs will help to determine how building component costs appreciate
with each other, how they compare within categories, and how to evaluate the impact
of factors such as quality or usage. It is more useful to convert WLCC to date into
annual equivalent costs.
As an equivalent annual cost method is a standard economic analysis that
presents all initial costs and recurring costs as equal annual payments over a
specified analysis period taking into account the time value of money (Bowman,
1999). All costs need to be equivalent in constant year Malaysian Ringgit prior to
conversion to annual equivalent costs.
The basic formula for determining annual equivalent costs (AEC) is
expressed in Eq. 5.6 and Eq. 5.7.
(Eq. 5.6)
(Eq. 5.7)
Where,
AECn = the annual equivalent cost for period of n years.crfn = the capital recovery factor for a period n years at a discount rate iICC = the initial construction cost in constant Malaysian Ringgit
t = the year of cost is incurred.
n = the actual service life or period of economic interest.
i = the interest rate occurring at year t for period of n year.
(M)t = the sum of maintenance and repair costs in constant Malaysian Ringgit occurring at year tfor period of n year.
(R)t = the sum of rehabilitation costs in constant Malaysian Ringgit occurring at year t for periodof n year.
(U)t = the annual building service costs in constant Malaysian Ringgit.(CEPers)t= the annual construction engineering personnel costs in constant Malaysian Ringgit.(PILT)t = the annual payments in lieu of taxes in constant Malaysian Ringgit.
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As discussed in Chapter 4, determination of the discount rate is very
important. The cost analysis was undertaken at the end of year 2012. An analysis of
the impact on the results of varying the discount rate between 4% and a social
discount rate of 10% was subsequently undertaken and can be found in Table 5.6.
Table 5.6 shows a comparison of three discount rates that was undertaken to
determine the effect of a change in the rate on the construction and OMR cost data
for the sample case study which is Chempaka HRRPD building component.
Table 5.6. Annual Equivalent Cost for varying Discount Rate
Maintenance Cost Annually
4% 4.7% 10% dif
4%
dif
10%
Wall Paint Colourland RM       1,555.77 RM       1,731.56 RM       2,470.20 11 43
Wall Paint Jotashield RM       2,036.54 RM       2,266.66 RM       3,233.56 11 43
Wall Paint Nippon RM       2,385.51 RM       2,655.06 RM       3,787.64 11 43
Roof Paint Colourland RM       1,805.51 RM       2,009.52 RM       2,866.73 11 43
Roof Paint Jotaroof RM       2,088.00 RM       2,323.94 RM       3,315.27 11 43
Roof Paint RoofCare RM       1,981.55 RM       2,205.46 RM       3,146.26 11 43
Interior Finishes RM   276,063.76 RM    307,257.80 RM   438,326.52 11 43
Cement Render RM   256,460.30 RM    285,439.23 RM   407,200.67 11 43
Homogeneous Tiles RM 2,600,507.40 RM 2,894,353.74 RM 4,129,014.82 11 43
Ceramic Tiles RM 2,112,744.34 RM 2,351,475.52 RM 3,354,557.92 11 43
Parquet Flooring RM 2,468,979.91 RM 2,747,964.20 RM 3,920,179.04 11 43
Ironmongeries Merbau RM   334,066.52 RM    371,814.62 RM   530,421.72 11 43
Ironmongeries Nyatoh RM   655,284.32 RM    729,328.68 RM 1,040,442.60 11 43
Ironmongeries Kayu Rata RM   821,461.00 RM    914,282.62 RM 1,304,293.40 11 43
Ironmongeries Aluminium RM   601,319.73 RM    669,266.32 RM   954,759.09 11 43
Plumbing Option A RM   615,504.71 RM    685,054.14 RM   977,281.61 11 43
Plumbing Option B RM   245,957.64 RM    273,749.81 RM   390,524.84 11 43
Lighting Fluorescent RM   399,411.40 RM    444,543.20 RM   634,174.54 11 43
Lighting Incandescent RM   488,251.06 RM    543,421.37 RM   775,231.74 11 43
HVAC Toshiba RM     21,536.89 RM     23,970.47 RM     34,195.69 11 43
HVAC York RM     22,026.36 RM     24,515.25 RM     34,972.86 11 43
Electrical Outlets
Panasonic RM     95,447.58 RM    106,232.75 RM   151,549.06 11 43
Electrical Outlets Tenaga RM     53,842.22 RM     59,926.17 RM     85,489.21 11 43
Telecommunications RM     11,747.39 RM     13,074.80 RM     18,652.19 11 43
Landscaping Option A RM   108,008.34 RM    120,212.82 RM   171,492.69 11 43
Landscaping Option B RM   174,573.13 RM    194,299.15 RM   277,182.45 11 43
Playground KPY-014-A03-
02 RM       9,737.64 RM     10,837.95 RM     15,461.15 11 43
Playground KPY-022-A03-
05 RM     14,013.68 RM     15,597.16 RM     22,250.53 11 43
Source: Author’s Compilation
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Selection of the discount rate has a much greater impact upon annual
equivalent costs, however. This is due to the compounding effect of interest over
time. It was found that a slump in the discount rate, from the applied rate of 4.7% to
4% yielded an 11% decrease in annual equivalent maintenance cost for a year of 40
years design service life. However, an increase in the rate to 10% yielded a 43%
increase in annual equivalent maintenance costs. Thus, increasing the discount rate
by one per cent from 4% to 5% resulted in an approximate of 16% in annual
equivalent maintenance costs over the DSL.
The usefulness of annual equivalent costing as an economic analysis method
is illustrated by comparing total costs for three (3) alternatives of theoretical HRRPD
building components (wall painting from one of the selected HRRPD building)
presented in Table 5.7. The evaluation period n is equal to the building DSL and the
HRRPD discount rate i is 4.7%
Table 5.7. Comparison of WLCC of Three (3) Wall Painting types of A HRRPD
building
Costs Type A Type B Type C
Life Span (n) 10 8 5
Initial Cost RM 43,470.00 RM 33,350.00 RM 31,740.00
Construction Cost RM 52,164.00 RM 40,020.00 RM 38,088.00
Total Capital Cost RM 61,814.34 RM 46,823.40 RM 45,324.72
Replacement Cost RM 39,062.53 RM 32,433.95 RM 36,030.54
Future Cost RM 97,817.84 RM 67,596.78 RM 57,016.37
Maintenance Cost RM 4,440.10 RM 3,690.30 RM 4,322.64
Present Worth (40 years) RM 83,090.19 RM 69,058.65 RM 80,892.04
WLCC RM 183,967.06 RM 148,316.00 RM 162,247.29
Based on sqft RM 198.88 RM 160.34 RM 175.40
Source: Author’s Compilation
When the total WLCC of the three (3) alternatives of one of the building
components in one of the HRRPD building are compared, as shown in the last row of
the table it can be seen that Alternative Type A has incurred the greatest cost for a
total WLCC on a per square foot basis. The annual equivalent is then found by using
Eq. 5.7. In this case, the building service costs have also been expressed in RM/sqft
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thus, the annual equivalent WLCC for each alternative is obtained by multiplying the
WLCC by the capital recovery factor as in Table 5.8.
The annual equivalent cost for alternative Type A is 2011RM25.85/sqft, and
Type B is 2011RM24.05/sqft whereas it is 2011RM40.34/sqft for Type C. It can be
seen that using the annual equivalent cost method to analyse alternatives, it becomes
apparent that Type C is now more costly among the other two alternatives. This is
because the annual equivalent cost uses the discount rate to apportion the costs
annually over the three different design service life periods.
Table 5.8. Annual Equivalent of Three (3) Wall Painting types of A HRRPD
building
Source: Author’s Compilation
5.10.3 Determination of Inflation rate
A general inflation rate of 2.2% is used based on the data provided by the Bank
Negara Malaysia (BNM) (October, 2012). This rate is adopted from the average
inflation from the year 2010 to 2012. In addition, this rate is based on the time period
of this study has been taken and being more representative of the current and future
markets. The nominal rate was calculated based on the real interest rate added with
inflation rate which equals to 7% during this study period.
This rate is used to inflate the capital cost of each building components
alternative to determine the replacement cost and to inflate the operation and
maintenance cost associated with any given building components (Moussatche &
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Languell, 2002). In the long run, when all adjustments have occurred, the increase in
inflation is fully incorporated in nominal interest rates.
Table 5.9. Malaysia Consumer Price Index since December 2005 to October 2012
Month/Year Index Month/Year Index Month/Year Index
12-2005 3.4 04-2008 2.8 08-2010 1.9
01-2006 3.3 05-2008 3.0 09-2010 2.1
02-2006 3.2 06-2008 3.8 10-2010 1.8
03-2006 3.2 07-2008 7.7 11-2010 2.0
04-2006 4.8 08-2008 8.5 12-2010 2.0
05-2006 4.6 09-2008 8.5 01-2011 2.2
06-2006 3.9 10-2008 8.2 02-2011 2.4
07-2006 3.9 11-2008 7.6 03-2011 2.9
08-2006 4.1 12-2008 5.7 04-2011 2.8
09-2006 3.3 01-2009 4.4 05-2011 3.2
10-2006 3.3 02-2009 3.9 06-2011 3.3
11-2006 3.1 03-2009 3.7 07-2011 3.5
12-2006 3.0 04-2009 3.5 08-2011 3.4
01-2007 3.1 05-2009 3.0 09-2011 3.3
02-2007 3.2 06-2009 2.4 10-2011 3.4
03-2007 3.1 07-2009 -1.4 11-2011 3.4
04-2007 1.5 08-2009 -2.4 12-2011 3.3
05-2007 1.5 09-2009 -2.4 01-2012 3.0
06-2007 1.4 10-2009 -2.0 02-2012 2.7
07-2007 1.4 11-2009 -1.5 03-2012 2.2
08-2007 1.6 12-2009 -0.1 04-2012 2.1
09-2007 1.9 01-2010 1.1 05-2012 1.9
10-2007 1.8 02-2010 1.3 06-2012 1.7
11-2007 1.9 03-2010 1.2 07-2012 1.6
12-2007 2.3 04-2010 1.3 08-2012 1.4
01-2008 2.4 05-2010 1.5 09-2012 1.4
02-2008 2.3 06-2010 1.6 10-2012 1.3
03-2008 2.7 07-2010 1.7 11-2012 TBA
2005 (Dec) – 2012 (Oct) 2010 (Jan) – 2012 (Oct)
Total CPI 222 75.9
Average CPI 2.7 2.2
Source: Author’s Compilation
Table 5.9 shows the Information on Consumer Price Index for calculating the
WLCC by Bank Negara Malaysia (2012). Historically, from December of 2005 until
October of 2012, Malaysia Inflation Rate averaged 2.7 Per cent reaching an all-time
high of 8.5 Per cent in July of 2008 and a record low of -2.4 Per cent in July of 2009.
Besides, from January of 2010 to October of 2012, Malaysia Inflation rate averaged
at 2.2 Per cent. Meanwhile, Figure 5.1 shows Malaysia Consumer Price Index from
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January 2010 to October 2012 also obtained from Bank Negara Malaysia and
Department of Statistic Malaysia (2012).
Source: Bank Negara Malaysia and Department of Statistic Malaysia (2012).
Figure 5.1.Malaysia Consumer Price Index from January 2010 to October 2012
5.10.4 Determination of Discount rate
In practise, estimating the discount rate is not a straightforward matter. Most of the
public projects and private projects are financed by more than one budget source.
The choice of the discount rate is one of the most debateable topics in this research.
The Principles of discount rate will be based on an opportunity cost concept, being
the market risk adjusted interest rate applicable to the loan in question. Typical
WLCC uses a discount factor when there are current funds available for future
replacements and maintenance cost of an asset since some institution allocate funds
for future replacement or maintenance (Moussatche & Languell, 2002).
In the context of WLCC, the following basic formula as in Eq. 4.15 in
Chapter 4 represents the relationship between the future costs and their present value;
(Eq. 4.15)
Where;
P = the present worth of the future cost
F =the future cost occurring after n time period of the present
N = the number of time periods at which F incurred
r = the discount rate in decimal
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As discussed in previous chapter, to ensure that WLCC results are accurate,
researcher applied the real discount rates to this study which can be estimated using
the following mathematical formula;
(Eq. 4.16)
Where;
f = Inflation rate
i = Nominal interest rate
r* = Real Discount Rate
The nominal rate was calculated based on the real interest rate added with
inflation rate which equals to 7% during this study period. In addition, this rate is
based on the time period of this study has been taken and being more representative
of the current and future markets. The real discount rate is then found by using the
Eq. 4.16 as follow;
5.11 Quality Validation Assessment
McGeorge and Palmer (1997) proposed the multi-dimensional definition of quality,
which uses all of Garvin’s dimension, except ‘features’ was selected as that which
best defined building quality and building components quality. The interpretation of
each dimension as it applies to building components quality and building quality is
presented in Table 5.10.
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Table 5.10. Interpretation of Quality dimensions for Building Components Quality
and Building Quality.
Dimension Definition Example
Performance The primary operating
characteristics of a building
that enable it to achieve its
main purpose and meet the
needs of the users.
A residential asset is still
functioning as a residence or
a building no longer serves
its original purpose but has
been converted to another
use.
Conformance The degree to which a
building/ building components
conforms to the original
statement of requirement or
specification.
Few design changes should
have been made once the
design was finalised.
Reliability The probability of a building
or its components failing
within a specified period of
time.
How has one component of
the building functioned in
comparison to the expected
rate of failure for similar
components?
Durability A measure of service life, or
the length of time, a building
or building components, lasts
before it physically
deteriorates.
A wall with a DSL of 30
years should last 30 years
before rehabilitation or
replacement is needed.
Serviceability The speed and competence of
repairs that ensures repairs are
made quickly and with a
minimum of disruption to the
users.
Components that will require
repair or replacement should
be easily accessible for
service personnel.
Aesthetics How the building or building
components looks like, feels
and sounds to the users.
The priority given to
aesthetics depends upon the
function of the building.
Perceived Quality The user’s perception of the
building or building
components.
Consideration of design,
construction and quality of
life by the user.
Source: McGeorge & Palmer (1997)
Defining quality in terms of the seven (7) dimensions is seldom done and
measuring quality using the dimensions has not been widely researched. Invariable,
quality is either measured in terms of process and product. Thus, developing a
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methodology to measure quality in each of the seven dimensions was a challenge. It
required the development of a series of quality equations to quantify building quality,
and then proposed a metric to score quality and finally the scoring and the evaluation
of building component quality.
5.11.1 Building Component Quality proportion equations
Each method attempts to quantify quality primarily through a detailed analysis of the
building components during or shortly after the completion of the design and
material selection stage. It is not always practicable to undertake such an analysis for
buildings that are already constructed. In addition, total quality in an asset and
facilities is a function of quality in design and material quality, construction quality
and OMR quality. All of the seven dimensions of quality are relevant to each phase
the service life of the building component in HRRPD buildings.
As quality can vary by building components and by building themselves, in
each phase of the life cycle, it was felt that a series of equations which measured
quality in each phase, using historical data, would provide the most flexibility in
assessing the impact of the building components quality in HRRPD buildings based
on whole life cycle costing approach.
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Accordingly, three equations were developed to quantify the design and
material quality, construction quality and OMR quality. The simplicity of the
equations enables them to be used to evaluate building component quality as the
quality dimension can be readily applied to critical building components in this
study. The three quality equations are;
(Eq. 5.8)
(Eq. 5.9)
(Eq. 5.10)
Where;
, , = design and material, construction and OMR quality proportion
p, r, c , d, s, a, pq = weighting factors of the relative importance of each dimension in the
overall quality proportion for a given building component DSL
P, R, C, D, S, A, PQ = Seven Quality Dimension; Performance, Reliability, Conformance,
Durability, Serviceability, Aesthetics and Perceived Quality
The previous proportion from Eq. 5.8 to Eq. 5.10, can then be combined to
yield a simple building component quality proportion (BQP) shown in the following
equation;
(Eq. 5.11)
Where;
= building components quality proportion
= design and material quality proportion
= construction quality proportion
= OMR quality proportion
a, b, c = constants based on the level of influence quality has on building components WLCC
when considered in each of the phase of design and material, construction and OMR
respectively
The values of the constants a, b and c can be determined from a mathematical
analysis of the individual quality proportions and other important factors such as
usage and building profile which can influence the WLCC. Once the Eq. 5.11 was
determined, the relative importance of the seven quality dimension needed to be
established along with metric to measure each dimension.
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5.11.2 Quality Dimension Questionnaire Development process
As previous approached, sampling is an effective way of collecting data provided
that the sample is representative of the population. It was decided that a random
survey of property manager and residents would be the most effective tool to
determine the relative importance of the seven quality dimensions. According to
Fellows and Liu (1997), the first task is to define the population to be sampled.
Randomness is extremely important if the data are to be free of bias. The sample
population of property managers and residents was determined from selected
HRRPD buildings.
A closed questionnaire with the option to give opinion upon completion was
selected as the most appropriate sampling method to obtain the data required. The
distribution method selected was by mail. The questionnaire design followed design
principles outline by Fellows and Liu (1997) for postal questionnaires. The objective
of the questionnaire was simply to obtain the respondent’s ranking of the importance
of the quality dimensions for three categories of design service life, which are short,
medium and long term. Accordingly, the questionnaire asked property managers and
residents to rank, both numerically and on a percentage basis, the importance of the
seven quality dimensions for three different design service lives and for thirteen (13)
different critical building components. A ranking of seven (7) indicated the most
important dimension and one (1) as the least important.
Five hundred (500) respondents were randomly selected from the selected
HRRPD buildings. The questionnaires were sent out with a covering letter and self-
addressed return envelope. Respondents were given two weeks to reply. The initial
response rate was only 15%. Follow up by the research assistants then made to those
who had not responded. The final response rate was 43%, and 215 replies in total.
The relative weights of each of the seven dimensions were to be calculated by
totalling the number of ranking each dimensions received, and dividing by the
maximum possible score to obtain a percentage or weight for each dimension. The
weights were then calculated into average for each factor. A basic assumption made,
when determining the dimension weighting factors, was that the weights of the
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factors would be the same for each dimension regardless of the whole life cycle
phase being assessed. A copy of the final questionnaire can be found at Appendix
B4.
5.11.3 Quality Metric methods
These methods were reviewed for the sustainability to measure all seven dimensions
in each whole life cycle phase. A metric was then developed for each dimension that
would use the historical data gathered to score quality in the whole life cycle phase.
The quality measurement methods used as the basis for the design of the quality
proportion metric are summarized at Appendix B5.
It can be seen that only the conformance dimension was selected as a measure
of quality in the construction phase. The construction phase is very much processes
orientated and thus, difficult to assess after the fact this is mainly because of a lack of
any historical data, other than standard measures of cost and schedule, that could be
used to measure quality especially in the development and construction phase.
A simple calculation based on the Quality Dimension Questionnaire and five
point scale was chosen to score each dimension. The importance of the Quality
Dimension questionnaire is to validate the quality metric score point that has been
provided. It was very important the metric could be used easily by property manager
without having to perform complex calculations of building design, building
material, construction and development process. The full quality metric can be found
at Appendix B5.
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Each equation in Eq.5.8, Eq.5.9 and Eq. 5.10 were then modified, so that the
quality score would have a maximum value of 10. The revised quality equations are;
(Eq. 5.12)
(Eq. 5.13)
(Eq. 5.14)
Where;
, , = design and material, construction and OMR quality proportion
p, r, c , d, s, a, pq = weighting factors of the relative importance of each dimension in the
overall quality proportion  for a given building component DSL
P, R, C, D, S, A, PQ = Seven Quality Dimension; Performance, Reliability, Conformance,
Durability, Serviceability, Aesthetics and Perceived Quality
An example calculation of a BQDMP score is calculated below for an
alternative building component in HRRPD building. The theoretical data on quality
metric score and weighting of factor that has been used in the analysis as stated in
Table 5.11 meanwhile, details calculation using Eq. 5.12, Eq. 5.13 and Eq. 5.14, the
quality metric can be found at Appendix B5.
Table 5.11. Average Quality Metric Score and Weighting of Factor data
Dimension Weighting of Factor Quality Metric Score
Performance 0.1783 5
Reliability 0.1690 5
Conformance 0.1528 4
Durability 0.1526 4
Serviceability 0.1531 4
Aesthetics 0.0790 2
Perceived Quality 0.1152 3
Source: Author’s Compilation
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Thus, the BQDMP score for the alternative building component in HRRPD
building is;
5.11.4 Quality Assessment and scoring indicator
The building component BQDMP, BQCP and BQOMP scores were determined through
an analysis of all relevant cost and component data available for the selected HRRPD
building. To standardise the assessment and scoring of building component quality, a
data analysis spread sheet was created. The spread sheet consisted of standard
definition of terminology, component conditions, maintenance levels, and service life
summarised from the literature, as well as series of four documents to obtain the
building relevant data. The documents are described as in Table 5.12.
Prior to scoring the quality dimension, default scores were established for
each HRRPD building for use in the event of missing data. As an example, the
default building ‘design serviceability’ score was ‘4’, unless solid data indicated that
consideration had or had not been given to this dimension in design and material
selection phase. The degree of OMR conformance depends upon the management
philosophy of the HRRPD management team, therefore, an OMR conformance score
more normally reflected the extent to which a HRRPD building complied with
policies, procedures and best practices rather than an individual HRRPD building.
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Table 5.12. Spread sheet Sample
Form Descriptions
Building Analysis
Form
A study of key factors affecting the building components and
design
Critical Component
Analysis Form
Identification of Critical Components, their design and the levels
of maintenance required
Quality Dimension
Analysis Form
An analysis of the building quality for up to seven dimensions in
each of the whole life cycle phase
Quality Proportion
Determination Form
Determination of the individual BQDMP, BQCP and BQOMP scores
using the weighted equations.
Source: Author’s Compilation
Once the dimensions were scored, the raw data were entered into the spread
sheet database and the BQDMP, BQCP and BQOMP scores were calculated using Eq.
5.11. The BQCP score is recognised as a weak point in the quality proportion as it is
only based on a single dimension and thus, categorical in nature.
5.11.5 Quality perception survey
The metric required a resident perception score to validate the success ability of the
building components. Since no existing data on the resident perceptions were
available, it was necessary to conduct a second survey to obtain information on how
residents perceived the quality of their building components in their own buildings.
The original intent of the resident quality perception survey was to obtain an
overall resident perceived quality score that could be used to score the perceived
quality dimension of the design and material quality, and the operation, maintenance
and rehabilitation quality. Additional discussion with property managers and
residents during the site visit indicated that a more detailed study of resident’s
perception was justified.
Simple Likert Scale survey was developed to assess what factors that was
important to resident (desired quality), how a resident perceived a particular asset
and how facilities met his or her needs (perceived quality) and the resident’s overall
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perception of the asset and facilities’ quality. A copy of the questionnaire can be
found in Appendix B4.
The questionnaire has been divided into two (2) sections which each section
has its own purposed especially to support and validate this study. First section was
to determine the demographic of the case study and type of the HRRPD that they
occupied. Instead of that, this section was also to identify the age of the HRRPD
building that they occupied. These two sections occurred because the researcher
needs to make sure that the respondent understands well about their HRRPD
building. Instead, by having these two (2) sections, they automatically certify the
validity of the result and the respondent itself. The second section was to clarify the
resident’s perception towards their HRRPD building.
As this study is related to the selected HRRPD buildings, the sample
population was the residents of the selected HRRPD buildings of this study. As
mentioned earlier, in total 5208 questionnaires have been distributed randomly to
8012 occupants of selected case studies. The overall response rate was 36.68% or
1910 surveys have been recorded.
The resident perception survey was also sent to the property manager at the
six (6) selected HRRPD buildings and five (5) experts from Universiti Teknologi
Malaysia. This survey was part of the initial research objectives as well as additional
information for this study. This survey can be retrieved at Appendix B4.
5.12 Interviews
Yin (2009) asserts that interviews are essential sources of case study information. It
is an interactional event where questions are a central part of the data (Silverman,
1993). Fellows and Liu (2008) have identified three types of interviews, structured,
semi-structured and unstructured. On the other hand, Yin (2009) argued that such
interviews are tailored towards formal survey research and has identified two types
of interviews; in-depth and focus interview.
The selection of interview approach for this research however is more
influenced by the research questions and objectives set to be achieved by use of the
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case study. In validating the WLCC framework for Malaysia HRRPD and assessing
the potential for use of the framework in the future. It involves two types of enquiry
which are first the validity of the framework that has been developed and secondly
testing a new idea, namely the framework of WLCC for Malaysia HRRPD as an
alternative approach to control the expenditure of HRRPD. Therefore, this research is
proposing the use of in-depth interviews as part of the case study.
5.12.1 Interviewee
Interviews were conducted with experts from Universiti Teknologi Malaysia. Five
respondents from Universiti Teknologi Malaysia have been selected for the
interview. The interviewees have a vast experience and knowledge in the theoretical
and practical in HRRPD particularly in Johor Bahru, Johor, Malaysia as shown in
Table 5.13. As stated by United States courts, a witness qualifies as an expert by
knowledge, skill, experience, training or education. Meanwhile, for science
knowledge, experts are qualified mostly on similar terms (Petroski, 1994). A
summary of the interviews are discussed.
Table 5.13. Five Respondents from Universiti Teknologi Malaysia.
No. of
Respondent
Experience and Expertise
1 Real Estate Investment and Analysis
Performance Measurement
Risk Analysis
Portfolio Management
Quantitative Techniques in Real Estate
Investment Decision and Strategies
Financial Analysis
Strata Management
Corporate Real Estate Finance
Research Consultancy since 2000
2 Economics, Business And Management
Investment
Real Estate
Valuation and Property Management
High Rise Building Management
Research Consultancy since 1999
3 Valuation, Property Investment and Statutory Valuation
High Rise Building Management (Strata Management)
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Corporate Real Estate Finance
Research Consultancy since 2001
4 Property Valuation (Mass Appraisal and Modelling, Rating Valuation,
Quantitative Technique and Specialised Property Valuation).
Investment Analysis (Portfolio Investment, Market Research, Feasibility
Studies, Property Development and Financial Analysis).
Recreational Land Management (Demand Management, Feasibility Study
of Recreational Land Resources)
Facilities Management
High Rise Building Management
Real Estate Taxation
Research Consultancy since 2003
5 Property Valuation (Valuation Techniques, Mass appraisal, Data collection
and analysis, Urban property appraisal)
Property Management (Management plan, Strategic property management,
Management of property asset, Facilities Management)
High Rise Building Management
Corporate Real Estate Finance
Research Consultancy since 2004
Notes: All of them have more than 20 years knowledge experience in Property Management
and still involves in consultancy related to High Rise Residential Property Development.
Source: Author’s Compilation
5.13 Organisation of Questionnaire
In order to obtain the necessary data to answer the research outline earlier, a set of
questionnaires was carefully designed. The questionnaire was designed for the
respondents, property managers and property experts in the sample study areas. The
researcher provided a cover letter explaining to the respondents the purpose and the
nature of the research. A brief description of the framework of whole life cycle
costing in the study and the important of the approach was provided. The cover letter
also contained an assurance that all responses would be kept in strict confidence,
because the questionnaires were administered personally by the researcher. It is
important to ensure that the respondents have more confidence in order to elicit their
unbiased responses.
All information pertaining to respondent’s perceptions towards the HRRPD
building components and the implementation of Whole Life Cycle Costing was
captured by means of the questionnaire. It is important to stress here that this
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questionnaire was newly constructed for the purpose of this study, in order to achieve
the objectives outlined earlier.
There is little difference questionnaire between these three types of
respondent involved. For a question that has posed to each resident of the selected
HRRPD buildings, it has two sections which covered Section A: Demographic
questions and Section B; Quality Perception questions. Section A contained
questions about the respondent’s demographic background and the identification of
their HRRPD building. The questions asked in Section B were about the quality
perception regarding their HRRPD building components and HPPRD building as a
whole. The property managers from the selected HPPRD buildings have been asked
with a slightly different question. The questionnaire covered for the property
managers consist of two sections as well, where Section A covered on Quality of the
Building Components and Section B covered on the Building Components Costs.
The Likert Scale is the most appropriate method for this study (Sekaran,
2003). Miller (1991) argues that the Likert scale is most reliable when it comes to a
rough ordering of people with regard to a particular attitude or attitude complex. The
score also includes a measure of intensity, as expressed in each statement. The Likert
scale had the following options, ranked 1 to 5 respectively: “Poor”, “Below
Average”, “Average”, “Above Average” and “High”. Respondent were asked to
circle the response that reflected their expectations. These questions dealt with the
respondents’ perception of the quality of the building components before and after
implementing the WLCC approach.
Some of the information obtained in these two questionnaires was useful for
understanding the issues related to the significant of this study to be conducted which
is the first and second objective of this study. However, all the information from
Section B for both respondents were significant to achieve the third objective of this
study, as outlined earlier. In addition, all the questions in this section from both
respondents were used directly in testing the hypotheses developed in Chapter One.
The unstructured interview evolved on an open ended question conversation
between the interviewer and respondent was carefully designed for the selected
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property experts. The information obtained was used to support the results that have
been received from residents and property managers.
Overall, these questionnaires developed really important in supporting this
study especially to answer all research questions, research objectives and research
hypotheses as outlined earlier. A copy of the final questionnaire can be found at
Appendix B4.
5.14 Analytical Methods
The specific aim of this research is to create a new framework of WLCC for
Malaysia HRRPD sector. Meanwhile, one of the goals of this research is to evaluate
the effectiveness of the proposed framework from the quality perspective. All these
investigations can be determined after the raw data has been compiled and the
analytical methods were reviewed to determine those best suited to ensuring the aim
of the research is achieved successfully.
The data obtained are both quantitative and qualitative in nature. Thus,
several analytical methods will be employed to examine the data. Statistical methods
will be used as tools to assist with the analyses of the data. Detailed statistical
analysis to be used is primarily by using IBM® SPSS® Statistics Version 20.
Besides, Microsoft Excel is also to be used for some calculations using statistical
formulae. Brief explanations of statistical terms used in this research are introduced
in this chapter.
5.14.1 IBM® SPSS® Statistics Version 20 Analyses
Based on the review and preliminary data, the preliminary statistical analysis should
be involved as the descriptive statistics for each of the data variables which will be
analysed. Descriptive statistics are used to present quantitative descriptions in a
manageable form. They provide the researcher with a general understanding of the
data and whether or not it is normally distributed.
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As mentioned, SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) is a
computer application that allows for in-depth data access and analytical reporting,
the researcher tries to answer those results in another few statistical analysis such as
Correlation Analysis, Regression Analysis, and SPSS-ANOVA.
Correlation analysis is useful in establishing the degree of relationships
between two variables and can be used to predict how one variable affects change in
another. According to Pearson’s parametric test of correlation (r) is used to
determine the correlation between scaled data variables. Pearson’s correlation is
presented on a scale of zero to one with ‘zero’ indicating no correlation and ‘one’
indicating complete correlation (Peres-Neto & Jackson, 2001).
Applications of regression analysis exist in almost every field. It is also to be
used as a method to model the relationship between a response variable and one or
more predictor variable (Kirkham et al. 2004). Regression analyses, again, is to
establish a correlation between phenomena. That is why the researcher will include
the regression analyses in this research.
SPSS-ANOVA or an analysis of variance is to be used to determine the level
of significance when there are three or more groups of data to be compared. When
the data are unbalanced, a general linear model option must be selected for the SPSS-
ANOVA. In any analysis of variance, there can be an interaction between variables
(Howell, 1997). A test of correlation analysis and regression analysis will be used to
determine if there is covariance between variables that could affect the model if not
accounted for in the analysis.
5.14.2 Sensitivity Analysis
The sensitivity analysis reveals the cost significant items, which provides the most
efficient way for cost control. It is an additional normally used non-probabilistic tool
within the industry attributable to its simplicity. It evaluates the impact of
modification in a very variable, say discount rate, on a performance measure of a
project, such as the Net Present Value. Probability contour may be incorporated
within the diagram to point the probability of incidence of the variable. Yet, its
assumption that different variables can stay unchanged whereas a variable is being
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analysed has become its major limitation (Flanagan et al., 1989). In practice, risk
variables do not occur one at a time. Variables assessed in sensitivity analysis are
thought to be free of one another; however certain variables could be associated.
5.14.3 Monte-Carlo Simulation (MCS)
MCS method has been applied to the Quantitative Risk Assessment of whole life
cycle costing risk management (Kirkham & Boussabaine, 2005). Due to the lack of
historical cost data and the uniqueness of construction projects, the selection of
probability distribution functions for cost is usually based on subjective judgements.
In MCS, dependencies between any two variables can be modelled using coefficients
of correlation, but they lack intuitive appeals (Vose, 1996). Kirkham and
Boussabaine (2005) proposed the appropriate types of probability distribution
functions for some cost components in WLCC.
Chau (1995) and Wall (1997) have undertaken research to examine the
categories of possibility allocation purposes for more precisely representing cost
components in development projects that have been undertaken. Generally,
probability distribution functions with positive skews such as lognormal distribution
are favoured for demonstrating cost uncertainties. The reason is significantly high
cost with low possibility of incidence can be successfully represented in this type of
probability distribution functions (Chau, 1995). In addition, the coefficients can only
represent linear relationship.
5.15 Data Analysis
Data analysis is the process of looking at and summarizing data with the intent to
extract useful information and develop conclusions. According to Fellows and Liu
(2003), no matter what is the nature of the data collected, it is appropriate to begin
the analysis by examining the raw data to search for patterns.
Therefore, the quantitative data based on the data collection by
questionnaires, were analysed based on statistical analysis software such as SPSS.
However, before the analysis process is carried out, there are several preliminary
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process needed such as editing data, handling blank responses, coding data,
categorizing data, creating data files and some statistical calculation. The aim is to
ensure consistency of data and allow results to be meaningfully interpreted.
Qualitative data from interviews and document review was dealt with
differently. As suggested by Yin (2009), different analytical techniques will be used
for high quality case studies such as pattern matching, explanation building, time-
series analysis, logic model, and cross-case synthesis. These techniques will be
considered for this research. Various software packages are available to assist in
qualitative data analysis. It arranges and organizes data in systematic and efficient
fashion (Holton & Burnett, 1997).
To have meaningful research, the results were discussed with a number of
experts in the HRRPD to clarify issues and answer the research aims and
subsequently, to develop a framework of WLCC for Malaysia HRRPD. Finally, the
model was validated by the several experts on HRRPD based on the outcome results.
Based on this condition, Table 5.14 describes instruments that applied in the
study for data collections.
Table 5.14. Instruments will be used in quantitative and qualitative analysis.
Software Support Type of Analysis Instruments Details
IBM® SPSS®
Statistics Version
20
Qualitative
Analysis
Questionnaire
Interview
Compilation of Case Study
discourse (outside of quantitative
data)
IBM® SPSS®
Statistics Version
20
*Microsoft Excel
Quantitative
Analysis
Questionnaire
Data Reviews
Compilation of Case Study
quantitative date in preparation
for framework investigation.
Data including financial records,
and commitments relating to
HRRPD projects.
*Microsoft Excel will be used interchangeably depending on the nature of spread
sheet required and the ability of the software to macro support the function required.
* Both analyses have been supported with Sensitivity Analysis and Monte Carlo
Simulation through Crystal Ball systems.
Source: Author’s Compilation
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5.16 Validating the WLCC Framework results
The framework results and findings obtained from Phase I to Phase III has been used
to achieve the final objective of this study which is to evaluate the effectiveness of
the framework of WLCC for HRRPD in Malaysia. A framework for the application
of WLCC in Malaysia HRRPD was developed in response to the findings obtained
from the earlier stage of the research. It contained a generic constructability
calculation which served as a guideline template to assist the property managers in
implementing this alternative approach during the selection of the best building
components toward their HRRPD.
During its development, the framework design will go through a filtering
process where opinions from experts will be gathered and used as a validating
measure for the final framework as mentioned earlier in the interview sub-topic.
5.17 Summary of Methodological Approach
The research methodology followed by a traditional approach of data collection,
analysis, pilot survey and review. Historical cost and building quality data were
collected from 6 selected buildings on HRRPD in Johor Bahru and about 5208
randomly resident received the survey questionnaire to support this study. Individual
building components WLCC, building component services and maintenance and
rehabilitation costs were presented as annual equivalent costs and analysed by age,
location, building category and description, function and usage using proven
statistical methods to determine the impact of these factors on costs in developing the
framework.
A metric to measure quality was developed and used as means of determining
building components design, construction and operation and maintenance quality.
Building components costs were then be modelled as a function of quality scores.
Finally, further discussions and recommendations for further research were provided.
These questions and the analytical methods used for each question can be found in
Table 5.15.
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Finally, results for the WLCC for HRRPD building components were
recorded to accomplish the third objective of this research and answer the third
research question. This feature will help many agencies (public or private) in
developing and managing their next residential development proposals.
The output is to recommend the framework to be used purposely for high rise
residential property development. This will assist property managers, to manage the
whole life cycle costing of the high rise residential property development sector.
Subsequently, by implementing this framework on both aspects, it is projected that
all the necessary indicators of the framework could be used to conceive new
prerequisites for residential development policies.
Table 5.15. Summary of key research questions and analytical methods used
Data Research Question Analytical Methods Objective Achieved
Whole Life
Cycle Costing
(WLCC) and
Annual
Equivalent
WLCC
What are the factors
which drive the need
for WLCC
framework for
HRRPD in Malaysia?
 SPSS: Descriptive
Statistics,
Correlation
Analysis,
ANOVA.
 Monte-Carlo
Simulation
To identify the
indicators of the
WLCC framework for
HRRPD based on the
comparable
implementation in
developed countries.
Property
Statistics Data
(Secondary
Data) and Pilot
Study data
What problems do
property manager
perceives exist
relative to the
HRRPD and the
impact to the
maintenance costs?
 SPSS: Descriptive
Statistics
To develop a WLCC
framework for HRRPD
in Malaysia.
Final Research
Data.
How does the
framework of WLCC
for HRRPD in
Malaysia can be
evaluated?
 SPSS: Descriptive
Statistics,
Regression
Analysis.
To evaluate the
effectiveness of the
framework of WLCC
for HRRPD in
Malaysia.
Source: Author’s Compilation
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In this way, decision makers will have more knowledge about the expenditure
and the budget allocations of the development throughout the project. This
framework will be the basis to the policy packages that provide economically viable,
environmentally friendly and sustainable HRRPD. Although this study focuses on
the main replacement items in a HRRPD in Johor Bahru, the results can be apply to
all cost components of the HRRPD across Malaysia.
5.18 Assumption of the Research
In order to achieve the research objectives by carrying out the data analysis, it is
useful to outline the assumptions that can be used as guidance in interpreting the
results obtained in this study. Some of the assumptions in this study are described
below;
i. The survey research approach, interviews and calculations implementation
used in this study were assumed to be an effective measurement tool for
collecting the data needed, based on the justification discussed earlier.
ii. The sample population of the HRRPD buildings selected within the sample
study areas was designed to be representative of all the HRRPD buildings in
Malaysia as well as the building components involved. This can be justified
based on the results received from the pilot study and the calculation results
achieved.
iii. The reactions of the respondents who took an interest in this study were
thought to be declaration of their actual and real observations towards the
things included in the questionnaire, which expected to accomplish the
exploration targets. This could be advocated dependent upon the outcomes
got as there is no disagreement between the survey results and interviews.
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5.19 Conclusion
This chapter has provided an explanation and justification of the research design and
the methodology employed for this research. The research used a descriptive
research design in data collection and analysis. The purpose is to describe the
characteristics of the resident regarding the issue of high rise residential property
development and the building components involved in their residential. This also
includes their perceptions and opinions on the issues related to their housing
development.
This research applied the WLCC approach at the building operational
management level particularly related to any repairs and replacements on the selected
building components to determine the best solution during the decision making
process in replacing or buying new building component at the selected HRRPD
building which is the main focus of this research. For the purpose of the study, the
field survey method was used, as it was considered the most appropriate method
owing to the nature of this study. This condition enabled the researcher to gather
information from many respondents within a relatively short period of time.
This chapter also provided the explanation and justification of the
employment of semi structured interviews for gathering further information covered
in the survey questionnaire. The results obtained from the interviews were used as
support information for discussing the issues of implementation the WLCC in
HRRPD building.
The chapter also contained a discussion on the selection of the sample
residents and case study chosen for this study. The purpose of the pilot test based on
the survey questionnaire was also highlighted.
Another important aspect which has been discussed in this chapter was the
application of WLCC approach as the main analytical technique. The researcher has
explained this in details in term of the concept aspects of the WLCC approach. The
details of the approach also have been determined in details in previous chapter as
well. Finally, researcher then, established the capability of the WLCC approach with
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tapping in the MCS (OptQuest) as the main analytical technique employed in this
research.
Information gathered from pilot study, literature review, the survey and
subsequent interviews were used to illustrate conclusions in respect of the research
objectives and developed framework of Whole Life Cycle Costing for Malaysia High
Rise Residential Property Development. This framework was validated via expert’s
review through survey. The next chapter summarized the research work undertake
and outcome using the approved research methods.
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Chapter 6: Data Analysis and Findings
6.1 Introduction
This chapter shows the implementation of the whole life cycle costing (WLCC),
using the formula discussed. All the analysis will be discussed and concluded based
on the objective of the research. The information on this chapter will answer the
second (2) and third (3) objectives of the research. Above and beyond, this will work
out the results on answering the research hypothesis definitely. The researcher tries
to answer those results in another few statistical analysis such as Correlation
Analysis, Regression Analysis, Descriptive analysis and T-test Analysis.
6.2 Analysis Restriction
This analysis restricted to the limited area and scope. There are a few things in
preparing this analysis before the researcher work out with the data.
6.2.1 Selection and Description of Interview
Data was collected from interviews using the prescribed questions. The qualitative
questions were directed at the Property Manager of the selected High Rise
Residential property development in Johor Bahru which represents the information
of the assets. The data was used to answer the efficiency analysis.
6.3 Collection of Quantitative Data
Data consisted of the necessary documents and information for establishing the cost
data. Initial costs were collected from the contractor’s schedule of values, which
defines the cost of construction by categories and the construction contracts.
Maintenance and operations costs were collected from the information data
review and consisted of the utility bills for the first 12 months’ operation period and
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maintenance records based on this study period. Manufacturer’s recommendations
for life span of the assets for replacement were procured from the facsimile and
telephone interviews, manufacturer specification sheets and previous research by
others. The questionnaire survey was carried out using 5208 forms over 2 months in
the year 2011. The questionnaire survey forms were delivered by the research
assistants to the selected HRRPD buildings as stated in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1. Outlines of six (6) HRRPD buildings and survey details.
Loc.1 Loc. 2 Loc. 3 Loc. 4 Loc. 5 Loc. 6
Year Of
Completion
1987 2002 2002 2003 1997 1997
Number of
Floors
5 18 11 29 5 20
Number of
Units
2152 2250 2190 172 480 768
Distributed
Sheets (65%)
1399 1463 1424 112 312 499
Answer
Recorded
503 415 372 82 227 311
Percentage of
Answer
Recorded (%)
35.96 28.38 26.13 73.35 72.76 62.30
a)Total Resident in selected HRRPD 8012
b)Total Distributed Sheets (65% from a) 5208
c)Total Answer Recorded 1910
d) Total Percentage Of Answer Recorded (%) 36.68
Krejeie and Morgan Suggestion (eq. 1) 378 unit samples are needed to
represent the 24,187 unit size of
HRRPD in Johor Bahru
Krejeie and Morgan Suggestion (eq. 2a-2c) A minimum distribution of
questionnaires for the sample size
of 582 should be used
Original Distributed compared to eq.1 (%) 895
Original Answer Recorded compared to eq.1 (%) 505
Source: Author’s Compilation
6.3.1 Management of Data
These data were assembled into separate tables that can be found in Chapter 4. The
qualitative data was used to determine the WLCC based on a 40-years life span using
the standard present value formula. The qualitative data was reviewed, and any
subsequent clarifications needed were obtained from telephone interviews.
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6.4 Results and Investigation
This subchapter will illustrate the use of WLCC, based on the data gathered in
Chapter 4 as input data. The implementation of WLCC is shown in the next
subchapter. The next subchapter actually based on the results of WLCC that has been
obtained from the analytical calculation, but the researcher has pulled the results out
from the analysis and categorized them one by one according to the needs of the
subchapter. Further details of the analysis, as well as details regarding the other five
selected HRRPD buildings can be found in Appendix B3.
The results obtained from these calculations show that the WLCC approach
can be implemented in Malaysia as indicated by the ability to carry out the approach.
From this implementation, the researcher found that, the first (1) hypothesis as
outlined earlier was answer accurately. The results from the implementation of
WLCC on the selected HRRPD building components show that a low initial capital
cost of material components for residential property development could result in a
higher WLCC than the cost benefit of the initial purchase. This situation has been
answered through the entire calculation which has been performed on all case
studies. As the purpose of this exploratory research was to create, test and validate an
instrument that could be used to understand the effect of WLCC on property
management, the researcher has decided that, for the purpose of understanding the
calculation formula, only one case study will be allocated in Chapter 6 and the rest
will be kept in Appendix B3.
6.4.1 Future Cost
Future Cost is represented as:
= (1 + ) (… ) (Eq. 4.8)
Where:
FC = Future Cost (RM)
PV = Present Cost of payment or receipt (RM)
i = Interest rate p.a (%) is 4.7%
n = number of years
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Consign to the future cost formula, the example of the analysis results from
the 6 selected HRRPD are presented in Table 6.2. This table shows the result that
gained from Chempaka HRRPD building component.
Table 6.2. Calculation of Future Cost for every building component in Chempaka
HRRPD building
Type Description Calculation (RM) Result (RM)
Wall Painting Colourland 64,843.20*(1.047)5 81,569.70
JOTUN 77,360.40*(1.047)8 111,681.63
NIPPON PAINT 74,884.32*(1.047)5 94,200.95
Roof Painting Colourland 21,500.64*(1.047)5 27,046.79
JOTUN 25,777.44*(1.047)8 37,213.70
KCC Paint 22,619.52*(1.047)5 28,454.29
Interior
Finishes 5,753,070.72*(1.047)
6 7,576,995.06
Floor Covering Cement Render 4,275,633.20*(1.047)60 67,138,765.82
Homogeneous Tiles 15,287,901.48*(1.047)55 190,834,274.94
Ceramic Tiles 13,264,385.27*(1.047)40 83,176,837.33
Parquet Flooring 13,535,703.70*(1.047)25 42,638,595.05
Ironmongeries Merbau 6,961,827.60*(1.047)30 27,587,333.24
Nyatoh 10,786,426.56*(1.047)45 85,085,837.07
Kayu Rata 2,947,060.70*(1.047)15 5,866,543.70
Aluminium 2,332,991.81*(1.047)5 2,934,794.01
Plumbing Option A (Decorative
Brick Fence with metal
Grille)
8,551,266.39*(1.047)8 12,345,068.13
Option B (PVC Pipe
Grade A+ with brick
fence)
3,196,287.10*(1.047)2 3,503,576.02
Lighting Fluorescent lighting 1,468,869.12*(1.047)5 1,847,768.29
Incandescent 1,268,991.36*(1.047)3 1,456,321.67
HVAC Toshiba 244,811.52*(1.047)25 771,176.70
York 226,605.60*(1.047)20 567,450.88
Electrical
Outlets
Panasonic 918,043.20*(1.047)6 1,209,094.96
Tenaga National 604,281.60*(1.047)8 872,373.42
Telecommunicat
ion’s Facilities
Telekom Komunikasi
Malaysia 367,217.28*(1.047)5 461,942.07
Lifts Nil
Landscaping Option A (Soft & Hard
Landscaping+12Months) 562,713.84*(1.047)1 589,142.67
Option B (Soft & Hard
Landscaping+24
Months)
917,104.03*(1.047)2 1,005,273.81
Playgrounds Kid Play KPY-014-A03-
02 69,575.62*(1.047)6 91,633.52
Kid Play KPY-022-A03-
05 101,768.24*(1.047)18 232,489.92
Source: Author’s Compilation
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6.4.2 Capital recovery factor method
Capital recovery factor method is represented as:
= (1 + ) (1 + ) (Eq. 4.9)
Where:
A = Annualized cost or series annual payments
P = Present value
Analysis result in Table 6.3 consist the capital recovery analysis of every
building components in Chempaka HRRPD building.
Table 6.3. Calculation of Capital Recovery for every building component in
Chempaka HRRPD building
Type Description Calculation (RM) Result (RM)
Wall Painting Colourland 79,240.08*(0.047*(1.047)5)/
((1.047)4)) 3,896.44
JOTUN 103,727.47*(0.047*(1.047)8)/
((1.047)7)) 5,100.55
NIPPON
PAINT
121,501.46*(0.047*(1.047)5)/
((1.047)4)) 5,974.54
Roof Painting Colourland 91,960.20*(0.047*(1.047)5)/
((1.047)4)) 4,521.92
JOTUN 106,348.53*(0.047*(1.047)8)/
((1.047)7)) 5,229.43
KCC Paint 100,926.84*(0.047*(1.047)5)/
((1.047)4)) 4,962.84
Interior Finishes 14,060,804.79*(0.047*(1.047)6)/
((1.047)5)) 691,406.41
Floor Covering Cement Render 13,062,338.07*(0.047*(1.047)60)/
((1.047)59)) 642,309.20
Homogeneous
Tiles
132,452,108.03*(0.047*(1.047)55)/
((1. 47)54)) 6,513,015.30
Ceramic Tiles 107,608,785.06*(0.047*(1.047)40)/
((1. 47)39)) 5,291,404.37
Parquet
Flooring
125,752,994.65*(0.047*(1.047)25)/
((1.047)24)) 6,183,602.43
Ironmongeries Merbau 17,015,069.63*(0.047*(1.047)30)/
((1.047)29)) 836,675.31
Nyatoh 33,375,713.51*(0.047*(1.047)45)/
((1.047)44)) 1,641,170.80
Kayu Rata 41,839,619.94*(0.047*(1.047)15)/
((1.047)14)) 2,057,363.14
Aluminium 30,627,125.34*(0.047*(1.047)5)/
((1.047)4)) 1,506,015.56
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Plumbing Option A
(Decorative
Brick Fence
with metal
Grille)
31,349,611.37*(0.047*(1.047)8)/
((1.047)7)) 1,541,542.08
Option B (PVC
Pipe Grade A+
with brick
fence)
12,527,404.23*(0.047*(1.047)2)/
((1.047)1)) 616,005.11
Lighting Fluorescent
lighting
20,343,292.04*(0.047*(1.047)5)/
((1.047)4)) 1,000,332.68
Incandescent 24,868,178.69*(0.047*(1.047)3)/
((1.047)2)) 1,222,833.15
HVAC Toshiba 1,096,942.22*(0.047*(1.047)25)/
((1.047)24)) 53,939.51
York 1,121,872.72*(0.047*(1.047)20)/
((1.047)19)) 55,165.41
Electrical Outlets Panasonic 4,861,448.47*(0.047*(1.047)6)/
((1.047)5)) 239,050.09
Tenaga National 2,742,355.54*(0.047*(1.047)8)/
((1.047)7)) 134,848.77
Telecommunica-
tions Facilities
Telekom
Komunikasi
Malaysia
598,332.12*(0.047*(1.047)5)/
((1.047)4)) 29,421.55
Lifts Nil
Landscaping Option A (Soft
& Hard
Landscaping+12
Months)
5,501,207.86*(0.047*(1.047)1)/
((1.047)0)) 270,508.73
Option B (Soft
& Hard
Landscaping+24
Months)
8,891,564.22*(0.047*(1.047)2)/
((1.047)1)) 437,221.38
Playgrounds Kid Play KPY-
014-A03-02
495,968.76*(0.047*(1.047)6)/
((1.047)5)) 24,388.08
Kid Play KPY-
022-A03-05
713,761.11*(0.047*(1.047)18) /
((1.047)17)) 35,097.49
Source: Author’s Compilation
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6.4.3 Life span assumption calculation
As mentioned in Life Expectancies of Building Components (RICS, 1992), the life
span assumption is represented as:
= − 1 (Eq. 4.10)
Where:
Nm = Amount of years in which the product needs to be maintained
BSL = Building Service Life
In analysing the WLCC, information of the life span must be taking into
consideration. This assumption was used in computing the correct calculation of the
WLCC. Table 6.4 shows the life span assumption calculation in this study.
Table 6.4.Analysis of the Life Span Assumption
Building Service Life 40 years
- 1
Economic Life Cycle (Nm) 39 years
*All the data are based to the building service life of the selected HRRPD buildings which
are equals to 40 years.
Source: Author’s Compilation
6.4.4 Increment Amount calculation
Increment Amount is represented as:
= ( ) (Eq. 4.11)
Where:
G = Increment amount
Me1 = Maintenance of the system at the end of the first yeari = Interest rate p.a (%) is 4.7%
The analysis of the increment amount for each of the building components in
Chempaka HRRPD building can be found in Table 6.5.
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Table 6.5. Calculation of Increment Amount for every building component in
Chempaka HRRPD building
Type Description Calculation (RM) Result
(RM)
Wall Painting Colourland 2,736.00*0.047 128.50
JOTUN 3,581.50*0.047 168.21
NIPPON PAINT 4,195.20*0.047 197.03
Roof Painting Colourland 3,175.20*0.047 149.13
JOTUN 3,672.00*0.047 172.46
KCC Paint 3,484.80*0.047 163.67
Interior Finishes 485,491.20*0.047 22,801.94
Floor Covering Cement Render 451,016.16*0.047 21,182.76
Homogeneous Tiles 4,573,303.86*0.047 214,793.14
Ceramic Tiles 3,715,514.08*0.047 174,505.55
Parquet Flooring 4,341,997.00*0.047 203,929.41
Ironmongeries Merbau 587,496.00*0.047 27,592.77
Nyatoh 1,152,396.00*0.047 54,124.27
Kayu Rata 1,444,637.60*0.047 67,849.91
Aluminium 1,057,492.80*0.047 49,666.98
Plumbing Option A (Decorative Brick
Fence with metal Grille) 1,082,438.78*0.047 50,838.61
Option B (PVC Pipe Grade A+
with brick fence) 432,545.97*0.047 20,315.27
Lighting Fluorescent lighting 702,412.80*0.047 32,990.03
Incandescent 858,648.00*0.047 40,327.89
HVAC Toshiba 37,875.20*0.047 1,778.87
York 38,736.00*0.047 1,819.30
Electrical Outlets Panasonic 167,856.00*0.047 7,883.65
Tenaga National 94,688.00*0.047 4,447.19
Telecommunications
Facilities
Telekom Komunikasi Malaysia 20,659.20*0.047 970.30
Lifts Nil
Landscaping Option A (Soft & Hard
Landscaping+12Months) 189,945.60*0.047 8,921.12
Option B (Soft & Hard
Landscaping+24 Months) 307,007.76*0.047 14,419.15
Playgrounds Kid Play KPY-014-A03-02 17,124.80*0.047 804.30
Kid Play KPY-022-A03-05 24,644.73*0.047 1,157.48
Source: Author’s Compilation
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6.4.5 Yearly cost for O&M procedures
Yearly cost for O&M procedures is represented as:
= − ( ) (Eq. 4.12)
Where:
G = Increment amount
i = Interest rate p.a (%) is 4.7%
n = number of years
There is not much knowledge available regarding the future maintenance cost
of the assets. It is important to realize that there is a cumulative effect when more
than one change is made to the building operation and maintenance. The analysis of
the OMR procedures for each building components in the Chempaka HRRPD
building is stated in Table 6.6.
Table 6.6. Calculation of OMR procedures for every building component in
Chempaka HRRPD building
Type Calculation (RM) Result (RM)
Wall Painting Colourland
A= (153.95/0.047)-(39*(153.95/0.047))[0.047/1.047)39-
1]
A=2,736.00
Therefore, the uniform series equivalent annual cost for
the next 39 years is;
Initial O&M Cost + A = 1,731.56 + 2,736.00
4,467.56
JOTUN
A= (201.53/0.047)-(39*(201.53/0.047))[0.047/1.047)39-
1]
A=3,581.50
Therefore, the uniform series equivalent annual cost for
the next 39 years is;
Initial O&M Cost + A = 2,266.66 + 3,581.50
5,848.16
NIPPON PAINT
A= (236.06/0.047)-(39*(236.060.047))[0.056/1.047)39-
1]
A=4,195.20
Therefore, the uniform series equivalent annual cost for
the next 39 years is;
Initial O&M Cost + A = 2,655.06 + 4,195.20
6,850.26
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Roof Painting Colourland
A= (178.66/0.047)-(39*(178.66/0.047))[0.047/1.047)39-
1]
A=3,175.20
Therefore, the uniform series equivalent annual cost for
the next 39 years is;
Initial O&M Cost + A = 2,009.52 + 3,175.20
5,184.72
JOTUN
A= (206.62/0.047)-(39*(206.62/0.047))[0.047/1.047)39-
1]
A=3,672.00
Therefore, the uniform series equivalent annual cost for
the next 39 years is;
Initial O&M Cost + A = 2,323.94 + 3,672.00
5,995.94
KCC Paint
A= (196.08/0.047)-(39*(196.08//0.047))[0.047/1.047)39-
1]
A=3,484.80
Therefore, the uniform series equivalent annual cost for
the next 39 years is;
Initial O&M Cost + A = 2,205.46 + 3,484.80
5,690.26
Interior Finishes A= (27,317.87/0.047)-
(39*(27,317.87/0.047))[0.047/1.047)39 -1]
A=485,491.20
Therefore, the uniform series equivalent annual cost for
the next 39 years is;
Initial O&M Cost + A = 307,257.80 + 485,491.20
792,749.00
Floor Covering Cement Render
A= (25,378.01/0.047)-
(39*(25,378.01/0.047))[0.047/1.047)39 -1]
A=451,016.16
Therefore, the uniform series equivalent annual cost for
the next 39 years is;
Initial O&M Cost + A = 285,439.23 + 451,016.16
736,455.39
Homogeneous Tiles
A= (257,332.99/0.056)-(39*(257,332.99/0.056)) [0.047/
1.047)39 - 1]
A=4,573,303.86
Therefore, the uniform series equivalent annual cost for
the next 39 years is;
Initial O&M Cost + A = 2,894,353.74 + 4,573,303.86
7,467,657.60
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Ceramic Tiles
A= (209,066.44/0.047)-(39*(209,066.44/0.047))[0.047/
1.047)39-1]
A=3,715,514.08
Therefore, the uniform series equivalent annual cost for
the next 39 years is;
Initial O&M Cost + A = 2,351,475.52 + 3,715,514.08
6,066,989.60
Parquet Flooring
A= (244,317.70/0.047)-(39*(244,317.70/0.047))[0.047/
1.047)39-1]
A=4,341,997.00
Therefore, the uniform series equivalent annual cost for
the next 39 years is;
Initial O&M Cost + A = 2,747,964.20 + 4,341,997.00
7,089,961.20
Ironmongeries Merbau
A= (33,057.52/0.047)-
(39*(33,057.52/0.047))[0.047/1.047)39 -1]
A=587,496.00
Therefore, the uniform series equivalent annual cost for
the next 39 years is;
Initial O&M Cost + A = 371,814.62 + 587,496.00
959,310.62
Nyatoh
A= (64,843.61/0.047)-
(39*(64,843.61/0.047))[0.047/1.047)39 -1]
A=1,152,396.00
Therefore, the uniform series equivalent annual cost for
the next 39 years is;
Initial O&M Cost + A = 729,328.68 + 1,152,396.00
1,881,724.68
Kayu Rata
A= (81,287.60/0.047)-
(39*(81,287.60/0.047))[0.047/1.047)39 -1]
A=1,444,637.60
Therefore, the uniform series equivalent annual cost for
the next 39 years is;
Initial O&M Cost + A = 914,282.62 + 1,444,637.60
2,358,920.22
Aluminium
A= (59,503.54/0.047)-
(39*(59,503.54/0.047))[0.047/1.047)39 -1]
A=1,057,492.80
Therefore, the uniform series equivalent annual cost for
the next 39 years is;
Initial O&M Cost + A = 6,692,666.32 + 1,057,492.80
1,726,759.12
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Plumbing Option A (Decorative Brick Fence with metal Grille)
A= (60,907.22/0.047)-
(39*(60,907.22/0.047))[0.047/1.047)39 -1]
A=1,082,438.78
Therefore, the uniform series equivalent annual cost for
the next 39 years is;
Initial O&M Cost + A = 685,054.14 + 1,082,438.78
1,767,492.92
Option B (PVC Pipe Grade A+ with brick fence)
A= (24,338.72/0.047)-
(39*(24,338.72/0.047))[0.047/1.047)39 -1]
A=432,545.97
Therefore, the uniform series equivalent annual cost for
the next 39 years is;
Initial O&M Cost + A = 273,749.81 + 432,545.97
706,295.78
Lighting Fluorescent lighting
A= (39,523.72/0.047)-
(39*(39,523.72/0.047))[0.047/1.047)39 -1]
A=702,412.80
Therefore, the uniform series equivalent annual cost for
the next 39 years is;
Initial O&M Cost + A = 444,543.20 + 702,412.80
1,146,956.00
Incandescent
A= (48,314.84/0.047)-
(39*(48,314.84/0.047))[0.047/1.047)39 -1]
A=858,648.00
Therefore, the uniform series equivalent annual cost for
the next 39 years is;
Initial O&M Cost + A = 543,421.37 + 858,648.00
1,402,069.37
HVAC Toshiba
A= (2,131.18/0.047)-
(39*(2,131.18/0.047))[0.047/1.047)39-1]
A=37,875.20
Therefore, the uniform series equivalent annual cost for
the next 39 years is;
Initial O&M Cost + A = 23,970.47 + 37,875.20
61,845.67
York
A= (2,179.62/0.047)-
(39*(2,179.62/0.047))[0.047/1.04747)39-1]
A=38,736.00
Therefore, the uniform series equivalent annual cost for
the next 39 years is;
Initial O&M Cost + A = 24,515.25 + 38,736.00
63,251.25
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Electrical Outlets Panasonic
A= (9,445.01/0.047)-
(39*(9,445.01//0.047))[0.047/1.047)39-1]
A=167,856.00
Therefore, the uniform series equivalent annual cost for
the next 39 years is;
Initial O&M Cost + A = 106,232.75 + 167,856.00
274,088.75
Tenaga National
A= (5,327.95/0.047)-
(39*(5,327.95/0.047))[0.047/1.047)39-1]
A=94,688.00
Therefore, the uniform series equivalent annual cost for
the next 39 years is;
Initial O&M Cost + A = 59,926.17 + 94,688.00
154,614.17
Telecommunicati
ons Facilities
Telekom Komunikasi Malaysia
A= (1,162.46/0.047)-
(39*(1,162.46/0.047))[0.047/1.047)39-1]
A=20,659.20
Therefore, the uniform series equivalent annual cost for
the next 39 years is;
Initial O&M Cost + A = 13,074.80 + 20,659.20
33,734.00
Landscaping Option A (Soft & Hard Landscaping+12Months)
A= (10,687.96/0.047)-
(39*(10,687.96/0.047))[0.047/1.047)39 -1]
A=189,945.60
Therefore, the uniform series equivalent annual cost for
the next 39 years is;
Initial O&M Cost + A = 120,212.82 + 189,945.60
310,158.42
Option B (Soft & Hard Landscaping+24 Months)
A= (17,274.87/0.047)-
(39*(17,274.87/0.047))[0.047/1.047)39 -1]
A=307,007.76
Therefore, the uniform series equivalent annual cost for
the next 39 years is;
Initial O&M Cost + A = 194,299.15 + 307,007.76
501,306.91
Playgrounds Kid Play KPY-014-A03-02
A= (963.59/0.047)-
(39*(963.59/0.047))[0.047/1.04747)39-1]
A=17,124.80
Therefore, the uniform series equivalent annual cost for
the next 39 years is;
Initial O&M Cost + A = 10,837.95+ 17,124.80
27,962.75
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Kid Play KPY-022-A03-05
A= (1,386.72/0.047)-
(39*(1,386.72/0.047))[0.047/1.047)39-1]
A=24,644.73
Therefore, the uniform series equivalent annual cost for
the next 39 years is;
Initial O&M Cost + A = 15,597.16 + 24,644.73
40,241.89
Source: Author’s Compilation
6.4.6 Present Value method
An amount of P today at interests i of annual payments done at the end of each year
for n years represented as:= ( )( ) (Eq. 4.13)
Where:
P = present value
A = an annually recurring uniform cost
i = Interest rate p.a (%) is 4.7%
n = number of time periods (years) over which A recurs.
The example of Present Value for building components of the Chempaka
HRRPD building is shown in Table 6.7.
Table 6.7. Calculation of Present Value for every building component in the
Chempaka HRRPD building
Type Description Calculation (RM) Result (RM)
Wall Painting Colourland 4,467.56*(((1.047)39-1)/
(1.047)39* 0.047) 79,240.08
JOTUN 5,848.16*(((1.047)39-1)/
(1.047)39* 0.047) 103,727.47
NIPPON PAINT 6,850.26*(((1.047)39-1)/
(1.047)39* 0.047) 121,501.46
Roof Painting Colourland 5,184.72*(((1.047)39-1)/
(1.047)39* 0.04747) 91,960.20
JOTUN 5,995.94*(((1.047)39-1)/
(1.047)39* 0.047) 106,348.53
KCC Paint 5,690.26*(((1.047)39-1)/
(1.047)39* 0.047) 100,926.84
Interior Finishes 792,749.00*(((1.047)39-1)/
(1.047)39 *0.047) 14,060,804.79
Floor Covering Cement Render 736,455.39*(((1.047)39-1)/
(1.047)39 *0.047) 13,062,338.07
Homogeneous
Tiles
7,467,657.60*(((1.047)39-1)/
(1.047)39 * 0.047) 132,452,108.03
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Ceramic Tiles 6,066,989.60*(((1.047)39-1)/
(1.047)39* 0.047) 107,608,785.06
Parquet Flooring 7,089,961.20*(((1.047)39-1)/
(1.047)39*0.047) 125,752,994.65
Ironmongeries Merbau 959,310.62*(((1.047)39-1)/
(1.047)39*0.047) 17,015,069.63
Nyatoh 1,881,724.68*(((1.047)39-1)/
(1.047)39*0.047) 33,375,713.51
Kayu Rata 23,58,920.22*(((1.047)39-1)/
(1.047)39*0.047) 41,839,619.94
Aluminium 1,726,759.12*(((1.047)39-1)/
(1.047)39*0.047) 30,627,125.34
Plumbing Option A
(Decorative Brick
Fence with metal
Grille)
1,767,492.92*(((1.047)39-1)/
(1.047)39*0.047) 31,349,611.37
Option B (PVC
Pipe Grade A+
with brick fence)
706,295.78*(((1.047)39-1)/
(1.047)39*0.047) 12,527,404.23
Lighting Fluorescent
lighting
1,146,956.00*(((1.047)39-1)/
(1.047)39*0.047) 20,343,292.04
Incandescent 1,402,069.37*(((1.047)39-1)/
(1.047)39*0.047) 24,868,178.69
HVAC Toshiba 61,845.67*(((1.047)39-1)/
(1.047)39* 0.047) 1,096,942.22
York 63,251.25*(((1.047)39-1)/
(1.047)39* 0.047) 1,121,872.72
Electrical Outlets Panasonic 274,088.75*(((1.047)39-1)/
(1.047)39*0.047) 4,861,448.47
Tenaga National 154,614.17*(((1.047)39-1)/
(1.047)39*0.047) 2,742,355.54
Telecommunications
Facilities
Telekom
Komunikasi
Malaysia
33,734.00*(((1.047)39-1)/
(1.047)39*0.047) 598,332.12
Landscaping Option A (Soft &
Hard
Landscaping+12
Months)
310,158.42*(((1.047)39-1)/
(1.047)39*0.047) 5,501,207.86
Option B (Soft &
Hard
Landscaping+24
Months)
501,306.91*(((1.047)39-1)/
(1.047)39*0.047) 8,891,564.22
Playgrounds Kid Play KPY-014-
A03-02
27,962.75*(((1.047)39-1)/
(1.047)39*0.047) 495,968.76
Kid Play KPY-022-
A03-05
40,241.89*(((1.047)39-1)/
(1.047)39*0.047) 713,761.11
Source: Author’s Compilation
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6.4.7 Total Net Present Worth/ Whole Life Cycle Costing
The whole life cycle costing (WLCC) of the building components can be retrieved
from the formula presented below;
= × ( ) + [ × ( ) ] + ∑ × [( ) +( ) + ( ) + ( ) + ( ) ] (Eq. 4.14)
Where:
EFCj = the HRRPD economic model construction factor for the year of construction.EFCk = the HRRPD economic model construction factor for the year of construction.(ICC)j = the one time initial construction cost in year j(ACC)k = the one time additional construction cost in year kt = the year of cost is incurred
n = the actual service life or period of economic interest
EFMt = the HRRPD economic model operation and maintenance factor for the year t(M)t = the sum of maintenance and repair costs occurring at year t(R)t = the sum of rehabilitation costs occurring at year t(U)t = the annual building service costs occurring at year t(CEPers)t= the annual construction engineering personnel costs occurring at year t(PILT)t = the annual payments in lieu of taxes occurring at year t
Presenting cost data in constant year Malaysian Ringgit allows for the
comparison of expenditures over a specified period. Table 6.8 shows the example
calculation of WLCC of the building components in the Chempaka HRRPD
building. In the meantime, Table 6.9 shows the Annualized WLCC and Table 6.10
shows WLCC based on RM per square foot calculations.
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Table 6.8. Calculation of WLCC for every building component in the Chempaka HRRPD building
Type Description Calculation (RM) Result (RM)
WLCC
Wall Painting Colourland 79,240.08+64,843.20+51,546.60 195,629.88
JOTUN 103,727.47+77,360.40+53,586.53 234,674.40
NIPPON PAINT 121,501.46+74,884.32+59,528.71 255,914.49
Roof Painting Colourland 91,960.20+21,500.64+17,091.77 130,552.61
JOTUN 106,348.53+25,777.44+17,855.69 149,981.66
KCC Paint 100,926.84+22,619.52+17,981.21 141,527.57
Interior Finishes 14,060,804.79+5,753,070.72+4,368,199.06 24,182,074.58
Floor Covering Cement Render 13,062,338.07+4,275,633.20+272,287.39 17,610,258.66
Homogeneous Tiles 132,452,108.03+15,287,901.48+1,224,727.22 148,964,736.74
Ceramic Tiles 107,608,785.06+13,264,385.27+2,115,299.43 122,988,469.75
Parquet Flooring 125,752,994.65+13,535,703.70+4,296,935.08 143,585,633.43
Ironmongeries Merbau 17,015,069.63+6,961,827.60+1,756,858.60 25,733,755.83
Nyatoh 33,375,713.51+10,786,426.56+1,367,407.34 45,529,547.40
Kayu Rata 41,839,619.94+2,947,060.70+1,480,457.19 46,267,137.83
Aluminium 30,627,125.34+2,332,991.81+1,854,593.80 34,814,710.95
Plumbing Option A (Decorative Brick Fence with metal Grille) 31,349,611.37+8,551,266.39+5,923,349.81 45,824,227.57
Option B (PVC Pipe Grade A+ with brick fence) 12,527,404.23+3,196,287.10+2,915,949.63 18,639,640.95
Lighting Fluorescent lighting 20,343,292.04+1,468,869.12+1,167,666.15 22,979,827.31
Incandescent 24,868,178.69+1,268,991.36+1,105,757.82 27,242,927.87
HVAC Toshiba 1,096,942.22+244,811.52+77,715.89 1,419,469.62
York 1,121,872.72+226,605.60+90,492.59 1,438,970.91
Electrical Outlets Panasonic 4,861,448.47+918,043.20+697,053.04 6,476,544.71
Tenaga National 2,742,355.54+604,281.60+418,577.92 3,765,215.06
Telecommunications
Facilities Telekom Komunikasi Malaysia 598,332.12+367,217.28+291,916.54 1,257,465.94
Lifts Nil
Landscaping Option A (Soft & Hard Landscaping+12 Months) 5,501,207.86+562,713.84+537,470.60 6,601,392.30
Option B (Soft & Hard Landscaping+24 Months) 8,891,564.22+917,104.03+836,667.38 10,645,335.64
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Playgrounds Kid Play KPY-014-A03-02 495,968.76+69,575.62+52,827.46 618,371.84
Kid Play KPY-022-A03-05 713,761.11+101,768.24+44,547.20 860,076.54
Source: Author’s Compilation
Table 6.9. Calculation of WLCC Annualized for every building component in the Chempaka HRRPD building
Type Description Calculation (RM)
(WLCC)*(PV for 40 years)*(Replacement Volume)
WLCC
Annualized
Wall Painting Colourland 195,629.88*(0.0559)*(8) 85,264.45
JOTUN 234,674.40*(0.0559)*(5) 63,926.15
NIPPON PAINT 255,914.49*(0.0559)*(8) 111,539.24
Roof Painting Colourland 130,552.61*(0.0559)*(8) 56,900.80
JOTUN 149,981.66*(0.0559)*(5) 40,855.54
KCC Paint 141,527.57*(0.0559)*(8) 61,684.19
Interior Finishes 24,182,074.58*(0.0559)*(7) 8,783,045.30
Floor Covering Cement Render 17,610,258.66*(0.0559)*(1) 639,613.03
Homogeneous Tiles 148,964,736.74*(0.0559559)*(1) 5,902,331.54
Ceramic Tiles 122,988,469.75*(0.0559)*(1) 6,700,500.19
Parquet Flooring 143,585,633.43*(0.0559)*(2) 12,516,237.54
Ironmongeries Merbau 25,733,755.83*(0.0559)*(1) 1,869,324.67
Nyatoh 45,529,547.40*(0.0559559)*(1) 2,204,873.29
Kayu Rata 46,267,137.83*(0.0559)*(3) 6,721,778.42
Aluminium 34,814,710.95*(0.0559)*(8) 15,173,843.71
Plumbing Option A (Decorative Brick Fence with metal Grille) 45,824,227.57*(0.0559)*(5) 12,482,684.19
Option B (PVC Pipe Grade A+ with brick fence) 18,639,640.95*(0.0559)*(20) 20,310,020.59
Lighting Fluorescent lighting 22,979,827.31*(0.0559)*(8) 10,015,660.01
Incandescent 27,242,927.87*(0.0559)*(13) 19,789,523.76
HVAC Toshiba 1,419,469.62*(0.0559)*(2) 123,733.96
York 1,438,970.91*(0.0559)*(2) 156,792.34
Electrical Outlets Panasonic 6,476,544.71*(0.0559)*(7) 2,352,312.06
Tenaga National 3,765,215.06*(0.0559)*(5) 1,025,658.11
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Telecommunications Facilities Telekom Komunikasi Malaysia 1,257,465.94*(0.0559559)*(8) 548,061.18
Lifts Nil
Landscaping Option A (Soft & Hard Landscaping+12 Months) 6,601,392.30*(0.0559)*(39) 14,385,943.79
Option B (Soft & Hard Landscaping+24 Months) 10,645,335.64*(0.0559)*(20) 11,599,310.66
Playgrounds Kid Play KPY-014-A03-02 618,371.84*(0.0559)*(7) 224,595.62
Kid Play KPY-022-A03-05 860,076.54*(0.0559)*(2) 104,127.97
Source: Author’s Compilation
Table 6.10. Calculation of WLCC based on RM per square foot for every building component in the Chempaka HRRPD building
Type Description Calculation (RM)
(WLCC Annualized)/ (Total Unit* Total Area)
WLCC
RM per sqft
Wall Painting Colourland 85,264.45/ (2152*499) 0.08
JOTUN 63,926.15/ (2152*499) 0.06
NIPPON PAINT 111,539.24/ (2152*499) 0.10
Roof Painting Colourland 56,900.80/ (2152*499) 0.05
JOTUN 40,855.54/ (2152*499) 0.04
KCC Paint 61,684.19/ (2152*499) 0.06
Interior Finishes 8,783,045.30/ (2152*499) 8.18
Floor Covering Cement Render 639,613.03/ (2152*499) 0.60
Homogeneous Tiles 5,902,331.54/ (2152*499) 5.50
Ceramic Tiles 6,700,500.19/ (2152*499) 6.24
Parquet Flooring 12,516,237.54/ (2152*499) 11.66
Ironmongeries Merbau 1,869,324.67/ (2152*499) 1.74
Nyatoh 2,204,873.29/ (2152*499) 2.05
Kayu Rata 6,721,778.42/ (2152*499) 6.26
Aluminium 15,173,843.71/ (2152*499) 14.13
Plumbing Option A (Decorative Brick Fence with metal Grille) 12,482,684.19/ (2152*499) 11.62
Option B (PVC Pipe Grade A+ with brick fence) 20,310,020.59/ (2152*499) 18.91
Lighting Fluorescent lighting 10,015,660.01/ (2152*499) 9.33
Incandescent 19,789,523.76/ (2152*499) 18.43
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HVAC Toshiba 123,733.96/ (2152*499) 0.12
York 156,792.34 / (2152*499) 0.15
Electrical Outlets Panasonic 2,352,312.06/ (2152*499) 2.19
Tenaga National 1,025,658.11/ (2152*499) 0.96
Telecommunications Facilities Telekom Komunikasi Malaysia 548,061.18/ (2152*499) 0.51
Lifts Nil
Landscaping Option A (Soft & Hard Landscaping+12 Months) 14,385,943.79/ (2152*499) 13.40
Option B (Soft & Hard Landscaping+24 Months) 11,599,310.66 / (2152*499) 10.80
Playgrounds Kid Play KPY-014-A03-02 224,595.62/ (2152*499) 0.21
Kid Play KPY-022-A03-05 104,127.97/ (2152*499) 0.10
Source: Author’s Compilation
Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 6.1. Correlation between Initial Cost and WLCC for Chempaka HRRPD Building
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Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 6.2. Correlation between Initial Cost and WLCC (Continue)
As a simulation calculation, Figures 6.1 to 6.7 show the differences and
correlation between the initial cost and WLCC of all the building components
alternatives involved in this research based on the Chempaka HRRPD building. The
horizontal Axis for Figure 6.1 to Figure 6.7 represent the building components of the
related HRRPD building.
Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 6.3. Correlation between Initial Cost and WLCC for the Kempas HRRPD
Building
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Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 6.4. Correlation between Initial Cost and WLCC for the Saujana HRRPD
Building
Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 6.5. Correlation between Initial Cost and WLCC for the Wadihana HRRPD
Building
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Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 6.6. Correlation between Initial Cost and WLCC for the Lily HRRPD
Building
Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 6.7. Correlation between Initial Cost and WLCC for the KipArk HRRPD
Building
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As mentioned in Chapter 1, the first hypothesis of this study is that a low
initial capital cost of material components for residential property development could
result in a higher WLCC than the cost benefit of the initial purchase. From these
figures, it can be seen that the lower amount of initial cost will result the higher
number of WLCC at the end of the design life span. These results proved that, the
first hypothesis of this study is true and accurate.
According to the details, the researcher found that the adopted approach of
WLCC is appropriate for implementation in Malaysia’s development culture. The
WLCC indicators found show that it is in line with the current requirements of
calculations that are essential in the decision making process for each building
component, or any related valuation requirements, for a HRRPD building. This is
clearly shown by Table 6.2 to Table 6.10 and Appendix B3. As long as required data
is sufficient, the implementation of WLCC is valid and appropriate. Based on this
result, the researcher agrees that the first objective has been achieved significantly
through the use of identified indicators of WLCC.
The outcome may be influenced by experience levels and a lack of
comparable data for determining the assumptions for certain indicators. However,
from this observation and analysis, such error can be overcome by a simple survey
with the supplier and basic information of current economic movement to ensure that
the given assumptions are appropriate.
Furthermore, Table 6.11 shows the rank of the alternatives that should be
considered during the decision making process based on the Value Diverse of WLCC
and Adjusted Initial Cost per square foot. Table 6.11 only shows the results based on
the Chempaka HRRPD building. An extension from the analysis carried out with the
WLCC indicators can be found in Appendix C1. Table 6.11 reveals the efficiency of
WLCC for the Chempaka HRRPD building components based on their value
diversity between WLCC (RMsqft) with Adjusted Initial Cost (RMsqft). The
outcome from this analysis statistically proved the second hypothesis. Although the
upfront purchase and installation cost of a particular building component is lower
than the other, at the end of year 40, it is apparent that the higher initial cost of a
particular building component is more cost efficient. Similar results were obtained
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from the same testing that has been performed throughout the six (6) selected
HRRPD buildings. This proves that the researcher achieved the hypothesis two (2)
accordingly.
Table 6.11. Ranking based on Value Diverse
Type Description RANK WLCC
(RMsqft)
Adjusted
Initial Cost
(RMsqft)
Value
Diverse
(RM)
Wall Painting Colourland 2 0.08 0.04 0.04
JOTUN 1 0.06 0.05 0.01
NIPPON PAINT 3 0.10 0.05 0.06
Roof Painting Colourland 2 0.05 0.01 0.04
JOTUN 1 0.04 0.02 0.02
KCC Paint 3 0.06 0.01 0.04
Interior Finishes 8.18 3.77 4.41
Floor Covering Cement Render 2 0.60 2.80 (2.20)
Homogeneous Tiles 1 5.50 10.14 (4.64)
Ceramic Tiles 3 6.24 8.65 (2.41)
Parquet Flooring 4 11.66 8.79 2.87
Ironmongeries Merbau 1 1.74 4.56 (2.82)
Nyatoh 2 2.05 7.15 (5.10)
Kayu Rata 3 6.26 1.92 4.34
Aluminium 4 14.13 1.52 12.62
Plumbing Option A (Decorative
Brick Fence with
metal Grille)
1 11.62 5.60 6.02
Option B (PVC Pipe
Grade A+ with brick
fence)
2 18.91 2.12 16.79
Lighting Fluorescent lighting 1 9.33 0.96 8.36
Incandescent 2 18.43 0.84 17.59
HVAC Toshiba 1 0.12 0.16 - 0.05
York 2 0.15 0.15 0.00
Electrical Outlets Panasonic 2 2.19 0.60 1.59
Tenaga National 1 0.96 0.40 0.55
Telecommunications
Facilities
Telekom Komunikasi
Malaysia 0.51 0.24 0.27
Lifts Nil
Landscaping Option A (Soft &
Hard
Landscaping+12Mont
hs)
2 13.40 0.37 13.03
Option B (Soft &
Hard Landscaping+24
Months)
1 10.80 0.61 10.19
Playgrounds Kid Play KPY-014-
A03-02 2 0.21 0.05 0.16
Kid Play KPY-022-
A03-05 1 0.10 0.07 0.03
Source: Author’s Compilation
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From the analysis, it shows that OMR Cost and WLCC Annualised are in
negative correlation, which means that the lower the OMR cost, the higher the
WLCC Annualised at the year 40. These results can be seen in Figure 6.8 and Figure
6.9.
Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 6.8. Correlation between OMR Costs and WLCC Annualised
Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 6.9. Correlation between OMR Costs and WLCC Annualised (Continue)
In order to enhance the significance of the results in addressing the first
hypothesis, Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show that the OMR Cost and WLCC Annualised was
in negative correlation. This occurred because of the low initial capital cost of
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building components for residential property development but result in a higher
WLCC than the cost benefit of the initial purchase.
No correlation was found between Service Life values and Values, WLCC
and Initial Cost in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11. A low service life value means more
frequent replacements but does not means higher values for whole life cycle costing
and maintenance costs. This situation shows that the appropriate assumption are
definitely important to ensure the decision to be made is correct and valuable at the
end of the service life. Inappropriate assumption and insufficient comparable data
will result in a disastrous financial allocation. However, based on the indicators and
capability of this approach, WLCC can overcome this uncertainty and help the
decision maker (for example, the property manager) to reduce the loss as much as
possible and may direct that no loss unless the profits from the decision that has been
made.
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Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 6.10. Correlation between Service Life, OMR and WLCC
Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 6.11. Correlation between Service Life, OMR and WLCC (Continue)
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6.5 Statistical Analysis Approaches
The statistical analyses used in this study are descriptive analysis, regression
analysis, correlation analysis and t-test analysis. These analyses focus on the
information gathered in relation to how it was gathered, where and by whom. It is
typically distinguished from inferential statistics.
6.5.1. Correlation Analysis
Table 6.12 shows the result of correlation analysis between 6 factors which are
related to the descriptive analysis and should be considered during the decision
making process. These are the six factors that need to be considered in validating the
WLCC and decision making process. Based on correlation analysis, when searching
for potential inputs, a high inverse correlation can be just as useful as a high normal
correlation. When an input field has a high inverse correlation to the output field, the
output field will typically go in the opposite direction as the input field, rather than in
the same direction.
Table 6.12 shows that the correlation is almost perfect. This is also true for
the other domain as mentioned at Appendix C2. Cohen (1969) suggested that a
correlation of 0.5 is large, 0.3 is moderate, and 0.1 is small. Most of the data are valid
and above 0.3, with some of them between 0.1 and 0.3. These shows that most of
them demonstrate a moderate to strong relationship and these conditions demonstrate
that it is important to work out on accurate prediction for every decision to be made.
These results revealed that WLCC is valid and is a good alternative approach
to be used during the decision making process, especially in HRRPD building
particularly in selecting the building components, either at the initial construction
stage, operation and maintenance stage, or at the rehabilitation stage.
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Table 6.12 Correlation Analysis between 6 factors
Legends: 1- Uniform Cost Annual Cost, 2- Present Worth, 3- WLCC, 4- WLCC
Annualised,5- WLCC RMsqft, 6- Adjusted Initial Cost RMsqft
Source: Author’s Compilation
6.5.2. T-test: Two-Sample Analysis
Meanwhile, Table 6.13 shows the analysis of t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal
Variances between Uniform Cost Annual Cost and WLCC Annualised and Table
6.14 shows the analysis of t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances between
WLCC per square foot and Adjusted Initial Cost per square foot of the Chempaka
HRRPD Building. Basically, to evaluate this t-test, if the test statistic < critical value,
the null hypothesis should be accepted, meanwhile, if the test statistic > critical
value the null hypothesis should be rejected. The number of observations is based on
the number of building component alternatives available at the particular HRRPD
building. The number of building component alternatives available may differ from
one HRRPD building to another.
The t-test value will be positive if the first mean is larger than the second, and
negative if it is smaller. This t-test was conducted to estimate whether there is a
statistically significant difference between the mean of a failed and that of a
successful use of the WLCC approach across the indicators and variables of interest.
This statistical approach was conducted to test the hypotheses developed as outlined
earlier.
Uniform Cost
Annual Cost
Present
Worth
WLCC WLCC
Annualised
WLCC
RMsqft
Adjusted Initial
Cost RMsqft
1 1.0000
2 1.0000 1.0000
3 0.9975 0.9975 1.0000
4 0.3224 0.3224 0.3338 1.0000
5 0.3224 0.3224 0.3338 1.0000 1.0000
6 0.8932 0.8932 0.9204 0.2513 0.2513 1.0000
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Table 6.13. T-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances between Uniform Cost
Annual Cost and WLCC Annualised for Chempaka HRRPD Building
UNIFORM COST ANNUAL COST WLCC ANNUALISED
Mean 1271592.222 5501790.796
Variance 4.4114E+12 4.29239E+13
Observations 28 28
Pooled Variance 2.36676E+13
Hypothesized Mean
Difference
0
df 54
t Stat -3.253473032
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.000984494
t Critical one-tail 1.673564907
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.001968987
t Critical two-tail 2.004879275
Source: Author’s Compilation
Table 6.14. T-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances between WLCC per
square foot and Adjusted Initial Cost per square foot for Chempaka HRRPD
Building
WLCC RMsqft ADJUSTED INITIAL COST RMsqft
Mean 5.123435343 2.201890814
Variance 37.2231855 9.547491574
Observations 28 28
Pooled Variance 23.38533854
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0
df 54
t Stat 2.260500968
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.013922093
t Critical one-tail 1.673564907
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.027844186
t Critical two-tail 2.004879275
Source: Author’s Compilation
Based on the overall analyses that have been examined, the t-test results from
all six (6) selected HRRPD buildings including those illustrated in Appendix C3
revealed that the t statistic < t critical for the comparison between Uniform Cost
Annual Cost and WLCC Annualised. This test gave the same results for the other
building components from the other five (5) HRRPD building as illustrated in
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Appendix C3. Because of that, the researcher accepts the null hypothesis that the
means are the same and that a low initial capital cost of building components for
residential property development could result in a higher WLCC than the cost benefit
of the initial purchase.
All the comparisons done in this test using the same mean tensile strength at a
95% confidence level. Meanwhile, based on overall testing between WLCC RMsqft
and Adjusted Initial Cost RMsqft, the results show that the test statistic > critical
value. This is because the Adjusted Initial Cost RMsqft is involved in WLCC itself.
So, the researcher decided that the comparison between WLCC RMsqft and Adjusted
Initial Cost RMsqft cannot be used to support the hypothesis and should be ignored
because the first test is sufficient for validation of the hypothesis.
.
6.5.3. Descriptive Analysis
This descriptive analysis included calculation of means, standard deviations, and
extreme value of variables.
Table 6.15a to Table 6.15d show the results of the Descriptive Analysis of the
Chempaka HRRPD building components which are one of the selected HRRPD
buildings for this research. The other details of the other selected HRRPD buildings
and their building components can be found at Appendix C4. The analysis intended
to describe and summarise the main features of the data. The descriptive data
analysis is useful for discerning the patterns or relationships which are not apparent
in raw data (Hussey & Hussey, 1997).
Instead of analysis above, as discussed earlier, sensitive analysis will be
conducted to show the sensitivity of the components with the budget allocation. After
conducting the sensitivity analysis at the earlier stage of this study, it was shown that
all the selected components were sensitive to the WLCC approach. This situation
exists because of the identification selection that has been done by the researcher at
the first stage of this study. As a result, the researcher decided to pull out the analysis
and focused on the Monte Carlo Simulation break results instead of the sensitivity
analysis.
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This analysis showed the spread of the data, and numerical summaries that
were involved in this research. The researcher used this data as a guide to identify all
the important data such as mean, mode and median. The mean represents a
generalization of the data, and therefore the interpretation of its value must be done
with care. Otherwise, the value can be misleading. In a broader sense, the descriptive
statistics is important approach as tools for interpreting and analysing data.
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Table 6.15a. Descriptive Analysis of Chempaka HRRPD building
Source: Author’s Compilation
Uniform Cost Annual Cost Present Worth WLCC WLCC Annualised WLCC RMsqft Adjusted Initial Cost
Mean 1271592.222 Mean 22553935.82 Mean 27091216.86 Mean 5501790.796 Mean 5.123435343 Mean 2.201890814
Standard Error 396925.6633 Standard Error 7040178.276 Standard Error 7993357.579 Standard Error 1238142.312 Standard Error 1.152995873 Standard Error 0.583936505
Median 405732.6661 Median 7196386.038 Median 8623363.967 Median 2037098.981 Median 1.897008684 Median 0.604744806
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 2100333.188 Standard Deviation 37253121.81 Standard Deviation 42296872.59 Standard Deviation 6551633.289 Standard Deviation 6.101080683 Standard Deviation 3.089901548
Sample Variance 4.4114E+12 Sample Variance 1.3878E+15 Sample Variance 1.78903E+15 Sample Variance 4.29239E+13 Sample Variance 37.2231855 Sample Variance 9.547491574
Kurtosis 4.198570852 Kurtosis 4.198570852 Kurtosis 3.80404426 Kurtosis -0.303306173 Kurtosis -0.303306173 Kurtosis 1.011442436
Skewness 2.24389197 Skewness 2.24389197 Skewness 2.136259948 Skewness 0.964107387 Skewness 0.964107387 Skewness 1.489106312
Range 7463190.044 Range 132372868 Range 148834184.1 Range 20269165.05 Range 18.87526452 Range 10.12591979
Minimum 4467.560394 Minimum 79240.0808 Minimum 130552.6066 Minimum 40855.54381 Minimum 0.038045928 Minimum 0.014080205
Maximum 7467657.605 Maximum 132452108 Maximum 148964736.7 Maximum 20310020.59 Maximum 18.91331044 Maximum 10.14
Sum 35604582.21 Sum 631510202.9 Sum 758554072 Sum 154050142.3 Sum 143.4561896 Sum 61.65294278
Count 28 Count 28 Count 28 Count 28 Count 28 Count 28
Largest(1) 7467657.605 Largest(1) 132452108 Largest(1) 148964736.7 Largest(1) 20310020.59 Largest(1) 18.91331044 Largest(1) 10.14
Smallest(1) 4467.560394 Smallest(1) 79240.0808 Smallest(1) 130552.6066 Smallest(1) 40855.54381 Smallest(1) 0.038045928 Smallest(1) 0.014080205
Confidence Level(95.0%) 814424.1795 Confidence Level(95.0%) 14445252.46 Confidence Level(95.0%) 16401014.82 Confidence Level(95.0%) 2540458.15 Confidence Level(95.0%) 2.365752089 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1.198138727
Mean 5721.99344 Mean 101489.6683 Mean 228739.5896 Mean 86909.94751 Mean 0.080933193 Mean 0.047536212
Standard Error 690.7127017 Standard Error 12251.01072 Standard Error 17653.84694 Standard Error 13769.31832 Standard Error 0.012822409 Standard Error 0.002634934
Median 5848.160655 Median 103727.4669 Median 234674.3989 Median 85264.45183 Median 0.079400857 Median 0.048833727
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 1196.349493 Standard Deviation 21219.37302 Standard Deviation 30577.35986 Standard Deviation 23849.15891 Standard Deviation 0.022209064 Standard Deviation 0.00456384
Sample Variance 1431252.109 Sample Variance 450261791.2 Sample Variance 934974935.8 Sample Variance 568782380.8 Sample Variance 0.000493243 Sample Variance 2.08286E-05
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness -0.469292639 Skewness -0.469292639 Skewness -0.840509486 Skewness 0.309003801 Skewness 0.309003801 Skewness -1.175955621
Range 2382.698877 Range 42261.37643 Range 60284.60715 Range 47613.09227 Range 0.044338763 Range 0.00884669
Minimum 4467.560394 Minimum 79240.0808 Minimum 195629.8814 Minimum 63926.14921 Minimum 0.059529979 Minimum 0.04246411
Maximum 6850.259271 Maximum 121501.4572 Maximum 255914.4885 Maximum 111539.2415 Maximum 0.103868743 Maximum 0.0513108
Sum 17165.98032 Sum 304469.0049 Sum 686218.7688 Sum 260729.8425 Sum 0.242799579 Sum 0.142608637
Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3
Largest(1) 6850.259271 Largest(1) 121501.4572 Largest(1) 255914.4885 Largest(1) 111539.2415 Largest(1) 0.103868743 Largest(1) 0.0513108
Smallest(1) 4467.560394 Smallest(1) 79240.0808 Smallest(1) 195629.8814 Smallest(1) 63926.14921 Smallest(1) 0.059529979 Smallest(1) 0.04246411
Confidence Level(95.0%) 2971.896891 Confidence Level(95.0%) 52711.84473 Confidence Level(95.0%) 75958.37274 Confidence Level(95.0%) 59244.59505 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.055170373 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.011337208
Mean 5623.639619 Mean 99745.18943 Mean 140687.2807 Mean 53146.84423 Mean 0.049491962 Mean 0.015309429
Standard Error 236.5348661 Standard Error 4195.363969 Standard Error 5624.400069 Standard Error 6298.869199 Standard Error 0.005865699 Standard Error 0.000914694
Median 5690.261134 Median 100926.8398 Median 141527.5723 Median 56900.79837 Median 0.052987758 Median 0.014750691
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 409.6904059 Standard Deviation 7266.58355 Standard Deviation 9741.746681 Standard Deviation 10909.96148 Standard Deviation 0.010159689 Standard Deviation 0.001584296
Sample Variance 167846.2287 Sample Variance 52803236.49 Sample Variance 94901628.4 Sample Variance 119027259.6 Sample Variance 0.000103219 Sample Variance 2.51E-06
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness -0.712413965 Skewness -0.712413965 Skewness -0.385267493 Skewness -1.365062559 Skewness -1.365062559 Skewness 1.389636139
Range 811.2149137 Range 14388.33046 Range 19429.05669 Range 20828.6467 Range 0.019396271 Range 0.003017187
Minimum 5184.721405 Minimum 91960.19903 Minimum 130552.6066 Minimum 40855.54381 Minimum 0.038045928 Minimum 0.014080205
Maximum 5995.936318 Maximum 106348.5295 Maximum 149981.6633 Maximum 61684.19051 Maximum 0.057442199 Maximum 0.017097392
Sum 16870.91886 Sum 299235.5683 Sum 422061.8422 Sum 159440.5327 Sum 0.148475886 Sum 0.045928288
Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3
Largest(1) 5995.936318 Largest(1) 106348.5295 Largest(1) 149981.6633 Largest(1) 61684.19051 Largest(1) 0.057442199 Largest(1) 0.017097392
Smallest(1) 5184.721405 Smallest(1) 91960.19903 Smallest(1) 130552.6066 Smallest(1) 40855.54381 Smallest(1) 0.038045928 Smallest(1) 0.014080205
Confidence Level(95.0%) 1017.727387 Confidence Level(95.0%) 18051.19423 Confidence Level(95.0%) 24199.84031 Confidence Level(95.0%) 27101.84675 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.025238066 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.003935611
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Table 6.15b. Descriptive Analysis of Chempaka HRRPD building (continue)
Source: Author’s Compilation
Mean 792748.9974 Mean 14060804.79 Mean 24182074.58 Mean 8783045.302 Mean 8.179039587 Mean 3.76753507
Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0
Median 792748.9974 Median 14060804.79 Median 24182074.58 Median 8783045.302 Median 8.179039587 Median 3.76753507
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0!
Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0!
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0
Minimum 792748.9974 Minimum 14060804.79 Minimum 24182074.58 Minimum 8783045.302 Minimum 8.179039587 Minimum 3.76753507
Maximum 792748.9974 Maximum 14060804.79 Maximum 24182074.58 Maximum 8783045.302 Maximum 8.179039587 Maximum 3.76753507
Sum 792748.9974 Sum 14060804.79 Sum 24182074.58 Sum 8783045.302 Sum 8.179039587 Sum 3.76753507
Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1
Largest(1) 792748.9974 Largest(1) 14060804.79 Largest(1) 24182074.58 Largest(1) 8783045.302 Largest(1) 8.179039587 Largest(1) 3.76753507
Smallest(1) 792748.9974 Smallest(1) 14060804.79 Smallest(1) 24182074.58 Smallest(1) 8783045.302 Smallest(1) 8.179039587 Smallest(1) 3.76753507
Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM!
Mean 5340265.948 Mean 94719056.45 Mean 108287274.6 Mean 6439670.574 Mean 5.996817589 Mean 7.595
Standard Error 1562861.364 Standard Error 27720108.92 Standard Error 30739600.44 Standard Error 2431085.13 Standard Error 2.263900599 Standard Error 1.633250848
Median 6578475.4 Median 116680889.9 Median 133287051.6 Median 6301415.866 Median 5.868070589 Median 8.72
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 3125722.727 Standard Deviation 55440217.84 Standard Deviation 61479200.88 Standard Deviation 4862170.26 Standard Deviation 4.527801197 Standard Deviation 3.266501697
Sample Variance 9.77014E+12 Sample Variance 3.07362E+15 Sample Variance 3.77969E+15 Sample Variance 2.36407E+13 Sample Variance 20.50098368 Sample Variance 10.67003333
Kurtosis 3.239536478 Kurtosis 3.239536478 Kurtosis 3.286422191 Kurtosis 1.38215424 Kurtosis 1.38215424 Kurtosis 3.301789067
Skewness -1.794650179 Skewness -1.794650179 Skewness -1.810628307 Skewness 0.168892186 Skewness 0.168892186 Skewness -1.738352924
Range 6731202.219 Range 119389770 Range 131354478.1 Range 11876624.51 Range 11.05987487 Range 7.34
Minimum 736455.3851 Minimum 13062338.07 Minimum 17610258.66 Minimum 639613.0285 Minimum 0.595627154 Minimum 2.8
Maximum 7467657.605 Maximum 132452108 Maximum 148964736.7 Maximum 12516237.54 Maximum 11.65550202 Maximum 10.14
Sum 21361063.79 Sum 378876225.8 Sum 433149098.6 Sum 25758682.3 Sum 23.98727036 Sum 30.38
Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4
Largest(1) 7467657.605 Largest(1) 132452108 Largest(1) 148964736.7 Largest(1) 12516237.54 Largest(1) 11.65550202 Largest(1) 10.14
Smallest(1) 736455.3851 Smallest(1) 13062338.07 Smallest(1) 17610258.66 Smallest(1) 639613.0285 Smallest(1) 0.595627154 Smallest(1) 2.8
Confidence Level(95.0%) 4973722.372 Confidence Level(95.0%) 88217758.2 Confidence Level(95.0%) 97827127.83 Confidence Level(95.0%) 7736797.889 Confidence Level(95.0%) 7.204742095 Confidence Level(95.0%) 5.197733127
Mean 1731678.661 Mean 30714382.1 Mean 38086288 Mean 6492455.022 Mean 6.045972076 Mean 3.78757515
Standard Error 290476.9602 Standard Error 5152122.359 Standard Error 4878666.844 Standard Error 3098061.088 Standard Error 2.885008947 Standard Error 1.309439704
Median 1804241.9 Median 32001419.42 Median 40172129.18 Median 4463325.855 Median 4.156385126 Median 3.240480962
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 580953.9205 Standard Deviation 10304244.72 Standard Deviation 9757333.687 Standard Deviation 6196122.175 Standard Deviation 5.770017894 Standard Deviation 2.618879407
Sample Variance 3.37507E+11 Sample Variance 1.06177E+14 Sample Variance 9.52056E+13 Sample Variance 3.83919E+13 Sample Variance 33.2931065 Sample Variance 6.85852935
Kurtosis 1.45814183 Kurtosis 1.45814183 Kurtosis -2.119835455 Kurtosis 1.143019112 Kurtosis 1.143019112 Kurtosis -1.62181597
Skewness -0.716058475 Skewness -0.716058475 Skewness -0.688906345 Skewness 1.33586678 Skewness 1.33586678 Skewness 0.756791722
Range 1399609.6 Range 24824550.31 Range 20533382.01 Range 13304519.03 Range 12.38957379 Range 5.639278557
Minimum 959310.6218 Minimum 17015069.63 Minimum 25733755.83 Minimum 1869324.673 Minimum 1.740772132 Minimum 1.51503006
Maximum 2358920.221 Maximum 41839619.94 Maximum 46267137.83 Maximum 15173843.71 Maximum 14.13034592 Maximum 7.154308617
Sum 6926714.644 Sum 122857528.4 Sum 152345152 Sum 25969820.09 Sum 24.1838883 Sum 15.1503006
Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4
Largest(1) 2358920.221 Largest(1) 41839619.94 Largest(1) 46267137.83 Largest(1) 15173843.71 Largest(1) 14.13034592 Largest(1) 7.154308617
Smallest(1) 959310.6218 Smallest(1) 17015069.63 Smallest(1) 25733755.83 Smallest(1) 1869324.673 Smallest(1) 1.740772132 Smallest(1) 1.51503006
Confidence Level(95.0%) 924427.3287 Confidence Level(95.0%) 16396352.77 Confidence Level(95.0%) 15526095.27 Confidence Level(95.0%) 9859413.061 Confidence Level(95.0%) 9.181386063 Confidence Level(95.0%) 4.167221546
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Table 6.15c. Descriptive Analysis of Chempaka HRRPD building (continue)
Source: Author’s Compilation
Mean 1236894.354 Mean 21938507.8 Mean 32231934.26 Mean 16396352.39 Mean 15.26878328 Mean 3.86
Standard Error 530598.5703 Standard Error 9411103.572 Standard Error 13592293.31 Standard Error 3913668.201 Standard Error 3.644527159 Standard Error 1.74
Median 1236894.354 Median 21938507.8 Median 32231934.26 Median 16396352.39 Median 15.26878328 Median 3.86
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 750379.6943 Standard Deviation 13309310.31 Standard Deviation 19222405.54 Standard Deviation 5534762.649 Standard Deviation 5.154139737 Standard Deviation 2.460731599
Sample Variance 5.6307E+11 Sample Variance 1.77138E+14 Sample Variance 3.69501E+14 Sample Variance 3.06336E+13 Sample Variance 26.56515643 Sample Variance 6.0552
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 1061197.141 Range 18822207.14 Range 27184586.62 Range 7827336.402 Range 7.289054319 Range 3.48
Minimum 706295.7836 Minimum 12527404.23 Minimum 18639640.95 Minimum 12482684.19 Minimum 11.62425612 Minimum 2.12
Maximum 1767492.924 Maximum 31349611.37 Maximum 45824227.57 Maximum 20310020.59 Maximum 18.91331044 Maximum 5.6
Sum 2473788.708 Sum 43877015.59 Sum 64463868.52 Sum 32792704.78 Sum 30.53756657 Sum 7.72
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 1767492.924 Largest(1) 31349611.37 Largest(1) 45824227.57 Largest(1) 20310020.59 Largest(1) 18.91331044 Largest(1) 5.6
Smallest(1) 706295.7836 Smallest(1) 12527404.23 Smallest(1) 18639640.95 Smallest(1) 12482684.19 Smallest(1) 11.62425612 Smallest(1) 2.12
Confidence Level(95.0%) 6741894.066 Confidence Level(95.0%) 119579408.8 Confidence Level(95.0%) 172706461.6 Confidence Level(95.0%) 49727869.42 Confidence Level(95.0%) 46.30810825 Confidence Level(95.0%) 22.10879624
Mean 1274512.683 Mean 22605735.37 Mean 25111377.59 Mean 14902591.88 Mean 13.87774795 Mean 0.901803607
Standard Error 127556.6871 Standard Error 2262443.325 Standard Error 2131550.278 Standard Error 4886931.875 Standard Error 4.550859968 Standard Error 0.06012024
Median 1274512.683 Median 22605735.37 Median 25111377.59 Median 14902591.88 Median 13.87774795 Median 0.901803607
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 180392.3968 Standard Deviation 3199578.034 Standard Deviation 3014467.313 Standard Deviation 6911165.336 Standard Deviation 6.435887887 Standard Deviation 0.085022859
Sample Variance 32541416837 Sample Variance 1.02373E+13 Sample Variance 9.08701E+12 Sample Variance 4.77642E+13 Sample Variance 41.4206529 Sample Variance 0.007228887
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 255113.3742 Range 4524886.649 Range 4263100.557 Range 9773863.75 Range 9.101719936 Range 0.120240481
Minimum 1146955.996 Minimum 20343292.04 Minimum 22979827.31 Minimum 10015660.01 Minimum 9.326887983 Minimum 0.841683367
Maximum 1402069.37 Maximum 24868178.69 Maximum 27242927.87 Maximum 19789523.76 Maximum 18.42860792 Maximum 0.961923848
Sum 2549025.367 Sum 45211470.73 Sum 50222755.19 Sum 29805183.76 Sum 27.7554959 Sum 1.803607214
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 1402069.37 Largest(1) 24868178.69 Largest(1) 27242927.87 Largest(1) 19789523.76 Largest(1) 18.42860792 Largest(1) 0.961923848
Smallest(1) 1146955.996 Smallest(1) 20343292.04 Smallest(1) 22979827.31 Smallest(1) 10015660.01 Smallest(1) 9.326887983 Smallest(1) 0.841683367
Confidence Level(95.0%) 1620761.381 Confidence Level(95.0%) 28747068.08 Confidence Level(95.0%) 27083914.24 Confidence Level(95.0%) 62094356.93 Confidence Level(95.0%) 57.82415847 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.763900084
Mean 62548.45813 Mean 1109407.47 Mean 1429220.267 Mean 140263.1488 Mean 0.130617321 Mean 0.155310621
Standard Error 702.7916643 Standard Error 12465.25248 Standard Error 9750.642548 Standard Error 16529.18899 Standard Error 0.015392485 Standard Error 0.00501002
Median 62548.45813 Median 1109407.47 Median 1429220.267 Median 140263.1488 Median 0.130617321 Median 0.155310621
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 993.8975032 Standard Deviation 17628.52911 Standard Deviation 13789.49093 Standard Deviation 23375.80325 Standard Deviation 0.021768261 Standard Deviation 0.007085238
Sample Variance 987832.2469 Sample Variance 310765038.6 Sample Variance 190150060.2 Sample Variance 546428177.7 Sample Variance 0.000473857 Sample Variance 5.02006E-05
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 1405.583329 Range 24930.50495 Range 19501.2851 Range 33058.37799 Range 0.03078497 Range 0.01002004
Minimum 61845.66646 Minimum 1096942.218 Minimum 1419469.624 Minimum 123733.9598 Minimum 0.115224836 Minimum 0.150300601
Maximum 63251.24979 Maximum 1121872.723 Maximum 1438970.909 Maximum 156792.3378 Maximum 0.146009806 Maximum 0.160320641
Sum 125096.9163 Sum 2218814.941 Sum 2858440.533 Sum 280526.2976 Sum 0.261234642 Sum 0.310621242
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 63251.24979 Largest(1) 1121872.723 Largest(1) 1438970.909 Largest(1) 156792.3378 Largest(1) 0.146009806 Largest(1) 0.160320641
Smallest(1) 61845.66646 Smallest(1) 1096942.218 Smallest(1) 1419469.624 Smallest(1) 123733.9598 Smallest(1) 0.115224836 Smallest(1) 0.150300601
Confidence Level(95.0%) 8929.814772 Confidence Level(95.0%) 158386.05 Confidence Level(95.0%) 123893.6605 Confidence Level(95.0%) 210023.2595 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.195580063 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.06365834
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Table 6.15d. Descriptive Analysis of Chempaka HRRPD building (continue)
Source: Author’s Compilation
Mean 214351.4576 Mean 3801902.005 Mean 5120879.886 Mean 1688985.082 Mean 1.572834407 Mean 0.501002004
Standard Error 59737.29147 Standard Error 1059546.461 Standard Error 1355664.822 Standard Error 663326.974 Standard Error 0.617710303 Standard Error 0.100200401
Median 214351.4576 Median 3801902.005 Median 5120879.886 Median 1688985.082 Median 1.572834407 Median 0.501002004
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 84481.28777 Standard Deviation 1498424.974 Standard Deviation 1917199.577 Standard Deviation 938086.0029 Standard Deviation 0.873574289 Standard Deviation 0.141704766
Sample Variance 7137087984 Sample Variance 2.24528E+12 Sample Variance 3.67565E+12 Sample Variance 8.80005E+11 Sample Variance 0.763132038 Sample Variance 0.020080241
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 119474.5829 Range 2119092.921 Range 2711329.643 Range 1326653.948 Range 1.235420607 Range 0.200400802
Minimum 154614.1662 Minimum 2742355.545 Minimum 3765215.065 Minimum 1025658.108 Minimum 0.955124103 Minimum 0.400801603
Maximum 274088.7491 Maximum 4861448.466 Maximum 6476544.708 Maximum 2352312.056 Maximum 2.19054471 Maximum 0.601202405
Sum 428702.9152 Sum 7603804.011 Sum 10241759.77 Sum 3377970.164 Sum 3.145668814 Sum 1.002004008
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 274088.7491 Largest(1) 4861448.466 Largest(1) 6476544.708 Largest(1) 2352312.056 Largest(1) 2.19054471 Largest(1) 0.601202405
Smallest(1) 154614.1662 Smallest(1) 2742355.545 Smallest(1) 3765215.065 Smallest(1) 1025658.108 Smallest(1) 0.955124103 Smallest(1) 0.400801603
Confidence Level(95.0%) 759034.2557 Confidence Level(95.0%) 13462814.25 Confidence Level(95.0%) 17225354.77 Confidence Level(95.0%) 8428368.337 Confidence Level(95.0%) 7.848753582 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1.273166807
Mean 33733.99989 Mean 598332.1189 Mean 1257465.937 Mean 548061.1809 Mean 0.510371282 Mean 0.240480962
Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0
Median 33733.99989 Median 598332.1189 Median 1257465.937 Median 548061.1809 Median 0.510371282 Median 0.240480962
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0!
Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0!
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0
Minimum 33733.99989 Minimum 598332.1189 Minimum 1257465.937 Minimum 548061.1809 Minimum 0.510371282 Minimum 0.240480962
Maximum 33733.99989 Maximum 598332.1189 Maximum 1257465.937 Maximum 548061.1809 Maximum 0.510371282 Maximum 0.240480962
Sum 33733.99989 Sum 598332.1189 Sum 1257465.937 Sum 548061.1809 Sum 0.510371282 Sum 0.240480962
Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1
Largest(1) 33733.99989 Largest(1) 598332.1189 Largest(1) 1257465.937 Largest(1) 548061.1809 Largest(1) 0.510371282 Largest(1) 0.240480962
Smallest(1) 33733.99989 Smallest(1) 598332.1189 Smallest(1) 1257465.937 Smallest(1) 548061.1809 Smallest(1) 0.510371282 Smallest(1) 0.240480962
Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM!
Mean 405732.6661 Mean 7196386.038 Mean 8623363.967 Mean 12992627.23 Mean 12.09913063 Mean 0.488396868
Standard Error 95574.24519 Standard Error 1695178.183 Standard Error 2021971.67 Standard Error 1393316.565 Standard Error 1.297498869 Standard Error 0.119890338
Median 405732.6661 Median 7196386.038 Median 8623363.967 Median 12992627.23 Median 12.09913063 Median 0.488396868
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 135162.3938 Standard Deviation 2397343.977 Standard Deviation 2859499.758 Standard Deviation 1970447.183 Standard Deviation 1.834940497 Standard Deviation 0.169550542
Sample Variance 18268872686 Sample Variance 5.74726E+12 Sample Variance 8.17674E+12 Sample Variance 3.88266E+12 Sample Variance 3.367006628 Sample Variance 0.028747386
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 191148.4904 Range 3390356.366 Range 4043943.339 Range 2786633.13 Range 2.594997737 Range 0.239780677
Minimum 310158.4209 Minimum 5501207.855 Minimum 6601392.297 Minimum 11599310.66 Minimum 10.80163176 Minimum 0.36850653
Maximum 501306.9113 Maximum 8891564.221 Maximum 10645335.64 Maximum 14385943.79 Maximum 13.3966295 Maximum 0.608287206
Sum 811465.3322 Sum 14392772.08 Sum 17246727.93 Sum 25985254.45 Sum 24.19826126 Sum 0.976793736
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 501306.9113 Largest(1) 8891564.221 Largest(1) 10645335.64 Largest(1) 14385943.79 Largest(1) 13.3966295 Largest(1) 0.608287206
Smallest(1) 310158.4209 Smallest(1) 5501207.855 Smallest(1) 6601392.297 Smallest(1) 11599310.66 Smallest(1) 10.80163176 Smallest(1) 0.36850653
Confidence Level(95.0%) 1214385.927 Confidence Level(95.0%) 21539281.05 Confidence Level(95.0%) 25691586 Confidence Level(95.0%) 17703765.53 Confidence Level(95.0%) 16.48628627 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1.523351184
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Table 6.15e. Descriptive Analysis of Chempaka HRRPD building (continue)
Source: Author’s Compilation
Mean 34102.32052 Mean 604864.9364 Mean 739224.1942 Mean 164361.7943 Mean 0.153058714 Mean 0.056531511
Standard Error 6139.572631 Standard Error 108896.1734 Standard Error 120852.3505 Standard Error 60233.82092 Standard Error 0.056091571 Standard Error 0.010968266
Median 34102.32052 Median 604864.9364 Median 739224.1942 Median 164361.7943 Median 0.153058714 Median 0.056531511
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 8682.666881 Standard Deviation 154002.4453 Standard Deviation 170911.0331 Standard Deviation 85183.48646 Standard Deviation 0.07932546 Standard Deviation 0.01551147
Sample Variance 75388704.17 Sample Variance 23716753160 Sample Variance 29210581224 Sample Variance 7256226365 Sample Variance 0.006292529 Sample Variance 0.000240606
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 12279.14526 Range 217792.3468 Range 241704.7009 Range 120467.6418 Range 0.112183141 Range 0.021936531
Minimum 27962.74789 Minimum 495968.763 Minimum 618371.8438 Minimum 104127.9734 Minimum 0.096967144 Minimum 0.045563245
Maximum 40241.89316 Maximum 713761.1098 Maximum 860076.5447 Maximum 224595.6152 Maximum 0.209150285 Maximum 0.067499777
Sum 68204.64105 Sum 1209729.873 Sum 1478448.388 Sum 328723.5887 Sum 0.306117429 Sum 0.113063022
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 40241.89316 Largest(1) 713761.1098 Largest(1) 860076.5447 Largest(1) 224595.6152 Largest(1) 0.209150285 Largest(1) 0.067499777
Smallest(1) 27962.74789 Smallest(1) 495968.763 Smallest(1) 618371.8438 Smallest(1) 104127.9734 Smallest(1) 0.096967144 Smallest(1) 0.045563245
Confidence Level(95.0%) 78010.66682 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1383657.074 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1535574.708 Confidence Level(95.0%) 765343.2605 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.71271098 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.139365027
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6.5.4 ANOVA (Single Factor)
The Analysis of Variance table is just like any other ANOVA table. The Total Sum
of Squares is the uncertainty that would be present if one had to predict individual
responses without any other information. The best one could do is predicting each
factor to be equal to the overall sample mean. The results of each case study can be
obtained at Appendix C5.
Table 6.16 shows the summary result of 6 factors that have been selected
from the WLCC calculation for the Chempaka HRRPD building. Based on the six
(6) factors, the degrees of freedom between groups from the means is lower
compared to the means within groups. Groups refer to the selected six (6) factors.
Between groups there was only 1.77E+16 variations varied from the mean.
Meanwhile, about 7.49E+16 has been counted of variations varied from the means
for within groups. However, the researcher needs to extend the calculation and
simulation of the WLCC as the current results show that the F value is higher than F
crit, which means these six (6) factors have about 95% chance differs from another
sample or expected value.
Table 6.16. Summary 6 factors- ANOVA (Single Factor) for Chempaka HRRPD
Building
Groups Count Sum Average Variance
Uniform Cost Annual Cost 2.80E+01 3.72E+07 1.33E+06 4.81E+12
Present Worth 2.80E+01 5.83E+08 2.08E+07 1.18E+15
WLCC 2.80E+01 7.06E+08 2.52E+07 1.54E+15
WLCC Annualised 2.80E+01 1.63E+08 5.83E+06 4.82E+13
WLCC RMsqft 2.80E+01 1.52E+02 5.43E+00 4.18E+01
Adjusted Initial Cost RMsqft 2.80E+01 6.17E+01 2.20E+00 9.55E+00
ANOVA
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 1.77E+16 5.00E+00 3.55E+15 7.67E+00 1.71E-06 2.27E+00
Within Groups 7.49E+16 1.62E+02 4.62E+14
Total 9.26E+16 1.67E+02
Source: Author’s Compilation
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6.5.5 Regression Analysis
Regression analysis allows the researcher to model, examine, and explore spatial
relationships, and can help to explain the factors behind observed spatial patterns.
For this research, the regression analysis is also used to predict and support the result
from the WLCC calculation that has been applied.
Table 6.17 shows the regression analysis of Present Worth and WLCC for the
Chempaka HRRPD building. Based on 28 observations that have been examined,
about 96% of the regression is accurate. The numbers of 28 observations were
referring to the total number of building components alternatives available at the
particular HRRPD building. The number may differ based on the particular related
HRRPD building. This condition is based on the percentage given by the Adjusted
R2. The researcher based on the Adjusted R2 because the increases only happened
when the new input variable makes the regression equation more accurate. R2 always
goes up when a new variable is added, whether or not the new input variable
improves the regression equation’s accuracy. With the number of R2 based on the
tested HRRPD buildings, between 0.9957-0.9990, the researcher accepted that the
variance in the observed values of this model is valid and appropriate. This situation
supported the validity of the WLCC calculation that has been done for testing the
WLCC calculation for the Chempaka HRRPD building.
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Table 6.17. Regression of Present Worth and WLCC for Chempaka HRRPD
Building
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.9979
R Square 0.9957
Adjusted R Square 0.9587
Standard Error 3,297,770.4936
Observations 28
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 1 6.85602E+16 6.856E+16 6304.219 1.47E-32
Residual 27 2.93633E+14 1.088E+13
Total 28 6.88538E+16
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value
Intercept 0 #N/A #N/A #N/A
Present Worth 1.151420772 0.014501684 79.399109 1.54E-33
Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
Intercept #N/A #N/A #N/A #N/A
Present Worth 1.121666 1.181175769 1.121666 1.181176
RESIDUAL OUTPUT
Observation Predicted WLCC Residuals Standard Residuals
1 RM         91,238.67 RM     104,391.21 RM  0.03
2 RM 119,433.96 RM     115,240.44 RM  0.04
3 RM       139,899.30 RM     116,015.19 RM  0.04
4 RM       105,884.88 RM      24,667.72 RM  0.01
5 RM       122,451.91 RM      27,529.76 RM  0.01
6 RM       116,209.26 RM      25,318.31 RM  0.01
7 RM 16,189,902.71 RM  7,992,171.87 RM  2.47
8 RM   15,040,247.38 RM  2,570,011.27 RM  0.79
9 RM 152,508,108.46 RM (3,543,371.72) RM(1.09)
10 RM 123,902,990.34 RM   (914,520.59) RM(0.28)
11 RM 144,794,610.16 RM (1,208,976.73) RM(0.37)
12 RM   19,591,504.61 RM  6,142,251.22 RM  1.90
13 RM   38,429,489.80 RM  7,100,057.60 RM  2.19
14 RM   48,175,007.48 RM (1,907,869.65) RM(0.59)
15 RM   35,264,708.29 RM   (449,997.34) RM(0.14)
16 RM   36,096,593.72 RM  9,727,633.85 RM  3.00
17 RM   14,424,313.44 RM 4,215,327.51 RM  1.30
18 RM   23,423,689.02 RM   (443,861.71) RM(0.14)
19 RM   28,633,737.50 RM (1,390,809.63) RM(0.43)
20 RM     1,263,042.06 RM     156,427.57 RM  0.05
21 RM     1,291,747.56 RM     147,223.35 RM  0.05
22 RM     5,597,572.74 RM 878,971.96 RM  0.27
23 RM     3,157,605.14 RM     607,609.93 RM  0.19
24 RM       688,932.03 RM     568,533.91 RM  0.18
25 RM     6,334,204.99 RM     267,187.30 RM  0.08
26 RM   10,237,931.74 RM     407,403.90 RM  0.13
27 RM       571,068.74 RM 47,303.11 RM  0.01
28 RM       821,839.37 RM      38,237.18 RM  0.01
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PROBABILITY OUTPUT
Percentile WLCC
1.79 RM       130,552.61
5.36 RM       141,527.57
8.93 RM       149,981.66
12.50 RM       195,629.88
16.07 RM       234,674.40
19.64 RM 255,914.49
23.21 RM       618,371.84
26.79 RM       860,076.54
30.36 RM     1,257,465.94
33.93 RM     1,419,469.62
37.50 RM     1,438,970.91
41.07 RM     3,765,215.06
44.64 RM     6,476,544.71
48.21 RM     6,601,392.30
51.79 RM   10,645,335.64
55.36 RM   17,610,258.66
58.93 RM   18,639,640.95
62.50 RM   22,979,827.31
66.07 RM   24,182,074.58
69.64 RM   25,733,755.83
73.21 RM   27,242,927.87
76.79 RM   34,814,710.95
80.36 RM   45,529,547.40
83.93 RM   45,824,227.57
87.50 RM 46,267,137.83
91.07 RM 122,988,469.75
94.64 RM 143,585,633.43
98.21 RM 148,964,736.74
Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 6.12 to Figure 6.14 show the result on the scatter plot chart based on
the regression analysis. The residuals are the difference between the Regression’s
predicted value and the actual value of the output variable. The residual plot on
Figure 6.13 shows that the projected plots are more random and most probably
centered around zero. This result shows that the regression equation is more likely
valid for this calculation. The other case studies show the same pattern from this
analysis as well. The results for the other HRRPD building can be found in Appendix
C6.
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Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 6.12. Present Worth vs. WLCC in Line Fit Plot for Chempaka HRRPD
Building
Figure 6.12 represents the situation where the average of the WLCC results is
plotted at average of the Predicted WLCC. This situation shows that the result
achieved from the calculation is statistically significant, appropriate with this study.
The plotted numbers also show that the increments of the projected WLCC and
Predicted WLCC are parallel and increase positively. Similar results have been
obtained from the other five (5) selected HRRPD building through the
implementation of this Present Worth vs. WLCC in a Line Fit Plot.
However, there were increases negatively for the scattered plot between
Present Worth vs. Residual in Residual Plot as in Figure 6.13. The plotted position of
the projected WLCC scattered at the beginning of Present worth Horizontal Axis and
decreasing accordingly for the Residual Value. This is because the value generated
by WLCC is the best value for any decision is to be made during the selection
process for the decision making. Such results have been detected throughout the
selected HRRPD building and can be referred to in Appendix C6.
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Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 6.13. Present Worth vs. Residual in Residual Plot for Chempaka HRRPD
Building
Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 6.14. Sample percentile vs. WLCC in Normal Probability Plot for Chempaka
HRRPD Building
For the Normal Probability Plot in Figure 6.14, the results obtained indicate
that there are significant differences when approaching the rate of 100% total costs.
Average growth of the six (6) selected HRRPD buildings begins at around 1.61 to
1.79% of the total cost. This result can be found in Appendix C6. Such results
demonstrate that when the rising rates is low, it will tend to take a long time to reach
the final cost limit that had been allocated for those particular building components
during the decision making process.
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6.6 General Whole Life Cycle Costing
The WLCC dataset used in the analysis consisted of six (6) HRRPD buildings and 13
building components for each building. The building components were chosen based
on the pilot study that has been done in the earlier stage of this study.  Annual
equivalent costs (WLCC Annualised) were used as the basis for all analyses. This
study examined the annual equivalent WLCC based on the age of the HRRPD
building projected for 40 years. A sample of each type of analysis performed in this
analysis is included in Appendix B3.
A preliminary study of the data showed that ironmongeries (door hardware)
had the highest mean annual equivalent WLCC in almost all of the selected HRRPD
building for this study. This finding was expected as it was noted in the survey and
records evaluation that this building component showed the highest volume of
replacement during the life span of the building since its first day of being occupied.
6.7 Monte Carlo Simulation on WLCC
In the context of this study, the basic goal of running the Monte Carlo Simulation is
to discover, quantitatively, the uncertainty and variability in estimates of risk. The
OptQuest tool has been added to this Monte Carlo Simulation to enhance the
simulation models by automatically searching for and finding optimal solutions of
the final result of the simulation.
This OptQuest selects a value for each decision variable, and runs the Monte
Carlo simulation on the spread sheet. In this case study simulation, only 1000 times
trials were used to obtain the simulation result. The researcher only applied 1000
times trials instead of 10,000 times trials as this tool is being used only to provide
example result of running the simulation with OptQuest and to project the best
solution before decision-making.
As mentioned, this OptQuest is able to better find optimal solutions than is
possible with manual calculations. The WLCC calculation used in this study is based
on the deterministic, so, this is important to run the analysis with this Monte Carlo
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Simulation and tap in to the OptQuest because this tool was using stochastic
approach which allowed more accurate result on the decision to be made. The
overall MCS analysis results can be found in Appendix C7.
Table 6.18 shows the Chempaka Monte Carlo Simulation (OptQuest) Break
Result as an example for this study. OptQuest surpasses the limitations of genetic
algorithm optimizers because it uses multiple, approving search methodologies and
scatter search, to help find the best solutions. While running the solutions, OptQuest
also checks for compliance with the constraints and requirements. Additionally,
OptQuest applies adaptive and neural network technologies to help it learn from past
optimizations so it can achieve better results in less time. The Monte Carlo
Simulation (OptQuest) Break Result of the other selected HRRPD buildings can be
found in Appendix C8.
Table 6.18. Chempaka Monte Carlo Simulation (OptQuest) Break Result.
Type Description Min Mean Max Std. Dev
Wall Painting Colourland 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.01
JOTUN 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.00
NIPPON PAINT 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.01
Roof Painting Colourland 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.00
JOTUN 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.00
KCC Paint 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.00
Interior Finishes 8.77 9.21 9.65 0.62
Floor Covering Cement Render 0.63 0.66 0.70 0.04
Homogeneous Tiles 5.79 6.07 6.36 0.41
Ceramic Tiles 6.57 6.89 7.22 0.46
Parquet Flooring 12.25 12.86 13.47 0.87
Ironmongeries Merbau 1.84 1.93 2.03 0.13
Nyatoh 2.17 2.28 2.39 0.15
Kayu Rata 6.57 6.90 7.23 0.46
Aluminium 14.90 15.64 16.39 1.05
Plumbing Option A (Decorative Brick
Fence with metal Grille)
12.37 12.99 13.61 0.87
Option B (PVC Pipe Grade
A+ with brick fence)
20.28 21.28 22.28 1.42
Lighting Fluorescent lighting 9.83 10.32 10.81 0.70
Incandescent 19.40 20.37 21.34 1.37
HVAC Toshiba 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.01
York 0.17 0.18 0.19 0.01
Electrical Outlets Panasonic 2.33 2.40 2.56 0.13
Tenaga National 1.01 1.06 1.12 0.07
Telecommunications
Facilities
Telekom Komunikasi
Malaysia
0.55 0.58 0.61 0.04
Landscaping Option A (Soft & Hard
Landscaping+12Months)
14.20 14.91 15.62 1.00
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Option B (Soft & Hard
Landscaping+24 Months)
11.44 12.01 12.59 0.81
Playgrounds Kid Play KPY-014-A03-02 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.02
Kid Play KPY-022-A03-05 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.01
Source: Author’s Compilation
The Chempaka OptQuest optimal solutions break results show that most of
the mean was improved and changed about 10% for every WLCC of building
component price. Only two of them improved and changed about 17%. These were:
Wall Painting Jotun and Roof Painting KCC. Meanwhile, three of them improved at
11% and one of them at 12%. Only three building components maintain at the same
price, and approximately three of the building components improved and changed
less than 10% (approximately at 8% and 9%).
Instead of providing the solution on building components prices, the use of
OptQuest provided the estimated range for the price that should be considered
through the normal distribution curve. These results can be retrieved in Appendix
C9. These results guided the researcher to make sure that the building components
should only be considered if the price located in the stated price of Normal
Distribution from the OptQuest optimal solution break.
6.8 Quality Dimension and Factors analysis
Quality data were elicited through the use of two questionnaires. The results of two
questionnaires are presented in this subchapter.  The determination of the quality
dimensions weightings factors is presented first, followed by the findings of the
residents and property managers’ quality perception surveys.
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6.9 Quality Dimension Questionnaire
The aim of this part was to obtain data which could be used to determine the general
weighting factors for the quality proportion equations as mentioned in the previous
chapter in Eq. 5.11. A total of 500 surveys were distributed to the selected HRRPD
building in Johor Bahru, and 215 surveys were completed and returned which gave
an overall response rate of 43%.
Completed surveys returned were sufficient and excellent for analysis. The
respondents were selected from generalist or random residents of the selected
HRRPD building and not by expertise in each field. Consequently, the majority of
the respondents did not have expertise in any of the HRRPD building types except as
a resident of that building. For the future purposed of this study, if research is
attempted in this area, respondents should be randomly selected based on expertise to
gather more accurate result of the study.
The questionnaire asked the respondents to rank the seven (7) quality
dimension, where ‘7’ was the most important dimension and ‘1’ the least important.
Tied ranking were not permitted. The scores for each dimension are presented in
Table 6.19 to Table 6.22. In addition, the percentages may not add up to 100% due to
rounding process during the analysis.
It can be seen from the tables that the weights of the seven dimensions is
volatile between the short term, medium term and long term. Although the weight of
the performance dimension decreased during medium term, it remained the top
ranked dimension in overall calculation. Although perceived quality has been elected
to the top three ranked during the medium term, unfortunately, overall term, the
perceived quality was still last in the rankings as their weighting dropped as the term
increased to the long term. Durability and serviceability dropped during the medium
term but maintained as top four during the short term and long term. Meanwhile,
reliability maintained between top two to top four during these three terms, even
though dropped to fourth place during the medium term from the third place in short
term, but increased to second place in long term. However, it remains ranked at the
second place in average of the terms calculation.
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Based on the selected HRRPD building, the short term building was referred
to building with <10 years old and medium term building was referred to building
with >10 but <15 years old and long term building was referred to >15 years old
building. Overall, the individual importance of each dimension becomes increasingly
indistinguishable as the term increases. The weighting of the dimensions could
clearly be reduced to five groups for a short term service life. Meanwhile, for a
medium term service life, the dimensions could be grouped by the top three
dimensions of conformance, durability and perceived quality. Then, there was a
grouping of three dimensions (reliability, performance and serviceability) and finally,
aesthetics. For a long term service life, the dimensions could be reduced to five
groups as well with perceived quality and aesthetics becomes the fifth groups of
dimensions. These findings support the understanding that quality cannot be defined
by a single dimension.
Table 6.19. Quality Dimension Ranking (Short Term)
Short Term
Dimensions Respondent TotalResponse
Total
Ranking
Weighting of Factor
(%)
Metric
Score
Performance 215 5972 1170 19.59 5
Serviceability 215 5972 1081 18.10 5
Reliability 215 5972 1065 17.83 5
Durability 215 5972 840 14.07 4
Conformance 215 5972 794 13.30 4
Perceived
Quality 215 5972 547 9.16 3
Aesthetics 215 5972 475 7.95 2
Source: Author’s Compilation
Table 6.20. Quality Dimension Ranking (Medium Term)
Medium Term
Dimensions Respondent TotalResponse
Total
Ranking
Weighting of Factor
(%)
Metric
Score
Conformance 215 5973 1127 18.87 5
Durability 215 5973 1039 17.39 5
Perceived
Quality 215 5973 1013 16.96 5
Reliability 215 5973 868 14.53 4
Performance 215 5973 844 14.13 4
Serviceability 215 5973 608 10.18 3
Aesthetics 215 5973 474 7.94 2
Source: Author’s Compilation
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Table 6.21. Quality Dimension Ranking (Long Term)
Long Term
Dimensions Respondent TotalResponse
Total
Ranking
Weighting of Factor
(%)
Metric
Score
Performance 215 6008 1188 19.77 5
Reliability 215 6008 1102 18.34 5
Serviceability 215 6008 1060 17.64 5
Durability 215 6008 861 14.33 4
Conformance 215 6008 821 13.67 4
Perceived
Quality 215 6008 507 8.44 2
Aesthetics 215 6008 469 7.81 2
Source: Author’s Compilation
Table 6.22. Quality Dimension ranking (Means)
Average (Dimensions Factor)
Dimensions Respondent TotalResponse
Total
Ranking
Weighting
of Factor
(%)
Metric
Score
QP
Constant
Performance 215 5984 1067 17.83 5 p
Reliability 215 5984 1012 16.90 5 r
Serviceability 215 5984 916 15.31 4 s
Conformance 215 5984 914 15.28 4 c
Durability 215 5984 913 15.26 4 d
Perceived
Quality 215 5984 689 11.52 3 pq
Aesthetics 215 5984 473 7.90 2 a
Legends: p- Performance; r-Reliability, s-Serviceability, c-Conformance, d-Durability, pq-
Perceived Quality, a- Aesthetics.
Source: Author’s Compilation
A comparison of the dimension rankings was examined to identify the
significance of the relationship between service lives of the building with the
dimensions. A non-parametric test called the t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal
Variances test was undertaken to determine if the service life had an effect on the
quality dimension scores that could be quantified statistically. It was thought that the
ranking of the dimensions might be dependent on service life. The results of the t-test
shown in Table 6.23, using both the percentage scores and the total scores as the
responses, showed, the p-value (one tail) shown is 1.19928E-06 which is less than
0.05. It means that there was no statistically significant effect of service life on the
quality dimensions.
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Table 6.23. T-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances
Percent Scores Total Scores
Mean 0.142857143 853.1428571
Variance 0.002044906 72931.14286
Observations 7 7
Pooled Variance 36465.57245
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0
df 12
t Stat -8.356829383
P(T<=t) one-tail 1.19928E-06
t Critical one-tail 1.782287548
P(T<=t) two-tail 2.39855E-06
t Critical two-tail 2.178812827
Source: Author’s Compilation
Finally, the findings were compared with the previous work done by Smith
and Corbett (2000) who attempted to quantify owner quality perception in an
industrial environment and Newton (2003) who challenged to quantify user quality
perception in defence buildings. A comparison of these three bodies of work is
presented at Table 6.24.
Table 6.24. Comparison of quality dimension scores and ranking for service life
buildings.
Dimensions Smith and Corbett(2000)
Newton
(2003)
Mat Noor
(2012)
Score Ranking Score Ranking Score Ranking
Performance 212 6 95 1 1067 1
Reliability 109 1 106 2 1012 2
Serviceability 186 4 148 3 916 3
Conformance 158 3 149 4 914 4
Durability 188 5 152 5 913 5
Perceived Quality 141 2 230 6 689 6
Aesthetics 243 7 240 7 473 7
Source: Author’s Compilation
The scores were determined from different research methods but there are
similarities in the findings. Smith and Corbett defined performance as ‘the primary
operating characteristics of the product’, and then it is later discussed in terms of
‘standardisations’ of a facility’s output. Standardisation implies conformance in most
other sectors so the rationale behind the use of the term standardisation to describe
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performance was not well explained. Perceived quality was defines as ‘customer
confidence’ or a measure of how closely the service met expectations. This relates to
conformance.
The results of the quality dimension analysis were required to determine the
weights of the quality dimensions. In accordance with the HRRPD building
management teams, these buildings’ components (based on the project development
target) have a service life of 40 years. Consequently, the quality dimension weights
presented in Table 5.14 were used in the quality proportion equations (refer to Eq.
5.11) as the constants p, r, c, d, s, pq, and a to determine BQDMP, BQCP and BQOMP
scores. The evaluation of the quality proportion will be discussed in the next
subchapter.
6.10 Quality Perception Questionnaire
As discussed previously, the quality perception questionnaire was sent to
residents to also obtain data on resident perception of design and material as well as
operation, maintenance and rehabilitation quality. These data were required to
measure the quality perception dimension in the quality proportion (QP) metric. A
modified questionnaire was later distributed to property managers. The results of the
responses to both questionnaires are discussed in this sub-section.
6.10.1 Respondents
The respondents to this questionnaire were the residents and property managers of
the selected HRRPD buildings. The questionnaire was sent to the six (6) selected
HRRPD buildings as mentioned in Table 6.1. The return rates are summarized in
Figure 6.10. The response rate was excellent from all HRRPD buildings except
Chempaka, Kempas Permai and Saujana. Despite several reminders, no responses
were received. However, the cumulative respondents of all selected HRRPD building
were more than enough from the target suggested by Krejeie and Morgan (1970).
This lack of response could have been due to insufficient amounts of information
being distributed to the residents, a general unwillingness to participate or apathy
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towards the quality of the HRRPD building components in the building that they
occupied.
Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 6.15. Questionnaire return rates
Form Table 6.1 and Figure 6.15 above, it may be seen that the gross response
rate was 36.68% of the final total. The response rate was quite encouraging and
useful for data analysis, especially for quantitative analysis with the large sample
response. Normally, Moser and Kalton (1971) stated that the survey results are
between 20 and 30 per cent.
Instead of the effort of the researcher with follow-up telephone calls, the
assistance of colleagues from the selected HRRPD buildings resulted in achieving
quite a good response rate.
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6.10.1.1 Residents
Following the above discussion, Question 1-10 in Section A were designed to gather
information on the respondent demographic, especially related to the person
occupying the selected HRRPD buildings. The results demonstrate, in another way,
the experience and the knowledge of the residents in the selected HRRPD buildings.
Table 6.25. Respondent’s Demographic
Frequency % Valid % Cumulative %
Race Malay 787 41.2 41.2 41.2
Chinese 630 33.0 33.0 74.2
Indian 444 23.2 23.2 97.4
Others 49 2.6 2.6 100.0
Marital Married 1086 56.9 56.9 56.9
Single 793 41.5 41.5 98.4
Widow 30 1.6 1.6 99.9
Divorced 1 .1 .1 100.0
Sector Government 1153 60.4 60.4 60.4
Private 757 39.6 39.6 100.0
Educations
Level
First Degree 1294 67.7 67.7 67.7
Diploma 444 23.2 23.2 91.0
High School 172 9.0 9.0 100.0
Household 2 persons 413 21.6 21.6 21.6
3 persons 525 27.5 27.5 49.1
4 persons 402 21.0 21.0 70.2
5 persons 441 23.1 23.1 93.2
6 persons 119 6.2 6.2 99.5
7 persons 10 .5 .5 100.0
Total 1910 100.0 100.0
Source: Author’s Compilation
The results revealed in Table 6.25 shows that there were 41.2% respondents
who come under the Race category of Malays, followed by Chinese with 33%,
Indian with 23.3% and 2.6% from others. More than half of the respondents are
married with 56.9%, while only 0.1% of the respondents were divorced, and 1.6% of
the respondents fell under the Widow marital status. About 41.5% of them were with
single marital status.
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The researcher found that all of the residents were employed. This is how
they are able to afford to own or rent the home that they currently occupy. In relation
to the category of job, 60.4% respondents come under Government sector and 39.6%
come under Private sector. This could be because private sector workers are more
likely to be interested in owning or renting low rise residential property compared to
the high rise residential property. However, this condition does not directly affect the
increasing of demand in HRRPD buildings particularly in Johor Bahru.
Additionally, the results in Table 6.25 revealed that about 67.7% out of the
1910 respondents possess a First degree in the Education Level category. Meanwhile,
the respondents who have Diploma only make up 23.2%, while the rest of the
respondents only finished their education at High School level.
Along with the discussion of the respondent’s demographic, the result also
revealed the number of members in each respondent’s household. The results in
Table 6.25 shows that most of the respondents have three (3) people, followed by
five (5) people in the household, translating to 27.5% and 23.1% of the households
respectively. About 21% of the respondents have about four (4) people in the
household and about 6.2% have six (6) people in the household. The researcher also
found that there are about 0.5% out of 1910 respondents which have seven (7) people
in the household which is quite unexpected considering the design of the HRRPD
building itself.
However, Question 1, Question 2, Question 3 and Question 10 asked
residents to identify the building and its category that best suited the building. As the
surveys were directed to selected HRRPD buildings, there were about three (3)
HRRPD buildings from the private sector, and the other three (3) came from the
public sector.
Meanwhile, Question 11 in Section B was designed to examine the resident’s
perception of their HRRPD building components. This question elicited data on how
users perceived the quality of each factor for the building in which they lived. In
addition, Question 12 in the same section, asked residents their overall quality
perception about their HRPPD buildings. These results have been revealed in Figure
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6.17 where the quality perception increased between 14% to 24% from year 2011 to
2012. It was believed that most respondents would rate overall as ‘average’ or
‘lower’ for the year 2011 before the implementation of the WLCC as an alternative
for the decision making process in year 2012.
The researcher found that respondents from the older HRRPD building gave a
lower rate of their quality perception to their HRRPD building compare to the
respondents from the newer HRRPD building. From this point of view, the
researcher hypothesised that age and rehabilitation might affect the ratings. Upon
closer examination of the data, it was found that these scores were indeed influenced
by a combination of age and building rehabilitation.
Based on the demographic data obtained, it can be concluded that the all the
respondents were able to assess the condition of their HRRPD building environment
and the results obtained can be considered true and valid.
6.10.1.2 Property Managers
The same quality perception questionnaire was distributed amongst the property
manager from the selected HRRPD buildings. The results revealed an approximately
8.3% rating difference on quality perception among property managers regarding
their HRRPD buildings between year 2011 and 2012. The researcher concludes that
the lower difference in rate from the property managers is due to the fact that their
quality evaluation on their HRRPD buildings quality is only based on the complaint
reports submitted by the residents and not their own survey of the selected building
components.
Moreover, the modified questionnaire sent to property manager is to obtain
information on their quality perspective, and to identify the important building
components. This information has been obtained from Question 1 to Question 4 in
Section A. Question 5 in Section B sought supplier data in establishing the cost data.
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6.10.2 Quality Proportion and WLCC
It was possible to determine the impact of design and material, construction and
operation, maintenance and rehabilitation quality on annual equivalent WLCC. The
results of the quality proportion (BQDMP, BQCP and BQOMP) scores analysis are
presented in this sub chapter. Individual building components quality proportion
scores can be found at Appendix B5.
6.10.3 Quality Proportion Determination
The BQDMP, BQCP and BQOMP scores were determined for each building
components using the metric developed to measure building quality. The QP scores
were then analysed considering the effect and interaction the quality factors. In
addition, the correlations between quality factors were examined. The R values of
these proportions are different among six (6) selected HRRPD buildings. The result
of b-coefficient is also different among six (6) selected HRRPD buildings; however,
the b-coefficient is similar within the same HRRPD building. The R values are
between 0.81 up to 1 has been detected throughout this study.
6.10.4 Building Component and Age Effect
The first test indicated that there was a significant between age and BQDMP, BQCP
and BQOMP. So, an analysis of variance was performed to determine if this condition
was due to differences in the age factors. It was found that age had a significant
effect on the design and material quality proportion due to significant differences
between the age factors.
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Figure 6.16. Regression on Chempaka HRRPD between age and BQDMP, BQCP and
BQOMP
A regression analysis of building age and the BQDMP, BQCP and BQOMP was
undertaken to better understand about the strength of the relationship between these
two factors. As can be seen in the scatter plot at Figure 6.16, there is a high
relationship with the R-square value of 82.4% for Chempaka BQDMP, 82.4% for
Chempaka BQCP, 82.5% for Chempaka BQOMP and 82.8% for Chempaka HRRPD
building as a whole. Furthermore, Figure 6.17, there is a high relationship with the
R-square value of 82.8% for Kempas BQDMP, 82.7% for Kempas BQCP, 82.7% for
Kempas BQOMP and 82.8% for Kempas HRRPD building as a whole. Figure 6.18,
shows a high relationship with the R-square value of 82.8% for Saujana BQDMP,
82.7% for Saujana BQCP, 82.7% for Saujana BQOMP and 83.1% for Saujana HRRPD
building as a whole.
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Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 6.17. Regression on Kempas HRRPD between age and BQDMP, BQCP and
BQOMP
Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 6.18. Regression on Saujana HRRPD between age and BQDMP, BQCP and
BQOMP
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Figure 6.19. Regression on Wadihana HRRPD between age and BQDMP, BQCP and
BQOMP
The scatter plot in Figure 6.19 shows the significant relationship of the age
factor and BQDMP, BQCP and BQOMP factors for the Wadihana HRRPD building.
The results of R-square value of these factors are 80.3% for Wadihana BQDMP,
80.3% for Wadihana BQCP, 82.2% for Wadihana BQOMP and 81.5% for the
Wadihana HRRPD building as a whole.
The results of R-square value of these factors for Lily the HRRPD are 82.4%
for Lily BQDMP, 82.4% for Lily BQCP, 82.8% for Lily BQOMP and 82.8% for Lily
HRRPD building as a whole shows in Figure 6.20. Meanwhile, the R-square value
for KipArk HRRPD are listed in Figure 6.21 as 82.8% for KipArk BQDMP, 82.8% for
KipArk BQCP, 82.1% for KipArk BQOMP and 82.7% for KipArk HRRPD building as
a whole.
Based on this analysis, and the value of the R-square for every selected
HRRPD buildings, a closer examination revealed that there was a concentration of
high BQDMP, BQCP and BQOMP scores for older building and higher volume of
residents. The test of correlation was performed again using only the two levels of
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quality. The strength of the correlation and between age factor and BQDMP, BQCP
and BQOMP factors were still significant. The findings showed that there are almost
similar results between the age on BQDMP, BQCP and BQOMP, as the effect, it was
significant relationship between these factors.
Moreover, the data pattern moving from the top left downward to the bottom
right indicates a negative correlation between the data., A perfect negative
correlation is represented by the value -1.00, while a 0.00 indicates no correlation
and a +1.00 indicates a perfect positive correlation. A perfect negative correlation
means that the relationship that appears to exist between two variables is negative
100% of the time. It is also possible that two variables may be negatively correlated
in some, but not all, cases. This also answered that, when the age of the building
increased, the lower score for the quality of their building components projected.
Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 6.20. Regression on Lily HRRPD between age and BQDMP, BQCP and
BQOMP
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Figure 6.21. Regression on KipArk HRRPD between age and BQDMP, BQCP and
BQOMP
A lack of solid historical data and the fact that only the conformance
dimension was used to score the BQCP affected the analysis. There was a strong and
significant correlation between the age factor and construction quality as well. These
findings had to be carefully monitored and considered due to the categorical nature
of the construction quality proportion and the overall distribution factor. Meanwhile,
the correlation between age and BQOMP was also high and significant. The regression
analysis results indicated that the age had a significant effect on the BQOMP such the
other factors.
In addition to the correlation between the quality proportion factors and age,
there were also significant correlations between the individual BQDMP, BQCP and
BQOMP factors. It was important to study these correlations prior to any attempt to
model the annual equivalent of WLCC using the quality proportions. Table 6.25
shows the result of the regression statistics between BQDMP vs. BQCP, BQDMP vs.
BQOMP and BQCP vs. BQOMP.
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There was a strong correlation between BQDMP vs. BQCP, BQDMP vs. BQOMP
and BQCP vs. BQOMP, which was a definite concern. Almost all of them showed
almost perfect scores, which all of them scoring above 90% of scores. As
understood, R2 is a statistic that will give some information about the goodness of fit
of a model. In regression, the R-square coefficient of determination is a statistical
measure of how well the regression line approximates the real data points. An R-
square of 1.0 indicates that the regression line perfectly fits the data. This situation
was happened between the BQDMP vs. BQCP factors, which meant that, there was
strong relation between these two factors.
Then, a regression analysis of BQDMP vs. BQOMP and BQCP vs. BQOMP were
undertaken. The results showed that there was also strong relationship between each
other. However, the percentage was lower than BQDMP vs. BQCP factors with above
98% for both BQDMP vs. BQOMP as well as BQCP vs. BQOMP factors. Upon further
consideration of this correlation, it was determined that the trend was likely
coincidental as BQDMP, BQCP and BQOMP factors are dependent of one another.
6.10.5 Quality Proportion Findings
As was done previously, there was a negative correlation pattern illustrated
for the correlation between the age of the building and the quality factors.
Meanwhile, Figure 6.22 below shows the relationship between the resident’s
perception and quality of the building components. It shows that the quality of the
building component is better after the involvement of resident compared to the
analysis of without resident’s involvement. This condition also supports the
understanding of the correlation between the year of development construction, and
annual equivalent development WLCC and OMR costs for the building components
in HRRPD buildings. This result can represent the answer for the second (2)
hypothesis that the more expensive/ better quality building component may not
necessary result in the most cost effective alternative on WLCC basis.
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Table 6.26. The Regression statistics between BQDMP vs. BQCP, BQDMP vs. BQOMP
and BQCP vs. BQOMP.
Chempaka Kempas Saujana Wadihana Lily KipArk
BQDMP vs. BQCP
Multiple R 1 1 1 1 1 1
R Square 1 1 1 1 1 1
Adjusted R Square 0.9091 0.9167 0.9167 0.9167 0.9091 0.9167
Standard Error 1.2E-15 1.5E-15 1.5E-15 5.8E-16 8.7E-16 1.6E-15
Observations 12 13 13 13 12 13
BQDMP vs. BQOMP
Multiple R 0.9974 0.9959 0.9974 0.9946 0.9941 0.9938
R Square 0.9948 0.9918 0.9949 0.9892 0.9883 0.9877
Adjusted R Square 0.9039 0.9085 0.9115 0.9059 0.8974 0.9044
Standard Error 0.0398 0.0526 0.0446 0.0679 0.0653 0.0720
Observations 12 13 13 13 12 13
BQCP vs. BQOMP
Multiple R 0.9974 0.9959 0.9974 0.9946 0.9941 0.9938
R Square 0.9948 0.9918 0.9949 0.9892 0.9883 0.9877
Adjusted R Square 0.9039 0.9085 0.9115 0.9059 0.8974 0.9044
Standard Error 0.0012 0.0016 0.0014 0.0021 0.0020 0.0022
Observations 12 13 13 13 12 13
Source: Author’s Compilation
The different observations volume in Table 6.26 is based on the selected
building components that have been provided in the selected HRRPD buildings. The
different volume number of 12 and 13 basically because of the existence of building
component named as Lift. The HRRPD buildings with fewer volume numbers of
observations do not have lift services provided at the building. This resulted that only
12 observations volume counted.
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Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 6.22. Quality Satisfaction Before and After Resident’s Involvement.
It was evident from the findings that there was a very strong negative
correlation and linear relationship between BQDMP factor and age of the building
with R-square = 82.21%. This is based on the means from all selected HRRPD
buildings R-square scores. However, the means correlations between BQDMP, BQCP
and BQOMP with the age of the building show a bit different. This correlation results
can be retrieved at Table 6.27. The means test of the correlation analysis between
BQDMP, BQCP and BQOMP with the age of the building shows that there were strong
relation between BQDMP vs. BQCP but only 61.8% correlation between BQDMP vs.
BQOMP and BQCP vs. BQOMP. In addition, the result of 13.3% and 14.02% show a
lack of perfect correlation between BQDMP, BQCP and BQOMP with the age of the
building, but not that much negative as it is in the range of 0 to +1, based on the
correlation analysis.
Table 6.27. Correlation analysis of BQDMP, BQCP and BQOMP with the age of the
building.
BQDMP BQCP BQOMP Year
BQDMP 1 0 0 0
BQCP 1 1 0 0
BQOMP 0.618053 0.618053 1 0
Year 0.133381 0.133381 0.140193 1
Source: Author’s Compilation
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The BQCP is the weakest link in the quality proportion scoring metric.
Researcher noticed that, the difficulties in measuring this factor are due to the lack of
construction progress and information. The finding that there was a correlation
between BQOMP factors with the age of building was surprisingly. Unfortunately, it
was found to be quantifiable upon closer examination of the individual quality
dimension metrics used to determine BQOMP.
Whether this is attributable to more complex design, a change in the
construction industry, or a combination thereof, cannot be ascertained without further
data and information. This highlights the importance of integrating all aspects of
property management, building design, construction and OMR into an organisation’s
property management database if facilities and asset management is to be most
effective. The strong correlations between quality factors were primarily due to the
influence of the age. It was concluded from the study that, the effect of the age on the
quality factors was statistically significant enough that it had to be addressed prior to
any analysis of WLCC.
6.11 WLCC Framework validation
The final objective of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of the framework of
WLCC for HRRPD in Malaysia by representing the case study in Johor Bahru as the
sample achieved through this section. As mentioned in Figure 6.22 the quality
satisfaction for the residents of all of the selected HRRPD building increased about
between 14% up to 24% from year 2011 to 2012. This situation happened because of
the improvement that has been made in the current decision making process
procedure. The intended improvement is by changing the 80% of decision making by
Local Authority to only 20% influencing in the decision process. The situation that
changed is from no influences of committee of the residents (resident
representatives) to up to 80% of weight in the decision making process in changing
or replacing or buying of the building components in their HRRPD building.
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Table 6.28. Residents Willingness
Frequency % Valid % Cumulative %
Willingness Yes 1152 60.3 60.3 60.3
No 685 35.9 35.9 96.2
Either 73 3.8 3.8 100.0
Total 1910 100.0 100.0
Source: Author’s Compilation
In supporting this condition, Table 6.28 shows the result of the residents’
willingness to involve themselves during the decision making process of their
HRRPD building. The numbers show that most of the residents are happy to be
involved, 60.3%, because they know better about their house and their HRRPD
building compared to property managers, or even the Local Authorities. The
researcher determined that 35.9% of the residents were not interested to join the
management team in making the decision as they are already preoccupied with other
responsibilities such as family and work. Only 3.8% of the residents have chosen
‘Either’ because depends on their availability during the decision making process
meeting.
The marked willingness to participate also shows that the residents today are
more concerned regarding the costs and requirements at their house and their
HRRPD building. Based on this parameter, the researcher identified that the
proposed framework is valid to be applied at the selected HRRPD building and
moreover to be practised in Malaysia at different locations and premises.
6.12 Factors affecting WLCC
The main goal is to develop a framework of WLCC for HRRPD based on the
building components analysis that will enhance the quality and cost effectiveness of
the HRRPD in Malaysia. Additionally, it was also to determine the impact of quality
upon the WLCC that has been developed. To accomplish this goal, building
component WLCC were determined and presented in this chapter and presented as
annual equivalent costs. Additionally, critical building component service life was
examined and finally, the costs were modelled as a function of quality. A discussion
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on the impact of quality on WLCC based on the findings of the research is presented
in this subchapter.
The literature identified that quality, economic conditions and design purpose
as the key factors that affect WLCC. Each of these factors consists of several
interrelated components, as shown in Figure 6.23, of which, quality was
hypothesised to be the most important. No existing model or framework that could
be used to quantify quality as multidimensional was found. Consequently, the quality
proportion metric was developed to provide a comprehensive means of measuring
quality in the design and material phase, construction phase and operation,
maintenance and rehabilitation of building phase. The high degree of unity within
HRRPD buildings meant that usage and function had the potential to affect WLCC
when other design and material criteria, including design quality were constant.
Accordingly, these two factors were also considered important as factors that could
affect WLCC. As previously discussed, only interest rate, the costs of building
design, construction, and OMR were the economic considerations that required
analysis.
Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 6.23. Key factor affecting WLCC
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Prior to the WLCC analysis, one factor associated with the HRRPD building
components was identified that could have an effect on building costs and the quality
proportions. The factor was building age. Previous study showed that the effect of
location on costs was due to an interaction with the age factor as well. It was found
that the age did have a significant impact on both annual equivalent WLCC and
quality evaluation that had to be accounted for in any further analysis. As discussed
previously, annual equivalent WLCC increased as buildings aged, as well as annual
equivalent OMR costs.
Among the important research questions is how can the framework of WLCC
for HRRPD in Malaysia be evaluated? This was actually been answered in Figure
6.23, where the literature identified that quality, economic conditions and design
purpose as the key factors that affect WLCC. This is the way to evaluate the WLCC
for HRRPD in Malaysia. However, to support this answer, the researcher identified
that statistical methods were used to analyse the data as this proved to be the best
method of quantifying the findings and identifying the unusual observations. A
statistical analysis is merely a guide to direct the researcher in examining all of the
data. Ultimately, the researcher must make the decision to accept, reject or qualify
the findings of the analysis.
6.13 Factor affecting WLCC: Discount Rate
Finally, the effect of the discount rate on the findings was examined. As discussed in
section 4.6.2 and section 4.6.3, that the annual equivalent costs are determined using
a discount rate and can be very sensitive to the differences in the chosen rate. Table
6.29 shows the percentage different if 4% and 10% discount rate has been taken into
consideration.
The 40 year annual equivalent OMR costs used in the model presented at
Table 6.29 was recalculated using a discount rate of 4% and 10% to see if the fit of
the modelled was affected. The resulting regression analyses indicated that the fits of
the models varied slightly but remained confident and good. A comparison of the
three fits, such in Table 6.28 indicated that annual equivalent OMR costs increased
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by up to 11% if a 4% discount rate applied; and if a 10% discount rate applied, the
annual equivalent OMR costs increased by up to 43%.
It was concluded that the discount rate at 4.7% used in the economic
analyses, was appropriate as it has been used by the HRRPD management team, and
the current rate during the research as well (refer Eq. 4.16 in Chapter 5). However, it
must be acknowledged that changes in the rate do affect the findings of the research.
Table 6.29. Recalculated using a discount rate of 4% and 10%
4% 4.7% 10% dif 4% dif 10%
RM       1,555.77 RM       1,731.56 RM       2,470.20 11% 43%
RM       2,036.54 RM       2,266.66 RM       3,233.56 11% 43%
RM       2,385.51 RM       2,655.06 RM       3,787.64 11% 43%
Source: Author’s Compilation
Aside from those already discussed earlier, there were several other
considerations that must be reviewed before any further discussion on the impact of
quality on WLCC can be completed to support the framework of the whole
framework on WLCC towards HRRPD buildings. The comparison of actual and
theoretical spending undertaken in this research showed that the overall HRRPD
management team have traditionally funded OMR at the minimum level
recommended in the literature. Despite this, the infrastructure at some of the HRRPD
buildings, particularly from the private sector was well maintained. This verified the
principle that it is not necessarily how much is spent on OMR costs, but, how well it
is spent that influences building, especially building components’ conditions.
HRRPD management teams, either from the public or private sectors have
had a long history of organisational commitment to routine and preventive
maintenance driven programming which has lapsed in recent years due to rapid
changes in asset and facilities management philosophy, constant changes in
information technology tools and the lack in numbers of staff. Indications are that
recent efforts have begun to address this matter. This is critical as the research
findings inferred that a serious shortfall in OMR funding will occur within the next
20 years. Given the current atmospheres of fiscal restraint, it is not likely that OMR
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funding will be increased significantly; therefore, it is extremely important that OMR
funding be properly prioritised and spent where needed.
6.14 WLCC Implementation: Property Management Experts Reviews
As highlighted in Chapter 1 and Chapter 5, the expert reviews are important to
support the significant of the results revealed from the quantitative analysis. In this
section, all research objectives which emphasized earlier will be achieved instead
based on the quantitative analysis. Indeed, the hypotheses outlined earlier in this
research will be also tested.
The researcher found that, all five experts agreed that Whole Life Cycle
Costing is one of the best alternatives to be done in Malaysia based on the developed
countries experienced. The significant indicators covered in the WLCC have been
identified straightforward to be determined in current practice.
The introduction and in-depth definition provided by the ISO in ISO
15686:2006 verified that the value-added is important during the decision making
process even though for a small replacement process particularly towards the
HRRPD building components. An accentuation from ISO 15686:2006 is that the
money has a time value. Comprehensive understanding on implementation of WLCC
will help the decision maker to provide the best decision making during the selection
process especially for HRRPD constructions in Malaysia.
Overall, the experts advised that this research should be promoted to all
agencies not just within high rise residential property development, but to all
agencies that involved in decision making process particularly related to financial
allocation of their development. Promotions through face-to-face meetings are the
most advisable to ensure all of the agencies have a clear understanding of this
approach. If the person in charge lacks information or knowledge on interpreting the
WLCC results, it can cause a great loss in allocating the financial provision during
the decision making process.
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According to the indicators and data given in this study, it can be said that,
the results can be representative of the other related buildings, especially other
HRRPD buildings. If there is more research funding, this research should be
promoted extensively at all levels, and could also be started at any institutes at the
university level or promote this research through focus location group of HRRPD
building in Johor Bahru.
6.15 Framework: Practice and Proposed
The process and the procedures of making the decision to replace or buy new
building equipment in selected HRRPD buildings were compared between current
procedure framework and proposed procedure framework. The qualities of the
building equipment based on the resident’s perceptions were determined as the result
of elected framework. Figure 6.24 shows the current procedure framework on
decision making practice in selected HRRPD building and Figure 6.25 shows the
proposed procedure framework by the researcher.
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Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 6.24. The Current Procedure Framework on Decision Making Practice in
Selected HRRPD Building
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Source: Author’s Compilation
Figure 6.25. Proposed Procedure Framework on Decision Making Practice in
Selected HRRPD Building
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6.16 Conclusion
This chapter presented background information about the WLCC which come under
this study. It also discussed the comprising of validation of the research. This chapter
begins with a discussion on the validity and reliability of the data, and then presents
the investigation of a case study to illustrate how the tools are realized in practice.
An analysis of the WLCC and Quality Proportion, as well as the detailed results are
explained in this chapter.
From the discussion above, this chapter elaborated the issues of indicators
and implementation of WLCC as the alternative approach during the decision
making process at the building operational management level particularly related to
any repairs and replacements on the selected building components of HRRPD
building components in Johor Bahru. In line with this, the discussions and results
obtained from this analysis covered to achieve objective one and objective two.
In order to achieve the third objective, the researcher carried out the quality
perception survey to evaluate the success of the decision making through the
implementation of WLCC at their place. This survey presented background
information about the respondents who come under this study. It revealed the various
perspectives of the respondents, and it can be concluded that most respondents have
experience in high rise residential property development in Malaysia.
Pertaining to the analysis of the questionnaires, the researcher found that,
WLCC can be implemented in Malaysia and the indicators involved can be retrieved
easily from the market, practitioners or supplier. The results revealed that the
willingness of the resident increased from year to year because of the awareness of
the cost they have spent on their housing development every year. This is supported
by the results from interviews which looked at the implementation of WLCC in more
detail, indicating clearly their perception about the successes from developed
countries in implementing the WLCC towards their housing development.
As discussed earlier, the researcher has decided to include Monte Carlo
Simulation to support the deterministic approach of the WLCC result. From the
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statistical data, it is proved that the Monte Carlo Simulation using the principal
component analysis was an appropriate technique to support the deterministic
approach in validating the estimation to be made based on the data gathered from the
survey and from the implementation of the WLCC. It is useful for data reduction and
estimation of the financial allocation based on the simulation applied.
Finally, this chapter has provided the answers to the research questions
concerning the problems that property managers perceive to exist, factors that drive
the need for WLCC and how the WLCC framework can be evaluated. Indeed, this
chapter indicates that all research objectives have been achieved successfully. The
following chapter will describe the conclusion and recommendation from this study.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion and
Recommendation
The purpose of this exploratory research was to create, test and validate an
instrument that could be used to understand the effect of whole life cycle costing on
property management that has been applied in local management systems
particularly to achieve good maintenance practices to ensure that any repairs and
replacements can be done in economical situation. This research topic was chosen
after conducting a literature review and observing a paucity of literature regarding
this approach particularly in Malaysia property management system culture. Such
this situation indicates that Malaysia property development especially on high rise
residential property development management system stand far behind compare to
the developed countries such as United Kingdom and Australia.
7.1 Introduction
As highlighted in chapter one (1), the main objective of this research is to
develop a framework of WLCC for HRRPD building that will enhance the quality
and cost effectiveness of the HRRPD buildings in Malaysia. As mentioned earlier,
the aim of this study is to enhance the financial and property management
mechanism to facilitate whole life cycle management of the residential development
process. To accomplish the main objective, the following objectives of this research
are as follows;
i. To identify the indicators of the WLCC framework for HRRPD based on the
comparable implementation in developed countries.
ii. To develop a WLCC framework for HRRPD in Malaysia.
iii. To evaluate the effectiveness of the framework of WLCC for HRRPD in
Malaysia.
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Three main phases have been involved in order to accomplish the research
main objective. These phases are Phase I: Initial Research Development, Phase II:
Conceptual Framework Development and Phase III: Case Study and Simulation
Development. The first phase comprised research question one (1) and two (2).
Moreover, the first phase encompassed objective one (1) and objective two (2). The
second phase comprised the additional information related to research question two
(2) and objective two (2). The third phase contained the answer for research question
three (3) and objective three (3). Table 7.1 shows the summarization on the
achievement of the research questions and objectives.
Table 7.1. Research questions and objectives achievement summarization.
Data ResearchQuestion
Analytical
Methods Objective Achieved
Phase
I II III
Whole Life
Cycle
Costing
(WLCC) and
Annual
Equivalent
WLCC
What are the
factors which
drive the need
for WLCC
framework for
HRRPD in
Malaysia?
 SPSS:
Descriptive
Statistics,
Correlation
Analysis,
ANOVA.
 Monte-Carlo
Simulation
To identify the
indicators of the
WLCC framework
for HRRPD based
on the comparable
implementation in
developed
countries.
IN
ITI
AL
 RE
SE
AR
CH
 DE
VE
LO
PM
EN
T
CO
NC
EP
TU
AL
 FR
AM
EW
OR
K D
EV
EL
OP
ME
NT
CA
SE
 ST
UD
Y
Property
Statistics
Data
(Secondary
Data) and
Pilot Study
data
What problems
do property
manager
perceives exist
relative to the
HRRPD and the
impact to the
maintenance
costs?
 SPSS:
Descriptive
Statistics
To develop a
WLCC framework
for HRRPD in
Malaysia.
Final
Research
Data.
How does the
framework of
WLCC for
HRRPD in
Malaysia can be
evaluated?
 SPSS:
Descriptive
Statistics,
Regression
Analysis.
To evaluate the
effectiveness of the
framework of
WLCC for HRRPD
in Malaysia.
SIM
UL
AT
IO
NS
Source: Author’s Compilation
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7.1.1 Phase I: Initial Research Development
The first stage involved a conceptual overview and literature review consistent with
objective one and objective two. It provides the foundation to the research. The
expected outcomes are an identified gap for the alternative approach towards the cost
efficiencies of the property management of the HRRPD building particularly in
Malaysia and possible ways to address the issue for studying the Whole Life Cycle
Costing in Malaysia High Rise Residential Property Development. Chapter two (2)
contains most of the conceptual and basic information for this study. This chapter
encloses a literature overview on the subject of property development in Malaysia
and the concerned about the financial efficiency in property development. Other
chapters such chapter three (3), chapter four (4) and chapter five (5) make reference
to these in supporting the discussion.
Furthermore, in answering the research question one (1) and two (2), the
inputs of the designated study area were introduced to this framework. Data
including consensus statistical data, economic plan, economic status, construction
forecasts, construction problems and costing issues, characteristic of the residential,
residential plan and costs have been obtained from National Property Centre
Malaysia (NAPIC (M)), Department of Statistic Malaysia (DOSM), Central Bank of
Malaysia (BNM), Ministry of Housing and Local Government Malaysia (MHLG),
Economic Planning Unit of Malaysia (EPU (M)), Ministry of Work Malaysia
(MOWM), Federal Government, Local Authority and respective governmental
agencies as discussed in Chapter two (2). An intensive review (expert reviews) of the
related literature was conducted in order to confirm the research objectives one.
Pertaining to the issue of high rise residential property development, three of
the main issues in property development that are related to the alternative approach
names whole life cycle costing, property development scenario and the property
quality were emphasized in chapter two (2). The first issue discussed on the issues of
cost efficiencies in managing the high rise residential property development
particularly on their building components. This has been focused on the
implementation of the WLCC approach. The second issue dealt with the descriptive
background of high rise residential property development in Malaysia in terms of the
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housing market and development perspective and outlines the high rise residential
property development performance. The third issues highlighted on the issues of the
quality of the building components of the selected high rise residential property
development.
Therefore, it is important to note here that the purpose of in-depth evaluation
on the secondary data was to identify the appropriate data to implement the WLCC
approach. In dealing with these three issues, the researcher has critically analysed all
aspect to be considered in this study to overcome the problems and to achieve the
objectives. Chapter four (4) explained the details to deal with the first issue related to
the WLCC approach which been used in this study. As a result, the indicators and
brief framework of the WLCC for this study has been developed.
The review of the property development found that the current scenario of
hire rise residential property development in Malaysia is increasing continuously
from year to the year latest. This is because of the increasing demand on residential
property development effect from the increasing of the population especially in main
capital state in Malaysia which have less area to develop more residential property.
As a result, the researcher applied the high rise residential property development as
part of this study.
In dealing with the third issue, the researcher found that, there has been an
increasing interest in building environmental performance assessments that meet the
needs of the time when there was emphasis on the impact of buildings on global
environment and individual health (Erkelens, 2002). However, the researcher
indentified that the inherent problem property managers face is that while it is
possible to measure quality at a specific point in time, such as during the construction
process, no tool exists that can be used to measure the impact quality has over the
actual building component service life and thus on a WLCC (Kirkham &
Boussabaine, 2005).
The relatively long design service life of most infrastructures is such that the
user or owner is not necessarily aware of the severity of degradation until major
rehabilitation is identified as a requirement by the property manager. Without precise
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data to present a case for quality and the importance of maintaining OMR budgeting
at or greater than existing levels however, the infrastructure property manager finds
that as the organisation strives to reduce a deficit, the operation, maintenance and
rehabilitation budget is a prime target for cost cutting (Newton & Christian, 1999).
As a consequence, the researcher carried out this study to clarify the significant of
the WLCC approach in Malaysia HRRPD building as discussed in chapter five (5)
and chapter six (6).
7.1.2 Phase II: Conceptual Framework Development
The Conceptual Framework is knowledge based that also identifies and characterises
the main driving forces influencing consumption patterns, and briefly suggests
directions for the development of policy instruments that addresses the causes of
unsustainable consumption (Amadi-Echendu, 2004; Dunk, 2004).
This stage dealt with the research methodology as a whole to support this
study. As highlighted earlier, the research methodology is a research tool that
describes the whole process of the research. After reviewing all the data mentioned
in Phase I, the researcher organized the data into separate groups such as
manufacturer’s data (including life span of a building and materials components),
suppliers and contractors data (pricing and fees) and historical data (values of initial
capital cost and subsequent running cost). These groups of data are required to carry
out the WLCC. Next, the researcher needs to determine the fundamentals of WLCC
components like the discounting process, the compounding process and the net
present value.
To appreciate the WLCC framework, the deterministic calculation of WLCC
has been utilized. Before utilizing the deterministic calculation, the researcher
measured the economic performance throughout the simple payback and discounted
payback, return on capital employment, net saving, saving to investment ratio,
internal rate of return, adjusted internal rate of return, net terminal value, sinking
funds, the cost ratio and total annual capital charge. To establish the WLCC
framework, the researcher determined the forecasting method using regression
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techniques. This stage is expected to achieve the second (2) objective of this research
as well as research question number two (2).
Chapter four (4) and chapter five (5) contain details of the data collection and
methods for this study. This study was based on the quantitative approach which
requires quantitative data for generalisation of resident perception and opinion. In the
line with this study, it requires gathering information from the respondents about
their quality perception towards their house that they occupied. Instead of that, the
researcher also identified the indicators to implement the WLCC approach as
describes in chapter four (4). In order to establish the data from the first phase, the
researcher examined and determined in-depth study about the indicators related to
WLCC approach and the appropriate method for the purpose of this research. As a
result, in terms of data collection, the researcher employed the survey method which
is believed to be most appropriate method to answer and to achieve the second (2)
research question and objective two (2).
7.1.3 Phase III: Case Study and Simulation Development
All the information gathered from the survey questionnaire was analysed at the case
study and simulation development phase. After defining all the fundamentals of the
WLCC framework for the HRRPD, the researcher computed all the costs based on
the materials component and construction activities as the case study. The results
have shown the efficiencies of the building components selection and the consistency
of the WLCC framework. Because of the limitation of the data possibly, Monte Carlo
simulation (MCS) has been applied to evaluate the economic viability of the building
components. MCS allows determining the distribution of Present Value (PV), given
that the probability distribution of each variable is known. The employment of the
statistical procedures was based on the data obtained and also depended on the
research objectives to be achieved.
Concerning this research, analytical methods shown in Table 7.1 were used
and presenting data in tables, graphs and other diagrammatic form which allows
patterns which are not apparent in the raw data to be discerned. Research question
three (3) and objective three (3) of the research have been achieved through this
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phase. The undertaking of the relevant task is described in chapter five (5) and
chapter six (6).
7.2 Objective 1
Objective One (1) is to identify the indicators of the WLCC framework for
HRRPD based on the comparable implementation in developed countries. In
order to identify the indicators, it is useful to understand the related factors involved
in WLCC approach and high rise residential property development as a whole.
A review of current and recently published research revealed that
considerable work has been done on the areas of service life planning, life cycle
costing; activity based costing, WLCC and property management. The empirical
research also focuses on studies towards building conditions. Implementation of
WLCC and how it can be measured in the construction phase of a construction
project is similarly well documented. It was found however, that little research has
been carried out on how to measure the WLCC towards the materials, OMR phases
of a building’s life. Furthermore, no substantial body of work exists that thoroughly
computes the implementation of WLCC over the residential building. Even though,
there has been some limited study on implementing WLCC on residential property,
they only focused at the end of the construction phase and which is towards the
energy consumption of the residential property which is only a part of the building
element. This body of research has been generally restricted to the developed
countries such as United State of America, United Kingdom, Canada, New Zealand
and Australia, but there has been very limited research on this topic in Malaysia
The literature also revealed that WLCC can be determined as sum of all costs
or expenditures occurring during the development and life span of the building or
asset. It provides a form of synopsis of the initial and consequential costs of building
related decisions as described in chapter four (4). From the above discussion, the
secondary data and primary data based on the survey method provided information
that was useful in providing the researcher with more understanding in implementing
the WLCC towards the HRRPD buildings. Notwithstanding, all the indicators that
should be considered in implementing the WLCC approach can be found in chapter
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four (4). Based on this, Objective One (1) of the research has been achieved as
discussed in details in chapter two (2) and chapter four (4).
7.3 Objective 2
As mentioned earlier, the Objective two (2) of this study was achieved at the first
phase of this study named Initial Research Development phase. This objective has
been determined thoroughly through the additional information in second phase
named Conceptual Framework Development. In this stage, the researcher carried out
the conceptual overview and literature review in order to develop a WLCC
framework for HRRPD in Malaysia.
According to the residential property stock report (NAPIC, 2010), the total of
high rise residential property development in Malaysia is lower than the low rise
residential property development by 41%. However, current demand for high rise
residential property development shows that over 42% of development directed to
the high rise residential property development, particularly in Johor Bahru, Malaysia.
Even though there are statistics showing the increasing number of HRRPD in Johor
Bahru, unfortunately, the sales performance of HRRPD in Johor Bahru as shown in
chapter two (2) indicated a serious course of action needs to be developed. In
addressing this issue, the researcher realised that, the whole life cycle costing may be
the most appropriate alternative approach to overcome the problem. In view of this,
the researcher selected the HRRPD in Johor Bahru as a case study to examine the
capability to overcome this situation. Based on this condition, the researcher
examined the current practice procedure and decision making framework applied to
the selected HRRPD buildings. This has been determined in details in chapter three
(3).
This stage is very important, because the conceptual framework should be
proposed based on the results revealed from the surveys and reviews. In relation to
this, the combined contribution of chapters two (2), three (3) and four (4) was helpful
in developing a detailed framework that highlights the WLCC approach. Therefore, it
can be concluded that Objective Two (2) of the research has been achieved, as
discussed in detail in chapter five (5).
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7.4 Objective 3
Objective Three (3) is to evaluate the effectiveness of the framework of WLCC
for HRRPD in Malaysia. The list of relevant tasks undertaken is included in chapter
six (6).
In order to achieve the Objective Three (3), the researcher applied all the
analyses as stated in Table 7.1. Objective Three (3) was formulated to identify the
significant of this study and the successful of the approach in improving their
understanding of the importance of measuring property performance by
implementing the WLCC. Additionally, it will provide local governments or
interrelated communities with valuable framework for the inspection and evaluation
of the material components especially for residential property development in
Malaysia. Subsequently, the developed framework will guide property managers or
associated professionals in selecting the best building components for the
renovations or new constructions particularly on the HRRPD in Malaysia.
Objective Three (3) has been achieved as mentioned in Figure 6.17 in chapter
six (6) regarding the quality satisfaction for the residents of all of the selected
HRRPD building increased about between 14% up to 24% from year 2011 to 2012.
This situation happened because of the improvement that has been made in the
current decision making process procedure. The intended improvement is by
changing the 80% of decision making by Local Authority to only 20% influencing in
the decision process. The situation that changed is from no influences of committee
of the residents (resident representatives) to up to 80% of weight in the decision
making process in changing or replacing or buying of the building components in
their HRRPD building.  Instead of that, the changing of decision making approach
from manual approach to WLCC approach was one of the main contributions to this
result.
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7.5 Hypotheses Achievement
This study has satisfied the aims and objectives specified in the introduction. In
acknowledging the implementation of the WLCC approach towards the HRRPD
building development, particularly the building components, the successfulness of
the WLCC implementation has been critically examined and discussed. However,
instead depends on the objectives themselves, the researcher also carried out the test
to the hypothesis as mentioned earlier. A summary of the results is presented here
according to the stated hypotheses.
7.5.1 Hypotheses I
Hypothesis 1:
 Initial Capital Cost = WLCC ≥ Cost Benefit (Initial Purchase)
As stated earlier, the hypothesis one (1) of this research is that a low initial capital
cost of material components for residential property development could result in a
higher WLCC than the cost benefit of the initial purchase. Using Net Present Worth
(NPW), an evaluation tool that calculates all the cash flow to the present equivalent,
as a ranking system, it is expected that the material components with the lowest
initial cost may not be the lowest cost alternative (lowest NPW) in the long run when
maintenance costs, operational costs and replacement costs are considered.
The results obtained from these calculations show that, the WLCC approach
can be implemented in Malaysia as the ability of the indicators to carry out the
approach. From this implementation, the researcher found that, the first (1)
hypothesis as outlined earlier was answer accurately. The differences and correlation
between the initial cost and WLCC of all the building components alternatives
involved in this research shown in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 in chapter six (6).
Obviously, from these two figures (Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2.), it shows that the
lower amount of initial cost will result the higher number of WLCC at the end of the
design life span. These results proved that, the first hypothesis of this study is true
and authentic. Based on this, Hypothesis One (1) of the research has been achieved
as discussed in details in chapter six (6).
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7.5.2 Hypotheses 2
Hypothesis 2:
“The more expensive/ better quality building component may not
necessary results in the most cost effective alternative on WLCC basis.”
The second (2) hypothesis of this research is based on the principles of
WLCC, which incorporates all aspects of the high rise residential property
development building lifecycle by not simply choose the expensive cost or benefit
analysis of individual component of the building construction or on-going
maintenance management as the most effective alternative..
Furthermore, Table 6.11 in chapter six (6) shows the rank of the alternatives
that should be considered during the decision making process based on the Value
Diverse of WLCC and Adjusted Initial Cost per square foot. Table 6.11 shows only
the result based on Chempaka HRRPD building. An extension from the analysis
carried out with the WLCC indicators can be found at Appendix C1. Table 6.11
revealed the efficiency of WLCC for HRRPD building components based on their
value diverse between WLCC (RMsqft) with Adjusted Initial Cost (RMsqft). The
outcome from this analysis support that even though the upfront purchase and
installation costs of the particular building component lower to the other, however, at
the end of the year 40, the higher cost of particular building component at the initial
is more cost efficient. This situation significantly supports the researcher to achieve
the second hypothesis.
The literature identified that quality, economic conditions and design purpose
as the key factors that affect WLCC. Each of these factors consists of several
interrelated components, as shown in Figure 6.18, of which quality was hypothesised
to be the most important. As was done, there was a negative correlation pattern
illustrated for the correlation between the age of the building and the quality factors.
Meanwhile, Figure 6.17 shows the relationship between the resident’s perception and
quality of the building components. It shows that the quality of the building
component is better after the involvement of resident compare to the analysis of
without resident’s involvement. This condition also supports the understanding of the
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correlation between the year of development construction, and annual equivalent
development WLCC and OMR costs for the building components in HRRPD
buildings. This result represents the answered for the second (2) hypothesis, which is
the more expensive or better quality building component may not necessary results in
the most cost effective alternative on WLCC basis. As a result, Hypothesis Two (2)
of the research has been achieved as discussed in details in chapter six (6) as well.
7.6 Conclusion
Recently, there has been increasing focus on the significance of building sustainable
asset for the current and future generations. As discovered in this research, WLCC is
the one from many others approaches that can ensure this sustainability concept.
Quality of design, material used and workmanship, affects the future operation,
maintenance and rehabilitation (OMR) costs of assets, yet, the extent to which
quality affects these costs has never been explicitly quantified. This was evidence
from a review of current and past literature, in which previous work on the study of
quality and life cycle costing was found. Unfortunately, no research determined to
focus on the effect of quality upon WLCC towards material used on high rise
residential property development was found.
The research described in this thesis represents a major study in HRRPD
building components area and significantly advances the understanding and
exploration of the implication on WLCC towards HRRPD in Malaysia. The principal
objective of this research is to develop a framework of WLCC for HRRPD that will
enhance the quality and cost effectiveness of the HRRPD in Malaysia. Instead of
that, the researcher also determines the impact and satisfaction of quality upon the
building components through WLCC. Three (3) objectives were identified (refer to
section 1.7). The research aim and objectives were met. It was concluded that WLCC
really meet the criteria in achieving sustainable property development and it was
easy to be used in doing decision making by all levels of society. The research
outcomes from the objectives and the hypotheses achievement have been compiled in
Table 7.2. In addition, the quality has the greatest impact on building components
life cycle and their maintenance and rehabilitation costs. This has been proven by the
satisfactory surveys that have been developed and collected. The research
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conclusions are presented in this chapter as well as limitations of the research and
recommendation for future research.
Table 7.2. Research Outcomes Achievement
Research Question Objective Achieved Research Outcomes
What are the factors
which drive the need for
WLCC framework for
HRRPD in Malaysia?
To identify the indicators
of the WLCC framework
for HRRPD based on the
comparable
implementation in
developed countries.
Identification of indicators
to implement the WLCC
with Malaysia practice
environment.
What problems do
property manager
perceives exist relative to
the HRRPD and the
impact to the
maintenance costs?
To develop a WLCC
framework for HRRPD
in Malaysia.
Identification of the best
framework to work out
on decision making
based on the
implementation of
WLCC.
How does the framework
of WLCC for HRRPD in
Malaysia can be
evaluated?
To evaluate the
effectiveness of the
framework of WLCC for
HRRPD in Malaysia.
Residents satisfaction on
the selected building
components based on
the decision made after
implementing the
WLCC.
Source: Author’s Compilation
7.6.1 High Rise Residential Property Development Building
HRRPD building construction, design, components, operation, maintenance and
rehabilitation cost data for six (6) HRRPD buildings were collected from all
available sources in their own property maintenance office and developer office.
Besides, data were also been collected from supplier that involve in the development
OBJECTIVE 2RQ 2 OUTCOME 2
OBJECTIVE 1RQ 1 OUTCOME 1
OBJECTIVE 3RQ 3 OUTCOME 3
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as well. These developments located in Johor Bahru. The HRRPD building designs
and components details, as well as construction details, OMR cost, policies and
procedures were also been reviewed extensively.
The subsequent database that was populated with the cost and component
data represents one of the most comprehensive collections of historical cost and
component data in Malaysia, particularly in Johor Bahru. All cost and financial
related data were converted into annual equivalent costs to take into account the time
value of money and inflation over the study period. These costs were then used in the
analyses. These data also been discussed in chapter five (5) and chapter six (6) of this
thesis.
7.6.2 Whole Life Cycle Costing
As indeed needed in this research, in running the WLCC, the researcher needs to
identify the annual equivalent of the selected building components as mention in
chapter 1. Annual equivalent building components WLCC were collected from
historical data such constructions data, supplier data, and OMR cost data. Difficulties
were encountered in determining operational costs as these costs were not available
for individual buildings. As alternative, this data were gathered from supplier survey
and service provider survey. Instead of that alternative, the property maintenance
department annual cost factor manual had to be relied on to get more robust and
accurate results for these costs. These costs were then pro-rated to account for
differences in HVAC and electricity costs attributable to the building component
design and construction.
The high degree of commonality in the HRRPD building components data
made it possible to eliminate the requirement to consider many of the factors cited in
the literature and limit the study to several major factors. Initially, five factors were
studied to determine their effect on whole life cycle costing such as location, age of
building, building category, building components category and component usage. All
these factors play a role and have a great impact in everything that happens around
them especially related to the quality and financial. Once the five factors have been
determined, the sixth factor’s name quality comes into the analysis. This factor was
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examined once the effects of the other factors had been isolated. Conclusions
regarding this factor will be drawn separately.
The effect of age can been determined especially on annual equivalent
WLCC which was apparent immediately as older buildings (based on one of the
building components: Wall Painting) had higher annual equivalent WLCC of
2011RM 0.06/sqft/year to 2011RM 0.13/sqft/year compared with newer buildings
which is 2011RM 0.24/sqft/year. To minimize this effect, annual equivalent total
cost costs were recalculated using cost data up to and including the first 40 years of a
buildings life. This period was chosen as it established a common period of
economic interest and eliminated most rehabilitation costs associated with a midlife
retrofit or upgrade. Thus, all costs used were for a common period of time and any
major building rehabilitation costs were due to work that resulted from desirable, but
non-essential upgrading.
The 40 year annual equivalent cost analysis clearly showed that the more
recent the period of construction, the higher were the building annual equivalent
OMR costs (based on one of the building component: Floor covering). This condition
has been supported by Table 7.3. It was inferred from the analysis of the HRRPD
that older buildings generally had the lowest annual equivalent OMR costs. This was
very important finding as it quantified the perception of many property managers that
newer constructed buildings were more costly to maintain. This also provided the
first evidence that there was a link between building costs and building quality.
Table 7.3. Building Annual Equivalent OMR costs
Newer Building
M&R Costs
Middle-Aged Building
M&R Costs
Older Building
M&R Costs
2011RM 9.86/sqft/year 2011RM 24.43/sqft/year 2011RM 7.26/sqft/year
Source: Author’s Compilation
Did the location can be the other factors on higher OMR costs? As far as the
researcher is concerned, the effect of location on annual equivalent building costs
resulted from a combination of individual differences between the functional,
components and an interaction with the age factor rather than a real difference in
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costs due to location. The interface between location and these other factors made it
impossible to differentiate if location had a real effect on annual equivalent
construction and OMR costs. Inaccuracies in the accounting of building costs data by
HRRPD in Johor Bahru made it impossible to make any valid conclusions regarding
the effect of location on these costs.
The effect on usage which defined by the building occupancy and the effect
on function where defined by building function on building costs was difficult to
quantify for few reasons. Firstly, the findings revealed that an interaction between
building function and usage. This interaction made it difficult to determine the effect
of the building function and usage on costs. It was possible to treat the analysis by
combining the usage and function factors so that the effect on costs could be shown
if the function and usage can be identified separately. Secondly, the number of units
of the HRRPD in each level and the varied factor involved such as the number of
components, and the number of residents. This means that the building cost data
were unbalanced between the levels and that differences between the means needed
to be greater to be statistically significant.
It was concluded, from a study of the HRRPD, the building with more
residents and higher usage had higher mean 40 year annual equivalent OMR costs
(based on one of the building component: Interior Finishes) of 2011RM
0.77/sqft/year to 2011RM 1.20/sqft/year. This amount was approximately six times
higher OMR costs that building with low usage and numbers of resident which only
2011RM 0.22/sqft/year based on 6 selected HRRPD in this research. The number of
HRRPD studied in this thesis was very small though. Accordingly, further research
on an expended dataset is warranted to determine if these findings are unique to the
data in this research, or are indicative of a general effect of function and usage on all
buildings. If the findings are representative of all buildings, building function and use
must be considered when budgeting and allocating OMR funding rather than funding
OMR as a flat percentage of current value or current plant value. The building
function and use are critically important to be considered in future development such
it significantly affect the budgeting of the development.
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At the beginning of the thesis, it was thought that the data would show that
buildings with lower construction costs would have a low initial capital cost of
building components for residential property development could result in a higher
WLCC than the cost benefit of the initial purchase. The implication was that higher
construction costs meant better building quality and subsequently, lower OMR costs.
The strongest evidence of this correlation between annual equivalent construction
costs and OMR costs was found by examining these HRRPD buildings.
7.6.3 Building Component Service Life
It was found that many critical components which have been defined through survey
in the HRRPD buildings had exceeded their design service life (DSL). Actual
component service life in HRRPD buildings was affected by four factors;
departmental initiatives, components failure, health and safety requirements, and
obsolescence. Component replacement or upgrading to meet new building code
requirements was not a sufficient enough condition to warrant component
replacement, unless other major work was scheduled. Thus, it was not a factor.
It was determined that the majority of all critical building components were at
the top range of their perspective predicted service life. To extent to which many
building components exhibited an above average ASL can be attributed to the quality
of materials in the original building design, the historically well established
maintenance management practices and procedures used throughout HRRPD, and
the comparative case of obtaining maintenance, but not capital funding. Thus, the
HRRPD management team attitude was very maintenance oriented which this was a
factor that can contribute to the unsuccessfulness of the optimizing the funding and
components themselves.
Sometimes, other public and private sector organizations, major rehabilitation
project within HRRPD were defined as maintenance thus; it was easier to look after
existing infrastructure and building components than to justify replacing it. The
definitions of maintenance, rehabilitation and construction have since been brought
in line with other organization. The long term implications of the maintenance,
rehabilitation and construction for HRRPD property managers will depend upon how
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well the property department continues to function and the availability of
rehabilitation and betterment funding.
It was thought that there might be a correlation between OMR quality, critical
component total and 40 year annual M&R equivalent costs. However, a relationship
could not be established. This does not necessarily mean that O&M Quality does not
affect the component service life but that it could not be proven using the data in this
research. Basically, it is more difficult to associate O&M quality with individual
component service life as it is not possible to filter out those factors, other than
failure, which potentially influence service life.
7.6.4 Quality Perception
The literature suggested that there could be cleared differences between those factors
that a user perceives as important to building quality and what a property manager
perceives as important.
A questionnaire was sent to residents of selected HRRPD to determine the
most important resident desired quality (RDQ) factors in building design and
building component. Besides, also to determine how the resident perceived quality
(RPQ) his or her building met those factors. A comparison of the top five RDQ
factors with the resulting RPQ scores indicated that residents in older HRRPD were
the least satisfied with the quality of their HRRPD buildings. Residents in these
assets were most concerned about ventilation and appropriate lighting. Finally,
residents in new HRRPD buildings were concerned about privacy, personal space
and security.
A comparison of the results of the residents and property manager survey
showed that there was a basic agreement between the quality factors that property
manager felt were important to building quality and those that the residents felt were
important. This designated that property manager known their customers. This is
important if a building is to meet the needs of the resident. The sample size of the
property managers was small however and this study should be repeated with a larger
group to validate the findings.
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One area where property managers disagreed with the residents was in the
design quality of the newer HRRPD buildings. The findings of the resident’s
perception survey determined that residents perceived these buildings to have a
higher overall quality than that stated by the property managers. This highlighted the
contradictory that frequently exists in quantifying the quality from the perspective
groups with differing interests which in this case refer to residents and property
managers.
7.6.5 Quality Dimensions and Metric
A metric was developed to measure quality in the design, construction and OMR
phase of a building’s service life. The metric was based on seven (7) quality
dimension proposed by McGeorge and Palmer in year 1997. These dimension
namely performance, reliability serviceability, durability, conformance, aesthetics
and perceived quality. The relative importance of each dimension was determined
from a construction industry survey of designers, contractors, property managers,
owner and users. Weighting factors for each dimension were determined and used in
a series of quality equations which were developed and used to calculate a design
and material quality (BQDMP), construction quality (BQCP) and OMR (BQOMP)
quality score for each building.
The individual quality proportion scores were used to determine the
relationship between quality and costs. The metric developed to obtain the scores
was based on current research and existing property management tools used in
HRRPD. Its simplicity makes it easy to update, should be better methods be found
which to measure each of the quality dimensions. Ideally, the design quality score
should be determined within the first three (3) to five (5) years of building
commissioning so that all documentation pertinent to the quality scoring can be
considered.
Instead, the resident’s perception is not been unduly affected by the aging of
the HRRPD building. It was concluded that the metric was an effective tool for
measuring the design, material and O&M quality but limited in its ability to measure
construction quality. This was because, only one dimension, conformance was used
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to calculate construction quality. It was demonstrated that the design and material
quality (BQDMP) proportion was;
i. A good measure of initial building quality, and
ii. An excellent variable to be used to quantify the impact of quality upon
annual equivalent building WLCC.
7.6.6 Quality and Component Costs
The research goal was also to determine the impact of quality upon WLCC can be
quantified if historical cost data and current data from a homogenous data source are
used. Initial analyses indicated that building quality was positively correlated with
building age and also that the individual quality proportions BQDMP, BQCP and
BQOMP were also correlated with each other. These interactions needed to be
considered in the analyses if the impact of quality on WLCC was to be quantified.
The findings of the annual equivalent WLCC analysis showed that when age
was removed as a factor, annual equivalent WLCC could be modeled as a function of
quality for newer buildings, but the model had a poor fit. This designated that there
were factors or considerations that affected the general linear model.
There are two possible explanations for this finding. Firstly, the general trend
towards lower construction costs in newer buildings which is very weak was
sufficient enough to negate the very significant, showing by negative correlation
between quality and annual equivalent OMR costs. Resulted, as construction costs
plunged, OMR costs increased which left WLCC costs unchanged regardless of the
impact of quality. Construction costs accounted for 40% to 50% of annual equivalent
WLCC compared to only 17% to 18% for M&R costs. As explained and to support
the second hypothesis, the initial cost was not a strong of future OMR costs, and it
was concluded that initial costs was not an indicator of building quality and high
expenditure to be prepared in the future.
Secondly, the age had impact on M&R costs as the annual equivalent WLCC
were based on the age to date rather than a common fixed period of time. The
refitting of the model using 40 year annual equivalent total costs instead of annual
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equivalent of WLCC showed that this modern scenario was indeed, the most likely
cause of the poor fit for the annual equivalent WLCC and quality model. The fit for
the 40 year annual equivalent total costs could be explained by quality.
The analysis of variance of 40 year annual equivalent total costs, for the
newer component of buildings, clearly indicated that quality had a major impact on
total costs when the influence of all other potential factors, particularly age, was
minimized or removed. As stated previously, 40 year analysis period was important
as it ensured all costs used were for a common period of time and thus, rehabilitation
costs were not driven by obsolescence or desirable, but non- essential upgrading.
The consequence of poor quality and the resulting of higher OMR costs, on
WLCC were demonstrated by calculating cumulative costs for all the building
components in selected HRRPD buildings. As shown in Table 6.8, based on
cumulative costs to date, it was found that, the WLCC of poorer quality material in
HRRPD buildings were projected to eventually exceed those of the better quality
material in HRRPD buildings. This is important as the cost of the lower quality
material of the HRRPD buildings did not yet include major rehabilitation costs for
replacement or service life extension costs. The implications of this situation are
evident. HRRPD building management team will face, if they do not ready or take it
seriously, a staid shortfall in OMR funding in the upcoming years as the current level
of funding maintenance at a 1% of current value and funding rehabilitation at 2.1%
of current value will not be adequate to fund future OMR requirement for poorer
quality material in HRRPD buildings. This percentage was based on overall
budgeting on financial documents provided by the selected HRRPD management
team for this research.
7.7 Limitations of the study
The goal of the research and all of the objectives were met within the limitations
placed on the research. The first of which was the problem with main case study or
domain. This research was limited to the high rise residential property development
in Johor Bahru. As a result, only six (6) suitable property have been selected which
age from as early as year 1980’s up to 2000’s. In spite of that, the 40 year annual
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equivalent M&R cost and quality model used to predict costs is only valid for this
domain.
Missing routine of maintenance costs and the lack of detailed building
services costs were also limitation, as these costs had to be approximated. The
inclusion of a prediction race for 40 years annual equivalent OMR costs was an
effective way to address possible errors made in the estimation of the missing
maintenance costs. The lack of accurate building services costs was not an issue in
the design quality and 40 years annual equivalent M&R cost model but it could have
affected the fit of the quality and annual equivalent total cost (WLCC and 40 year).
7.8 Research Contribution
This research contributed to the state of the art in property management in many
respects. The most critical contributions are;
i. Introducing a distinctive model for optimizing the whole life cycle cost of
building equipment at decision making level in property management project.
As demonstrated earlier, the literature contains a large amount of the research
covering optimization to achieve long term planning. In addition, much of the
research covering WLCC as an economic evaluation technique at the decision
making level in property management. This research is in employing the
WLCC as the analytical framework for optimizing WLCC at the decision
making level in property management.
ii. Demonstrating the feasibility of WLCC with Monte Carlo Simulation as a
risk analysis tool into a single tool capable of performing probabilistic
optimization in property management, this approach has great application
potentials in equipment planning in property management.
iii. Presenting a comprehensive case for the choice of discount rate in property
management and construction project. This case helps resolve some of the
issues that inhabit full deployment of the WLCC.
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7.9 Recommendations for future study
Many questions were answered from this research; however, many more were
generated. The principal recommendations for further research fall into two
categories recommendations specific to the current research domain (HRRPD) and
general recommendations.
7.9.1 Recommendations specific to HRRPD
Specific recommendations are stated as below;
i. Expend the property manager survey to all HRRPD Buildings across
Malaysia to improve the sample size and repeat the analyses.
ii. Undertake an in depth study of twenty (20) to thirty (30) new HRRPD
buildings across Malaysia to better determine the impact of construction and
building quality on WLCC.
iii. Undertake an in depth study of five (5) to ten (10) new HRRPD buildings at
one location (under the same territory or city) to better determine the impact
of design, construction and building quality and financial on WLCC.
iv. Undertake a research focus programme to better understand which factors are
most important to building component service life and to develop a
maintenance management standard for HRRPD buildings.
7.9.2 General Recommendations
As for general recommendations, there are;
i. Investigate and quantify the sustainable benefits of rehabilitations as an
alternative to new component.
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ii. Expand the research to other domains including other public and private
sector buildings to see if the methods developed to quantify the impact of
quality upon WLCC are suitable for use in other sectors.
As discussed previously, this research was undertaken using selected HRRPD
buildings in Johor Bahru to study the significant of WLCC of the building
components and the impact of quality upon WLCC. The specific findings of cost
modelling are highly applicable to the property management particularly on the asset
and facilities of HRRPD buildings. The general findings regarding the significant of
the WLCC, the impact of quality, user perception and service life are also relevant to
the public and private sector as targeted at the earlier stage of this research. By
understanding the purpose of this research, the property manager can make better
informed decisions on how to best manage on the asset and facilities management
portfolio.
7.10 Summary
Generally, this research is to enhance the financial and property management
mechanism to facilitate whole life cycle management of the residential development
process by focusing on the quality of the materials that had been chosen. The general
findings regarding the resident’s perception, property manager’s perception, quality
impact of the materials and service life are also relevant to the public and private
sector though. As mentioned earlier, the primary research domain was HRRPD
buildings in Johor Bahru.
General conclusion also can be drawn from the research regarding budgeting
management and financial level consideration of rehabilitation over new material
selection and the level of influence of quality can have on WLCC during the design
and material selection, construction and development and OMR phases of building’s
service life.
The analysis of conceptual and actual M&R funding indicated that whilst
HRRPD management team in Johor Bahru most probably funded the M&R at the
bare minimum recommended levels; the infrastructure at the majority of HRRPD
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building in Johor Bahru was mid-well maintained. This demonstrated that if refer to
the principle, it is not necessarily how much is spent on OMR but how well it is
spent that influences a building’s condition.
The housing development has been going on in Malaysia since ages
particularly in high rise residential property development. No doubt, the management
teams involved always want to make sure their property development in optimum
condition. Most of them have had a long history of organizational commitment to
routine and preventive maintenance driven training.
Unfortunately, this lapsed in recent years, when the asset and facilities
management documentation could not keep pace with rapid changes in development
philosophy and information technology tools. Indications are that recent efforts
within HRRPD management team not just in Johor Bahru, but all over Malaysia have
begun to address this issue. An initiative to integrate all of aspects of asset and
facilities management is underway and new policies and procedures are being to
written to re-establish a common, departmentally driven maintenance management
system.
This is actually critical as the research findings inferred that an even greater
shortfall in OMR funding will occur within next 15 years. The mean age of HRRPD
building continues to increase and the accumulation of service life extension
rehabilitation project are growing accordingly. At the same time, research findings
clearly showed that poorer quality materials are more costly to maintain and repair.
But then, the findings also showed that the more expensive materials may not
necessary results in the most cost effective alternative on WLCC basis. Given the
current climate of fiscal restraint, it is not likely that OMR funding will be increased
significantly therefore, it is extremely important that OMR funding properly
prioritized and spent when needed.
Discussing about rehabilitation, the benefits of rehabilitating older building
components or any materials to extend service life over new HRRPD building were
explored superficially by examining the selected six residential buildings in Johor
Bahru. From that point of research, the cost of rehabilitate these HRRPD buildings
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were 1½ to 1¼ of the cost of new HRRPD building construction. Equally significant
is that residents perceived that the overall quality of rehabilitated building was
comparable to or just below that of a newly constructed building. Although there
were not sufficient in the sample to state conclusively that rehabilitation is a
preferred alternative to the new construction, the result lend qualified support to an
asset and facilities management strategy of rehabilitating structurally sound older
material or building component over constructing new facilities. This could help
more than enough to optimize the condition of the HRRPD buildings themselves
with appropriate budget. In light of a growing interest in sustainable building design
and construction, further research in this area is recommended.
The final suggestion must address the level of influence quality has upon
WLCC. It is acknowledged that this decreases as a building move from the design
phase, through the construction phase to the operation, maintenance and
rehabilitation phase. It is concluded that the value obtained in this research reflect the
many real compromises, in addition to conceptual design consideration and material
selections, that influence HRRPD building quality. Agreed that few developments
have unlimited finding to ensure optimum quality is achievable, but this research is
general and more to introduce the alternative to facilitate whole life cycle
management of the residential development process at the building operational
management level particularly related to any repairs and replacements of the building
component. Therefore, property manager may decide on spending more on
preventive maintenance in the OMR phase to reduce the WLCC because this may
effectively increases the level of influence quality has on WLCC in the OMR phase.
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Appendix A1. Comparable of Ten (10) Models Oblige on the Whole Life Costs.
No. Features LCCA
Model
LCCA
Model
LCCA
Model
ABC Model EIO-LCA
Model
Fabrycky
and
Blanchard
[1991]
Woodward
[1997]
Dahlen and
Bolmsjo
[1996]
Bras and
Emblemsvag
[1996]
Cobas et al.,
[1996]
1. Objective/s Cost
Alternates
LCC of
Assets
LCC of
Labour
Cost
Reduction
Economic
Input Output
Analysis
2. Identification of
Alternatives
A A A A NA
3. Development of
Cost Breakdowns
Structure
E E E E G
4. Identification of
Suitable Cost
Model
E G G E A
5. Generation of
Cost Estimates
E E E E NA
6. Availability of
Cost Profiles
G A A A NA
7. Break Even
Analysis
A A A A NA
8. Determination of
high Cost
Contributors
A NA NA A NA
9. Total Cost
Determination
A A A A A
10. Incorporation of
Eco-Costs
NA NA NA NA A
11. Correlation with
Design Changes
NA NA NA A NA
12. Implementation of
a Design Solution
NA NA NA A NA
13. Quality Aspects NA NA NA NA NA
14. Inclusion of
Supplier
relationships
NA NA NA NA E
15. Trade-Offs NA E NA A A
16. Employment
Cycles
NA NA E NA A
17. Sensitivity
Analysis
A A A A NA
18. Risk Analysis A A A A NA
19. Remanufacture
Concept
NA NA NA A NA
20. Any Special
Feature
Holistic
Model
Asset Model Human
Factor
Uncertainty LCA
Upgrading
Notes: A- Available; NA –Not Available; G- Good; E- Excellent
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No. Features DOC Model PLCCA
Model
TCA
Model
LCECA
Model
WLCC Model
Eversheim et
al., [1998]
Westkamper
and Osten-
Sacken [1998]
Pollution
Prevention
Resources
Center
[1997]
Senthil et al.,
[2001]
Boussabaine
and Kirkham
[2005]
1. Objective/s Cost Evaluation LCC
Estimates
Total Cost
Calculation
Eco-Design Cost
Evaluation
and
Sustainables
2. Identification of
Alternatives
A NA NA A A
3. Development of
Cost Breakdowns
Structure
G G A E E
4. Identification of
Suitable Cost
Model
A A A E E
5. Generation of
Cost Estimates
A NA A G E
6. Availability of
Cost Profiles
A NA NA G G
7. Break Even
Analysis
NA NA NA A G
8. Determination of
high Cost
Contributors
NA NA NA A A
9. Total Cost
Determination
A A G A E
10. Incorporation of
Eco-Costs
NA A NA G G
11. Correlation with
Design Changes
A A NA A G
12. Implementation of
a Design Solution
A A NA A A
13. Quality Aspects A E NA NA G
14. Inclusion of
Supplier
relationships
NA NA A A E
15. Trade-Offs A A A A A
16. Employment
Cycles
NA NA A NA A
17. Sensitivity
Analysis
NA NA NA A A
18. Risk Analysis A A NA A G
19. Remanufacture
Concept
A A NA A A
20. Any Special
Feature
Production
System
Decision
Redesign Projects Eco-Design Sustainable
Design
Notes: A- Available; NA –Not Available; G- Good; E- Excellent
Source: Senthil et. al. 2001; amend by Author, 2010
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Appendix A2.Malaysia Production Housing Construction Approvals
Year Q3 2006 Q4 2006 Q1 2007 Q2 2007 Q3 2007 Q4 2007 Q2 2008
G P G P G P G P G P G P G P
2004 135 480 137 485
2005 119 611 123 617 126 613 126 617 125 620 127 626
2006 65 369 97 468 114 558 117 591 123 606 128 621 131 635
2007 29 57 71 186 213 345 340 537 376 651
2008 74 218
2009
2010
Total 319 1460 357 1570 269 1228 314 1394 461 1571 595 1784 581 1504
Quarterly
Different
38 110 45 166 147 177 134 213
Q % 11.91
%
7.53
%
16.73
%
13.52
%
46.82
%
12.70
%
29.07
%
13.56
%
Year Q4 2008 Q1 2009 Q2 2009 Q3 2009 Q4 2009 Q1 2010 Q2 2010 Q3 2010
G P G P G P G P G P G P G P G P
2004
2005
2006 135 641
2007 387 683 387 692 388 692 388 693 359 700
2008 197 520 223 576 242 599 245 605 249 617 250 619 253 622 255 629
2009 26 47 209 137 361 275 469 471 490 554 494 592 497 609
2010 17 86 47 265 71 466
Total 719 1844 636 1315 839 1428 994 1573 1077 1788 757 1259 794 1479 823 1704
Quarterly
Different
138 340 203 113 155 145 83 215 37 220 29 225
Q % 23.75
%
22.61
%
31.92
%
8.59
%
18.47
%
10.15
%
8.35% 13.67
%
4.89
%
17.47
%
3.65
%
15.21
%
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Appendix A3. Federal Government Development Expenditure 1981-2011
Industry
(in RM Million)
Seventh Malaysia Plan Eighth Malaysia Plan Nineth Malaysia Plan Tenth Malaysia Plan* Total
[1996-1999] [2000-2005] [2006-2010] [2011-2015]
Economic 47,172 50,515 117,300 126,500 400,127
Social 31,284 37,518 78,200 69,000 248,294
Security 11,644 10,750 23,000 23,000 89,402
General Administration 8,937 11,217 11,500 11,500 47,539
Total 99,037 110,000 230,000 230,000
*as May 2010
Source: CIDB, 2010a; Government of Malaysia, 2010.
Appendix A4. Statistics of Troubled Housing Projects (Delayed, Sick and Abandoned) By State until December 31, 2009
State Delayed Project Sick Abandoned Total
Project Housing Buyer Project Housing Buyer Project Housing Buyer Project Housing Buyer
Selangor 27 4,540 2,377 96 25,492 18,978 40 20,528 14,762 165 50,558 36,117
Pulau Pinang 3 468 184 19 4,925 3,587 12 7,253 5,112 34 12,646 8,883
Johor 2 32 14 26 5,621 4,361 33 8,196 3,876 61 13,849 8,251
Perak 6 456 140 35 7,289 3,754 6 972 578 47 8,717 4,472
Negeri Sembilan 1 12 12 11 1,532 1,044 20 4,653 2,411 32 6,197 3,467
WP Kuala Lumpur 10 1,425 919 10 2,126 1,542 6 2,408 1,365 26 5,959 3,826
Melaka 6 288 132 12 4,279 3,106 7 975 570 25 5,542 3,808
Kedah 3 310 140 20 3,222 1,779 9 1,374 713 32 4,906 2,632
Pahang 2 368 145 12 1,386 819 11 3,016 2,050 25 4,770 3,014
Kelantan 0 0 0 19 1,037 820 3 519 367 22 1,556 1,187
Terengganu 3 91 48 16 877 845 1 21 20 20 989 914
Perlis 0 0 0 3 99 50 0 0 0 3 99 50
Total 63 7,990 4,111 281 57,885 40,686 148 49,913 31,824 492 115,788 76,621
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Appendix B1. Summary of Existing Stock of Malaysia Residential Property (Year 2008-2009).
Ranked: small upper case number after state’s name
Source: Residential Property Stock Report, Property Market Report, NAPIC 2010.
GROUPS LOW-RISE RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT HIGH RISE RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT OTHERS
States Single Storey
Terraced
2-3 Storey Terraced Single Storey Semi
Detached
2-3 Storey Semi
Detached
Detached Town House Cluster Low Cost House Low Cost Flat Flat Condominium /
Apartment
Service
Apartment
SOHO
2008 2009 2008 2009 2008 2009 2008 2009 2008 2009 2008 2009 2008 2009 2008 2009 2008 2009 2008 2009 2008 2009 2008 2009 2008 2009
WP Kuala Lumpur2 22,210 22,210 66,600 66,906 633 636 5,436 5,660 7,881 7,928 4,732 4,732 4,248 4,248 4,360 4,360 87,177 89,023 48,236 48,263 131,085 135,273 6,524 8,173 0 0
WP Putrajaya 0 0 893 1063 0 0 269 269 75 83 96 96 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,538 2,538 0 0 0 0 0 0
WP Labuan 591 645 669 772 70 70 814 884 5,251 5,255 11 11 0 0 874 874 680 680 1,300 1,300 308 308 0 0 0 0
Selangor1 144,166 14,7871 366,802 381,507 8,246 8,845 22,987 26,153 42,034 43,490 9,238 9,951 4,788 5,569 86,822 87,532 184,036 187,946 146,118 147,996 180,445 184,431 8,843 10,412 0 0
Johor4 168,466 173,885 137,242 142,443 25,224 25,544 14,062 14,833 84,587 84,646 1,165 1,165 1,338 2,228 123,376 123,658 44,353 44,538 19,162 19,552 24,602 26,656 3,292 3,362 0 0
Pulau Pinang3 40,776 41,225 49,436 52,201 8,532 8,580 13,395 14,083 5,482 6,269 1,712 2,181 7,513 7,521 14,122 14,534 50,351 52,268 99,572 106,015 33,926 34,901 513 513 0 0
Negeri Sembilan 113,753 116,257 74,309 78,711 16,033 16,655 8,664 9,256 59,368 59,525 362 362 310 454 78,218 78,928 7,735 7,834 2,168 2,632 4,563 4,355 1,259 1,259 0 0
Perak 76,916 78,099 33,149 34,434 9,440 9,685 3,508 3,601 30,454 30,837 1,064 1,066 1,625 1,777 35,478 35,493 10,381 10,451 6,373 6,373 13,523 13,523 5,408 5,408 0 0
Melaka 47,016 48,219 26,225 26,580 4,895 5,081 3,028 3,138 12,149 12,167 3,092 3,092 888 888 2,799 28,333 5,959 5,959 6,073 6,073 10,359 10,359 345 345 0 0
Kedah 59,071 62,307 19,491 21,139 31,099 33,362 9,592 10,118 34,522 34,856 576 576 460 508 83,693 84,414 4,135 4,135 1,272 1,272 630 734 748 748 0 0
Pahang 43,618 45,429 21,434 22,131 12,104 12,918 3,149 3,291 66,076 66,180 181 181 0 44 40,585 41,489 3,768 3,868 2,589 2,589 7,479 7,479 647 647 0 0
Terengganu 10,845 11,384 4,029 4,174 4,807 5,052 1,314 1,381 9,661 10,254 0 0 0 0 13,358 13,499 3,120 3,240 1,176 1,272 689 689 0 0 0 0
Kelantan 17,021 17,696 4,916 5,119 2,533 2,589 891 1,033 15,819 15,963 0 0 800 800 6,902 9,602 514 514 436 436 778 778 0 0 0 0
Perlis 6,256 6,395 1,106 1,146 2,630 2,778 595 599 509 522 0 0 42 42 7,326 7,338 1,378 1,378 96 96 96 96 0 0 0 0
Sabah5 17,081 16,785 32,111 34,951 2,776 2,833 9,527 10,053 5,368 7,072 263 263 804 804 13,049 13,987 14,258 18,970 8,064 8,148 15,970 17,891 904 904 0 0
Sarawak 31,233 34,091 45,690 48,208 9,849 10,104 26,775 27,538 13,552 13,580 118 118 1,088 1,088 27,185 27,817 13,728 14,880 2,497 2,497 9,624 9,868 0 128 0 0
TOTAL 799,019 822,498 884,102 921,485 138,871 144,732 124,006 131,890 392,788 398,627 22,610 23,794 23,904 25,971 566,047 571,858 431,573 445,684 347,670 357,052 434,077 447,431 28,483 31,899 0 0
Increasement 23,479 37,383 5,861 7,884 5,839 1,184 2,067 5,811 14,111 9,382 13354 3416 0
% 2.94 4.23 4.22 6.36 1.49 5.24 8.65 1.03 3.27 2.70 3.10 12 0
∑Development 89,508 36,847 3,416
STUDY CASE EVIDENCE (JOHOR BAHRU EXISTING AND INCOMING SUPPLY)
Johor Bahru 75,340 92,829 5,273 7,801 18,080 892 1,517 46,120 39,276 16,682 22,757 2,985 0
∑Development 247,852 78,715 2,985
Incoming Supply 1,651 6,042 754 799 285 440 285 6 4,509 13,575 6,406 0 0
∑Development 10,262 24,490 0
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Appendix B2. Summary of Existing Stock of High Rise Residential Property Units in Johor, Malaysia
HRRPD Building Categories 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
Low Cost Flat 33,043 33,895 38,793 41,033 43,503 44,201 44,353 44,538
Flat 18,230 19,032 15,161 15,357 15,957 16,338 19,162 19,552
Condominium/ Apartment 13,588 15,877 18,311 19,697 21,238 23,005 24,722 26,656
TOTAL 64,861 68,804 72,265 76,087 80,698 83,544 88,237 90,746
Increasement 3,943 3,461 3,822 4,611 2,846 4,693 2,509
% 6.1 5.1 5.3 6.1 3.6 5.6 2.9
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Appendix B3.Whole Life Cycle Costing
(Summary)
Whole Life Cycle Costing EstimateGeneral Purpose Work Sheet
Nominal Rate 7.0%
Inflation Rate 1.3% Case Study Location 1
Real Interest Rate 5.6% Study T itle Taman Cempaka Public Housing Apartment, Johor Bahru
Project Type - Developer Public
Total Unit/Area/ Space/Quantity Total Unit> 2152 SQFt> 499
Economic Building Service Life 1987
Economic Life Span (Nm) 39 40
Project Life Cycle 40
Extra SUBTOTAL I SUBTOTAL II
Low Base High Low Base High Preliminaries1 Contigencies2 Construction Cost
80% 130% 80% 130% 15% 5% 18.5% 17.0% 19.0% 19.50%
Type Manufacturer Quantity Price Per Quantity Economic Life Span Alt1 Alt2 Alt3 Alt4
Price Per Sqft
Wall Painting Colourland Weatherflex Acrylic Wall Finish Colourland 380 120.00RM 5 45,600.00RM 36,480.00RM 45,600.00RM 59,280.00RM 45,600.00RM 6,840.00RM 2,280.00RM 54,720.00RM 10,123.20RM
Jotashield Extreme JOTUN 380 145.00RM 8 55,100.00RM 44,080.00RM 55,100.00RM 71,630.00RM 55,100.00RM 8,265.00RM 2,755.00RM 66,120.00RM 11,240.40RM
Nippon Weatherbond Advance NIPPON PAINT 380 138.00RM 5 52,440.00RM 41,952.00RM 52,440.00RM 68,172.00RM 52,440.00RM 7,866.00RM 2,622.00RM 62,928.00RM 11,956.32RM
Roof Painting Colourland Rooflex Acrylic Mid Sheen Roof Finish Colourland 180 84.00RM 5 15,120.00RM 12,096.00RM 15,120.00RM 19,656.00RM 15,120.00RM 2,268.00RM 756.00RM 18,144.00RM 3,356.64RM
Jotaroof JOTUN 180 102.00RM 8 18,360.00RM 14,688.00RM 18,360.00RM 23,868.00RM 18,360.00RM 2,754.00RM 918.00RM 22,032.00RM 3,745.44RM
RoofCare KCC Paint 180 88.00RM 5 15,840.00RM 12,672.00RM 15,840.00RM 20,592.00RM 15,840.00RM 2,376.00RM 792.00RM 19,008.00RM 3,611.52RM
Interior Finishes Lump Sum Per Unit House 1,880.00RM 6 4,045,760.00RM 3,236,608.00RM 4,045,760.00RM 5,259,488.00RM 4,045,760.00RM 606,864.00RM 202,288.00RM 4,854,912.00RM 898,158.72RM
Floor Covering Cement Render 2.80RM 60 3,006,774.40RM 2,405,419.52RM 3,006,774.40RM 3,908,806.72RM 3,006,774.40RM 451,016.16RM 150,338.72RM 3,608,129.28RM 667,503.92RM
Homogeneous T iles 10.14RM 55 10,888,818.72RM 8,711,054.98RM 10,888,818.72RM 14,155,464.34RM 10,888,818.72RM 1,633,322.81RM 544,440.94RM 13,066,582.46RM 2,221,319.02RM
Ceramic T iles 8.65RM 40 9,288,785.20RM 7,431,028.16RM 9,288,785.20RM 12,075,420.76RM 9,288,785.20RM 1,393,317.78RM 464,439.26RM 11,146,542.24RM 2,117,843.03RM
Parquet Flooring 8.79RM 25 9,439,123.92RM 7,551,299.14RM 9,439,123.92RM 12,270,861.10RM 9,439,123.92RM 1,415,868.59RM 471,956.20RM 11,326,948.70RM 2,208,755.00RM
Ironmongeries (Door Hardware) Merbau 7 325.00RM 30 4,895,800.00RM 3,916,640.00RM 4,895,800.00RM 6,364,540.00RM 4,895,800.00RM 734,370.00RM 244,790.00RM 5,874,960.00RM 1,086,867.60RM
Nyatoh 7 510.00RM 45 7,682,640.00RM 6,146,112.00RM 7,682,640.00RM 9,987,432.00RM 7,682,640.00RM 1,152,396.00RM 384,132.00RM 9,219,168.00RM 1,567,258.56RM
Kayu Rata 7 137.00RM 15 2,063,768.00RM 1,651,014.40RM 2,063,768.00RM 2,682,898.40RM 2,063,768.00RM 309,565.20RM 103,188.40RM 2,476,521.60RM 470,539.10RM
Aluminium 7 108.00RM 5 1,626,912.00RM 1,301,529.60RM 1,626,912.00RM 2,114,985.60RM 1,626,912.00RM 244,036.80RM 81,345.60RM 1,952,294.40RM 380,697.41RM
Plumbing Option A (Decorative Brick Fence with metal Grille) 5.60RM 8 6,013,548.80RM 4,810,839.04RM 6,013,548.80RM 7,817,613.44RM 6,013,548.80RM 902,032.32RM 300,677.44RM 7,216,258.56RM 1,335,007.83RM
Option B (PVC Pipe Grade A+ with brick fence) 2.12RM 2 2,276,557.76RM 1,821,246.21RM 2,276,557.76RM 2,959,525.09RM 2,276,557.76RM 341,483.66RM 113,827.89RM 2,731,869.31RM 464,417.78RM
Mechanical and Electrical Works
Lighting Fluorescent lighting 12 40.00RM 5 1,032,960.00RM 826,368.00RM 1,032,960.00RM 1,342,848.00RM 1,032,960.00RM 154,944.00RM 51,648.00RM 1,239,552.00RM 229,317.12RM
Incandescent 12 35.00RM 3 903,840.00RM 723,072.00RM 903,840.00RM 1,174,992.00RM 903,840.00RM 135,576.00RM 45,192.00RM 1,084,608.00RM 184,383.36RM
HVAC Toshiba 80.00RM 25 172,160.00RM 137,728.00RM 172,160.00RM 223,808.00RM 172,160.00RM 25,824.00RM 8,608.00RM 206,592.00RM 38,219.52RM
York 75.00RM 20 161,400.00RM 129,120.00RM 161,400.00RM 209,820.00RM 161,400.00RM 24,210.00RM 8,070.00RM 193,680.00RM 32,925.60RM
Electrical Outlets Panasonic 10 30.00RM 6 645,600.00RM 516,480.00RM 645,600.00RM 839,280.00RM 645,600.00RM 96,840.00RM 32,280.00RM 774,720.00RM 143,323.20RM
Tenaga National 10 20.00RM 8 430,400.00RM 344,320.00RM 430,400.00RM 559,520.00RM 430,400.00RM 64,560.00RM 21,520.00RM 516,480.00RM 87,801.60RM
Telecommunications Facilit ies Telekom Komunikasi Malaysia 1 120.00RM 5 258,240.00RM 206,592.00RM 258,240.00RM 335,712.00RM 258,240.00RM 38,736.00RM 12,912.00RM 309,888.00RM 57,329.28RM
Lifts FUJI Elevator FUJI Elevator Malaysia Nil
Kawasaki Elevator Niche Elevator Sdn. Bhd. (Malaysia) Nil
Landscaping Lump Sum Option A (Soft & Hard Landscaping+12Months) 395,720.00RM 1 395,720.00RM 316,576.00RM 395,720.00RM 514,436.00RM 395,720.00RM 59,358.00RM 19,786.00RM 474,864.00RM 87,849.84RM
Lump Sum Option B (Soft & Hard Landscaping+24 Months) 653,208.00RM 2 653,208.00RM 522,566.40RM 653,208.00RM 849,170.40RM 653,208.00RM 97,981.20RM 32,660.40RM 783,849.60RM 133,254.43RM
Playgrounds Kid Play KPY-014-A03-02 10% 44,480.00RM 6 48,928.00RM 39,142.40RM 48,928.00RM 63,606.40RM 48,928.00RM 7,339.20RM 2,446.40RM 58,713.60RM 10,862.02RM
Kid Play KPY-022-A03-05 15% 63,030.00RM 18 72,484.50RM 57,987.60RM 72,484.50RM 94,229.85RM 72,484.50RM 10,872.68RM 3,624.23RM 86,981.40RM 14,786.84RM
Legends
% of Sub-Total I- Means Results from survey of 20 Property Managers*
% of Sub-Total I- Means Results from survey of 20 Property Managers*
% of Sub-Total II (Construction Costs)- based on the manufacturer info
Professional Fees3
Capital Costs
Estimated Costs Present Worth
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TOTAL CAPITAL COST TOTAL REPLACEMENT FUTURE COST CAPITAL RECOVERY M&O M&O M&O INCREMENT M&O UNIFORM COST PRESENT WORTH WLCC Replacement WLCC WLCC WLCC RANK ADJUSTED VALUE DIVERSE
(Annual Cost) Replacement Cost Maintenance Cost Maintenance Cost Maintenance Cost Annually Maintenance Cost Annual Cost Life  Span SAVING Annualised RMpsf INITIAL COST
RIR RIR RIR RIR Price Per Quantity RIR Annually next 40 years 40 years with 1st Alternative PP Factor RMpsf
5.6% 5.6% 5.6% 5.6% Price Per Sqft 5.6% 5.6% 0.0634
First Year End Price per Sqm
64,843.20RM 49,316.56RM 85,258.19RM 4,346.50RM 6% 2,736.00RM 7.20RM 153.95RM 1,930.80RM 4,666.80RM 73,130.68RM 187,290.44RM 8 92,563.24RM 0.09RM 2 0.04RM 0.04RM
77,360.40RM 49,925.69RM 119,870.79RM 5,689.69RM 7% 3,581.50RM 9.43RM 201.53RM 2,527.48RM 6,108.98RM 95,730.09RM 223,016.18RM 5 23,675.91RM 68,887.32RM 0.06RM 1 0.05RM 0.01RM
74,884.32RM 56,953.34RM 98,460.62RM 6,664.63RM 8% 4,195.20RM 11.04RM 236.06RM 2,960.57RM 7,155.77RM 112,133.71RM 243,971.38RM 8 (28,013.02)RM 120,576.26RM 0.11RM 3 0.05RM 0.06RM
21,500.64RM 16,352.33RM 28,269.82RM 5,044.22RM 21% 3,175.20RM 17.64RM 178.66RM 2,240.75RM 5,415.95RM 84,870.08RM 122,723.05RM 8 60,652.55RM 0.06RM 2 0.01RM 0.04RM
25,777.44RM 16,635.85RM 39,942.43RM 5,833.46RM 20% 3,672.00RM 20.40RM 206.62RM 2,591.34RM 6,263.34RM 98,149.07RM 140,562.37RM 5 17,234.33RM 43,418.22RM 0.04RM 1 0.02RM 0.02RM
22,619.52RM 17,203.30RM 29,740.96RM 5,536.06RM 22% 3,484.80RM 19.36RM 196.08RM 2,459.23RM 5,944.03RM 93,145.40RM 132,968.21RM 8 (5,063.39)RM 65,715.94RM 0.06RM 3 0.01RM 0.05RM
5,753,070.72RM 4,142,416.08RM 7,989,980.26RM 771,266.80RM 12% 485,491.20RM 225.60RM 27,317.87RM 342,612.68RM 828,103.88RM 12,976,718.79RM 22,872,205.59RM 7 9,419,974.42RM 8.77RM 3.77RM 5.00RM
4,275,633.20RM 160,155.00RM 114,145,916.60RM 716,498.65RM 15% 451,016.16RM 0.42RM 25,378.01RM 318,283.54RM 769,299.70RM 12,055,233.71RM 16,491,021.90RM 1 679,186.81RM 0.63RM 1 2.80RM (2.17)RM
15,287,901.48RM 752,938.66RM 310,410,321.26RM 7,265,296.32RM 42% 4,573,303.86RM 4.26RM 257,332.99RM 3,227,395.07RM 7,800,698.93RM 122,240,069.80RM 138,280,909.94RM 1 (5,533,686.05)RM 6,212,872.87RM 5.79RM 2 10.14RM (4.35)RM
13,264,385.27RM 1,484,956.85RM 118,484,194.53RM 5,902,584.12RM 40% 3,715,514.08RM 3.46RM 209,066.44RM 2,622,050.09RM 6,337,564.17RM 99,312,163.40RM 114,061,505.52RM 1 (6,367,290.14)RM 7,046,476.96RM 6.56RM 3 8.65RM (2.09)RM
13,535,703.70RM 3,444,470.99RM 53,191,121.49RM 6,897,834.87RM 46% 4,341,997.00RM 4.04RM 244,317.70RM 3,064,161.08RM 7,406,158.08RM 116,057,457.08RM 133,037,631.77RM 2 (12,470,863.80)RM 13,150,050.61RM 12.25RM 4 8.79RM 3.46RM
6,961,827.60RM 1,347,389.92RM 35,971,059.86RM 933,314.88RM 12% 587,496.00RM 39.00RM 33,057.52RM 414,597.79RM 1,002,093.79RM 15,703,210.24RM 24,012,427.76RM 1 1,977,915.55RM 1.84RM 1 4.56RM (2.72)RM
10,786,426.56RM 918,401.61RM 126,684,226.92RM 1,830,733.03RM 15% 1,152,396.00RM 76.50RM 64,843.61RM 813,249.52RM 1,965,645.52RM 30,802,450.86RM 42,507,279.03RM 1 (356,314.85)RM 2,334,230.39RM 2.17RM 2 7.15RM (4.98)RM
2,947,060.70RM 1,296,504.70RM 6,698,908.82RM 2,294,997.35RM 70% 1,444,637.60RM 95.90RM 81,287.60RM 1,019,485.34RM 2,464,122.94RM 38,613,791.34RM 42,857,356.74RM 3 (5,082,447.78)RM 7,060,363.33RM 6.57RM 3 1.92RM 4.65RM
2,332,991.81RM 1,774,359.24RM 3,067,502.15RM 1,679,966.78RM 65% 1,057,492.80RM 70.20RM 59,503.54RM 746,276.03RM 1,803,768.83RM 28,265,778.43RM 32,373,129.48RM 8 (14,021,628.54)RM 15,999,544.09RM 14.90RM 4 1.52RM 13.38RM
8,551,266.39RM 5,518,687.18RM 13,250,281.19RM 1,719,596.76RM 18% 1,082,438.78RM 1.01RM 60,907.22RM 763,880.49RM 1,846,319.27RM 28,932,560.90RM 43,002,514.47RM 5 13,283,018.92RM 12.37RM 1 5.60RM 6.77RM
3,196,287.10RM 2,864,818.53RM 3,566,107.62RM 687,156.32RM 19% 432,545.97RM 0.40RM 24,338.72RM 305,249.07RM 737,795.04RM 11,561,543.18RM 17,622,648.81RM 20 (8,490,775.51)RM 21,773,794.43RM 20.28RM 2 2.12RM 18.16RM
1,468,869.12RM 1,117,149.87RM 1,931,322.33RM 1,115,875.37RM 68% 702,412.80RM 27.20RM 39,523.72RM 495,694.94RM 1,198,107.74RM 18,774,827.19RM 21,360,846.18RM 8 10,557,020.77RM 9.83RM 1 0.96RM 8.87RM
1,268,991.36RM 1,076,801.54RM 1,495,483.63RM 1,364,075.59RM 95% 858,648.00RM 33.25RM 48,314.84RM 605,950.62RM 1,464,598.62RM 22,950,845.74RM 25,296,638.64RM 13 (10,279,945.55)RM 20,836,966.32RM 19.40RM 2 0.84RM 18.56RM
244,811.52RM 62,297.92RM 962,033.42RM 60,169.75RM 22% 37,875.20RM 17.60RM 2,131.18RM 26,728.65RM 64,603.85RM 1,012,368.13RM 1,319,477.57RM 2 130,423.22RM 0.12RM 1 0.16RM (0.04)RM
226,605.60RM 75,820.04RM 677,262.90RM 61,537.24RM 24% 38,736.00RM 18.00RM 2,179.62RM 27,336.12RM 66,072.12RM 1,035,376.50RM 1,337,802.14RM 2 (34,869.91)RM 165,293.14RM 0.15RM 2 0.15RM 0.00RM
918,043.20RM 661,023.84RM 1,274,996.85RM 266,661.39RM 26% 167,856.00RM 7.80RM 9,445.01RM 118,456.51RM 286,312.51RM 4,486,631.50RM 6,065,698.54RM 7 2,498,172.94RM 2.33RM 2 0.60RM 1.73RM
604,281.60RM 389,982.13RM 936,340.98RM 150,424.38RM 22% 94,688.00RM 4.40RM 5,327.95RM 66,821.62RM 161,509.62RM 2,530,920.33RM 3,525,184.07RM 5 1,409,281.11RM 1,088,891.83RM 1.01RM 1 0.40RM 0.61RM
367,217.28RM 279,287.47RM 482,830.58RM 32,819.86RM 8% 20,659.20RM 9.60RM 1,162.46RM 14,579.26RM 35,238.46RM 552,200.80RM 1,198,705.55RM 8 592,427.81RM 0.55RM 0.24RM 0.31RM
562,713.84RM 532,737.50RM 594,376.91RM 301,753.64RM 48% 189,945.60RM 189,945.60RM 10,687.96RM 134,045.21RM 323,990.81RM 5,077,065.53RM 6,172,516.87RM 39 15,252,997.99RM 14.20RM 2 0.37RM 13.84RM
917,104.03RM 821,996.44RM 1,023,215.87RM 487,722.32RM 47% 307,007.76RM 307,007.76RM 17,274.87RM 216,656.35RM 523,664.11RM 8,206,025.91RM 9,945,126.39RM 20 2,965,223.32RM 12,287,774.67RM 11.44RM 1 0.61RM 10.83RM
69,575.62RM 50,096.92RM 96,628.01RM 27,205.00RM 35% 17,124.80RM 15,568.00RM 963.59RM 12,085.03RM 29,209.83RM 457,729.64RM 577,402.18RM 7 237,804.52RM 0.22RM 2 0.05RM 0.18RM
101,768.24RM 37,990.44RM 272,615.31RM 39,151.40RM 34% 24,644.73RM 21,430.20RM 1,386.72RM 17,391.86RM 42,036.59RM 658,730.23RM 798,488.91RM 2 128,184.64RM 109,619.88RM 0.10RM 1 0.07RM 0.03RM
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Whole Life Cycle Costing EstimateGeneral Purpose Work Sheet
Nominal Rate 7.0%
Inflation Rate 1.3% Case Study Location 2
Real Interest Rate 5.6% Study T itle Projek Perumahan Rakyat (PPR), Taman Kempas Permai, Tampoi, Johor Bahru
Project Type - Developer Public
Total Unit/Area/ Space/Quantity Total Unit> 2,250 SQFt> 650
Economic Building Service Life 2002
Economic Life Span (Nm) 49 50
Project Life Cycle 40
Extra SUBTOTAL I SUBTOTAL II
Low Base High Low Base High Preliminaries1 Contigencies2 Construction Cost
80% 130% 80% 130% 15% 5% 18.5% 17.0% 19.0% 19.50%
Type Manufacturer Quantity Price Per Quantity Economic Life Span Alt1 Alt2 Alt3 Alt4
Wall Painting Dulux Weathershield Max ICI Dulux 220 189.00RM 10 41,580.00RM 33,264.00RM 41,580.00RM 54,054.00RM 41,580.00RM 6,237.00RM 2,079.00RM 49,896.00RM 9,230.76RM
Jotashield Extreme JOTUN 220 145.00RM 8 31,900.00RM 25,520.00RM 31,900.00RM 41,470.00RM 31,900.00RM 4,785.00RM 1,595.00RM 38,280.00RM 6,507.60RM
Nippon Weatherbond Advance NIPPON PAINT 220 138.00RM 5 30,360.00RM 24,288.00RM 30,360.00RM 39,468.00RM 30,360.00RM 4,554.00RM 1,518.00RM 36,432.00RM 6,922.08RM
Roof Painting Dulux Roofshield ICI Dulux 110 160.00RM 10 17,600.00RM 14,080.00RM 17,600.00RM 22,880.00RM 17,600.00RM 2,640.00RM 880.00RM 21,120.00RM 3,907.20RM
Jotaroof JOTUN 110 102.00RM 8 11,220.00RM 8,976.00RM 11,220.00RM 14,586.00RM 11,220.00RM 1,683.00RM 561.00RM 13,464.00RM 2,288.88RM
Nippon Roof Coating NIPPON PAINT 110 130.00RM 5 14,300.00RM 11,440.00RM 14,300.00RM 18,590.00RM 14,300.00RM 2,145.00RM 715.00RM 17,160.00RM 3,260.40RM
Interior Finishes Lump Sum Per Unit House 2,600.00RM 7 5,850,000.00RM 4,680,000.00RM 5,850,000.00RM 7,605,000.00RM 5,850,000.00RM 877,500.00RM 292,500.00RM 7,020,000.00RM 1,298,700.00RM
6
Floor Covering Cement Render 2.80RM 60 4,095,000.00RM 3,276,000.00RM 4,095,000.00RM 5,323,500.00RM 4,095,000.00RM 614,250.00RM 204,750.00RM 4,914,000.00RM 909,090.00RM
Homogeneus T iles 12.11RM 55 17,710,875.00RM 14,168,700.00RM 17,710,875.00RM 23,024,137.50RM 17,710,875.00RM 2,656,631.25RM 885,543.75RM 21,253,050.00RM 3,613,018.50RM
Ceramic T iles 11.20RM 40 16,380,000.00RM 13,104,000.00RM 16,380,000.00RM 21,294,000.00RM 16,380,000.00RM 2,457,000.00RM 819,000.00RM 19,656,000.00RM 3,734,640.00RM
Parquet Flooring 10.32RM 25 15,093,000.00RM 12,074,400.00RM 15,093,000.00RM 19,620,900.00RM 15,093,000.00RM 2,263,950.00RM 754,650.00RM 18,111,600.00RM 3,531,762.00RM
Ironmongeries (Door Hardware) Merbau 7 385.00RM 30 6,063,750.00RM 4,851,000.00RM 6,063,750.00RM 7,882,875.00RM 6,063,750.00RM 909,562.50RM 303,187.50RM 7,276,500.00RM 1,346,152.50RM
Nyatoh 7 510.00RM 45 8,032,500.00RM 6,426,000.00RM 8,032,500.00RM 10,442,250.00RM 8,032,500.00RM 1,204,875.00RM 401,625.00RM 9,639,000.00RM 1,638,630.00RM
Kayu Rata 7 155.00RM 15 2,441,250.00RM 1,953,000.00RM 2,441,250.00RM 3,173,625.00RM 2,441,250.00RM 366,187.50RM 122,062.50RM 2,929,500.00RM 556,605.00RM
Aluminium 7 130.00RM 5 2,047,500.00RM 1,638,000.00RM 2,047,500.00RM 2,661,750.00RM 2,047,500.00RM 307,125.00RM 102,375.00RM 2,457,000.00RM 479,115.00RM
Plumbing Option A (Decorative Brick Fence with metal Grille) 5.60RM 8 8,190,000.00RM 6,552,000.00RM 8,190,000.00RM 10,647,000.00RM 8,190,000.00RM 1,228,500.00RM 409,500.00RM 9,828,000.00RM 1,818,180.00RM
Option B (PVC Pipe Grade A+ with brick fence) 2.10RM 2 3,071,250.00RM 2,457,000.00RM 3,071,250.00RM 3,992,625.00RM 3,071,250.00RM 460,687.50RM 153,562.50RM 3,685,500.00RM 626,535.00RM
Mechanical and Electrical Works
Lighting Fluorescent lighting 12 48.00RM 5 1,296,000.00RM 1,036,800.00RM 1,296,000.00RM 1,684,800.00RM 1,296,000.00RM 194,400.00RM 64,800.00RM 1,555,200.00RM 287,712.00RM
Incandescent 12 36.00RM 3 972,000.00RM 777,600.00RM 972,000.00RM 1,263,600.00RM 972,000.00RM 145,800.00RM 48,600.00RM 1,166,400.00RM 198,288.00RM
HVAC Toshiba 85.00RM 25 191,250.00RM 153,000.00RM 191,250.00RM 248,625.00RM 191,250.00RM 28,687.50RM 9,562.50RM 229,500.00RM 42,457.50RM
York 78.20RM 20 175,950.00RM 140,760.00RM 175,950.00RM 228,735.00RM 175,950.00RM 26,392.50RM 8,797.50RM 211,140.00RM 35,893.80RM
Electrical Outlets Panasonic 10 30.00RM 6 675,000.00RM 540,000.00RM 675,000.00RM 877,500.00RM 675,000.00RM 101,250.00RM 33,750.00RM 810,000.00RM 149,850.00RM
Tenaga National 10 20.00RM 8 450,000.00RM 360,000.00RM 450,000.00RM 585,000.00RM 450,000.00RM 67,500.00RM 22,500.00RM 540,000.00RM 91,800.00RM
Telecommunications Facilit ies Telekom Komunikasi Malaysia 1 120.00RM 5 270,000.00RM 216,000.00RM 270,000.00RM 351,000.00RM 270,000.00RM 40,500.00RM 13,500.00RM 324,000.00RM 59,940.00RM
Lifts FUJI Elevator FUJI Elevator Malaysia 10 15,220.00RM 10 152,200.00RM 121,760.00RM 152,200.00RM 197,860.00RM 152,200.00RM 22,830.00RM 7,610.00RM 182,640.00RM 33,788.40RM
Kawasaki Elevator Niche Elevator Sdn. Bhd. (Malaysia) 10 14,160.00RM 8 141,600.00RM 113,280.00RM 141,600.00RM 184,080.00RM 141,600.00RM 21,240.00RM 7,080.00RM 169,920.00RM 28,886.40RM
Landscaping Lump Sum Option A (Soft & Hard Landscaping+12Months) 315,720.00RM 12 315,720.00RM 252,576.00RM 315,720.00RM 410,436.00RM 315,720.00RM 47,358.00RM 15,786.00RM 378,864.00RM 70,089.84RM
Lump Sum Option B (Soft & Hard Landscaping+24 Months) 631,208.00RM 24 631,208.00RM 504,966.40RM 631,208.00RM 820,570.40RM 631,208.00RM 94,681.20RM 31,560.40RM 757,449.60RM 128,766.43RM
Playgrounds Kid Play KPY-014-A03-02 10% 44,480.00RM 6 48,928.00RM 39,142.40RM 48,928.00RM 63,606.40RM 48,928.00RM 7,339.20RM 2,446.40RM 58,713.60RM 10,862.02RM
Kid Play KPY-019-A11-00 10% 56,750.00RM 15 62,425.00RM 49,940.00RM 62,425.00RM 81,152.50RM 62,425.00RM 9,363.75RM 3,121.25RM 74,910.00RM 12,734.70RM
Kid Play KPY-022-A03-05 15% 63,030.00RM 18 72,484.50RM 57,987.60RM 72,484.50RM 94,229.85RM 72,484.50RM 10,872.68RM 3,624.23RM 86,981.40RM 14,786.84RM
Legends
% of Sub-Total I- Means Results from survey of 20 Property Managers*
% of Sub-Total I- Means Results from survey of 20 Property Managers*
% of Sub-Total II (Construction Costs)- based on the manufacturer info
Estimated Costs Present Worth
Capital Costs
Professional Fees3
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TOTAL CAPITAL COST TOTAL REPLACEMENT FUTURE COST CAPITAL RECOVERY M&O M&O M&O INCREMENT M&O UNIFORM COST PRESENT WORTH WLCC Replacement WLCC WLCC WLCC RANK ADJUSTED VALUE DIVERSE
(Annual Cost) Replacement Cost Maintenance Cost Maintenance Cost Maintenance Cost Annually Maintenance Cost Annual Cost Life  Span SAVING Annualised RMpsf INITIAL COST
RIR RIR RIR RIR Price Per Quantity RIR Annually next 40 years 40 years with 1st Alternative PP Factor RMpsf
5.6% 5.6% 5.6% 5.6% Price Per Sqft 5.6% 5.6% 0.0634
First Year End Price per Sqm
59,126.76RM 34,201.15RM 102,218.01RM 4,412.89RM 6% 2,494.80RM 11.34RM 140.38RM 1,989.76RM 4,484.56RM 74,247.84RM 167,575.75RM 5 52,027.81RM 0.04RM 1 0.03RM 0.01RM
44,787.60RM 28,904.34RM 69,398.88RM 3,667.68RM 7% 2,073.50RM 9.43RM 116.67RM 1,653.75RM 3,727.25RM 61,709.51RM 135,401.46RM 6 (520.38)RM 52,548.19RM 0.04RM 2 0.02RM 0.01RM
43,354.08RM 32,972.99RM 57,003.51RM 4,296.15RM 8% 2,428.80RM 11.04RM 136.66RM 1,937.12RM 4,365.92RM 72,283.61RM 148,610.68RM 10 (40,251.51)RM 92,279.33RM 0.06RM 3 0.02RM 0.04RM
25,027.20RM 14,476.68RM 43,266.88RM 6,537.62RM 21% 3,696.00RM 33.60RM 207.97RM 2,947.79RM 6,643.79RM 109,996.80RM 149,500.68RM 5 46,415.98RM 0.03RM 2 0.01RM 0.02RM
15,752.88RM 10,166.36RM 24,409.26RM 3,969.27RM 20% 2,244.00RM 20.40RM 126.27RM 1,789.73RM 4,033.73RM 66,783.77RM 92,703.01RM 6 10,438.71RM 35,977.27RM 0.02RM 1 0.01RM 0.02RM
20,420.40RM 15,530.76RM 26,849.48RM 5,564.76RM 22% 3,146.00RM 28.60RM 177.02RM 2,509.13RM 5,655.13RM 93,628.23RM 129,579.38RM 10 (34,045.92)RM 80,461.90RM 0.06RM 3 0.01RM 0.05RM
8,318,700.00RM 5,670,679.94RM 12,203,257.88RM 1,241,723.59RM 12% 702,000.00RM 312.00RM 39,500.49RM 559,889.24RM 1,261,889.24RM 20,892,248.78RM 34,881,628.73RM 7 15,471,168.49RM 10.58RM 4.00RM 6.58RM
5,823,090.00RM 218,119.03RM 155,458,130.97RM 1,086,508.14RM 15% 614,250.00RM 0.42RM 34,562.93RM 489,903.09RM 1,104,153.09RM 18,280,717.69RM 24,321,926.72RM 1 1,258,551.89RM 0.86RM 1 2.80RM (1.94)RM
24,866,068.50RM 1,224,669.35RM 504,888,412.59RM 13,157,613.58RM 42% 7,438,567.50RM 5.09RM 418,557.11RM 5,932,726.38RM 13,371,293.88RM 221,379,491.17RM 247,470,229.02RM 1 (12,711,070.64)RM 13,969,622.53RM 9.55RM 2 12.11RM (2.56)RM
23,390,640.00RM 2,618,597.88RM 208,937,020.79RM 11,589,420.16RM 40% 6,552,000.00RM 4.48RM 368,671.27RM 5,225,632.92RM 11,777,632.92RM 194,994,321.98RM 221,003,559.86RM 1 (15,895,379.89)RM 17,153,931.78RM 11.73RM 3 11.20RM 0.53RM
21,643,362.00RM 5,507,651.03RM 85,051,706.43RM 12,280,646.29RM 46% 6,942,780.00RM 4.75RM 390,659.88RM 5,537,304.60RM 12,480,084.60RM 206,624,340.47RM 233,775,353.50RM 2 (27,773,859.85)RM 29,032,411.73RM 19.85RM 4 10.32RM 9.53RM
8,622,652.50RM 1,668,825.45RM 44,552,374.32RM 1,287,094.26RM 12% 727,650.00RM 46.20RM 40,943.78RM 580,346.73RM 1,307,996.73RM 21,655,619.41RM 31,947,097.36RM 2 3,306,241.34RM 2.26RM 1 4.15RM (1.89)RM
11,277,630.00RM 960,224.73RM 132,453,304.17RM 2,131,227.51RM 15% 1,204,875.00RM 76.50RM 67,796.52RM 960,963.75RM 2,165,838.75RM 35,858,330.84RM 48,096,185.58RM 1 (12,111.19)RM 3,318,352.53RM 2.27RM 2 5.49RM (3.22)RM
3,486,105.00RM 1,533,647.25RM 7,924,200.37RM 3,022,721.36RM 70% 1,708,875.00RM 108.50RM 96,155.85RM 1,362,935.51RM 3,071,810.51RM 50,857,894.07RM 55,877,646.32RM 3 (8,259,440.64)RM 11,565,681.97RM 7.91RM 3 1.67RM 6.24RM
2,936,115.00RM 2,233,065.18RM 3,860,510.37RM 2,354,100.97RM 65% 1,330,875.00RM 84.50RM 74,886.35RM 1,061,456.69RM 2,392,331.69RM 39,608,221.65RM 44,777,401.83RM 10 (24,498,143.24)RM 27,804,384.57RM 19.01RM 4 1.40RM 17.61RM
11,646,180.00RM 7,516,035.79RM 18,045,883.81RM 2,607,619.54RM 18% 1,474,200.00RM 1.01RM 82,951.04RM 1,175,767.41RM 2,649,967.41RM 43,873,722.45RM 63,035,938.24RM 6 24,463,727.75RM 16.73RM 1 5.60RM 11.13RM
4,312,035.00RM 3,864,858.63RM 4,810,951.09RM 1,032,182.73RM 19% 583,537.50RM 0.40RM 32,834.79RM 465,407.93RM 1,048,945.43RM 17,366,681.80RM 25,543,575.43RM 25 (15,189,276.08)RM 39,653,003.83RM 27.11RM 2 2.10RM 25.01RM
1,842,912.00RM 1,401,628.55RM 2,423,127.46RM 1,558,840.69RM 68% 881,280.00RM 32.64RM 49,588.31RM 702,876.34RM 1,584,156.34RM 26,227,807.70RM 29,472,348.26RM 10 18,300,760.46RM 12.51RM 1 0.89RM 11.63RM
1,364,688.00RM 1,158,004.84RM 1,608,260.40RM 1,633,344.11RM 95% 923,400.00RM 34.20RM 51,958.34RM 736,469.69RM 1,659,869.69RM 27,481,342.63RM 30,004,035.47RM 16 (12,750,756.11)RM 31,051,516.57RM 21.23RM 2 0.66RM 20.57RM
271,957.50RM 69,205.84RM 1,068,708.71RM 74,423.82RM 22% 42,075.00RM 18.70RM 2,367.50RM 33,557.46RM 75,632.46RM 1,252,195.68RM 1,593,359.02RM 2 197,878.24RM 0.14RM 1 0.13RM 0.00RM
247,033.80RM 82,655.11RM 738,317.27RM 74,694.45RM 24% 42,228.00RM 18.77RM 2,376.11RM 33,679.49RM 75,907.49RM 1,256,749.12RM 1,586,438.03RM 2 (48,395.17)RM 246,273.41RM 0.17RM 2 0.12RM 0.05RM
959,850.00RM 691,126.23RM 1,333,058.97RM 310,430.90RM 26% 175,500.00RM 7.80RM 9,875.12RM 139,972.31RM 315,472.31RM 5,223,062.20RM 6,874,038.42RM 8 3,557,010.16RM 2.43RM 2 0.46RM 1.97RM
631,800.00RM 407,741.54RM 978,981.04RM 175,114.87RM 22% 99,000.00RM 4.40RM 5,570.58RM 78,958.74RM 177,958.74RM 2,946,342.78RM 3,985,884.32RM 6 2,010,121.33RM 1,546,888.83RM 1.06RM 1 0.31RM 0.75RM
-RM
383,940.00RM 292,005.95RM 504,818.22RM 38,206.88RM 8% 21,600.00RM 9.60RM 1,215.40RM 17,227.36RM 38,827.36RM 642,838.42RM 1,318,784.37RM 10 818,894.94RM 0.56RM 0.18RM 0.38RM
216,428.40RM 125,190.37RM 374,160.19RM 69,996.42RM 26% 39,572.00RM 3,957.20RM 2,226.66RM 31,561.16RM 71,133.16RM 1,177,703.80RM 1,519,322.57RM 5 471,709.25RM 0.32RM 1 0.10RM 0.22RM
198,806.40RM 128,302.67RM 308,052.70RM 55,102.81RM 22% 31,152.00RM 3,115.20RM 1,752.88RM 24,845.68RM 55,997.68RM 927,115.86RM 1,254,224.93RM 6 (15,045.10)RM 486,754.35RM 0.33RM 2 0.10RM 0.24RM
448,953.84RM 232,760.73RM 865,951.72RM 268,059.47RM 48% 151,545.60RM 151,545.60RM 8,527.25RM 120,867.17RM 272,412.77RM 4,510,154.38RM 5,191,868.95RM 4 1,343,281.01RM 0.92RM 2 0.22RM 0.70RM
886,216.03RM 238,207.61RM 3,297,035.16RM 524,756.92RM 47% 296,667.76RM 296,667.76RM 16,693.05RM 236,611.24RM 533,279.00RM 8,829,140.52RM 9,953,564.16RM 2 55,648.96RM 1,287,632.05RM 0.88RM 1 0.43RM 0.45RM
69,575.62RM 50,096.92RM 96,628.01RM 30,290.98RM 35% 17,124.80RM 15,568.00RM 963.59RM 13,658.11RM 30,782.91RM 509,651.83RM 629,324.37RM 8 325,647.46RM 0.22RM 3 0.03RM 0.19RM
87,644.70RM 38,557.66RM 199,223.54RM 37,542.68RM 34% 21,224.50RM 19,295.00RM 1,194.27RM 16,927.88RM 38,152.38RM 631,663.15RM 757,865.51RM 3 168,782.74RM 156,864.72RM 0.11RM 2 0.04RM 0.06RM
101,768.24RM 37,990.44RM 272,615.31RM 43,592.51RM 34% 24,644.73RM 21,430.20RM 1,386.72RM 19,655.73RM 44,300.46RM 733,452.75RM 873,211.42RM 3 6,248.66RM 150,616.07RM 0.10RM 1 0.05RM 0.05RM
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Whole Life Cycle Costing EstimateGeneral Purpose Work Sheet
Nominal Rate 7.0%
Inflation Rate 1.3% Case Study Location 3
Real Interest Rate 5.6% Study T itle Bukit Saujana Public Housing, Johor Bahru
Project Type - Developer Public
Total Unit/Area/ Space/Quantity Total Unit> 2,190 SQFt> 901
Economic Building Service Life 2002
Economic Life Span 49 50
Project Life Cycle 40
Extra SUBTOTAL I SUBTOTAL II
Low Base High Low Base High Preliminaries1 Contigencies2 Construction Cost
80% 130% 80% 130% 15% 5% 18.5% 17.0% 19.0% 19.50%
Type Manufacturer Quantity Price Per Quantity Economic Life Span Alt1 Alt2 Alt3 Alt4
Wall Painting Dulux Weathershield Max ICI Dulux 170 189.00RM 10 32,130.00RM 25,704.00RM 32,130.00RM 41,769.00RM 32,130.00RM 4,819.50RM 1,606.50RM 38,556.00RM 7,132.86RM
Jotashield Extreme JOTUN 170 145.00RM 8 24,650.00RM 19,720.00RM 24,650.00RM 32,045.00RM 24,650.00RM 3,697.50RM 1,232.50RM 29,580.00RM 5,028.60RM
Nippon Weatherbond Advance NIPPON PAINT 170 138.00RM 5 23,460.00RM 18,768.00RM 23,460.00RM 30,498.00RM 23,460.00RM 3,519.00RM 1,173.00RM 28,152.00RM 5,348.88RM
Roof Painting Dulux Roofshield ICI Dulux 80 160.00RM 10 12,800.00RM 10,240.00RM 12,800.00RM 16,640.00RM 12,800.00RM 1,920.00RM 640.00RM 15,360.00RM 2,841.60RM
Jotaroof JOTUN 80 102.00RM 8 8,160.00RM 6,528.00RM 8,160.00RM 10,608.00RM 8,160.00RM 1,224.00RM 408.00RM 9,792.00RM 1,664.64RM
Nippon Roof Coating NIPPON PAINT 80 130.00RM 5 10,400.00RM 8,320.00RM 10,400.00RM 13,520.00RM 10,400.00RM 1,560.00RM 520.00RM 12,480.00RM 2,371.20RM
Interior Finishes Lump Sum Per Unit House 2,330.00RM 10 5,102,700.00RM 4,082,160.00RM 5,102,700.00RM 6,633,510.00RM 5,102,700.00RM 765,405.00RM 255,135.00RM 6,123,240.00RM 1,132,799.40RM
Floor Covering Cement Render 2.80RM 60 5,524,932.00RM 4,419,945.60RM 5,524,932.00RM 7,182,411.60RM 5,524,932.00RM 828,739.80RM 276,246.60RM 6,629,918.40RM 1,226,534.90RM
Homogeneus T iles 9.75RM 55 19,238,602.50RM 15,390,882.00RM 19,238,602.50RM 25,010,183.25RM 19,238,602.50RM 2,885,790.38RM 961,930.13RM 23,086,323.00RM 3,924,674.91RM
Ceramic T iles 9.80RM 40 19,337,262.00RM 15,469,809.60RM 19,337,262.00RM 25,138,440.60RM 19,337,262.00RM 2,900,589.30RM 966,863.10RM 23,204,714.40RM 4,408,895.74RM
Parquet Flooring 9.20RM 25 18,153,348.00RM 14,522,678.40RM 18,153,348.00RM 23,599,352.40RM 18,153,348.00RM 2,723,002.20RM 907,667.40RM 21,784,017.60RM 4,247,883.43RM
Ironmongeries (Door Hardware) Merbau 8 485.00RM 30 8,497,200.00RM 6,797,760.00RM 8,497,200.00RM 11,046,360.00RM 8,497,200.00RM 1,274,580.00RM 424,860.00RM 10,196,640.00RM 1,886,378.40RM
Nyatoh 8 702.00RM 45 12,299,040.00RM 9,839,232.00RM 12,299,040.00RM 15,988,752.00RM 12,299,040.00RM 1,844,856.00RM 614,952.00RM 14,758,848.00RM 2,509,004.16RM
Kayu Rata 8 185.00RM 15 3,241,200.00RM 2,592,960.00RM 3,241,200.00RM 4,213,560.00RM 3,241,200.00RM 486,180.00RM 162,060.00RM 3,889,440.00RM 738,993.60RM
Aluminium 8 160.00RM 5 2,803,200.00RM 2,242,560.00RM 2,803,200.00RM 3,644,160.00RM 2,803,200.00RM 420,480.00RM 140,160.00RM 3,363,840.00RM 655,948.80RM
Plumbing Option A (Decorative Brick Fence with metal Grille) 8 6.40RM 8 12,628,416.00RM 10,102,732.80RM 12,628,416.00RM 16,416,940.80RM 12,628,416.00RM 1,894,262.40RM 631,420.80RM 15,154,099.20RM 2,803,508.35RM
Option B (PVC Pipe Grade A+ with brick fence) 2 3.59RM 2 7,083,752.10RM 5,667,001.68RM 7,083,752.10RM 9,208,877.73RM 7,083,752.10RM 1,062,562.82RM 354,187.61RM 8,500,502.52RM 1,445,085.43RM
Mechanical and Electrical Works
Lighting Fluorescent lighting 12 50.00RM 5 1,314,000.00RM 1,051,200.00RM 1,314,000.00RM 1,708,200.00RM 1,314,000.00RM 197,100.00RM 65,700.00RM 1,576,800.00RM 291,708.00RM
Incandescent 12 40.00RM 3 1,051,200.00RM 840,960.00RM 1,051,200.00RM 1,366,560.00RM 1,051,200.00RM 157,680.00RM 52,560.00RM 1,261,440.00RM 214,444.80RM
HVAC Toshiba 85.00RM 25 186,150.00RM 148,920.00RM 186,150.00RM 241,995.00RM 186,150.00RM 27,922.50RM 9,307.50RM 223,380.00RM 41,325.30RM
York 82.00RM 20 179,580.00RM 143,664.00RM 179,580.00RM 233,454.00RM 179,580.00RM 26,937.00RM 8,979.00RM 215,496.00RM 36,634.32RM
Electrical Outlets Panasonic 10 30.00RM 6 657,000.00RM 525,600.00RM 657,000.00RM 854,100.00RM 657,000.00RM 98,550.00RM 32,850.00RM 788,400.00RM 145,854.00RM
Tenaga National 10 20.00RM 8 438,000.00RM 350,400.00RM 438,000.00RM 569,400.00RM 438,000.00RM 65,700.00RM 21,900.00RM 525,600.00RM 89,352.00RM
Telecommunications Facilit ies Telekom Komunikasi Malaysia 1 120.00RM 5 262,800.00RM 210,240.00RM 262,800.00RM 341,640.00RM 262,800.00RM 39,420.00RM 13,140.00RM 315,360.00RM 58,341.60RM
Lifts FUJI Elevator FUJI Elevator Malaysia 12 16,350.00RM 10 196,200.00RM 156,960.00RM 196,200.00RM 255,060.00RM 196,200.00RM 29,430.00RM 9,810.00RM 235,440.00RM 43,556.40RM
Kawasaki Elevator Niche Elevator Sdn. Bhd. (Malaysia) 12 15,810.00RM 8 189,720.00RM 151,776.00RM 189,720.00RM 246,636.00RM 189,720.00RM 28,458.00RM 9,486.00RM 227,664.00RM 38,702.88RM
Landscaping Lump Sum Option A (Soft & Hard Landscaping+12Months) 275,720.00RM 12 275,720.00RM 220,576.00RM 275,720.00RM 358,436.00RM 275,720.00RM 41,358.00RM 13,786.00RM 330,864.00RM 61,209.84RM
Lump Sum Option B (Soft & Hard Landscaping+24 Months) 481,208.00RM 24 481,208.00RM 384,966.40RM 481,208.00RM 625,570.40RM 481,208.00RM 72,181.20RM 24,060.40RM 577,449.60RM 98,166.43RM
Playgrounds Kid Play KPY-014-A03-02 10% 44,480.00RM 6 48,928.00RM 39,142.40RM 48,928.00RM 63,606.40RM 48,928.00RM 7,339.20RM 2,446.40RM 58,713.60RM 10,862.02RM
Kid Play KPY-022-A03-05 15% 63,030.00RM 18 72,484.50RM 57,987.60RM 72,484.50RM 94,229.85RM 72,484.50RM 10,872.68RM 3,624.23RM 86,981.40RM 14,786.84RM
Legends
% of Sub-Total I- Means Results from survey of 20 Property Managers*
% of Sub-Total I- Means Results from survey of 20 Property Managers*
% of Sub-Total II (Construction Costs)- based on the manufacturer info
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(Annual Cost) Replacement Cost Maintenance Cost Maintenance Cost Maintenance Cost Annually Maintenance Cost Annual Cost Life  Span SAVING Annualised RMpsf INITIAL COST
RIR RIR RIR RIR Price Per Quantity RIR Annually next 40 years 40 years with 1st Alternative PP Factor RMpsf
5.6% 5.6% 5.6% 5.6% Price Per Sqft 5.6% 5.6% 0.0634
First Year End Price per Sqm
45,688.86RM 26,428.16RM 78,986.64RM 3,409.96RM 6% 1,927.80RM 11.34RM 108.47RM 1,537.54RM 3,465.34RM 57,373.33RM 129,490.35RM 5 40,203.31RM 0.02RM 1 0.02RM 0.00RM
34,608.60RM 22,335.18RM 53,626.41RM 2,834.12RM 7% 1,602.25RM 9.43RM 90.16RM 1,277.90RM 2,880.15RM 47,684.62RM 104,628.40RM 6 (402.11)RM 40,605.42RM 0.02RM 2 0.01RM 0.01RM
33,500.88RM 25,479.13RM 44,048.17RM 3,319.75RM 8% 1,876.80RM 11.04RM 105.60RM 1,496.87RM 3,373.67RM 55,855.52RM 114,835.52RM 10 (31,103.44)RM 71,306.75RM 0.04RM 3 0.01RM 0.02RM
18,201.60RM 10,528.49RM 31,466.82RM 4,754.63RM 21% 2,688.00RM 33.60RM 151.25RM 2,143.85RM 4,831.85RM 79,997.67RM 108,727.76RM 5 33,757.08RM 0.02RM 2 0.01RM 0.01RM
11,456.64RM 7,393.71RM 17,752.19RM 2,886.74RM 20% 1,632.00RM 20.40RM 91.83RM 1,301.62RM 2,933.62RM 48,570.01RM 67,420.37RM 6 7,591.79RM 26,165.29RM 0.01RM 1 0.00RM 0.01RM
14,851.20RM 11,295.09RM 19,526.90RM 4,047.10RM 22% 2,288.00RM 28.60RM 128.74RM 1,824.82RM 4,112.82RM 68,093.26RM 94,239.55RM 10 (24,760.67)RM 58,517.75RM 0.03RM 3 0.01RM 0.02RM
7,256,039.40RM 4,197,167.57RM 12,544,199.59RM 1,083,101.36RM 12% 612,324.00RM 279.60RM 34,454.56RM 488,366.98RM 1,100,690.98RM 18,223,397.93RM 29,676,604.90RM 5 9,213,796.49RM 4.67RM 2.59RM 2.08RM
7,856,453.30RM 294,283.96RM 209,742,515.86RM 1,465,905.64RM 15% 828,739.80RM 0.42RM 46,631.95RM 660,972.22RM 1,489,712.02RM 24,664,156.81RM 32,814,894.07RM 1 1,698,025.30RM 0.86RM 1 2.80RM (1.94)RM
27,010,997.91RM 1,330,308.46RM 548,439,728.51RM 14,292,579.98RM 42% 8,080,213.05RM 4.10RM 454,661.54RM 6,444,479.14RM 14,524,692.19RM 240,475,528.87RM 268,816,835.23RM 1 (13,476,606.95)RM 15,174,632.25RM 7.69RM 2 9.75RM (2.06)RM
27,613,610.14RM 3,091,362.23RM 246,658,724.82RM 13,681,785.96RM 40% 7,734,904.80RM 3.92RM 435,231.56RM 6,169,074.05RM 13,903,978.85RM 230,198,796.86RM 260,903,769.23RM 1 (18,552,894.91)RM 20,250,920.22RM 10.26RM 3 9.80RM 0.46RM
26,031,901.03RM 6,624,415.68RM 102,297,305.04RM 14,770,744.44RM 46% 8,350,540.08RM 4.23RM 469,872.44RM 6,660,081.98RM 15,010,622.06RM 248,520,741.92RM 281,177,058.63RM 2 (33,221,173.90)RM 34,919,199.20RM 17.70RM 4 9.20RM 8.50RM
12,083,018.40RM 2,338,543.58RM 62,431,735.33RM 1,803,619.43RM 12% 1,019,664.00RM 58.20RM 57,374.97RM 813,246.30RM 1,832,910.30RM 30,346,259.21RM 44,767,821.18RM 2 4,633,072.58RM 2.35RM 1 4.31RM (1.96)RM
17,267,852.16RM 1,470,257.38RM 202,807,156.69RM 3,263,249.59RM 15% 1,844,856.00RM 105.30RM 103,807.30RM 1,471,388.93RM 3,316,244.93RM 54,904,829.80RM 73,642,939.34RM 1 (447,854.95)RM 5,080,927.54RM 2.57RM 2 6.23RM (3.66)RM
4,628,433.60RM 2,036,193.53RM 10,520,806.24RM 4,013,208.19RM 70% 2,268,840.00RM 129.50RM 127,664.24RM 1,809,542.89RM 4,078,382.89RM 67,523,033.80RM 74,187,660.93RM 3 (10,722,457.74)RM 15,355,530.32RM 7.78RM 3 1.64RM 6.14RM
4,019,788.80RM 3,057,254.37RM 5,285,363.94RM 3,222,962.56RM 65% 1,822,080.00RM 104.00RM 102,525.73RM 1,453,223.63RM 3,275,303.63RM 54,226,992.40RM 61,304,035.57RM 10 (33,433,472.39)RM 38,066,544.97RM 19.29RM 4 1.42RM 17.87RM
17,957,607.55RM 11,589,209.60RM 27,825,510.11RM 4,020,769.75RM 18% 2,273,114.88RM 1.15RM 127,904.79RM 1,812,952.37RM 4,086,067.25RM 67,650,258.67RM 97,197,075.83RM 6 37,721,383.51RM 19.12RM 1 6.40RM 12.72RM
9,945,587.95RM 8,914,188.17RM 11,096,323.94RM 2,380,700.56RM 19% 1,345,912.90RM 0.68RM 75,732.51RM 1,073,450.36RM 2,419,363.26RM 40,055,765.14RM 58,915,541.26RM 25 (53,737,159.16)RM 91,458,542.67RM 46.35RM 2 3.59RM 42.76RM
1,868,508.00RM 1,421,095.62RM 2,456,782.01RM 1,580,491.25RM 68% 893,520.00RM 34.00RM 50,277.04RM 712,638.51RM 1,606,158.51RM 26,592,082.81RM 29,881,686.43RM 10 18,554,937.69RM 9.40RM 1 0.67RM 8.74RM
1,475,884.80RM 1,252,360.79RM 1,739,303.84RM 1,766,431.40RM 95% 998,640.00RM 38.00RM 56,191.98RM 796,478.34RM 1,795,118.34RM 29,720,563.14RM 32,448,808.73RM 16 (15,026,702.45)RM 33,581,640.14RM 17.02RM 2 0.53RM 16.49RM
264,705.30RM 67,360.35RM 1,040,209.81RM 72,439.18RM 22% 40,953.00RM 18.70RM 2,304.36RM 32,662.60RM 73,615.60RM 1,218,803.80RM 1,550,869.44RM 2 192,601.49RM 0.10RM 1 0.09RM 0.00RM
252,130.32RM 84,360.36RM 753,549.39RM 76,235.46RM 24% 43,099.20RM 19.68RM 2,425.13RM 34,374.33RM 77,473.53RM 1,282,676.94RM 1,619,167.62RM 2 (58,752.75)RM 251,354.24RM 0.13RM 2 0.09RM 0.04RM
934,254.00RM 672,696.20RM 1,297,510.74RM 302,152.74RM 26% 170,820.00RM 7.80RM 9,611.79RM 136,239.72RM 307,059.72RM 5,083,780.54RM 6,690,730.73RM 8 3,462,156.56RM 1.75RM 2 0.33RM 1.42RM
614,952.00RM 396,868.44RM 952,874.88RM 170,445.14RM 22% 96,360.00RM 4.40RM 5,422.03RM 76,853.17RM 173,213.17RM 2,867,773.64RM 3,879,594.07RM 6 1,956,518.09RM 1,505,638.46RM 0.76RM 1 0.22RM 0.54RM
-RM
373,701.60RM 284,219.12RM 491,356.40RM 37,188.03RM 8% 21,024.00RM 9.60RM 1,182.99RM 16,767.96RM 37,791.96RM 625,696.07RM 1,283,616.79RM 10 797,057.74RM 0.40RM 0.13RM 0.27RM
278,996.40RM 161,382.07RM 482,327.39RM 90,231.91RM 26% 51,012.00RM 4,251.00RM 2,870.37RM 40,685.28RM 91,697.28RM 1,518,170.08RM 1,958,548.55RM 5 608,077.23RM 0.31RM 1 0.10RM 0.21RM
266,366.88RM 171,903.83RM 412,738.41RM 73,828.43RM 22% 41,738.40RM 3,478.20RM 2,348.56RM 33,289.00RM 75,027.40RM 1,242,178.11RM 1,680,448.83RM 6 (44,091.10)RM 652,168.33RM 0.33RM 2 0.10RM 0.23RM
392,073.84RM 203,271.21RM 756,240.36RM 234,097.80RM 48% 132,345.60RM 132,345.60RM 7,446.89RM 105,553.96RM 237,899.56RM 3,938,742.45RM 4,534,087.50RM 4 1,173,094.64RM 0.59RM 2 0.14RM 0.45RM
675,616.03RM 181,600.05RM 2,513,529.13RM 400,053.91RM 47% 226,167.76RM 226,167.76RM 12,726.12RM 180,383.04RM 406,550.80RM 6,730,987.33RM 7,588,203.42RM 2 191,454.92RM 981,639.72RM 0.50RM 1 0.24RM 0.25RM
69,575.62RM 50,096.92RM 96,628.01RM 30,290.98RM 35% 17,124.80RM 15,568.00RM 963.59RM 13,658.11RM 30,782.91RM 509,651.83RM 629,324.37RM 8 325,647.46RM 0.17RM 2 0.02RM 0.14RM
101,768.24RM 37,990.44RM 272,615.31RM 43,592.51RM 34% 24,644.73RM 21,430.20RM 1,386.72RM 19,655.73RM 44,300.46RM 733,452.75RM 873,211.42RM 3 175,031.39RM 150,616.07RM 0.08RM 1 0.04RM 0.04RM
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Whole Life Cycle Costing EstimateGeneral Purpose Work Sheet
Nominal Rate 7.0%
Inflation Rate 1.3% Case Study Location 4
Real Interest Rate 5.6% Study T itle Wadihana Condominium, Johor Bahru
Project Type - Developer Private
Total Unit/Area/ Space/Quantity Total Unit> 172 SQFt> 1830
Economic Building Service Life 2003
Economic Life Span 50 51
Project Life Cycle 40
Extra SUBTOTAL I SUBTOTAL II TOTAL CAPITAL COST
Low Base High Low Base High Preliminaries1 Contigencies2 Construction Cost
80% 130% 80% 130% 15% 5% 18.5% 17.0% 19.0% 19.50%
Type Manufacturer Quantity Price Per Quantity Economic Life Span Alt1 Alt2 Alt3 Alt4
Wall Painting Dulux Weathershield Max ICI Dulux 175 189.00RM 10 33,075.00RM 26,460.00RM 33,075.00RM 42,997.50RM 33,075.00RM 4,961.25RM 1,653.75RM 39,690.00RM 7,342.65RM
Jotashield Extreme JOTUN 175 145.00RM 8 25,375.00RM 20,300.00RM 25,375.00RM 32,987.50RM 25,375.00RM 3,806.25RM 1,268.75RM 30,450.00RM 5,176.50RM
Nippon Weatherbond Advance NIPPON PAINT 175 138.00RM 5 24,150.00RM 19,320.00RM 24,150.00RM 31,395.00RM 24,150.00RM 3,622.50RM 1,207.50RM 28,980.00RM 5,506.20RM
-RM -RM
Roof Painting Dulux Roofshield ICI Dulux 60 160.00RM 10 9,600.00RM 7,680.00RM 9,600.00RM 12,480.00RM 9,600.00RM 1,440.00RM 480.00RM 11,520.00RM 2,131.20RM
Jotaroof JOTUN 60 102.00RM 8 6,120.00RM 4,896.00RM 6,120.00RM 7,956.00RM 6,120.00RM 918.00RM 306.00RM 7,344.00RM 1,248.48RM
Nippon Roof Coating NIPPON PAINT 60 130.00RM 5 7,800.00RM 6,240.00RM 7,800.00RM 10,140.00RM 7,800.00RM 1,170.00RM 390.00RM 9,360.00RM 1,778.40RM
Interior Finishes Lump Sum Per Unit House 4,130.00RM 12 710,360.00RM 568,288.00RM 710,360.00RM 923,468.00RM 710,360.00RM 106,554.00RM 35,518.00RM 852,432.00RM 157,699.92RM
Floor Covering Cement Render 3.70RM 60 1,164,612.00RM 931,689.60RM 1,164,612.00RM 1,513,995.60RM 1,164,612.00RM 174,691.80RM 58,230.60RM 1,397,534.40RM 258,543.86RM
Homogeneus T iles 29.17RM 55 9,181,549.20RM 7,345,239.36RM 9,181,549.20RM 11,936,013.96RM 9,181,549.20RM 1,377,232.38RM 459,077.46RM 11,017,859.04RM 1,873,036.04RM
Ceramic T iles 24.61RM 40 7,746,243.60RM 6,196,994.88RM 7,746,243.60RM 10,070,116.68RM 7,746,243.60RM 1,161,936.54RM 387,312.18RM 9,295,492.32RM 1,766,143.54RM
Parquet Flooring 10.58RM 25 3,330,160.80RM 2,664,128.64RM 3,330,160.80RM 4,329,209.04RM 3,330,160.80RM 499,524.12RM 166,508.04RM 3,996,192.96RM 779,257.63RM
Ironmongeries (Door Hardware) Merbau 9 520.00RM 30 804,960.00RM 643,968.00RM 804,960.00RM 1,046,448.00RM 804,960.00RM 120,744.00RM 40,248.00RM 965,952.00RM 178,701.12RM
Nyatoh 9 692.00RM 45 1,071,216.00RM 856,972.80RM 1,071,216.00RM 1,392,580.80RM 1,071,216.00RM 160,682.40RM 53,560.80RM 1,285,459.20RM 218,528.06RM
Kayu Rata 9 220.00RM 15 340,560.00RM 272,448.00RM 340,560.00RM 442,728.00RM 340,560.00RM 51,084.00RM 17,028.00RM 408,672.00RM 77,647.68RM
Aluminium 9 145.00RM 5 224,460.00RM 179,568.00RM 224,460.00RM 291,798.00RM 224,460.00RM 33,669.00RM 11,223.00RM 269,352.00RM 52,523.64RM
Plumbing Option A (Decorative Brick Fence with metal Grille) 8.95RM 8 2,817,102.00RM 2,253,681.60RM 2,817,102.00RM 3,662,232.60RM 2,817,102.00RM 422,565.30RM 140,855.10RM 3,380,522.40RM 625,396.64RM
Option B (PVC Pipe Grade A+ with brick fence) 4.31RM 2 1,356,615.60RM 1,085,292.48RM 1,356,615.60RM 1,763,600.28RM 1,356,615.60RM 203,492.34RM 67,830.78RM 1,627,938.72RM 276,749.58RM
Mechanical and Electrical Works
Lighting Fluorescent lighting 12 55.00RM 5 113,520.00RM 90,816.00RM 113,520.00RM 147,576.00RM 113,520.00RM 17,028.00RM 5,676.00RM 136,224.00RM 25,201.44RM
Incandescent 12 48.00RM 3 99,072.00RM 79,257.60RM 99,072.00RM 128,793.60RM 99,072.00RM 14,860.80RM 4,953.60RM 118,886.40RM 20,210.69RM
HVAC Toshiba 105.00RM 25 18,060.00RM 14,448.00RM 18,060.00RM 23,478.00RM 18,060.00RM 2,709.00RM 903.00RM 21,672.00RM 4,009.32RM
York 92.00RM 20 15,824.00RM 12,659.20RM 15,824.00RM 20,571.20RM 15,824.00RM 2,373.60RM 791.20RM 18,988.80RM 3,228.10RM
Electrical Outlets Panasonic 10 30.00RM 6 51,600.00RM 41,280.00RM 51,600.00RM 67,080.00RM 51,600.00RM 7,740.00RM 2,580.00RM 61,920.00RM 11,455.20RM
Tenaga National 10 20.00RM 8 34,400.00RM 27,520.00RM 34,400.00RM 44,720.00RM 34,400.00RM 5,160.00RM 1,720.00RM 41,280.00RM 7,017.60RM
Telecommunications Facilit ies Telekom Komunikasi Malaysia 1 220.00RM 5 37,840.00RM 30,272.00RM 37,840.00RM 49,192.00RM 37,840.00RM 5,676.00RM 1,892.00RM 45,408.00RM 8,400.48RM
Lifts FUJI Elevator FUJI Elevator Malaysia 4 17,420.00RM 15 69,680.00RM 55,744.00RM 69,680.00RM 90,584.00RM 69,680.00RM 10,452.00RM 3,484.00RM 83,616.00RM 15,468.96RM
Kawasaki Elevator Niche Elevator Sdn. Bhd. (Malaysia) 4 13,250.00RM 10 53,000.00RM 42,400.00RM 53,000.00RM 68,900.00RM 53,000.00RM 7,950.00RM 2,650.00RM 63,600.00RM 10,812.00RM
Landscaping Lump Sum Option A (Soft & Hard Landscaping+12Months) 115,720.00RM 12 115,720.00RM 92,576.00RM 115,720.00RM 150,436.00RM 115,720.00RM 17,358.00RM 5,786.00RM 138,864.00RM 25,689.84RM
Lump Sum Option B (Soft & Hard Landscaping+24 Months) 331,208.00RM 24 331,208.00RM 264,966.40RM 331,208.00RM 430,570.40RM 331,208.00RM 49,681.20RM 16,560.40RM 397,449.60RM 67,566.43RM
Playgrounds Kid Play KPY-014-A03-02 20% 44,480.00RM 6 53,376.00RM 42,700.80RM 53,376.00RM 69,388.80RM 53,376.00RM 8,006.40RM 2,668.80RM 64,051.20RM 11,849.47RM
Kid Play KPY-022-A03-05 30% 63,030.00RM 18 81,939.00RM 65,551.20RM 81,939.00RM 106,520.70RM 81,939.00RM 12,290.85RM 4,096.95RM 98,326.80RM 16,715.56RM
Legends
% of Sub-Total I- Means Results from survey of 20 Property Managers*
% of Sub-Total I- Means Results from survey of 20 Property Managers*
% of Sub-Total II (Construction Costs)- based on the manufacturer info
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TOTAL CAPITAL COST TOTAL REPLACEMENT FUTURE COST CAPITAL RECOVERY M&O M&O M&O INCREMENT M&O UNIFORM COST PRESENT WORTH WLCC Replacement WLCC WLCC WLCC RANK ADJUSTED VALUE DIVERSE
(Annual Cost) Replacement Cost Maintenance Cost Maintenance Cost Maintenance Cost Annually Maintenance Cost Annual Cost Life  Span SAVING Annualised RMpsf INITIAL COST
RIR RIR RIR RIR Price Per Quantity RIR Annually next 40 years 40 years with 1st Alternative PP Factor RMpsf
5.6% 5.6% 5.6% 5.6% Price Per Sqft 5.6% 5.6% 0.0634
First Year End Price per Sqm
47,032.65RM 27,205.46RM 81,309.78RM 3,538.95RM 6% 1,984.50RM 11.34RM 111.66RM 1,597.91RM 3,582.41RM 59,543.61RM 133,781.72RM 5 42,383.33RM 0.13RM 1 0.11RM 0.03RM
35,626.50RM 22,992.09RM 55,203.65RM 2,941.33RM 7% 1,649.38RM 9.43RM 92.81RM 1,328.07RM 2,977.45RM 49,488.41RM 108,107.00RM 6 (428.33)RM 42,811.67RM 0.14RM 2 0.08RM 0.06RM
34,486.20RM 26,228.51RM 45,343.71RM 3,445.33RM 8% 1,932.00RM 11.04RM 108.71RM 1,555.64RM 3,487.64RM 57,968.38RM 118,683.10RM 10 (32,816.55)RM 75,199.89RM 0.24RM 3 0.08RM 0.16RM
13,651.20RM 7,896.37RM 23,600.12RM 3,595.13RM 21% 2,016.00RM 33.60RM 113.44RM 1,623.28RM 3,639.28RM 60,488.75RM 82,036.32RM 5 25,989.89RM 0.08RM 2 0.03RM 0.05RM
8,592.48RM 5,545.28RM 13,314.14RM 2,182.76RM 20% 1,224.00RM 20.40RM 68.87RM 985.56RM 2,209.56RM 36,725.31RM 50,863.08RM 6 5,847.50RM 20,142.39RM 0.06RM 1 0.02RM 0.04RM
11,138.40RM 8,471.32RM 14,645.17RM 3,060.14RM 22% 1,716.00RM 28.60RM 96.56RM 1,381.72RM 3,097.72RM 51,487.44RM 71,097.17RM 10 (19,058.64)RM 45,048.53RM 0.14RM 3 0.02RM 0.12RM
1,010,131.92RM 523,704.26RM 1,948,363.94RM 152,013.98RM 12% 85,243.20RM 495.60RM 4,796.51RM 68,637.63RM 153,880.83RM 2,557,665.83RM 4,091,502.01RM 4 1,080,189.24RM 3.43RM 2.26RM 1.17RM
1,656,078.26RM 62,032.73RM 44,212,064.67RM 311,527.45RM 15% 174,691.80RM 0.56RM 9,829.65RM 140,661.43RM 315,353.23RM 5,241,511.90RM 6,959,622.90RM 1 367,479.22RM 1.17RM 1 3.70RM (2.53)RM
12,890,895.08RM 634,884.60RM 261,740,755.37RM 6,876,842.14RM 42% 3,856,250.66RM 12.25RM 216,985.48RM 3,105,044.13RM 6,961,294.79RM 115,704,250.25RM 129,230,029.93RM 1 (7,076,395.93)RM 7,443,875.15RM 23.65RM 2 29.17RM (5.52)RM
11,061,635.86RM 1,238,357.57RM 98,808,123.33RM 5,525,542.72RM 40% 3,098,497.44RM 9.84RM 174,347.83RM 2,494,902.98RM 5,593,400.42RM 92,968,366.02RM 105,268,359.46RM 1 (7,970,027.34)RM 8,337,506.56RM 26.49RM 4 24.61RM 1.88RM
4,775,450.59RM 1,215,223.19RM 18,766,041.13RM 2,731,787.01RM 46% 1,531,873.97RM 4.87RM 86,196.26RM 1,233,461.38RM 2,765,335.35RM 45,962,865.07RM 51,953,538.84RM 2 (6,216,272.60)RM 6,583,751.82RM 20.92RM 3 10.58RM 10.34RM
1,144,653.12RM 221,535.80RM 5,914,307.03RM 172,257.98RM 12% 96,595.20RM 62.40RM 5,435.27RM 77,778.23RM 174,373.43RM 2,898,275.08RM 4,264,464.00RM 2 450,341.04RM 1.43RM 1 2.56RM (1.13)RM
1,503,987.26RM 128,055.79RM 17,664,002.33RM 286,544.52RM 15% 160,682.40RM 103.80RM 9,041.36RM 129,381.10RM 290,063.50RM 4,821,169.12RM 6,453,212.17RM 1 (3,978.86)RM 454,319.89RM 1.44RM 2 3.40RM (1.96)RM
486,319.68RM 213,947.32RM 1,105,444.21RM 425,123.86RM 70% 238,392.00RM 154.00RM 13,413.96RM 191,952.69RM 430,344.69RM 7,152,794.26RM 7,853,061.27RM 3 (1,208,275.73)RM 1,658,616.77RM 5.27RM 3 1.08RM 4.19RM
321,875.64RM 244,802.84RM 423,213.75RM 260,181.32RM 65% 145,899.00RM 94.25RM 8,209.52RM 117,477.54RM 263,376.54RM 4,377,602.98RM 4,944,281.46RM 10 (2,682,450.57)RM 3,132,791.60RM 9.95RM 4 0.71RM 9.24RM
4,005,919.04RM 2,585,279.54RM 6,207,215.55RM 904,271.57RM 18% 507,078.36RM 1.61RM 28,532.54RM 408,298.32RM 915,376.68RM 15,214,550.76RM 21,805,749.35RM 6 8,635,338.25RM 27.43RM 1 8.95RM 18.48RM
1,904,688.30RM 1,707,164.02RM 2,125,066.77RM 459,657.35RM 19% 257,756.96RM 0.82RM 14,503.60RM 207,545.31RM 465,302.28RM 7,733,827.20RM 11,345,679.52RM 25 (9,336,762.37)RM 17,972,100.62RM 57.10RM 2 4.31RM 52.79RM
161,425.44RM 122,772.28RM 212,248.02RM 137,659.15RM 68% 77,193.60RM 37.40RM 4,343.57RM 62,156.11RM 139,349.71RM 2,316,142.90RM 2,600,340.62RM 10 1,647,625.71RM 5.23RM 1 0.36RM 4.87RM
139,097.09RM 118,030.72RM 163,923.43RM 167,841.11RM 95% 94,118.40RM 45.60RM 5,295.90RM 75,783.92RM 169,902.32RM 2,823,960.33RM 3,081,088.14RM 17 (1,606,101.89)RM 3,253,727.61RM 10.34RM 2 0.31RM 10.02RM
25,681.32RM 6,535.20RM 100,919.63RM 7,085.40RM 22% 3,973.20RM 23.10RM 223.57RM 3,199.21RM 7,172.41RM 119,213.24RM 151,429.76RM 2 19,189.76RM 0.06RM 1 0.06RM 0.00RM
22,216.90RM 7,433.56RM 66,400.30RM 6,772.54RM 24% 3,797.76RM 22.08RM 213.69RM 3,057.95RM 6,855.71RM 113,949.28RM 143,599.73RM 3 (3,557.13)RM 22,746.89RM 0.07RM 2 0.05RM 0.02RM
73,375.20RM 52,832.76RM 101,904.95RM 23,924.72RM 26% 13,416.00RM 7.80RM 754.90RM 10,802.53RM 24,218.53RM 402,538.21RM 528,746.17RM 8 279,186.43RM 0.89RM 2 0.16RM 0.72RM
48,297.60RM 31,169.58RM 74,837.66RM 13,496.00RM 22% 7,568.00RM 4.40RM 425.84RM 6,093.74RM 13,661.74RM 227,072.83RM 306,540.01RM 6 157,792.91RM 121,393.52RM 0.39RM 1 0.11RM 0.28RM
-RM
53,808.48RM 40,924.09RM 70,749.34RM 5,398.40RM 8% 3,027.20RM 17.60RM 170.34RM 2,437.49RM 5,464.69RM 90,829.13RM 185,561.71RM 10 117,575.46RM 0.37RM 0.12RM 0.25RM
99,084.96RM 43,590.59RM 225,228.18RM 32,307.64RM 26% 18,116.80RM 4,529.20RM 1,019.41RM 14,587.61RM 32,704.41RM 543,582.60RM 686,258.15RM 3 144,942.11RM 0.46RM 1 0.22RM 0.24RM
74,412.00RM 43,042.71RM 128,643.04RM 20,793.25RM 22% 11,660.00RM 2,915.00RM 656.09RM 9,388.61RM 21,048.61RM 349,850.59RM 467,305.30RM 5 (3,104.69)RM 148,046.80RM 0.47RM 2 0.17RM 0.30RM
164,553.84RM 85,313.16RM 317,394.95RM 99,054.33RM 48% 55,545.60RM 55,545.60RM 3,125.47RM 44,725.19RM 100,270.79RM 1,666,608.98RM 1,916,475.99RM 4 505,964.98RM 1.61RM 1 0.37RM 1.24RM
465,016.03RM 124,992.50RM 1,730,023.10RM 277,601.93RM 47% 155,667.76RM 155,667.76RM 8,759.19RM 125,343.32RM 281,011.08RM 4,670,708.16RM 5,260,716.69RM 2 (188,470.65)RM 694,435.63RM 2.21RM 2 1.05RM 1.15RM
75,900.67RM 54,651.19RM 105,412.38RM 33,314.85RM 35% 18,681.60RM 15,568.00RM 1,051.19RM 15,042.38RM 33,723.98RM 560,529.05RM 691,080.91RM 8 364,901.77RM 1.16RM 2 0.17RM 0.99RM
115,042.36RM 42,945.71RM 308,173.83RM 49,681.35RM 34% 27,859.26RM 21,430.20RM 1,567.60RM 22,432.21RM 50,291.47RM 835,898.67RM 993,886.73RM 3 189,972.41RM 174,929.36RM 0.56RM 1 0.26RM 0.30RM
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Whole Life Cycle Costing EstimateGeneral Purpose Work Sheet
Nominal Rate 7.0%
Inflation Rate 1.3% Case Study Location 5
Real Interest Rate 5.6% Study T itle Lily & Jasmine Apartment, Tampoi, Johor Bahru
Project Type - Developer Private
Total Unit/Area/ Space/Quantity Total Unit> 480 SQFt> 1050
Economic Building Service Life 1997
Economic Life Span 44 45
Project Life Cycle 40
Extra SUBTOTAL I SUBTOTAL II
Low Base High Low Base High Preliminaries1 Contigencies2 Construction Cost
80% 130% 80% 130% 15% 5% 18.5% 17.0% 19.0% 19.50%
Type Manufacturer Quantity Price Per Quantity Economic Life Span Alt1 Alt2 Alt3 Alt4
Wall Painting Dulux Weathershield Max ICI Dulux 350 189.00RM 10 66,150.00RM 52,920.00RM 66,150.00RM 85,995.00RM 66,150.00RM 9,922.50RM 3,307.50RM 79,380.00RM 14,685.30RM
Jotashield Extreme JOTUN 350 145.00RM 8 50,750.00RM 40,600.00RM 50,750.00RM 65,975.00RM 50,750.00RM 7,612.50RM 2,537.50RM 60,900.00RM 10,353.00RM
Nippon Weatherbond Advance NIPPON PAINT 350 138.00RM 5 48,300.00RM 38,640.00RM 48,300.00RM 62,790.00RM 48,300.00RM 7,245.00RM 2,415.00RM 57,960.00RM 11,012.40RM
Roof Painting Dulux Roofshield ICI Dulux 180 160.00RM 10 28,800.00RM 23,040.00RM 28,800.00RM 37,440.00RM 28,800.00RM 4,320.00RM 1,440.00RM 34,560.00RM 6,393.60RM
Jotaroof JOTUN 180 102.00RM 8 18,360.00RM 14,688.00RM 18,360.00RM 23,868.00RM 18,360.00RM 2,754.00RM 918.00RM 22,032.00RM 3,745.44RM
Nippon Roof Coating NIPPON PAINT 180 130.00RM 5 23,400.00RM 18,720.00RM 23,400.00RM 30,420.00RM 23,400.00RM 3,510.00RM 1,170.00RM 28,080.00RM 5,335.20RM
Interior Finishes Lump Sum Per Unit House 2,275.00RM 10 1,092,000.00RM 873,600.00RM 1,092,000.00RM 1,419,600.00RM 1,092,000.00RM 163,800.00RM 54,600.00RM 1,310,400.00RM 242,424.00RM
Floor Covering Cement Render 3.37RM 60 1,698,480.00RM 1,358,784.00RM 1,698,480.00RM 2,208,024.00RM 1,698,480.00RM 254,772.00RM 84,924.00RM 2,038,176.00RM 377,062.56RM
Homogeneus T iles 18.19RM 55 9,167,760.00RM 7,334,208.00RM 9,167,760.00RM 11,918,088.00RM 9,167,760.00RM 1,375,164.00RM 458,388.00RM 11,001,312.00RM 1,870,223.04RM
Ceramic T iles 17.98RM 40 9,061,920.00RM 7,249,536.00RM 9,061,920.00RM 11,780,496.00RM 9,061,920.00RM 1,359,288.00RM 453,096.00RM 10,874,304.00RM 2,066,117.76RM
Parquet Flooring 9.22RM 25 4,646,880.00RM 3,717,504.00RM 4,646,880.00RM 6,040,944.00RM 4,646,880.00RM 697,032.00RM 232,344.00RM 5,576,256.00RM 1,087,369.92RM
Ironmongeries (Door Hardware) Merbau 7 360.00RM 30 1,209,600.00RM 967,680.00RM 1,209,600.00RM 1,572,480.00RM 1,209,600.00RM 181,440.00RM 60,480.00RM 1,451,520.00RM 268,531.20RM
Nyatoh 7 655.00RM 45 2,200,800.00RM 1,760,640.00RM 2,200,800.00RM 2,861,040.00RM 2,200,800.00RM 330,120.00RM 110,040.00RM 2,640,960.00RM 448,963.20RM
Kayu Rata 7 185.00RM 15 621,600.00RM 497,280.00RM 621,600.00RM 808,080.00RM 621,600.00RM 93,240.00RM 31,080.00RM 745,920.00RM 141,724.80RM
Aluminium 7 142.00RM 5 477,120.00RM 381,696.00RM 477,120.00RM 620,256.00RM 477,120.00RM 71,568.00RM 23,856.00RM 572,544.00RM 111,646.08RM
Plumbing Option A (Decorative Brick Fence with metal Grille) 6.75RM 8 3,402,000.00RM 2,721,600.00RM 3,402,000.00RM 4,422,600.00RM 3,402,000.00RM 510,300.00RM 170,100.00RM 4,082,400.00RM 755,244.00RM
Option B (PVC Pipe Grade A+ with brick fence) 3.55RM 2 1,789,200.00RM 1,431,360.00RM 1,789,200.00RM 2,325,960.00RM 1,789,200.00RM 268,380.00RM 89,460.00RM 2,147,040.00RM 364,996.80RM
Mechanical and Electrical Works
Lighting Fluorescent lighting 12 45.00RM 5 259,200.00RM 207,360.00RM 259,200.00RM 336,960.00RM 259,200.00RM 38,880.00RM 12,960.00RM 311,040.00RM 57,542.40RM
Incandescent 12 40.00RM 3 230,400.00RM 184,320.00RM 230,400.00RM 299,520.00RM 230,400.00RM 34,560.00RM 11,520.00RM 276,480.00RM 47,001.60RM
HVAC Toshiba 95.00RM 25 45,600.00RM 36,480.00RM 45,600.00RM 59,280.00RM 45,600.00RM 6,840.00RM 2,280.00RM 54,720.00RM 10,123.20RM
York 82.00RM 20 39,360.00RM 31,488.00RM 39,360.00RM 51,168.00RM 39,360.00RM 5,904.00RM 1,968.00RM 47,232.00RM 8,029.44RM
Electrical Outlets Panasonic 10 30.00RM 6 144,000.00RM 115,200.00RM 144,000.00RM 187,200.00RM 144,000.00RM 21,600.00RM 7,200.00RM 172,800.00RM 31,968.00RM
Tenaga National 10 20.00RM 8 96,000.00RM 76,800.00RM 96,000.00RM 124,800.00RM 96,000.00RM 14,400.00RM 4,800.00RM 115,200.00RM 19,584.00RM
Telecommunications Facilit ies Telekom Komunikasi Malaysia 1 120.00RM 5 57,600.00RM 46,080.00RM 57,600.00RM 74,880.00RM 57,600.00RM 8,640.00RM 2,880.00RM 69,120.00RM 12,787.20RM
Lifts FUJI Elevator FUJI Elevator Malaysia Nil
Kawasaki Elevator Niche Elevator Sdn. Bhd. (Malaysia) Nil
Landscaping Lump Sum Option A (Soft & Hard Landscaping+12Months) 295,720.00RM 12 295,720.00RM 236,576.00RM 295,720.00RM 384,436.00RM 295,720.00RM 44,358.00RM 14,786.00RM 354,864.00RM 65,649.84RM
Lump Sum Option B (Soft & Hard Landscaping+24 Months) 611,208.00RM 24 611,208.00RM 488,966.40RM 611,208.00RM 794,570.40RM 611,208.00RM 91,681.20RM 30,560.40RM 733,449.60RM 124,686.43RM
Playgrounds Kid Play KPY-014-A03-02 20% 44,480.00RM 6 53,376.00RM 42,700.80RM 53,376.00RM 69,388.80RM 53,376.00RM 8,006.40RM 2,668.80RM 64,051.20RM 11,849.47RM
Kid Play KPY-022-A03-05 30% 63,030.00RM 18 81,939.00RM 65,551.20RM 81,939.00RM 106,520.70RM 81,939.00RM 12,290.85RM 4,096.95RM 98,326.80RM 16,715.56RM
Legends
% of Sub-Total I- Means Results from survey of 20 Property Managers*
% of Sub-Total I- Means Results from survey of 20 Property Managers*
% of Sub-Total II (Construction Costs)- based on the manufacturer info
Professional Fees3
Capital Costs
Estimated Costs Present Worth
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TOTAL CAPITAL COST TOTAL REPLACEMENT FUTURE COST CAPITAL RECOVERY M&O M&O M&O INCREMENT M&O UNIFORM COST PRESENT WORTH WLCC Replacement WLCC WLCC WLCC RANK ADJUSTED VALUE DIVERSE
(Annual Cost) Replacement Cost Maintenance Cost Maintenance Cost Maintenance Cost Annually Maintenance Cost Annual Cost Life  Span SAVING Annualised RMpsf INITIAL COST
RIR RIR RIR RIR Price Per Quantity RIR Annually next 40 years 40 years with 1st Alternative PP Factor RMpsf
5.6% 5.6% 5.6% 5.6% Price Per Sqft 5.6% 5.6% 0.0634
First Year End Price per Sqm
94,065.30RM 54,410.93RM 162,619.55RM 6,697.11RM 6% 3,969.00RM 11.34RM 223.33RM 2,997.92RM 6,966.92RM 112,680.20RM 261,156.42RM 4 72,808.44RM 0.14RM 1 0.13RM 0.01RM
71,253.00RM 45,984.19RM 110,407.31RM 5,566.16RM 7% 3,298.75RM 9.43RM 185.62RM 2,491.66RM 5,790.41RM 93,651.75RM 210,888.94RM 6 (684.36)RM 73,492.80RM 0.15RM 2 0.10RM 0.05RM
68,972.40RM 52,457.03RM 90,687.41RM 6,519.94RM 8% 3,864.00RM 11.04RM 217.42RM 2,918.61RM 6,782.61RM 109,699.24RM 231,128.67RM 9 (56,065.41)RM 128,873.85RM 0.26RM 3 0.10RM 0.16RM
40,953.60RM 23,689.11RM 70,800.35RM 10,205.12RM 21% 6,048.00RM 33.60RM 340.31RM 4,568.25RM 10,616.25RM 171,703.16RM 236,345.87RM 4 65,891.44RM 0.13RM 2 0.06RM 0.07RM
25,777.44RM 16,635.85RM 39,942.43RM 6,195.96RM 20% 3,672.00RM 20.40RM 206.62RM 2,773.58RM 6,445.58RM 104,248.34RM 146,661.64RM 6 14,781.25RM 51,110.20RM 0.10RM 1 0.04RM 0.06RM
33,415.20RM 25,413.96RM 43,935.52RM 8,686.50RM 22% 5,148.00RM 28.60RM 289.67RM 3,888.46RM 9,036.46RM 146,152.09RM 204,981.25RM 9 (48,403.01)RM 114,294.45RM 0.23RM 3 0.05RM 0.18RM
1,552,824.00RM 898,212.12RM 2,684,513.29RM 221,110.88RM 12% 131,040.00RM 273.00RM 7,373.43RM 98,978.86RM 230,018.86RM 3,720,235.05RM 6,171,271.17RM 4 1,720,503.76RM 3.41RM 2.17RM 1.25RM
2,415,238.56RM 90,469.06RM 64,479,249.40RM 429,890.59RM 15% 254,772.00RM 0.51RM 14,335.64RM 192,437.74RM 447,209.74RM 7,232,995.45RM 9,738,703.08RM 1 452,512.80RM 0.90RM 1 3.37RM (2.47)RM
12,871,535.04RM 633,931.11RM 261,347,663.14RM 6,497,088.23RM 42% 3,850,459.20RM 7.64RM 216,659.60RM 2,908,379.51RM 6,758,838.71RM 109,314,814.35RM 122,820,280.50RM 1 (5,773,190.11)RM 6,225,702.91RM 12.35RM 2 18.19RM (5.84)RM
12,940,421.76RM 1,448,688.92RM 115,590,388.73RM 6,116,267.25RM 40% 3,624,768.00RM 7.19RM 203,960.29RM 2,737,907.46RM 6,362,675.46RM 102,907,424.90RM 117,296,535.58RM 1 (7,722,834.12)RM 8,175,346.92RM 16.22RM 4 17.98RM (1.76)RM
6,663,625.92RM 1,695,712.81RM 26,185,985.13RM 3,606,828.79RM 46% 2,137,564.80RM 4.24RM 120,277.58RM 1,614,573.57RM 3,752,138.37RM 60,685,618.81RM 69,044,957.54RM 2 (7,247,172.15)RM 7,699,684.95RM 15.28RM 3 9.22RM 6.06RM
1,720,051.20RM 332,898.17RM 8,887,330.77RM 244,922.83RM 12% 145,152.00RM 43.20RM 8,167.49RM 109,638.12RM 254,790.12RM 4,120,875.75RM 6,173,825.11RM 1 573,738.59RM 1.14RM 1 2.40RM (1.26)RM
3,089,923.20RM 263,089.02RM 36,290,473.93RM 557,029.34RM 15% 330,120.00RM 98.25RM 18,575.36RM 249,350.58RM 579,470.58RM 9,372,130.61RM 12,725,142.83RM 1 (214,633.33)RM 788,371.92RM 1.56RM 2 4.37RM (2.80)RM
887,644.80RM 390,502.87RM 2,017,688.87RM 734,201.53RM 70% 435,120.00RM 129.50RM 24,483.55RM 328,660.56RM 763,780.56RM 12,353,088.18RM 13,631,235.85RM 3 (1,959,785.10)RM 2,533,523.69RM 5.03RM 3 1.23RM 3.79RM
684,190.08RM 520,361.45RM 899,597.90RM 523,295.76RM 65% 310,128.00RM 92.30RM 17,450.44RM 234,249.96RM 544,377.96RM 8,804,556.28RM 10,009,107.81RM 9 (5,007,188.64)RM 5,580,927.23RM 11.07RM 4 0.95RM 10.13RM
4,837,644.00RM 3,122,045.64RM 7,495,982.50RM 1,033,268.17RM 18% 612,360.00RM 1.22RM 34,456.58RM 462,535.81RM 1,074,895.81RM 17,384,944.56RM 25,344,634.19RM 6 8,832,365.60RM 17.52RM 1 6.75RM 10.77RM
2,512,036.80RM 2,251,527.90RM 2,802,687.41RM 573,612.66RM 19% 339,948.00RM 0.67RM 19,128.37RM 256,774.00RM 596,722.00RM 9,651,148.23RM 14,414,712.93RM 22 (11,261,199.55)RM 20,093,565.15RM 39.87RM 2 3.55RM 36.32RM
368,582.40RM 280,325.71RM 484,625.49RM 297,406.29RM 68% 176,256.00RM 30.60RM 9,917.66RM 133,132.00RM 309,388.00RM 5,003,920.55RM 5,652,828.66RM 9 3,151,931.82RM 6.25RM 1 0.51RM 5.74RM
323,481.60RM 274,490.04RM 381,217.28RM 369,328.07RM 95% 218,880.00RM 38.00RM 12,316.05RM 165,327.32RM 384,207.32RM 6,214,018.98RM 6,811,990.62RM 15 (3,178,506.53)RM 6,330,438.35RM 12.56RM 2 0.46RM 12.10RM
64,843.20RM 16,500.84RM 254,813.68RM 16,927.54RM 22% 10,032.00RM 20.90RM 564.49RM 7,577.50RM 17,609.50RM 284,809.20RM 366,153.25RM 2 40,832.30RM 0.08RM 1 0.09RM (0.01)RM
55,261.44RM 18,489.94RM 165,161.51RM 15,939.42RM 24% 9,446.40RM 19.68RM 531.53RM 7,135.18RM 16,581.58RM 268,183.98RM 341,935.36RM 2 (6,832.19)RM 47,664.50RM 0.09RM 2 0.08RM 0.02RM
204,768.00RM 147,440.26RM 284,385.91RM 63,174.54RM 26% 37,440.00RM 7.80RM 2,106.69RM 28,279.67RM 65,719.67RM 1,062,924.30RM 1,415,132.56RM 7 657,547.11RM 1.30RM 1 0.29RM 1.02RM
134,784.00RM 86,984.86RM 208,849.29RM 35,636.92RM 22% 21,120.00RM 4.40RM 1,188.39RM 15,952.64RM 37,072.64RM 599,598.32RM 821,367.19RM 6 371,308.40RM 286,238.71RM 0.57RM 2 0.19RM 0.38RM
-RM
81,907.20RM 62,294.60RM 107,694.55RM 7,775.33RM 8% 4,608.00RM 9.60RM 259.29RM 3,480.58RM 8,088.58RM 130,821.45RM 275,023.25RM 9 153,348.81RM 0.30RM 0.11RM 0.19RM
-RM
-RM
420,513.84RM 218,015.97RM 811,096.04RM 239,512.49RM 48% 141,945.60RM 141,945.60RM 7,987.07RM 107,216.22RM 249,161.82RM 4,029,845.82RM 4,668,375.63RM 4 1,084,589.87RM 2.15RM 2 0.59RM 1.57RM
858,136.03RM 230,659.93RM 3,192,567.69RM 484,722.44RM 47% 287,267.76RM 287,267.76RM 16,164.13RM 216,982.86RM 504,250.62RM 8,155,552.42RM 9,244,348.39RM 2 10,733.84RM 1,073,856.03RM 2.13RM 1 1.21RM 0.92RM
75,900.67RM 54,651.19RM 105,412.38RM 31,522.47RM 35% 18,681.60RM 15,568.00RM 1,051.19RM 14,110.83RM 32,792.43RM 530,371.97RM 660,923.83RM 7 307,100.95RM 0.61RM 2 0.11RM 0.50RM
115,042.36RM 42,945.71RM 308,173.83RM 47,008.44RM 34% 27,859.26RM 21,430.20RM 1,567.60RM 21,043.02RM 48,902.28RM 790,926.40RM 948,914.47RM 2 160,128.63RM 146,972.32RM 0.29RM 1 0.16RM 0.13RM
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Whole Life Cycle Costing EstimateGeneral Purpose Work Sheet
Nominal Rate 7.0%
Inflation Rate 1.3% Case Study Location 6
Real Interest Rate 5.6% Study T itle Kipark Apartment, Tampoi, Johor Bahru
Project Type - Developer Private
Total Unit/Area/ Space/Quantity Total Unit> 768 SQFt> 925
Economic Building Service Life 1997
Economic Life Span 46 47
Project Life Cycle 40
Extra SUBTOTAL I SUBTOTAL II
Low Base High Low Base High Preliminaries1 Contigencies2 Construction Cost
80% 130% 80% 130% 15% 5% 18.5% 17.0% 19.0% 19.50%
Type Manufacturer Quantity Price Per Quantity Economic Life Span Alt1 Alt2 Alt3 Alt4
Wall Painting Dulux Weathershield Max ICI Dulux 230 189.00RM 10 43,470.00RM 34,776.00RM 43,470.00RM 56,511.00RM 43,470.00RM 6,520.50RM 2,173.50RM 52,164.00RM 9,650.34RM
Jotashield Extreme JOTUN 230 145.00RM 8 33,350.00RM 26,680.00RM 33,350.00RM 43,355.00RM 33,350.00RM 5,002.50RM 1,667.50RM 40,020.00RM 6,803.40RM
Nippon Weatherbond Advance NIPPON PAINT 230 138.00RM 5 31,740.00RM 25,392.00RM 31,740.00RM 41,262.00RM 31,740.00RM 4,761.00RM 1,587.00RM 38,088.00RM 7,236.72RM
Roof Painting Dulux Roofshield ICI Dulux 110 160.00RM 10 17,600.00RM 14,080.00RM 17,600.00RM 22,880.00RM 17,600.00RM 2,640.00RM 880.00RM 21,120.00RM 3,907.20RM
Jotaroof JOTUN 110 102.00RM 8 11,220.00RM 8,976.00RM 11,220.00RM 14,586.00RM 11,220.00RM 1,683.00RM 561.00RM 13,464.00RM 2,288.88RM
Nippon Roof Coating NIPPON PAINT 110 130.00RM 5 14,300.00RM 11,440.00RM 14,300.00RM 18,590.00RM 14,300.00RM 2,145.00RM 715.00RM 17,160.00RM 3,260.40RM
Interior Finishes Lump Sum Per Unit House 5,230.00RM 18 4,016,640.00RM 3,213,312.00RM 4,016,640.00RM 5,221,632.00RM 4,016,640.00RM 602,496.00RM 200,832.00RM 4,819,968.00RM 891,694.08RM
Floor Covering Cement Render 5.88RM 60 4,177,152.00RM 3,341,721.60RM 4,177,152.00RM 5,430,297.60RM 4,177,152.00RM 626,572.80RM 208,857.60RM 5,012,582.40RM 927,327.74RM
Homogeneus T iles 32.81RM 55 23,308,224.00RM 18,646,579.20RM 23,308,224.00RM 30,300,691.20RM 23,308,224.00RM 3,496,233.60RM 1,165,411.20RM 27,969,868.80RM 4,754,877.70RM
Ceramic T iles 18.75RM 40 13,320,000.00RM 10,656,000.00RM 13,320,000.00RM 17,316,000.00RM 13,320,000.00RM 1,998,000.00RM 666,000.00RM 15,984,000.00RM 3,036,960.00RM
Parquet Flooring 13.22RM 25 9,391,488.00RM 7,513,190.40RM 9,391,488.00RM 12,208,934.40RM 9,391,488.00RM 1,408,723.20RM 469,574.40RM 11,269,785.60RM 2,197,608.19RM
Ironmongeries (Door Hardware) Merbau 7 520.00RM 30 2,795,520.00RM 2,236,416.00RM 2,795,520.00RM 3,634,176.00RM 2,795,520.00RM 419,328.00RM 139,776.00RM 3,354,624.00RM 620,605.44RM
Nyatoh 7 811.00RM 45 4,359,936.00RM 3,487,948.80RM 4,359,936.00RM 5,667,916.80RM 4,359,936.00RM 653,990.40RM 217,996.80RM 5,231,923.20RM 889,426.94RM
Kayu Rata 7 202.00RM 15 1,085,952.00RM 868,761.60RM 1,085,952.00RM 1,411,737.60RM 1,085,952.00RM 162,892.80RM 54,297.60RM 1,303,142.40RM 247,597.06RM
Aluminium 7 155.00RM 5 833,280.00RM 666,624.00RM 833,280.00RM 1,083,264.00RM 833,280.00RM 124,992.00RM 41,664.00RM 999,936.00RM 194,987.52RM
Plumbing Option A (Decorative Brick Fence with metal Grille) 9.20RM 9 6,535,680.00RM 5,228,544.00RM 6,535,680.00RM 8,496,384.00RM 6,535,680.00RM 980,352.00RM 326,784.00RM 7,842,816.00RM 1,450,920.96RM
Option B (PVC Pipe Grade A+ with brick fence) 4.10RM 2 2,912,640.00RM 2,330,112.00RM 2,912,640.00RM 3,786,432.00RM 2,912,640.00RM 436,896.00RM 145,632.00RM 3,495,168.00RM 594,178.56RM
Mechanical and Electrical Works
Lighting Fluorescent lighting 12 60.00RM 5 552,960.00RM 442,368.00RM 552,960.00RM 718,848.00RM 552,960.00RM 82,944.00RM 27,648.00RM 663,552.00RM 122,757.12RM
Incandescent 12 40.00RM 3 368,640.00RM 294,912.00RM 368,640.00RM 479,232.00RM 368,640.00RM 55,296.00RM 18,432.00RM 442,368.00RM 75,202.56RM
HVAC Toshiba 120.00RM 25 92,160.00RM 73,728.00RM 92,160.00RM 119,808.00RM 92,160.00RM 13,824.00RM 4,608.00RM 110,592.00RM 20,459.52RM
York 115.00RM 20 88,320.00RM 70,656.00RM 88,320.00RM 114,816.00RM 88,320.00RM 13,248.00RM 4,416.00RM 105,984.00RM 18,017.28RM
Electrical Outlets Panasonic 10 30.00RM 6 230,400.00RM 184,320.00RM 230,400.00RM 299,520.00RM 230,400.00RM 34,560.00RM 11,520.00RM 276,480.00RM 51,148.80RM
Tenaga National 10 20.00RM 8 153,600.00RM 122,880.00RM 153,600.00RM 199,680.00RM 153,600.00RM 23,040.00RM 7,680.00RM 184,320.00RM 31,334.40RM
Telecommunications Facilit ies Telekom Komunikasi Malaysia 1 220.00RM 5 168,960.00RM 135,168.00RM 168,960.00RM 219,648.00RM 168,960.00RM 25,344.00RM 8,448.00RM 202,752.00RM 37,509.12RM
Lifts FUJI Elevator FUJI Elevator Malaysia 8 15,520.00RM 20 124,160.00RM 99,328.00RM 124,160.00RM 161,408.00RM 124,160.00RM 18,624.00RM 6,208.00RM 148,992.00RM 27,563.52RM
Kawasaki Elevator Niche Elevator Sdn. Bhd. (Malaysia) 8 13,660.00RM 10 109,280.00RM 87,424.00RM 109,280.00RM 142,064.00RM 109,280.00RM 16,392.00RM 5,464.00RM 131,136.00RM 22,293.12RM
Landscaping Lump Sum Option A (Soft & Hard Landscaping+12Months) 422,720.00RM 12 422,720.00RM 338,176.00RM 422,720.00RM 549,536.00RM 422,720.00RM 63,408.00RM 21,136.00RM 507,264.00RM 93,843.84RM
Lump Sum Option B (Soft & Hard Landscaping+24 Months) 723,208.00RM 24 723,208.00RM 578,566.40RM 723,208.00RM 940,170.40RM 723,208.00RM 108,481.20RM 36,160.40RM 867,849.60RM 147,534.43RM
Playgrounds Kid Play KPY-014-A03-02 20% 44,480.00RM 6 53,376.00RM 42,700.80RM 53,376.00RM 69,388.80RM 53,376.00RM 8,006.40RM 2,668.80RM 64,051.20RM 11,849.47RM
Kid Play KPY-022-A03-05 30% 63,030.00RM 18 81,939.00RM 65,551.20RM 81,939.00RM 106,520.70RM 81,939.00RM 12,290.85RM 4,096.95RM 98,326.80RM 16,715.56RM
Legends
% of Sub-Total I- Means Results from survey of 20 Property Managers*
% of Sub-Total I- Means Results from survey of 20 Property Managers*
% of Sub-Total II (Construction Costs)- based on the manufacturer info
Professional Fees3
Capital Costs
Estimated Costs Present Worth
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TOTAL CAPITAL COST TOTAL REPLACEMENT FUTURE COST CAPITAL RECOVERY M&O M&O M&O INCREMENT M&O UNIFORM COST PRESENT WORTH WLCC Replacement WLCC WLCC WLCC RANK ADJUSTED VALUE DIVERSE
(Annual Cost) Replacement Cost Maintenance Cost Maintenance Cost Maintenance Cost Annually Maintenance Cost Annual Cost Life  Span SAVING Annualised RMpsf INITIAL COST
RIR RIR RIR RIR Price Per Quantity RIR Annually next 40 years 40 years with 1st Alternative PP Factor RMpsf
5.6% 5.6% 5.6% 5.6% Price Per Sqft 5.6% 5.6% 0.0634
First Year End Price per Sqm
61,814.34RM 35,755.75RM 106,864.28RM 4,490.97RM 6% 2,608.20RM 11.34RM 146.76RM 2,016.31RM 4,624.51RM 75,561.47RM 173,131.56RM 5 50,461.76RM 0.07RM 1 0.06RM 0.01RM
46,823.40RM 30,218.18RM 72,553.37RM 3,732.57RM 7% 2,167.75RM 9.43RM 121.98RM 1,675.81RM 3,843.56RM 62,801.31RM 139,842.89RM 6 (487.34)RM 50,949.10RM 0.07RM 2 0.05RM 0.02RM
45,324.72RM 34,471.76RM 59,594.58RM 4,372.16RM 8% 2,539.20RM 11.04RM 142.88RM 1,962.96RM 4,502.16RM 73,562.49RM 153,358.97RM 9 (38,935.73)RM 89,397.49RM 0.13RM 3 0.04RM 0.08RM
25,027.20RM 14,476.68RM 43,266.88RM 6,364.01RM 21% 3,696.00RM 33.60RM 207.97RM 2,857.24RM 6,553.24RM 107,075.83RM 146,579.71RM 5 42,722.83RM 0.06RM 2 0.02RM 0.04RM
15,752.88RM 10,166.36RM 24,409.26RM 3,863.87RM 20% 2,244.00RM 20.40RM 126.27RM 1,734.76RM 3,978.76RM 65,010.33RM 90,929.56RM 6 9,594.37RM 33,128.46RM 0.05RM 1 0.02RM 0.03RM
20,420.40RM 15,530.76RM 26,849.48RM 5,416.99RM 22% 3,146.00RM 28.60RM 177.02RM 2,432.06RM 5,578.06RM 91,141.93RM 127,093.08RM 9 (31,363.50)RM 74,086.33RM 0.10RM 3 0.02RM 0.08RM
5,711,662.08RM 2,132,183.23RM 15,300,319.05RM 829,933.67RM 12% 481,996.80RM 627.60RM 27,121.24RM 372,614.36RM 854,611.16RM 13,963,800.77RM 21,807,646.08RM 3 3,531,200.99RM 4.97RM 5.65RM (0.68)RM
5,939,910.14RM 222,494.84RM 158,576,860.24RM 1,078,874.11RM 15% 626,572.80RM 0.88RM 35,256.32RM 484,380.85RM 1,110,953.65RM 18,152,273.52RM 24,314,678.50RM 1 1,181,145.59RM 1.66RM 1 5.88RM (4.22)RM
32,724,746.50RM 1,611,714.13RM 664,453,462.39RM 16,856,123.52RM 42% 9,789,454.08RM 13.78RM 550,837.99RM 7,567,874.20RM 17,357,328.28RM 283,607,663.84RM 317,944,124.47RM 1 (15,667,859.69)RM 16,849,005.29RM 23.72RM 4 32.81RM (9.09)RM
19,020,960.00RM 2,129,409.26RM 169,904,830.10RM 9,174,099.53RM 40% 5,328,000.00RM 7.50RM 299,798.62RM 4,118,884.81RM 9,446,884.81RM 154,356,067.32RM 175,506,436.58RM 1 (11,607,342.68)RM 12,788,488.27RM 18.00RM 2 18.75RM (0.75)RM
13,467,393.79RM 3,427,087.96RM 52,922,684.71RM 7,438,604.55RM 46% 4,320,084.48RM 6.08RM 243,084.71RM 3,339,701.64RM 7,659,786.12RM 125,156,015.54RM 142,050,497.29RM 2 (15,379,943.83)RM 16,561,089.42RM 23.31RM 3 13.22RM 10.09RM
3,975,229.44RM 769,364.65RM 20,539,608.90RM 577,621.14RM 12% 335,462.40RM 62.40RM 18,875.97RM 259,333.89RM 594,796.29RM 9,718,591.74RM 14,463,185.84RM 2 1,405,169.98RM 1.98RM 1 3.94RM (1.96)RM
6,121,350.14RM 521,197.43RM 71,893,922.09RM 1,126,083.53RM 15% 653,990.40RM 121.65RM 36,799.06RM 505,576.41RM 1,159,566.81RM 18,946,581.50RM 25,589,129.07RM 1 (252,236.92)RM 1,657,406.90RM 2.33RM 2 6.14RM (3.80)RM
1,550,739.46RM 682,219.07RM 3,524,956.99RM 1,308,904.32RM 70% 760,166.40RM 141.40RM 42,773.43RM 587,657.25RM 1,347,823.65RM 22,022,578.08RM 24,255,536.60RM 3 (3,307,920.53)RM 4,713,090.51RM 6.63RM 3 1.53RM 5.11RM
1,194,923.52RM 908,800.27RM 1,571,128.73RM 932,617.47RM 65% 541,632.00RM 100.75RM 30,476.83RM 418,716.18RM 960,348.18RM 15,691,476.25RM 17,795,200.04RM 9 (8,968,179.80)RM 10,373,349.78RM 14.60RM 4 1.17RM 13.43RM
9,293,736.96RM 5,678,339.90RM 15,211,056.08RM 2,025,641.18RM 18% 1,176,422.40RM 1.66RM 66,195.53RM 909,449.77RM 2,085,872.17RM 34,081,819.66RM 49,053,896.53RM 5 15,886,094.93RM 22.36RM 1 9.20RM 13.16RM
4,089,346.56RM 3,665,263.93RM 4,562,496.90RM 952,883.14RM 19% 553,401.60RM 0.78RM 31,139.08RM 427,814.84RM 981,216.44RM 16,032,450.19RM 23,787,060.68RM 23 (18,779,362.63)RM 34,665,457.57RM 48.80RM 2 4.10RM 44.70RM
786,309.12RM 598,028.18RM 1,033,867.72RM 647,443.48RM 68% 376,012.80RM 40.80RM 21,157.68RM 290,681.95RM 666,694.75RM 10,893,366.57RM 12,277,703.87RM 9 7,157,037.66RM 10.07RM 1 0.78RM 9.30RM
517,570.56RM 439,184.06RM 609,947.65RM 603,011.08RM 95% 350,208.00RM 38.00RM 19,705.68RM 270,733.19RM 620,941.19RM 10,145,782.59RM 11,102,537.21RM 15 (3,629,625.94)RM 10,786,663.60RM 15.18RM 2 0.52RM 14.67RM
131,051.52RM 33,349.07RM 514,991.87RM 34,911.17RM 22% 20,275.20RM 26.40RM 1,140.86RM 15,674.03RM 35,949.23RM 587,387.41RM 751,788.00RM 2 87,647.90RM 0.12RM 1 0.13RM (0.01)RM
124,001.28RM 41,489.63RM 370,606.31RM 36,498.04RM 24% 21,196.80RM 27.60RM 1,192.71RM 16,386.48RM 37,583.28RM 614,086.84RM 779,577.75RM 2 (25,961.84)RM 113,609.75RM 0.16RM 2 0.12RM 0.04RM
327,628.80RM 235,904.42RM 455,017.46RM 103,146.63RM 26% 59,904.00RM 7.80RM 3,370.71RM 46,309.62RM 106,213.62RM 1,735,462.81RM 2,298,996.03RM 8 1,116,794.13RM 1.57RM 2 0.32RM 1.25RM
215,654.40RM 139,175.78RM 334,158.86RM 58,185.28RM 22% 33,792.00RM 4.40RM 1,901.43RM 26,123.38RM 59,915.38RM 978,979.02RM 1,333,809.20RM 6 630,846.05RM 485,948.08RM 0.68RM 1 0.22RM 0.47RM
-RM
240,261.12RM 182,730.83RM 315,904.02RM 23,274.11RM 8% 13,516.80RM 17.60RM 760.57RM 10,449.35RM 23,966.15RM 391,591.61RM 814,583.56RM 9 474,844.91RM 0.67RM 0.24RM 0.43RM
176,555.52RM 59,073.77RM 527,676.74RM 55,584.57RM 26% 32,281.60RM 4,035.20RM 1,816.44RM 24,955.74RM 57,237.34RM 935,221.63RM 1,170,850.91RM 2 170,630.93RM 0.24RM 1 0.17RM 0.07RM
153,429.12RM 88,749.20RM 265,247.39RM 41,396.40RM 22% 24,041.60RM 3,005.20RM 1,352.78RM 18,585.69RM 42,627.29RM 696,502.78RM 938,681.11RM 5 (102,961.60)RM 273,592.53RM 0.39RM 2 0.15RM 0.23RM
601,107.84RM 311,645.17RM 1,159,429.59RM 349,376.16RM 48% 202,905.60RM 202,905.60RM 11,417.20RM 156,859.01RM 359,764.61RM 5,878,324.03RM 6,791,077.05RM 4 1,649,466.74RM 2.32RM 2 0.60RM 1.73RM
1,015,384.03RM 272,926.91RM 3,777,585.52RM 585,275.45RM 47% 339,907.76RM 339,907.76RM 19,126.10RM 262,770.44RM 602,678.20RM 9,847,377.08RM 11,135,688.02RM 2 297,107.84RM 1,352,358.91RM 1.90RM 1 1.02RM 0.89RM
75,900.67RM 54,651.19RM 105,412.38RM 32,167.20RM 35% 18,681.60RM 15,568.00RM 1,051.19RM 14,442.07RM 33,123.67RM 541,219.65RM 671,771.51RM 8 326,329.61RM 0.46RM 2 0.08RM 0.38RM
115,042.36RM 42,945.71RM 308,173.83RM 47,969.90RM 34% 27,859.26RM 21,430.20RM 1,567.60RM 21,536.99RM 49,396.25RM 807,103.19RM 965,091.26RM 3 170,057.30RM 156,272.31RM 0.22RM 1 0.12RM 0.10RM
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Appendix B4. Final Questionnaire
School of Urban Development, Faculty of Built Environment & Engineering,
Queensland University of Technology, 4001 Brisbane, Queensland.
Email:  noorsidi.matnoor@student.qut.edu.au
CRUCIAL INDICATOR SURVEY IN SELECTING HIGH-RISE
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING COMPONENTS FOR WHOLE LIFE CYCLE
COSTING (WLCC) APPROACH.
Property management requires an understanding of infrastructure management,
whole life cycle costing and planning, service life planning and quality management.
WLCC is the systematic and sustainable approach to consider at the initial level of
budgeting (all significant costs) with taking into account of the economic interest for
the assets involved at various stages of development. Creating a new framework
model of Whole Life Cycle Costing for the Malaysian residential property
development process is the specific aim of this study. Whole life cycle costing is
rapidly becoming the standard guidelines for the long-term cost appraisal of
buildings and civil infrastructure projects. This survey must be done to make sure in
providing the best practise of cost efficiencies in choosing the best components for
the high-rise residential building development. This questionnaire is designed to
choose the best indicator to be tested from high-rise residential building components
for the purpose of providing the framework model of Whole Life Cycle Costing.
Your experience will have advantage in answering this survey.
Section A: Demographic Questions
Please tick (X) which of the following applies to you.
1. Please tick (X) which of the following applies to your building
(provider/developer)
a) Public Sector (Public housing / Government) (     )
b) Private Sector (     )
2. Location
a) Taman Cempaka Public Housing Apartment (     )
b) Projek Perumahan Rakyat (PPR),
Taman Kempas Permai, Tampoi, Johor Bahru (     )
c) Bukit Saujana, Public Housing Apartment Johor Bahru (     )
d) Wadihana Condominium, Johor Bahru (     )
e) Lily & Jasmine Apartment, Tampoi, Johor Bahru (     )
f) KipArk Apartment Tampoi, Johor Bahru (     )
3. Categories of high rise residential property development for which you are
occupying or using. Please tick (X) which of the following applies to your
building
a) Existing Building (5-50 years age) (     )
b) New building (less than 5 years age) ( )
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Section B: Critical Indicator Questions
4. Thinking about high-rise residential building components and the sensitivity
in managing the maintenance cost. Please rate the indicators from one to four
in accordance with the scoring system given below.
Score 1: Not sensitive at all
–Cost too small and not give any impacts to the management to
control the cost.
Score 2: Below sensitivity
– Less cost but only at contingencies level. Do not involve significant
cost in maintenance process.Score 3: Above sensitivity
– Costly. Do involve significant cost in maintenance process.Score 4: Absolutely Sensitive
– Absolutely needs allocation of monetary and huge amount in
maintaining the components.
Does NOT MEET FULLY MEETS
1 2 3 4
1. Building Layout 1 2 3 4
2. General Interior Appearance 1 2 3 4
3. Interior Appearance (Wall Painting) 1 2 3 4
4. Interior Appearance (Roof Painting) 1 2 3 4
5. General Exterior Appearance 1 2 3 4
6. Exterior Appearance (Wall Painting) 1 2 3 4
7. Exterior Appearance (Roof) 1 2 3 4
8. Interior Finishes 1 2 3 4
9. Floors Covering 1 2 3 4
10. Door Hardware 1 2 3 4
11. Sufficient Plumbing 1 2 3 4
12. Sufficient Lighting 1 2 3 4
13. Sufficient Mechanical Ventilation 1 2 3 4
14. Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning (HVAC)1 2 3 4
15. Natural Ventilation 1 2 3 4
16. Common Rest Areas 1 2 3 4
17. Laundry Facilities 1 2 3 4
18. Sufficient Electrical Outlets 1 2 3 4
19. Sufficient Telecommunications Facilities 1 2 3 4
20. Landscaping 1 2 3 4
21. Playgrounds 1 2 3 4
22. Lifts 1 2 3 4
23. Accessibility 1 2 3 4
24. Ease of Cleaning 1 2 3 4
25. Cleanliness 1 2 3 4
26. Sufficient Floor Drainage 1 2 3 4
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27. Security 1 2 3 4
28. Privacy 1 2 3 4
29. Sufficient Personal Space 1 2 3 4
30. Repairs Carried Out in Timely Manner 1 2 3 4
31. Convenient Service Points 1 2 3 4
32. Building Construction 1 2 3 4
33. Other 1 2 3 4
---------------------------------------------- 1 2 3 4
---------------------------------------------- 1 2 3 4
---------------------------------------------- 1 2 3 4
---------------------------------------------- 1 2 3 4
---------------------------------------------- 1 2 3 4
---------------------------------------------- 1 2 3 4
Please indicate the other indicator if you think much more important and
should be considered by researcher.
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The Result from Crucial Indicator Survey in Selecting High-Rise Residential Building
Components for Whole Life Cycle Costing (WLCC) approaches Survey.
Not Sensitive Sensitive
1. Building Layout 30% 70%
2. General Interior Appearance 35% 65%
3. Interior Appearance (Wall Painting) 35% 65%
4. Interior Appearance (Roof Painting) 65% 35%
5. General Exterior Appearance 35% 65%
6. Exterior Appearance (Wall Painting) 35% 65%
7. Exterior Appearance (Roof) 45% 55%
8. Interior Finishes 45% 55%
9. Floors Covering 40% 60%
10. Door Hardware 35% 65%
11. Sufficient Plumbing 35% 65%
12. Sufficient Lighting 40% 60%
13. Sufficient Mechanical Ventilation 40% 60%
14. Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) 35% 65%
15. Natural Ventilation 40% 60%
16. Common Rest Areas 45% 55%
17. Laundry Facilities 60% 40%
18. Sufficient Electrical Outlets 40% 60%
19. Sufficient Telecommunications Facilities 40% 60%
20. Landscaping 45% 55%
21. Playgrounds 45% 55%
22. Lifts 30% 70%
23. Accessibility 40% 60%
24. Ease of Cleaning 55% 45%
25. Cleanliness 55% 45%
26. Sufficient Floor Drainage 40% 60%
27. Security 40% 60%
28. Privacy 45% 55%
29. Sufficient Personal Space 45% 55%
30. Repairs Carried Out in Timely Manner 40% 60%
31. Convenient Service Points 30% 55%
32. Building Construction 35% 65%
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School of Urban Development, Faculty of Built Environment & Engineering,
Queensland University of Technology, 4001 Brisbane, Queensland.
Email:  noorsidi.matnoor@student.qut.edu.au
INVITATION TO QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY
FRAMEWORK MODEL OF WHOLE LIFE CYCLE COSTING FOR MALAYSIA
RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT
This questionnaire represent a part of my doctoral research project which aims to develop a
framework model for whole life cycle costing for residential property development that will
enhance the quality and cost effectiveness of the residential property development in
Malaysia. The output of this research is expected would be the framework model and the
methodology for evaluating residential property development quality and budgeting
circumstances in Malaysia. The framework model and tools provided will guide property
managers or associated professionals or even occupant or user in selecting the best material
components for the renovations or new constructions particularly on the residential property
development in Malaysia as well.
I would like to invite you to participate in the above project as your high rise residential
property development has been chosen by few categories developed based on the pilot study
and development reviewed in Johor Bahru, Johor. Completion of the questionnaire and
returning the completed questionnaire will be considered as your consent to participate in the
survey. The questionnaire will take you approximately 15 minutes to complete.
Due the nature of the comprehensive information requested in the survey, we have
deliberately designed the questionnaire to avoid the identification of any individuals,
projects and naming of other organizations. All data held are purely for research
purpose and your privacy is important to us, your answers will be combined with
others, and will never be linked with you personally
If you have any further questions or queries, please do not hesitate to contact my email,
noorsidi.matnoor@student.qut.edu.au or my Principal Supervisor’s email, Professor Dr.
Chris Eves at chris.eves@qut.edu.au or QUT Research Ethics office at
ethicscontact@qut.edu.au for further information about the ethical conduct of the project.
Thank you for your time and kind help in advance. Your prompt reply is highly appreciated.
Regards,
[Noorsidi Aizuddin Mat Noor]
Email:  noorsidi.matnoor@student.qut.edu.au
Phone: +61450933091 (Aus) / +60123250405 (Mas)
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HIGH RISE RESIDENTIAL BUILDING COMPONENTS USER QUALITY
PERCEPTION SURVEY
Whole life cycle costing is rapidly becoming the standard guidelines for the long
term cost appraisal of buildings and civil infrastructure projects. In providing the
Framework Model of Whole Life Cycle Costing for Malaysia Residential Property
Development, this research must be collaborating with the quality of components of
High rise residential building to make sure the framework are really important. As
agreed, one way in defining the building components is how an asset can meets the
needs of users. From this research is concerned, the high rise residential building
components quality can be determined as to be long lasting and consistent with
ignores the quality of user’s life issues that may have significant impact and best
practise upon the living environment of the user. Besides, this survey must be done
to make sure in providing the best practise of cost efficiencies in choosing the best
components for the high rise residential building development. Thus, a user may
perceive a well-built, durable structure as being of poor quality simply because his or
her needs are not met by the non-structural components of the components. This
questionnaire is designed to examine the user perceptions for the selected
components from the basis of Whole Life Cycle Costing approached.
Section A: Demographic Questions
Please tick (X) which of the following applies to you.
1. Year (Data Recorded) 2011 (     ) 2012 (     )
2. Please tick (X) which of the following applies to your building
(provider/developer)
a) Public Sector (Public housing / Government) (     )
b) Private Sector (     )
3. Location
a) Taman Cempaka Public Housing Apartment (     )
b) Projek Perumahan Rakyat (PPR),
Taman Kempas Permai, Tampoi, Johor Bahru (     )
c) Bukit Saujana, Public Housing Apartment Johor Bahru (     )
d) Wadihana Condominium, Johor Bahru (     )
e) Lily & Jasmine Apartment, Tampoi, Johor Bahru (     )
f) KipArk Apartment Tampoi, Johor Bahru (     )
4. Race:
a) Malays (     )
b) Chinese (     )
c) Indian (     )
d) Others (     ):
_________________
5. Marital Status: Single (     ) Married(     ) Widow (     ) Divorced (     )
6. Working Status: Yes(     ) No (     ) Own(     )
7. Working Sector: Government (     ) Private (     ) Not Related(     )
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8. Educations Level:
a) First Degree ( )
b) Diploma ( )
c) Professional Certificate (   )
d) High School Level (     )
e) Others (     ):
_______________
9. Household:
a) 1(     )
b) 2(     )
c) 3(     )
d) 4(     )
e) 5(     )
f) 6(     )
g) 7(     )
h) 8(     )
i) 9 (    )
j) 10 ( )
k) Others (    ):
_____
10. Categories of high rise residential property development for which you are
occupying or using. Please tick (X) which of the following applies to your
building
c) Existing Building (5-50 years age) (     )
d) New building (less than 5 years age) (     )
Section B: Quality Perception Questions
11. Thinking about this high rise residential building components and the factors
that impact upon your quality perception, does this building components meet
your ‘building component quality’ perception? Please rate the factors from
one to four in accordance with the scoring system given below.
Score 1: Bad/Poor/Unattended at all/Does not meet requirement
– Building component fails to deliver its basic function.
Score 2: Below Average
– Building component marginally meets its basic function and needs major
improvements/repairs to return it to its original purpose.
Score 3: Average
– Building component meets its basic function. Minor to major cosmetic or aesthetic
changes would improve the components/assets.
Score 4: Above Average
– Building component meets its basic function. Minor cosmetic or aesthetic changes
would improve the components/assets.
Score 5: High Quality/Excellence Component/Fully meet requirement.
– Building component exceeds its basic function and needs NO repairs or
improvements.
Poor High
1 2 3 4 5
[1] Wall Painting 1 2 3 4 5
[2] Roof Painting 1 2 3 4 5
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[3] Interior Finishes 1 2 3 4 5
[4] Floors Covering 1 2 3 4 5
[5] Door Hardware 1 2 3 4 5
[6] Plumbing 1 2 3 4 5
[7] Lighting 1 2 3 4 5
[8] Heating, Ventilating, & Air Conditioning 1 2 3 4 5
[9] Electrical Outlets 1 2 3 4 5
[10] Telecommunications Facilities 1 2 3 4 5
[11] Landscaping 1 2 3 4 5
[12] Playgrounds 1 2 3 4 5
[13] Lifts 1 2 3 4 5
12. Thinking about this high rise residential building components, in general,
how would you perceive the quality of these high rise residential building
components? Please tick (X) the appropriate response.
High Quality 5 ( )
Above Average Quality 4 ( )
Average Quality 3 ( )
Below Average Quality 2 ( )
Poor Quality 1 ( )
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School of Urban Development, Faculty of Built Environment & Engineering,
Queensland University of Technology, 4001 Brisbane, Queensland.
Email:  noorsidi.matnoor@student.qut.edu.au
INVITATION TO QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY
FRAMEWORK MODEL OF WHOLE LIFE CYCLE COSTING FOR MALAYSIA
RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT
This questionnaire represent a part of my doctoral research project which aims to develop a
framework model for whole life cycle costing for residential property development that will
enhance the quality and cost effectiveness of the residential property development in
Malaysia. The output of this research is expected would be the framework model and the
methodology for evaluating residential property development quality and budgeting
circumstances in Malaysia. The framework model and tools provided will guide property
managers or associated professionals in selecting the best material components for the
renovations or new constructions particularly on the residential property development in
Malaysia as well.
I would like to invite you to participate in the above project as your organization has been
identified involved in the residential property development in Johor Bahru and also been
listed under the active developer under Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB),
Malaysia and Johor Bahru City Council. Completion of the questionnaire and returning the
completed questionnaire will be considered as your consent to participate in the survey.
The questionnaire will take you approximately 15 minutes to complete. We would like you
to consider a residential property development that you have involved with. The
questionnaire consists of two sections:
Section A : Quality of the Building Components
Section B : Building Components Costs
Due the nature of the comprehensive information requested in the survey, we have
deliberately designed the questionnaire to avoid the identification of any individuals,
projects and naming of other organizations. All data held are purely for research
purpose and your privacy is important to us, your answers will be combined with
others, and will never be linked with you personally
If you have any further questions or queries, please do not hesitate to contact my email,
noorsidi.matnoor@student.qut.edu.au or my Principal Supervisor’s email, Professor Dr.
Chris Eves at chris.eves@qut.edu.au or QUT Research Ethics office at
ethicscontact@qut.edu.au for further information about the ethical conduct of the project.
Thank you for your time and kind help in advance. Your prompt reply is highly appreciated.
Regards,
[Noorsidi Aizuddin Mat Noor]
Email:  noorsidi.matnoor@student.qut.edu.au
Phone: +61450933091 (Aus) / +60123250405 (Mas)
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HIGH RISE RESIDENTIAL BUILDING COMPONENTS PROPERTY/ASSET
MANAGER/DEVELOPER QUALITY PERCEPTION SURVEY
In providing the Framework Model of Whole Life Cycle Costing for Malaysia
Residential Property Development, this research must be collaborating with the
quality of components of High rise residential building to make sure the framework
are really important. As agreed, one way in defining the building components is how
an asset can meets the needs of the property/ asset manager/ developer. From this
research is concerned, the high rise residential building components quality can be
determined as to be long lasting and consistent with ignores the quality of user’s life
issues that may have significant impact and best practice upon the living
environment of the property/ asset manager/ developer. Besides, this survey must be
done to make sure in providing the best practice of cost efficiencies in choosing the
best components for the high rise residential building development. Thus, the
property/ asset manager/ developer may perceive a well-built, durable structure as
being of poor quality simply because his or her needs are not met by the non-
structural components of the components. This questionnaire is designed to examine
the property/ asset manager/ developer perceptions for the selected components from
the basis of Whole Life Cycle Costing approached.
Section A: Quality of the Building Components
1. Please tick (X) the type of high rise residential property development you
manage.
a) Public Sector (Public housing / Government)(     )
b) Private Sector (     )
2. Categories of high rise residential property development for which you are
occupying. Please tick (X) which of the following applies to your building.
a) Existing Building (5-50 years age) (     )
b) New building (less than 5 years age) (     )
3. Thinking about this high rise residential building components and the factors
that impact upon your quality perception, which of the following factors are
most important and have the greatest impact upon your perception of each
category of asset as a quality and high cost building component ? Please rate
the factors from one to four where one is not important and four is very
important.
Not Important Very Important
1 2 3 4
[1] Wall Painting 1 2 3 4
[2] Roof Painting 1 2 3 4
[3] Interior Finishes 1 2 3 4
[4] Floors Covering 1 2 3 4
[5] Door Hardware 1 2 3 4
[6] Plumbing 1 2 3 4
[7] Lighting 1 2 3 4
[8] Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning 1 2 3 4
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[9] Electrical Outlets 1 2 3 4
[10] Telecommunications Facilities 1 2 3 4
[11] Landscaping 1 2 3 4
[12] Playgrounds 1 2 3 4
[13] Lifts 1 2 3 4
4. Of the factors that you rated score of 4 for question 3, which are the ten most
important and sensitive to the cost? Rank these in order of importance below
with the most important factor first. If you had less than ten factors, write in
all those that you assigned a score of 4, in order of importance.
[1] ......................................................................
[2] ......................................................................
[3] ......................................................................
[4] ......................................................................
[5] ......................................................................
[6] ......................................................................
[7] ......................................................................
[8] ......................................................................
[9] ......................................................................
[10] ......................................................................
If you would like to be informed about the results of the high rise residential building
components quality perception survey, including the findings of the user or the
property/ asset manager/ developer survey, please indicate your preference below.
Yes, please inform me the survey results. I would prefer to receive the results by
(Please tick (X) one):
( ) email email address : ...............................................................
( ) mail postal address : ...............................................................
( ) fax fax number : ...............................................................
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Project : Public Housing / Private Housing Type : New (<5 years) / Existing (5<50 years) Category : Profit / Deficit
Project Location :................................................................................................................. Project Area :...................... sqm
Building Number Area / Space (sqm) Year (Start) (Year) Finish
Inflation / Discount rate
Material Type Nos Area
(sqm)
Life
Span
(Year)
Initial
Cost
(per sqm)
Annual
Cost
Payment
Maintenance
Cost for first
year end
Replacement
Cost
Risk
Reserves
Fitting &
Furnishing
External
Works
Fees
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Wall Painting
Roof Painting
Interior Finishes
Floors Covering
Ironmongeries
Plumbing
Lighting
H.V.A.C
Electrical Outlets
Telecommunication
Facilities
Lifts
Landscaping
Playgrounds
*Fees can be in % of item subtotal (item 1-10)
Person In-Charge (if possible) :....................................................................
Contact Details : (Office)..............................  (Fax).................................... (Email)...................................................
Section B: Construction Material Prices and Costs
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School of Urban Development, Faculty of Built Environment & Engineering,
Queensland University of Technology, 4001 Brisbane, Queensland.
Email:  noorsidi.matnoor@student.qut.edu.au
INVITATION TO VALIDATION INTERVIEW ON THE
FRAMEWORK MODEL OF WHOLE LIFE CYCLE COSTING FOR MALAYSIA
RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT
This interview represent a part of my doctoral research project which aims to develop a
framework model for whole life cycle costing for residential property development that will
enhance the quality and cost effectiveness of the residential property development in
Malaysia. The output of this research is expected would be the framework model and the
methodology for evaluating residential property development quality and budgeting
circumstances in Malaysia. The framework model and tools provided will guide property
managers or associated professionals in selecting the best material components for the
renovations or new constructions particularly on the residential property development in
Malaysia as well.
I would like to invite you to participate in the above project as you have been selected to be
one of our selected experts to review this project for validating this study which has been
conducted for 30 months. You have been chosen based on your experience in theoretical and
practitioner in Malaysia residential property development. We would like to ask you to sign a
written consent form (enclosed) to confirm your agreement to participate.
The interviews will take you approximately 20 minutes to complete. We would like you to
consider this interviews session based on your experience in theoretical and practical in
Malaysia residential property development.
All comments and responses are anonymous and will be treated confidentially.  The names of
individual persons are not required in any of the responses. All the information given whether
comments or audio/video recordings are to be verified by the participants prior to final inclusion.
All data held are purely for research purpose and your privacy is important to us, your
answers will be combined with others, and will never be linked with you personally
If you have any further questions or queries, please do not hesitate to contact my email,
noorsidi.matnoor@student.qut.edu.au or my Principal Supervisor’s email, Professor Dr.
Chris Eves at chris.eves@qut.edu.au or QUT Research Ethics office at
ethicscontact@qut.edu.au for further information about the ethical conduct of the project.
Thank you for your time and kind help in advance. Your prompt reply is highly appreciated.
Regards,
[Noorsidi Aizuddin Mat Noor]
Email:  noorsidi.matnoor@student.qut.edu.au
Phone: +61450933091 (Aus) / +60123250405 (Mas)
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VALIDATION INTERVIEW ON THE
FRAMEWORK MODEL OF WHOLE LIFE CYCLE COSTING FOR MALAYSIA
RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT
In providing the Framework Model of Whole Life Cycle Costing for Malaysia
Residential Property Development, this research must be collaborating with the
quality of components of High rise residential building to make sure the framework
are really important.
The output of this research is expected would be the framework model and the methodology
for evaluating residential property development quality and budgeting circumstances in
Malaysia. The framework model and tools provided will guide property managers or
associated professionals in selecting the best material components for the renovations or new
constructions particularly on the residential property development in Malaysia as
well.
Interview Questions:
1. In respect to the residential property development in Malaysia, particularly in
Johor Bahru. What do you think about the alternative in taking the high rise
residential property development as the representative for Malaysia
residential property development? Is it appliable?
2. As we know, Malaysia’s Government always requests the best cost
management especially for any developments or constructions in Malaysia.
One of the references done by the government are standardising provided by
International Standardization Organization (ISO). So, what do you think
about the Whole Life Cycle costing which has been thoroughly explained in
ISO 15686:2006?
3. To what extend that you think this research can be promoted in the future?
What need to be done next to move the practise on?
4. In respect to the residential property development in Malaysia, particularly in
Johor Bahru. According to your perspective, what do you think about this
research’s results as details as you wish to?
5. Do you have any comments to ensure it is implemented successfully as soon
as possible in our country?
If you would like to be informed about the results of the high rise residential building
components quality perception survey, including the findings of the user or the
property/ asset manager/ developer survey, please indicate your preference below.
Yes, please inform me the survey results. I would prefer to receive the results by
(Please tick (X) one):
( ) email email address : ...............................................................
( ) mail postal address : ...............................................................
( ) fax fax number : ...............................................................
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Appendix B5. The Quality Metric
Chempaka HRRPD Building: Individual Building Component Quality Proportion
Scores.
Record 503
Location Chempaka
Building Component BQDMP BQCP BQOMP BQP YearWall Painting 0.5066 0.0155 0.6095 1.1316 10
Roof Painting 0.4922 0.0150 0.5976 1.1049 15
Interior Finishes 0.5352 0.0164 0.5809 1.1325 20
Floor Covering 0.4803 0.0147 0.6183 1.1133 25
Ironmongeries 0.4891 0.0149 0.5960 1.1000 30
Plumbing 0.5527 0.0169 0.6227 1.1922 35
Lighting 0.5972 0.0183 0.6290 1.2445 40
HVAC 0.5165 0.0158 0.6330 1.1653 45
Electrical Outlets 0.6648 0.0203 0.6887 1.3738 50
Telecommunication Facilities 0.4815 0.0147 0.6000 1.0962 55
Landscaping 0.4815 0.0147 0.6044 1.1006 60
Playground 0.4922 0.0150 0.5630 1.0703 65
BQDMP BQCP BQOMP BQP Year
BQDMP 1
BQCP 1 1
BQOMP 0.769608 0.769608 1
BQP 0.971805 0.971805 0.898462 1
Year 0.093416 0.093416 0.061117 0.086803 1
Kempas HRRPD Building: Individual Building Component Quality Proportion
Scores.
Record 415
Location Kempas Permai
Building Component BQDMP BQCP BQOMP BQP YearWall Painting 0.5128 0.0157 0.6983 1.2268 10
Roof Painting 0.5099 0.0156 0.6689 1.1944 15
Interior Finishes 0.5263 0.0161 0.6299 1.1722 20
Floor Covering 0.5239 0.0160 0.7094 1.2493 25
Ironmongeries 0.5330 0.0163 0.6684 1.2177 30
Plumbing 0.6202 0.0190 0.6839 1.3231 35
Lighting 0.6116 0.0187 0.6665 1.2968 40
HVAC 0.5889 0.0180 0.7152 1.3221 45
Electrical Outlets 0.6737 0.0206 0.7012 1.3955 50
Telecommunication Facilities 0.5624 0.0172 0.7398 1.3194 55
Lifts 0.5793 0.0177 0.7446 1.3416 60
Landscaping 0.4920 0.0150 0.6829 1.1900 65
Playground 0.5099 0.0156 0.6357 1.1611 70
BQDMP BQCP BQOMP BQP Year
BQDMP 1
BQCP 1 1
BQOMP 0.3198789 0.31988 1
BQP 0.8965061 0.89651 0.706527 1
Year 0.1857359 0.18574 0.208118 0.236048 1
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Saujana HRRPD Building: Individual Building Component Quality Proportion
Scores.
Record 372
Location Saujana
Building Component BQDMP BQCP BQOMP BQP YearWall Painting 0.5704 0.0174 0.6581 1.2459 10
Roof Painting 0.5070 0.0155 0.6167 1.1391 15
Interior Finishes 0.5285 0.0162 0.5882 1.1328 20
Floor Covering 0.6355 0.0194 0.6489 1.3038 25
Ironmongeries 0.5070 0.0155 0.5823 1.1047 30
Plumbing 0.6704 0.0205 0.6753 1.3662 35
Lighting 0.6011 0.0184 0.6247 1.2442 40
HVAC 0.6667 0.0204 0.6495 1.3365 45
Electrical Outlets 0.6715 0.0205 0.6720 1.3641 50
Telecommunication Facilities 0.6409 0.0196 0.7333 1.3938 55
Lifts 0.6742 0.0206 0.7462 1.4410 60
Landscaping 0.5269 0.0161 0.6328 1.1758 65
Playground 0.5070 0.0155 0.5930 1.1155 70
BQDMP BQCP BQOMP BQP Year
BQDMP 1
BQCP 1 1
BQOMP 0.7845227 0.78452 1
BQP 0.9628898 0.96289 0.922771 1
Year 0.1952791 0.19528 0.306967 0.254958 1
Wadihana HRRPD Building: Individual Building Component Quality Proportion
Scores.
Record 82
Location Wadihana
Building Component BQDMP BQCP BQOMP BQP YearWall Painting 0.6220 0.0190 0.7000 1.3410 10
Roof Painting 0.4951 0.0151 0.6512 1.1615 15
Interior Finishes 0.5415 0.0165 0.6561 1.2141 20
Floor Covering 0.7634 0.0233 0.7341 1.5209 25
Ironmongeries 0.5488 0.0168 0.6927 1.2582 30
Plumbing 0.6976 0.0213 0.7098 1.4286 35
Lighting 0.6220 0.0190 0.6902 1.3312 40
HVAC 0.7634 0.0233 0.7634 1.5502 45
Electrical Outlets 0.6585 0.0201 0.7195 1.3982 50
Telecommunication Facilities 0.6220 0.0190 0.6707 1.3117 55
Lifts 0.7195 0.0220 0.7390 1.4805 60
Landscaping 0.5341 0.0163 0.6756 1.2261 65
Playground 0.4951 0.0151 0.6634 1.1737 70
BQDMP BQCP BQOMP BQP Year
BQDMP 1
BQCP 1 1
BQOMP 0.9157112 0.91571 1
BQP 0.9943009 0.9943 0.953332 1
Year 0.001648 0.00165 0.093598 0.02607 1
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Lily HRRPD Building: Individual Building Component Quality Proportion Scores.
Record 227
Location Lily
Building Component BQDMP BQCP BQOMP BQP YearWall Painting 0.5621 0.0172 0.6352 1.2145 10
Roof Painting 0.4978 0.0152 0.6502 1.1632 15
Interior Finishes 0.5392 0.0165 0.6608 1.2165 20
Floor Covering 0.5824 0.0178 0.6916 1.2918 25
Ironmongeries 0.5295 0.0162 0.5551 1.1008 30
Plumbing 0.6537 0.0200 0.6819 1.3557 35
Lighting 0.6026 0.0184 0.6634 1.2845 40
HVAC 0.6916 0.0211 0.6388 1.3515 45
Electrical Outlets 0.6608 0.0202 0.6643 1.3453 50
Telecommunication Facilities 0.5322 0.0163 0.6414 1.1898 55
Landscaping 0.5489 0.0168 0.6344 1.2000 60
Playground 0.4978 0.0152 0.6811 1.1941 65
BQDMP BQCP BQOMP BQP Year
BQDMP 1
BQCP 1 1
BQOMP 0.2214635 0.22146 1
BQP 0.9066192 0.90662 0.612255 1
Year 0.1034735 0.10347 0.114073 0.133254 1
KipArk HRRPD Building: Individual Building Component Quality Proportion
Scores.
Record 311
Location KipArk
Building Component BQDMP BQCP BQOMP BQP YearWall Painting 0.5859 0.0179 0.7074 1.3112 10
Roof Painting 0.5132 0.0157 0.6926 1.2215 15
Interior Finishes 0.5312 0.0162 0.6347 1.1821 20
Floor Covering 0.7138 0.0218 0.7550 1.4906 25
Ironmongeries 0.4971 0.0152 0.7190 1.2313 30
Plumbing 0.6842 0.0209 0.6900 1.3952 35
Lighting 0.5859 0.0179 0.6842 1.2880 40
HVAC 0.7556 0.0231 0.7672 1.5459 45
Electrical Outlets 0.6688 0.0204 0.7125 1.4018 50
Telecommunication Facilities 0.6971 0.0213 0.7305 1.4490 55
Lifts 0.7203 0.0220 0.7331 1.4754 60
Landscaping 0.5653 0.0173 0.7209 1.3034 65
Playground 0.5132 0.0157 0.6373 1.1662 70
BQDMP BQCP BQOMP BQP Year
BQDMP 1
BQCP 1 1
BQOMP 0.697136 0.697136 1
BQP 0.974197 0.974197 0.840961 1
Year 0.220732 0.220732 0.057288 0.184628 1
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Appendix C
Appendix C1.WLCC Value Diverse Rank
Appendix C2. Correlation Analysis Results
Appendix C3. T-test: Two-Sample Analysis Results
Appendix C4. Descriptive Analysis Results
Appendix C5. ANOVA (Single Factor)
Appendix C6. Regression Analysis Results
Appendix C7.Whole Life Cycle Costing with Monte Carlo Simulation (Summary)
Appendix C8.Monte Carlo Simulation OptQuest Optimal Solutions Break Result
Appendix C9. Monte Carlo Simulation OptQuest Normal Distribution Solutions
Break Result
Appendix C10. Residents Quality Perception Comparable Result
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Appendix C1.WLCC Value Diverse Rank
Kempas
Type Description RANK WLCC
(RMsqft)
Adjusted
Initial Cost
(RMsqft)
Value
Diverse
(RM)
Wall Painting Colourland 1 0.03 0.03 0.01
JOTUN 2 0.03 0.02 0.01
NIPPON PAINT 3 0.06 0.02 0.04
Roof Painting Colourland 2 0.03 0.01 0.02
JOTUN 1 0.02 0.01 0.02
NIPPON Paint 3 0.05 0.01 0.04
Interior Finishes 10.02 4.00 6.02
Floor Covering Cement Render 2 0.82 2.80 (1.98)
Homogeneous Tiles 1 9.25 12.11 (2.86)
Ceramic Tiles 3 11.36 11.20 0.16
Parquet Flooring 4 19.25 10.32 8.93
Ironmongeries Merbau 2 2.17 4.15 (1.98)
Nyatoh 1 2.18 5.49 (3.31)
Kayu Rata 3 7.68 1.67 6.01
Aluminium 4 18.38 1.40 16.98
Plumbing Option A (Decorative
Brick Fence with
metal Grille)
1 15.97 5.60 10.37
Option B (PVC Pipe
Grade A+ with brick
fence)
2 25.70 2.10 23.60
Lighting Fluorescent lighting 1 12.10 0.89 11.22
Incandescent 2 20.56 0.66 19.90
HVAC Toshiba 1 0.13 0.13 (0.00)
York 2 0.16 0.12 0.04
Electrical Outlets Panasonic 2 2.33 0.46 1.87
Tenaga National 1 1.01 0.31 0.71
Telecommunications
Facilities
Telekom Komunikasi
Malaysia 0.52 0.18 0.34
Lifts Fuji 1 0.31 0.10 0.21
Kawasaki 2 0.32 0.10 0.22
Landscaping Option A (Soft &
Hard
Landscaping+12Mont
hs)
2 0.89 0.22 0.67
Option B (Soft &
Hard Landscaping+24
Months)
1 0.85 0.43 0.42
Playgrounds Kid Play KPY-014-
A03-02 3 0.21 0.03 0.18
Kid Play KPY-019-
A11-00 2 0.10 0.04 0.06
Kid Play KPY-022-
A03-05 1 0.10 0.05 0.05
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Saujana
Type Description RANK WLCC
(RMsqft)
Adjusted
Initial Cost
(RMsqft)
Value
Diverse
(RM)
Wall Painting Colourland 1 0.02 0.02 0.00
JOTUN 2 0.02 0.01 0.01
NIPPON PAINT 3 0.03 0.01 0.02
Roof Painting Colourland 2 0.02 0.01 0.01
JOTUN 1 0.01 0.00 0.01
NIPPON Paint 3 0.03 0.01 0.02
Interior Finishes 4.44 2.59 1.85
Floor Covering Cement Render 2 0.82 2.80 -1.98
Homogeneous Tiles 1 7.45 9.75 -2.30
Ceramic Tiles 3 9.94 9.80 0.14
Parquet Flooring 4 17.16 9.20 7.96
Ironmongeries Merbau 2 2.25 4.31 -2.05
Nyatoh 1 2.47 6.23 -3.76
Kayu Rata 3 7.55 1.64 5.91
Aluminium 4 18.65 1.42 17.23
Plumbing Option A (Decorative
Brick Fence with
metal Grille)
1 18.25 6.40 11.85
Option B (PVC Pipe
Grade A+ with brick
fence)
2 43.94 3.59 40.35
Lighting Fluorescent lighting 1 9.09 0.67 8.43
Incandescent 2 16.48 0.53 15.95
HVAC Toshiba 1 0.09 0.09 0.00
York 2 0.12 0.09 0.03
Electrical Outlets Panasonic 2 1.68 0.33 1.35
Tenaga National 1 0.73 0.22 0.51
Telecommunications
Facilities
Telekom Komunikasi
Malaysia 0.38 0.13 0.25
Lifts Fuji 1 0.30 0.10 0.20
Kawasaki 2 0.32 0.10 0.22
Landscaping Option A (Soft &
Hard
Landscaping+12Mont
hs)
2 0.58 0.14 0.44
Option B (Soft &
Hard Landscaping+24
Months)
1 0.48 0.24 0.24
Playgrounds Kid Play KPY-014-
A03-02 2 0.16 0.02 0.13
Kid Play KPY-022-
A03-05 1 0.07 0.04 0.04
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Wadihana
Type Description RANK WLCC
(RMsqft)
Adjusted
Initial Cost
(RMsqft)
Value
Diverse
(RM)
Wall Painting Colourland 1 0.13 0.11 0.02
JOTUN 2 0.13 0.08 0.05
NIPPON PAINT 3 0.22 0.08 0.15
Roof Painting Colourland 2 0.08 0.03 0.05
JOTUN 1 0.06 0.02 0.04
NIPPON Paint 3 0.14 0.02 0.11
Interior Finishes 3.27 2.26 1.02
Floor Covering Cement Render 2 1.12 3.70 -2.58
Homogeneous Tiles 1 22.94 29.17 -6.23
Ceramic Tiles 4 25.71 24.61 1.10
Parquet Flooring 3 20.32 10.58 9.74
Ironmongeries Merbau 2 1.37 2.56 -1.18
Nyatoh 1 1.39 3.40 -2.02
Kayu Rata 3 5.12 1.08 4.04
Aluminium 4 9.64 0.71 8.93
Plumbing Option A (Decorative
Brick Fence with
metal Grille)
1 26.23 8.95 17.28
Option B (PVC Pipe
Grade A+ with brick
fence)
2 54.21 4.31 49.90
Lighting Fluorescent lighting 1 5.07 0.36 4.71
Incandescent 2 10.03 0.31 9.72
HVAC Toshiba 1 0.06 0.06 0.00
York 2 0.07 0.05 0.02
Electrical Outlets Panasonic 2 0.85 0.16 0.69
Tenaga National 1 0.37 0.11 0.26
Telecommunications
Facilities
Telekom Komunikasi
Malaysia 0.35 0.12 0.23
Lifts Fuji 1 0.44 0.22 0.22
Kawasaki 2 0.45 0.17 0.28
Landscaping Option A (Soft &
Hard
Landscaping+12Mont
hs)
1 1.56 0.37 1.19
Option B (Soft &
Hard Landscaping+24
Months)
2 2.14 1.05 1.09
Playgrounds Kid Play KPY-014-
A03-02 2 1.12 0.17 0.95
Kid Play KPY-022-
A03-05 1 0.54 0.26 0.28
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Lily
Type Description RANK WLCC
(RMsqft)
Adjusted
Initial Cost
(RMsqft)
Value
Diverse
(RM)
Wall Painting Colourland 1 0.14 0.13 0.00
JOTUN 2 0.14 0.10 0.04
NIPPON PAINT 3 0.24 0.10 0.14
Roof Painting Colourland 2 0.12 0.06 0.07
JOTUN 1 0.10 0.04 0.06
NIPPON Paint 3 0.21 0.05 0.17
Interior Finishes 3.22 2.17 1.06
Floor Covering Cement Render 2 0.85 3.37 -2.52
Homogeneous Tiles 1 11.85 18.19 -6.34
Ceramic Tiles 4 15.57 17.98 -2.41
Parquet Flooring 3 14.68 9.22 5.46
Ironmongeries Merbau 2 1.08 2.40 -1.32
Nyatoh 1 1.49 4.37 -2.88
Kayu Rata 3 4.83 1.23 3.60
Aluminium 4 10.61 0.95 9.66
Plumbing Option A (Decorative
Brick Fence with
metal Grille)
1 16.60 6.75 9.85
Option B (PVC Pipe
Grade A+ with brick
fence)
2 37.50 3.55 33.95
Lighting Fluorescent lighting 1 5.99 0.51 5.48
Incandescent 2 12.05 0.46 11.59
HVAC Toshiba 1 0.08 0.09 -0.01
York 2 0.09 0.08 0.01
Electrical Outlets Panasonic 1 1.24 0.29 0.95
Tenaga National 2 0.54 0.19 0.35
Telecommunications
Facilities
Telekom Komunikasi
Malaysia 0.28 0.11 0.17
Lifts Nill
Landscaping Option A (Soft &
Hard
Landscaping+12Mont
hs)
2 2.06 0.59 1.48
Option B (Soft &
Hard Landscaping+24
Months)
1 2.05 1.21 0.84
Playgrounds Kid Play KPY-014-
A03-02 2 0.58 0.11 0.47
Kid Play KPY-022-
A03-05 1 0.28 0.16 0.12
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KipArk
Type Description RANK WLCC
(RMsqft)
Adjusted
Initial Cost
(RMsqft)
Value
Diverse
(RM)
Wall Painting Colourland 1 0.07 0.06 0.01
JOTUN 2 0.07 0.05 0.02
NIPPON PAINT 3 0.12 0.04 0.07
Roof Painting Colourland 2 0.06 0.02 0.03
JOTUN 1 0.04 0.02 0.03
NIPPON Paint 3 0.10 0.02 0.08
Interior Finishes 4.74 5.65 -0.92
Floor Covering Cement Render 2 1.58 5.88 -4.30
Homogeneous Tiles 1 22.84 32.81 -9.97
Ceramic Tiles 3 17.35 18.75 -1.40
Parquet Flooring 4 22.49 13.22 9.27
Ironmongeries Merbau 2 1.89 3.94 -2.05
Nyatoh 1 2.23 6.14 -3.91
Kayu Rata 3 6.40 1.53 4.87
Aluminium 4 14.04 1.17 12.87
Plumbing Option A (Decorative
Brick Fence with
metal Grille)
1 21.28 9.20 12.08
Option B (PVC Pipe
Grade A+ with brick
fence)
2 46.04 4.10 41.94
Lighting Fluorescent lighting 1 9.69 0.78 8.91
Incandescent 2 14.62 0.52 14.10
HVAC Toshiba 1 0.12 0.13 -0.01
York 2 0.15 0.12 0.03
Electrical Outlets Panasonic 2 1.50 0.32 1.17
Tenaga National 1 0.65 0.22 0.44
Telecommunications
Facilities
Telekom Komunikasi
Malaysia 0.62 0.24 0.39
Lifts Fuji 1 0.23 0.17 0.06
Kawasaki 2 0.37 0.15 0.21
Landscaping Option A (Soft &
Hard
Landscaping+12Mont
hs)
2 2.23 0.60 1.64
Option B (Soft &
Hard Landscaping+24
Months)
1 1.84 1.02 0.82
Playgrounds Kid Play KPY-014-
A03-02 2 0.44 0.08 0.36
Kid Play KPY-022-
A03-05 1 0.21 0.12 0.10
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Appendix C2. Correlation Analysis Results
Kempas Correlation Analysis between 6 factors
Uniform Cost
Annual Cost
Present
Worth
WLCC WLCC
Annualised
WLCC
RMpsf
Adjusted Initial
Cost RMpsf
1 1.0000
2 1.0000 1.0000
3 0.9987 0.9987 1.0000
4 0.4879 0.4879 0.5021 1.0000
5 0.4879 0.4879 0.5021 1.0000 1.0000
6 0.9377 0.9377 0.9525 0.4710 0.4710 1.0000
Saujana Correlation Analysis between 6 factors
Uniform Cost
Annual Cost
Present
Worth
WLCC WLCC
Annualised
WLCC
RMpsf
Adjusted Initial
Cost RMpsf
1 1.0000
2 1.0000 1.0000
3 0.9981 0.9981 1.0000
4 0.3860 0.3860 0.4123 1.0000
5 0.3860 0.3860 0.4123 1.0000 1.0000
6 0.9144 0.9144 0.9355 0.4241 0.4241 1.0000
Wadihana Correlation Analysis between 6 factors
Uniform Cost
Annual Cost
Present
Worth
WLCC WLCC
Annualised
WLCC
RMpsf
Adjusted Initial
Cost RMpsf
1 1.0000
2 1.0000 1.0000
3 0.9995 0.9995 1.0000
4 0.5150 0.5150 0.5327 1.0000
5 0.5150 0.5150 0.5327 1.0000 1.0000
6 0.9841 0.9841 0.9887 0.5773 0.5773 1.0000
Lily Correlation Analysis between 6 factors
Uniform Cost
Annual Cost
Present
Worth
WLCC WLCC
Annualised
WLCC
RMpsf
Adjusted Initial
Cost RMpsf
1 1.0000
2 1.0000 1.0000
3 0.9992 0.9992 1.0000
4 0.4393 0.4393 0.4591 1.0000
5 0.4393 0.4393 0.4591 1.0000 1.0000
6 0.9732 0.9732 0.9806 0.4906 0.4906 1.0000
KipArk Correlation Analysis between 6 factors
Uniform Cost
Annual Cost
Present
Worth
WLCC WLCC
Annualised
WLCC
RMpsf
Adjusted Initial
Cost RMpsf
1 1.0000
2 1.0000 1.0000
3 0.9994 0.9994 1.0000
4 0.5087 0.5087 0.5236 1.0000
5 0.5087 0.5087 0.5236 1.0000 1.0000
6 0.9725 0.9725 0.9795 0.5389 0.5389 1.0000
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Appendix C3. T-Test: Two-Sample Analysis Results
Kempas T-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances between Uniform Cost
Annual Cost and WLCC Annualised
UNIFORM COST ANNUAL COST WLCC ANNUALISED
Mean 1787800.213 7672366.095
Variance 1.24641E+13 1.23545E+14
Observations 31 31
Pooled Variance 6.80043E+13
Hypothesized Mean
Difference
0
df 60
t Stat -2.809389501
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.003345473
t Critical one-tail 1.670648865
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.006690946
t Critical two-tail 2.000297804
Kempas T-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances between WLCC per square
foot and Adjusted Initial Cost per square foot
WLCC RMpsf ADJUSTED INITIAL COST RMpsf
Mean 5.246062288 2.086062321
Variance 57.76065737 11.90887854
Observations 31 31
Pooled Variance 34.83476795
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0
df 60
t Stat 2.107882829
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.019613677
t Critical one-tail 1.670648865
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.039227353
t Critical two-tail 2.000297804
Saujana T-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances between Uniform Cost
Annual Cost and WLCC Annualised
UNIFORM COST ANNUAL COST WLCC ANNUALISED
Mean 2244264.207 10757181.35
Variance 1.72206E+13 3.51209E+14
Observations 30 30
Pooled Variance 1.84215E+14
Hypothesized Mean
Difference
0
df 58
t Stat -2.429190786
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.009125667
t Critical one-tail 1.671552763
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.018251334
t Critical two-tail 2.001717468
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Saujana T-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances between WLCC per square
foot and Adjusted Initial Cost per square foot
WLCC RMpsf ADJUSTED INITIAL COST RMpsf
Mean 5.451670316 2.016603285
Variance 90.20449825 9.836295744
Observations 30 30
Pooled Variance 50.020397
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0
df 58
t Stat 1.881080054
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.032491901
t Critical one-tail 1.671552763
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.064983801
t Critical two-tail 2.001717468
Wadihana T-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances between Uniform Cost
Annual Cost and WLCC Annualised
UNIFORM COST ANNUAL COST WLCC ANNUALISED
Mean 616809.9336 2047398.915
Variance 2.44996E+12 1.44464E+13
Observations 30 30
Pooled Variance 8.44815E+12
Hypothesized Mean
Difference
0
df 58
t Stat -1.906248795
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.030788402
t Critical one-tail 1.671552763
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.061576805
t Critical two-tail 2.001717468
Wadihana T-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances between WLCC per
square foot and Adjusted Initial Cost per square foot
WLCC RMpsf ADJUSTED INITIAL COST RMpsf
Mean 6.504635 3.169526
Variance 145.814 48.486
Observations 30 30
Pooled Variance 97.14998
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0
df 58
t Stat 1.310492
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.097598
t Critical one-tail 1.671553
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.195195
t Critical two-tail 2.001717
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Lily T-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances between Uniform Cost Annual
Cost and WLCC Annualised
UNIFORM COST ANNUAL COST WLCC ANNUALISED
Mean 790816.3404 2600730.803
Variance 2.8907E+12 1.76596E+13
Observations 28 28
Pooled Variance 1.02751E+13
Hypothesized Mean
Difference
0
df 54
t Stat -2.112652494
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.019634876
t Critical one-tail 1.673564907
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.039269752
t Critical two-tail 2.004879275
Lily T-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances between WLCC per square
foot and Adjusted Initial Cost per square foot
WLCC RMpsf ADJUSTED INITIAL COST RMpsf
Mean 5.160180165 2.658554634
Variance 69.52156052 23.89775465
Observations 28 28
Pooled Variance 46.70965758
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0
df 54
t Stat 1.369566033
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.088245587
t Critical one-tail 1.673564907
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.176491174
t Critical two-tail 2.004879275
KipArk T-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances between Uniform Cost
Annual Cost and WLCC Annualised
UNIFORM COST ANNUAL COST WLCC ANNUALISED
Mean 1481291.457 4594105.718
Variance 1.24242E+13 5.63383E+13
Observations 30 30
Pooled Variance 3.43812E+13
Hypothesized Mean
Difference
0
df 58
t Stat -2.056070945
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.022142684
t Critical one-tail 1.671552763
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.044285367
t Critical two-tail 2.001717468
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KipArk T-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances between WLCC per square
foot and Adjusted Initial Cost per square foot
WLCC RMpsf ADJUSTED INITIAL COST RMpsf
Mean 6.466928 3.568784
Variance 111.6344 49.93746
Observations 30 30
Pooled Variance 80.78592
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0
df 58
t Stat 1.248814
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.108375
t Critical one-tail 1.671553
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.21675
t Critical two-tail 2.001717
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Appendix C4. Descriptive Analysis Results
Descriptive Analysis of Kempas HRRPD building
Uniform Cost Annual Cost Present Worth WLCC WLCC Annualised WLCC RMsqft Adjusted Initial Cost
Mean 1787800.213 Mean 34049026.79 Mean 39802480.12 Mean 7672366.095 Mean 5.246062288 Mean 2.086062321
Standard Error 634086.9562 Standard Error 12076317.93 Standard Error 13512364.34 Standard Error 1996324.292 Standard Error 1.365008063 Standard Error 0.619804301
Median 261953.2657 Median 4988954.412 Median 5696733.78 Median 1248896.217 Median 0.853946131 Median 0.307692308
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 3530446.758 Standard Deviation 67238092.58 Standard Deviation 75233660.6 Standard Deviation 11115063.25 Standard Deviation 7.600043248 Standard Deviation 3.450924302
Sample Variance 1.24641E+13 Sample Variance 4.52096E+15 Sample Variance 5.6601E+15 Sample Variance 1.23545E+14 Sample Variance 57.76065737 Sample Variance 11.90887854
Kurtosis 5.673481664 Kurtosis 5.673481664 Kurtosis 5.393609897 Kurtosis 0.668020736 Kurtosis 0.668020736 Kurtosis 3.046563576
Skewness 2.592403095 Skewness 2.592403095 Skewness 2.523561125 Skewness 1.369024768 Skewness 1.369024768 Skewness 1.976086861
Range 12854308.46 Range 244812977.4 Range 271638810.9 Range 37553215.41 Range 25.67741225 Range 12.10232821
Minimum 3584.136368 Minimum 68260.62237 Minimum 100538.2577 Minimum 34409.28573 Minimum 0.023527717 Minimum 0.007671795
Maximum 12857892.6 Maximum 244881238.1 Maximum 271739349.2 Maximum 37587624.7 Maximum 25.70093996 Maximum 12.11
Sum 55421806.59 Sum 1055519830 Sum 1233876884 Sum 237843349 Sum 162.6279309 Sum 64.66793197
Count 31 Count 31 Count 31 Count 31 Count 31 Count 31
Largest(1) 12857892.6 Largest(1) 244881238.1 Largest(1) 271739349.2 Largest(1) 37587624.7 Largest(1) 25.70093996 Largest(1) 12.11
Smallest(1) 3584.136368 Smallest(1) 68260.62237 Smallest(1) 100538.2577 Smallest(1) 34409.28573 Smallest(1) 0.023527717 Smallest(1) 0.007671795
Confidence Level(95.0%) 1294978.321 Confidence Level(95.0%) 24663131.39 Confidence Level(95.0%) 27595929.41 Confidence Level(95.0%) 4077038.102 Confidence Level(95.0%) 2.78771836 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1.265809249
Mean 4031.598839 Mean 76782.63818 Mean 160156.0968 Mean 61537.73155 Mean 0.042077081 Mean 0.023667236
Standard Error 226.1421253 Standard Error 4306.923797 Standard Error 10044.20789 Standard Error 12430.64905 Standard Error 0.008499589 Standard Error 0.002401085
Median 4198.288117 Median 79957.27013 Median 157775.3409 Median 49308.73947 Median 0.033715377 Median 0.021811966
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 391.6896507 Standard Deviation 7459.810841 Standard Deviation 17397.07838 Standard Deviation 21530.51573 Standard Deviation 0.01472172 Standard Deviation 0.004158802
Sample Variance 153420.7825 Sample Variance 55648777.79 Sample Variance 302658336.2 Sample Variance 463563107.5 Sample Variance 0.000216729 Sample Variance 1.72956E-05
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness -1.568216963 Skewness -1.568216963 Skewness 0.604283509 Skewness 1.731370765 Skewness 1.731370765 Skewness 1.607969743
Range 728.2356652 Range 13869.39967 Range 34548.94136 Range 37491.43487 Range 0.025635169 Range 0.007671795
Minimum 3584.136368 Minimum 68260.62237 Minimum 144072.0041 Minimum 48906.51015 Minimum 0.033440349 Minimum 0.020758974
Maximum 4312.372033 Maximum 82130.02204 Maximum 178620.9454 Maximum 86397.94502 Maximum 0.059075518 Maximum 0.028430769
Sum 12094.79652 Sum 230347.9145 Sum 480468.2904 Sum 184613.1946 Sum 0.126231244 Sum 0.071001709
Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3
Largest(1) 4312.372033 Largest(1) 82130.02204 Largest(1) 178620.9454 Largest(1) 86397.94502 Largest(1) 0.059075518 Largest(1) 0.028430769
Smallest(1) 3584.136368 Smallest(1) 68260.62237 Smallest(1) 144072.0041 Smallest(1) 48906.51015 Smallest(1) 0.033440349 Smallest(1) 0.020758974
Confidence Level(95.0%) 973.0110326 Confidence Level(95.0%) 18531.19743 Confidence Level(95.0%) 43216.73848 Confidence Level(95.0%) 53484.76607 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.03657078 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.010331036
Mean 5235.184155 Mean 99705.17079 Mean 134425.4544 Mean 51897.26727 Mean 0.035485311 Mean 0.00982792
Standard Error 731.5924719 Standard Error 13933.33075 Standard Error 18124.83946 Standard Error 12780.23137 Standard Error 0.00873862 Standard Error 0.001259564
Median 5438.000007 Median 103567.8408 Median 140221.28 Median 44497.19356 Median 0.030425431 Median 0.009777778
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 1267.155332 Standard Deviation 24133.23677 Standard Deviation 31393.14283 Standard Deviation 22136.01007 Standard Deviation 0.015135733 Standard Deviation 0.002181629
Sample Variance 1605682.635 Sample Variance 582413117.1 Sample Variance 985529416.6 Sample Variance 490002941.8 Sample Variance 0.00022909 Sample Variance 4.7595E-06
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness -0.701800762 Skewness -0.701800762 Skewness -0.802475928 Skewness 1.336229874 Skewness 1.336229874 Skewness 0.103373144
Range 2509.846157 Range 47800.54193 Range 61978.56795 Range 42376.03679 Range 0.028975068 Range 0.004362393
Minimum 3878.853152 Minimum 73873.5648 Minimum 100538.2577 Minimum 34409.28573 Minimum 0.023527717 Minimum 0.007671795
Maximum 6388.699308 Maximum 121674.1067 Maximum 162516.8256 Maximum 76785.32253 Maximum 0.052502785 Maximum 0.012034188
Sum 15705.55247 Sum 299115.5124 Sum 403276.3633 Sum 155691.8018 Sum 0.106455933 Sum 0.029483761
Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3
Largest(1) 6388.699308 Largest(1) 121674.1067 Largest(1) 162516.8256 Largest(1) 76785.32253 Largest(1) 0.052502785 Largest(1) 0.012034188
Smallest(1) 3878.853152 Smallest(1) 73873.5648 Smallest(1) 100538.2577 Smallest(1) 34409.28573 Smallest(1) 0.023527717 Smallest(1) 0.007671795
Confidence Level(95.0%) 3147.788346 Confidence Level(95.0%) 59950.28357 Confidence Level(95.0%) 77984.88999 Confidence Level(95.0%) 54988.8974 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.037599246 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.005419466
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Mean 1213438.018 Mean 23110179.36 Mean 37461767.73 Mean 14652931.41 Mean 10.0190984 Mean 4
Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0
Median 1213438.018 Median 23110179.36 Median 37461767.73 Median 14652931.41 Median 10.0190984 Median 4
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0!
Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0!
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0
Minimum 1213438.018 Minimum 23110179.36 Minimum 37461767.73 Minimum 14652931.41 Minimum 10.0190984 Minimum 4
Maximum 1213438.018 Maximum 23110179.36 Maximum 37461767.73 Maximum 14652931.41 Maximum 10.0190984 Maximum 4
Sum 1213438.018 Sum 23110179.36 Sum 37461767.73 Sum 14652931.41 Sum 10.0190984 Sum 4
Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1
Largest(1) 1213438.018 Largest(1) 23110179.36 Largest(1) 37461767.73 Largest(1) 14652931.41 Largest(1) 10.0190984 Largest(1) 4
Smallest(1) 1213438.018 Smallest(1) 23110179.36 Smallest(1) 37461767.73 Smallest(1) 14652931.41 Smallest(1) 10.0190984 Smallest(1) 4
Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM!
Mean 9311493.591 Mean 177339331.6 Mean 199511061.4 Mean 14877168.65 Mean 10.17242301 Mean 9.1075
Standard Error 2767729.245 Standard Error 52711978.96 Standard Error 57999872.32 Standard Error 5538295.874 Standard Error 3.786868974 Standard Error 2.134015679
Median 11663161.75 Median 222127340.6 Median 249944782.3 Median 15074239.63 Median 10.3071724 Median 10.76
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 5535458.489 Standard Deviation 105423957.9 Standard Deviation 115999744.6 Standard Deviation 11076591.75 Standard Deviation 7.573737948 Standard Deviation 4.268031357
Sample Variance 3.06413E+13 Sample Variance 1.11142E+16 Sample Variance 1.34559E+16 Sample Variance 1.22691E+14 Sample Variance 57.3615065 Sample Variance 18.21609167
Kurtosis 3.750363288 Kurtosis 3.750363288 Kurtosis 3.794990456 Kurtosis 1.121673125 Kurtosis 1.121673125 Kurtosis 3.430704548
Skewness -1.922951169 Skewness -1.922951169 Skewness -1.938030472 Skewness -0.103930237 Skewness -0.103930237 Skewness -1.825830351
Range 11796134.33 Range 224659831.1 Range 245324017.3 Range 26949351.35 Range 18.42690691 Range 9.31
Minimum 1061758.266 Minimum 20221406.94 Minimum 26415331.83 Minimum 1205421.991 Minimum 0.824220165 Minimum 2.8
Maximum 12857892.6 Maximum 244881238.1 Maximum 271739349.2 Maximum 28154773.34 Maximum 19.25112707 Maximum 12.11
Sum 37245974.36 Sum 709357326.3 Sum 798044245.6 Sum 59508674.59 Sum 40.68969203 Sum 36.43
Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4
Largest(1) 12857892.6 Largest(1) 244881238.1 Largest(1) 271739349.2 Largest(1) 28154773.34 Largest(1) 19.25112707 Largest(1) 12.11
Smallest(1) 1061758.266 Smallest(1) 20221406.94 Smallest(1) 26415331.83 Smallest(1) 1205421.991 Smallest(1) 0.824220165 Smallest(1) 2.8
Confidence Level(95.0%) 8808149.708 Confidence Level(95.0%) 167753042.7 Confidence Level(95.0%) 184581479.4 Confidence Level(95.0%) 17625329.24 Confidence Level(95.0%) 12.05150717 Confidence Level(95.0%) 6.791390311
Mean 2148699.26 Mean 40922424.18 Mean 49425785.71 Mean 11115298.94 Mean 7.600204404 Mean 3.176923077
Standard Error 349932.6067 Standard Error 6664539.255 Standard Error 5550780.724 Standard Error 5585985.506 Standard Error 3.819477269 Standard Error 0.988728389
Median 2191577.959 Median 41739057.92 Median 50727790.25 Median 7205681.729 Median 4.926961866 Median 2.907692308
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 699865.2133 Standard Deviation 13329078.51 Standard Deviation 11101561.45 Standard Deviation 11171971.01 Standard Deviation 7.638954538 Standard Deviation 1.977456777
Sample Variance 4.89811E+11 Sample Variance 1.77664E+14 Sample Variance 1.23245E+14 Sample Variance 1.24813E+14 Sample Variance 58.35362643 Sample Variance 3.910335306
Kurtosis 1.100528037 Kurtosis 1.100528037 Kurtosis 1.343091658 Kurtosis 1.406966309 Kurtosis 1.406966309 Kurtosis -3.742548067
Skewness -0.353895973 Skewness -0.353895973 Skewness -0.670191428 Skewness 1.394521671 Skewness 1.394521671 Skewness 0.369482739
Range 1696090.768 Range 32302401.34 Range 26741122.53 Range 23706198.87 Range 16.20936675 Range 4.092307692
Minimum 1257775.176 Minimum 23954589.76 Minimum 34753219.9 Minimum 3171816.716 Minimum 2.168763567 Minimum 1.4
Maximum 2953865.944 Maximum 56256991.11 Maximum 61494342.43 Maximum 26878015.59 Maximum 18.37813032 Maximum 5.492307692
Sum 8594797.038 Sum 163689696.7 Sum 197703142.8 Sum 44461195.77 Sum 30.40081762 Sum 12.70769231
Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4
Largest(1) 2953865.944 Largest(1) 56256991.11 Largest(1) 61494342.43 Largest(1) 26878015.59 Largest(1) 18.37813032 Largest(1) 5.492307692
Smallest(1) 1257775.176 Smallest(1) 23954589.76 Smallest(1) 34753219.9 Smallest(1) 3171816.716 Smallest(1) 2.168763567 Smallest(1) 1.4
Confidence Level(95.0%) 1113641.731 Confidence Level(95.0%) 21209538.33 Confidence Level(95.0%) 17665061.6 Confidence Level(95.0%) 17777098.93 Confidence Level(95.0%) 12.15528132 Confidence Level(95.0%) 3.146575007
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Mean 1778445.095 Mean 33870856.63 Mean 47850461.21 Mean 30472211.52 Mean 20.83570018 Mean 3.85
Standard Error 769774.7427 Standard Error 14660520.03 Standard Error 20394251.23 Standard Error 7115413.179 Standard Error 4.86523978 Standard Error 1.75
Median 1778445.095 Median 33870856.63 Median 47850461.21 Median 30472211.52 Median 20.83570018 Median 3.85
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 1088625.881 Standard Deviation 20733106.26 Standard Deviation 28841826.68 Standard Deviation 10062713.82 Standard Deviation 6.880488082 Standard Deviation 2.474873734
Sample Variance 1.18511E+12 Sample Variance 4.29862E+14 Sample Variance 8.31851E+14 Sample Variance 1.01258E+14 Sample Variance 47.34111624 Sample Variance 6.125
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 1539549.485 Range 29321040.06 Range 40788502.46 Range 14230826.36 Range 9.730479561 Range 3.5
Minimum 1008670.352 Minimum 19210336.59 Minimum 27456209.98 Minimum 23356798.34 Minimum 15.9704604 Minimum 2.1
Maximum 2548219.838 Maximum 48531376.66 Maximum 68244712.43 Maximum 37587624.7 Maximum 25.70093996 Maximum 5.6
Sum 3556890.19 Sum 67741713.25 Sum 95700922.41 Sum 60944423.04 Sum 41.67140037 Sum 7.7
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 2548219.838 Largest(1) 48531376.66 Largest(1) 68244712.43 Largest(1) 37587624.7 Largest(1) 25.70093996 Largest(1) 5.6
Smallest(1) 1008670.352 Smallest(1) 19210336.59 Smallest(1) 27456209.98 Smallest(1) 23356798.34 Smallest(1) 15.9704604 Smallest(1) 2.1
Confidence Level(95.0%) 9780915.479 Confidence Level(95.0%) 186279569 Confidence Level(95.0%) 259133531.5 Confidence Level(95.0%) 90409896.62 Confidence Level(95.0%) 61.81873273 Confidence Level(95.0%) 22.23585828
Mean 1559734.56 Mean 29705469.01 Mean 32636345.72 Mean 23886658.68 Mean 16.33275807 Mean 0.775384615
Standard Error 36403.14054 Standard Error 693305.3808 Standard Error 316261.4374 Standard Error 6188146.046 Standard Error 4.231210972 Standard Error 0.110769231
Median 1559734.56 Median 29705469.01 Median 32636345.72 Median 23886658.68 Median 16.33275807 Median 0.775384615
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 51481.81506 Standard Deviation 980481.8725 Standard Deviation 447261.214 Standard Deviation 8751360.064 Standard Deviation 5.983835941 Standard Deviation 0.156651348
Sample Variance 2650377282 Sample Variance 9.61345E+11 Sample Variance 2.00043E+11 Sample Variance 7.65863E+13 Sample Variance 35.80629257 Sample Variance 0.024539645
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 72806.28108 Range 1386610.762 Range 632522.8748 Range 12376292.09 Range 8.462421943 Range 0.221538462
Minimum 1523331.419 Minimum 29012163.63 Minimum 32320084.28 Minimum 17698512.64 Minimum 12.1015471 Minimum 0.664615385
Maximum 1596137.701 Maximum 30398774.39 Maximum 32952607.15 Maximum 30074804.73 Maximum 20.56396904 Maximum 0.886153846
Sum 3119469.12 Sum 59410938.02 Sum 65272691.43 Sum 47773317.36 Sum 32.66551615 Sum 1.550769231
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 1596137.701 Largest(1) 30398774.39 Largest(1) 32952607.15 Largest(1) 30074804.73 Largest(1) 20.56396904 Largest(1) 0.886153846
Smallest(1) 1523331.419 Smallest(1) 29012163.63 Smallest(1) 32320084.28 Smallest(1) 17698512.64 Smallest(1) 12.1015471 Smallest(1) 0.664615385
Confidence Level(95.0%) 462545.7567 Confidence Level(95.0%) 8809280.112 Confidence Level(95.0%) 4018482.573 Confidence Level(95.0%) 78627850.59 Confidence Level(95.0%) 53.76263288 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1.407456524
Mean 72860.73022 Mean 1387647.757 Mean 1739635.309 Mean 214289.0679 Mean 0.14652244 Mean 0.125538462
Standard Error 132.2336302 Standard Error 2518.416982 Standard Error 3784.960176 Standard Error 23349.30794 Standard Error 0.015965339 Standard Error 0.005230769
Median 72860.73022 Median 1387647.757 Median 1739635.309 Median 214289.0679 Median 0.14652244 Median 0.125538462
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 187.0065932 Standard Deviation 3561.579451 Standard Deviation 5352.742014 Standard Deviation 33020.90796 Standard Deviation 0.022578399 Standard Deviation 0.007397425
Sample Variance 34971.46589 Sample Variance 12684848.19 Sample Variance 28651847.06 Sample Variance 1090380362 Sample Variance 0.000509784 Sample Variance 5.47219E-05
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 264.4672603 Range 5036.833963 Range 7569.920351 Range 46698.61587 Range 0.031930678 Range 0.010461538
Minimum 72728.49659 Minimum 1385129.34 Minimum 1735850.349 Minimum 190939.7599 Minimum 0.130557101 Minimum 0.120307692
Maximum 72992.96385 Maximum 1390166.174 Maximum 1743420.269 Maximum 237638.3758 Maximum 0.162487778 Maximum 0.130769231
Sum 145721.4604 Sum 2775295.514 Sum 3479270.619 Sum 428578.1358 Sum 0.293044879 Sum 0.251076923
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 72992.96385 Largest(1) 1390166.174 Largest(1) 1743420.269 Largest(1) 237638.3758 Largest(1) 0.162487778 Largest(1) 0.130769231
Smallest(1) 72728.49659 Smallest(1) 1385129.34 Smallest(1) 1735850.349 Smallest(1) 190939.7599 Smallest(1) 0.130557101 Smallest(1) 0.120307692
Confidence Level(95.0%) 1680.187578 Confidence Level(95.0%) 31999.52178 Confidence Level(95.0%) 48092.4789 Confidence Level(95.0%) 296681.087 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.202858863 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.066463225
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Mean 237242.6894 Mean 4518336.35 Mean 5897379.208 Mean 2444266.775 Mean 1.671293521 Mean 0.384615385
Standard Error 66116.81508 Standard Error 1259208.491 Standard Error 1568811.796 Standard Error 962811.6917 Standard Error 0.658332781 Standard Error 0.076923077
Median 237242.6894 Median 4518336.35 Median 5897379.208 Median 2444266.775 Median 1.671293521 Median 0.384615385
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 93503.29659 Standard Deviation 1780789.726 Standard Deviation 2218634.919 Standard Deviation 1361621.352 Standard Deviation 0.931023147 Standard Deviation 0.108785659
Sample Variance 8742866473 Sample Variance 3.17121E+12 Sample Variance 4.92234E+12 Sample Variance 1.85401E+12 Sample Variance 0.8668041 Sample Variance 0.01183432
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 132233.6302 Range 2518416.982 Range 3137623.592 Range 1925623.383 Range 1.316665561 Range 0.153846154
Minimum 171125.8743 Minimum 3259127.859 Minimum 4328567.412 Minimum 1481455.083 Minimum 1.012960741 Minimum 0.307692308
Maximum 303359.5045 Maximum 5777544.84 Maximum 7466191.004 Maximum 3407078.467 Maximum 2.329626302 Maximum 0.461538462
Sum 474485.3788 Sum 9036672.699 Sum 11794758.42 Sum 4888533.55 Sum 3.342587043 Sum 0.769230769
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 303359.5045 Largest(1) 5777544.84 Largest(1) 7466191.004 Largest(1) 3407078.467 Largest(1) 2.329626302 Largest(1) 0.461538462
Smallest(1) 171125.8743 Smallest(1) 3259127.859 Smallest(1) 4328567.412 Smallest(1) 1481455.083 Smallest(1) 1.012960741 Smallest(1) 0.307692308
Confidence Level(95.0%) 840093.7888 Confidence Level(95.0%) 15999760.89 Confidence Level(95.0%) 19933643.87 Confidence Level(95.0%) 12233682.47 Confidence Level(95.0%) 8.364911094 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.977400364
Mean 37336.5544 Mean 711082.4419 Mean 1400232.577 Mean 766768.8532 Mean 0.524286395 Mean 0.184615385
Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0
Median 37336.5544 Median 711082.4419 Median 1400232.577 Median 766768.8532 Median 0.524286395 Median 0.184615385
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0!
Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0!
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0
Minimum 37336.5544 Minimum 711082.4419 Minimum 1400232.577 Minimum 766768.8532 Minimum 0.524286395 Minimum 0.184615385
Maximum 37336.5544 Maximum 711082.4419 Maximum 1400232.577 Maximum 766768.8532 Maximum 0.524286395 Maximum 0.184615385
Sum 37336.5544 Sum 711082.4419 Sum 1400232.577 Sum 766768.8532 Sum 0.524286395 Sum 0.184615385
Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1
Largest(1) 37336.5544 Largest(1) 711082.4419 Largest(1) 1400232.577 Largest(1) 766768.8532 Largest(1) 0.524286395 Largest(1) 0.184615385
Smallest(1) 37336.5544 Smallest(1) 711082.4419 Smallest(1) 1400232.577 Smallest(1) 766768.8532 Smallest(1) 0.524286395 Smallest(1) 0.184615385
Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM!
Mean 61124.77948 Mean 1164134.135 Mean 1508990.972 Mean 459778.9863 Mean 0.314378794 Mean 0.100444444
Standard Error 7277.17102 Standard Error 138595.2352 Standard Error 146935.0925 Standard Error 6385.546589 Standard Error 0.004366186 Standard Error 0.003623932
Median 61124.77948 Median 1164134.135 Median 1508990.972 Median 459778.9863 Median 0.314378794 Median 0.100444444
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 10291.47395 Standard Deviation 196003.2613 Standard Deviation 207797.6005 Standard Deviation 9030.526589 Standard Deviation 0.006174719 Standard Deviation 0.005125013
Sample Variance 105914436.1 Sample Variance 38417278442 Sample Variance 43179842792 Sample Variance 81550410.48 Sample Variance 3.81272E-05 Sample Variance 2.62658E-05
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 14554.34204 Range 277190.4704 Range 293870.1849 Range 12771.09318 Range 0.008732371 Range 0.007247863
Minimum 53847.60846 Minimum 1025538.9 Minimum 1362055.879 Minimum 453393.4398 Minimum 0.310012608 Minimum 0.096820513
Maximum 68401.9505 Maximum 1302729.37 Maximum 1655926.064 Maximum 466164.5329 Maximum 0.31874498 Maximum 0.104068376
Sum 122249.559 Sum 2328268.269 Sum 3017981.943 Sum 919557.9727 Sum 0.628757588 Sum 0.200888889
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 68401.9505 Largest(1) 1302729.37 Largest(1) 1655926.064 Largest(1) 466164.5329 Largest(1) 0.31874498 Largest(1) 0.104068376
Smallest(1) 53847.60846 Smallest(1) 1025538.9 Smallest(1) 1362055.879 Smallest(1) 453393.4398 Smallest(1) 0.310012608 Smallest(1) 0.096820513
Confidence Level(95.0%) 92465.22486 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1761019.434 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1866987.367 Confidence Level(95.0%) 81136.0623 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.055477649 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.046046417
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Mean 387378.2986 Mean 7377700.243 Mean 8321970.03 Mean 1274351.753 Mean 0.871351626 Mean 0.323736068
Standard Error 125425.0329 Standard Error 2388745.831 Standard Error 2625236.25 Standard Error 25455.53673 Standard Error 0.017405495 Standard Error 0.107859145
Median 387378.2986 Median 7377700.243 Median 8321970.03 Median 1274351.753 Median 0.871351626 Median 0.323736068
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 177377.7826 Standard Deviation 3378196.751 Standard Deviation 3712644.71 Standard Deviation 35999.56527 Standard Deviation 0.024615087 Standard Deviation 0.152535866
Sample Variance 31462877757 Sample Variance 1.14122E+13 Sample Variance 1.37837E+13 Sample Variance 1295968700 Sample Variance 0.000605903 Sample Variance 0.02326719
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 250850.0658 Range 4777491.662 Range 5250472.501 Range 50911.07345 Range 0.03481099 Range 0.215718291
Minimum 261953.2657 Minimum 4988954.412 Minimum 5696733.78 Minimum 1248896.217 Minimum 0.853946131 Minimum 0.215876923
Maximum 512803.3315 Maximum 9766446.075 Maximum 10947206.28 Maximum 1299807.29 Maximum 0.888757121 Maximum 0.431595214
Sum 774756.5971 Sum 14755400.49 Sum 16643940.06 Sum 2548703.507 Sum 1.742703252 Sum 0.647472137
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 512803.3315 Largest(1) 9766446.075 Largest(1) 10947206.28 Largest(1) 1299807.29 Largest(1) 0.888757121 Largest(1) 0.431595214
Smallest(1) 261953.2657 Smallest(1) 4988954.412 Smallest(1) 5696733.78 Smallest(1) 1248896.217 Smallest(1) 0.853946131 Smallest(1) 0.215876923
Confidence Level(95.0%) 1593676.147 Confidence Level(95.0%) 30351893.59 Confidence Level(95.0%) 33356789.27 Confidence Level(95.0%) 323443.2612 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.221157785 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1.370480383
Mean 36295.98809 Mean 691264.6401 Mean 824728.496 Mean 203453.257 Mean 0.139113338 Mean 0.041900285
Standard Error 3757.455115 Standard Error 71561.51395 Standard Error 78418.41925 Standard Error 54858.98355 Standard Error 0.037510416 Standard Error 0.004666166
Median 36687.48606 Median 698720.8004 Median 830393.8524 Median 151574.8532 Median 0.103640925 Median 0.042683761
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 6508.103166 Standard Deviation 123948.178 Standard Deviation 135824.6864 Standard Deviation 95018.54676 Standard Deviation 0.064969947 Standard Deviation 0.008082036
Sample Variance 42355406.82 Sample Variance 15363150835 Sample Variance 18448345435 Sample Variance 9028524229 Sample Variance 0.004221094 Sample Variance 6.53193E-05
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness -0.269720017 Skewness -0.269720017 Skewness -0.187372048 Skewness 1.724520365 Skewness 1.724520365 Skewness -0.432132324
Range 12998.53127 Range 247559.7309 Range 271472.085 Range 167451.4574 Range 0.114496723 Range 0.016107009
Minimum 29600.97346 Minimum 563756.6945 Minimum 686159.7752 Minimum 145666.7301 Minimum 0.099601183 Minimum 0.033455043
Maximum 42599.50474 Maximum 811316.4254 Maximum 957631.8603 Maximum 313118.1875 Maximum 0.214097906 Maximum 0.049562051
Sum 108887.9643 Sum 2073793.92 Sum 2474185.488 Sum 610359.7709 Sum 0.417340014 Sum 0.125700855
Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3
Largest(1) 42599.50474 Largest(1) 811316.4254 Largest(1) 957631.8603 Largest(1) 313118.1875 Largest(1) 0.214097906 Largest(1) 0.049562051
Smallest(1) 29600.97346 Smallest(1) 563756.6945 Smallest(1) 686159.7752 Smallest(1) 145666.7301 Smallest(1) 0.099601183 Smallest(1) 0.033455043
Confidence Level(95.0%) 16167.02451 Confidence Level(95.0%) 307904.3433 Confidence Level(95.0%) 337407.2257 Confidence Level(95.0%) 236039.1553 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.161394294 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.020076891
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Descriptive Analysis of Saujana HRRPD building
Uniform Cost Annual Cost Present Worth WLCC WLCC Annualised WLCC RMsqft Adjusted Initial Cost
Mean 2244264.207 Mean 42742478.48 Mean 50308955.72 Mean 10757181.35 Mean 5.451670316 Mean 2.016603
Standard Error 757640.1354 Standard Error 14429413.91 Standard Error 16219166.54 Standard Error 3421545.944 Standard Error 1.734017476 Standard Error 0.572605
Median 262017.5675 Median 4990179.054 Median 6121040.647 Median 1288539.209 Median 0.653023383 Median 0.232924
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 4149765.926 Standard Deviation 79033154.92 Standard Deviation 88836033.76 Standard Deviation 18740578.95 Standard Deviation 9.497604869 Standard Deviation 3.136287
Sample Variance 1.72206E+13 Sample Variance 6.24624E+15 Sample Variance 7.89184E+15 Sample Variance 3.51209E+14 Sample Variance 90.20449825 Sample Variance 9.836296
Kurtosis 4.770570989 Kurtosis 4.770570989 Kurtosis 4.367425922 Kurtosis 8.642909342 Kurtosis 8.642909342 Kurtosis 1.429932
Skewness 2.397030765 Skewness 2.397030765 Skewness 2.294000003 Skewness 2.672409549 Skewness 2.672409549 Skewness 1.619758
Range 14431507.94 Range 274851069.4 Range 309126475.4 Range 86669778.61 Range 43.92368632 Range 9.795865
Minimum 2769.559921 Minimum 52746.84456 Minimum 73118.73285 Minimum 25024.93508 Minimum 0.012682476 Minimum 0.004135
Maximum 14434277.5 Maximum 274903816.3 Maximum 309199594.2 Maximum 86694803.54 Maximum 43.9363688 Maximum 9.8
Sum 67327926.22 Sum 1282274354 Sum 1509268672 Sum 322715440.5 Sum 163.5501095 Sum 60.4981
Count 30 Count 30 Count 30 Count 30 Count 30 Count 30
Largest(1) 14434277.5 Largest(1) 274903816.3 Largest(1) 309199594.2 Largest(1) 86694803.54 Largest(1) 43.9363688 Largest(1) 9.8
Smallest(1) 2769.559921 Smallest(1) 52746.84456 Smallest(1) 73118.73285 Smallest(1) 25024.93508 Smallest(1) 0.012682476 Smallest(1) 0.004135
Confidence Level(95.0%) 1549548.039 Confidence Level(95.0%) 29511464.61 Confidence Level(95.0%) 33171919.67 Confidence Level(95.0%) 6997847.081 Confidence Level(95.0%) 3.546463889 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1.171109
Mean 3115.326376 Mean 59332.03859 Mean 123756.9839 Mean 47551.88347 Mean 0.024098989 Mean 0.013555
Standard Error 174.7461877 Standard Error 3328.07748 Standard Error 7761.433367 Standard Error 9605.50154 Standard Error 0.004868006 Standard Error 0.001375
Median 3244.131727 Median 61785.16328 Median 121917.3089 Median 38102.20777 Median 0.019309954 Median 0.012492
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 302.6692755 Standard Deviation 5764.399286 Standard Deviation 13443.19693 Standard Deviation 16637.2167 Standard Deviation 0.008431634 Standard Deviation 0.002382
Sample Variance 91608.69036 Sample Variance 33228299.13 Sample Variance 180719543.7 Sample Variance 276796979.5 Sample Variance 7.10925E-05 Sample Variance 5.67E-06
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness -1.568216963 Skewness -1.568216963 Skewness 0.604283509 Skewness 1.731370765 Skewness 1.731370765 Skewness 1.60797
Range 562.7275595 Range 10717.26338 Range 26696.90923 Range 28970.65422 Range 0.014682141 Range 0.004394
Minimum 2769.559921 Minimum 52746.84456 Minimum 111328.3668 Minimum 37791.39421 Minimum 0.019152436 Minimum 0.011889
Maximum 3332.28748 Maximum 63464.10794 Maximum 138025.276 Maximum 66762.04842 Maximum 0.033834577 Maximum 0.016283
Sum 9345.979128 Sum 177996.1158 Sum 371270.9517 Sum 142655.6504 Sum 0.072296966 Sum 0.040665
Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3
Largest(1) 3332.28748 Largest(1) 63464.10794 Largest(1) 138025.276 Largest(1) 66762.04842 Largest(1) 0.033834577 Largest(1) 0.016283
Smallest(1) 2769.559921 Smallest(1) 52746.84456 Smallest(1) 111328.3668 Smallest(1) 37791.39421 Smallest(1) 0.019152436 Smallest(1) 0.011889
Confidence Level(95.0%) 751.8721615 Confidence Level(95.0%) 14319.56165 Confidence Level(95.0%) 33394.75246 Confidence Level(95.0%) 41329.13742 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.020945341 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.005917
Mean 3807.406659 Mean 72512.85148 Mean 97763.96685 Mean 37743.46711 Mean 0.019128146 Mean 0.005298
Standard Error 532.0672523 Standard Error 10133.33145 Standard Error 13181.70143 Standard Error 9294.713726 Standard Error 0.004710501 Standard Error 0.000679
Median 3954.909096 Median 75322.06607 Median 101979.1127 Median 32361.59531 Median 0.016400648 Median 0.005271
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 921.567514 Standard Deviation 17551.44493 Standard Deviation 22831.3766 Standard Deviation 16098.91641 Standard Deviation 0.008158827 Standard Deviation 0.001176
Sample Variance 849286.6829 Sample Variance 308053219 Sample Variance 521271757.6 Sample Variance 259175109.7 Sample Variance 6.65665E-05 Sample Variance 1.38E-06
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness -0.701800762 Skewness -0.701800762 Skewness -0.802475928 Skewness 1.336229874 Skewness 1.336229874 Skewness 0.103373
Range 1825.34266 Range 34764.03049 Range 45075.32215 Range 30818.93585 Range 0.015618838 Range 0.002352
Minimum 2820.98411 Minimum 53726.22894 Minimum 73118.73285 Minimum 25024.93508 Minimum 0.012682476 Minimum 0.004135
Maximum 4646.32677 Maximum 88490.25944 Maximum 118194.055 Maximum 55843.87093 Maximum 0.028301315 Maximum 0.006487
Sum 11422.21998 Sum 217538.5544 Sum 293291.9006 Sum 113230.4013 Sum 0.057384439 Sum 0.015893
Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3
Largest(1) 4646.32677 Largest(1) 88490.25944 Largest(1) 118194.055 Largest(1) 55843.87093 Largest(1) 0.028301315 Largest(1) 0.006487
Smallest(1) 2820.98411 Smallest(1) 53726.22894 Smallest(1) 73118.73285 Smallest(1) 25024.93508 Smallest(1) 0.012682476 Smallest(1) 0.004135
Confidence Level(95.0%) 2289.300615 Confidence Level(95.0%) 43600.20623 Confidence Level(95.0%) 56716.28363 Confidence Level(95.0%) 39991.92538 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.020267651 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.002921
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Mean 1058429.09 Mean 20158002.09 Mean 31999373.78 Mean 8761445.612 Mean 4.440244281 Mean 2.586016
Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0
Median 1058429.09 Median 20158002.09 Median 31999373.78 Median 8761445.612 Median 4.440244281 Median 2.586016
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0!
Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0!
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0
Minimum 1058429.09 Minimum 20158002.09 Minimum 31999373.78 Minimum 8761445.612 Minimum 4.440244281 Minimum 2.586016
Maximum 1058429.09 Maximum 20158002.09 Maximum 31999373.78 Maximum 8761445.612 Maximum 4.440244281 Maximum 2.586016
Sum 1058429.09 Sum 20158002.09 Sum 31999373.78 Sum 8761445.612 Sum 4.440244281 Sum 2.586016
Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1
Largest(1) 1058429.09 Largest(1) 20158002.09 Largest(1) 31999373.78 Largest(1) 8761445.612 Largest(1) 4.440244281 Largest(1) 2.586016
Smallest(1) 1058429.09 Smallest(1) 20158002.09 Smallest(1) 31999373.78 Smallest(1) 8761445.612 Smallest(1) 4.440244281 Smallest(1) 2.586016
Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM!
Mean 10800980.21 Mean 205706914 Mean 231668074.3 Mean 17451512.4 Mean 8.844314235 Mean 7.8875
Standard Error 3130405.172 Standard Error 59619217.41 Standard Error 65507989.51 Standard Error 6658967.947 Standard Error 3.374722124 Standard Error 1.701271
Median 13668565 Median 260320662.5 Median 290916704.2 Median 17158050.55 Median 8.695589653 Median 9.475
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 6260810.344 Standard Deviation 119238434.8 Standard Deviation 131015979 Standard Deviation 13317935.89 Standard Deviation 6.749444247 Standard Deviation 3.402542
Sample Variance 3.91977E+13 Sample Variance 1.42178E+16 Sample Variance 1.71652E+16 Sample Variance 1.77367E+14 Sample Variance 45.55499765 Sample Variance 11.57729
Kurtosis 3.902640999 Kurtosis 3.902640999 Kurtosis 3.901831834 Kurtosis 0.841455006 Kurtosis 0.841455006 Kurtosis 3.866063
Skewness -1.971119445 Skewness -1.971119445 Skewness -1.96965267 Skewness 0.126093492 Skewness 0.126093492 Skewness -1.962501
Range 13001764.14 Range 247621301.4 Range 273560299.4 Range 32237262.55 Range 16.3376373 Range 7
Minimum 1432513.362 Minimum 27282514.85 Minimum 35639294.78 Minimum 1626342.987 Minimum 0.824220165 Minimum 2.8
Maximum 14434277.5 Maximum 274903816.3 Maximum 309199594.2 Maximum 33863605.53 Maximum 17.16185747 Maximum 9.8
Sum 43203920.86 Sum 822827656.1 Sum 926672297.3 Sum 69806049.62 Sum 35.37725694 Sum 31.55
Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4
Largest(1) 14434277.5 Largest(1) 274903816.3 Largest(1) 309199594.2 Largest(1) 33863605.53 Largest(1) 17.16185747 Largest(1) 9.8
Smallest(1) 1432513.362 Smallest(1) 27282514.85 Smallest(1) 35639294.78 Smallest(1) 1626342.987 Smallest(1) 0.824220165 Smallest(1) 2.8
Confidence Level(95.0%) 9962346.373 Confidence Level(95.0%) 189734958.1 Confidence Level(95.0%) 208475659.2 Confidence Level(95.0%) 21191807.94 Confidence Level(95.0%) 10.73987195 Confidence Level(95.0%) 5.414204
Mean 3005696.342 Mean 57244111.8 Mean 69433605.55 Mean 15256264.32 Mean 7.731776626 Mean 3.400666
Standard Error 450827.1689 Standard Error 8586097.172 Standard Error 7635973.022 Standard Error 7576042.597 Standard Error 3.839489657 Standard Error 1.149419
Median 3169230.45 Median 60358652.9 Median 73694755.84 Median 9891043.809 Median 5.012717381 Median 2.974473
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 901654.3378 Standard Deviation 17172194.34 Standard Deviation 15271946.04 Standard Deviation 15152085.19 Standard Deviation 7.678979314 Standard Deviation 2.298838
Sample Variance 8.12981E+11 Sample Variance 2.94884E+14 Sample Variance 2.33232E+14 Sample Variance 2.29586E+14 Sample Variance 58.96672331 Sample Variance 5.284658
Kurtosis 2.105514162 Kurtosis 2.105514162 Kurtosis 0.008332028 Kurtosis 1.7160138 Kurtosis 1.7160138 Kurtosis -2.763111
Skewness -1.039805124 Skewness -1.039805124 Skewness -1.096514412 Skewness 1.45944819 Skewness 1.45944819 Skewness 0.563558
Range 2159255.911 Range 41123477.8 Range 32944767.02 Range 32353565.92 Range 16.3965791 Range 4.812431
Minimum 1762534.278 Minimum 33567831.81 Minimum 48700071.76 Minimum 4444701.876 Minimum 2.252546321 Minimum 1.420644
Maximum 3921790.189 Maximum 74691309.6 Maximum 81644838.78 Maximum 36798267.79 Maximum 18.64912542 Maximum 6.233074
Sum 12022785.37 Sum 228976447.2 Sum 277734422.2 Sum 61025057.29 Sum 30.92710651 Sum 13.60266
Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4
Largest(1) 3921790.189 Largest(1) 74691309.6 Largest(1) 81644838.78 Largest(1) 36798267.79 Largest(1) 18.64912542 Largest(1) 6.233074
Smallest(1) 1762534.278 Smallest(1) 33567831.81 Smallest(1) 48700071.76 Smallest(1) 4444701.876 Smallest(1) 2.252546321 Smallest(1) 1.420644
Confidence Level(95.0%) 1434733.258 Confidence Level(95.0%) 27324793.22 Confidence Level(95.0%) 24301074.13 Confidence Level(95.0%) 24110348.77 Confidence Level(95.0%) 12.21896967 Confidence Level(95.0%) 3.657965
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Mean 3127824.712 Mean 59570072 Mean 84277813.1 Mean 61354689.07 Mean 31.09416177 Mean 4.995
Standard Error 801354.7964 Standard Error 15261968.72 Standard Error 20950833.83 Standard Error 25340114.48 Standard Error 12.84220702 Standard Error 1.405
Median 3127824.712 Median 59570072 Median 84277813.1 Median 61354689.07 Median 31.09416177 Median 4.995
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 1133286.821 Standard Deviation 21583683.15 Standard Deviation 29628953.35 Standard Deviation 35836333.57 Standard Deviation 18.16162334 Standard Deviation 1.98697
Sample Variance 1.28434E+12 Sample Variance 4.65855E+14 Sample Variance 8.77875E+14 Sample Variance 1.28424E+15 Sample Variance 329.8445625 Sample Variance 3.94805
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 1602709.593 Range 30523937.44 Range 41901667.66 Range 50680228.96 Range 25.68441405 Range 2.81
Minimum 2326469.915 Minimum 44308103.28 Minimum 63326979.27 Minimum 36014574.59 Minimum 18.25195475 Minimum 3.59
Maximum 3929179.508 Maximum 74832040.72 Maximum 105228646.9 Maximum 86694803.54 Maximum 43.9363688 Maximum 6.4
Sum 6255649.423 Sum 119140144 Sum 168555626.2 Sum 122709378.1 Sum 62.18832354 Sum 9.99
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 3929179.508 Largest(1) 74832040.72 Largest(1) 105228646.9 Largest(1) 86694803.54 Largest(1) 43.9363688 Largest(1) 6.4
Smallest(1) 2326469.915 Smallest(1) 44308103.28 Smallest(1) 63326979.27 Smallest(1) 36014574.59 Smallest(1) 18.25195475 Smallest(1) 3.59
Confidence Level(95.0%) 10182178.11 Confidence Level(95.0%) 193921699.2 Confidence Level(95.0%) 266205584 Confidence Level(95.0%) 321976682.6 Confidence Level(95.0%) 163.1757117 Confidence Level(95.0%) 17.85222
Mean 1635341.083 Mean 31145410.95 Mean 34203304.37 Mean 25234834.84 Mean 12.78885198 Mean 0.599334
Standard Error 90852.28237 Standard Error 1730300.609 Standard Error 1434330.032 Standard Error 7290509.531 Standard Error 3.694783336 Standard Error 0.066593
Median 1635341.083 Median 31145410.95 Median 34203304.37 Median 25234834.84 Median 12.78885198 Median 0.599334
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 128484.5299 Standard Deviation 2447014.588 Standard Deviation 2028448.985 Standard Deviation 10310337.45 Standard Deviation 5.225212704 Standard Deviation 0.094176
Sample Variance 16508274424 Sample Variance 5.98788E+12 Sample Variance 4.11461E+12 Sample Variance 1.06303E+14 Sample Variance 27.3028478 Sample Variance 0.008869
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 181704.5647 Range 3460601.217 Range 2868660.065 Range 14581019.06 Range 7.389566672 Range 0.133185
Minimum 1544488.8 Minimum 29415110.35 Minimum 32768974.34 Minimum 17944325.31 Minimum 9.094068646 Minimum 0.532741
Maximum 1726193.365 Maximum 32875711.56 Maximum 35637634.4 Maximum 32525344.37 Maximum 16.48363532 Maximum 0.665927
Sum 3270682.165 Sum 62290821.91 Sum 68406608.74 Sum 50469669.68 Sum 25.57770396 Sum 1.198668
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 1726193.365 Largest(1) 32875711.56 Largest(1) 35637634.4 Largest(1) 32525344.37 Largest(1) 16.48363532 Largest(1) 0.665927
Smallest(1) 1544488.8 Smallest(1) 29415110.35 Smallest(1) 32768974.34 Smallest(1) 17944325.31 Smallest(1) 9.094068646 Smallest(1) 0.532741
Confidence Level(95.0%) 1154387.7 Confidence Level(95.0%) 21985553.78 Confidence Level(95.0%) 18224891.05 Confidence Level(95.0%) 92634706.71 Confidence Level(95.0%) 46.94667351 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.84614
Mean 72643.97078 Mean 1383519.528 Mean 1734295.749 Mean 214194.5466 Mean 0.108552418 Mean 0.092675
Standard Error 1854.900765 Standard Error 35326.97076 Standard Error 37366.68709 Standard Error 28346.51356 Standard Error 0.014365831 Standard Error 0.001665
Median 72643.97078 Median 1383519.528 Median 1734295.749 Median 214194.5466 Median 0.108552418 Median 0.092675
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 2623.225819 Standard Deviation 49959.88117 Standard Deviation 52844.47566 Standard Deviation 40088.02392 Standard Deviation 0.020316353 Standard Deviation 0.002354
Sample Variance 6881313.697 Sample Variance 2495989726 Sample Variance 2792538608 Sample Variance 1607049662 Sample Variance 0.000412754 Sample Variance 5.54E-06
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 3709.80153 Range 70653.94152 Range 74733.37417 Range 56693.02711 Range 0.028731661 Range 0.00333
Minimum 70789.07001 Minimum 1348192.558 Minimum 1696929.062 Minimum 185848.033 Minimum 0.094186588 Minimum 0.09101
Maximum 74498.87155 Maximum 1418846.499 Maximum 1771662.436 Maximum 242541.0601 Maximum 0.122918249 Maximum 0.09434
Sum 145287.9416 Sum 2767039.057 Sum 3468591.499 Sum 428389.0931 Sum 0.217104837 Sum 0.18535
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 74498.87155 Largest(1) 1418846.499 Largest(1) 1771662.436 Largest(1) 242541.0601 Largest(1) 0.122918249 Largest(1) 0.09434
Smallest(1) 70789.07001 Smallest(1) 1348192.558 Smallest(1) 1696929.062 Smallest(1) 185848.033 Smallest(1) 0.094186588 Smallest(1) 0.09101
Confidence Level(95.0%) 23568.74888 Confidence Level(95.0%) 448871.7231 Confidence Level(95.0%) 474788.7763 Confidence Level(95.0%) 360176.6047 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.182535187 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.021154
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Mean 230916.2177 Mean 4397847.38 Mean 5740115.763 Mean 2379086.328 Mean 1.205705648 Mean 0.277469
Standard Error 64353.70001 Standard Error 1225629.598 Standard Error 1526976.815 Standard Error 937136.7132 Standard Error 0.474934858 Standard Error 0.055494
Median 230916.2177 Median 4397847.38 Median 5740115.763 Median 2379086.328 Median 1.205705648 Median 0.277469
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 91009.87535 Standard Deviation 1733302 Standard Deviation 2159471.321 Standard Deviation 1325311.45 Standard Deviation 0.671659318 Standard Deviation 0.07848
Sample Variance 8282797411 Sample Variance 3.00434E+12 Sample Variance 4.66332E+12 Sample Variance 1.75645E+12 Sample Variance 0.451126239 Sample Variance 0.006159
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 128707.4 Range 2451259.196 Range 3053953.629 Range 1874273.426 Range 0.949869717 Range 0.110988
Minimum 166562.5177 Minimum 3172217.782 Minimum 4213138.948 Minimum 1441949.615 Minimum 0.73077079 Minimum 0.221976
Maximum 295269.9177 Maximum 5623476.978 Maximum 7267092.577 Maximum 3316223.041 Maximum 1.680640507 Maximum 0.332963
Sum 461832.4354 Sum 8795694.76 Sum 11480231.53 Sum 4758172.656 Sum 2.411411296 Sum 0.554939
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 295269.9177 Largest(1) 5623476.978 Largest(1) 7267092.577 Largest(1) 3316223.041 Largest(1) 1.680640507 Largest(1) 0.332963
Smallest(1) 166562.5177 Smallest(1) 3172217.782 Smallest(1) 4213138.948 Smallest(1) 1441949.615 Smallest(1) 0.73077079 Smallest(1) 0.221976
Confidence Level(95.0%) 817691.2878 Confidence Level(95.0%) 15573100.6 Confidence Level(95.0%) 19402080.03 Confidence Level(95.0%) 11907450.94 Confidence Level(95.0%) 6.034619546 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.705117
Mean 36340.91295 Mean 692120.2434 Mean 1362893.042 Mean 746321.6838 Mean 0.378231029 Mean 0.133185
Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0
Median 36340.91295 Median 692120.2434 Median 1362893.042 Median 746321.6838 Median 0.378231029 Median 0.133185
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0!
Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0!
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0
Minimum 36340.91295 Minimum 692120.2434 Minimum 1362893.042 Minimum 746321.6838 Minimum 0.378231029 Minimum 0.133185
Maximum 36340.91295 Maximum 692120.2434 Maximum 1362893.042 Maximum 746321.6838 Maximum 0.378231029 Maximum 0.133185
Sum 36340.91295 Sum 692120.2434 Sum 1362893.042 Sum 746321.6838 Sum 0.378231029 Sum 0.133185
Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1
Largest(1) 36340.91295 Largest(1) 692120.2434 Largest(1) 1362893.042 Largest(1) 746321.6838 Largest(1) 0.378231029 Largest(1) 0.133185
Smallest(1) 36340.91295 Smallest(1) 692120.2434 Smallest(1) 1362893.042 Smallest(1) 746321.6838 Smallest(1) 0.378231029 Smallest(1) 0.133185
Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM!
Mean 80161.5823 Mean 1526694.003 Mean 1979783.606 Mean 604523.9539 Mean 0.306368851 Mean 0.097791
Standard Error 8014.913678 Standard Error 152645.6975 Standard Error 154859.5853 Standard Error 20057.50926 Standard Error 0.010165017 Standard Error 0.001642
Median 80161.5823 Median 1526694.003 Median 1979783.606 Median 604523.9539 Median 0.306368851 Median 0.097791
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 11334.79962 Standard Deviation 215873.6157 Standard Deviation 219004.5257 Standard Deviation 28365.60162 Standard Deviation 0.014375504 Standard Deviation 0.002322
Sample Variance 128477682.5 Sample Variance 46601417947 Sample Variance 47962982295 Sample Variance 804607355.2 Sample Variance 0.000206655 Sample Variance 5.39E-06
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 16029.82736 Range 305291.3951 Range 309719.1705 Range 40115.01851 Range 0.020330033 Range 0.003284
Minimum 72146.66862 Minimum 1374048.305 Minimum 1824924.021 Minimum 584466.4447 Minimum 0.296203835 Minimum 0.096149
Maximum 88176.49597 Maximum 1679339.7 Maximum 2134643.192 Maximum 624581.4632 Maximum 0.316533868 Maximum 0.099433
Sum 160323.1646 Sum 3053388.005 Sum 3959567.213 Sum 1209047.908 Sum 0.612737703 Sum 0.195582
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 88176.49597 Largest(1) 1679339.7 Largest(1) 2134643.192 Largest(1) 624581.4632 Largest(1) 0.316533868 Largest(1) 0.099433
Smallest(1) 72146.66862 Smallest(1) 1374048.305 Smallest(1) 1824924.021 Smallest(1) 584466.4447 Smallest(1) 0.296203835 Smallest(1) 0.096149
Confidence Level(95.0%) 101839.1341 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1939547.485 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1967677.595 Confidence Level(95.0%) 254854.8191 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.129158783 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.020864
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Mean 309853.0919 Mean 5901216.562 Mean 6660352.782 Mean 1043618.928 Mean 0.52889936 Mean 0.191803
Standard Error 81087.87455 Standard Error 1544335.431 Standard Error 1685364.065 Standard Error 91509.87594 Standard Error 0.046376617 Standard Error 0.05207
Median 309853.0919 Median 5901216.562 Median 6660352.782 Median 1043618.928 Median 0.52889936 Median 0.191803
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 114675.5719 Standard Deviation 2184020.112 Standard Deviation 2383464.719 Standard Deviation 129414.5076 Standard Deviation 0.06558644 Standard Deviation 0.073638
Sample Variance 13150486799 Sample Variance 4.76994E+12 Sample Variance 5.6809E+12 Sample Variance 16748114790 Sample Variance 0.004301581 Sample Variance 0.005423
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 162175.7491 Range 3088670.863 Range 3370728.13 Range 183019.7519 Range 0.092753233 Range 0.10414
Minimum 228765.2173 Minimum 4356881.131 Minimum 4974988.717 Minimum 952109.0522 Minimum 0.482522743 Minimum 0.139733
Maximum 390940.9664 Maximum 7445551.993 Maximum 8345716.848 Maximum 1135128.804 Maximum 0.575275977 Maximum 0.243873
Sum 619706.1837 Sum 11802433.12 Sum 13320705.56 Sum 2087237.856 Sum 1.05779872 Sum 0.383606
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 390940.9664 Largest(1) 7445551.993 Largest(1) 8345716.848 Largest(1) 1135128.804 Largest(1) 0.575275977 Largest(1) 0.243873
Smallest(1) 228765.2173 Smallest(1) 4356881.131 Smallest(1) 4974988.717 Smallest(1) 952109.0522 Smallest(1) 0.482522743 Smallest(1) 0.139733
Confidence Level(95.0%) 1030319.136 Confidence Level(95.0%) 19622642.17 Confidence Level(95.0%) 21414580.86 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1162743.219 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.589270784 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.661612
Mean 36100.2391 Mean 687536.5599 Mean 821895.8177 Mean 229392.4588 Mean 0.116254623 Mean 0.030766
Standard Error 6499.265637 Standard Error 123779.8654 Standard Error 135736.0425 Standard Error 83725.7287 Standard Error 0.042431661 Standard Error 0.005969
Median 36100.2391 Median 687536.5599 Median 821895.8177 Median 229392.4588 Median 0.116254623 Median 0.030766
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 9191.34961 Standard Deviation 175051.1645 Standard Deviation 191959.7522 Standard Deviation 118406.0611 Standard Deviation 0.06000743 Standard Deviation 0.008442
Sample Variance 84480907.64 Sample Variance 30642910180 Sample Variance 36848546475 Sample Variance 14019995294 Sample Variance 0.003600892 Sample Variance 7.13E-05
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 12998.53127 Range 247559.7309 Range 271472.085 Range 167451.4574 Range 0.084863322 Range 0.011938
Minimum 29600.97346 Minimum 563756.6945 Minimum 686159.7752 Minimum 145666.7301 Minimum 0.073822962 Minimum 0.024796
Maximum 42599.50474 Maximum 811316.4254 Maximum 957631.8603 Maximum 313118.1875 Maximum 0.158686283 Maximum 0.036735
Sum 72200.4782 Sum 1375073.12 Sum 1643791.635 Sum 458784.9177 Sum 0.232509245 Sum 0.061531
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 42599.50474 Largest(1) 811316.4254 Largest(1) 957631.8603 Largest(1) 313118.1875 Largest(1) 0.158686283 Largest(1) 0.036735
Smallest(1) 29600.97346 Smallest(1) 563756.6945 Smallest(1) 686159.7752 Smallest(1) 145666.7301 Smallest(1) 0.073822962 Smallest(1) 0.024796
Confidence Level(95.0%) 82580.99981 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1572772.312 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1724689.946 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1063836.25 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.539145369 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.075845
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Descriptive Analysis of Wadihana HRRPD building
Uniform Cost Annual Cost Present Worth WLCC WLCC Annualised WLCC RMsqft Adjusted Initial Cost
Mean 616809.9336 Mean 11809432.9 Mean 13605456.73 Mean 2047398.915 Mean 6.504635008 Mean 3.169525797
Standard Error 285771.3385 Standard Error 5471373.374 Standard Error 6100280.964 Standard Error 693934.464 Standard Error 2.204646283 Standard Error 1.271298554
Median 72429.73214 Median 1386738.467 Median 1599148.727 Median 351985.8108 Median 1.118267286 Median 0.287538124
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 1565234.084 Standard Deviation 29967946.17 Standard Deviation 33412614.91 Standard Deviation 3800835.593 Standard Deviation 12.075345 Standard Deviation 6.963188954
Sample Variance 2.44996E+12 Sample Variance 8.98078E+14 Sample Variance 1.1164E+15 Sample Variance 1.44464E+13 Sample Variance 145.813957 Sample Variance 48.4860004
Kurtosis 10.10741244 Kurtosis 10.10741244 Kurtosis 9.819833484 Kurtosis 7.834729275 Kurtosis 7.834729275 Kurtosis 8.82511816
Skewness 3.252267109 Skewness 3.252267109 Skewness 3.204658257 Skewness 2.648709772 Skewness 2.648709772 Skewness 3.009669961
Range 6695498.288 Range 128191900.7 Range 142100952.4 Range 17043083.44 Range 54.14628109 Range 29.15055661
Minimum 2125.871134 Minimum 40701.89396 Minimum 55246.27189 Minimum 18546.40376 Minimum 0.058922365 Minimum 0.019443385
Maximum 6697624.159 Maximum 128232602.6 Maximum 142156198.6 Maximum 17061629.84 Maximum 54.20520346 Maximum 29.17
Sum 18504298.01 Sum 354282987.1 Sum 408163701.9 Sum 61421967.45 Sum 195.1390502 Sum 95.08577392
Count 30 Count 30 Count 30 Count 30 Count 30 Count 30
Largest(1) 6697624.159 Largest(1) 128232602.6 Largest(1) 142156198.6 Largest(1) 17061629.84 Largest(1) 54.20520346 Largest(1) 29.17
Smallest(1) 2125.871134 Smallest(1) 40701.89396 Smallest(1) 55246.27189 Smallest(1) 18546.40376 Smallest(1) 0.058922365 Smallest(1) 0.019443385
Confidence Level(95.0%) 584468.0035 Confidence Level(95.0%) 11190214.84 Confidence Level(95.0%) 12476475.26 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1419255.314 Confidence Level(95.0%) 4.50900786 Confidence Level(95.0%) 2.600097447
Mean 3222.312907 Mean 61694.35024 Mean 128014.1469 Mean 50194.5474 Mean 0.15946927 Mean 0.087474054
Standard Error 180.7473209 Standard Error 3460.585251 Standard Error 8020.174596 Standard Error 10146.86762 Standard Error 0.03223684 Standard Error 0.008874406
Median 3355.541691 Median 64245.14635 Median 126145.8845 Median 40214.96818 Median 0.12776391 Median 0.080616978
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 313.0635431 Standard Deviation 5993.909478 Standard Deviation 13891.34989 Standard Deviation 17574.89026 Standard Deviation 0.055835844 Standard Deviation 0.015370922
Sample Variance 98008.78205 Sample Variance 35926950.83 Sample Variance 192969601.6 Sample Variance 308876767.6 Sample Variance 0.003117641 Sample Variance 0.000236265
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness -1.568216963 Skewness -1.568216963 Skewness 0.594262838 Skewness 1.731348502 Skewness 1.731348502 Skewness 1.607969743
Range 582.0527481 Range 11143.9724 Range 27593.60783 Range 30606.06258 Range 0.097236188 Range 0.028354937
Minimum 2864.672141 Minimum 54846.96598 Minimum 115151.4741 Minimum 39881.30571 Minimum 0.126703856 Minimum 0.076725124
Maximum 3446.72489 Maximum 65990.93837 Maximum 142745.082 Maximum 70487.36829 Maximum 0.223940044 Maximum 0.105080061
Sum 9666.938722 Sum 185083.0507 Sum 384042.4406 Sum 150583.6422 Sum 0.47840781 Sum 0.262422163
Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3
Largest(1) 3446.72489 Largest(1) 65990.93837 Largest(1) 142745.082 Largest(1) 70487.36829 Largest(1) 0.223940044 Largest(1) 0.105080061
Smallest(1) 2864.672141 Smallest(1) 54846.96598 Smallest(1) 115151.4741 Smallest(1) 39881.30571 Smallest(1) 0.126703856 Smallest(1) 0.076725124
Confidence Level(95.0%) 777.6929537 Confidence Level(95.0%) 14889.69657 Confidence Level(95.0%) 34508.02612 Confidence Level(95.0%) 43658.44767 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.138703926 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.038183486
Mean 2869.231301 Mean 54934.25558 Mean 73872.5921 Mean 29101.51259 Mean 0.092456197 Mean 0.024907866
Standard Error 400.9616392 Standard Error 7676.804987 Standard Error 9963.064829 Standard Error 7166.323073 Standard Error 0.022767579 Standard Error 0.003192237
Median 2980.387962 Median 57062.45918 Median 77055.24416 Median 24953.91807 Median 0.079279191 Median 0.024780785
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 694.4859309 Standard Deviation 13296.61628 Standard Deviation 17256.53448 Standard Deviation 12412.43567 Standard Deviation 0.039434603 Standard Deviation 0.005529117
Sample Variance 482310.7082 Sample Variance 176800004.4 Sample Variance 297787982.4 Sample Variance 154068559.2 Sample Variance 0.001555088 Sample Variance 3.05711E-05
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness -0.701800762 Skewness -0.701800762 Skewness -0.801712123 Skewness 1.335775302 Skewness 1.335775302 Skewness 0.103373144
Range 1375.563675 Range 26336.51962 Range 34069.98836 Range 23762.71482 Range 0.07549471 Range 0.011056043
Minimum 2125.871134 Minimum 40701.89396 Minimum 55246.27189 Minimum 19293.95245 Minimum 0.061297345 Minimum 0.019443385
Maximum 3501.434808 Maximum 67038.41359 Maximum 89316.26026 Maximum 43056.66727 Maximum 0.136792055 Maximum 0.030499428
Sum 8607.693904 Sum 164802.7667 Sum 221617.7763 Sum 87304.53778 Sum 0.277368591 Sum 0.074723599
Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3
Largest(1) 3501.434808 Largest(1) 67038.41359 Largest(1) 89316.26026 Largest(1) 43056.66727 Largest(1) 0.136792055 Largest(1) 0.030499428
Smallest(1) 2125.871134 Smallest(1) 40701.89396 Smallest(1) 55246.27189 Smallest(1) 19293.95245 Smallest(1) 0.061297345 Smallest(1) 0.019443385
Confidence Level(95.0%) 1725.198691 Confidence Level(95.0%) 33030.62593 Confidence Level(95.0%) 42867.60808 Confidence Level(95.0%) 30834.19953 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.097960985 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.013735087
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Mean 148052.3351 Mean 2834607.588 Mean 4427088.747 Mean 1030730.664 Mean 3.274655814 Mean 2.256830601
Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0
Median 148052.3351 Median 2834607.588 Median 4427088.747 Median 1030730.664 Median 3.274655814 Median 2.256830601
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0!
Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0!
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0
Minimum 148052.3351 Minimum 2834607.588 Minimum 4427088.747 Minimum 1030730.664 Minimum 3.274655814 Minimum 2.256830601
Maximum 148052.3351 Maximum 2834607.588 Maximum 4427088.747 Maximum 1030730.664 Maximum 3.274655814 Maximum 2.256830601
Sum 148052.3351 Sum 2834607.588 Sum 4427088.747 Sum 1030730.664 Sum 3.274655814 Sum 2.256830601
Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1
Largest(1) 148052.3351 Largest(1) 2834607.588 Largest(1) 4427088.747 Largest(1) 1030730.664 Largest(1) 3.274655814 Largest(1) 2.256830601
Smallest(1) 148052.3351 Smallest(1) 2834607.588 Smallest(1) 4427088.747 Smallest(1) 1030730.664 Smallest(1) 3.274655814 Smallest(1) 2.256830601
Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM!
Mean 3760791.9 Mean 72004060.21 Mean 80704616.19 Mean 5515539.3 Mean 17.52299943 Mean 17.015
Standard Error 1426410.013 Standard Error 27310022.78 Standard Error 30154914.9 Standard Error 1755514.242 Standard Error 5.577310464 Standard Error 5.945071488
Median 4021067.367 Median 76987290.06 Median 86545832.42 Median 6808556.702 Median 21.63094644 Median 17.595
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 2852820.025 Standard Deviation 54620045.55 Standard Deviation 60309829.81 Standard Deviation 3511028.484 Standard Deviation 11.15462093 Standard Deviation 11.89014298
Sample Variance 8.13858E+12 Sample Variance 2.98335E+15 Sample Variance 3.63728E+15 Sample Variance 1.23273E+13 Sample Variance 124.4255681 Sample Variance 141.3755
Kurtosis -2.144640088 Kurtosis -2.144640088 Kurtosis -2.237795126 Kurtosis 3.252945031 Kurtosis 3.252945031 Kurtosis -3.776705936
Skewness -0.375342002 Skewness -0.375342002 Skewness -0.390789479 Skewness -1.769360718 Skewness -1.769360718 Skewness -0.155915712
Range 6394215.454 Range 122423544.5 Range 134585597.4 Range 7739997.99 Range 24.59015755 Range 25.47
Minimum 303408.705 Minimum 5809058.105 Minimum 7570601.268 Minimum 352522.9024 Minimum 1.119973638 Minimum 3.7
Maximum 6697624.159 Maximum 128232602.6 Maximum 142156198.6 Maximum 8092520.892 Maximum 25.71013119 Maximum 29.17
Sum 15043167.6 Sum 288016240.9 Sum 322818464.8 Sum 22062157.2 Sum 70.09199771 Sum 68.06
Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4
Largest(1) 6697624.159 Largest(1) 128232602.6 Largest(1) 142156198.6 Largest(1) 8092520.892 Largest(1) 25.71013119 Largest(1) 29.17
Smallest(1) 303408.705 Smallest(1) 5809058.105 Smallest(1) 7570601.268 Smallest(1) 352522.9024 Smallest(1) 1.119973638 Smallest(1) 3.7
Confidence Level(95.0%) 4539473.274 Confidence Level(95.0%) 86912681.07 Confidence Level(95.0%) 95966397.51 Confidence Level(95.0%) 5586829.812 Confidence Level(95.0%) 17.74949108 Confidence Level(95.0%) 18.91987079
Mean 278572.7465 Mean 5333549.25 Mean 6442682.58 Mean 1379001.641 Mean 4.381120983 Mean 1.938934426
Standard Error 51042.50886 Standard Error 977259.04 Standard Error 890588.7924 Standard Error 617519.7101 Standard Error 1.961874794 Standard Error 0.630066271
Median 266238.7861 Median 5097403.445 Median 6233602.246 Median 1024783.721 Median 3.255762234 Median 1.819672131
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 102085.0177 Standard Deviation 1954518.08 Standard Deviation 1781177.585 Standard Deviation 1235039.42 Standard Deviation 3.923749588 Standard Deviation 1.260132542
Sample Variance 10421350843 Sample Variance 3.82014E+12 Sample Variance 3.17259E+12 Sample Variance 1.52532E+12 Sample Variance 15.39581083 Sample Variance 1.587934023
Kurtosis 1.476614779 Kurtosis 1.476614779 Kurtosis -1.680418338 Kurtosis -0.47507146 Kurtosis -0.47507146 Kurtosis -3.530454498
Skewness 0.695526921 Skewness 0.695526921 Skewness 0.499907251 Skewness 1.012322091 Skewness 1.012322091 Skewness 0.301590519
Range 246275.9183 Range 4715194.704 Range 4012304.139 Range 2601152.912 Range 8.263924616 Range 2.690163934
Minimum 167768.7478 Minimum 3212097.702 Minimum 4645610.844 Minimum 432643.1046 Minimum 1.374517425 Minimum 0.713114754
Maximum 414044.6661 Maximum 7927292.407 Maximum 8657914.983 Maximum 3033796.017 Maximum 9.638442041 Maximum 3.403278689
Sum 1114290.986 Sum 21334197 Sum 25770730.32 Sum 5516006.563 Sum 17.52448393 Sum 7.755737705
Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4
Largest(1) 414044.6661 Largest(1) 7927292.407 Largest(1) 8657914.983 Largest(1) 3033796.017 Largest(1) 9.638442041 Largest(1) 3.403278689
Smallest(1) 167768.7478 Smallest(1) 3212097.702 Smallest(1) 4645610.844 Smallest(1) 432643.1046 Smallest(1) 1.374517425 Smallest(1) 0.713114754
Confidence Level(95.0%) 162440.0437 Confidence Level(95.0%) 3110074.421 Confidence Level(95.0%) 2834251.012 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1965223.32 Confidence Level(95.0%) 6.243561188 Confidence Level(95.0%) 2.005152076
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Mean 664191.7228 Mean 12716603.86 Mean 17928147.95 Mean 12659254.65 Mean 40.21875287 Mean 6.63
Standard Error 216513.5452 Standard Error 4145364.797 Standard Error 5714587.206 Standard Error 4402375.188 Standard Error 13.98645059 Standard Error 2.32
Median 664191.7228 Median 12716603.86 Median 17928147.95 Median 12659254.65 Median 40.21875287 Median 6.63
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 306196.3921 Standard Deviation 5862431.117 Standard Deviation 8081646.73 Standard Deviation 6225898.698 Standard Deviation 19.77982812 Standard Deviation 3.280975465
Sample Variance 93756230552 Sample Variance 3.43681E+13 Sample Variance 6.5313E+13 Sample Variance 3.87618E+13 Sample Variance 391.2416003 Sample Variance 10.7648
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 433027.0905 Range 8290729.594 Range 11429174.41 Range 8804750.377 Range 27.97290118 Range 4.64
Minimum 447678.1775 Minimum 8571239.066 Minimum 12213560.75 Minimum 8256879.464 Minimum 26.23230228 Minimum 4.31
Maximum 880705.268 Maximum 16861968.66 Maximum 23642735.16 Maximum 17061629.84 Maximum 54.20520346 Maximum 8.95
Sum 1328383.446 Sum 25433207.73 Sum 35856295.91 Sum 25318509.31 Sum 80.43750574 Sum 13.26
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 880705.268 Largest(1) 16861968.66 Largest(1) 23642735.16 Largest(1) 17061629.84 Largest(1) 54.20520346 Largest(1) 8.95
Smallest(1) 447678.1775 Smallest(1) 8571239.066 Smallest(1) 12213560.75 Smallest(1) 8256879.464 Smallest(1) 26.23230228 Smallest(1) 4.31
Confidence Level(95.0%) 2751065.434 Confidence Level(95.0%) 52671853.81 Confidence Level(95.0%) 72610715 Confidence Level(95.0%) 55937480.46 Confidence Level(95.0%) 177.7147047 Confidence Level(95.0%) 29.47839498
Mean 148769.2956 Mean 2848334.501 Mean 3123360.058 Mean 2376685.144 Mean 7.550785182 Mean 0.337704918
Standard Error 14697.68945 Standard Error 281401.7218 Standard Error 266677.9334 Standard Error 780438.0218 Standard Error 2.479470142 Standard Error 0.02295082
Median 148769.2956 Median 2848334.501 Median 3123360.058 Median 2376685.144 Median 7.550785182 Median 0.337704918
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 20785.67175 Standard Deviation 397962.1314 Standard Deviation 377139.5502 Standard Deviation 1103706.035 Standard Deviation 3.506500302 Standard Deviation 0.03245736
Sample Variance 432044150.1 Sample Variance 1.58374E+11 Sample Variance 1.42234E+11 Sample Variance 1.21817E+12 Sample Variance 12.29554437 Sample Variance 0.00105348
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 29395.37889 Range 562803.4436 Range 533355.8668 Range 1560876.044 Range 4.958940283 Range 0.045901639
Minimum 134071.6062 Minimum 2566932.779 Minimum 2856682.125 Minimum 1596247.122 Minimum 5.07131504 Minimum 0.314754098
Maximum 163466.9851 Maximum 3129736.223 Maximum 3390037.992 Maximum 3157123.166 Maximum 10.03025532 Maximum 0.360655738
Sum 297538.5912 Sum 5696669.002 Sum 6246720.117 Sum 4753370.288 Sum 15.10157036 Sum 0.675409836
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 163466.9851 Largest(1) 3129736.223 Largest(1) 3390037.992 Largest(1) 3157123.166 Largest(1) 10.03025532 Largest(1) 0.360655738
Smallest(1) 134071.6062 Smallest(1) 2566932.779 Smallest(1) 2856682.125 Smallest(1) 1596247.122 Smallest(1) 5.07131504 Smallest(1) 0.314754098
Confidence Level(95.0%) 186751.8512 Confidence Level(95.0%) 3575547.89 Confidence Level(95.0%) 3388464.42 Confidence Level(95.0%) 9916405.287 Confidence Level(95.0%) 31.50465525 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.291617814
Mean 6748.390337 Mean 129204.571 Mean 161666.0142 Mean 20265.49592 Mean 0.064383962 Mean 0.053825137
Standard Error 152.3540979 Standard Error 2916.969067 Standard Error 4289.430175 Standard Error 1719.092168 Standard Error 0.005461597 Standard Error 0.003551913
Median 6748.390337 Median 129204.571 Median 161666.0142 Median 20265.49592 Median 0.064383962 Median 0.053825137
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 215.4612316 Standard Deviation 4125.217216 Standard Deviation 6066.170328 Standard Deviation 2431.163459 Standard Deviation 0.007723864 Standard Deviation 0.005023163
Sample Variance 46423.5423 Sample Variance 17017417.08 Sample Variance 36798422.45 Sample Variance 5910555.766 Sample Variance 5.96581E-05 Sample Variance 2.52322E-05
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 304.7081958 Range 5833.938135 Range 8578.86035 Range 3438.184337 Range 0.010923193 Range 0.007103825
Minimum 6596.036239 Minimum 126287.602 Minimum 157376.584 Minimum 18546.40376 Minimum 0.058922365 Minimum 0.050273224
Maximum 6900.744435 Maximum 132121.5401 Maximum 165955.4444 Maximum 21984.58809 Maximum 0.069845559 Maximum 0.057377049
Sum 13496.78067 Sum 258409.1421 Sum 323332.0284 Sum 40530.99185 Sum 0.128767924 Sum 0.107650273
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 6900.744435 Largest(1) 132121.5401 Largest(1) 165955.4444 Largest(1) 21984.58809 Largest(1) 0.069845559 Largest(1) 0.057377049
Smallest(1) 6596.036239 Smallest(1) 126287.602 Smallest(1) 157376.584 Smallest(1) 18546.40376 Smallest(1) 0.058922365 Smallest(1) 0.050273224
Confidence Level(95.0%) 1935.84236 Confidence Level(95.0%) 37063.60617 Confidence Level(95.0%) 54502.37799 Confidence Level(95.0%) 21843.13705 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.069396165 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.045131328
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Mean 18222.74504 Mean 348892.3786 Mean 454312.5438 Mean 192142.7584 Mean 0.61044211 Mean 0.136612022
Standard Error 5078.46993 Standard Error 97232.30225 Standard Error 120899.7549 Standard Error 75703.21824 Standard Error 0.240510923 Standard Error 0.027322404
Median 18222.74504 Median 348892.3786 Median 454312.5438 Median 192142.7584 Median 0.61044211 Median 0.136612022
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 7182.041052 Standard Deviation 137507.2405 Standard Deviation 170978.0731 Standard Deviation 107060.518 Standard Deviation 0.34013381 Standard Deviation 0.038639715
Sample Variance 51581713.67 Sample Variance 18908241200 Sample Variance 29233501468 Sample Variance 11461954504 Sample Variance 0.115691009 Sample Variance 0.001493028
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 10156.93986 Range 194464.6045 Range 241799.5098 Range 151406.4365 Range 0.481021847 Range 0.054644809
Minimum 13144.27511 Minimum 251660.0764 Minimum 333412.789 Minimum 116439.5402 Minimum 0.369931186 Minimum 0.109289617
Maximum 23301.21498 Maximum 446124.6809 Maximum 575212.2987 Maximum 267845.9766 Maximum 0.850953033 Maximum 0.163934426
Sum 36445.49009 Sum 697784.7573 Sum 908625.0877 Sum 384285.5168 Sum 1.220884219 Sum 0.273224044
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 23301.21498 Largest(1) 446124.6809 Largest(1) 575212.2987 Largest(1) 267845.9766 Largest(1) 0.850953033 Largest(1) 0.163934426
Smallest(1) 13144.27511 Smallest(1) 251660.0764 Smallest(1) 333412.789 Smallest(1) 116439.5402 Smallest(1) 0.369931186 Smallest(1) 0.109289617
Confidence Level(95.0%) 64528.07867 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1235453.539 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1536177.038 Confidence Level(95.0%) 961900.59 Confidence Level(95.0%) 3.055981033 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.347164064
Mean 5257.710046 Mean 100664.0306 Mean 197247.1458 Mean 110217.0893 Mean 0.350162312 Mean 0.120218579
Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0
Median 5257.710046 Median 100664.0306 Median 197247.1458 Median 110217.0893 Median 0.350162312 Median 0.120218579
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0!
Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0!
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0
Minimum 5257.710046 Minimum 100664.0306 Minimum 197247.1458 Minimum 110217.0893 Minimum 0.350162312 Minimum 0.120218579
Maximum 5257.710046 Maximum 100664.0306 Maximum 197247.1458 Maximum 110217.0893 Maximum 0.350162312 Maximum 0.120218579
Sum 5257.710046 Sum 100664.0306 Sum 197247.1458 Sum 110217.0893 Sum 0.350162312 Sum 0.120218579
Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1
Largest(1) 5257.710046 Largest(1) 100664.0306 Largest(1) 197247.1458 Largest(1) 110217.0893 Largest(1) 0.350162312 Largest(1) 0.120218579
Smallest(1) 5257.710046 Smallest(1) 100664.0306 Smallest(1) 197247.1458 Smallest(1) 110217.0893 Smallest(1) 0.350162312 Smallest(1) 0.120218579
Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM!
Mean 25858.5129 Mean 495086.6651 Mean 630234.538 Mean 141096.0113 Mean 0.448265381 Mean 0.194878638
Standard Error 5607.158797 Standard Error 107354.5706 Standard Error 121067.0293 Standard Error 1159.433107 Standard Error 0.003683547 Standard Error 0.026496378
Median 25858.5129 Median 495086.6651 Median 630234.538 Median 141096.0113 Median 0.448265381 Median 0.194878638
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 7929.720018 Standard Deviation 151822.2898 Standard Deviation 171214.6348 Standard Deviation 1639.686025 Standard Deviation 0.005209321 Standard Deviation 0.037471537
Sample Variance 62880459.56 Sample Variance 23050007678 Sample Variance 29314451165 Sample Variance 2688570.261 Sample Variance 2.7137E-05 Sample Variance 0.001404116
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 11214.31759 Range 214709.1413 Range 242134.0586 Range 2318.866215 Range 0.007367093 Range 0.052992756
Minimum 20251.3541 Minimum 387732.0945 Minimum 509167.5087 Minimum 139936.5782 Minimum 0.444581834 Minimum 0.168382259
Maximum 31465.6717 Maximum 602441.2358 Maximum 751301.5673 Maximum 142255.4444 Maximum 0.451948927 Maximum 0.221375016
Sum 51717.0258 Sum 990173.3302 Sum 1260469.076 Sum 282192.0226 Sum 0.896530762 Sum 0.389757275
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 31465.6717 Largest(1) 602441.2358 Largest(1) 751301.5673 Largest(1) 142255.4444 Largest(1) 0.451948927 Largest(1) 0.221375016
Smallest(1) 20251.3541 Smallest(1) 387732.0945 Smallest(1) 509167.5087 Smallest(1) 139936.5782 Smallest(1) 0.444581834 Smallest(1) 0.168382259
Confidence Level(95.0%) 71245.70766 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1364069.154 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1538302.461 Confidence Level(95.0%) 14731.99444 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.046803896 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.336668406
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Mean 183420.0919 Mean 3511758.081 Mean 3951253.063 Mean 582582.4901 Mean 1.850878416 Mean 0.709950438
Standard Error 86947.22622 Standard Error 1664690.171 Standard Error 1844764.691 Standard Error 92142.31999 Standard Error 0.29273834 Standard Error 0.342305248
Median 183420.0919 Median 3511758.081 Median 3951253.063 Median 582582.4901 Median 1.850878416 Median 0.709950438
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 122961.9465 Standard Deviation 2354227.418 Standard Deviation 2608891.246 Standard Deviation 130308.9186 Standard Deviation 0.413994531 Standard Deviation 0.484092725
Sample Variance 15119640295 Sample Variance 5.54239E+12 Sample Variance 6.80631E+12 Sample Variance 16980414266 Sample Variance 0.171391472 Sample Variance 0.234345766
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 173894.4524 Range 3329380.343 Range 3689529.383 Range 184284.64 Range 0.585476681 Range 0.684610497
Minimum 96472.86572 Minimum 1847067.91 Minimum 2106488.372 Minimum 490440.1701 Minimum 1.558140075 Minimum 0.36764519
Maximum 270367.3182 Maximum 5176448.253 Maximum 5796017.755 Maximum 674724.8101 Maximum 2.143616756 Maximum 1.052255687
Sum 366840.1839 Sum 7023516.162 Sum 7902506.127 Sum 1165164.98 Sum 3.701756831 Sum 1.419900877
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 270367.3182 Largest(1) 5176448.253 Largest(1) 5796017.755 Largest(1) 674724.8101 Largest(1) 2.143616756 Largest(1) 1.052255687
Smallest(1) 96472.86572 Smallest(1) 1847067.91 Smallest(1) 2106488.372 Smallest(1) 490440.1701 Smallest(1) 1.558140075 Smallest(1) 0.36764519
Confidence Level(95.0%) 1104769.257 Confidence Level(95.0%) 21151894.14 Confidence Level(95.0%) 23439957.85 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1170779.182 Confidence Level(95.0%) 3.719593285 Confidence Level(95.0%) 4.349400568
Mean 40416.61389 Mean 773815.8287 Mean 923281.1739 Mean 260457.327 Mean 0.827479118 Mean 0.214949485
Standard Error 7969.984669 Standard Error 152593.1961 Standard Error 168527.9078 Standard Error 90991.39221 Standard Error 0.289081815 Standard Error 0.045372665
Median 40416.61389 Median 773815.8287 Median 923281.1739 Median 260457.327 Median 0.827479118 Median 0.214949485
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 11271.26041 Standard Deviation 215799.3675 Standard Deviation 238334.4528 Standard Deviation 128681.2609 Standard Deviation 0.408823424 Standard Deviation 0.064166638
Sample Variance 127041311.2 Sample Variance 46569367017 Sample Variance 56803311403 Sample Variance 16558866912 Sample Variance 0.167136592 Sample Variance 0.004117357
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 15939.96934 Range 305186.3923 Range 337055.8156 Range 181982.7844 Range 0.578163631 Range 0.09074533
Minimum 32446.62922 Minimum 621222.6326 Minimum 754753.2661 Minimum 169465.9348 Minimum 0.538397302 Minimum 0.16957682
Maximum 48386.59856 Maximum 926409.0249 Maximum 1091809.082 Maximum 351448.7192 Maximum 1.116560933 Maximum 0.26032215
Sum 80833.22779 Sum 1547631.657 Sum 1846562.348 Sum 520914.6541 Sum 1.654958235 Sum 0.429898971
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 48386.59856 Largest(1) 926409.0249 Largest(1) 1091809.082 Largest(1) 351448.7192 Largest(1) 1.116560933 Largest(1) 0.26032215
Smallest(1) 32446.62922 Smallest(1) 621222.6326 Smallest(1) 754753.2661 Smallest(1) 169465.9348 Smallest(1) 0.538397302 Smallest(1) 0.16957682
Confidence Level(95.0%) 101268.2569 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1938880.391 Confidence Level(95.0%) 2141350.1 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1156155.258 Confidence Level(95.0%) 3.673132731 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.576514369
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Descriptive Analysis of Lily HRRPD building
Uniform Cost Annual Cost Present Worth WLCC WLCC Annualised WLCC RMsqft Adjusted Initial Cost
Mean 790816.3404 Mean 14602998.8 Mean 17060761.25 Mean 2600730.803 Mean 5.160180165 Mean 2.658554634
Standard Error 321308.8944 Standard Error 5933202.389 Standard Error 6666916.832 Standard Error 794165.9757 Standard Error 1.575726142 Standard Error 0.923845895
Median 229818.865 Median 4243772.465 Median 5608953.99 Median 585506.4172 Median 1.161719082 Median 0.485714286
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 1700206.857 Standard Deviation 31395556 Standard Deviation 35278007.9 Standard Deviation 4202331.343 Standard Deviation 8.337959014 Standard Deviation 4.888532975
Sample Variance 2.8907E+12 Sample Variance 9.85681E+14 Sample Variance 1.24454E+15 Sample Variance 1.76596E+13 Sample Variance 69.52156052 Sample Variance 23.89775465
Kurtosis 7.230991764 Kurtosis 7.230991764 Kurtosis 6.999735271 Kurtosis 7.587069688 Kurtosis 7.587069688 Kurtosis 6.038408528
Skewness 2.838320118 Skewness 2.838320118 Skewness 2.788837096 Skewness 2.499710721 Skewness 2.499710721 Skewness 2.542004525
Range 6477631.407 Range 119614174.4 Range 133461621.4 Range 18859402.68 Range 37.41944976 Range 18.15357143
Minimum 5554.248875 Minimum 102563.2445 Minimum 157801.2987 Minimum 39076.09961 Minimum 0.077531944 Minimum 0.036428571
Maximum 6483185.656 Maximum 119716737.7 Maximum 133619422.7 Maximum 18898478.78 Maximum 37.4969817 Maximum 18.19
Sum 22142857.53 Sum 408883966.5 Sum 477701315 Sum 72820462.49 Sum 144.4850446 Sum 74.43952976
Count 28 Count 28 Count 28 Count 28 Count 28 Count 28
Largest(1) 6483185.656 Largest(1) 119716737.7 Largest(1) 133619422.7 Largest(1) 18898478.78 Largest(1) 37.4969817 Largest(1) 18.19
Smallest(1) 5554.248875 Smallest(1) 102563.2445 Smallest(1) 157801.2987 Smallest(1) 39076.09961 Smallest(1) 0.077531944 Smallest(1) 0.036428571
Confidence Level(95.0%) 659271.3871 Confidence Level(95.0%) 12173925.58 Confidence Level(95.0%) 13679383.25 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1629493.965 Confidence Level(95.0%) 3.233122947 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1.895575178
Mean 6247.670574 Mean 115367.7804 Mean 248007.3737 Mean 85539.74533 Mean 0.169721717 Mean 0.109259259
Standard Error 350.4469462 Standard Error 6471.257706 Standard Error 15645.72162 Standard Error 17206.05711 Standard Error 0.034139002 Standard Error 0.011084555
Median 6505.98489 Median 120137.7421 Median 243939.2183 Median 68586.89029 Median 0.1360851 Median 0.100694444
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 606.9919162 Standard Deviation 11208.54713 Standard Deviation 27099.18477 Standard Deviation 29801.76512 Standard Deviation 0.059130486 Standard Deviation 0.019199013
Sample Variance 368439.1864 Sample Variance 125631528.9 Sample Variance 734365815 Sample Variance 888145204 Sample Variance 0.003496414 Sample Variance 0.000368602
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness -1.568216963 Skewness -1.568216963 Skewness 0.660320006 Skewness 1.731490936 Skewness 1.731490936 Skewness 1.607969743
Range 1128.529082 Range 20839.11016 Range 53738.38103 Range 51868.90142 Range 0.102914487 Range 0.035416667
Minimum 5554.248875 Minimum 102563.2445 Minimum 223172.2608 Minimum 68081.72214 Minimum 0.135082782 Minimum 0.095833333
Maximum 6682.777957 Maximum 123402.3547 Maximum 276910.6419 Maximum 119950.6236 Maximum 0.237997269 Maximum 0.13125
Sum 18743.01172 Sum 346103.3413 Sum 744022.1211 Sum 256619.236 Sum 0.509165151 Sum 0.327777778
Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3
Largest(1) 6682.777957 Largest(1) 123402.3547 Largest(1) 276910.6419 Largest(1) 119950.6236 Largest(1) 0.237997269 Largest(1) 0.13125
Smallest(1) 5554.248875 Smallest(1) 102563.2445 Smallest(1) 223172.2608 Smallest(1) 68081.72214 Smallest(1) 0.135082782 Smallest(1) 0.095833333
Confidence Level(95.0%) 1507.85151 Confidence Level(95.0%) 27843.57463 Confidence Level(95.0%) 67318.10683 Confidence Level(95.0%) 74031.6886 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.146888271 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.047692993
Mean 8344.632793 Mean 154089.7127 Mean 210904.7223 Mean 73119.44572 Mean 0.145078265 Mean 0.046666667
Standard Error 1166.123359 Standard Error 21533.31582 Standard Error 28392.45451 Standard Error 18009.62636 Standard Error 0.035733386 Standard Error 0.005980884
Median 8667.911546 Median 160059.29 Median 220037.6449 Median 62664.0566 Median 0.124333446 Median 0.046428571
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 2019.784906 Standard Deviation 37296.79706 Standard Deviation 49177.17376 Standard Deviation 31193.58788 Standard Deviation 0.061892039 Standard Deviation 0.010359195
Sample Variance 4079531.065 Sample Variance 1391051071 Sample Variance 2418394419 Sample Variance 973039924.5 Sample Variance 0.003830625 Sample Variance 0.000107313
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness -0.701800762 Skewness -0.701800762 Skewness -0.806892222 Skewness 1.338850532 Skewness 1.338850532 Skewness 0.103373144
Range 4000.57456 Range 73873.51844 Range 97073.92466 Range 59701.0403 Range 0.118454445 Range 0.020714286
Minimum 6182.706137 Minimum 114168.1649 Minimum 157801.2987 Minimum 48496.62014 Minimum 0.096223453 Minimum 0.036428571
Maximum 10183.2807 Maximum 188041.6833 Maximum 254875.2233 Maximum 108197.6604 Maximum 0.214677898 Maximum 0.057142857
Sum 25033.89838 Sum 462269.1381 Sum 632714.1669 Sum 219358.3372 Sum 0.435234796 Sum 0.14
Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3
Largest(1) 10183.2807 Largest(1) 188041.6833 Largest(1) 254875.2233 Largest(1) 108197.6604 Largest(1) 0.214677898 Largest(1) 0.057142857
Smallest(1) 6182.706137 Smallest(1) 114168.1649 Smallest(1) 157801.2987 Smallest(1) 48496.62014 Smallest(1) 0.096223453 Smallest(1) 0.036428571
Confidence Level(95.0%) 5017.423854 Confidence Level(95.0%) 92650.38011 Confidence Level(95.0%) 122162.8719 Confidence Level(95.0%) 77489.168 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.153748349 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.025733667
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Mean 220637.7484 Mean 4074236.472 Mean 6608341.53 Mean 1624738.106 Mean 3.223686719 Mean 2.166666667
Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0
Median 220637.7484 Median 4074236.472 Median 6608341.53 Median 1624738.106 Median 3.223686719 Median 2.166666667
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0!
Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0!
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0
Minimum 220637.7484 Minimum 4074236.472 Minimum 6608341.53 Minimum 1624738.106 Minimum 3.223686719 Minimum 2.166666667
Maximum 220637.7484 Maximum 4074236.472 Maximum 6608341.53 Maximum 1624738.106 Maximum 3.223686719 Maximum 2.166666667
Sum 220637.7484 Sum 4074236.472 Sum 6608341.53 Sum 1624738.106 Sum 3.223686719 Sum 2.166666667
Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1
Largest(1) 220637.7484 Largest(1) 4074236.472 Largest(1) 6608341.53 Largest(1) 1624738.106 Largest(1) 3.223686719 Largest(1) 2.166666667
Smallest(1) 220637.7484 Smallest(1) 4074236.472 Smallest(1) 6608341.53 Smallest(1) 1624738.106 Smallest(1) 3.223686719 Smallest(1) 2.166666667
Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM!
Mean 4153611.69 Mean 76699460.35 Mean 86763160.16 Mean 5412917.924 Mean 10.73991652 Mean 12.19
Standard Error 1396667.207 Standard Error 25790475.64 Standard Error 28609420.96 Standard Error 1708481.54 Standard Error 3.389844326 Standard Error 3.607138755
Median 4851145.203 Median 89579923.9 Median 101471456.3 Median 6686224.119 Median 13.2663177 Median 13.6
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 2793334.415 Standard Deviation 51580951.27 Standard Deviation 57218841.92 Standard Deviation 3416963.08 Standard Deviation 6.779688651 Standard Deviation 7.214277511
Sample Variance 7.80272E+12 Sample Variance 2.66059E+15 Sample Variance 3.274E+15 Sample Variance 1.16756E+13 Sample Variance 45.96417821 Sample Variance 52.0458
Kurtosis -0.554227346 Kurtosis -0.554227346 Kurtosis -0.597371203 Kurtosis 2.821348241 Kurtosis 2.821348241 Kurtosis -2.979424367
Skewness -0.97236474 Skewness -0.97236474 Skewness -0.974217455 Skewness -1.692029963 Skewness -1.692029963 Skewness -0.536607829
Range 6054214.956 Range 111795481.8 Range 123129117.3 Range 7419502.007 Range 14.72123414 Range 14.82
Minimum 428970.6994 Minimum 7921255.909 Minimum 10490305.37 Minimum 429860.7249 Minimum 0.852898264 Minimum 3.37
Maximum 6483185.656 Maximum 119716737.7 Maximum 133619422.7 Maximum 7849362.732 Maximum 15.57413241 Maximum 18.19
Sum 16614446.76 Sum 306797841.4 Sum 347052640.7 Sum 21651671.7 Sum 42.95966606 Sum 48.76
Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4
Largest(1) 6483185.656 Largest(1) 119716737.7 Largest(1) 133619422.7 Largest(1) 7849362.732 Largest(1) 15.57413241 Largest(1) 18.19
Smallest(1) 428970.6994 Smallest(1) 7921255.909 Smallest(1) 10490305.37 Smallest(1) 429860.7249 Smallest(1) 0.852898264 Smallest(1) 3.37
Confidence Level(95.0%) 4444818.393 Confidence Level(95.0%) 82076803.89 Confidence Level(95.0%) 91047946.02 Confidence Level(95.0%) 5437150.764 Confidence Level(95.0%) 10.78799755 Confidence Level(95.0%) 11.4795254
Mean 513760.6546 Mean 9486964.092 Mean 11536311.04 Mean 2269666.16 Mean 4.503305872 Mean 2.236666667
Standard Error 100954.2433 Standard Error 1864193.516 Standard Error 1827890.9 Standard Error 1109162.2 Standard Error 2.20071865 Standard Error 0.776442505
Median 539006.7047 Median 9953150.765 Median 12308009.72 Median 1593508.978 Median 3.161724163 Median 1.816666667
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 201908.4866 Standard Deviation 3728387.033 Standard Deviation 3655781.799 Standard Deviation 2218324.399 Standard Deviation 4.4014373 Standard Deviation 1.552885009
Sample Variance 40767036981 Sample Variance 1.39009E+13 Sample Variance 1.33647E+13 Sample Variance 4.92096E+12 Sample Variance 19.3726503 Sample Variance 2.411451852
Kurtosis 1.667477661 Kurtosis 1.667477661 Kurtosis -0.27831205 Kurtosis 0.762771645 Kurtosis 0.762771645 Kurtosis 0.467545488
Skewness -0.727633011 Skewness -0.727633011 Skewness -0.930163625 Skewness 1.250555808 Skewness 1.250555808 Skewness 1.159188378
Range 488231.7356 Range 9015554.039 Range 8194991.23 Range 4798854.227 Range 9.521536166 Range 3.42
Minimum 244398.7367 Minimum 4513000.399 Minimum 6667116.748 Minimum 546396.2272 Minimum 1.084119498 Minimum 0.946666667
Maximum 732630.4724 Maximum 13528554.44 Maximum 14862107.98 Maximum 5345250.455 Maximum 10.60565566 Maximum 4.366666667
Sum 2055042.618 Sum 37947856.37 Sum 46145244.17 Sum 9078664.638 Sum 18.01322349 Sum 8.946666667
Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4
Largest(1) 732630.4724 Largest(1) 13528554.44 Largest(1) 14862107.98 Largest(1) 5345250.455 Largest(1) 10.60565566 Largest(1) 4.366666667
Smallest(1) 244398.7367 Smallest(1) 4513000.399 Smallest(1) 6667116.748 Smallest(1) 546396.2272 Smallest(1) 1.084119498 Smallest(1) 0.946666667
Confidence Level(95.0%) 321281.4586 Confidence Level(95.0%) 5932695.768 Confidence Level(95.0%) 5817164.639 Confidence Level(95.0%) 3529849.143 Confidence Level(95.0%) 7.003668935 Confidence Level(95.0%) 2.47098658
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Mean 801721.2032 Mean 14804365.03 Mean 21300548.14 Mean 13633165.86 Mean 27.04993226 Mean 5.15
Standard Error 229335.9674 Standard Error 4234855.409 Standard Error 5927288.695 Standard Error 5265312.922 Standard Error 10.44704945 Standard Error 1.6
Median 801721.2032 Median 14804365.03 Median 21300548.14 Median 13633165.86 Median 27.04993226 Median 5.15
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 324330.0354 Standard Deviation 5988989.955 Standard Deviation 8382452.06 Standard Deviation 7446276.945 Standard Deviation 14.77435902 Standard Deviation 2.2627417
Sample Variance 1.0519E+11 Sample Variance 3.5868E+13 Sample Variance 7.02655E+13 Sample Variance 5.5447E+13 Sample Variance 218.2816844 Sample Variance 5.12
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 458671.9347 Range 8469710.819 Range 11854577.39 Range 10530625.84 Range 20.8940989 Range 3.2
Minimum 572385.2358 Minimum 10569509.62 Minimum 15373259.44 Minimum 8367852.935 Minimum 16.60288281 Minimum 3.55
Maximum 1031057.171 Maximum 19039220.43 Maximum 27227836.83 Maximum 18898478.78 Maximum 37.4969817 Maximum 6.75
Sum 1603442.406 Sum 29608730.05 Sum 42601096.28 Sum 27266331.71 Sum 54.09986451 Sum 10.3
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 1031057.171 Largest(1) 19039220.43 Largest(1) 27227836.83 Largest(1) 18898478.78 Largest(1) 37.4969817 Largest(1) 6.75
Smallest(1) 572385.2358 Smallest(1) 10569509.62 Smallest(1) 15373259.44 Smallest(1) 8367852.935 Smallest(1) 16.60288281 Smallest(1) 3.55
Confidence Level(95.0%) 2913989.754 Confidence Level(95.0%) 53808939.85 Confidence Level(95.0%) 75313343.67 Confidence Level(95.0%) 66902143.98 Confidence Level(95.0%) 132.7423492 Confidence Level(95.0%) 20.32992757
Mean 332653.8361 Mean 6142694.988 Mean 6776163.528 Mean 4546665.017 Mean 9.021160748 Mean 0.485714286
Standard Error 35883.9415 Standard Error 662623.0745 Standard Error 634507.4851 Standard Error 1526668.982 Standard Error 3.029105124 Standard Error 0.028571429
Median 332653.8361 Median 6142694.988 Median 6776163.528 Median 4546665.017 Median 9.021160748 Median 0.485714286
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 50747.55675 Standard Deviation 937090.5387 Standard Deviation 897329.0909 Standard Deviation 2159035.98 Standard Deviation 4.283801548 Standard Deviation 0.040406102
Sample Variance 2575314516 Sample Variance 8.78139E+11 Sample Variance 8.05199E+11 Sample Variance 4.66144E+12 Sample Variance 18.3509557 Sample Variance 0.001632653
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 71767.88301 Range 1325246.149 Range 1269014.97 Range 3053337.965 Range 6.058210247 Range 0.057142857
Minimum 296769.8946 Minimum 5480071.914 Minimum 6141656.043 Minimum 3019996.035 Minimum 5.992055625 Minimum 0.457142857
Maximum 368537.7776 Maximum 6805318.063 Maximum 7410671.013 Maximum 6073333.999 Maximum 12.05026587 Maximum 0.514285714
Sum 665307.6722 Sum 12285389.98 Sum 13552327.06 Sum 9093330.034 Sum 18.0423215 Sum 0.971428571
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 368537.7776 Largest(1) 6805318.063 Largest(1) 7410671.013 Largest(1) 6073333.999 Largest(1) 12.05026587 Largest(1) 0.514285714
Smallest(1) 296769.8946 Smallest(1) 5480071.914 Smallest(1) 6141656.043 Smallest(1) 3019996.035 Smallest(1) 5.992055625 Smallest(1) 0.457142857
Confidence Level(95.0%) 455948.7074 Confidence Level(95.0%) 8419424.446 Confidence Level(95.0%) 8062182.011 Confidence Level(95.0%) 19398168.65 Confidence Level(95.0%) 38.48842986 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.363034421
Mean 16398.31471 Mean 302806.8059 Mean 384185.4652 Mean 42343.73402 Mean 0.084015345 Mean 0.084285714
Standard Error 493.0000972 Standard Error 9103.605303 Standard Error 13152.74409 Standard Error 3267.634417 Standard Error 0.006483402 Standard Error 0.006190476
Median 16398.31471 Median 302806.8059 Median 384185.4652 Median 42343.73402 Median 0.084015345 Median 0.084285714
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 697.2074238 Standard Deviation 12874.44209 Standard Deviation 18600.78907 Standard Deviation 4621.132909 Standard Deviation 0.009168915 Standard Deviation 0.008754655
Sample Variance 486098.1917 Sample Variance 165751259 Sample Variance 345989354.2 Sample Variance 21354869.36 Sample Variance 8.4069E-05 Sample Variance 7.6644E-05
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 986.0001945 Range 18207.21061 Range 26305.48818 Range 6535.268834 Range 0.012966803 Range 0.012380952
Minimum 15905.31461 Minimum 293703.2006 Minimum 371032.7211 Minimum 39076.09961 Minimum 0.077531944 Minimum 0.078095238
Maximum 16891.31481 Maximum 311910.4112 Maximum 397338.2093 Maximum 45611.36844 Maximum 0.090498747 Maximum 0.09047619
Sum 32796.62942 Sum 605613.6118 Sum 768370.9304 Sum 84687.46805 Sum 0.168030691 Sum 0.168571429
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 16891.31481 Largest(1) 311910.4112 Largest(1) 397338.2093 Largest(1) 45611.36844 Largest(1) 0.090498747 Largest(1) 0.09047619
Smallest(1) 15905.31461 Smallest(1) 293703.2006 Smallest(1) 371032.7211 Smallest(1) 39076.09961 Smallest(1) 0.077531944 Smallest(1) 0.078095238
Confidence Level(95.0%) 6264.160169 Confidence Level(95.0%) 115672.2728 Confidence Level(95.0%) 167121.4592 Confidence Level(95.0%) 41519.2319 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.082379428 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.078657458
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Mean 49300.00972 Mean 910360.5303 Mean 1204556.34 Mean 448269.9182 Mean 0.889424441 Mean 0.238095238
Standard Error 13739.34697 Standard Error 253707.033 Standard Error 319755.7381 Standard Error 176346.689 Standard Error 0.349894224 Standard Error 0.047619048
Median 49300.00972 Median 910360.5303 Median 1204556.34 Median 448269.9182 Median 0.889424441 Median 0.238095238
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 19430.37083 Standard Deviation 358795.927 Standard Deviation 452202.9015 Standard Deviation 249391.8793 Standard Deviation 0.494825157 Standard Deviation 0.067343503
Sample Variance 377539310.4 Sample Variance 1.28735E+11 Sample Variance 2.04487E+11 Sample Variance 62196309446 Sample Variance 0.244851936 Sample Variance 0.004535147
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 27478.69394 Range 507414.0661 Range 639511.4762 Range 352693.378 Range 0.699788448 Range 0.095238095
Minimum 35560.66275 Minimum 656653.4973 Minimum 884800.6021 Minimum 271923.2291 Minimum 0.539530217 Minimum 0.19047619
Maximum 63039.3567 Maximum 1164067.563 Maximum 1524312.078 Maximum 624616.6072 Maximum 1.239318665 Maximum 0.285714286
Sum 98600.01945 Sum 1820721.061 Sum 2409112.68 Sum 896539.8363 Sum 1.778848882 Sum 0.476190476
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 63039.3567 Largest(1) 1164067.563 Largest(1) 1524312.078 Largest(1) 624616.6072 Largest(1) 1.239318665 Largest(1) 0.285714286
Smallest(1) 35560.66275 Smallest(1) 656653.4973 Smallest(1) 884800.6021 Smallest(1) 271923.2291 Smallest(1) 0.539530217 Smallest(1) 0.19047619
Confidence Level(95.0%) 174574.9555 Confidence Level(95.0%) 3223653.504 Confidence Level(95.0%) 4062881.873 Confidence Level(95.0%) 2240697.135 Confidence Level(95.0%) 4.445827648 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.605057368
Mean 7758.690055 Mean 143269.8539 Mean 290288.5494 Mean 142741.6746 Mean 0.283217608 Mean 0.114285714
Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0
Median 7758.690055 Median 143269.8539 Median 290288.5494 Median 142741.6746 Median 0.283217608 Median 0.114285714
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0!
Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0!
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0
Minimum 7758.690055 Minimum 143269.8539 Minimum 290288.5494 Minimum 142741.6746 Minimum 0.283217608 Minimum 0.114285714
Maximum 7758.690055 Maximum 143269.8539 Maximum 290288.5494 Maximum 142741.6746 Maximum 0.283217608 Maximum 0.114285714
Sum 7758.690055 Sum 143269.8539 Sum 290288.5494 Sum 142741.6746 Sum 0.283217608 Sum 0.114285714
Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1
Largest(1) 7758.690055 Largest(1) 143269.8539 Largest(1) 290288.5494 Largest(1) 142741.6746 Largest(1) 0.283217608 Largest(1) 0.114285714
Smallest(1) 7758.690055 Smallest(1) 143269.8539 Smallest(1) 290288.5494 Smallest(1) 142741.6746 Smallest(1) 0.283217608 Smallest(1) 0.114285714
Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM!
Mean 361342.6028 Mean 6672453.928 Mean 7575599.413 Mean 1036074.063 Mean 2.055702506 Mean 0.899730159
Standard Error 122342.6213 Standard Error 2259145.469 Standard Error 2499347.476 Standard Error 3972.560863 Standard Error 0.007882065 Standard Error 0.312984127
Median 361342.6028 Median 6672453.928 Median 7575599.413 Median 1036074.063 Median 2.055702506 Median 0.899730159
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 173018.5942 Standard Deviation 3194914.161 Standard Deviation 3534611.098 Standard Deviation 5618.04945 Standard Deviation 0.011146924 Standard Deviation 0.442626397
Sample Variance 29935433954 Sample Variance 1.02075E+13 Sample Variance 1.24935E+13 Sample Variance 31562479.62 Sample Variance 0.000124254 Sample Variance 0.195918127
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 244685.2425 Range 4518290.937 Range 4998694.953 Range 7945.121726 Range 0.01576413 Range 0.625968254
Minimum 238999.9816 Minimum 4413308.459 Minimum 5076251.936 Minimum 1032101.502 Minimum 2.047820441 Minimum 0.586746032
Maximum 483685.2241 Maximum 8931599.397 Maximum 10074946.89 Maximum 1040046.624 Maximum 2.063584571 Maximum 1.212714286
Sum 722685.2056 Sum 13344907.86 Sum 15151198.83 Sum 2072148.126 Sum 4.111405012 Sum 1.799460317
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 483685.2241 Largest(1) 8931599.397 Largest(1) 10074946.89 Largest(1) 1040046.624 Largest(1) 2.063584571 Largest(1) 1.212714286
Smallest(1) 238999.9816 Smallest(1) 4413308.459 Smallest(1) 5076251.936 Smallest(1) 1032101.502 Smallest(1) 2.047820441 Smallest(1) 0.586746032
Confidence Level(95.0%) 1554510.393 Confidence Level(95.0%) 28705164.85 Confidence Level(95.0%) 31757220.74 Confidence Level(95.0%) 50476.17164 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.100151134 Confidence Level(95.0%) 3.976840396
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Mean 39181.43529 Mean 723513.6952 Mean 872979.0404 Mean 216815.8123 Mean 0.430190104 Mean 0.134241071
Standard Error 7726.412692 Standard Error 142673.829 Standard Error 158608.5406 Standard Error 75911.43447 Standard Error 0.150617926 Standard Error 0.02833631
Median 39181.43529 Median 723513.6952 Median 872979.0404 Median 216815.8123 Median 0.430190104 Median 0.134241071
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 10926.79762 Standard Deviation 201771.2639 Standard Deviation 224306.3492 Standard Deviation 107354.9802 Standard Deviation 0.213005913 Standard Deviation 0.040073593
Sample Variance 119394906.2 Sample Variance 40711642946 Sample Variance 50313338309 Sample Variance 11525091765 Sample Variance 0.045371519 Sample Variance 0.001605893
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 15452.82538 Range 285347.6579 Range 317217.0812 Range 151822.8689 Range 0.301235851 Range 0.056672619
Minimum 31455.0226 Minimum 580839.8662 Minimum 714370.4997 Minimum 140904.3778 Minimum 0.279572178 Minimum 0.105904762
Maximum 46907.84798 Maximum 866187.5242 Maximum 1031587.581 Maximum 292727.2467 Maximum 0.580808029 Maximum 0.162577381
Sum 78362.87058 Sum 1447027.39 Sum 1745958.081 Sum 433631.6245 Sum 0.860380207 Sum 0.268482143
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 46907.84798 Largest(1) 866187.5242 Largest(1) 1031587.581 Largest(1) 292727.2467 Largest(1) 0.580808029 Largest(1) 0.162577381
Smallest(1) 31455.0226 Smallest(1) 580839.8662 Smallest(1) 714370.4997 Smallest(1) 140904.3778 Smallest(1) 0.279572178 Smallest(1) 0.105904762
Confidence Level(95.0%) 98173.38152 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1812842.881 Confidence Level(95.0%) 2015312.59 Confidence Level(95.0%) 964546.228 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1.913782198 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.36004695
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Descriptive Analysis of KipArk HRRPD building
Uniform Cost Annual Cost Present Worth WLCC WLCC Annualised WLCC RMsqft Adjusted Initial Cost
Mean 1481291.457 Mean 27720269.89 Mean 32281856.22 Mean 4594105.718 Mean 6.466928094 Mean 3.568783549
Standard Error 643536.0496 Standard Error 12042864.96 Standard Error 13457023.85 Standard Error 1370380.872 Standard Error 1.929027129 Standard Error 1.290186816
Median 223698.5425 Median 4186201.131 Median 4948222.434 Median 1095124.322 Median 1.541560138 Median 0.421621622
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 3524792.109 Standard Deviation 65961487.93 Standard Deviation 73707155.18 Standard Deviation 7505885.162 Standard Deviation 10.56571673 Standard Deviation 7.066644226
Sample Variance 1.24242E+13 Sample Variance 4.35092E+15 Sample Variance 5.43274E+15 Sample Variance 5.63383E+13 Sample Variance 111.6343699 Sample Variance 49.93746062
Kurtosis 12.52775948 Kurtosis 12.52775948 Kurtosis 12.08368623 Kurtosis 5.800248343 Kurtosis 5.800248343 Kurtosis 10.21051751
Skewness 3.450197746 Skewness 3.450197746 Skewness 3.381507233 Skewness 2.256279087 Skewness 2.256279087 Skewness 3.024070151
Range 16661504.66 Range 311796442 Range 347113702.9 Range 32676329.38 Range 45.99708527 Range 32.79420608
Minimum 3690.295298 Minimum 69058.64551 Minimum 98152.45692 Minimum 31536.04523 Minimum 0.044391956 Minimum 0.015793919
Maximum 16665194.95 Maximum 311865500.7 Maximum 347211855.4 Maximum 32707865.42 Maximum 46.04147723 Maximum 32.81
Sum 44438743.72 Sum 831608096.8 Sum 968455686.7 Sum 137823171.5 Sum 194.0078428 Sum 107.0635065
Count 30 Count 30 Count 30 Count 30 Count 30 Count 30
Largest(1) 16665194.95 Largest(1) 311865500.7 Largest(1) 347211855.4 Largest(1) 32707865.42 Largest(1) 46.04147723 Largest(1) 32.81
Smallest(1) 3690.295298 Smallest(1) 69058.64551 Smallest(1) 98152.45692 Smallest(1) 31536.04523 Smallest(1) 0.044391956 Smallest(1) 0.015793919
Confidence Level(95.0%) 1316178.984 Confidence Level(95.0%) 24630424.01 Confidence Level(95.0%) 27522703.65 Confidence Level(95.0%) 2802743.539 Confidence Level(95.0%) 3.945303405 Confidence Level(95.0%) 2.63872828
Mean 4151.01121 Mean 77680.29073 Mean 164843.452 Mean 59448.99825 Mean 0.083683838 Mean 0.050938438
Standard Error 232.8402538 Standard Error 4357.275299 Standard Error 10373.11665 Standard Error 11979.56498 Standard Error 0.016863126 Standard Error 0.0051678
Median 4322.637675 Median 80892.03676 Median 162247.2926 Median 47653.41799 Median 0.067079699 Median 0.046945383
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 403.2911496 Standard Deviation 7547.0222 Standard Deviation 17966.76506 Standard Deviation 20749.21521 Standard Deviation 0.029207792 Standard Deviation 0.008950891
Sample Variance 162643.7514 Sample Variance 56957544.09 Sample Variance 322804646.8 Sample Variance 430529931.7 Sample Variance 0.000853095 Sample Variance 8.01185E-05
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness -1.568216963 Skewness -1.568216963 Skewness 0.636663674 Skewness 1.731441124 Skewness 1.731441124 Skewness 1.607969743
Range 749.8053576 Range 14031.54442 Range 35651.06528 Range 36120.80544 Range 0.050845728 Range 0.016511824
Minimum 3690.295298 Minimum 69058.64551 Minimum 148315.9991 Minimum 47286.38566 Minimum 0.066563043 Minimum 0.044679054
Maximum 4440.100656 Maximum 83090.18993 Maximum 183967.0644 Maximum 83407.1911 Maximum 0.117408771 Maximum 0.061190878
Sum 12453.03363 Sum 233040.8722 Sum 494530.356 Sum 178346.9947 Sum 0.251051513 Sum 0.152815315
Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3
Largest(1) 4440.100656 Largest(1) 83090.18993 Largest(1) 183967.0644 Largest(1) 83407.1911 Largest(1) 0.117408771 Largest(1) 0.061190878
Smallest(1) 3690.295298 Smallest(1) 69058.64551 Smallest(1) 148315.9991 Smallest(1) 47286.38566 Smallest(1) 0.066563043 Smallest(1) 0.044679054
Confidence Level(95.0%) 1001.830754 Confidence Level(95.0%) 18747.84246 Confidence Level(95.0%) 44631.91865 Confidence Level(95.0%) 51543.90798 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.072556177 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.022235247
Mean 5155.887145 Mean 96485.11946 Mean 131205.4031 Mean 47554.52786 Mean 0.066940495 Mean 0.020232733
Standard Error 720.5110861 Standard Error 13483.34365 Standard Error 17674.95916 Standard Error 11711.98142 Standard Error 0.01648646 Standard Error 0.002593064
Median 5355.630957 Median 100223.0418 Median 136876.4809 Median 40762.83384 Median 0.057380115 Median 0.020129505
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 1247.961808 Standard Deviation 23353.83626 Standard Deviation 30613.92729 Standard Deviation 20285.74687 Standard Deviation 0.028555387 Standard Deviation 0.004491318
Sample Variance 1557408.675 Sample Variance 545401668 Sample Variance 937212544.3 Sample Variance 411511526 Sample Variance 0.00081541 Sample Variance 2.01719E-05
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness -0.701800762 Skewness -0.701800762 Skewness -0.804996949 Skewness 1.337727463 Skewness 1.337727463 Skewness 0.103373144
Range 2471.829673 Range 46256.7885 Range 60434.81453 Range 38828.65928 Range 0.05465746 Range 0.008980856
Minimum 3820.100403 Minimum 71487.76405 Minimum 98152.45692 Minimum 31536.04523 Minimum 0.044391956 Minimum 0.015793919
Maximum 6291.930076 Maximum 117744.5526 Maximum 158587.2715 Maximum 70364.70451 Maximum 0.099049415 Maximum 0.024774775
Sum 15467.66144 Sum 289455.3584 Sum 393616.2093 Sum 142663.5836 Sum 0.200821486 Sum 0.060698198
Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3 Count 3
Largest(1) 6291.930076 Largest(1) 117744.5526 Largest(1) 158587.2715 Largest(1) 70364.70451 Largest(1) 0.099049415 Largest(1) 0.024774775
Smallest(1) 3820.100403 Smallest(1) 71487.76405 Smallest(1) 98152.45692 Smallest(1) 31536.04523 Smallest(1) 0.044391956 Smallest(1) 0.015793919
Confidence Level(95.0%) 3100.108991 Confidence Level(95.0%) 58014.14536 Confidence Level(95.0%) 76049.21129 Confidence Level(95.0%) 50392.58881 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.070935514 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.011157052
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Mean 820533.0526 Mean 15355112.97 Mean 23566951.34 Mean 3365324.456 Mean 4.737224742 Mean 5.654054054
Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0
Median 820533.0526 Median 15355112.97 Median 23566951.34 Median 3365324.456 Median 4.737224742 Median 5.654054054
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0!
Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0!
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0
Minimum 820533.0526 Minimum 15355112.97 Minimum 23566951.34 Minimum 3365324.456 Minimum 4.737224742 Minimum 5.654054054
Maximum 820533.0526 Maximum 15355112.97 Maximum 23566951.34 Maximum 3365324.456 Maximum 4.737224742 Maximum 5.654054054
Sum 820533.0526 Sum 15355112.97 Sum 23566951.34 Sum 3365324.456 Sum 4.737224742 Sum 5.654054054
Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1
Largest(1) 820533.0526 Largest(1) 15355112.97 Largest(1) 23566951.34 Largest(1) 3365324.456 Largest(1) 4.737224742 Largest(1) 5.654054054
Smallest(1) 820533.0526 Smallest(1) 15355112.97 Smallest(1) 23566951.34 Smallest(1) 3365324.456 Smallest(1) 4.737224742 Smallest(1) 5.654054054
Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM!
Mean 8539095.354 Mean 159797065.4 Mean 180162429.3 Mean 11412729.22 Mean 16.06521569 Mean 17.665
Standard Error 3208797.298 Standard Error 60048092.96 Standard Error 66040083.42 Standard Error 3542985.465 Standard Error 4.98731062 Standard Error 5.694972198
Median 8212266.357 Median 153680924 Median 173579382.1 Median 14149259.38 Median 19.91731331 Median 15.985
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 6417594.596 Standard Deviation 120096185.9 Standard Deviation 132080166.8 Standard Deviation 7085970.929 Standard Deviation 9.97462124 Standard Deviation 11.3899444
Sample Variance 4.11855E+13 Sample Variance 1.44231E+16 Sample Variance 1.74452E+16 Sample Variance 5.0211E+13 Sample Variance 99.49306889 Sample Variance 129.7308333
Kurtosis 1.199677495 Kurtosis 1.199677495 Kurtosis 1.175323736 Kurtosis 2.588969933 Kurtosis 2.588969933 Kurtosis 0.818049756
Skewness 0.297224574 Skewness 0.297224574 Skewness 0.290477624 Skewness -1.651430905 Skewness -1.651430905 Skewness 0.789781141
Range 15598541.21 Range 291904587.8 Range 320932757.9 Range 15100829.29 Range 21.25679799 Range 26.93
Minimum 1066653.746 Minimum 19960912.87 Minimum 26279097.43 Minimum 1125784.426 Minimum 1.584719068 Minimum 5.88
Maximum 16665194.95 Maximum 311865500.7 Maximum 347211855.4 Maximum 16226613.72 Maximum 22.84151706 Maximum 32.81
Sum 34156381.41 Sum 639188261.5 Sum 720649717 Sum 45650916.9 Sum 64.26086275 Sum 70.66
Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4
Largest(1) 16665194.95 Largest(1) 311865500.7 Largest(1) 347211855.4 Largest(1) 16226613.72 Largest(1) 22.84151706 Largest(1) 32.81
Smallest(1) 1066653.746 Smallest(1) 19960912.87 Smallest(1) 26279097.43 Smallest(1) 1125784.426 Smallest(1) 1.584719068 Smallest(1) 5.88
Confidence Level(95.0%) 10211825.1 Confidence Level(95.0%) 191099831.6 Confidence Level(95.0%) 210169019.5 Confidence Level(95.0%) 11275361 Confidence Level(95.0%) 15.87184825 Confidence Level(95.0%) 18.12394323
Mean 975134.763 Mean 18248264.84 Mean 22335848.73 Mean 4362025.191 Mean 6.140238163 Mean 3.193513514
Standard Error 154623.6396 Standard Error 2893562.236 Standard Error 2886209.099 Standard Error 2007356.349 Standard Error 2.825670536 Standard Error 1.157231779
Median 1017691.09 Median 19044646.17 Median 22973172.52 Median 3066497.513 Median 4.316578706 Median 2.731891892
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 309247.2792 Standard Deviation 5787124.473 Standard Deviation 5772418.199 Standard Deviation 4014712.697 Standard Deviation 5.651341072 Standard Deviation 2.314463558
Sample Variance 95633879715 Sample Variance 3.34908E+13 Sample Variance 3.33208E+13 Sample Variance 1.61179E+13 Sample Variance 31.93765591 Sample Variance 5.356741563
Kurtosis 0.121844069 Kurtosis 0.121844069 Kurtosis -3.843916432 Kurtosis 1.048355973 Kurtosis 1.048355973 Kurtosis -1.912496357
Skewness -0.69953664 Skewness -0.69953664 Skewness -0.313193524 Skewness 1.315340802 Skewness 1.315340802 Skewness 0.701977792
Range 722999.9651 Range 13529919.49 Range 12066397.93 Range 8630724.348 Range 12.14910522 Range 4.964324324
Minimum 571078.4534 Minimum 10686923.75 Minimum 15665325.98 Minimum 1342190.695 Minimum 1.889345009 Minimum 1.172972973
Maximum 1294078.418 Maximum 24216843.25 Maximum 27731723.91 Maximum 9972915.042 Maximum 14.03845023 Maximum 6.137297297
Sum 3900539.052 Sum 72993059.34 Sum 89343394.92 Sum 17448100.76 Sum 24.56095265 Sum 12.77405405
Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4 Count 4
Largest(1) 1294078.418 Largest(1) 24216843.25 Largest(1) 27731723.91 Largest(1) 9972915.042 Largest(1) 14.03845023 Largest(1) 6.137297297
Smallest(1) 571078.4534 Smallest(1) 10686923.75 Smallest(1) 15665325.98 Smallest(1) 1342190.695 Smallest(1) 1.889345009 Smallest(1) 1.172972973
Confidence Level(95.0%) 492081.4306 Confidence Level(95.0%) 9208606.447 Confidence Level(95.0%) 9185205.484 Confidence Level(95.0%) 6388303.794 Confidence Level(95.0%) 8.992544756 Confidence Level(95.0%) 3.682828
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Mean 1472393.351 Mean 27553754.45 Mean 39185065.7 Mean 23910859.84 Mean 33.65830496 Mean 6.65
Standard Error 530303.478 Standard Error 9923877.885 Standard Error 13735161.25 Standard Error 8797005.578 Standard Error 12.38317227 Standard Error 2.55
Median 1472393.351 Median 27553754.45 Median 39185065.7 Median 23910859.84 Median 33.65830496 Median 6.65
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 749962.3707 Standard Deviation 14034482.7 Standard Deviation 19424451.32 Standard Deviation 12440844.6 Standard Deviation 17.51245016 Standard Deviation 3.606244584
Sample Variance 5.62444E+11 Sample Variance 1.96967E+14 Sample Variance 3.77309E+14 Sample Variance 1.54775E+14 Sample Variance 306.6859108 Sample Variance 13.005
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 1060606.956 Range 19847755.77 Range 27470322.5 Range 17594011.16 Range 24.76634453 Range 5.1
Minimum 942089.8731 Minimum 17629876.56 Minimum 25449904.45 Minimum 15113854.27 Minimum 21.27513269 Minimum 4.1
Maximum 2002696.829 Maximum 37477632.33 Maximum 52920226.95 Maximum 32707865.42 Maximum 46.04147723 Maximum 9.2
Sum 2944786.702 Sum 55107508.9 Sum 78370131.4 Sum 47821719.69 Sum 67.31660992 Sum 13.3
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 2002696.829 Largest(1) 37477632.33 Largest(1) 52920226.95 Largest(1) 32707865.42 Largest(1) 46.04147723 Largest(1) 9.2
Smallest(1) 942089.8731 Smallest(1) 17629876.56 Smallest(1) 25449904.45 Smallest(1) 15113854.27 Smallest(1) 21.27513269 Smallest(1) 4.1
Confidence Level(95.0%) 6738144.563 Confidence Level(95.0%) 126094824.2 Confidence Level(95.0%) 174521770.9 Confidence Level(95.0%) 111776553.9 Confidence Level(95.0%) 157.3431221 Confidence Level(95.0%) 32.40082207
Mean 618145.3589 Mean 11567714.17 Mean 12757686.27 Mean 8636160.177 Mean 12.15675701 Mean 0.648648649
Standard Error 21964.5559 Standard Error 411035.5289 Standard Error 632442.9065 Standard Error 1752636.604 Standard Error 2.467112336 Standard Error 0.12972973
Median 618145.3589 Median 11567714.17 Median 12757686.27 Median 8636160.177 Median 12.15675701 Median 0.648648649
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 31062.57285 Standard Deviation 581292.0196 Standard Deviation 894409.3359 Standard Deviation 2478602.455 Standard Deviation 3.489023726 Standard Deviation 0.183465543
Sample Variance 964883431.8 Sample Variance 3.379E+11 Sample Variance 7.99968E+11 Sample Variance 6.14347E+12 Sample Variance 12.17328656 Sample Variance 0.033659606
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 43929.1118 Range 822071.0578 Range 1264885.813 Range 3505273.207 Range 4.934224672 Range 0.259459459
Minimum 596180.803 Minimum 11156678.64 Minimum 12125243.36 Minimum 6883523.574 Minimum 9.68964467 Minimum 0.518918919
Maximum 640109.9148 Maximum 11978749.7 Maximum 13390129.18 Maximum 10388796.78 Maximum 14.62386934 Maximum 0.778378378
Sum 1236290.718 Sum 23135428.34 Sum 25515372.54 Sum 17272320.35 Sum 24.31351401 Sum 1.297297297
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 640109.9148 Largest(1) 11978749.7 Largest(1) 13390129.18 Largest(1) 10388796.78 Largest(1) 14.62386934 Largest(1) 0.778378378
Smallest(1) 596180.803 Smallest(1) 11156678.64 Smallest(1) 12125243.36 Smallest(1) 6883523.574 Smallest(1) 9.68964467 Smallest(1) 0.518918919
Confidence Level(95.0%) 279086.1442 Confidence Level(95.0%) 5222701.583 Confidence Level(95.0%) 8035949.053 Confidence Level(95.0%) 22269359.51 Confidence Level(95.0%) 31.34763444 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1.648372506
Mean 35300.17913 Mean 660592.8143 Mean 833679.8023 Mean 96623.26526 Mean 0.136012479 Mean 0.127027027
Standard Error 784.448425 Standard Error 14679.84032 Standard Error 15112.7521 Standard Error 12462.38059 Standard Error 0.017542765 Standard Error 0.002702703
Median 35300.17913 Median 660592.8143 Median 833679.8023 Median 96623.26526 Median 0.136012479 Median 0.127027027
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 1109.377602 Standard Deviation 20760.42927 Standard Deviation 21372.65898 Standard Deviation 17624.46765 Standard Deviation 0.024809217 Standard Deviation 0.003822199
Sample Variance 1230718.663 Sample Variance 430995423.6 Sample Variance 456790551.9 Sample Variance 310621860.1 Sample Variance 0.000615497 Sample Variance 1.46092E-05
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 1568.89685 Range 29359.68064 Range 30225.50419 Range 24924.76119 Range 0.035085531 Range 0.005405405
Minimum 34515.7307 Minimum 645912.974 Minimum 818567.0502 Minimum 84160.88467 Minimum 0.118469714 Minimum 0.124324324
Maximum 36084.62755 Maximum 675272.6547 Maximum 848792.5544 Maximum 109085.6459 Maximum 0.153555245 Maximum 0.12972973
Sum 70600.35825 Sum 1321185.629 Sum 1667359.605 Sum 193246.5305 Sum 0.272024959 Sum 0.254054054
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 36084.62755 Largest(1) 675272.6547 Largest(1) 848792.5544 Largest(1) 109085.6459 Largest(1) 0.153555245 Largest(1) 0.12972973
Smallest(1) 34515.7307 Smallest(1) 645912.974 Smallest(1) 818567.0502 Smallest(1) 84160.88467 Smallest(1) 0.118469714 Smallest(1) 0.124324324
Confidence Level(95.0%) 9967.362292 Confidence Level(95.0%) 186525.0566 Confidence Level(95.0%) 192025.7222 Confidence Level(95.0%) 158349.5593 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.22290197 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.034341094
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Mean 79752.25654 Mean 1492450.432 Mean 1963163.728 Mean 763815.7493 Mean 1.075191089 Mean 0.27027027
Standard Error 22226.03871 Standard Error 415928.809 Standard Error 521606.7371 Standard Error 300648.4695 Standard Error 0.42321012 Standard Error 0.054054054
Median 79752.25654 Median 1492450.432 Median 1963163.728 Median 763815.7493 Median 1.075191089 Median 0.27027027
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 31432.36538 Standard Deviation 588212.1627 Standard Deviation 737663.3219 Standard Deviation 425181.1431 Standard Deviation 0.598509492 Standard Deviation 0.076443976
Sample Variance 987993593.4 Sample Variance 3.45994E+11 Sample Variance 5.44147E+11 Sample Variance 1.80779E+11 Sample Variance 0.358213612 Sample Variance 0.005843682
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 44452.07742 Range 831857.6181 Range 1043213.474 Range 601296.9391 Range 0.846420241 Range 0.108108108
Minimum 57526.21784 Minimum 1076521.623 Minimum 1441556.991 Minimum 463167.2798 Minimum 0.651980968 Minimum 0.216216216
Maximum 101978.2953 Maximum 1908379.241 Maximum 2484770.465 Maximum 1064464.219 Maximum 1.498401209 Maximum 0.324324324
Sum 159504.5131 Sum 2984900.865 Sum 3926327.456 Sum 1527631.499 Sum 2.150382177 Sum 0.540540541
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 101978.2953 Largest(1) 1908379.241 Largest(1) 2484770.465 Largest(1) 1064464.219 Largest(1) 1.498401209 Largest(1) 0.324324324
Smallest(1) 57526.21784 Smallest(1) 1076521.623 Smallest(1) 1441556.991 Smallest(1) 463167.2798 Smallest(1) 0.651980968 Smallest(1) 0.216216216
Confidence Level(95.0%) 282408.5983 Confidence Level(95.0%) 5284876.602 Confidence Level(95.0%) 6627641.993 Confidence Level(95.0%) 3820101.007 Confidence Level(95.0%) 5.377394435 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.686821878
Mean 23010.48713 Mean 430608.6493 Mean 861863.4894 Mean 443062.0175 Mean 0.623679642 Mean 0.237837838
Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0 Standard Error 0
Median 23010.48713 Median 430608.6493 Median 861863.4894 Median 443062.0175 Median 0.623679642 Median 0.237837838
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0! Standard Deviation #DIV/0!
Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0! Sample Variance #DIV/0!
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0 Range 0
Minimum 23010.48713 Minimum 430608.6493 Minimum 861863.4894 Minimum 443062.0175 Minimum 0.623679642 Minimum 0.237837838
Maximum 23010.48713 Maximum 430608.6493 Maximum 861863.4894 Maximum 443062.0175 Maximum 0.623679642 Maximum 0.237837838
Sum 23010.48713 Sum 430608.6493 Sum 861863.4894 Sum 443062.0175 Sum 0.623679642 Sum 0.237837838
Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1 Count 1
Largest(1) 23010.48713 Largest(1) 430608.6493 Largest(1) 861863.4894 Largest(1) 443062.0175 Largest(1) 0.623679642 Largest(1) 0.237837838
Smallest(1) 23010.48713 Smallest(1) 430608.6493 Smallest(1) 861863.4894 Smallest(1) 443062.0175 Smallest(1) 0.623679642 Smallest(1) 0.237837838
Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM! Confidence Level(95.0%) #NUM!
Mean 47941.23864 Mean 897152.3245 Mean 1145875.927 Mean 212572.2492 Mean 0.299228954 Mean 0.164301802
Standard Error 7013.731578 Standard Error 131252.0445 Standard Error 129589.5702 Standard Error 48651.18646 Standard Error 0.068484215 Standard Error 0.010472973
Median 47941.23864 Median 897152.3245 Median 1145875.927 Median 212572.2492 Median 0.299228954 Median 0.164301802
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 9918.91432 Standard Deviation 185618.4214 Standard Deviation 183267.3277 Standard Deviation 68803.16772 Standard Deviation 0.096851306 Standard Deviation 0.01481102
Sample Variance 98384861.29 Sample Variance 34454198379 Sample Variance 33586913418 Sample Variance 4733875888 Sample Variance 0.009380175 Sample Variance 0.000219366
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 14027.46316 Range 262504.089 Range 259179.1404 Range 97302.37293 Range 0.13696843 Range 0.020945946
Minimum 40927.50706 Minimum 765900.28 Minimum 1016286.357 Minimum 163921.0627 Minimum 0.230744739 Minimum 0.153828829
Maximum 54954.97022 Maximum 1028404.369 Maximum 1275465.497 Maximum 261223.4356 Maximum 0.36771317 Maximum 0.174774775
Sum 95882.47728 Sum 1794304.649 Sum 2291751.854 Sum 425144.4983 Sum 0.598457909 Sum 0.328603604
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 54954.97022 Largest(1) 1028404.369 Largest(1) 1275465.497 Largest(1) 261223.4356 Largest(1) 0.36771317 Largest(1) 0.174774775
Smallest(1) 40927.50706 Smallest(1) 765900.28 Smallest(1) 1016286.357 Smallest(1) 163921.0627 Smallest(1) 0.230744739 Smallest(1) 0.153828829
Confidence Level(95.0%) 89117.90938 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1667715.349 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1646591.611 Confidence Level(95.0%) 618171.9357 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.870174459 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.133071739
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Mean 462032.4277 Mean 8646281.953 Mean 9796536.988 Mean 1446088.723 Mean 2.035597864 Mean 0.806537162
Standard Error 116613.6378 Standard Error 2182258.932 Standard Error 2384862.586 Standard Error 141474.8597 Standard Error 0.19914817 Standard Error 0.211492117
Median 462032.4277 Median 8646281.953 Median 9796536.988 Median 1446088.723 Median 2.035597864 Median 0.806537162
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 164916.5882 Standard Deviation 3086180.179 Standard Deviation 3372705.013 Standard Deviation 200075.6653 Standard Deviation 0.281638042 Standard Deviation 0.29909502
Sample Variance 27197481062 Sample Variance 9.52451E+12 Sample Variance 1.13751E+13 Sample Variance 40030271858 Sample Variance 0.079319987 Sample Variance 0.089457831
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 233227.2757 Range 4364517.865 Range 4769725.172 Range 282949.7194 Range 0.398296339 Range 0.422984234
Minimum 345418.7898 Minimum 6464023.02 Minimum 7411674.402 Minimum 1304613.863 Minimum 1.836449695 Minimum 0.595045045
Maximum 578646.0655 Maximum 10828540.89 Maximum 12181399.57 Maximum 1587563.582 Maximum 2.234746034 Maximum 1.018029279
Sum 924064.8553 Sum 17292563.91 Sum 19593073.98 Sum 2892177.445 Sum 4.071195728 Sum 1.613074324
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 578646.0655 Largest(1) 10828540.89 Largest(1) 12181399.57 Largest(1) 1587563.582 Largest(1) 2.234746034 Largest(1) 1.018029279
Smallest(1) 345418.7898 Smallest(1) 6464023.02 Smallest(1) 7411674.402 Smallest(1) 1304613.863 Smallest(1) 1.836449695 Smallest(1) 0.595045045
Confidence Level(95.0%) 1481716.757 Confidence Level(95.0%) 27728228.78 Confidence Level(95.0%) 30302552.28 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1797608.532 Confidence Level(95.0%) 2.530417416 Confidence Level(95.0%) 2.68726214
Mean 39614.69653 Mean 741332.8918 Mean 890798.237 Mean 231258.409 Mean 0.32553267 Mean 0.095238598
Standard Error 7811.84997 Standard Error 146187.6989 Standard Error 162122.4105 Standard Error 80902.95767 Standard Error 0.113883668 Standard Error 0.020103463
Median 39614.69653 Median 741332.8918 Median 890798.237 Median 231258.409 Median 0.32553267 Median 0.095238598
Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A Mode #N/A
Standard Deviation 11047.62417 Standard Deviation 206740.6264 Standard Deviation 229275.7117 Standard Deviation 114414.06 Standard Deviation 0.161055828 Standard Deviation 0.02843059
Sample Variance 122049999.9 Sample Variance 42741686615 Sample Variance 52567351994 Sample Variance 13090577119 Sample Variance 0.02593898 Sample Variance 0.000808298
Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0! Kurtosis #DIV/0!
Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0! Skewness #DIV/0!
Range 15623.69994 Range 292375.3978 Range 324244.8211 Range 161805.9153 Range 0.227767336 Range 0.040206926
Minimum 31802.84656 Minimum 595145.1929 Minimum 728675.8265 Minimum 150355.4514 Minimum 0.211649002 Minimum 0.075135135
Maximum 47426.5465 Maximum 887520.5907 Maximum 1052920.648 Maximum 312161.3667 Maximum 0.439416338 Maximum 0.115342061
Sum 79229.39307 Sum 1482665.784 Sum 1781596.474 Sum 462516.8181 Sum 0.651065341 Sum 0.190477196
Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2 Count 2
Largest(1) 47426.5465 Largest(1) 887520.5907 Largest(1) 1052920.648 Largest(1) 312161.3667 Largest(1) 0.439416338 Largest(1) 0.115342061
Smallest(1) 31802.84656 Smallest(1) 595145.1929 Smallest(1) 728675.8265 Smallest(1) 150355.4514 Smallest(1) 0.211649002 Smallest(1) 0.075135135
Confidence Level(95.0%) 99258.96507 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1857490.832 Confidence Level(95.0%) 2059960.54 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1027969.544 Confidence Level(95.0%) 1.4470292 Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.255438715
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Appendix C5. ANOVA (Single Factor)
Summary 6 factors- ANOVA (Single Factor) for Kempas HRRPD Building
Groups Count Sum Average Variance
Uniform Cost Annual Cost 3.10E+01 5.54E+07 1.79E+06 1.25E+13
Present Worth 3.10E+01 1.06E+09 3.40E+07 4.52E+15
WLCC 3.10E+01 1.23E+09 3.98E+07 5.66E+15
WLCC Annualised 3.10E+01 2.38E+08 7.67E+06 1.24E+14
WLCC RMpsf 3.10E+01 1.63E+02 5.25E+00 5.78E+01
Adjusted Initial Cost RMpsf 3.10E+01 6.47E+01 2.09E+00 1.19E+01
ANOVA
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 5.11E+16 5.00E+00 1.02E+16 5.95E+00 4.10E-05 2.26E+00
Within Groups 3.10E+17 1.80E+02 1.72E+15
Total 3.61E+17 1.85E+02
Summary 6 factors- ANOVA (Single Factor) for Saujana HRRPD Building
Groups Count Sum Average Variance
Uniform Cost Annual Cost 3.00E+01 6.73E+07 2.24E+06 1.72E+13
Present Worth 3.00E+01 1.28E+09 4.27E+07 6.25E+15
WLCC 3.00E+01 1.51E+09 5.03E+07 7.89E+15
WLCC Annualised 3.00E+01 3.23E+08 1.08E+07 3.51E+14
WLCC RMpsf 3.00E+01 1.64E+02 5.45E+00 9.02E+01
Adjusted Initial Cost RMpsf 3.00E+01 6.05E+01 2.02E+00 9.84E+00
ANOVA
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 7.81E+16 5.00E+00 1.56E+16 6.46E+00 1.55E-05 2.27E+00
Within Groups 4.21E+17 1.74E+02 2.42E+15
Total 4.99E+17 1.79E+02
Summary 6 factors- ANOVA (Single Factor) for Wadihana HRRPD Building
Groups Count Sum Average Variance
Uniform Cost Annual Cost 3.00E+01 1.85E+07 6.17E+05 2.45E+12
Present Worth 3.00E+01 3.54E+08 1.18E+07 8.98E+14
WLCC 3.00E+01 4.08E+08 1.36E+07 1.12E+15
WLCC Annualised 3.00E+01 6.14E+07 2.05E+06 1.44E+13
WLCC RMpsf 3.00E+01 1.95E+02 6.50E+00 1.46E+02
Adjusted Initial Cost RMpsf 3.00E+01 9.51E+01 3.17E+00 4.85E+01
ANOVA
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 5.93E+15 5.00E+00 1.19E+15 3.50E+00 4.82E-03 2.27E+00
Within Groups 5.89E+16 1.74E+02 3.39E+14
Total 6.48E+16 1.79E+02
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Summary 6 factors- ANOVA (Single Factor) for Lily HRRPD Building
Groups Count Sum Average Variance
Uniform Cost Annual Cost 2.80E+01 2.21E+07 7.91E+05 2.89E+12
Present Worth 2.80E+01 4.09E+08 1.46E+07 9.86E+14
WLCC 2.80E+01 4.78E+08 1.71E+07 1.24E+15
WLCC Annualised 2.80E+01 7.28E+07 2.60E+06 1.77E+13
WLCC RMpsf 2.80E+01 1.44E+02 5.16E+00 6.95E+01
Adjusted Initial COST RMpsf 2.80E+01 7.44E+01 2.66E+00 2.39E+01
ANOVA
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 8.59E+15 5.00E+00 1.72E+15 4.58E+00 6.18E-04 2.27E+00
Within Groups 6.08E+16 1.62E+02 3.75E+14
Total 6.94E+16 1.67E+02
Summary 6 factors- ANOVA (Single Factor) for KipArk HRRPD Building
Groups Count Sum Average Variance
Uniform Cost Annual Cost 3.00E+01 4.44E+07 1.48E+06 1.24E+13
Present Worth 3.00E+01 8.32E+08 2.77E+07 4.35E+15
WLCC 3.00E+01 9.68E+08 3.23E+07 5.43E+15
WLCC Annualised 3.00E+01 1.38E+08 4.59E+06 5.63E+13
WLCC RMpsf 3.00E+01 1.94E+02 6.47E+00 1.12E+02
Adjusted Initial Cost RMpsf 3.00E+01 1.07E+02 3.57E+00 4.99E+01
ANOVA
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 3.32E+16 5.00E+00 6.64E+15 4.04E+00 1.70E-03 2.27E+00
Within Groups 2.86E+17 1.74E+02 1.64E+15
Total 3.19E+17 1.79E+02
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Appendix C6. Regression Analysis Results
Regression of Present Worth and WLCC for Kempas HRRPD Building
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.9987
R Square 0.9974
Adjusted R Square 0.9640
Standard Error 3,988,673.4247
Observations 31
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 1 1.8112E+17 1.8112E+17 1.1385E+04 3.4646E-39
Residual 30 4.7729E+14 1.5910E+13
Total 31 1.8160E+17
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value
Intercept 0 #N/A #N/A #N/A
Present Worth 1.1365 0.0107 106.6987 2.852E-40
Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
Intercept #N/A #N/A #N/A #N/A
Present Worth 1.1148 1.1583 1.1148 1.1583
RESIDUAL OUTPUT
Observation Predicted WLCC Residuals Standard Residuals
1 RM             92,665.68 RM           85,955.26 RM                         0.02
2 RM             77,017.11 RM           67,054.89 RM                         0.02
3 RM             90,214.21 RM           67,561.13 RM 0.02
4 RM           137,282.49 RM           25,234.33 RM                         0.01
5 RM             83,350.08 RM           17,188.17 RM                         0.00
6 RM           116,853.55 RM           23,367.73 RM 0.01
7 RM     26,074,759.02 RM  11,387,008.71 RM                         2.82
8 RM     22,815,414.15 RM     3,599,917.69 RM                         0.89
9 RM  276,294,665.31 RM  (4,555,316.15) RM                      (1.13)
10 RM 243,364,417.56 RM      (548,615.61) RM                      (0.14)
11 RM  257,879,366.75 RM      (805,604.13) RM                      (0.20)
12 RM     27,027,490.60 RM     7,725,729.29 RM                         1.91
13 RM     44,753,312.36 RM 7,619,062.84 RM                         1.89
14 RM     63,473,652.18 RM  (1,979,309.75) RM                      (0.49)
15 RM     49,433,397.32 RM      (350,192.02) RM                      (0.09)
16 RM     54,756,993.95 RM  13,487,718.48 RM 3.34
17 RM     21,674,643.44 RM     5,781,566.54 RM                         1.43
18 RM     32,733,851.33 RM      (413,767.05) RM                      (0.10)
19 RM     34,298,336.87 RM  (1,345,729.72) RM                      (0.33)
20 RM 1,562,814.08 RM        180,606.19 RM                         0.04
21 RM       1,568,497.04 RM        167,353.31 RM                         0.04
22 RM       6,518,689.76 RM        947,501.25 RM                         0.23
23 RM       3,677,209.61 RM 651,357.81 RM                         0.16
24 RM           802,300.28 RM        597,932.30 RM                         0.15
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25 RM       1,469,843.82 RM        186,082.24 RM                         0.05
26 RM       1,157,095.29 RM        204,960.59 RM                         0.05
27 RM       5,628,938.75 RM           67,795.03 RM                         0.02
28 RM     11,019,288.25 RM        (72,081.97) RM                      (0.02)
29 RM           636,075.55 RM           50,084.23 RM 0.01
30 RM           788,352.88 RM           42,040.97 RM                         0.01
31 RM           915,392.30 RM           42,239.56 RM                         0.01
PROBABILITY OUTPUT
Percentile WLCC
1.61 RM           100,538.26
4.84 RM           140,221.28
8.06 RM           144,072.00
11.29 RM           157,775.34
14.52 RM           162,516.83
17.74 RM           178,620.95
20.97 RM           686,159.78
24.19 RM           830,393.85
27.42 RM           957,631.86
30.65 RM 1,362,055.88
33.87 RM       1,400,232.58
37.10 RM       1,655,926.06
40.32 RM       1,735,850.35
43.55 RM       1,743,420.27
46.77 RM       4,328,567.41
50.00 RM       5,696,733.78
53.23 RM       7,466,191.00
56.45 RM     10,947,206.28
59.68 RM     26,415,331.83
62.90 RM     27,456,209.98
66.13 RM     32,320,084.28
69.35 RM     32,952,607.15
72.58 RM     34,753,219.90
75.81 RM     37,461,767.73
79.03 RM     49,083,205.30
82.26 RM     52,372,375.21
85.48 RM     61,494,342.43
88.71 RM 68,244,712.43
91.94 RM  242,815,801.95
95.16 RM  257,073,762.62
98.39 RM  271,739,349.16
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Figure : Present Worth vs. WLCC in Line Fit Plot for Kempas HRRPD Building
Figure : Present Worth vs. Residual in Residual Plot for Kempas HRRPD Building
Figure : Sample percentile vs. WLCC in Normal Probability Plot for Kempas
HRRPD Building
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Regression of Present Worth and WLCC for Saujana HRRPD Building
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.9984
R Square 0.9967
Adjusted R Square 0.9622
Standard Error 5,872,968.8503
Observations 30
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 1 3.03793E+17 3.03793E+17 8807.693 1.54E-36
Residual 29 1.00026E+15 3.44918E+13
Total 30 3.04793E+17
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value
Intercept 0 #N/A #N/A #N/A
Present Worth 1.134697606 0.012090634 93.8493093 1.42E-37
Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
Intercept #N/A #N/A #N/A #N/A
Present Worth 1.109969 1.159425728 1.109969 1.159426
RESIDUAL OUTPUT
Observation Predicted WLCC Residuals Standard Residuals
1 RM             72,012.57 RM           66,012.70 RM                         0.01
2 RM             59,851.72 RM           51,476.65 RM                         0.01
3 RM             70,107.48 RM 51,809.83 RM                         0.01
4 RM           100,409.69 RM           17,784.37 RM                         0.00
5 RM             60,963.02 RM           12,155.71 RM                         0.00
6 RM             85,467.77 RM 16,511.34 RM                         0.00
7 RM     22,873,236.71 RM     9,126,137.07 RM                         1.58
8 RM     30,957,404.28 RM     4,681,890.50 RM                         0.81
9 RM  301,834,691.71 RM  (6,655,299.27) RM (1.15)
10 RM  288,935,773.26 RM  (2,281,757.39) RM                      (0.40)
11 RM  311,932,702.16 RM  (2,733,108.00) RM                      (0.47)
12 RM     38,089,338.39 RM  10,610,733.37 RM                         1.84
13 RM     68,914,215.33 RM  11,276,253.09 RM                         1.95
14 RM     84,752,050.19 RM  (3,107,211.41) RM                      (0.54)
15 RM     68,063,422.55 RM      (864,379.28) RM                      (0.15)
16 RM     84,911,737.45 RM  20,316,909.49 RM 3.52
17 RM     50,276,298.71 RM  13,050,680.56 RM                         2.26
18 RM     33,377,255.29 RM      (608,280.95) RM                      (0.11)
19 RM     37,303,991.20 RM  (1,666,356.80) RM                      (0.29)
20 RM 1,529,790.87 RM        167,138.19 RM                         0.03
21 RM       1,609,961.73 RM        161,700.71 RM                         0.03
22 RM       6,380,945.86 RM        886,146.71 RM                         0.15
23 RM       3,599,507.92 RM        613,631.02 RM                         0.11
24 RM           785,347.18 RM        577,545.86 RM                         0.10
25 RM       1,905,542.74 RM        229,100.45 RM                         0.04
26 RM       1,559,129.32 RM 265,794.70 RM                         0.05
27 RM       4,943,742.59 RM           31,246.13 RM                         0.01
28 RM       8,448,450.02 RM      (102,733.17) RM                      (0.02)
29 RM           639,693.37 RM           46,466.40 RM 0.01
30 RM           920,598.81 RM           37,033.05 RM                         0.01
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PROBABILITY OUTPUT
Percentile WLCC
1.67 RM             73,118.73
5.00 RM           101,979.11
8.33 RM           111,328.37
11.67 RM           118,194.05
15.00 RM           121,917.31
18.33 RM           138,025.28
21.67 RM           686,159.78
25.00 RM           957,631.86
28.33 RM       1,362,893.04
31.67 RM       1,696,929.06
35.00 RM       1,771,662.44
38.33 RM 1,824,924.02
41.67 RM       2,134,643.19
45.00 RM       4,213,138.95
48.33 RM       4,974,988.72
51.67 RM       7,267,092.58
55.00 RM       8,345,716.85
58.33 RM     31,999,373.78
61.67 RM     32,768,974.34
65.00 RM     35,637,634.40
68.33 RM 35,639,294.78
71.67 RM     48,700,071.76
75.00 RM     63,326,979.27
78.33 RM     67,199,043.26
81.67 RM     80,190,468.42
85.00 RM     81,644,838.78
88.33 RM  105,228,646.94
91.67 RM  286,654,015.88
95.00 RM  295,179,392.44
98.33 RM 309,199,594.16
Figure : Present Worth vs. WLCC in Line Fit Plot for Saujana HRRPD Building
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Figure : Present Worth vs. Residual in Residual Plot for Saujana HRRPD Building
Figure : Sample percentile vs. WLCC in Normal Probability Plot for Saujana
HRRPD Building
Regression of Present Worth and WLCC for Wadihana HRRPD Building
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.9995
R Square 0.9990
Adjusted R Square 0.9645
Standard Error 1,127,508.4432
Observations 30
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 1 3.78921E+16 3.79E+16 29806.34 6.15E-44
Residual 29 3.6867E+13 1.27E+12
Total 30 3.79289E+16
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value
Intercept 0 #N/A #N/A #N/A
Present Worth 1.119614374 0.006485062 172.6451 3.08E-45
Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
Intercept #N/A #N/A #N/A #N/A
Present Worth 1.106351 1.132877815 1.106351 1.132878
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RESIDUAL OUTPUT
Observation Predicted WLCC Residuals Standard Residuals
1 RM             73,884.40 RM          68,860.68 RM   0.06
2 RM             61,407.45 RM          53,744.02 RM   0.05
3 RM             71,929.79 RM          54,216.10 RM   0.05
4 RM             75,057.17 RM          14,259.09 RM   0.01
5 RM             45,570.43 RM 9,675.85 RM   0.01
6 RM             63,887.95 RM          13,167.29 RM   0.01
7 RM       3,173,667.40 RM    1,253,421.35 RM   1.13
8 RM       6,503,904.96 RM    1,066,696.31 RM   0.96
9 RM  143,571,065.18 RM (1,414,866.53) RM (1.28)
10 RM 115,359,352.04 RM       501,203.43 RM   0.45
11 RM     57,032,801.15 RM       198,308.23 RM   0.18
12 RM       3,596,310.76 RM    1,049,300.08 RM   0.95
13 RM       5,982,324.63 RM    1,055,525.77 RM   0.95
14 RM       8,875,510.53 RM     (217,595.55) RM (0.20)
15 RM       5,431,927.71 RM          (2,573.61) RM (0.00)
16 RM     18,878,902.49 RM    4,763,832.67 RM   4.30
17 RM       9,596,482.47 RM    2,617,078.28 RM   2.36
18 RM       2,873,974.84 RM       (17,292.71) RM (0.02)
19 RM 3,504,097.66 RM     (114,059.67) RM (0.10)
20 RM           147,925.18 RM          18,030.27 RM   0.02
21 RM           141,393.41 RM          15,983.17 RM   0.01
22 RM           499,487.61 RM          75,724.69 RM   0.07
23 RM           281,762.24 RM 51,650.55 RM   0.05
24 RM           112,704.90 RM          84,542.25 RM   0.08
25 RM           674,501.87 RM          76,799.70 RM   0.07
26 RM           434,110.43 RM          75,057.08 RM   0.07
27 RM       2,068,003.78 RM          38,484.59 RM   0.03
28 RM       5,795,625.87 RM                391.88 RM   0.00
29 RM           695,529.79 RM          59,223.48 RM   0.05
30 RM       1,037,220.86 RM          54,588.22 RM   0.05
PROBABILITY OUTPUT
Percentile WLCC
1.67 RM 55,246.27
5.00 RM             77,055.24
8.33 RM             89,316.26
11.67 RM           115,151.47
15.00 RM           126,145.88
18.33 RM           142,745.08
21.67 RM           157,376.58
25.00 RM           165,955.44
28.33 RM 197,247.15
31.67 RM           333,412.79
35.00 RM           509,167.51
38.33 RM           575,212.30
41.67 RM           751,301.57
45.00 RM           754,753.27
48.33 RM       1,091,809.08
51.67 RM       2,106,488.37
55.00 RM       2,856,682.13
58.33 RM       3,390,037.99
61.67 RM       4,427,088.75
65.00 RM       4,645,610.84
68.33 RM       5,429,354.10
71.67 RM       5,796,017.75
75.00 RM       7,037,850.39
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78.33 RM       7,570,601.27
81.67 RM       8,657,914.98
85.00 RM 12,213,560.75
88.33 RM     23,642,735.16
91.67 RM     57,231,109.38
95.00 RM  115,860,555.47
98.33 RM  142,156,198.64
Figure : Present Worth vs. WLCC in Line Fit Plot for Wadihana HRRPD Building
Figure : Present Worth vs. Residual in Residual Plot for Wadihana HRRPD Building
Figure : Sample percentile vs. WLCC in Normal Probability Plot for Wadihana
HRRPD Building
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Regression of Present Worth and WLCC for Lily HRRPD Building
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.9993
R Square 0.9985
Adjusted R Square 0.9615
Standard Error 1,504,654.0390
Observations 28
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 1 4.16913E+16 4.17E+16 18415.04 1.35E-38
Residual 27 6.11276E+13 2.26E+12
Total 28 4.17525E+16
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value
Intercept 0 #N/A #N/A #N/A
Present Worth 1.131145899 0.008335513 135.702 8.27E-40
Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
Intercept #N/A #N/A #N/A #N/A
Present Worth 1.114043 1.148248959 1.114043 1.148249
RESIDUAL OUTPUT
Observation Predicted WLCC Residuals Standard Residuals
1 RM           139,586.07 RM       137,324.57 RM 0.09
2 RM           116,013.99 RM       107,158.27 RM   0.07
3 RM           135,893.31 RM       108,045.90 RM   0.07
4 RM           212,702.58 RM          42,172.64 RM   0.03
5 RM           129,140.85 RM          28,660.45 RM   0.02
6 RM 181,050.41 RM          38,987.24 RM   0.03
7 RM       4,608,555.88 RM    1,999,785.65 RM   1.35
8 RM       8,960,096.13 RM    1,530,209.24 RM   1.04
9 RM  135,417,096.84 RM (1,797,674.13) RM (1.22)
10 RM  127,479,745.60 RM       223,961.31 RM   0.15
11 RM     75,176,181.46 RM          63,024.22 RM   0.04
12 RM       5,104,861.89 RM    1,562,254.86 RM   1.06
13 RM     11,610,015.76 RM    2,135,562.33 RM   1.45
14 RM     15,302,768.87 RM     (440,660.89) RM (0.30)
15 RM     10,906,915.57 RM (36,474.23) RM (0.02)
16 RM     21,536,136.11 RM    5,691,700.72 RM   3.85
17 RM     11,955,657.45 RM    3,417,601.99 RM   2.31
18 RM       6,198,760.87 RM       (57,104.83) RM (0.04)
19 RM       7,697,807.62 RM     (287,136.60) RM (0.19)
20 RM 352,816.18 RM          44,522.03 RM   0.03
21 RM           332,221.17 RM          38,811.55 RM   0.03
22 RM       1,316,730.25 RM       207,581.83 RM   0.14
23 RM           742,770.91 RM       142,029.69 RM   0.10
24 RM           162,059.11 RM 128,229.44 RM   0.09
25 RM       4,992,095.76 RM          84,156.17 RM   0.06
26 RM     10,102,942.03 RM       (27,995.14) RM (0.02)
27 RM           657,014.63 RM          57,355.87 RM   0.04
28 RM           979,784.47 RM          51,803.12 RM   0.04
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PROBABILITY OUTPUT
Percentile WLCC
1.79 RM           157,801.30
5.36 RM           220,037.64
8.93 RM           223,172.26
12.50 RM           243,939.22
16.07 RM           254,875.22
19.64 RM           276,910.64
23.21 RM 290,288.55
26.79 RM           371,032.72
30.36 RM           397,338.21
33.93 RM           714,370.50
37.50 RM           884,800.60
41.07 RM       1,031,587.58
44.64 RM       1,524,312.08
48.21 RM       5,076,251.94
51.79 RM       6,141,656.04
55.36 RM       6,608,341.53
58.93 RM       6,667,116.75
62.50 RM       7,410,671.01
66.07 RM     10,074,946.89
69.64 RM     10,490,305.37
73.21 RM     10,870,441.34
76.79 RM     13,745,578.09
80.36 RM     14,862,107.98
83.93 RM     15,373,259.44
87.50 RM     27,227,836.83
91.07 RM     75,239,205.67
94.64 RM  127,703,706.91
98.21 RM  133,619,422.70
Figure : Present Worth vs. WLCC in Line Fit Plot for Lily HRRPD Building
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Figure : Present Worth vs. Residual in Residual Plot for Lily HRRPD Building
Figure : Sample Percentile vs. WLCC in Normal Probability Plot for Lily HRRPD
Building
Regression of Present Worth and WLCC for KipArk HRRPD Building
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.9993
R Square 0.9987
Adjusted R Square 0.9642
Standard Error 2,926,491.3394
Observations 30
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 1 1.88565E+17 1.89E+17 22017.4 4.25E-42
Residual 29 2.48366E+14 8.56E+12
Total 30 1.88813E+17
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value
Intercept 0 #N/A #N/A #N/A
Present Worth 1.124096626 0.007575662 148.3826 2.48E-43
Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
Intercept #N/A #N/A #N/A #N/A
Present Worth 1.108603 1.139590594 1.108603 1.139591
RESIDUAL OUTPUT
Observation Predicted WLCC Residuals Standard Residuals
1 RM             93,401.40 RM           90,565.66 RM   0.03
2 RM             77,628.59 RM           70,687.41 RM 0.02
3 RM             90,930.47 RM           71,316.83 RM   0.02
4 RM           132,356.25 RM           26,231.02 RM   0.01
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5 RM             80,359.15 RM           17,793.30 RM   0.01
6 RM           112,660.38 RM           24,216.10 RM   0.01
7 RM 17,260,630.68 RM     6,306,320.66 RM   2.19
8 RM     22,437,994.80 RM     3,841,102.62 RM   1.33
9 RM  350,566,956.93 RM  (3,355,101.57) RM (1.17)
10 RM  190,799,275.55 RM        990,650.65 RM   0.34
11 RM  154,705,140.60 RM        663,697.45 RM 0.23
12 RM     12,013,134.93 RM     3,652,191.05 RM   1.27
13 RM     23,419,837.56 RM     4,311,886.35 RM   1.50
14 RM     27,222,071.78 RM      (675,474.45) RM (0.23)
15 RM     19,396,207.44 RM             3,540.27 RM   0.00
16 RM     42,128,480.04 RM  10,791,746.91 RM   3.75
17 RM     19,817,684.75 RM     5,632,219.70 RM   1.96
18 RM     13,465,272.12 RM        (75,142.94) RM (0.03)
19 RM     12,541,184.81 RM      (415,941.45) RM (0.14)
20 RM           726,068.59 RM           92,498.46 RM   0.03
21 RM           759,071.71 RM           89,720.84 RM   0.03
22 RM       2,145,202.67 RM        339,567.80 RM   0.12
23 RM       1,210,114.32 RM        231,442.67 RM   0.08
24 RM           484,045.73 RM        377,817.76 RM   0.13
25 RM 1,156,025.88 RM        119,439.62 RM   0.04
26 RM           860,945.92 RM        155,340.44 RM   0.05
27 RM       7,266,186.46 RM        145,487.94 RM   0.05
28 RM     12,172,326.27 RM             9,073.30 RM   0.00
29 RM           669,000.70 RM 59,675.12 RM   0.02
30 RM           997,658.90 RM           55,261.75 RM   0.02
PROBABILITY OUTPUT
Percentile WLCC
1.67 RM             98,152.46
5.00 RM           136,876.48
8.33 RM           148,316.00
11.67 RM           158,587.27
15.00 RM           162,247.29
18.33 RM           183,967.06
21.67 RM           728,675.83
25.00 RM           818,567.05
28.33 RM           848,792.55
31.67 RM           861,863.49
35.00 RM       1,016,286.36
38.33 RM       1,052,920.65
41.67 RM 1,275,465.50
45.00 RM       1,441,556.99
48.33 RM       2,484,770.47
51.67 RM       7,411,674.40
55.00 RM     12,125,243.36
58.33 RM     12,181,399.57
61.67 RM     13,390,129.18
65.00 RM     15,665,325.98
68.33 RM     19,399,747.71
71.67 RM 23,566,951.34
75.00 RM     25,449,904.45
78.33 RM     26,279,097.43
81.67 RM     26,546,597.32
85.00 RM     27,731,723.91
88.33 RM     52,920,226.95
91.67 RM  155,368,838.05
95.00 RM  191,789,926.20
98.33 RM  347,211,855.35
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Figure : Present Worth vs. WLCC in Line Fit Plot for KipArk HRRPD Building
Figure : Present Worth vs. Residual in Residual Plot for KipArk HRRPD Building
Figure : Sample Percentile vs. WLCC in Normal Probability Plot for KipArk
HRRPD Building
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Appendix C7.Whole Life Cycle Costing with Monte Carlo Simulation (Summary)
Whole Life Cycle Costing Estimate
General Purpose Work Sheet
Nominal Rate 7.0%
Inflation Rate 2.2% Case Study Location 1
Real Interest Rate 4.7% Study Title Taman Cempaka Public Housing Apartment, Johor Bahru
Project Type - Developer Public
Total Unit/Area/ Space/Quantity Total Unit> 2152 SQFt> 499
Economic Building Service Life 1987
Economic Life Span (Nm) 39 40
Project Life Cycle 40
Extra SUBTOTAL I SUBTOTAL II
Low Base High Low Base High Preliminaries1 Contigencies2 Construction Cost
80% 130% 80% 130% 15% 5% 18.5% 17.0% 19.0% 19.50%
Type Manufacturer Quantity Price Per Quantity Economic Life Span Alt1 Alt2 Alt3 Alt4
Price Per Sqft
Wall Painting Colourland Weatherflex Acrylic Wall Finish Colourland 380 132.00RM 5 50,160.00RM 40,128.00RM 50,160.00RM 65,208.00RM 50,160.00RM 7,524.00RM 2,508.00RM 60,192.00RM 11,135.52RM
Jotashield Extreme JOTUN 380 159.50RM 8 60,610.00RM 48,488.00RM 60,610.00RM 78,793.00RM 60,610.00RM 9,091.50RM 3,030.50RM 72,732.00RM 12,364.44RM
Nippon Weatherbond Advance NIPPON PAINT 380 151.80RM 5 57,684.00RM 46,147.20RM 57,684.00RM 74,989.20RM 57,684.00RM 8,652.60RM 2,884.20RM 69,220.80RM 13,151.95RM
Roof Painting Colourland Rooflex Acrylic Mid Sheen Roof Finish Colourland 180 92.40RM 5 16,632.00RM 13,305.60RM 16,632.00RM 21,621.60RM 16,632.00RM 2,494.80RM 831.60RM 19,958.40RM 3,692.30RM
Jotaroof JOTUN 180 112.20RM 8 20,196.00RM 16,156.80RM 20,196.00RM 26,254.80RM 20,196.00RM 3,029.40RM 1,009.80RM 24,235.20RM 4,119.98RM
RoofCare KCC Paint 180 96.80RM 5 17,424.00RM 13,939.20RM 17,424.00RM 22,651.20RM 17,424.00RM 2,613.60RM 871.20RM 20,908.80RM 3,972.67RM
Interior Finishes Lump Sum Per Unit House 2,068.00RM 6 4,450,336.00RM 3,560,268.80RM 4,450,336.00RM 5,785,436.80RM 4,450,336.00RM 667,550.40RM 222,516.80RM 5,340,403.20RM 987,974.59RM
Floor Covering Cement Render 3.08RM 60 3,307,451.84RM 2,645,961.47RM 3,307,451.84RM 4,299,687.39RM 3,307,451.84RM 496,117.78RM 165,372.59RM 3,968,942.21RM 734,254.31RM
Homogeneous Tiles 11.15RM 55 11,973,405.20RM 9,578,724.16RM 11,973,405.20RM 15,565,426.76RM 11,973,405.20RM 1,796,010.78RM 598,670.26RM 14,368,086.24RM 2,442,574.66RM
Ceramic Tiles 9.52RM 40 10,223,032.96RM 8,178,426.37RM 10,223,032.96RM 13,289,942.85RM 10,223,032.96RM 1,533,454.94RM 511,151.65RM 12,267,639.55RM 2,330,851.51RM
Parquet Flooring 9.67RM 25 10,384,110.16RM 8,307,288.13RM 10,384,110.16RM 13,499,343.21RM 10,384,110.16RM 1,557,616.52RM 519,205.51RM 12,460,932.19RM 2,429,881.78RM
Ironmongeries (Door Hardware) Merbau 7 357.50RM 30 5,385,380.00RM 4,308,304.00RM 5,385,380.00RM 7,000,994.00RM 5,385,380.00RM 807,807.00RM 269,269.00RM 6,462,456.00RM 1,195,554.36RM
Nyatoh 7 561.00RM 45 8,450,904.00RM 6,760,723.20RM 8,450,904.00RM 10,986,175.20RM 8,450,904.00RM 1,267,635.60RM 422,545.20RM 10,141,084.80RM 1,723,984.42RM
Kayu Rata 7 150.70RM 15 2,270,144.80RM 1,816,115.84RM 2,270,144.80RM 2,951,188.24RM 2,270,144.80RM 340,521.72RM 113,507.24RM 2,724,173.76RM 517,593.01RM
Aluminium 7 118.80RM 5 1,789,603.20RM 1,431,682.56RM 1,789,603.20RM 2,326,484.16RM 1,789,603.20RM 268,440.48RM 89,480.16RM 2,147,523.84RM 418,767.15RM
Plumbing Option A (Decorative Brick Fence with metal Grille) 6.16RM 8 6,614,903.68RM 5,291,922.94RM 6,614,903.68RM 8,599,374.78RM 6,614,903.68RM 992,235.55RM 330,745.18RM 7,937,884.42RM 1,468,508.62RM
Option B (PVC Pipe Grade A+ with brick fence) 2.33RM 2 2,502,065.84RM 2,001,652.67RM 2,502,065.84RM 3,252,685.59RM 2,502,065.84RM 375,309.88RM 125,103.29RM 3,002,479.01RM 510,421.43RM
Mechanical and Electrical Works
Lighting Fluorescent lighting 12 44.00RM 5 1,136,256.00RM 909,004.80RM 1,136,256.00RM 1,477,132.80RM 1,136,256.00RM 170,438.40RM 56,812.80RM 1,363,507.20RM 252,248.83RM
Incandescent 12 38.50RM 3 994,224.00RM 795,379.20RM 994,224.00RM 1,292,491.20RM 994,224.00RM 149,133.60RM 49,711.20RM 1,193,068.80RM 202,821.70RM
HVAC Toshiba 88.00RM 25 189,376.00RM 151,500.80RM 189,376.00RM 246,188.80RM 189,376.00RM 28,406.40RM 9,468.80RM 227,251.20RM 42,041.47RM
York 82.50RM 20 177,540.00RM 142,032.00RM 177,540.00RM 230,802.00RM 177,540.00RM 26,631.00RM 8,877.00RM 213,048.00RM 36,218.16RM
Electrical Outlets Panasonic 10 33.00RM 6 710,160.00RM 568,128.00RM 710,160.00RM 923,208.00RM 710,160.00RM 106,524.00RM 35,508.00RM 852,192.00RM 157,655.52RM
Tenaga National 10 22.00RM 8 473,440.00RM 378,752.00RM 473,440.00RM 615,472.00RM 473,440.00RM 71,016.00RM 23,672.00RM 568,128.00RM 96,581.76RM
Telecommunications Facilities Telekom Komunikasi Malaysia 1 132.00RM 5 284,064.00RM 227,251.20RM 284,064.00RM 369,283.20RM 284,064.00RM 42,609.60RM 14,203.20RM 340,876.80RM 63,062.21RM
Lifts FUJI Elevator FUJI Elevator Malaysia Nil
Kawasaki Elevator Niche Elevator Sdn. Bhd. (Malaysia) Nil
Landscaping Lump Sum Option A (Soft & Hard Landscaping+12Months) 435,292.00RM 1 435,292.00RM 348,233.60RM 435,292.00RM 565,879.60RM 435,292.00RM 65,293.80RM 21,764.60RM 522,350.40RM 96,634.82RM
Lump Sum Option B (Soft & Hard Landscaping+24 Months) 718,528.80RM 2 718,528.80RM 574,823.04RM 718,528.80RM 934,087.44RM 718,528.80RM 107,779.32RM 35,926.44RM 862,234.56RM 146,579.88RM
Playgrounds Kid Play KPY-014-A03-02 10% 48,928.00RM 6 53,820.80RM 43,056.64RM 53,820.80RM 69,967.04RM 53,820.80RM 8,073.12RM 2,691.04RM 64,584.96RM 11,948.22RM
Kid Play KPY-022-A03-05 15% 69,333.00RM 18 79,732.95RM 63,786.36RM 79,732.95RM 103,652.84RM 79,732.95RM 11,959.94RM 3,986.65RM 95,679.54RM 16,265.52RM
Legends
% of Sub-Total I- Means Results from survey of 20 Property Managers*
% of Sub-Total I- Means Results from survey of 20 Property Managers*
% of Sub-Total II (Construction Costs)- based on the manufacturer info
Professional Fees3
Capital Costs
Estimated Costs Present Worth
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TOTAL CAPITAL COST TOTAL REPLACEMENT FUTURE COST CAPITAL RECOVERY M&O M&O M&O INCREMENT M&O UNIFORM COST PRESENT WORTH WLCC WLCC Replacement WLCC WLCC WLCC RANK ADJUSTED VALUE DIVERSE
(Annual Cost) Replacement Cost Maintenance Cost Maintenance Cost Maintenance Cost Annually Maintenance Cost Annual Cost (After MSC) Life Span SAVING Annualised RMpsf INITIAL COST
RIR RIR RIR RIR Price Per Quantity RIR Annually next 40 years 40 years with 1st Alternative PP Factor RMpsf
4.7% 4.7% 4.7% 4.7% Price Per Sqft 4.7% 4.7% 0.0559
First Year End Price per Sqm
71,327.52RM 56,701.26RM 89,726.67RM 4,286.09RM 6% 3,009.60RM 7.92RM 141.35RM 1,904.72RM 4,914.32RM 87,164.09RM 215,192.87RM 195,629.88RM 8 93,790.90RM 0.09RM 2 0.05RM 0.04RM
85,096.44RM 58,945.19RM 122,849.80RM 5,610.60RM 7% 3,939.65RM 10.37RM 185.03RM 2,493.33RM 6,432.98RM 114,100.21RM 258,141.84RM 234,674.40RM 5 23,472.13RM 70,318.76RM 0.07RM 1 0.06RM 0.01RM
82,372.75RM 65,481.58RM 103,621.05RM 6,572.00RM 8% 4,614.72RM 12.14RM 216.74RM 2,920.57RM 7,535.29RM 133,651.60RM 281,505.94RM 255,914.49RM 8 (28,902.27)RM 122,693.17RM 0.11RM 3 0.05RM 0.06RM
23,650.70RM 18,800.94RM 29,751.47RM 4,974.11RM 21% 3,492.72RM 19.40RM 164.04RM 2,210.47RM 5,703.19RM 101,156.22RM 143,607.87RM 130,552.61RM 8 62,590.88RM 0.06RM 2 0.02RM 0.04RM
28,355.18RM 19,641.26RM 40,935.07RM 5,752.38RM 20% 4,039.20RM 22.44RM 189.71RM 2,556.33RM 6,595.53RM 116,983.38RM 164,979.83RM 149,981.66RM 5 17,649.78RM 44,941.10RM 0.04RM 1 0.02RM 0.02RM
24,881.47RM 19,779.33RM 31,299.72RM 5,459.12RM 22% 3,833.28RM 21.30RM 180.04RM 2,426.01RM 6,259.29RM 111,019.52RM 155,680.33RM 141,527.57RM 8 (5,261.73)RM 67,852.61RM 0.06RM 3 0.02RM 0.05RM
6,328,377.79RM 4,805,018.97RM 8,334,694.56RM 760,547.05RM 12% 534,040.32RM 248.16RM 25,082.13RM 337,983.58RM 872,023.90RM 15,466,885.27RM 26,600,282.03RM 24,182,074.58RM 7 9,661,349.83RM 9.00RM 4.14RM 4.85RM
4,703,196.52RM 299,516.13RM 73,852,642.40RM 706,540.12RM 15% 496,117.78RM 0.46RM 23,301.03RM 313,983.15RM 810,100.92RM 14,368,571.88RM 19,371,284.52RM 17,610,258.66RM 1 703,574.33RM 0.66RM 1 3.08RM (2.42)RM
16,810,660.90RM 1,346,716.82RM 209,842,422.64RM 7,161,747.59RM 42% 5,028,830.18RM 4.68RM 236,187.72RM 3,182,647.36RM 8,211,477.54RM 145,645,069.48RM 163,802,447.20RM 148,964,736.74RM 1 (5,786,662.03)RM 6,490,236.36RM 6.04RM 2 11.15RM (5.11)RM
14,598,491.07RM 2,328,052.09RM 91,542,600.16RM 5,823,603.42RM 40% 4,089,213.18RM 3.81RM 192,056.98RM 2,587,982.31RM 6,677,195.49RM 118,431,865.17RM 135,358,408.33RM 122,988,469.75RM 1 (6,670,849.00)RM 7,374,423.33RM 6.87RM 3 9.52RM (2.65)RM
14,890,813.97RM 4,727,117.43RM 46,907,305.36RM 6,802,666.16RM 46% 4,776,690.67RM 4.45RM 224,345.55RM 3,023,073.24RM 7,799,763.91RM 138,342,600.49RM 157,960,531.88RM 143,585,633.43RM 2 (13,065,710.88)RM 13,769,285.21RM 12.82RM 4 9.67RM 3.15RM
7,658,010.36RM 1,932,544.46RM 30,346,066.57RM 920,342.84RM 12% 646,245.60RM 42.90RM 30,352.04RM 408,996.08RM 1,055,241.68RM 18,716,576.59RM 28,307,131.41RM 25,733,755.83RM 1 2,056,257.14RM 1.91RM 1 5.02RM (3.10)RM
11,865,069.22RM 1,504,148.07RM 93,594,420.78RM 1,805,287.88RM 15% 1,267,635.60RM 84.15RM 59,536.70RM 802,261.55RM 2,069,897.15RM 36,713,284.86RM 50,082,502.14RM 45,529,547.40RM 1 (369,103.48)RM 2,425,360.62RM 2.26RM 2 7.87RM (5.61)RM
3,241,766.77RM 1,628,502.91RM 6,453,198.07RM 2,263,099.45RM 70% 1,589,101.36RM 105.49RM 74,634.90RM 1,005,710.88RM 2,594,812.24RM 46,023,581.93RM 50,893,851.61RM 46,267,137.83RM 3 (5,337,699.12)RM 7,393,956.26RM 6.89RM 3 2.11RM 4.77RM
2,566,290.99RM 2,040,053.18RM 3,228,273.41RM 1,656,617.12RM 65% 1,163,242.08RM 77.22RM 54,633.68RM 736,192.95RM 1,899,435.03RM 33,689,837.87RM 38,296,182.04RM 34,814,710.95RM 8 (14,634,970.94)RM 16,691,228.08RM 15.54RM 4 1.67RM 13.88RM
9,406,393.03RM 6,515,684.79RM 13,579,574.94RM 1,695,696.29RM 18% 1,190,682.66RM 1.11RM 55,922.47RM 753,559.55RM 1,944,242.22RM 34,484,572.51RM 50,406,650.33RM 45,824,227.57RM 5 13,730,952.61RM 12.79RM 1 6.16RM 6.63RM
3,512,900.44RM 3,204,793.70RM 3,850,628.36RM 677,024.48RM 19% 475,392.51RM 0.44RM 22,327.63RM 300,866.54RM 776,259.05RM 13,768,326.34RM 20,486,020.48RM 18,639,640.95RM 20 (8,590,909.65)RM 22,321,862.26RM 20.79RM 2 2.33RM 18.46RM
1,615,756.03RM 1,284,432.77RM 2,032,545.12RM 1,100,365.95RM 68% 772,654.08RM 29.92RM 36,289.04RM 488,997.52RM 1,261,651.60RM 22,377,621.25RM 25,277,810.05RM 22,979,827.31RM 8 11,017,226.01RM 10.26RM 1 1.06RM 9.20RM
1,395,890.50RM 1,216,333.60RM 1,601,953.83RM 1,345,116.46RM 95% 944,512.80RM 36.58RM 44,360.68RM 597,763.51RM 1,542,276.31RM 27,354,996.56RM 29,967,220.66RM 27,242,927.87RM 13 (10,751,250.13)RM 21,768,476.13RM 20.27RM 2 0.93RM 19.35RM
269,292.67RM 85,487.47RM 848,294.37RM 59,333.46RM 22% 41,662.72RM 19.36RM 1,956.76RM 26,367.51RM 68,030.23RM 1,206,636.44RM 1,561,416.59RM 1,419,469.62RM 2 136,107.36RM 0.13RM 1 0.18RM (0.05)RM
249,266.16RM 99,541.84RM 624,195.97RM 60,681.95RM 24% 42,609.60RM 19.80RM 2,001.23RM 26,966.77RM 69,576.37RM 1,234,060.00RM 1,582,868.00RM 1,438,970.91RM 2 (36,364.22)RM 172,471.57RM 0.16RM 2 0.17RM (0.00)RM
1,009,847.52RM 766,758.35RM 1,330,004.45RM 262,955.10RM 26% 184,641.60RM 8.58RM 8,672.01RM 116,856.02RM 301,497.62RM 5,347,593.31RM 7,124,199.18RM 6,476,544.71RM 7 2,587,543.26RM 2.41RM 2 0.66RM 1.75RM
664,709.76RM 460,435.71RM 959,610.76RM 148,333.64RM 22% 104,156.80RM 4.84RM 4,891.90RM 65,918.78RM 170,075.58RM 3,016,591.10RM 4,141,736.57RM 3,765,215.06RM 5 1,459,319.34RM 1,128,223.92RM 1.05RM 1 0.44RM 0.61RM
403,939.01RM 321,108.19RM 508,136.28RM 32,363.70RM 8% 22,725.12RM 10.56RM 1,067.32RM 14,382.28RM 37,107.40RM 658,165.33RM 1,383,212.53RM 1,257,465.94RM 8 602,867.30RM 0.56RM 0.26RM 0.30RM
618,985.22RM 591,217.66RM 648,056.94RM 297,559.60RM 48% 208,940.16RM 208,940.16RM 9,813.24RM 132,234.10RM 341,174.26RM 6,051,328.64RM 7,261,531.53RM 6,601,392.30RM 39 15,824,538.17RM 14.74RM 2 0.41RM 14.33RM
1,008,814.44RM 920,334.12RM 1,105,801.19RM 480,943.52RM 47% 337,708.54RM 337,708.54RM 15,861.07RM 213,729.07RM 551,437.60RM 9,780,720.64RM 11,709,869.20RM 10,645,335.64RM 20 3,065,296.44RM 12,759,241.73RM 11.88RM 1 0.67RM 11.21RM
76,533.18RM 58,110.21RM 100,796.87RM 26,826.88RM 35% 18,837.28RM 17,124.80RM 884.73RM 11,921.74RM 30,759.02RM 545,565.64RM 680,209.03RM 618,371.84RM 7 247,055.18RM 0.23RM 2 0.05RM 0.18RM
111,945.06RM 49,001.92RM 255,738.91RM 38,607.24RM 34% 27,109.20RM 23,573.22RM 1,273.23RM 17,156.88RM 44,266.08RM 785,137.22RM 946,084.20RM 860,076.54RM 2 132,514.41RM 114,540.77RM 0.11RM 1 0.07RM 0.03RM
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Whole Life Cycle Costing Estimate
General Purpose Work Sheet
Nominal Rate 7.0%
Inflation Rate 2.2% Case Study Location 2
Real Interest Rate 4.7% Study Title Projek Perumahan Rakyat (PPR), Taman Kempas Permai, Tampoi, Johor Bahru
Project Type - Developer Public
Total Unit/Area/ Space/Quantity Total Unit> 2,250 SQFt> 650
Economic Building Service Life 2002
Economic Life Span (Nm) 49 50
Project Life Cycle 40
Extra SUBTOTAL I SUBTOTAL II
Low Base High Low Base High Preliminaries1 Contigencies2 Construction Cost
80% 130% 80% 130% 15% 5% 18.5% 17.0% 19.0% 19.50%
Type Manufacturer Quantity Price Per Quantity Economic Life Span Alt1 Alt2 Alt3 Alt4
Wall Painting Dulux Weathershield Max ICI Dulux 220 207.90RM 10 45,738.00RM 36,590.40RM 45,738.00RM 59,459.40RM 45,738.00RM 6,860.70RM 2,286.90RM 54,885.60RM 10,153.84RM
Jotashield Extreme JOTUN 220 159.50RM 8 35,090.00RM 28,072.00RM 35,090.00RM 45,617.00RM 35,090.00RM 5,263.50RM 1,754.50RM 42,108.00RM 7,158.36RM
Nippon Weatherbond Advance NIPPON PAINT 220 151.80RM 5 33,396.00RM 26,716.80RM 33,396.00RM 43,414.80RM 33,396.00RM 5,009.40RM 1,669.80RM 40,075.20RM 7,614.29RM
Roof Painting Dulux Roofshield ICI Dulux 110 176.00RM 10 19,360.00RM 15,488.00RM 19,360.00RM 25,168.00RM 19,360.00RM 2,904.00RM 968.00RM 23,232.00RM 4,297.92RM
Jotaroof JOTUN 110 112.20RM 8 12,342.00RM 9,873.60RM 12,342.00RM 16,044.60RM 12,342.00RM 1,851.30RM 617.10RM 14,810.40RM 2,517.77RM
Nippon Roof Coating NIPPON PAINT 110 143.00RM 5 15,730.00RM 12,584.00RM 15,730.00RM 20,449.00RM 15,730.00RM 2,359.50RM 786.50RM 18,876.00RM 3,586.44RM
Interior Finishes Lump Sum Per Unit House 2,860.00RM 7 6,435,000.00RM 5,148,000.00RM 6,435,000.00RM 8,365,500.00RM 6,435,000.00RM 965,250.00RM 321,750.00RM 7,722,000.00RM 1,428,570.00RM
6
Floor Covering Cement Render 3.08RM 60 4,504,500.00RM 3,603,600.00RM 4,504,500.00RM 5,855,850.00RM 4,504,500.00RM 675,675.00RM 225,225.00RM 5,405,400.00RM 999,999.00RM
Homogeneus Tiles 13.32RM 55 19,480,500.00RM 15,584,400.00RM 19,480,500.00RM 25,324,650.00RM 19,480,500.00RM 2,922,075.00RM 974,025.00RM 23,376,600.00RM 3,974,022.00RM
Ceramic Tiles 12.32RM 40 18,018,000.00RM 14,414,400.00RM 18,018,000.00RM 23,423,400.00RM 18,018,000.00RM 2,702,700.00RM 900,900.00RM 21,621,600.00RM 4,108,104.00RM
Parquet Flooring 11.35RM 25 16,599,375.00RM 13,279,500.00RM 16,599,375.00RM 21,579,187.50RM 16,599,375.00RM 2,489,906.25RM 829,968.75RM 19,919,250.00RM 3,884,253.75RM
Ironmongeries (Door Hardware) Merbau 7 423.50RM 30 6,670,125.00RM 5,336,100.00RM 6,670,125.00RM 8,671,162.50RM 6,670,125.00RM 1,000,518.75RM 333,506.25RM 8,004,150.00RM 1,480,767.75RM
Nyatoh 7 561.00RM 45 8,835,750.00RM 7,068,600.00RM 8,835,750.00RM 11,486,475.00RM 8,835,750.00RM 1,325,362.50RM 441,787.50RM 10,602,900.00RM 1,802,493.00RM
Kayu Rata 7 170.50RM 15 2,685,375.00RM 2,148,300.00RM 2,685,375.00RM 3,490,987.50RM 2,685,375.00RM 402,806.25RM 134,268.75RM 3,222,450.00RM 612,265.50RM
Aluminium 7 143.00RM 5 2,252,250.00RM 1,801,800.00RM 2,252,250.00RM 2,927,925.00RM 2,252,250.00RM 337,837.50RM 112,612.50RM 2,702,700.00RM 527,026.50RM
Plumbing Option A (Decorative Brick Fence with metal Grille) 6.16RM 8 9,009,000.00RM 7,207,200.00RM 9,009,000.00RM 11,711,700.00RM 9,009,000.00RM 1,351,350.00RM 450,450.00RM 10,810,800.00RM 1,999,998.00RM
Option B (PVC Pipe Grade A+ with brick fence) 2.31RM 2 3,378,375.00RM 2,702,700.00RM 3,378,375.00RM 4,391,887.50RM 3,378,375.00RM 506,756.25RM 168,918.75RM 4,054,050.00RM 689,188.50RM
Mechanical and Electrical Works
Lighting Fluorescent lighting 12 52.80RM 5 1,425,600.00RM 1,140,480.00RM 1,425,600.00RM 1,853,280.00RM 1,425,600.00RM 213,840.00RM 71,280.00RM 1,710,720.00RM 316,483.20RM
Incandescent 12 39.60RM 3 1,069,200.00RM 855,360.00RM 1,069,200.00RM 1,389,960.00RM 1,069,200.00RM 160,380.00RM 53,460.00RM 1,283,040.00RM 218,116.80RM
HVAC Toshiba 93.50RM 25 210,375.00RM 168,300.00RM 210,375.00RM 273,487.50RM 210,375.00RM 31,556.25RM 10,518.75RM 252,450.00RM 46,703.25RM
York 86.02RM 20 193,545.00RM 154,836.00RM 193,545.00RM 251,608.50RM 193,545.00RM 29,031.75RM 9,677.25RM 232,254.00RM 39,483.18RM
Electrical Outlets Panasonic 10 33.00RM 6 742,500.00RM 594,000.00RM 742,500.00RM 965,250.00RM 742,500.00RM 111,375.00RM 37,125.00RM 891,000.00RM 164,835.00RM
Tenaga National 10 22.00RM 8 495,000.00RM 396,000.00RM 495,000.00RM 643,500.00RM 495,000.00RM 74,250.00RM 24,750.00RM 594,000.00RM 100,980.00RM
Telecommunications Facilities Telekom Komunikasi Malaysia 1 132.00RM 5 297,000.00RM 237,600.00RM 297,000.00RM 386,100.00RM 297,000.00RM 44,550.00RM 14,850.00RM 356,400.00RM 65,934.00RM
Lifts FUJI Elevator FUJI Elevator Malaysia 10 16,742.00RM 10 167,420.00RM 133,936.00RM 167,420.00RM 217,646.00RM 167,420.00RM 25,113.00RM 8,371.00RM 200,904.00RM 37,167.24RM
Kawasaki Elevator Niche Elevator Sdn. Bhd. (Malaysia) 10 15,576.00RM 8 155,760.00RM 124,608.00RM 155,760.00RM 202,488.00RM 155,760.00RM 23,364.00RM 7,788.00RM 186,912.00RM 31,775.04RM
Landscaping Lump Sum Option A (Soft & Hard Landscaping+12Months) 347,292.00RM 12 347,292.00RM 277,833.60RM 347,292.00RM 451,479.60RM 347,292.00RM 52,093.80RM 17,364.60RM 416,750.40RM 77,098.82RM
Lump Sum Option B (Soft & Hard Landscaping+24 Months) 694,328.80RM 24 694,328.80RM 555,463.04RM 694,328.80RM 902,627.44RM 694,328.80RM 104,149.32RM 34,716.44RM 833,194.56RM 141,643.08RM
Playgrounds Kid Play KPY-014-A03-02 10% 48,928.00RM 6 53,820.80RM 43,056.64RM 53,820.80RM 69,967.04RM 53,820.80RM 8,073.12RM 2,691.04RM 64,584.96RM 11,948.22RM
Kid Play KPY-019-A11-00 10% 62,425.00RM 15 68,667.50RM 54,934.00RM 68,667.50RM 89,267.75RM 68,667.50RM 10,300.13RM 3,433.38RM 82,401.00RM 14,008.17RM
Kid Play KPY-022-A03-05 15% 69,333.00RM 18 79,732.95RM 63,786.36RM 79,732.95RM 103,652.84RM 79,732.95RM 11,959.94RM 3,986.65RM 95,679.54RM 16,265.52RM
Legends
% of Sub-Total I- Means Results from survey of 20 Property Managers*
% of Sub-Total I- Means Results from survey of 20 Property Managers*
% of Sub-Total II (Construction Costs)- based on the manufacturer info
Estimated Costs Present Worth
Capital Costs
Professional Fees3
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TOTAL CAPITAL COST TOTAL REPLACEMENT FUTURE COST CAPITAL RECOVERY M&O M&O M&O INCREMENT M&O UNIFORM COST PRESENT WORTH WLCC WLCC Replacement WLCC WLCC WLCC RANK ADJUSTED VALUE DIVERSE
(Annual Cost) Replacement Cost Maintenance Cost Maintenance Cost Maintenance Cost Annually Maintenance Cost Annual Cost (After MCS) Life Span SAVING Annualised RMpsf INITIAL COST
RIR RIR RIR RIR Price Per Quantity RIR Annually next 40 years 40 years with 1st Alternative PP Factor RMpsf
4.7% 4.7% 4.7% 4.7% Price Per Sqft 4.7% 4.7% 0.0559
First Year End Price per Sqm
65,039.44RM 41,100.58RM 102,921.38RM 4,442.40RM 6% 2,744.28RM 12.47RM 128.89RM 1,999.33RM 4,743.61RM 90,343.02RM 196,483.04RM 178,620.95RM 5 53,797.16RM 0.04RM 1 0.03RM 0.01RM
49,266.36RM 34,126.16RM 71,123.57RM 3,692.21RM 7% 2,280.85RM 10.37RM 107.12RM 1,661.70RM 3,942.55RM 75,086.68RM 158,479.20RM 144,072.00RM 6 (442.45)RM 54,239.61RM 0.04RM 2 0.02RM 0.01RM
47,689.49RM 37,910.39RM 59,991.13RM 4,324.88RM 8% 2,671.68RM 12.14RM 125.48RM 1,946.44RM 4,618.12RM 87,953.00RM 173,552.87RM 157,775.34RM 10 (41,240.58)RM 95,037.74RM 0.06RM 3 0.02RM 0.04RM
27,529.92RM 17,397.07RM 43,564.60RM 6,581.34RM 21% 4,065.60RM 36.96RM 190.95RM 2,961.97RM 7,027.57RM 133,841.52RM 178,768.51RM 162,516.83RM 5 48,946.91RM 0.03RM 2 0.01RM 0.02RM
17,328.17RM 12,002.99RM 25,015.88RM 3,995.81RM 20% 2,468.40RM 22.44RM 115.93RM 1,798.34RM 4,266.74RM 81,260.92RM 110,592.08RM 100,538.26RM 6 11,096.70RM 37,850.21RM 0.03RM 1 0.01RM 0.02RM
22,462.44RM 17,856.34RM 28,256.69RM 5,601.97RM 22% 3,460.60RM 31.46RM 162.53RM 2,521.20RM 5,981.80RM 113,924.62RM 154,243.41RM 140,221.28RM 10 (35,516.94)RM 84,463.85RM 0.06RM 3 0.01RM 0.05RM
9,150,570.00RM 6,636,177.21RM 12,617,645.48RM 1,250,026.51RM 12% 772,200.00RM 343.20RM 36,267.71RM 562,581.82RM 1,334,781.82RM 25,421,197.30RM 41,207,944.50RM 37,461,767.73RM 7 16,118,224.56RM 11.02RM 4.40RM 6.62RM
6,405,399.00RM 407,918.38RM 100,581,729.92RM 1,093,773.20RM 15% 675,675.00RM 0.46RM 31,734.25RM 492,259.09RM 1,167,934.09RM 22,243,547.64RM 29,056,865.02RM 26,415,331.83RM 1 1,325,964.19RM 0.91RM 1 3.08RM (2.17)RM
27,350,622.00RM 2,191,082.37RM 341,409,586.15RM 13,244,599.11RM 42% 8,181,810.00RM 5.59RM 384,272.88RM 5,960,810.10RM 14,142,620.10RM 269,349,140.46RM 298,890,844.82RM 271,739,349.16RM 1 (13,553,394.49)RM 14,879,358.69RM 10.17RM 2 13.32RM (3.15)RM
25,729,704.00RM 4,103,170.04RM 161,342,976.80RM 11,666,914.13RM 40% 7,207,200.00RM 4.93RM 338,498.63RM 5,250,763.65RM 12,457,963.65RM 237,264,508.11RM 267,097,382.15RM 242,815,801.95RM 1 (16,956,887.24)RM 18,282,851.43RM 12.50RM 3 12.32RM 0.18RM
23,803,503.75RM 7,556,467.88RM 74,983,021.17RM 12,360,584.14RM 46% 7,635,712.50RM 5.22RM 358,624.46RM 5,562,953.94RM 13,198,666.44RM 251,371,346.76RM 282,731,318.39RM 257,073,762.62RM 2 (29,638,830.13)RM 30,964,794.32RM 21.17RM 4 11.35RM 9.82RM
9,484,917.75RM 2,393,575.40RM 37,585,473.50RM 1,295,700.56RM 12% 800,415.00RM 50.82RM 37,592.88RM 583,137.69RM 1,383,552.69RM 26,350,048.74RM 38,228,541.89RM 34,753,219.90RM 2 3,488,998.39RM 2.39RM 1 4.56RM (2.18)RM
12,405,393.00RM 1,572,645.52RM 97,856,620.24RM 2,145,478.20RM 15% 1,325,362.50RM 84.15RM 62,247.95RM 965,585.14RM 2,290,947.64RM 43,631,574.21RM 57,609,612.73RM 52,372,375.21RM 1 (16,233.32)RM 3,505,231.71RM 2.40RM 2 6.04RM (3.64)RM
3,834,715.50RM 1,926,370.95RM 7,633,546.88RM 3,042,933.13RM 70% 1,879,762.50RM 119.35RM 88,286.30RM 1,369,490.04RM 3,249,252.54RM 61,882,690.22RM 67,643,776.67RM 61,494,342.43RM 3 (8,858,269.71)RM 12,347,268.09RM 8.44RM 3 1.84RM 6.61RM
3,229,726.50RM 2,567,446.12RM 4,062,844.09RM 2,369,841.93RM 65% 1,463,962.50RM 92.95RM 68,757.53RM 1,066,561.37RM 2,530,523.87RM 48,194,353.21RM 53,991,525.83RM 49,083,205.30RM 10 (26,076,818.76)RM 29,565,817.15RM 20.22RM 4 1.54RM 18.68RM
12,810,798.00RM 8,873,871.35RM 18,494,357.08RM 2,625,055.68RM 18% 1,621,620.00RM 1.11RM 76,162.19RM 1,181,421.82RM 2,803,041.82RM 53,384,514.33RM 75,069,183.68RM 68,244,712.43RM 6 25,692,478.17RM 17.57RM 1 6.16RM 11.41RM
4,743,238.50RM 4,327,222.22RM 5,199,250.31RM 1,039,084.54RM 19% 641,891.25RM 0.44RM 30,147.53RM 467,646.14RM 1,109,537.39RM 21,131,370.25RM 30,201,830.98RM 27,456,209.98RM 25 (15,653,908.99)RM 41,346,387.17RM 28.27RM 2 2.31RM 25.96RM
2,027,203.20RM 1,611,509.51RM 2,550,126.31RM 1,569,264.05RM 68% 969,408.00RM 35.90RM 45,529.93RM 706,256.56RM 1,675,664.56RM 31,913,379.99RM 35,552,092.71RM 32,320,084.28RM 10 19,468,363.90RM 13.31RM 1 0.97RM 12.34RM
1,501,156.80RM 1,308,059.24RM 1,722,759.70RM 1,644,265.65RM 95% 1,015,740.00RM 37.62RM 47,705.99RM 740,011.47RM 1,755,751.47RM 33,438,651.83RM 36,247,867.87RM 32,952,607.15RM 16 (13,613,921.30)RM 33,082,285.20RM 22.62RM 2 0.73RM 21.89RM
299,153.25RM 94,966.77RM 942,357.68RM 74,921.46RM 22% 46,282.50RM 20.57RM 2,173.74RM 33,718.85RM 80,001.35RM 1,523,642.27RM 1,917,762.30RM 1,743,420.27RM 2 210,033.74RM 0.14RM 1 0.14RM (0.00)RM
271,737.18RM 108,515.41RM 680,466.43RM 75,193.90RM 24% 46,450.80RM 20.64RM 2,181.64RM 33,841.46RM 80,292.26RM 1,529,182.79RM 1,909,435.38RM 1,735,850.35RM 2 (51,368.48)RM 261,402.21RM 0.18RM 2 0.13RM 0.05RM
1,055,835.00RM 801,675.78RM 1,390,571.57RM 312,506.63RM 26% 193,050.00RM 8.58RM 9,066.93RM 140,645.45RM 333,695.45RM 6,355,299.32RM 8,212,810.10RM 7,466,191.00RM 8 3,747,786.31RM 2.56RM 2 0.51RM 2.05RM
694,980.00RM 481,403.51RM 1,003,310.51RM 176,285.79RM 22% 108,900.00RM 4.84RM 5,114.68RM 79,338.46RM 188,238.46RM 3,585,040.64RM 4,761,424.15RM 4,328,567.41RM 6 2,118,185.72RM 1,629,600.59RM 1.11RM 1 0.34RM 0.78RM
-RM
422,334.00RM 335,731.15RM 531,276.32RM 38,462.35RM 8% 23,760.00RM 10.56RM 1,115.93RM 17,310.21RM 41,070.21RM 782,190.69RM 1,540,255.83RM 1,400,232.58RM 10 843,445.74RM 0.58RM 0.20RM 0.37RM
238,071.24RM 150,445.12RM 376,734.81RM 70,464.46RM 26% 43,529.20RM 4,352.92RM 2,044.42RM 31,712.95RM 75,242.15RM 1,433,002.31RM 1,821,518.67RM 1,655,926.06RM 5 498,732.78RM 0.34RM 1 0.11RM 0.23RM
218,687.04RM 151,481.64RM 315,708.37RM 55,471.26RM 22% 34,267.20RM 3,426.72RM 1,609.42RM 24,965.17RM 59,232.37RM 1,128,092.79RM 1,498,261.47RM 1,362,055.88RM 6 (14,048.20)RM 512,780.99RM 0.35RM 2 0.11RM 0.24RM
493,849.22RM 284,708.08RM 856,621.48RM 269,851.88RM 48% 166,700.16RM 166,700.16RM 7,829.36RM 121,448.43RM 288,148.59RM 5,487,849.85RM 6,266,407.16RM 5,696,733.78RM 4 1,429,788.02RM 0.98RM 2 0.24RM 0.74RM
974,837.64RM 323,998.59RM 2,933,063.41RM 528,265.76RM 47% 326,334.54RM 326,334.54RM 15,326.87RM 237,749.13RM 564,083.66RM 10,743,090.68RM 12,041,926.91RM 10,947,206.28RM 2 56,002.18RM 1,373,785.84RM 0.94RM 1 0.47RM 0.46RM
76,533.18RM 58,110.21RM 100,796.87RM 30,493.52RM 35% 18,837.28RM 17,124.80RM 884.73RM 13,723.79RM 32,561.07RM 620,132.36RM 754,775.75RM 686,159.78RM 8 344,430.01RM 0.24RM 3 0.04RM 0.20RM
96,409.17RM 48,431.19RM 191,916.17RM 37,793.71RM 34% 23,346.95RM 21,224.50RM 1,096.53RM 17,009.28RM 40,356.23RM 768,592.88RM 913,433.24RM 830,393.85RM 3 177,697.67RM 166,732.34RM 0.11RM 2 0.05RM 0.07RM
111,945.06RM 49,001.92RM 255,738.91RM 43,884.00RM 34% 27,109.20RM 23,573.22RM 1,273.23RM 19,750.25RM 46,859.46RM 892,448.07RM 1,053,395.05RM 957,631.86RM 3 6,498.94RM 160,233.40RM 0.11RM 1 0.05RM 0.06RM
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Whole Life Cycle Costing Estimate
General Purpose Work Sheet
Nominal Rate 7.0%
Inflation Rate 2.2% Case Study Location 3
Real Interest Rate 4.7% Study Title Bukit Saujana Public Housing, Johor Bahru
Project Type - Developer Public
Total Unit/Area/ Space/Quantity Total Unit> 2,190 SQFt> 901
Economic Building Service Life 2002
Economic Life Span 49 50
Project Life Cycle 40
Extra SUBTOTAL I SUBTOTAL II
Low Base High Low Base High Preliminaries1 Contigencies2 Construction Cost
80% 130% 80% 130% 15% 5% 18.5% 17.0% 19.0% 19.50%
Type Manufacturer Quantity Price Per Quantity Economic Life Span Alt1 Alt2 Alt3 Alt4
Wall Painting Dulux Weathershield Max ICI Dulux 170 207.90RM 10 35,343.00RM 28,274.40RM 35,343.00RM 45,945.90RM 35,343.00RM 5,301.45RM 1,767.15RM 42,411.60RM 7,846.15RM
Jotashield Extreme JOTUN 170 159.50RM 8 27,115.00RM 21,692.00RM 27,115.00RM 35,249.50RM 27,115.00RM 4,067.25RM 1,355.75RM 32,538.00RM 5,531.46RM
Nippon Weatherbond Advance NIPPON PAINT 170 151.80RM 5 25,806.00RM 20,644.80RM 25,806.00RM 33,547.80RM 25,806.00RM 3,870.90RM 1,290.30RM 30,967.20RM 5,883.77RM
Roof Painting Dulux Roofshield ICI Dulux 80 176.00RM 10 14,080.00RM 11,264.00RM 14,080.00RM 18,304.00RM 14,080.00RM 2,112.00RM 704.00RM 16,896.00RM 3,125.76RM
Jotaroof JOTUN 80 112.20RM 8 8,976.00RM 7,180.80RM 8,976.00RM 11,668.80RM 8,976.00RM 1,346.40RM 448.80RM 10,771.20RM 1,831.10RM
Nippon Roof Coating NIPPON PAINT 80 143.00RM 5 11,440.00RM 9,152.00RM 11,440.00RM 14,872.00RM 11,440.00RM 1,716.00RM 572.00RM 13,728.00RM 2,608.32RM
Interior Finishes Lump Sum Per Unit House 2,563.00RM 10 5,612,970.00RM 4,490,376.00RM 5,612,970.00RM 7,296,861.00RM 5,612,970.00RM 841,945.50RM 280,648.50RM 6,735,564.00RM 1,246,079.34RM
Floor Covering Cement Render 3.08RM 60 6,077,425.20RM 4,861,940.16RM 6,077,425.20RM 7,900,652.76RM 6,077,425.20RM 911,613.78RM 303,871.26RM 7,292,910.24RM 1,349,188.39RM
Homogeneus Tiles 10.73RM 55 21,172,328.70RM 16,937,862.96RM 21,172,328.70RM 27,524,027.31RM 21,172,328.70RM 3,175,849.31RM 1,058,616.44RM 25,406,794.44RM 4,319,155.05RM
Ceramic Tiles 10.78RM 40 21,270,988.20RM 17,016,790.56RM 21,270,988.20RM 27,652,284.66RM 21,270,988.20RM 3,190,648.23RM 1,063,549.41RM 25,525,185.84RM 4,849,785.31RM
Parquet Flooring 10.12RM 25 19,968,682.80RM 15,974,946.24RM 19,968,682.80RM 25,959,287.64RM 19,968,682.80RM 2,995,302.42RM 998,434.14RM 23,962,419.36RM 4,672,671.78RM
Ironmongeries (Door Hardware) Merbau 8 533.50RM 30 9,346,920.00RM 7,477,536.00RM 9,346,920.00RM 12,150,996.00RM 9,346,920.00RM 1,402,038.00RM 467,346.00RM 11,216,304.00RM 2,075,016.24RM
Nyatoh 8 772.20RM 45 13,528,944.00RM 10,823,155.20RM 13,528,944.00RM 17,587,627.20RM 13,528,944.00RM 2,029,341.60RM 676,447.20RM 16,234,732.80RM 2,759,904.58RM
Kayu Rata 8 203.50RM 15 3,565,320.00RM 2,852,256.00RM 3,565,320.00RM 4,634,916.00RM 3,565,320.00RM 534,798.00RM 178,266.00RM 4,278,384.00RM 812,892.96RM
Aluminium 8 176.00RM 5 3,083,520.00RM 2,466,816.00RM 3,083,520.00RM 4,008,576.00RM 3,083,520.00RM 462,528.00RM 154,176.00RM 3,700,224.00RM 721,543.68RM
Plumbing Option A (Decorative Brick Fence with metal Grille) 8 7.04RM 8 13,891,257.60RM 11,113,006.08RM 13,891,257.60RM 18,058,634.88RM 13,891,257.60RM 2,083,688.64RM 694,562.88RM 16,669,509.12RM 3,083,859.19RM
Option B (PVC Pipe Grade A+ with brick fence) 2 3.95RM 2 7,794,100.50RM 6,235,280.40RM 7,794,100.50RM 10,132,330.65RM 7,794,100.50RM 1,169,115.08RM 389,705.03RM 9,352,920.60RM 1,589,996.50RM
Mechanical and Electrical Works
Lighting Fluorescent lighting 12 55.00RM 5 1,445,400.00RM 1,156,320.00RM 1,445,400.00RM 1,879,020.00RM 1,445,400.00RM 216,810.00RM 72,270.00RM 1,734,480.00RM 320,878.80RM
Incandescent 12 44.00RM 3 1,156,320.00RM 925,056.00RM 1,156,320.00RM 1,503,216.00RM 1,156,320.00RM 173,448.00RM 57,816.00RM 1,387,584.00RM 235,889.28RM
HVAC Toshiba 93.50RM 25 204,765.00RM 163,812.00RM 204,765.00RM 266,194.50RM 204,765.00RM 30,714.75RM 10,238.25RM 245,718.00RM 45,457.83RM
York 90.20RM 20 197,538.00RM 158,030.40RM 197,538.00RM 256,799.40RM 197,538.00RM 29,630.70RM 9,876.90RM 237,045.60RM 40,297.75RM
Electrical Outlets Panasonic 10 33.00RM 6 722,700.00RM 578,160.00RM 722,700.00RM 939,510.00RM 722,700.00RM 108,405.00RM 36,135.00RM 867,240.00RM 160,439.40RM
Tenaga National 10 22.00RM 8 481,800.00RM 385,440.00RM 481,800.00RM 626,340.00RM 481,800.00RM 72,270.00RM 24,090.00RM 578,160.00RM 98,287.20RM
Telecommunications Facilities Telekom Komunikasi Malaysia 1 132.00RM 5 289,080.00RM 231,264.00RM 289,080.00RM 375,804.00RM 289,080.00RM 43,362.00RM 14,454.00RM 346,896.00RM 64,175.76RM
Lifts FUJI Elevator FUJI Elevator Malaysia 12 17,985.00RM 10 215,820.00RM 172,656.00RM 215,820.00RM 280,566.00RM 215,820.00RM 32,373.00RM 10,791.00RM 258,984.00RM 47,912.04RM
Kawasaki Elevator Niche Elevator Sdn. Bhd. (Malaysia) 12 17,391.00RM 8 208,692.00RM 166,953.60RM 208,692.00RM 271,299.60RM 208,692.00RM 31,303.80RM 10,434.60RM 250,430.40RM 42,573.17RM
Landscaping Lump Sum Option A (Soft & Hard Landscaping+12Months) 303,292.00RM 12 303,292.00RM 242,633.60RM 303,292.00RM 394,279.60RM 303,292.00RM 45,493.80RM 15,164.60RM 363,950.40RM 67,330.82RM
Lump Sum Option B (Soft & Hard Landscaping+24 Months) 529,328.80RM 24 529,328.80RM 423,463.04RM 529,328.80RM 688,127.44RM 529,328.80RM 79,399.32RM 26,466.44RM 635,194.56RM 107,983.08RM
Playgrounds Kid Play KPY-014-A03-02 10% 48,928.00RM 6 53,820.80RM 43,056.64RM 53,820.80RM 69,967.04RM 53,820.80RM 8,073.12RM 2,691.04RM 64,584.96RM 11,948.22RM
Kid Play KPY-022-A03-05 15% 69,333.00RM 18 79,732.95RM 63,786.36RM 79,732.95RM 103,652.84RM 79,732.95RM 11,959.94RM 3,986.65RM 95,679.54RM 16,265.52RM
Legends
% of Sub-Total I- Means Results from survey of 20 Property Managers*
% of Sub-Total I- Means Results from survey of 20 Property Managers*
% of Sub-Total II (Construction Costs)- based on the manufacturer info
Professional Fees3
Capital Costs
Estimated Costs Present Worth
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TOTAL CAPITAL COST TOTAL REPLACEMENT FUTURE COST CAPITAL RECOVERY M&O M&O M&O INCREMENT M&O UNIFORM COST PRESENT WORTH WLCC WLCC Replacement WLCC WLCC WLCC RANK ADJUSTED VALUE DIVERSE
(Annual Cost) Replacement Cost Maintenance Cost Maintenance Cost Maintenance Cost Annually Maintenance Cost Annual Cost (After MCS) Life Span SAVING Annualised RMpsf INITIAL COST
RIR RIR RIR RIR Price Per Quantity RIR Annually next 40 years 40 years with 1st Alternative PP Factor RMpsf
4.7% 4.7% 4.7% 4.7% Price Per Sqft 4.7% 4.7% 0.0559
First Year End Price per Sqm
50,257.75RM 31,759.54RM 79,530.15RM 3,432.77RM 6% 2,120.58RM 12.47RM 99.60RM 1,544.94RM 3,665.52RM 69,810.52RM 151,827.80RM 138,025.28RM 5 41,570.53RM 0.02RM 1 0.02RM 0.00RM
38,069.46RM 26,370.21RM 54,959.12RM 2,853.07RM 7% 1,762.48RM 10.37RM 82.78RM 1,284.04RM 3,046.52RM 58,021.53RM 122,461.20RM 111,328.37RM 6 (341.89)RM 41,912.43RM 0.02RM 2 0.01RM 0.01RM
36,850.97RM 29,294.39RM 46,356.79RM 3,341.95RM 8% 2,064.48RM 12.14RM 96.96RM 1,504.06RM 3,568.54RM 67,963.68RM 134,109.04RM 121,917.31RM 10 (31,867.72)RM 73,438.25RM 0.04RM 3 0.01RM 0.02RM
20,021.76RM 12,652.42RM 31,683.35RM 4,786.43RM 21% 2,956.80RM 36.96RM 138.87RM 2,154.16RM 5,110.96RM 97,339.29RM 130,013.46RM 118,194.05RM 5 35,597.75RM 0.02RM 2 0.01RM 0.01RM
12,602.30RM 8,729.45RM 18,193.36RM 2,906.04RM 20% 1,795.20RM 22.44RM 84.31RM 1,307.88RM 3,103.08RM 59,098.85RM 80,430.61RM 73,118.73RM 6 8,070.33RM 27,527.43RM 0.01RM 1 0.00RM 0.01RM
16,336.32RM 12,986.43RM 20,550.32RM 4,074.16RM 22% 2,516.80RM 31.46RM 118.21RM 1,833.60RM 4,350.40RM 82,854.27RM 112,177.02RM 101,979.11RM 10 (25,830.50)RM 61,428.26RM 0.03RM 3 0.01RM 0.03RM
7,981,643.34RM 5,043,865.52RM 12,630,517.25RM 1,090,343.64RM 12% 673,556.40RM 307.56RM 31,634.74RM 490,715.60RM 1,164,272.00RM 22,173,802.30RM 35,199,311.16RM 31,999,373.78RM 5 9,637,590.17RM 4.88RM 2.84RM 2.04RM
8,642,098.63RM 550,359.29RM 135,703,838.40RM 1,475,707.58RM 15% 911,613.78RM 0.46RM 42,815.52RM 664,150.92RM 1,575,764.70RM 30,010,766.33RM 39,203,224.26RM 35,639,294.78RM 1 1,788,977.29RM 0.91RM 1 3.08RM (2.17)RM
29,725,949.49RM 2,381,371.94RM 371,060,084.67RM 14,394,856.69RM 42% 8,892,378.05RM 4.51RM 417,645.94RM 6,478,490.32RM 15,370,868.38RM 292,741,384.30RM 324,848,705.73RM 295,179,392.44RM 1 (14,382,613.43)RM 16,171,590.72RM 8.20RM 2 10.73RM (2.53)RM
30,374,971.15RM 4,843,960.56RM 190,472,003.32RM 13,773,270.77RM 40% 8,508,395.28RM 4.31RM 399,611.52RM 6,198,741.91RM 14,707,137.19RM 280,100,485.75RM 315,319,417.47RM 286,654,015.88RM 1 (19,794,678.89)RM 21,583,656.18RM 10.94RM 3 10.78RM 0.16RM
28,635,091.14RM 9,090,264.55RM 90,202,924.22RM 14,869,510.69RM 46% 9,185,594.09RM 4.66RM 431,417.33RM 6,692,111.16RM 15,877,705.25RM 302,394,197.89RM 340,119,553.57RM 309,199,594.16RM 2 (35,460,988.80)RM 37,249,966.09RM 18.88RM 4 10.12RM 8.76RM
13,291,320.24RM 3,354,143.70RM 52,668,940.08RM 1,815,679.54RM 12% 1,121,630.40RM 64.02RM 52,679.31RM 817,157.31RM 1,938,787.71RM 36,924,614.99RM 53,570,078.93RM 48,700,071.76RM 2 4,889,172.06RM 2.48RM 1 4.74RM (2.26)RM
18,994,637.38RM 2,407,971.39RM 149,834,109.75RM 3,285,069.68RM 15% 2,029,341.60RM 115.83RM 95,311.54RM 1,478,465.02RM 3,507,806.62RM 66,806,906.50RM 88,209,515.26RM 80,190,468.42RM 1 (477,897.34)RM 5,367,069.41RM 2.72RM 2 6.86RM (4.14)RM
5,091,276.96RM 2,557,605.13RM 10,134,911.28RM 4,040,042.96RM 70% 2,495,724.00RM 142.45RM 117,216.00RM 1,818,245.21RM 4,313,969.21RM 82,160,440.57RM 89,809,322.66RM 81,644,838.78RM 3 (11,504,054.91)RM 16,393,226.97RM 8.31RM 3 1.81RM 6.50RM
4,421,767.68RM 3,515,050.04RM 5,562,375.84RM 3,244,513.26RM 65% 2,004,288.00RM 114.40RM 94,134.86RM 1,460,212.37RM 3,464,500.37RM 65,982,129.87RM 73,918,947.59RM 67,199,043.26RM 10 (35,588,922.51)RM 40,478,094.57RM 20.51RM 4 1.56RM 18.95RM
19,753,368.31RM 13,682,898.53RM 28,517,025.01RM 4,047,655.08RM 18% 2,500,426.37RM 1.27RM 117,436.85RM 1,821,671.09RM 4,322,097.46RM 82,315,244.79RM 115,751,511.63RM 105,228,646.94RM 6 39,616,032.05RM 20.08RM 1 7.04RM 13.04RM
10,942,917.10RM 9,983,144.23RM 11,994,961.90RM 2,397,226.28RM 19% 1,480,879.10RM 0.75RM 69,552.05RM 1,078,885.85RM 2,559,764.95RM 48,751,255.70RM 69,677,317.03RM 63,326,979.27RM 25 (55,772,400.82)RM 95,388,432.87RM 48.34RM 2 3.95RM 44.39RM
2,055,358.80RM 1,633,891.59RM 2,585,544.73RM 1,591,059.39RM 68% 982,872.00RM 37.40RM 46,162.29RM 716,065.68RM 1,698,937.68RM 32,356,621.38RM 36,045,871.77RM 32,768,974.34RM 10 19,738,757.84RM 10.00RM 1 0.73RM 9.27RM
1,623,473.28RM 1,414,641.84RM 1,863,132.71RM 1,778,242.85RM 95% 1,098,504.00RM 41.80RM 51,593.14RM 800,308.70RM 1,898,812.70RM 36,163,282.72RM 39,201,397.84RM 35,637,634.40RM 16 (16,039,120.97)RM 35,777,878.81RM 18.13RM 2 0.59RM 17.55RM
291,175.83RM 92,434.33RM 917,228.14RM 72,923.56RM 22% 45,048.30RM 20.57RM 2,115.77RM 32,819.68RM 77,867.98RM 1,483,011.81RM 1,866,621.97RM 1,696,929.06RM 2 204,432.84RM 0.10RM 1 0.10RM (0.00)RM
277,343.35RM 110,754.18RM 694,505.03RM 76,745.22RM 24% 47,409.12RM 21.65RM 2,226.65RM 34,539.64RM 81,948.76RM 1,560,731.15RM 1,948,828.68RM 1,771,662.44RM 2 (62,362.33)RM 266,795.17RM 0.14RM 2 0.10RM 0.04RM
1,027,679.40RM 780,297.76RM 1,353,489.66RM 304,173.12RM 26% 187,902.00RM 8.58RM 8,825.14RM 136,894.91RM 324,796.91RM 6,185,824.68RM 7,993,801.84RM 7,267,092.58RM 8 3,647,845.35RM 1.85RM 2 0.37RM 1.48RM
676,447.20RM 468,566.08RM 976,555.56RM 171,584.84RM 22% 105,996.00RM 4.84RM 4,978.29RM 77,222.77RM 183,218.77RM 3,489,439.56RM 4,634,452.84RM 4,213,138.95RM 6 2,061,700.77RM 1,586,144.58RM 0.80RM 1 0.24RM 0.56RM
-RM
411,071.76RM 326,778.32RM 517,108.95RM 37,436.69RM 8% 23,126.40RM 10.56RM 1,086.17RM 16,848.60RM 39,975.00RM 761,332.27RM 1,499,182.35RM 1,362,893.04RM 10 820,953.85RM 0.42RM 0.15RM 0.27RM
306,896.04RM 193,937.80RM 485,646.32RM 90,835.26RM 26% 56,113.20RM 4,676.10RM 2,635.45RM 40,880.95RM 96,994.15RM 1,847,273.67RM 2,348,107.51RM 2,134,643.19RM 5 642,913.09RM 0.33RM 1 0.11RM 0.22RM
293,003.57RM 202,959.72RM 422,995.71RM 74,322.09RM 22% 45,912.24RM 3,826.02RM 2,156.35RM 33,449.10RM 79,361.34RM 1,511,453.14RM 2,007,416.42RM 1,824,924.02RM 6 (44,126.52)RM 687,039.61RM 0.35RM 2 0.11RM 0.24RM
431,281.22RM 248,637.12RM 748,092.21RM 235,663.12RM 48% 145,580.16RM 145,580.16RM 6,837.42RM 106,061.58RM 251,641.74RM 4,792,569.24RM 5,472,487.59RM 4,974,988.72RM 4 1,248,641.68RM 0.63RM 2 0.15RM 0.48RM
743,177.64RM 247,003.70RM 2,236,051.48RM 402,728.91RM 47% 248,784.54RM 248,784.54RM 11,684.60RM 181,250.53RM 430,035.06RM 8,190,107.19RM 9,180,288.53RM 8,345,716.85RM 2 201,321.73RM 1,047,319.96RM 0.53RM 1 0.27RM 0.26RM
76,533.18RM 58,110.21RM 100,796.87RM 30,493.52RM 35% 18,837.28RM 17,124.80RM 884.73RM 13,723.79RM 32,561.07RM 620,132.36RM 754,775.75RM 686,159.78RM 8 344,430.01RM 0.17RM 2 0.03RM 0.15RM
111,945.06RM 49,001.92RM 255,738.91RM 43,884.00RM 34% 27,109.20RM 23,573.22RM 1,273.23RM 19,750.25RM 46,859.46RM 892,448.07RM 1,053,395.05RM 957,631.86RM 3 184,196.60RM 160,233.40RM 0.08RM 1 0.04RM 0.04RM
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Whole Life Cycle Costing Estimate
General Purpose Work Sheet
Nominal Rate 7.0%
Inflation Rate 2.2% Case Study Location 4
Real Interest Rate 4.7% Study Title Wadihana Condominium, Johor Bahru
Project Type - Developer Private
Total Unit/Area/ Space/Quantity Total Unit> 172 SQFt> 1830
Economic Building Service Life 2003
Economic Life Span 50 51
Project Life Cycle 40
Extra SUBTOTAL I SUBTOTAL II
Low Base High Low Base High Preliminaries1 Contigencies2 Construction Cost
80% 130% 80% 130% 15% 5% 18.5% 17.0% 19.0% 19.50%
Type Manufacturer Quantity Price Per Quantity Economic Life Span Alt1 Alt2 Alt3 Alt4
Wall Painting Dulux Weathershield Max ICI Dulux 175 207.90RM 10 36,382.50RM 29,106.00RM 36,382.50RM 47,297.25RM 36,382.50RM 5,457.38RM 1,819.13RM 43,659.00RM 8,076.92RM
Jotashield Extreme JOTUN 175 159.50RM 8 27,912.50RM 22,330.00RM 27,912.50RM 36,286.25RM 27,912.50RM 4,186.88RM 1,395.63RM 33,495.00RM 5,694.15RM
Nippon Weatherbond Advance NIPPON PAINT 175 151.80RM 5 26,565.00RM 21,252.00RM 26,565.00RM 34,534.50RM 26,565.00RM 3,984.75RM 1,328.25RM 31,878.00RM 6,056.82RM
-RM -RM
Roof Painting Dulux Roofshield ICI Dulux 60 176.00RM 10 10,560.00RM 8,448.00RM 10,560.00RM 13,728.00RM 10,560.00RM 1,584.00RM 528.00RM 12,672.00RM 2,344.32RM
Jotaroof JOTUN 60 112.20RM 8 6,732.00RM 5,385.60RM 6,732.00RM 8,751.60RM 6,732.00RM 1,009.80RM 336.60RM 8,078.40RM 1,373.33RM
Nippon Roof Coating NIPPON PAINT 60 143.00RM 5 8,580.00RM 6,864.00RM 8,580.00RM 11,154.00RM 8,580.00RM 1,287.00RM 429.00RM 10,296.00RM 1,956.24RM
Interior Finishes Lump Sum Per Unit House 4,543.00RM 12 781,396.00RM 625,116.80RM 781,396.00RM 1,015,814.80RM 781,396.00RM 117,209.40RM 39,069.80RM 937,675.20RM 173,469.91RM
Floor Covering Cement Render 4.07RM 60 1,281,073.20RM 1,024,858.56RM 1,281,073.20RM 1,665,395.16RM 1,281,073.20RM 192,160.98RM 64,053.66RM 1,537,287.84RM 284,398.25RM
Homogeneus Tiles 32.09RM 55 10,100,648.40RM 8,080,518.72RM 10,100,648.40RM 13,130,842.92RM 10,100,648.40RM 1,515,097.26RM 505,032.42RM 12,120,778.08RM 2,060,532.27RM
Ceramic Tiles 27.07RM 40 8,520,553.20RM 6,816,442.56RM 8,520,553.20RM 11,076,719.16RM 8,520,553.20RM 1,278,082.98RM 426,027.66RM 10,224,663.84RM 1,942,686.13RM
Parquet Flooring 11.64RM 25 3,663,806.40RM 2,931,045.12RM 3,663,806.40RM 4,762,948.32RM 3,663,806.40RM 549,570.96RM 183,190.32RM 4,396,567.68RM 857,330.70RM
Ironmongeries (Door Hardware) Merbau 9 572.00RM 30 885,456.00RM 708,364.80RM 885,456.00RM 1,151,092.80RM 885,456.00RM 132,818.40RM 44,272.80RM 1,062,547.20RM 196,571.23RM
Nyatoh 9 761.20RM 45 1,178,337.60RM 942,670.08RM 1,178,337.60RM 1,531,838.88RM 1,178,337.60RM 176,750.64RM 58,916.88RM 1,414,005.12RM 240,380.87RM
Kayu Rata 9 242.00RM 15 374,616.00RM 299,692.80RM 374,616.00RM 487,000.80RM 374,616.00RM 56,192.40RM 18,730.80RM 449,539.20RM 85,412.45RM
Aluminium 9 159.50RM 5 246,906.00RM 197,524.80RM 246,906.00RM 320,977.80RM 246,906.00RM 37,035.90RM 12,345.30RM 296,287.20RM 57,776.00RM
Plumbing Option A (Decorative Brick Fence with metal Grille) 9.85RM 8 3,100,386.00RM 2,480,308.80RM 3,100,386.00RM 4,030,501.80RM 3,100,386.00RM 465,057.90RM 155,019.30RM 3,720,463.20RM 688,285.69RM
Option B (PVC Pipe Grade A+ with brick fence) 4.74RM 2 1,491,962.40RM 1,193,569.92RM 1,491,962.40RM 1,939,551.12RM 1,491,962.40RM 223,794.36RM 74,598.12RM 1,790,354.88RM 304,360.33RM
Mechanical and Electrical Works
Lighting Fluorescent lighting 12 60.50RM 5 124,872.00RM 99,897.60RM 124,872.00RM 162,333.60RM 124,872.00RM 18,730.80RM 6,243.60RM 149,846.40RM 27,721.58RM
Incandescent 12 52.80RM 3 108,979.20RM 87,183.36RM 108,979.20RM 141,672.96RM 108,979.20RM 16,346.88RM 5,448.96RM 130,775.04RM 22,231.76RM
HVAC Toshiba 115.50RM 25 19,866.00RM 15,892.80RM 19,866.00RM 25,825.80RM 19,866.00RM 2,979.90RM 993.30RM 23,839.20RM 4,410.25RM
York 101.20RM 20 17,406.40RM 13,925.12RM 17,406.40RM 22,628.32RM 17,406.40RM 2,610.96RM 870.32RM 20,887.68RM 3,550.91RM
Electrical Outlets Panasonic 10 33.00RM 6 56,760.00RM 45,408.00RM 56,760.00RM 73,788.00RM 56,760.00RM 8,514.00RM 2,838.00RM 68,112.00RM 12,600.72RM
Tenaga National 10 22.00RM 8 37,840.00RM 30,272.00RM 37,840.00RM 49,192.00RM 37,840.00RM 5,676.00RM 1,892.00RM 45,408.00RM 7,719.36RM
Telecommunications Facilities Telekom Komunikasi Malaysia 1 242.00RM 5 41,624.00RM 33,299.20RM 41,624.00RM 54,111.20RM 41,624.00RM 6,243.60RM 2,081.20RM 49,948.80RM 9,240.53RM
Lifts FUJI Elevator FUJI Elevator Malaysia 4 19,162.00RM 15 76,648.00RM 61,318.40RM 76,648.00RM 99,642.40RM 76,648.00RM 11,497.20RM 3,832.40RM 91,977.60RM 17,015.86RM
Kawasaki Elevator Niche Elevator Sdn. Bhd. (Malaysia) 4 14,575.00RM 10 58,300.00RM 46,640.00RM 58,300.00RM 75,790.00RM 58,300.00RM 8,745.00RM 2,915.00RM 69,960.00RM 11,893.20RM
Landscaping Lump Sum Option A (Soft & Hard Landscaping+12Months) 127,292.00RM 12 127,292.00RM 101,833.60RM 127,292.00RM 165,479.60RM 127,292.00RM 19,093.80RM 6,364.60RM 152,750.40RM 28,258.82RM
Lump Sum Option B (Soft & Hard Landscaping+24 Months) 364,328.80RM 24 364,328.80RM 291,463.04RM 364,328.80RM 473,627.44RM 364,328.80RM 54,649.32RM 18,216.44RM 437,194.56RM 74,323.08RM
Playgrounds Kid Play KPY-014-A03-02 20% 48,928.00RM 6 58,713.60RM 46,970.88RM 58,713.60RM 76,327.68RM 58,713.60RM 8,807.04RM 2,935.68RM 70,456.32RM 13,034.42RM
Kid Play KPY-022-A03-05 30% 69,333.00RM 18 90,132.90RM 72,106.32RM 90,132.90RM 117,172.77RM 90,132.90RM 13,519.94RM 4,506.65RM 108,159.48RM 18,387.11RM
Legends
% of Sub-Total I- Means Results from survey of 20 Property Managers*
% of Sub-Total I- Means Results from survey of 20 Property Managers*
% of Sub-Total II (Construction Costs)- based on the manufacturer info
Professional Fees3
Capital Costs
Estimated Costs Present Worth
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TOTAL CAPITAL COST TOTAL REPLACEMENT FUTURE COST CAPITAL RECOVERY M&O M&O M&O INCREMENT M&O UNIFORM COST PRESENT WORTH WLCC WLCC Replacement WLCC WLCC WLCC RANK ADJUSTED VALUE DIVERSE
(Annual Cost) Replacement Cost Maintenance Cost Maintenance Cost Maintenance Cost Annually Maintenance Cost Annual Cost (After MCS) Life Span SAVING Annualised RMpsf INITIAL COST
RIR RIR RIR RIR Price Per Quantity RIR Annually next 40 years 40 years with 1st Alternative PP Factor RMpsf
4.7% 4.7% 4.7% 4.7% Price Per Sqft 4.7% 4.7% 0.0559
First Year End Price per Sqm
51,735.92RM 32,693.64RM 81,869.28RM 3,569.44RM 6% 2,182.95RM 12.47RM 102.53RM 1,608.45RM 3,791.40RM 72,590.03RM 157,019.59RM 142,745.08RM 5 43,869.44RM 0.14RM 1 0.12RM 0.02RM
39,189.15RM 27,145.81RM 56,575.56RM 2,966.67RM 7% 1,814.31RM 10.37RM 85.21RM 1,336.83RM 3,151.14RM 60,331.66RM 126,666.62RM 115,151.47RM 6 (367.03)RM 44,236.46RM 0.14RM 2 0.09RM 0.05RM
37,934.82RM 30,155.99RM 47,720.22RM 3,475.01RM 8% 2,125.20RM 12.14RM 99.81RM 1,565.90RM 3,691.10RM 70,669.66RM 138,760.47RM 126,145.88RM 10 (33,666.67)RM 77,536.11RM 0.25RM 3 0.08RM 0.16RM
15,016.32RM 9,489.31RM 23,762.51RM 3,626.10RM 21% 2,217.60RM 36.96RM 104.15RM 1,633.98RM 3,851.58RM 73,742.25RM 98,247.89RM 89,316.26RM 5 27,449.31RM 0.09RM 2 0.03RM 0.05RM
9,451.73RM 6,547.09RM 13,645.02RM 2,201.56RM 20% 1,346.40RM 22.44RM 63.24RM 992.06RM 2,338.46RM 44,772.08RM 60,770.90RM 55,246.27RM 6 6,225.96RM 21,223.35RM 0.07RM 1 0.02RM 0.05RM
12,252.24RM 9,739.82RM 15,412.74RM 3,086.50RM 22% 1,887.60RM 31.46RM 88.65RM 1,390.83RM 3,278.43RM 62,768.71RM 84,760.77RM 77,055.24RM 10 (19,913.02)RM 47,362.33RM 0.15RM 3 0.03RM 0.12RM
1,111,145.11RM 640,584.16RM 1,927,371.19RM 153,323.55RM 12% 93,767.52RM 545.16RM 4,403.95RM 69,090.05RM 162,857.57RM 3,118,068.35RM 4,869,797.62RM 4,427,088.75RM 4 1,133,803.73RM 3.60RM 2.48RM 1.12RM
1,821,686.09RM 116,011.39RM 28,605,296.62RM 314,211.18RM 15% 192,160.98RM 0.61RM 9,025.17RM 141,588.60RM 333,749.58RM 6,389,963.91RM 8,327,661.40RM 7,570,601.27RM 1 387,775.19RM 1.23RM 1 4.07RM (2.84)RM
14,181,310.35RM 1,136,077.24RM 177,021,030.78RM 6,936,732.84RM 42% 4,242,272.33RM 13.48RM 199,245.67RM 3,125,803.07RM 7,368,075.39RM 141,069,051.03RM 156,386,438.62RM 142,156,198.64RM 1 (7,556,323.20)RM 7,944,098.39RM 25.24RM 2 32.09RM (6.85)RM
12,167,349.97RM 1,940,352.90RM 76,297,669.96RM 5,572,937.95RM 40% 3,408,221.28RM 10.83RM 160,073.02RM 2,511,255.22RM 5,919,476.50RM 113,334,200.28RM 127,441,903.15RM 115,860,555.47RM 1 (8,513,668.96)RM 8,901,444.15RM 28.28RM 4 27.07RM 1.21RM
5,253,898.38RM 1,667,860.11RM 16,550,217.88RM 2,755,794.14RM 46% 1,685,350.94RM 5.35RM 79,155.43RM 1,241,805.04RM 2,927,155.98RM 56,043,280.57RM 62,965,039.05RM 57,231,109.38RM 2 (6,648,902.88)RM 7,036,678.08RM 22.36RM 3 11.64RM 10.72RM
1,259,118.43RM 317,746.02RM 4,989,454.17RM 173,741.94RM 12% 106,254.72RM 68.64RM 4,990.44RM 78,290.90RM 184,545.62RM 3,533,307.47RM 5,110,171.93RM 4,645,610.84RM 2 475,907.42RM 1.51RM 1 2.81RM (1.30)RM
1,654,385.99RM 209,728.36RM 13,050,180.80RM 289,013.03RM 15% 176,750.64RM 114.18RM 8,301.40RM 130,233.91RM 306,984.55RM 5,877,521.08RM 7,741,635.43RM 7,037,850.39RM 1 (4,742.00)RM 480,649.41RM 1.53RM 2 3.74RM (2.22)RM
534,951.65RM 268,733.19RM 1,064,897.38RM 428,786.19RM 70% 262,231.20RM 169.40RM 12,316.14RM 193,217.93RM 455,449.13RM 8,720,021.65RM 9,523,706.48RM 8,657,914.98RM 3 (1,297,967.36)RM 1,773,874.77RM 5.64RM 3 1.19RM 4.45RM
354,063.20RM 281,459.81RM 445,394.86RM 262,422.72RM 65% 160,488.90RM 103.68RM 7,537.64RM 118,251.88RM 278,740.78RM 5,336,766.50RM 5,972,289.51RM 5,429,354.10RM 10 (2,861,268.20)RM 3,337,175.62RM 10.60RM 4 0.78RM 9.82RM
4,408,748.89RM 3,053,882.40RM 6,364,707.04RM 912,524.84RM 18% 558,069.48RM 1.77RM 26,210.70RM 411,198.33RM 969,267.81RM 18,557,585.62RM 26,020,216.91RM 23,642,735.16RM 6 9,087,180.19RM 28.87RM 1 9.85RM 19.02RM
2,094,715.21RM 1,910,993.55RM 2,296,099.74RM 463,519.39RM 19% 283,472.86RM 0.90RM 13,313.79RM 208,869.27RM 492,342.13RM 9,426,374.29RM 13,432,083.05RM 12,213,560.75RM 25 (9,676,654.02)RM 18,763,834.21RM 59.61RM 2 4.74RM 54.87RM
177,567.98RM 141,156.30RM 223,372.18RM 138,845.05RM 68% 84,912.96RM 41.14RM 3,988.08RM 62,565.81RM 147,478.77RM 2,823,626.06RM 3,142,350.34RM 2,856,682.13RM 10 1,755,871.83RM 5.58RM 1 0.40RM 5.18RM
153,006.80RM 133,325.15RM 175,593.88RM 169,287.01RM 95% 103,530.24RM 50.16RM 4,862.48RM 76,283.44RM 179,813.68RM 3,442,709.85RM 3,729,041.79RM 3,390,037.99RM 17 (1,716,963.65)RM 3,472,835.48RM 11.03RM 2 0.35RM 10.69RM
28,249.45RM 8,967.84RM 88,988.13RM 7,146.44RM 22% 4,370.52RM 25.41RM 205.27RM 3,220.30RM 7,590.82RM 145,333.69RM 182,550.99RM 165,955.44RM 2 20,401.04RM 0.06RM 1 0.06RM 0.00RM
24,438.59RM 9,759.29RM 61,197.50RM 6,830.88RM 24% 4,177.54RM 24.29RM 196.21RM 3,078.10RM 7,255.64RM 138,916.36RM 173,114.24RM 157,376.58RM 3 (3,782.00)RM 24,183.05RM 0.08RM 2 0.06RM 0.02RM
80,712.72RM 61,283.66RM 106,301.47RM 24,130.82RM 26% 14,757.60RM 8.58RM 693.12RM 10,873.74RM 25,631.34RM 490,737.15RM 632,733.53RM 575,212.30RM 8 294,630.57RM 0.94RM 2 0.18RM 0.76RM
53,127.36RM 36,800.62RM 76,697.51RM 13,612.26RM 22% 8,324.80RM 4.84RM 390.99RM 6,133.90RM 14,458.70RM 276,826.08RM 366,754.07RM 333,412.79RM 6 166,547.08RM 128,083.49RM 0.41RM 1 0.12RM 0.29RM
-RM
59,189.33RM 47,052.10RM 74,457.39RM 5,444.90RM 8% 3,329.92RM 19.36RM 156.40RM 2,453.56RM 5,783.48RM 110,730.43RM 216,971.86RM 197,247.15RM 10 121,238.80RM 0.39RM 0.13RM 0.25RM
108,993.46RM 54,752.91RM 216,966.98RM 32,585.97RM 26% 19,928.48RM 4,982.12RM 935.98RM 14,683.76RM 34,612.24RM 662,685.36RM 826,431.72RM 751,301.57RM 3 153,930.24RM 0.49RM 1 0.24RM 0.25RM
81,853.20RM 51,725.76RM 129,528.25RM 20,972.38RM 22% 12,826.00RM 3,206.50RM 602.40RM 9,450.49RM 22,276.49RM 426,505.30RM 560,084.26RM 509,167.51RM 5 (2,550.75)RM 156,480.99RM 0.50RM 2 0.19RM 0.31RM
181,009.22RM 104,353.28RM 313,975.16RM 99,907.66RM 48% 61,100.16RM 61,100.16RM 2,869.67RM 45,019.99RM 106,120.15RM 2,031,774.70RM 2,317,137.21RM 2,106,488.37RM 4 539,484.19RM 1.71RM 1 0.40RM 1.31RM
511,517.64RM 170,008.82RM 1,539,039.54RM 279,993.39RM 47% 171,234.54RM 171,234.54RM 8,042.33RM 126,169.51RM 297,404.05RM 5,694,093.08RM 6,375,619.53RM 5,796,017.75RM 2 (202,713.10)RM 742,197.29RM 2.36RM 2 1.16RM 1.20RM
83,490.74RM 63,392.96RM 109,960.22RM 33,601.85RM 35% 20,549.76RM 17,124.80RM 965.16RM 15,141.53RM 35,691.29RM 683,344.90RM 830,228.59RM 754,753.27RM 8 386,593.59RM 1.23RM 2 0.19RM 1.04RM
126,546.59RM 55,393.47RM 289,096.16RM 50,109.34RM 34% 30,645.19RM 23,573.22RM 1,439.30RM 22,580.07RM 53,225.26RM 1,019,049.93RM 1,200,989.99RM 1,091,809.08RM 3 200,181.06RM 186,412.53RM 0.59RM 1 0.29RM 0.31RM
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Whole Life Cycle Costing Estimate
General Purpose Work Sheet
Nominal Rate 7.0%
Inflation Rate 2.2% Case Study Location 5
Real Interest Rate 4.7% Study Title Lily & Jasmine Apartment, Tampoi, Johor Bahru
Project Type - Developer Private
Total Unit/Area/ Space/Quantity Total Unit> 480 SQFt> 1050
Economic Building Service Life 1997
Economic Life Span 44 45
Project Life Cycle 40
Extra SUBTOTAL I SUBTOTAL II
Low Base High Low Base High Preliminaries1 Contigencies2 Construction Cost
80% 130% 80% 130% 15% 5% 18.5% 17.0% 19.0% 19.50%
Type Manufacturer Quantity Price Per Quantity Economic Life Span Alt1 Alt2 Alt3 Alt4
Wall Painting Dulux Weathershield Max ICI Dulux 350 207.90RM 10 72,765.00RM 58,212.00RM 72,765.00RM 94,594.50RM 72,765.00RM 10,914.75RM 3,638.25RM 87,318.00RM 16,153.83RM
Jotashield Extreme JOTUN 350 159.50RM 8 55,825.00RM 44,660.00RM 55,825.00RM 72,572.50RM 55,825.00RM 8,373.75RM 2,791.25RM 66,990.00RM 11,388.30RM
Nippon Weatherbond Advance NIPPON PAINT 350 151.80RM 5 53,130.00RM 42,504.00RM 53,130.00RM 69,069.00RM 53,130.00RM 7,969.50RM 2,656.50RM 63,756.00RM 12,113.64RM
Roof Painting Dulux Roofshield ICI Dulux 180 176.00RM 10 31,680.00RM 25,344.00RM 31,680.00RM 41,184.00RM 31,680.00RM 4,752.00RM 1,584.00RM 38,016.00RM 7,032.96RM
Jotaroof JOTUN 180 112.20RM 8 20,196.00RM 16,156.80RM 20,196.00RM 26,254.80RM 20,196.00RM 3,029.40RM 1,009.80RM 24,235.20RM 4,119.98RM
Nippon Roof Coating NIPPON PAINT 180 143.00RM 5 25,740.00RM 20,592.00RM 25,740.00RM 33,462.00RM 25,740.00RM 3,861.00RM 1,287.00RM 30,888.00RM 5,868.72RM
Interior Finishes Lump Sum Per Unit House 2,502.50RM 10 1,201,200.00RM 960,960.00RM 1,201,200.00RM 1,561,560.00RM 1,201,200.00RM 180,180.00RM 60,060.00RM 1,441,440.00RM 266,666.40RM
Floor Covering Cement Render 3.71RM 60 1,869,840.00RM 1,495,872.00RM 1,869,840.00RM 2,430,792.00RM 1,869,840.00RM 280,476.00RM 93,492.00RM 2,243,808.00RM 415,104.48RM
Homogeneus Tiles 20.01RM 55 10,085,040.00RM 8,068,032.00RM 10,085,040.00RM 13,110,552.00RM 10,085,040.00RM 1,512,756.00RM 504,252.00RM 12,102,048.00RM 2,057,348.16RM
Ceramic Tiles 19.78RM 40 9,969,120.00RM 7,975,296.00RM 9,969,120.00RM 12,959,856.00RM 9,969,120.00RM 1,495,368.00RM 498,456.00RM 11,962,944.00RM 2,272,959.36RM
Parquet Flooring 10.14RM 25 5,110,560.00RM 4,088,448.00RM 5,110,560.00RM 6,643,728.00RM 5,110,560.00RM 766,584.00RM 255,528.00RM 6,132,672.00RM 1,195,871.04RM
Ironmongeries (Door Hardware) Merbau 7 396.00RM 30 1,330,560.00RM 1,064,448.00RM 1,330,560.00RM 1,729,728.00RM 1,330,560.00RM 199,584.00RM 66,528.00RM 1,596,672.00RM 295,384.32RM
Nyatoh 7 720.50RM 45 2,420,880.00RM 1,936,704.00RM 2,420,880.00RM 3,147,144.00RM 2,420,880.00RM 363,132.00RM 121,044.00RM 2,905,056.00RM 493,859.52RM
Kayu Rata 7 203.50RM 15 683,760.00RM 547,008.00RM 683,760.00RM 888,888.00RM 683,760.00RM 102,564.00RM 34,188.00RM 820,512.00RM 155,897.28RM
Aluminium 7 156.20RM 5 524,832.00RM 419,865.60RM 524,832.00RM 682,281.60RM 524,832.00RM 78,724.80RM 26,241.60RM 629,798.40RM 122,810.69RM
Plumbing Option A (Decorative Brick Fence with metal Grille) 7.43RM 8 3,744,720.00RM 2,995,776.00RM 3,744,720.00RM 4,868,136.00RM 3,744,720.00RM 561,708.00RM 187,236.00RM 4,493,664.00RM 831,327.84RM
Option B (PVC Pipe Grade A+ with brick fence) 3.91RM 2 1,970,640.00RM 1,576,512.00RM 1,970,640.00RM 2,561,832.00RM 1,970,640.00RM 295,596.00RM 98,532.00RM 2,364,768.00RM 402,010.56RM
Mechanical and Electrical Works
Lighting Fluorescent lighting 12 49.50RM 5 285,120.00RM 228,096.00RM 285,120.00RM 370,656.00RM 285,120.00RM 42,768.00RM 14,256.00RM 342,144.00RM 63,296.64RM
Incandescent 12 44.00RM 3 253,440.00RM 202,752.00RM 253,440.00RM 329,472.00RM 253,440.00RM 38,016.00RM 12,672.00RM 304,128.00RM 51,701.76RM
HVAC Toshiba 104.50RM 25 50,160.00RM 40,128.00RM 50,160.00RM 65,208.00RM 50,160.00RM 7,524.00RM 2,508.00RM 60,192.00RM 11,135.52RM
York 90.20RM 20 43,296.00RM 34,636.80RM 43,296.00RM 56,284.80RM 43,296.00RM 6,494.40RM 2,164.80RM 51,955.20RM 8,832.38RM
Electrical Outlets Panasonic 10 33.00RM 6 158,400.00RM 126,720.00RM 158,400.00RM 205,920.00RM 158,400.00RM 23,760.00RM 7,920.00RM 190,080.00RM 35,164.80RM
Tenaga National 10 22.00RM 8 105,600.00RM 84,480.00RM 105,600.00RM 137,280.00RM 105,600.00RM 15,840.00RM 5,280.00RM 126,720.00RM 21,542.40RM
Telecommunications Facilities Telekom Komunikasi Malaysia 1 132.00RM 5 63,360.00RM 50,688.00RM 63,360.00RM 82,368.00RM 63,360.00RM 9,504.00RM 3,168.00RM 76,032.00RM 14,065.92RM
Lifts FUJI Elevator FUJI Elevator Malaysia Nil
Kawasaki Elevator Niche Elevator Sdn. Bhd. (Malaysia) Nil
Landscaping Lump Sum Option A (Soft & Hard Landscaping+12Months) 325,292.00RM 12 325,292.00RM 260,233.60RM 325,292.00RM 422,879.60RM 325,292.00RM 48,793.80RM 16,264.60RM 390,350.40RM 72,214.82RM
Lump Sum Option B (Soft & Hard Landscaping+24 Months) 672,328.80RM 24 672,328.80RM 537,863.04RM 672,328.80RM 874,027.44RM 672,328.80RM 100,849.32RM 33,616.44RM 806,794.56RM 137,155.08RM
Playgrounds Kid Play KPY-014-A03-02 20% 48,928.00RM 6 58,713.60RM 46,970.88RM 58,713.60RM 76,327.68RM 58,713.60RM 8,807.04RM 2,935.68RM 70,456.32RM 13,034.42RM
Kid Play KPY-022-A03-05 30% 69,333.00RM 18 90,132.90RM 72,106.32RM 90,132.90RM 117,172.77RM 90,132.90RM 13,519.94RM 4,506.65RM 108,159.48RM 18,387.11RM
Legends
% of Sub-Total I- Means Results from survey of 20 Property Managers*
% of Sub-Total I- Means Results from survey of 20 Property Managers*
% of Sub-Total II (Construction Costs)- based on the manufacturer info
Professional Fees3
Capital Costs
Estimated Costs Present Worth
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TOTAL CAPITAL COSTOTAL REPLACEMENT FUTURE COST CAPITAL RECOVERY M&O M&O M&O INCREMENT M&O UNIFORM COST PRESENT WORTH WLCC WLCC Replacement WLCC WLCC WLCC RANK ADJUSTED VALUE DIVERSE
(Annual Cost) Replacement Cost Maintenance Cost Maintenance Cost Maintenance Cost Annually Maintenance Cost Annual Cost (After MCS) Life Span SAVING Annualised RMpsf INITIAL COST
RIR RIR RIR RIR Price Per Quantity RIR Annually next 40 years 40 years with 1st Alternative PP Factor RMpsf
4.7% 4.7% 4.7% 4.7% Price Per Sqft 4.7% 4.7% 0.0559
First Year End Price per Sqm
103,471.83RM 65,387.29RM 163,738.55RM 6,674.82RM 6% 4,365.90RM 12.47RM 205.05RM 2,985.16RM 7,351.06RM 135,742.59RM 304,601.71RM 276,910.64RM 4 74,889.89RM 0.15RM 1 0.14RM 0.00RM
78,378.30RM 54,291.62RM 113,151.13RM 5,547.63RM 7% 3,628.63RM 10.37RM 170.42RM 2,481.05RM 6,109.67RM 112,819.57RM 245,489.49RM 223,172.26RM 6 (555.68)RM 75,445.58RM 0.15RM 2 0.11RM 0.04RM
75,869.64RM 60,311.98RM 95,440.44RM 6,498.23RM 8% 4,250.40RM 12.14RM 199.63RM 2,906.18RM 7,156.58RM 132,151.52RM 268,333.14RM 243,939.22RM 9 (57,055.79)RM 131,945.69RM 0.26RM 3 0.11RM 0.16RM
45,048.96RM 28,467.93RM 71,287.53RM 10,171.15RM 21% 6,652.80RM 36.96RM 312.46RM 4,548.81RM 11,201.61RM 206,845.85RM 280,362.75RM 254,875.22RM 4 68,930.46RM 0.14RM 2 0.06RM 0.07RM
28,355.18RM 19,641.26RM 40,935.07RM 6,175.34RM 20% 4,039.20RM 22.44RM 189.71RM 2,761.78RM 6,800.98RM 125,584.98RM 173,581.43RM 157,801.30RM 6 15,584.18RM 53,346.28RM 0.11RM 1 0.04RM 0.07RM
36,756.72RM 29,219.47RM 46,238.23RM 8,657.59RM 22% 5,662.80RM 31.46RM 265.96RM 3,871.90RM 9,534.70RM 176,065.22RM 242,041.41RM 220,037.64RM 9 (50,086.96)RM 119,017.43RM 0.24RM 3 0.05RM 0.19RM
1,708,106.40RM 1,079,409.16RM 2,702,985.64RM 220,374.91RM 12% 144,144.00RM 300.30RM 6,769.97RM 98,557.52RM 242,701.52RM 4,481,660.12RM 7,269,175.68RM 6,608,341.53RM 4 1,787,211.92RM 3.55RM 2.38RM 1.16RM
2,658,912.48RM 169,328.92RM 41,751,968.45RM 428,806.42RM 15% 280,476.00RM 0.56RM 13,173.04RM 191,773.64RM 472,249.64RM 8,720,433.06RM 11,548,674.46RM 10,490,305.37RM 1 473,229.46RM 0.94RM 1 3.71RM (2.77)RM
14,159,396.16RM 1,134,321.67RM 176,747,482.49RM 6,475,785.97RM 42% 4,235,716.80RM 8.40RM 198,937.78RM 2,896,143.84RM 7,131,860.64RM 131,694,992.90RM 146,988,710.73RM 133,619,422.70RM 1 (6,097,478.69)RM 6,570,708.15RM 13.04RM 2 20.01RM (6.97)RM
14,235,903.36RM 2,270,229.46RM 89,268,925.35RM 6,096,525.38RM 40% 3,987,648.00RM 7.91RM 187,286.79RM 2,726,528.41RM 6,714,176.41RM 123,982,149.86RM 140,488,282.68RM 127,703,706.91RM 1 (8,161,942.66)RM 8,635,172.13RM 17.13RM 4 19.78RM (2.65)RM
7,328,543.04RM 2,326,460.03RM 23,085,521.51RM 3,594,114.38RM 46% 2,350,857.60RM 4.66RM 110,412.10RM 1,607,383.61RM 3,958,241.21RM 73,091,802.30RM 82,746,805.37RM 75,239,205.67RM 2 (7,664,478.75)RM 8,137,708.21RM 16.15RM 3 10.14RM 6.01RM
1,892,056.32RM 477,471.66RM 7,497,569.78RM 244,107.59RM 12% 159,667.20RM 47.52RM 7,499.05RM 109,171.41RM 268,838.61RM 4,964,300.44RM 7,333,828.42RM 6,667,116.75RM 1 601,035.85RM 1.19RM 1 2.64RM (1.45)RM
3,398,915.52RM 430,884.32RM 26,811,434.77RM 555,175.24RM 15% 363,132.00RM 108.08RM 17,055.12RM 248,289.15RM 611,421.15RM 11,290,336.07RM 15,120,135.90RM 13,745,578.09RM 1 (225,066.90)RM 826,102.75RM 1.64RM 2 4.80RM (3.16)RM
976,409.28RM 490,499.61RM 1,943,681.61RM 731,757.70RM 70% 478,632.00RM 142.45RM 22,479.78RM 327,261.52RM 805,893.52RM 14,881,409.88RM 16,348,318.78RM 14,862,107.98RM 3 (2,078,581.15)RM 2,679,617.00RM 5.32RM 3 1.36RM 3.96RM
752,609.09RM 598,280.78RM 946,746.85RM 521,553.95RM 65% 341,140.80RM 101.53RM 16,022.27RM 233,252.81RM 574,393.61RM 10,606,595.61RM 11,957,485.48RM 10,870,441.34RM 9 (5,278,739.65)RM 5,879,775.50RM 11.67RM 4 1.04RM 10.62RM
5,324,991.84RM 3,688,551.84RM 7,687,444.65RM 1,030,522.38RM 18% 674,049.60RM 1.34RM 31,657.91RM 460,877.03RM 1,134,926.63RM 20,957,245.60RM 29,970,789.28RM 27,227,836.83RM 6 9,210,836.64RM 18.28RM 1 7.43RM 10.85RM
2,766,778.56RM 2,524,112.09RM 3,032,774.82RM 572,435.38RM 19% 374,421.60RM 0.74RM 17,585.36RM 256,008.34RM 630,429.94RM 11,641,347.21RM 16,932,237.87RM 15,373,259.44RM 22 (11,604,107.59)RM 20,814,944.23RM 41.30RM 2 3.91RM 37.39RM
405,440.64RM 322,301.90RM 510,025.26RM 296,416.36RM 68% 193,881.60RM 33.66RM 9,105.99RM 132,565.28RM 326,446.88RM 6,028,079.10RM 6,755,821.65RM 6,141,656.04RM 9 3,321,995.64RM 6.59RM 1 0.57RM 6.03RM
355,829.76RM 310,058.49RM 408,357.85RM 368,098.74RM 95% 240,768.00RM 41.80RM 11,308.09RM 164,623.56RM 405,391.56RM 7,485,849.87RM 8,151,738.11RM 7,410,671.01RM 15 (3,358,671.76)RM 6,680,667.40RM 13.26RM 2 0.50RM 12.75RM
71,327.52RM 22,643.06RM 224,687.63RM 16,871.19RM 22% 11,035.20RM 22.99RM 518.29RM 7,545.25RM 18,580.45RM 343,101.45RM 437,072.03RM 397,338.21RM 2 42,983.71RM 0.09RM 1 0.10RM (0.01)RM
60,787.58RM 24,274.89RM 152,220.28RM 15,886.37RM 24% 10,391.04RM 21.65RM 488.03RM 7,104.81RM 17,495.85RM 323,073.52RM 408,135.99RM 371,032.72RM 2 (7,188.80)RM 50,172.51RM 0.10RM 2 0.09RM 0.01RM
225,244.80RM 171,024.17RM 296,655.27RM 62,964.26RM 26% 41,184.00RM 8.58RM 1,934.28RM 28,159.29RM 69,343.29RM 1,280,474.32RM 1,676,743.29RM 1,524,312.08RM 7 687,078.27RM 1.36RM 1 0.31RM 1.05RM
148,262.40RM 102,699.42RM 214,039.58RM 35,518.30RM 22% 23,232.00RM 4.84RM 1,091.13RM 15,884.73RM 39,116.73RM 722,318.85RM 973,280.66RM 884,800.60RM 6 387,962.72RM 299,115.55RM 0.59RM 2 0.21RM 0.38RM
-RM
90,097.92RM 71,622.65RM 113,338.95RM 7,749.45RM 8% 5,068.80RM 10.56RM 238.06RM 3,465.76RM 8,534.56RM 157,596.84RM 319,317.40RM 290,288.55RM 9 157,015.84RM 0.31RM 0.13RM 0.19RM
-RM
-RM
462,565.22RM 266,672.60RM 802,356.84RM 238,715.26RM 48% 156,140.16RM 156,140.16RM 7,333.39RM 106,759.82RM 262,899.98RM 4,854,639.31RM 5,583,877.13RM 5,076,251.94RM 4 1,144,051.29RM 2.27RM 2 0.65RM 1.62RM
943,949.64RM 313,732.61RM 2,840,128.49RM 483,109.02RM 47% 315,994.54RM 315,994.54RM 14,841.23RM 216,059.21RM 532,053.75RM 9,824,759.34RM 11,082,441.58RM 10,074,946.89RM 2 8,739.63RM 1,135,311.65RM 2.25RM 1 1.33RM 0.92RM
83,490.74RM 63,392.96RM 109,960.22RM 31,417.55RM 35% 20,549.76RM 17,124.80RM 965.16RM 14,050.76RM 34,600.52RM 638,923.85RM 785,807.55RM 714,370.50RM 7 321,999.97RM 0.64RM 2 0.12RM 0.52RM
126,546.59RM 55,393.47RM 289,096.16RM 46,851.97RM 34% 30,645.19RM 23,573.22RM 1,439.30RM 20,953.45RM 51,598.63RM 952,806.28RM 1,134,746.34RM 1,031,587.58RM 2 167,005.16RM 154,994.82RM 0.31RM 1 0.18RM 0.13RM
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Whole Life Cycle Costing Estimate
General Purpose Work Sheet
Nominal Rate 7.0%
Inflation Rate 2.2% Case Study Location 6
Real Interest Rate 4.7% Study Title Kipark Apartment, Tampoi, Johor Bahru
Project Type - Developer Private
Total Unit/Area/ Space/Quantity Total Unit> 768 SQFt> 925
Economic Building Service Life 1997
Economic Life Span 46 47
Project Life Cycle 40
Extra SUBTOTAL I SUBTOTAL II
Low Base High Low Base High Preliminaries1 Contigencies2 Construction Cost
80% 130% 80% 130% 15% 5% 18.5% 17.0% 19.0% 19.50%
Type Manufacturer Quantity Price Per Quantity Economic Life Span Alt1 Alt2 Alt3 Alt4
Wall Painting Dulux Weathershield Max ICI Dulux 230 207.90RM 10 47,817.00RM 38,253.60RM 47,817.00RM 62,162.10RM 47,817.00RM 7,172.55RM 2,390.85RM 57,380.40RM 10,615.37RM
Jotashield Extreme JOTUN 230 159.50RM 8 36,685.00RM 29,348.00RM 36,685.00RM 47,690.50RM 36,685.00RM 5,502.75RM 1,834.25RM 44,022.00RM 7,483.74RM
Nippon Weatherbond Advance NIPPON PAINT 230 151.80RM 5 34,914.00RM 27,931.20RM 34,914.00RM 45,388.20RM 34,914.00RM 5,237.10RM 1,745.70RM 41,896.80RM 7,960.39RM
Roof Painting Dulux Roofshield ICI Dulux 110 176.00RM 10 19,360.00RM 15,488.00RM 19,360.00RM 25,168.00RM 19,360.00RM 2,904.00RM 968.00RM 23,232.00RM 4,297.92RM
Jotaroof JOTUN 110 112.20RM 8 12,342.00RM 9,873.60RM 12,342.00RM 16,044.60RM 12,342.00RM 1,851.30RM 617.10RM 14,810.40RM 2,517.77RM
Nippon Roof Coating NIPPON PAINT 110 143.00RM 5 15,730.00RM 12,584.00RM 15,730.00RM 20,449.00RM 15,730.00RM 2,359.50RM 786.50RM 18,876.00RM 3,586.44RM
Interior Finishes Lump Sum Per Unit House 5,753.00RM 18 4,418,304.00RM 3,534,643.20RM 4,418,304.00RM 5,743,795.20RM 4,418,304.00RM 662,745.60RM 220,915.20RM 5,301,964.80RM 980,863.49RM
Floor Covering Cement Render 6.47RM 60 4,596,288.00RM 3,677,030.40RM 4,596,288.00RM 5,975,174.40RM 4,596,288.00RM 689,443.20RM 229,814.40RM 5,515,545.60RM 1,020,375.94RM
Homogeneus Tiles 36.09RM 55 25,638,336.00RM 20,510,668.80RM 25,638,336.00RM 33,329,836.80RM 25,638,336.00RM 3,845,750.40RM 1,281,916.80RM 30,766,003.20RM 5,230,220.54RM
Ceramic Tiles 20.63RM 40 14,655,552.00RM 11,724,441.60RM 14,655,552.00RM 19,052,217.60RM 14,655,552.00RM 2,198,332.80RM 732,777.60RM 17,586,662.40RM 3,341,465.86RM
Parquet Flooring 14.54RM 25 10,329,216.00RM 8,263,372.80RM 10,329,216.00RM 13,427,980.80RM 10,329,216.00RM 1,549,382.40RM 516,460.80RM 12,395,059.20RM 2,417,036.54RM
Ironmongeries (Door Hardware) Merbau 7 572.00RM 30 3,075,072.00RM 2,460,057.60RM 3,075,072.00RM 3,997,593.60RM 3,075,072.00RM 461,260.80RM 153,753.60RM 3,690,086.40RM 682,665.98RM
Nyatoh 7 892.10RM 45 4,795,929.60RM 3,836,743.68RM 4,795,929.60RM 6,234,708.48RM 4,795,929.60RM 719,389.44RM 239,796.48RM 5,755,115.52RM 978,369.64RM
Kayu Rata 7 222.20RM 15 1,194,547.20RM 955,637.76RM 1,194,547.20RM 1,552,911.36RM 1,194,547.20RM 179,182.08RM 59,727.36RM 1,433,456.64RM 272,356.76RM
Aluminium 7 170.50RM 5 916,608.00RM 733,286.40RM 916,608.00RM 1,191,590.40RM 916,608.00RM 137,491.20RM 45,830.40RM 1,099,929.60RM 214,486.27RM
Plumbing Option A (Decorative Brick Fence with metal Grille) 10.12RM 9 7,189,248.00RM 5,751,398.40RM 7,189,248.00RM 9,346,022.40RM 7,189,248.00RM 1,078,387.20RM 359,462.40RM 8,627,097.60RM 1,596,013.06RM
Option B (PVC Pipe Grade A+ with brick fence) 4.51RM 2 3,203,904.00RM 2,563,123.20RM 3,203,904.00RM 4,165,075.20RM 3,203,904.00RM 480,585.60RM 160,195.20RM 3,844,684.80RM 653,596.42RM
Mechanical and Electrical Works
Lighting Fluorescent lighting 12 66.00RM 5 608,256.00RM 486,604.80RM 608,256.00RM 790,732.80RM 608,256.00RM 91,238.40RM 30,412.80RM 729,907.20RM 135,032.83RM
Incandescent 12 44.00RM 3 405,504.00RM 324,403.20RM 405,504.00RM 527,155.20RM 405,504.00RM 60,825.60RM 20,275.20RM 486,604.80RM 82,722.82RM
HVAC Toshiba 132.00RM 25 101,376.00RM 81,100.80RM 101,376.00RM 131,788.80RM 101,376.00RM 15,206.40RM 5,068.80RM 121,651.20RM 22,505.47RM
York 126.50RM 20 97,152.00RM 77,721.60RM 97,152.00RM 126,297.60RM 97,152.00RM 14,572.80RM 4,857.60RM 116,582.40RM 19,819.01RM
Electrical Outlets Panasonic 10 33.00RM 6 253,440.00RM 202,752.00RM 253,440.00RM 329,472.00RM 253,440.00RM 38,016.00RM 12,672.00RM 304,128.00RM 56,263.68RM
Tenaga National 10 22.00RM 8 168,960.00RM 135,168.00RM 168,960.00RM 219,648.00RM 168,960.00RM 25,344.00RM 8,448.00RM 202,752.00RM 34,467.84RM
Telecommunications Facilities Telekom Komunikasi Malaysia 1 242.00RM 5 185,856.00RM 148,684.80RM 185,856.00RM 241,612.80RM 185,856.00RM 27,878.40RM 9,292.80RM 223,027.20RM 41,260.03RM
Lifts FUJI Elevator FUJI Elevator Malaysia 8 17,072.00RM 20 136,576.00RM 109,260.80RM 136,576.00RM 177,548.80RM 136,576.00RM 20,486.40RM 6,828.80RM 163,891.20RM 30,319.87RM
Kawasaki Elevator Niche Elevator Sdn. Bhd. (Malaysia) 8 15,026.00RM 10 120,208.00RM 96,166.40RM 120,208.00RM 156,270.40RM 120,208.00RM 18,031.20RM 6,010.40RM 144,249.60RM 24,522.43RM
Landscaping Lump Sum Option A (Soft & Hard Landscaping+12Months) 464,992.00RM 12 464,992.00RM 371,993.60RM 464,992.00RM 604,489.60RM 464,992.00RM 69,748.80RM 23,249.60RM 557,990.40RM 103,228.22RM
Lump Sum Option B (Soft & Hard Landscaping+24 Months) 795,528.80RM 24 795,528.80RM 636,423.04RM 795,528.80RM 1,034,187.44RM 795,528.80RM 119,329.32RM 39,776.44RM 954,634.56RM 162,287.88RM
Playgrounds Kid Play KPY-014-A03-02 20% 48,928.00RM 6 58,713.60RM 46,970.88RM 58,713.60RM 76,327.68RM 58,713.60RM 8,807.04RM 2,935.68RM 70,456.32RM 13,034.42RM
Kid Play KPY-022-A03-05 30% 69,333.00RM 18 90,132.90RM 72,106.32RM 90,132.90RM 117,172.77RM 90,132.90RM 13,519.94RM 4,506.65RM 108,159.48RM 18,387.11RM
Legends
% of Sub-Total I- Means Results from survey of 20 Property Managers*
% of Sub-Total I- Means Results from survey of 20 Property Managers*
% of Sub-Total II (Construction Costs)- based on the manufacturer info
Professional Fees3
Capital Costs
Estimated Costs Present Worth
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TOTAL CAPITAL COST TOTAL REPLACEMENT FUTURE COST CAPITAL RECOVERY M&O M&O M&O INCREMENT M&O UNIFORM COST PRESENT WORTH WLCC WLCC Replacement WLCC WLCC WLCC RANK ADJUSTED VALUE DIVERSE
(Annual Cost) Replacement Cost Maintenance Cost Maintenance Cost Maintenance Cost Annually Maintenance Cost Annual Cost (After MCS) Life Span SAVING Annualised RMpsf INITIAL COST
RIR RIR RIR RIR Price Per Quantity RIR Annually next 40 years 40 years with 1st Alternative PP Factor RMpsf
4.7% 4.7% 4.7% 4.7% Price Per Sqft 4.7% 4.7% 0.0559
First Year End Price per Sqm
67,995.77RM 42,968.79RM 107,599.62RM 4,494.34RM 6% 2,869.02RM 12.47RM 134.75RM 2,015.09RM 4,884.11RM 91,399.21RM 202,363.77RM 183,967.06RM 5 52,015.02RM 0.07RM 1 0.07RM 0.01RM
51,505.74RM 35,677.35RM 74,356.46RM 3,735.37RM 7% 2,384.53RM 10.37RM 111.99RM 1,674.80RM 4,059.32RM 75,964.51RM 163,147.60RM 148,316.00RM 6 (403.74)RM 52,418.76RM 0.07RM 2 0.05RM 0.02RM
49,857.19RM 39,633.59RM 62,718.00RM 4,375.44RM 8% 2,793.12RM 12.14RM 131.18RM 1,961.78RM 4,754.90RM 88,981.24RM 178,472.02RM 162,247.29RM 9 (39,732.89)RM 91,747.91RM 0.13RM 3 0.05RM 0.08RM
27,529.92RM 17,397.07RM 43,564.60RM 6,368.79RM 21% 4,065.60RM 36.96RM 190.95RM 2,855.52RM 6,921.12RM 129,519.01RM 174,446.00RM 158,587.27RM 5 44,839.12RM 0.06RM 2 0.03RM 0.04RM
17,328.17RM 12,002.99RM 25,015.88RM 3,866.76RM 20% 2,468.40RM 22.44RM 115.93RM 1,733.71RM 4,202.11RM 78,636.54RM 107,967.70RM 98,152.46RM 6 10,149.47RM 34,689.65RM 0.05RM 1 0.02RM 0.03RM
22,462.44RM 17,856.34RM 28,256.69RM 5,421.05RM 22% 3,460.60RM 31.46RM 162.53RM 2,430.59RM 5,891.19RM 110,245.35RM 150,564.13RM 136,876.48RM 9 (32,562.06)RM 77,401.17RM 0.11RM 3 0.02RM 0.09RM
6,282,828.29RM 2,750,193.91RM 14,353,144.74RM 830,556.01RM 12% 530,196.48RM 690.36RM 24,901.60RM 372,389.88RM 902,586.36RM 16,890,624.27RM 25,923,646.47RM 23,566,951.34RM 3 3,701,856.90RM 5.21RM 6.22RM (1.01)RM
6,535,921.54RM 416,230.52RM 102,631,279.44RM 1,080,016.96RM 15% 689,443.20RM 0.97RM 32,380.89RM 484,238.73RM 1,173,681.93RM 21,963,793.59RM 28,915,945.64RM 26,279,097.43RM 1 1,238,745.79RM 1.74RM 1 6.47RM (4.73)RM
35,996,223.74RM 2,883,689.12RM 449,330,031.75RM 16,868,295.86RM 42% 10,768,101.12RM 15.16RM 505,742.52RM 7,563,105.40RM 18,331,206.52RM 343,042,545.52RM 381,922,458.39RM 347,211,855.35RM 1 (16,610,034.74)RM 17,848,780.53RM 25.12RM 4 36.09RM (10.97)RM
20,928,128.26RM 3,337,452.65RM 131,233,787.68RM 9,183,204.52RM 40% 5,862,220.80RM 8.25RM 275,329.35RM 4,117,401.32RM 9,979,622.12RM 186,754,481.89RM 211,020,062.80RM 191,789,926.20RM 1 (12,321,257.61)RM 13,560,003.40RM 19.09RM 2 20.63RM (1.54)RM
14,812,095.74RM 4,702,128.18RM 46,659,336.39RM 7,443,158.64RM 46% 4,751,439.36RM 6.69RM 223,159.58RM 3,337,230.61RM 8,088,669.97RM 151,367,992.81RM 170,882,216.73RM 155,368,838.05RM 2 (16,330,491.25)RM 17,569,237.04RM 24.73RM 3 14.54RM 10.19RM
4,372,752.38RM 1,103,490.07RM 17,327,716.82RM 578,054.28RM 12% 369,008.64RM 68.64RM 17,331.13RM 259,177.66RM 628,186.30RM 11,755,616.13RM 17,231,858.58RM 15,665,325.98RM 2 1,476,409.76RM 2.08RM 1 4.33RM (2.25)RM
6,733,485.16RM 853,611.43RM 53,115,294.29RM 1,126,927.93RM 15% 719,389.44RM 133.82RM 33,787.37RM 505,271.83RM 1,224,661.27RM 22,917,799.71RM 30,504,896.30RM 27,731,723.91RM 1 (266,011.17)RM 1,742,420.94RM 2.45RM 2 6.75RM (4.30)RM
1,705,813.40RM 856,916.08RM 3,395,664.31RM 1,309,885.82RM 70% 836,183.04RM 155.54RM 39,272.78RM 587,303.22RM 1,423,486.26RM 26,638,527.57RM 29,201,257.05RM 26,546,597.32RM 3 (3,527,463.83)RM 5,003,873.59RM 7.04RM 3 1.68RM 5.36RM
1,314,415.87RM 1,044,884.74RM 1,653,473.37RM 933,316.80RM 65% 595,795.20RM 110.83RM 27,982.55RM 418,463.93RM 1,014,259.13RM 18,980,421.87RM 21,339,722.48RM 19,399,747.71RM 9 (9,493,796.78)RM 10,970,206.55RM 15.44RM 4 1.29RM 14.15RM
10,223,110.66RM 6,763,743.42RM 15,451,797.17RM 2,027,160.13RM 18% 1,294,064.64RM 1.82RM 60,777.99RM 908,901.87RM 2,202,966.51RM 41,225,395.57RM 58,212,249.65RM 52,920,226.95RM 5 16,625,239.69RM 23.40RM 1 10.12RM 13.28RM
4,498,281.22RM 4,103,749.46RM 4,930,742.99RM 953,597.67RM 19% 608,741.76RM 0.86RM 28,590.61RM 427,557.10RM 1,036,298.86RM 19,392,864.22RM 27,994,894.90RM 25,449,904.45RM 23 (19,353,412.27)RM 35,978,651.96RM 50.65RM 2 4.51RM 46.14RM
864,940.03RM 687,577.39RM 1,088,053.89RM 647,928.97RM 68% 413,614.08RM 44.88RM 19,426.10RM 290,506.83RM 704,120.91RM 13,176,624.67RM 14,729,142.09RM 13,390,129.18RM 9 7,571,875.93RM 10.66RM 1 0.86RM 9.80RM
569,327.62RM 496,093.58RM 653,372.57RM 603,463.26RM 95% 385,228.80RM 41.80RM 18,092.94RM 270,570.08RM 655,798.88RM 12,272,346.51RM 13,337,767.70RM 12,125,243.36RM 15 (3,855,800.53)RM 11,427,676.46RM 16.09RM 2 0.57RM 15.52RM
144,156.67RM 45,762.81RM 454,105.53RM 34,937.35RM 22% 22,302.72RM 29.04RM 1,047.49RM 15,664.58RM 37,967.30RM 710,504.27RM 900,423.76RM 818,567.05RM 2 92,576.97RM 0.13RM 1 0.14RM (0.01)RM
136,401.41RM 54,470.48RM 341,567.46RM 36,525.41RM 24% 23,316.48RM 30.36RM 1,095.10RM 16,376.61RM 39,693.09RM 742,799.92RM 933,671.81RM 848,792.55RM 2 (27,417.24)RM 119,994.21RM 0.17RM 2 0.14RM 0.03RM
360,391.68RM 273,638.67RM 474,648.43RM 103,223.98RM 26% 65,894.40RM 8.58RM 3,094.84RM 46,281.72RM 112,176.12RM 2,099,217.17RM 2,733,247.51RM 2,484,770.47RM 8 1,170,910.64RM 1.65RM 2 0.36RM 1.29RM
237,219.84RM 164,319.06RM 342,463.32RM 58,228.91RM 22% 37,171.20RM 4.84RM 1,745.81RM 26,107.64RM 63,278.84RM 1,184,173.79RM 1,585,712.69RM 1,441,556.99RM 6 661,426.63RM 509,484.01RM 0.72RM 1 0.24RM 0.48RM
-RM
264,287.23RM 210,093.09RM 332,460.91RM 23,291.56RM 8% 14,868.48RM 19.36RM 698.32RM 10,443.06RM 25,311.54RM 473,669.51RM 948,049.84RM 861,863.49RM 9 487,368.22RM 0.69RM 0.26RM 0.42RM
194,211.07RM 77,556.17RM 486,330.63RM 55,626.25RM 26% 35,509.76RM 4,438.72RM 1,667.78RM 24,940.71RM 60,450.47RM 1,131,244.81RM 1,403,012.05RM 1,275,465.50RM 2 180,313.17RM 0.25RM 1 0.19RM 0.06RM
168,772.03RM 106,652.65RM 267,072.58RM 41,427.44RM 22% 26,445.76RM 3,305.72RM 1,242.07RM 18,574.50RM 45,020.26RM 842,490.31RM 1,117,914.99RM 1,016,286.36RM 5 (107,032.61)RM 287,345.78RM 0.40RM 2 0.17RM 0.24RM
661,218.62RM 381,197.90RM 1,146,937.26RM 349,638.14RM 48% 223,196.16RM 223,196.16RM 10,482.79RM 156,764.51RM 379,960.67RM 7,110,425.32RM 8,152,841.84RM 7,411,674.40RM 4 1,746,319.94RM 2.46RM 2 0.65RM 1.80RM
1,116,922.44RM 371,222.12RM 3,360,564.07RM 585,714.33RM 47% 373,898.54RM 373,898.54RM 17,560.79RM 262,612.14RM 636,510.67RM 11,911,394.97RM 13,399,539.53RM 12,181,399.57RM 2 311,244.69RM 1,435,075.25RM 2.02RM 1 1.12RM 0.90RM
83,490.74RM 63,392.96RM 109,960.22RM 32,191.32RM 35% 20,549.76RM 17,124.80RM 965.16RM 14,433.37RM 34,983.13RM 654,659.71RM 801,543.41RM 728,675.83RM 8 343,377.50RM 0.48RM 2 0.08RM 0.40RM
126,546.59RM 55,393.47RM 289,096.16RM 48,005.87RM 34% 30,645.19RM 23,573.22RM 1,439.30RM 21,524.02RM 52,169.20RM 976,272.65RM 1,158,212.71RM 1,052,920.65RM 3 177,986.51RM 165,391.00RM 0.23RM 1 0.13RM 0.11RM
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Appendix C8.Monte Carlo Simulation OptQuest Optimal Solutions Break Result
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Figure 6.15a. Chempaka HRRPD Building Components MCS OptQuest Optimal Solutions
Break Result
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Figure 6.15b. Kempas HRRPD Building Components MCS OptQuest Optimal Solutions
Break Result
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Figure 6.15c. Saujana HRRPD Building Components MCS OptQuest Optimal Solutions
Break Result
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Figure 6.15d.Wadihana HRRPD Building Components MCS OptQuest Optimal Solutions
Break Result
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Figure 6.15e. Lily HRRPD Building Components MCS OptQuest Optimal Solutions Break
Result
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Figure 6.15f. KipArk HRRPD Building Components MCS OptQuest Optimal Solutions
Break Result
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Appendix C9.Monte Carlo Simulation OptQuest Normal Distribution Solutions
Break Result
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Figure 6.15a. Chempaka HRRPD Building Components MCS Normal Distributions
Optimal Solutions Break Result
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Figure 6.15a. Kempas HRRPD Building Components MCS Normal Distributions Optimal
Solutions Break Result
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Figure 6.15a. Saujana HRRPD Building Components MCS Normal Distributions Optimal
Solutions Break Result
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Figure 6.15a.Wadihana HRRPD Building Components MCS Normal Distributions Optimal
Solutions Break Result
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Figure 6.15a. Lily HRRPD Building Components MCS Normal Distributions Optimal
Solutions Break Result
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Figure 6.15a. KipArk HRRPD Building Components MCS Normal Distributions Optimal
Solutions Break Result
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Appendix C10. Residents Quality Perception Comparable Result
Chempaka HRRPD Building: Residents Quality Perception year 2011.
Chempaka HRRPD Building: Residents Quality Perception year 2012.
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Kempas HRRPD Building: Residents Quality Perception year 2011.
Kempas HRRPD Building: Residents Quality Perception year 2012.
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Saujana HRRPD Building: Residents Quality Perception year 2011.
Saujana HRRPD Building: Residents Quality Perception year 2012.
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Wadihana HRRPD Building: Residents Quality Perception year 2011.
Wadihana HRRPD Building: Residents Quality Perception year 2012.
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Lily HRRPD Building: Residents Quality Perception year 2011.
Lily HRRPD Building: Residents Quality Perception year 2012.
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KipArk HRRPD Building: Residents Quality Perception year 2011.
KipArk HRRPD Building: Residents Quality Perception year 2012.
